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HERBERT SPENCER.

THE LITERARY PRODUCTION OF 1903.

"A temperate show of objects that endure."

No other editorial duty of the year brings

with it a more unflattering sense of incapacity

and unfitness, or is calculated to make one so

truly humble, as the duty of summing up the

literature of twelve months and of selecting

from its annual average of 7000 books an in-

finitesimal loo to be recommended as the best

books of a given year.

One's first impulse is a longing "to be a

cassowary," or any other fortunate biped that

can take a quiet, wise look at a fool's job and

silently steal away from its responsibility and

thanklessness.

But custom, that inexorable slave driver,

has decreed that every literary periodical
must contain, in its first issue of the year, an

"expert's" report on the literary produce of

the year just ended and its mental, moral and
commercial value and interest.

To offer to choose the books that will ap-

peal to a man is a little like offering to choose
him a wife. We can only set before him
the mental, moral and personal attractions

of the women we know have pleased a large

proportion of critical judges, and then his

own personal taste or some unexplained rea-

son may lead him to pass by all that others

have liked and choose as his affinity the seem-
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ingly most "impossible" of the whole collec-

tion.

While the year 1903 was passing, before

every last idea had left me as I stood hopeless

before the problem of giving some idea of the

general average merit and the trend of sub-

jects of the "books of the year," I had intui-

tions and individual likings, and curiosity as

to the literature that would be born of the

special events and problems of an unusually

eventful and interesting year. They were

jotted down and I thought would prove

very useful when the dreaded hour came, but

now they look as uninteresting to others as

the anecdotes of bright grandchildren, and as

out of focus and faded and inartistic as the

portraits in a family photograph album.

I abandon all idea of a "composition" ac-

cording to received methods on the brain and

market literature of 1903; all my scraps and

jottings and the sample work of gifted and

dexterous colleagues have been put out of

sight. I lay clean sheets of copy paper upon
an empty desk and shall give only a few per-

sonal thoughts upon the nutrition for soul,

mind and heart contained in the brain-food

offered in one year to the English speaking

peoples of the world. No doubt much of this

food was on the order of the "breakfast

foods," and the relative quantity absorbed by
"the public" depended only slightly upon its

intrinsic merit, but largely upon the invention

and commercial foresight of its manufacturers

and the psychological genius of its advertisers.

The publishers have sinned against the peo-

ple of natural and uncorrupted tastes, by al-

lowing their calling, which should be a profes-

sion, to become almost wholly a trade, cater-

ing for "the public" whose brains are be-

mused with a little learning and whose su-

perficiality and unrest and excited longing for

a new thing have corrupted its taste and

based its judgments on wholly artificial stand-

ards.

The authors have sinned even more, for

their calling and election were higher and

surer, but with very few exceptions they have

been content to sell their birthright of inspir-

ation and their hard-earned artistic technique
for a mess of pottage composed of vanity and

gold. Like Esau of old, some may have

thought: "I am at the point to die and what

profit shall this birthright do to me?" But

also like Esau of old, they have not foreseen

the inevitable consequence. The hairy gar-

ment furnished by the publishers may deceive

a blind "public" for a season, but among the

people are born critics, simple in speech and
not widely read, who have an instinct for the

essential, and the sympathy that enables them
at once to set themselves at the author's point

of view and prove it true or false unerringly.

Under publishers' patronage many of -the

authors have done good work
; to underrate it

were most ignorant and unjust; but at the

moment many of them are driven remorse-

lessly, and stenography, linotype, hired proof-

reading and other inventions, invaluable of

their kind, are undermining individuality and

personality, high ideals, and unflinching self-

criticism.

And readers have sinned, generally unwit-

tingly, and therefore far less culpably. Still

from them must come the new order if we are

again to have a literature that shall nourish

and elevate and make strong. The idea that

it is laudable to read, read, read, no matter

what, must be refuted steadily. Books must

be selected, as friends and acquaintances are,

for true companionship and for the help they

can give towards true advancement in knowl-

edge and genuine virtue. And like friends

and acquaintances they must not be suffered

to take all one's time and absorb all one's in-

dividuality. We must all take time to go
about in the world with a sympathetic heart

and form our own judgments, and very soon

we shall want to know and to learn and to

read for profitable, enduring uses.

People will not need "breakfast foods" if

they spend time amid natural conditions and

foster in themselves a state of mind that

makes mere living a joy and a blessing. They
will have health to do their own digestive

work, and their healthy bodies will crave

strong food. And readers will awake to

their own needs and will demand, and not

merely take what is supplied of old stock and

reduced and battered mental samples, gotten

up for a "public" which must be kept overfed

though often unnourished.

Already things are on the turn. Last year's

books were distinctly better.

Fiction, the "breakfast food" of literary

commerce, continued to furnish the mental

sustenance of the great part of the population.

There was no really great novel during the

year. Those which showed originality were

"Pigs in Clover," "House on the Sands,"

"Hetty Wesley" and "Petronilla Herroven."

The mosj thought of the people was given to

"Lady Rose's Daughter" and "The Mettle of

the Pasture," which both led to long ethical

discussions. "The Pit," by Frank Norris, was

widely read because the untimely death of its

very talented author called special attention

to it.

The harvest in the fields of biography and
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history has been very rich and of lasting qual-

ity. Death wrote finis to the lives of Herbert

Spencer, Pope Leo xm., Theodor Mommsen,
William E. H. Lecky and Frederic William

Farrar. "The Life of Gladstone," by John

Morley, is probably the most literary biogra-

phy of the year. Reviews of it written by the

first scholars of Europe and America are ap-

pearing in all the magazines. An excellent

one is the work of Goldwin Smith, and may
be read in the December and January North

American. Morley has done his work with

exquisite literary and political discrimination,

but in our own day some readers hoped for

more personal details on events still in their

memories. But this is a work for all time,

and thus far it is only safe to describe what

it does and leaves undone : it is far too soon

to pass a critic's judgment. "Pope Leo's Life

and Letters" is also of interest to the whole

world. Great works in history begun, con-

tinued and ended, included two volumes of

John B. Thacher's "Christopher Columbus;"
two volumes of Trevelyan's "American Revo-

lution," the most important book on America

written by an Englishman since Bryce's

"American Commonwealth ;" the seventh vol-

ume of the "Cambridge Modern History,"

also dealing with the United States; the con-

cluding volume of Bigelow's "German Strug-

gle for Liberty;" the first volume of Hano-

taux' "Contemporary France," and seven vol-

umes of an exhaustive work on "The Philip-

pine Islands," to be completed in fifty-five

volumes.

Literature on political and social subjects

was of excellent quality. Some of these sub-

jects were the uprising in Macedonia against

Turkish rule; the Russian outbreak against

the Jews; the revolution in Panama, and the

proposed reversal of England's fiscal system.

The celebration of the Emerson centennial

led to several publications. Perhaps the finest

book of literary criticism of the year is Wal-
ter Raleigh's "Wordsworth."

Splendid work and generous money were

put into works of reference. Webster's Dic-

tionary was brought up to date, and was prac-

tically reset; several volumes were added to

the Jewish Encyclopaedia, and nine new vol-

umes were added to "The New International

Encyclopaedia."

The books of any given year can furnish

everything needed of the people. Far more
than libraries or specialized information is

needed the "still mind" that shall again dis-

cover "the lost art of reading" and fit itself to

choose unassisted "the objects that endure."

A. H. L.
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$2 ?s net Harper Thacher, J: B. Christopher Columbus, v. i, 2.

Hedin, Sven. Central Asia and Tibet. 2 v. o 5
Trevelyan> Sir G: Otto . The AAerican fJ^SSi
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Horwitz,"c."N. Twentieth century chronology of Watterson, H: Compromises of life. $'-5;
the world. $5 net Grafton \

ox> Dutiiela

Howe, Maud, and Hall, Florence H. Laura Bridg- Webster, W: C. General history of commerce.

man $1.50 net Little, B. $ J -4O Ginn

James, G: Wharton. Indians of the
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'

Century of expansion . . Scribner Wolseley, Fc0Wn*.
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Kaczko, Julian. Rome and the Renaissance: the

pontificate of Julius n. $3.50 net Putnam
;

Keller, Helen. Story of my life. $1.50 net. m**. *U ^f 1 ftftl
Doubleday, P. 3\,ttertttatl) 01 IWJUrf.

Kohl, H., ed. Correspondence of Kaiser William i.

and Bismarck. 2 v. $4 net Stokes

La Farge, J: Great masters. $5 net. .McClure, P. Uther and Igraine.
L
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?: WE do not know if this is Warwick Deep-

Lee, Guy Carleton. True history of the Civil War. ing's first book, but we heartily congratulate
$2 net; $5 net. . ... ............ . . . .Lippincott

fc f much j Start-
Leigh, Oliver H. G. Voltaire: index to his works, .

genius and character. $2 E. R. Du Mont mg with what we still feel was a j
ustihable

Leo xiii., Pope. Great encyclical letters; translated
prejudice against the book, alike for cover and

from approved sources. $2 net Benziger

London, Jack. The call of the wild. $1.50. title, we read it through with interest and
Macmillan

pleasure- But it is not well for an author
Long,J:D. The new American navy.

a**fc to excite prejudice against himself, and we

Mabie, Hamilton Wright. Background^ of
litejra- must warn him that such armour as appears

in E. C's design never existed or could have

larper existed, and expostulate with him on the

Meynell, Wilfred. Benjamin Disraeli.

^-S^fi'on
choice of names with a history to them for

Montague, Gilbert H. Rise and progress of the his title, since he gains nothing by their use

Standard Oil Company. $inet Harper w jth those ignorant of the Arthurian ro-
Morley, J: Life of William Ewart Gladstone. 3

'
i vu ^.t. u 1

v. $10.50 net Macmillan mances, and loses much with those who know

Newcomb, Simon. Reminiscences of an astronomer. them all, in fact, since the atmosphere the
$2. i ne ............. ...... ,

.

Author requires is destroyed at a blow. Ro-

with 'selections' from his notes on the Systema niances of the class of "Uther and Igraine"
naturae of Linnaeus and facsimiles of some of his UIJ-JUTV/TTV/T
drawings. $=5 net Goodspeed belong to the school derived by Mr. Maurice

Oberholtzer, Ellis P. Robert Morris: financier and Hewlett from William Morris, and such writ-
patriot $? net Macmillan .

,
,,

O'Reilly, Bernard. Life of Leo xm. from an au- ers might remember the especial eare Morris

thentic memoir furnished by his order; with in- took to introduce no discordant note 111 his
trociuction bv Ca.rd.inci! Gibbons 2 v. $61 $85 <

in i v., $2.so-$5 Winston work : no historical names, not even those of

Peat, A. B. N. Gossip from Paris during the romance heroes, no places within geographical

net . .
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Appleion ken. Even when he used an old romance

Potocka, Comtesse Angele. Theodore Leschetizky. theme he altered names and incidents till the

Ra
$

leighJ' Walter." wirdswori'.' '$i'. I'.". '.Lon^w story was hardly recognizable. The reader

Sargent, J: S. Collection of 60 reproductions in resents the rationalizing of Malory, where he

^IL^net! would accept the story otherwise. Igraine

Scribner j s perhaps unconsciously too much influenced

Maeterlinck for this class of romance,
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which rather demands a heroine like that of

"The Water of the Wondrous Isles," but she

is very good. We hope in due time to get

more and better work from the author. (Out-

look Co. $1.50.) Athenaeum.

The Holladay Case.

"THE HOLLADAY CASE" is a detective story

with a family resemblance to the "Sherlock

Holmes" series. It must be read with that

complete indifference to probabilities which

these romances exact from their admirers.

It is one of the postulates of a detective

story that everything shall be possible, up
to a certain point, for the villains, while

everything is impossible, up to the same point,

for the detectives. The result is a sort of

nightmare, as in the story before us. Life in

Wall Street, or in any street, has even more

risks than one takes account of if a start of

surprise can make a Wall Street magnate
stab himself to death by accident with his own
penknife. That was what happened to Mr.

Holladay, and suspicion naturally fell on the

person who caused the surprise. The confi-

dential clerk swore that this was Holladay's

daughter, dressed in red, whereupon the law-

yer, who is the Sherlock Holmes of the tale,

easily proved that the clerk was color-blind,

so that the murderer must have been dressed

in green a color that Miss Holladay never

wore. But the exoneration of Miss Holladay
is not the main interest, which centres in the

conspiracy of a Frenchman to substitute his

French wife for the American heiress. This

young and energetic woman is accordingly

kidnapped from her house in Fifth Avenue,
confined for a while in Houston Street, and

shipped to France with perfect ease. At this

point the intelligence of her friends begins to

work, and the game is up. Anyone with a

taste for Conan Doyle who can do without

the personality of Holmes may be recom-

mended to read this story. (Holt. $1.25.)

The Nation.

Heart of Rome.

A NEW and fascinating mystery is found in

Mr. Crawford's latest story of the most mys-
terious of cities, and is followed with breath-

less interest as it takes the reader under

ground among catacombs and the swelling
tide of the "lost water" that threatens now
arid again to rise and overflow stately palaces,
whose beginnings were in the remote past.

The heroine is a sweet and innocent damsel,

belonging to a family very old and aristocratic

and decidedly shady. She gets into fearful

complications with a distinguished archaeolo-

gist who comes to make investigations of the

underpinnings of her ancestral home, and

finds a wonderful golden statue buried be-

neath the castle. The young woman passes a

terrific night with her lover in the depths of

the earth, threatened every moment with death

from the rising tide that flows so mysterious-

ly under the palace. Her life is saved; but

when her perilous escapade becomes known,
her reputation is severely damaged in the

eyes of the scandalized Roman society. Mat-

ters are set right in the only way possible,

and the long-buried golden statue serves a

useful purpose at last as a very comfortable

dot for the impoverished but aristocratic

heroine. (Macmillan. $1.50.) The Criterion.

Their Child.

PROF. HERRICK'S contribution to the "Little

Novel" Series is at once the slightest and the

most profound of any of the volumes that

have yet been added to that interesting col-

lection. In form and treatment it is the

merest skeleton of a novel, just an idea in the

rough, suggestive of an artist's sketch of a

face under stress of great pain or horror

some sketch done with a sure hand, yet in

frantic haste, so as to catch the look before

it fades, and use it as the central theme of

some future canvas. One could well wish

that the author of "Their Child" had saved

his theme for a more serious effort, for it is

a theme with an infinite amount of tragedy

in it. Imagine a young couple, whose union

was perhaps not wholly wise, yet based upon

genuine affection an affection that had

helped the man to climb to a social level above

that to which he was born, and helped the

woman to disregard many serious obstacles,

worldly considerations, her friends' advice,

her real ignorance of her husband's origin,

which is a matter about which he is almost

as ignorant as she. Then imagine the birth

of their child, the absorption with which they

watch its growth, the pride they take in his

splendid physical strength. And then, sud-

denly, when he is still little more than a baby,

they note a change. Strange fits of anger,

wild, unreasoning, homicidal, seize him from

time to time; and while they last he seems to

be possessed of an unnatural strength.

What does this mean? Suddenly the father

sees a resemblance. One generation has es-

caped but heredity is relentless. (Macmillan.

50 c.) Commercial Advertiser.
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Christian Thai.

A MUSICAL novel has always a sort of rem-

iniscent charm when we recall the spell which

"Charles Anchester" cast over us in our young

days, and "Christian Thai," by M. E. Francis,

is so pleasantly written that we read it with-

out sharpening our critical claws. The hero

is evidently modelled on Paderewski in his

younger days, while studying under Lcschet-

izky, and the famous school of the great piano

is most entertainingly described. This is by
far the best part of the book, for the love-

story is scanty enough. But it is all pleasant

reading, and a pleasant book is a great deal

in these days when every other book we take

up is a swash-bucklering tale of improbabili-

ty, or a problem story of some incident which

ought not to be problematic to any one who
was brought up on the Ten Commandments.

(Longmans. $1.50.) The Criterion.

Judith of the Plains.

HERE is a novel that by force of positive

merit commands recognition. From among
the mass of fiction of the season, Marie Man-

ning's book stands out clearly and strikingly.

It is a study of the West, with vivid features

of life on cattle ranches and in the great

open. Picturesque characters are convincing-

ly drawn, and do not impress one as theatri-

cal. The cow punchers no less than the other

types are portrayed with telling and certain

strokes.

Judith is superb. Built upon generous lines,

physically and mentally, a true woman, a

creature of flesh and blood, a woman whose

personality is so finely visualized as to seem

drawn from life. Beside her singleness and

nobility, the Eastern women, Kitty Cole-

brooke and Mary Carmichael, are colorless

and insignificant. Judith is like a fresh breeze

that has blown across a pine forest. She is

wholesome and inspiriting. Hamilton, her

lover, with his Eastern education and ideals,

gradually modified by environment, is well

drawn. His final comprehension of the quali-

ties which really count is skilfully brought

about.

Mrs. Yelett, with her copious quotations

from the "Book of Hiram," her large family

and her aspirations for an education for them,

is a creation who lends a breezy humor.

Vivid descriptions of natural scenery, dra-

matic situations, presented with vigor and

without exaggeration, firm grasp of material,

a keen sense of humor and true sentiment,

arc happily blended in this fine story. (Har-

per. $1.50.)

(Eurione Statistics.

BEST SELLING BOOKS OF 1903.

As usual The Bookman makes a summary
of the lists of "Six Best Selling Books" which

it tabulates monthly in order of demand from

reports received from leading booksellers

throughout the country. We give the list be-

low with the number of booksellers who month

by month reported their sales. Readers can.

see at once just the book that was selling best

in any given month. Some years ago the

publishers willingly gave the figures of their

big sellers, but at the moment they "with one

accord begin to make excuse." L. C. Page &
Co. however report that "Letters from a Self-

Made Merchant to His Son" has already put

forth 210,000 copies. Some of the books men-

tioned were really published in 1902, but were

still among the important sellers at the turn

of the year. Among these are the "Self-Made

Merchants," "The Virginian" and "Mrs.

Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch." Although
these statistics mean little, they are always in-

teresting and often quite surprising.

Lady Rose's daughter. Ward, Mrs. M. A.

$i.5o-$5. (May, June, July, Aug., Sept.,

895.)

'

Harper.
Gordon Keith. Page, T: N. $1.50. (Aug.,

Sept., Oct., Nov., 788.) Scribner.

Pit, The. Norris, F. $1.50. (Mar., April,

May, 726.) Doubleday, P.

Lovey Mary. . Hegan, Alice C. $i. (June,

July, Aug., 669.) Century.

Virginian, The. Wister. O. $1.50. (Jan.,

Feb., Mar., April, 601.) Macmillan.

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch. Hegan,
Alice C. $i. (Jan., Feb., Mar., April, 591.)

Century.
Mettle of the pasture. Allen, Ja. L. $1.50.

(Sept., Oct., Nov., 532.) Macmillan.

Letters of a self-made merchant to his son.

Lorimer, G: H. $1.50. (Jan., Mar., April,

May, 389.) Small, M.
One woman, The. Dixon, T:, jr. $1.50.

(Oct., Nov., Dec., 349.) Doubleday, P.

Little shepherd of kingdom come. Fox, J., jr.

$1.50. (Nov., Dec., 349.) Scribner.

Blue flower. Van Dyke, Henry J. $1.50.

(Jan., Feb., Mar., 340.) Scribner.

Under the rose. Isham, F: S. $1.50. (May,

June, July, 283.) Bobbs-M.
Call of the wild. London, Jack. $1.50.

(Oct. Nov., Dec., 272.) Macmillan.

Grey cloak, The. MacGrath, H. $1.50.

(Aug., Sept., Oct., 259.) Bobbs-M.

Filigree ball. Green, Anna K. $1.50. (June,

July, Aug., 243.) Bobbs-M.
Main chance, The. Nicholson, M. $1.50.

(Sept., Nov., 145.) Bobbs-M.
Two Van Revels. Tarkington, Booth. $1.50.

(Jan., 134-) McClure, P.

Glengarry school days. Gordon, C : W :

$1.25. (Feb., Mar., 117.) Revell.

Wanted a chaperon. Ford, Leicester. $2.

(Feb., 80.) Dodd, M. & Co.
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Barrel of the Blessed Isles. Bacheller, I.

$1.50. (July, 73.) Lothrop.
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. Wiggin, Mrs.
K. D. $1.25. (Dec., 69.)

Houghton, M. & Co.

Lightning conductor. Williamson, C. N.

$1.50. (Oct., 66.) Holt.

Old sweetheart of mine. Riley, J: W. $2.

(Feb., 65.) Bobbs-M.
Adventures of Gerard. Doy!e, A. Conan.

$1.50. (Dec., 61.) McClure, P.

Under dog. The. F. Hopkinson Smith. $1.50.

(Aug., 61.) Scribner.

Sherrods, The. McCutcbeon, G: B. $1.50.

(Dec., 60.) Dodd, M. & Co.

Conjuror's house. White. S. E. $1.25.

(June, 58.) McClure, P.

Wee Macgreegor. Bell, Ja. J. $i. (July,

56.) Harper.
Cecilia. Crawford, F. M. $1.50. (Jan., 55.)

Macmillan.

Circle, The. Thurston, K. C. $1.50. (May,
54.) Dodd, M. & Co.

Leopard's spots. Dixon, T:, jr. $1.50.

(April, 37.) Doubleday, P.

Spenders. Wilson, H. L. $1.50. (April, 34.)

Lothrop.

(Cleanings .from \\\t Beet.

"BESS, YOU DO LIKE ME?"

"You see, Bess," he said, reflectively, "I've

been a fool. I cut your father because he
blackened mine. I suppose I've been suffer-

ing a fever of shame all these years, at hav-

ing my rascally blood analyzed and named.
So I wouldn't come near you. And the min-
ute a lying newspaper tells me Bess Mark-
ham's hurt, I see that nothing under the sun
but Bess Markham has much bigness to it.

Look at me, Bess, look at me !"

She did look at him, paling under the chal-

lenge, her spirit meeting his. Graham Lan-
dor here in the flesh, laying bonds upon her,
was a different matter from the man haunting
her woman's dreams. The wholesome
strength in her defied and beckoned him. She
forgot Helen, as he, in his absorption, had
ignored her.

"You see," said Landor, his thought labor-

ing within him, "we've got to make it go
somehow."
"What?"
"I am frightfully poor, dear. I make

money, but I have to pay it all away. That
you wouldn't mind. If I could coax you to
come with me, you'd live meagrely for the
sake of me, wouldn't you, Bess?"
She did not answer, but, smiling tenderly,

smoothed her gown where it fell in stiff folds
suited to its serviceable weave. She was
bringing testimony from her own plain living
at the settlement, to show him luxury had
long been over for her.

I suppose I've been eaten up by pride,"
said Landor, wonderingly. "It's the reaction
from my father's downfall. And I've lost

years of you. That's a judgment on me for

my pride. It's a mercy you didn't go and
marry some other fellow that prized you
more than trumpery name and reputation.
You'll have to carry my name, Bess. Your

father won't approve. But you've got to,

haven't you?"
Involuntarily she rose, and he stood also.

They faced each other in a challenge more
significant than soft acknowledgments. Lan-
dor had kept his purpose behind its mask of

light interpretation; but now it shook him
and he looked his love.

"Bess," said he, "you do like me? Don't
you like me?"

"Yes," she answered in a low tone, "I like

you."
"I couldn't help believing it. I knew that,

years ago. If I'd kept myself in your mind,
maybe by now you would have loved me. But
give me a chance, dear. Let me take back
tracks and try again.

Quick avowals were at her lips, ready to
meet him with an equal honesty; but she
heard John Markham coming down the stairs.

"My father !" she said, and Landor straight-
ened, and drew his brows together. (Harper.)
From Alice Brown's "Judgment."

CLEAR AS CRYSTAL.

LINDSAY, his eyes on the front door of the

hotel, saw Mrs. Clinton appear against the

light, a silhoutte of an extremely chic fairy,

and behind her the swaying figure of the girl

he loved. Annette was talking volubly as

they came up to him, standing in the shadows
to meet them. She gave a soft little shriek

as she made him out.

"You frightened me. What do you think,

General, I have a 'crick' in my shoulder-

blade," she rippled out, in clear-cut infantile

tones. "Aren't you distressed to hear it?

What do you think I had better do? Now
don't advise a porous plaster it would

_

look

so badly with a low dress," and she slipped
her scarlet-embroidered sleeve-band and

glanced at her shoulder like a cockatoo.

Lindsay did not hear a word she said. He
stood breathless, looking at the white, dim

figure beside her, the eyes shining at him

through the darkness. Mrs. Clinton's voice

stopped short in the middle of a sentence, and
she tipped her delicate head towards one and
the other.

"I think I can do more good somewhere
else," she remarked, and with a flutter and
rustle she was gone.
Indoors the band played a dashing two-

step ;
an endless round of dancers floated past

the windows. Out of doors the two were all

alone. Evelyn suddenly knew that her hands
were held in a close grip which seemed to be
the end and meaning of living, and a voice

like music was saying words like heaven.

Her unwilling conscience stirred drowsily.

"Don't," she said, as if the word hurt her.

"Don't. It's wicked."
Neither of them remembered just how he

told her. He had dreaded it, planned it, for

two days, and it seemed to take about three

words and about two minutes. To Evelyn.
half an hour before, the situation had seemed
so complicated that nothing could ever clear

it, and, behold ! at a sentence, at a touch, it

was simple as breathing and clear as crystal.

(Harper. $1.25.) From "A Kidnapped Col-

ony."
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AN AWAITED VISITOR. Charles Wagner,
author of "The Simple Life" and "The Better

Way/' is coming to America to lecture, and
is now busy perfecting his English for that

purpose. The event is the logical complement
of the success which his books have had here,
but it remains to be seen whether his per-

sonality is 'as winning as his philosophy.

THE ARTIST WHISTLER. Personally as well
as artistically Mr. Whistler was of a class

all by himself. He thought, wrote, painted
and lived along original lines. His closest

friends each suffered at some time from that

caustic wit which could not be held in check,
but it is safe to say that in the last analysis
his intimates have forgotten small annoyances,
retaining only the memory of a lovable, bril-

liant companion and a great artist.

ROBERT Louis STEVENSON found Sir Leslie

Stephen and George Saintsbury best worth
recommending to aspirants after a literary

style.

In 1888 Stevenson presented a set of his

works to Dr. Trudean, his physician in the

Adirondacks. In them he wrote dedications.

"Kidnapped" bears the inscription :

"Here is the one sound page of all my writing,
The one I'm proud of and that I delight in."

From "Stevensoniana." (Wessels. $4.50

net.)

A WORLD AUTHOR. Tolstoy is in no sense
a popular writer. Yet his works have a

wider circulation than those of any living
author. At the close of 1902 his books had
been printed in forty-five different languages
and dialects. His first appreciators, curiously
enough, were the Greeks; the first Greek
translation of his work was published in 1870,
and during the following thirty years eighteen
Greek translations were printed. In the new
Russian bibliography of P. Dragonoff there

appear one hundred and thirty Czech trans-

lations, close on a hundred Servian and eighty
Bulgarian. Last of all come Portuguese and
Roumanian translations.

THE GREATEST LIVING MAN. Who is the

greatest living man to-day? Choose from
this list : Emperor William, President Roose-
vent; J. -Pierpont Morgan; Frick, King Os-
car, Lord Kitchener, Paul Kruger, Lord Rose-

bery, Marconi, Paderewski, Tolstoi, Swin-

burne, Max Nordau, Tesla, Kipling, Lew
Wallace, Alfred Austin, Balfour, Chamber-
lain, Ibsen, Rostand, Carnegie, General Miles,
Rothschild, Baron Hirsch, Rockefeller, Mae-
terlinck, Sienkiewicz, Jokai, Admiral Schley,
Admiral Dewey, Lester Ward, Stephen Phil-

lips, Joseph Jefferson, Salvini, Roebling,
Roentgen, Verestchagin, W. J. Bryan, Thomas
Edison. Herbert Spencer and Lord Salisbury,
who led the list, have passed over to the
other side.

PARK GODWIN DEAD. With Park Godwin
passed away one of the oldest and most prom-
inent journalists and literary men. Mr. God-
win was born in February, 1816. He was a

familiar figure 'in the artistic, social and lit-

erary world of New York City. His sturdy
frame and his remarkable head, with its snowy
hair, attracted attention in every assembly,
whether theatrical or political. For more
than fifty years he was connected with the

New York Evening Post. When he retired

from active journalism it was only to employ
his energies in the literary field, which, how-
ever, he had cultivated even as a busy editor.

He married the daughter of the famous Will-

iam Cullen Bryant, whom he succeeded in the

Post's editorial chair.

HERBERT SPENCER. George Eliot, writing of

Herbert Spencer to a friend in 1854, said :

"He will stand in the biographical diction-

aries of 1954 as 'Spencer, Herbert, an original
and profound philosophical writer, chiefly

known by his great work which gave a new
impulse to psychology.'

" But time plays
tricks with such enthusiastic attempts to put
wrords in the mouth of posterity. Spencer's

long life of intrepid invalidism not only en-

abled him to execute his gigantic scheme of

writing a complete system of philosophy, but
in a sort compelled him to survive his own
fame. The fruitful part of his work long
since became common property. All can now
raise the flowers in education, for example,
since all have got the seed from him. But the

stream has flowed by the more ambitious
monument he sought to erect.

AUGUST STRINDBERG. Scandinavian litera-

ture of the present day reaches its highest ex-

pression in the works of three men whose
names carry nearly equal weight throughout
Continental Europe, not only with the critics,

but with the mass of readers and theatre-

goers. They are. the Norwegians Ibsen and

Bjornson and August Strindberg, a Swede.
In this country Ibsen appears gradually to

be coming to his own, and Bjornson has been

made familiar to the public through his early

peasant stories, but Strindberg does not even

possess an esoteric reputation. And yet it

should seem that the mere prolificness and

versatility of this playwright, novelist, essay-

ist, critic, historian and amateur scientist

should compel our students of foreign litera-

tures to take cognizance of him. No authen-

tic bibliography of Strindberg exists.

W. B. YEATS. This Irish poet, who ar-

rived on our shores some time back, is lectur-

ing through the country in the interest of the

so-called Celtic revival. The American pa-

pers are devoting much space to Mr. Yeats's

ideas for a great revival of great Irish litera-

ture. The idea seems to be gaining ground,

however, that there is a weakness in the poet's

view of Irish literature and what it has had

to contend against. He lacks bright opti-

mism and humor and much of his trouble is

vague and indefinite. Mr. Yeats was born in

Dublin and reared at the Rectory of Donn-

cliffe, in the county of Sligo. During the

year Mr. Yeats has published "Ideas of Good
and Evil," "In the Seven Woods" and "Where
There is Nothing," the first volume of a series

of plays for an Irish theatre to be acted

wholly by Irish actors. The subjects are all

to appeal to Irish patriotism.
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Notes.

D. APPLETON & Co. call attention to their

complete edition of the works of Herbert

Spencer; of great timeliness also are the vol-

umes in the Expansion of the Republic series :

"Rocky Mountain Exploration," by Reuben
Gold Thwaites, and "Steps in the Expansion
of Our Territory," by Oscar P. Austin.

HENRY HOLT & Co. will bring out this

month "An Introduction to Economics," by
Professor Henry R. Seager, of Columbia.
It is stated that a prime feature of this work
will be to show the vital relations of eco-

nomics to contemporary business life. An-
other distinctive feature of the book will be
"an introductory sketch" of the rise and pro-
gress of modern industry, both in England
and the United States.

McCLURE, PHILLIPS & Co., owing to the

great demand for advance copies, have been

obliged to postpone the publication of Henry
Harland's new book, "My Friend Prospero,"
until January 18. They are preparing a spe-
cial autograph edition of this novel, bound in

Japan vellum with gold decorative stamp,
which will have the author's picture in photo-
gravure and a frontispiece by Louis Loeb in

color. This 'edition will be limited to five

hundred copies, each signed by the author and
numbered.

THE MOODY PUBLISHING COMPANY will

publish at once a work entitled "The Truth
About the Trusts," a description and analysis
of the American trust movement," by John
Moody, editor of "Moody's Manual of Cor-
poration Securities." The book will embrace
very full descriptions of all the large consoli-
dations or trusts, and will furnish much in-

formation about railroads and franchise cor-

porations, as well as a comprehensive descrip-
tion of the Coal Trust. Statistics regarding
trusts 'vill also be provided, as well as a gen-
eral analytical review of the entire movement.
There will also be a number of colored maps
and charts.

GINN & COMPANY will publish at once a

timely book on "The Louisiana Purchase and
the Exploration, Early History and Building
of the West," by Ripley Hitchcock, well
known to the trade through his connection
with D. Appleton & Co., and now as the vice-

president of A. S. Barnes & Co. The book
gives in a succinct and convenient form a
clear and simple history of the discovery, the
acquisition and the earlier stages of the
building of the West, carrying the history
from the discovery of Columbus through to
the exploration of the West by Pike, Hunt
and Fremont. The book contains numerous
illustrations chiefly drawn from early sources.

FREDERICK WARNE & Co. will publish short-
ly "From Paris to New York by Land." writ-
ten by Harry De Windt, author of "The
New Siberia," etc., who is now lecturing in
this country. They also announce "A Tramp
in Spain, from Andalusia to Andorra," by
Bart Kennedy, author of "A Sailor Tramp,"
who, armed with a knapsack and a passport,
ignorant of the language, tramped the length

of Spain, from Gibraltar north, mixing with
the natives and roughing it in true "globe-
trotter" fashion. The book makes interesting

reading, and is made attractive with upwards
of forty full-page illustrations. They will

publish shortly the first series of R. F. Fos-
ter's "Self-Playing Bridge Cards," adapted
for teaching oneself the game at any odd mo-
ments by playing dummy, etc.

HARPER & BROTHERS will publish on the

I4th inst. a story of the early Christian times,
entitled "Lux Crucis, a tale of the Great

Apostle," by Samuel M. Gardenhire. The
central figure of the story is Paul the Apostle.
The story itself opens in the palace at Csesa-

rea, when Paul took the stand that called out
that famous comment : "This man might have
been set free if he had not appealed unto
Caesar." A vein of romance the love of a

brave tribune for a gentle girl, and their con-
version to Christianity winds through the

story in strong contrast to the brilliant glad-
iatorial scenes and the imposing pageantry of
the pagan emperor Nero. The persecution of

the Christians, and their delivery to the wild
beasts to make a spectacular show for the

populace, are described with considerable

power.

BOBBS-MERRILL Co. are the fortunate pub-
lishers of Marion Harland's "Complete Cook-
Book." "We cannot remember," says the

Chicago Tribune, "when Marion Harland was
riot issuing cook books, but of all the litera-

ture of the larder there is nothing comparable
to her "Complete Cook-Book," just issued by
the Bobbs-Merrill Company. It is difficult

to review a cook-book, but the difference be-

tween Marion Harland's recipes and those of
other culinary writers is that most of them
are original and they make you wish to try
them. One would think that there was noth-

ing new under the sun in kitchen recipes, but
this book proves that the reverse is true. It

contains an amazing number of novelties in

cooking. The volume, which contains nearly
800 pages, and the table of contents cover

every branch of the culinary art, besides many
interesting chapters on correlated" subjects.

Handy household hints, suggestions for pick-

ling and preserving, dainties for afternoon

teas, luncheons and tiffin, home made candies,
dinner giving, formal breakfasts, canned
goods, evening receptions, and chafing dish

suppers, parties, and all the various things
and emergencies which meet the housewife
and the cook are here explained and made
plain. There is the elaborate menu of the
formal dinner and the plain meal for plain

people. There is something for the purse of

any household, and all told in plain language
by one who knows of what she is talking.
There are many illustrations." Specially de-

lightful are the introductions to the depart-
ments and the quiet little talks to young
housekeepers on their duties and privileges,

always taking for granted that the great ob-

ject of using all the valuable information

given is to make "John's" life more comfort-

able, and the home a place good to be in.

Every bride should consider Marion Har-
land's "Complete Cook-Book" an indispensa-
ble item of a complete trousseau.
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Book0 to Buy.
Order through your bookseller. ''''There is no worthier or siirer pledge of the intelligence

and the piirity of any community than their general piirchase of books ; nor is there any one who does

more to further the attainment andpossesssion of these qualities than agood bookseller." PROF. DUNN.

ART, MUSIC, DRAMA.

BAUER, MAX, M.D. Bauer's precious stones;
tr. by L. J. Spencer. Lippincott 8, hf.

mor., $15 net.

BRERETON, AUSTIN. Henry Irving and the

Lyceum. McClure, P. 12, $7.50 net.

EARLE, Mrs. ALICE MORSE. Two centuries of

costume in America, 1620-1820. 2 v. Mac-
millan. il. 8, $5 net.

HUGHES, RUPERT, ed. The musical guide.

McClure, P. 2 v., 8, $6 net.

An encyclopaedia of music by the author of

"American composers." Contains a pro-

nouncing and defining dictionary of terms, in-

struments, etc., including a key to the pronun-
ciation of sixteen languages, many charts, an

explanation of the construction of music for

the uninitiated, a pronouncing biographical

dictionary, the stories of the operas, and nu-

merous biographical and critical essays on
music by the leading writers in England and

America, such as Sir Hubert Parry, Runci-

man, Shedlock, Krehbiel, Finck, Henderson.

KLEIN, HERMANN. Thirty years of musical
life in London, 1870-1900; with one hun-
dred il. from photographs. Century. 8,
$2.40 net.

Hermann Klein for thirty years was one of

London's leading critics. His book gives
hitherto unrecorded scenes and events in the

lives of all the famous musical personages he
knew so well, together with interesting stud-

ies of temperament and character. He also

tells of the inception, growth, and develop-
ment of opera in England. Over one hundred
illustrations, many full-page reproductions
from Mr. Klein's own collection, embellish
the volume with likenesses of almost every
singer, player, composer, conductor, and man-
ager of any note for the last half century.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.

ABBOTT, Rev. LYMAN. Henry Ward Beecher.

Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $1.75 net.

The editor of The Outlook has written a

biography of Henry Ward Beecher, his pre-
decessor in the pulpit of Plymouth Church.
Dr. Abbott says : "The purpose of the volume
is not to tell the full story of Mr. Beecher's

personal life. ... In this volume I, his

friend, who gladly acknowledge my own in-

debtedness to him, speak to interpret the life

and character of a man of equal spiritual and
intellectual genius, whose faults were super-
ficial and whose virtues were profound."

BOYNTON, H. W. Bret Harte. McClure, P.

16, (Contemporary men of letters ser.)

75 c. net.

First volume of a series to provide brief

but comprehensive sketches, biographical and
critical, of living writers, and of those who,
though dead, may still properly be regarded
as belonging to our time. European as well

as American writers are included. William

Aspenwall Bradley is the editor. The author
thinks "Bret Harte did not grow. He was
not a consummate artist, he was not a com-

manding personality. One thing he did ad-

mirably, and the world is not in danger of

forgetting him."

CARPENTER, G. RICE. John Greenleaf Whit-
tier. Houghton, M. & Co. por. 12,
(American men of letters.) $1.10 net.

Professor Carpenter presents the results of

a fresh study of Whittier's life and work in

the light of recently accessible sources of in-

formation. He is a sympathetic biographer,
for he comes himself of old New England
stock, and his studies have had largely to do
with our native literature. Written on the

lines made familiar by the earlier books of the

American Men of Letters Series, to which it

belongs, this life gives a succinct account of

Whittier's activities as a politician, poet, and
reformer.

CREEVEY papers (The) ; ed. by Sir Herbert
Maxwell. 2 v. Button. 8, $8 net.

FOURNIER, AUGUST. Napoleon the first : a

biography; tr. by Margaret Bacon Corwin
and Arthur Dart Bissell ;

ed. by E. Gaylord
Bourne. Holt. 12, $2 net.

HOAR, G. F. Autobiography of seventy years.
Scribner. 2 v., 8, $7.50 net.

LEBRUN, Mine. VIGEE. Memoirs of Madame
Vigee Lebrun. Doubleday, P. il. 8, $2.75
net.

MCCARTHY, JUSTIN. Portraits of the sixties.

Harper, il. 8, $2 net.

The author has worked entirely from his

own abundant store of impressions and ex-

periences. He knew all the prominent men
and women of his time, "the early sixties,"

and was familiarly associated with many of

them. Dickens, Thackeray, Carlyle, Tenny-
son, Cardinal Newman, and a long list of

people of note are pictured as Mr. McCarthy
himself saw and knew them in daily life.

_

To
his delineations of men and manners he brings
the gifts of rich experience and powers of

observation.

MEYNELL, WILFRID. Benjamin Disraeli: an

unconventional biography. Appleton. il.

8, $3 net.

"Disraeli the man Disraeli as son, brother,

husband, friend is the theme of this book.

It is an informal study of temperament ;
in its

way, and in his own words, "A psychological
romance." A record of his public acts not

here attempted, except so far as those acts

illustrate his personality would be nothing
short of a history of the reign of Victoria.

. . . What I have striven to make coincident

is the motive that informed the hand not the

hand of an automaton.'' Preface.

MORLEY, J. The life of William Ewart Glad-
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stone. Macmillan. 3 v., il. 8, $10.50 net;

mor., $17.50 net.

NEWCOMB, SIMON. The reminiscences of an
astronomer. Houghton, M. & Co. 8,
$2.50 net.

Profesor Newcomb, the most distinguished
American astronomer, has here given his rem-
iniscences of a long acquaintance with scien-

tific men and movements. His residence for

more than forty years at Washington and his

visits to Europe have brought him into social

relations with many of the most interesting

public men of his day on both sides of the

Atlantic. He writes with charming frankness
and modesty of his own career, and he has

many things of value to say on such subjects
as great telescopes end their work, the tran-

sits of Venus in 1874 and 1882, President
Garfield's illness and the Lick Observatory.

OBERHOLTZER, ELLIS PAXSON. Robert Morris,

patriot and financier. Macmillan. il. 8,
$3 net.

O'REILLY, BERNARD, D.D. Life of Leo xin.
from an authentic memoir furnished by his

order
; written with the encouragement, ap-

probation and blessing of his holiness the

Pope; the complete life of the venerable

Father; introd. by Ja. (Cardinal) Gibbons.
Winston. 2 v.; 8, $6; hf. mor., $8.
Book originally published in 1887 by

Charles L. Webster & Co. Long before the
last illness of the Pope the author was called

to Rome and spent eight years in the Vatican

bringing his biography up to date under the

eyes of the Pope, who gave personal super-
vision to much of the manuscript. Dr.

O'Reilly wrote his book both in French and
English. It was only a coincidence that the

Pope's death took place just as the author's

great task was finished, and this is not a bi-

ography gotten up as many will be for timeli-

ness of subject. Many high in the Catholic
church commend the work.

PIKE, G. HOLDEN. Wesley and his preachers ;

their conquest of Britain. Lippincott. il.

12. $1.75 net.

STEINER, E. A. Tolstoy the man; il. with

drawings by Pasternak and others. Out-
look Co. 12, $1.50 net.

VIZETELLY, ERNEST ALFRED, fimile Zola, nov-
elist and reformer : an account of his life,

work and influence. Lane. il. pors. 8,
$3.50 net.

WHIBLEY, C. William Makepeace Thackeray.
Dodd, M. & Co. 12, (Modern English
writers.) $i net.

Thackeray forbade that a personal biogra-
phy of him should be written. The author has

judiciously used the prefaces to her father's
works made by Mrs. Ritchie for his biograph-
ical facts. The value of the book is that it

passes under review every work of Thack-
eray's with the exception of his poems and
gives them a reasonable balance of space and
attention. The writer shows a little timidity
in assigning to Thackeray his final place in

English literature. He thinks that his was a
dual nature and that in it were strangely
blended cynicism/and sentimentality.

DESCRIPTION, GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

CLEMENT, ERNEST W. A handbook of mod-
ern Japan. McClurg. il. 12, $1.40 net.

"This book endeavors to portray Japan in

all its features as a modern world power. It

cannot be expected to cover in great detail

all the ground outlined, because it is not in-

tended to be an exhaustive encyclopaedia of

'things Japanese.' It is expected to gratify
the specialist, not by furnishing all materials,
but by referring for particulars to works
where abundant materials may be found. It

is expected to satisfy the average general
reader by giving a kind of bird's-eye view of

'Modern Japan.'
"

Introduction.

DODD, Mrs. ANNA BOWMAN. In the palaces
of the Sultan. Dodd, M. & Co. 8, $4 net.

As the guests of General Horace Porter,
United States Ambassador to Paris, Mrs.
Dodd had unusual opportunities to see the

Sultan, his court and his miles of palaces and
parks. Contains a timely discussion of Turk-
ish political life and of various phases of

Eastern life generally. A very handsome
book in white and gold binding with very
numerous illustrations.

HEDIN, SVEN. Central Asia and Tibet. Scrib-
ner. 2 v., il. 8, $10.50 net.

HOUGH, EMERSON. The way to the west and
the lives of three early Americans : Boone,
Crockett, Carson; with il. by F: Reming-
ton. Bobbs-Merrill Co. 12, $1.20 net.

The author of "The Mississippi Bubble"
describes the settlement of the West which he
divides into four parts: the crossing of the

Alleghanies ;
the crossing of the Rockies ; the

way to the Pacific
; the way across the Pa-

cific. He describes with great minuteness the

changes in transportation from the earliest

days to the railways and great steamships.
He gives the biographies of Daniel Boone,
David Crockett and Kit Carson. The book
gives the philosophy of the expansion and the
character of the American people with much
originality.

JOHNSTON, Sir HARRY. The Nile quest: a

record of the exploration of the Nile and
its basin ; with il. from drawings and pho-
tographs by the author and others. Stokes
Co. 12, $1.35 net.

The first volume of "The story of explora-
tion," a new series to embrace the history of
all great geographical discoveries. The nar-
rative in each case circles round the per-
sonality of the men who had the leading
share in carrying on the adventurous work.

Beginning with the earliest journeys of which
we have any record, the story will be carried
down stage by stage to the present day, mak-
ing when complete what may be called a bio-

graphical history of exploration. Bibliogra-
phy (6 p.).

LINDSAY, C. H. FORBES. India, past and pres-
ent. Coates. 2 v., il. 12, $4 net; hf. mor.,
$8 net.

By supplementing description with history
and tradition and adding a generous number
of pictures taken from photographs, the writer
tells the story of India in outline from its

earliest days to the present. The larger part
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of the information offered is derived from
the author's own observation, he having been
born in India, and having visited either from
duty or pleasure its principal cities.

PARTSCH, Jos. Central Europe. Appleton.
12, (Regions of the world ser.) $2 net.

SMITH, F. BERKELEY. Budapest, the city of

Magyars. Pott. il. 12, $1.50.

EDUCATION, LANGUAGE, ETC

BUCHNER, E. FRANKLIN. The educational

theory of Immanuel Kant. Lippincott. 12,
$1.25 net.

FICTION.

ATKINSON, ELEANOR. Mamzelle Fifine : a ro-

mance of the girlhood of the Empress
Josephine on the Island of Martinique.
Appleton. il. 12, $1.50.

Many facts and some fiction make a con-
nected story of the happy girlhood of Joseph-
ine de la Pagerie in her wildly beautiful trop-
ical home in the West Indies. The terrible

storms . and volcanoes of Martinique bring
about some of the incidents of the plot. As a

girl of fifteen it was prophesied to Josephine
that she should be Empress of the French.
The compact between France and the just-
born American Republic and the influence of

Benjamin Franklin at Paris are skilfully used.

The story ends with Josephine's engagement
to Beauharnais.

BALDWIN, JA. The wonder-book of horses.

Century, il. 12, 75 c.

'The eighteen stories in this volume. have
been chosen from the author's larger book,
'The horse fair,'

"
says the author, "with a

thought of their educative value as well as for

the intrinsic charm of the original narratives,
which in various forms have delighted many
generations of readers." All have a literary

interest, connecting them with subjects with
which every educated person is supposed to

be familiar. In the first four the reader will

be introduced to the sun and season myths of
the Greeks and of our Norse -ancestors. Fol-

lowing are stories of Pegasus and Grifrm, of
the mythical founding of Athens, of some of
the romances of Charlemagne, etc.

BEACH, EDGAR RICE. Joshua Humble: a tale

of old St. Louis. E. R. Eddins. il. 12,
$1.50; without il., $i.
A tale dating back some thirty years. The

theme is the vengeance of an old woman upon
the relations and descendants of a man who
had wronged her in her youth. She sacri-

fices her husband and children, commits mur-
der, and unhinges her daughter's mind, but
her schemes are finally thwarted by Joshua
Humble, himself for many years the victim
of her diabolical ingenuity.

BLUNDELL, Mrs. M. E. SWEETMAN, ["M. E.

Francis," pseud.] Christian Thai: a novel.

Longmans. 12, $1.50.

CONVERSE, FLORENCE. Long Will : a romance.

Houghton. 12, 1.50.

Deals with the peasants' revolt in England
during the fourteenth century ;

with the young
king, Richard IL, the poet Long Will Lang-
land, author of Piers Ploughman, his beauti-

ful daughter Calote, Chaucer, Wat Tyler,
and other leaders of the revolt, and a rich and
varied group of minor characters.

CRANE, STEPHEN, and BARR, ROB., ["Luke
Sharp," pseud.] The O'Ruddy: a ro-

mance
;
with frontispiece by C. D. Williams.

Stokes. 12, $1.50.
A rattling romance, full of humor, dash

and incident. The hero, "the O'Ruddy," is an
inimitable Irish blade, witty, audacious and
irresistible. Stephen Crane was at work on
the ms. of this novel, of which he had com-

pleted the greater part when he died. He had
talked the novel over very thoroughly with

his friend Robert Barr, one of his last re-

quests being that Barr should finish it.

CUNNINGHAM, PETER. The story of Nell

Gwyn; ed. by Gordon Goodwin. Lippin-
cott. il. 12, $2 net.

CURTIS, WARDON ALLAN. The strange ad-

ventures of Mr. Middleton. Stone. 12,

$1.50.
Mr. Middleton, a shabby lawyer's clerk in

Chicago, while on his way to return a dress

suit hired for an evening out, drifts into a

doorway to avoid a sudden downpour. He
finds himself in the shop of a Moslem Emir,
who says he has come to Chicago in search of

stories from far countries for his brother who
is held in bondage, his stock of stories having
given out. The book is then devoted to the

stories he related to Mr. Middleton.

DIXON, T:, jr. The leopard's spots. New il.

holiday ed. Doubleday, P. il. 8, $2.50.

FORD, PAUL LEICESTER. A checked love af-

fair; and The Cortelyou feud; with photo-

gravures by Harrison Fisher; with cover
decorations by G. Wharton Edwards.
Dodd, M. Co. 8, $2.

The first story concerns itself with two

young Americans in New York society; the

one a wealthy girl hemmed in by the conven-
tionalities of society, and the other a young
fellow hemmed in by the restrictions of pov-

erty. The second story, also laid in New York,
tells of a life-long disagreement between two
related families, both of them rather stronger
of heart than of head, which is finally bridged
over by the little god Cupid, who was not

kept off by the Cortelyou feud.

GWYNN, STEPHEN. John Maxwell's marriage.
Macmillan. 12, $1.50.

HAGGARD, H. RIDER. Stella Fregelius : a tale

of three destinies. Longmans. 12, $1.50.

Morris Monk, to his father's disgust, left

a good position and then spent eight years in

an English sea-coast town trying to perfect
an invention he called an aerophon, intended

to bring within mortal reach transcendental

and unearthly aims. In an old church he

made his electric attempts. To please his

father he agrees to marry. Then by accident

he meets Stella Fregelius, a Danish girl of

ideal character. Although able to follow his

wildest flights of imagination and to under-

stand all his mechanical devices, Stella is a

true woman and also helps him do his duty.

HARRADEN, BEATRICE. Katharine Frensham.

Dodd, M. & Co. 12, $1.50.

Clifford Thornton, a chemist of means, liv-
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ing for his work, finds himself thwarted at

every step by his wife, a woman of high tem-

per and totally uncongenial temperament. He
tells his son of fifteen that he must separate
from the mother. That night the mother dks.
While desolate, father and son meet Kath-
arine Frensham, a woman of thirty-six, who
brings them cheer and warms their repressed
English natures. Much of the story plays in

Norway and Sweden, where Katharine Fren-
sham goes with botanical specimens for

scientists. Telepathy plays an important part
in the plot. Many songs and music of Scan-
dinavia are given in the text.

HERRICK, ROB. Their child. Macmillan. 16,
(Little novels by favorite authors.) 50 c.

HOPKINS, HERBERT M. The torch. Bobbs-M.
12, $1.50.
"It is undeniable that Heibert M. Hopkins

has acquired a large amount of reliable infor-

mation regarding the inner workings in this

case mainly faculty disagreements of a

western state university. It must be con-
fessed that this knowledge has, in the trans-

mission to novel form, assumed a tinge of

satire and cynicism hardly justifiable. The
narrative suffers in consequence. The story
is largely the history of a man's career as

president in a great university his attempts
at diplomacy, his quarrels with his faculty,
his love affair, and his final disgraceful fail-

ure. As a commentary on university life it is

unconvincing, if not dangerous." Criterion.

KAUFFMAN, REGINALD WRIGHT, and CARPEN-
TER, E. CHILDS. The chasm : a novel. Ap-
pleton. 12, $1.50.
A timely novel which deals with machine

politics and other social and political prob-
lems which affect the life of all our great
American cities. The hero, whose fictitious

name is Larry O'Brien, is a self-made man,
and a party boss whose action strongly re-

sembles a well-known New York politician.
In the story he is brought into contest with
characters (evidently real) who advocate Fu-
sion and Reform. It is needless to say that
with big odds against him the machine man
triumphs. There is a love affair as a side
issue.

MANNING, MARIE. Judith of the plains: a
novel. Harper. 12., $1.50.
A romance of the plains at the end of the

big cattle days in Wyoming. Judith stands
out against the background of cattle stealing,
cattle stampeding, and lynching, a noble fig-
ure of a girl, throbbing with passion and life,

dominating the action of the tale, and carry-
ing it to a thrilling climax.

MERRIAM, S. The whip hand. Doubleday P.

12, $1.50.
The main interest lies in the attempt of a

corporation to smash an independent firm of
lumber dealers. That they cannot accom-
plish this is due to the pluck, sense, courage,
and fine strength of a young man fresh from
college, who has charge of the struggle. The
means he takes to accomplish his ends and his
ultimate gaining of the whip hand over his

opponents make interesting and virile reading.

MOORE, FRANK FRANKFORT. Shipmates in

sunshine : the romance of a Caribbean
cruise. Appleton. 12, $1.50.
A voyage from England to the West Indies

and the Caribbean Islands and a coasting
along the northern shore of South America
furnishes the opportunity for most ingenious
studies of nature and human nature, and also
of the manners, customs and political prob-
lems of many forms of colonial government
by different nations. Full of humor and re-
liable information.

OVERTON, GWENDOLEN. The captain's daugh-
ter; il. by Frances D. Jones. Macmillan.
il. 12, $1.50.

OVERTON, GWENDOLEN. The golden chain;
with a biography. Macmillan. il. 18,
(Macmillan's little novels by favorite au-
thors.) 50 c.

PAYNE, WILL. Mr. Salt: a novel; il. by C.
H. White. Hpughton. 12, $1.50.A story of Chicago business life. The cen-

tral figure is a woman Mr. Salt's stenog-
rapher. Her native charm and womanly
sweetness and grace win the attention and
more, the heart, of the magnate, until they
sway him entirely, and she finally dominates
the whole action of the book.

PEMBERTON, MAX. Doctor Xavier. Appleton.
il. 12, $1.50.
"Doctor Xavier" was the name the Duke de

Montalvan used when he schemed to usurp a
Spanish principality which figures in the
novel as Cadi. The doctor is introduced as
a savant whose interest in science leads him
to adopt a young English girl ostensibly for
the purpose of assisting him in his experi-
ments. His real motives are revealed after
Prince Arthur, the hero, appears on the
scene and counterplots to regain his ascend-
ency over the people of Cadi.

PUDDEFOOT, W. G., and RANKIN, I. OGDEN.
Hewers of wood: a story of the Michigan
pine forests; il. by Edith Browning Brand.
Pilgrim Press. 12, $1.50.

Brought up among the Dunkers of Penn-
sylvania Hidda was devoted to her uncle, a

typical preacher of that strict set. It was un-
derstood she was to marry John, a neigh-
bor's lad, but John took this for granted and
did not woo, and a lover came from the out-
side world and brought life and sunshine and
took away the maiden to the pine forests. Her
.happiness was short-lived, but she did her
duty and became a great force for good
among the "Hewers of wood." All ends well.

SCOTT, HUGH S., ["Henry Seton Merriman,"
pseud.] Barlasch of the guard; il. by the
Kinneys. McClure, P. il. 12, $1.50.
Barlasch was a veteran in Napoleon's ser-

vice in the desperate days when the Em-
peror's ebbing fortunes swept Europe with
desolation. The terrible Russian campaign
furnishes many of the scenes. Barlasch is

quartered on a distinguished family in the

historic^
town of Dantzig. One of its daugh-

ters, Desiree, has married and been separated
from her soldier husband at the church door.
For eight months Barlasch and the husband's
cousin look for him through endless hard-
ships. The end is a surprise.
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SEARS, BALDWIN. The circle in the square;
the story of a new battle on an old field.

Barnes. 12, $1.50.
Presents the life and problems of to-day in

one section of the south, with sympathy and
humor. Though primarily the story of two
persons, it portrays a whole community with
vividness and reality.

SHACKELFORD, H. The lost King. Bren-
tano's. 12, $1.25.
The troublous times of the French Revolu-

tion furnish the events. Marie Antoinette,
the Count of Fersen, Marat and Barras play
their parts. The lost king is Louis XVIIL,
who for a time was spirited away by the ene-
mies of the Bourbons. Napoleon Bonaparte
appears as a young officer, and the story
leaves him just on the eve of proclaiming
himself Emperor.

SPEARMAN, FRANK HAMILTON. The daugh-
ter of a magnate; il. by T. R. Gruger.
Scribner. 12, $1.50.
The magnate is the president of a great

western railroad. He takes his family in a

private car to the Rocky Mountains, where
some marvellous feats of engineering are be-

ing done. The story gives a vivid picture of
the dangers of the railroad man's life and of
the peculiar qualifications it requires in engi-
neers, telegraphers, etc. A little love sweetens
some very dangerous toil. The descriptions
of scenery and of natural formations and the
brains that overcome them are a special feat-

ure of the story.

SILBERRAD, UNA L. Petronilla Heroven.

Doubleday, P. 12, $1.50.
The author of "The success of Mark Wyn-

gate" and "Princess Puck" has written a dra-
matic story of English rural life. Petronilla

is a gifted child of wild nature born out of
wedlock. Her grandfather on her mother's
side and later the father's mother give her a

peculiar education. The girl is good and no-
ble and much influenced by a hermit who
lives in the woods and later proves to be
mixed up with the family of the man who
has been her enemy.

STEVENSON, BURTON EGBERT. The Holladay
case: a tale. Holt. il. 12, $1.25.

TARKINGTON, NEWTON BOOTH. Cherry. Har-
per. 12, $1.25.
The story of Sudgeberry, an unmitigated

prig, and Miss Sylvia Gray, all plays between
a sunshiny morning in August and Christmas

Day in 1762. The scene shifts in the vicinity
of New York City, both in New York State

and New Jersey. It is pure comedy, giving
bright pictures of the lives of the well-to-do

and the dangers of coach travel. Cherry rib-

bons first captured Sudgeberry, and he re-

mains their slave even when worn by a dif-

ferent girl.

WHARTON, EDITH. Sanctuary; with il. by
Walter Appleton Clark. Scribner. 8,
$1.50.
A novel which deals with a question of

heredity, and which also attempts by force of

the action of two of the characters to solve a

psychological problem. Kate Orme, who has

very high ideals, is disillusionized shortly af-

ter her betrothal by a confession of her lover.

For reasons explained in the story she keeps
her troth. After the death of her husband,
and her son has become a man, the woman of
ideals sees him in a position similar to the
one which confronted his father. The issues
are interesting.

HISTORY.

HUME, MARTIN ANDREW SHARP. The love af-

fairs of Mary Queen of Scots: a political

history. McClure, P. 8, $4 net.

It is to the diplomatic and not to the per-
sonal bearing of the love affairs of Mary that

Major Hume has devoted his book. Mary's
dominant idea was to make good her claim to
the English throne, and to carry this out it

was necessary to establish her position as the
natural leader to whom the Catholic party
in England as well as in Scotland must look
for deliverance. The scheme had no chance
without the intervention of a Catholic power
and to the obtaining of this intervention

Mary's unceasing matrimonial schemes were
directed. The author considers Mary Eliza-

beth's intellectual equal. Her weakness lay
in her temperament.

LEE, GUY CARLETON. The true history of the
civil war. Lippincott. il. 12, $2 net.

Prof. Lee, of Johns Hopkins University, is

the author of this history of our Civil War.
"True" in his title does not mean absolutely
free from error but unprejudiced and non-
sectional. Further he says of his work: "It

is not written from the standpoint of a neu-
tral. What is said of any section is said as
a partisan of that section. I have endeavored
when writing of the north to write as a north-

erner, of the south as a southerner, and in all

this as an American upon whom all the states

have a claim."

LORD, ARTHUR POWER. The regency of Marie
de Medicis : a study of French history from
1610-1616. Holt. 12, $1.75 net
Points out especially the consummate skill

for intrigue possessed by the Queen, who be-
came regent after the death of Henry rv. of
France. Very clearly the author treats the
characters of the Prince de Conde, the Due
de Bouillon, the Marechal d'Ancre, the Comte
de Soissons and the Ministre de Villeroy and
the relations in which they stood to the Re-
gent. New light is thrown upon the reasons
for the loss of place of the once all-powerful
Sully.

SMITH, N. Our nation's flag in history and
incident. Young Churchman, il. 12, $i
net.

Col. Smith, also the author of "Stories of
Great National Songs," etc., says: "My pur-
pose in preparing this volume was to supply
much that is lacking in other books on our
nation's flag. The story here given of the

many banners used in the early part of the

American Revolution and of the first Stars

and Stripes is concise, straightforward and, I

firmly believe, reliable." A feature of the

volume is the synopses of the debates in the

American Congress relative to the alterations

of the flags of 1795 and 1818. Many illustra-

tions of flags in colors.

THWAITES, REUBEN GOLD. How George Rog-
ers Clark won the northwest, and other es-
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says in western history. McClurg. 12,
$1.20 net.

The majority of these papers were original-

ly delivered as lectures. For the present pub-
lication they have been radically revised and

brought down to date. Besides the opening
essay, which gives titia to the volume, the

others are: The division of the northwest into

states ; The Black Hawk war ;
The story of

Mackinac ; The story of La Pointe ;
A day on

Braddock's road; Early lead mining on the

upper Mississippi; The Draper manuscripts.

WOLSELEY, VISCOUNT. The story of a sol-

dier's life, by Field Marshal Viscount

Wolseley. Scribner. 2 v., il. 8, $8 net.

WRONG, G. M. A history of the British na-

tion. Appl-eton. il. 12, (Twentieth cen-

tury text-books.) $1.40 net.

LITERARY MISCELLANY, COLLECTED WORKS,
ETC.

CHESTERTON, G. K. Varied types. Dodd, M.
& Co. 12, $1.20 net.

Papers with certain alterations and addi-
tions reprinted from the Daily News and The
Speaker [London]. They are virtually criti-

cisms of the literary methods of Charlotte

Bronte, William Morris and his school, Pope,
Stevenson, Carlyle, Tolstoi, Sir Walter Scot,

Maeterlinck, Elizabeth Barrett Browning and
other great writers and reformers. The au-
thor is regarded as an authority on contem-

porary literature.

CROTHERS, S. McCoRD. The gentle reader.

Houghton. 12, $1.25 net.

In books of a former generation the author
often stopped his story to indite chapters of
his inmost thoughts to the "gentle reader."

Thoughts of this kind are here gathered on
the enjoyment of poetry; the mission of hu-

mor; the evolution of the gentleman; the
hinter-land of science; Quixotism, the hon-
orable points of ignorance. The book is

printed and bound in the style of fifty years
ago.

JOLINE, ADRIAN H. The diversions of a book-
lover. Harper. 8, $3 net.

Interesting talk about books, authors, book
collectors, their friends and their foes, fine

bindings, odd and curious editions of sundry
works, apt quotations from little-known au-

thors, and numbers of anecdotes and stories
of interesting people.

MABIE, HAMILTON WRIGHT. Background of
literature. Outlook, il. 8, $2 net.

Seven chapters on as many poets and prose
writers ; The Lake Country and Wordsworth ;

Emerson and Concord; The Washington Irv-
ing country; Weimar and Goethe; The land
of Lorna Doone ; America in Whitman's poe-
try; The land of Scott. Reproductions of
photographs of the scenery of their special en-
vironments accompany the essays.

PATTEN, HELEN PHILBROOK. The year's fes-
tivals. Estes. il. 12, $i net.
An account of the origin and observances of

New Year's Day, Twelfth night, St. Valen-
tine's Day, All Fools' Day, Easter, May Day,
Hallowe'en, Thanksgiving and Christmas.

SKINNER, C MONTGOMERY. American myths

and legends. Lippincott. 2 v., il. 12, $2.50
net.

Stories and legends that are known in the
histories of many cities and towns all over
this country are here brought together,
adorned with characteristic illustrations.

SPENSER, EDMUND. Complete works; with
introd. by W. P. Trent, a note on Spen-
ser's language and metres, and a biblio-

graphical note and life of Spenser by J.

Walker McSpadden. Crowell. 8, $2; hf.

cf., $3.50; seal, $4.50.

STURGES, H. C. Chronologies of the life and
writings of William Cullen Bryant. Apple-
ton. 8, hf. cl., $2.50 net.

MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
KELLER, HELEN. Optimism: an essay. Cro-

well. 12, 75 c. net.

Deaf, dumb and blind, but still able to take
a happy, hopeful view of all the world.

PHYSIOLOGY.

CORNISH, C. J., ed. Animal life. Lippincott.
il. 8, $4 net.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.

BARRETT, Jos. HARTWELL. Abraham Lincoln
and his presidency; with portraits, unpub-
lished letters of Lincoln, Chase and others.
2 v. Rob. Clarke Co. 8, $5 net.

BEVERIDGE, ALBERT J. The Russian advance.
Harper. 8, $2.50 net.

Senator Beveridge has just returned from
Russia, Manchuria, and Korea, where he
spent much time studying the controversy
over Korea, and making a complete investiga-
tion of Russian conditions as compared with
those in the United States. The result of
these valuable investigations are embraced in
this volume. Many of the articles were first

published in the Philadelphia Saturday Even-
ing Post. An appendix contains many val-
uable treaties and agreements.

BROWN, ARTHUR JUDSON. The new era in the

Philippines. Revell. il. 12, $1.25 net.
A statement of the conditions and needs of

our new possessions, written from personal
observation. The writer views the situation
from the standpoint of the American citizen,
and the thoroughness of his work is enhanced
by clearness of language and lightened with
true American humor. Some of the subjects
are: The labor problem in the Philippines:
The Chinese in the Philippines; Traveling;
Health; Climate; Cost of living; The Cath-
olic Church, its attitude toward Americans,
and vice versa; Progress of Protestantism;
Medical mission work; Public schools; Our
duty as a nation; America's prospect in the
islands.

BUCHANAN, Jos. R. The story of a labor agi-
tator. Outlook. 12, $1.25 net.

During the decade from 1880 to 1800 Joseph
R. Buchanan was one of the best known labor
leaders in the Western United States. An
important contribution to the trade union
movement.

CAREERS for the coming men : a practical and
authoritative discussion of the professions
now open to young Americans, by Albert
L. Mills, Rush Rhees. Admiral Melville and
others. Saalfield. 12, $1.50.
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CENTURY OF EXPANSION (A), by Willis

Fletcher Johnson, A.M., L.H.D.
;

with

maps. Macmillan.. $1.50 net.

An account of the successive expanions of

the authority of the American people, first

over the territories to the West and South,
which they themselves have tilled and devel-

oped, and finally over the newly-acquired isl-

ands already well peopled by other races. The
author believes that all these expansions are

the same in essence and will prove alike ben-
eficial in their results.

HILLQUIT, MORRIS. History of socialism in

the United States. Funk. 8, $1.50 net.

The author, who is a prominent member of

the socialist party, says in the preparation of

this work, "I have endeavored to fill a gap in

the literature on the subject, and I now pre-
sent it to the public in the hope that it may
contribute in some degree to a better under-

standing of a movement which is fast becom-
ing an important factor in the social and po-
litical life of our country." In his effort to

trace the development of socialism in the

United States he contrasts the earlier stages
of the movement with the. modern phases of
socialistic life, and reviews the methods of
communistic experiments both Utopian and
sectarian.

JENKS, E. Parliamentary England ; the evo-
lution of the cabinet system. Putnam. 12,
(Story of the nations, no. 67.) $1.35; hf.

leath., $1.60 net.

The author says : "It is the business of this

book to explain how that system of govern-
ment which came into force in England with
the Restoration of Charles n. in 1660 was
changed, in the course of one hundred and
seventy years, into the system which was in

force at the passing of the Reform Bill, and
which, with same modifications, is in force at

the present day."

LONDON, JACK. The people of the abyss ;
il.

from photographs. Macmillan. il. 8, $2
net.

LONG, J. D. The new American navy; il.

with drawings by H. Reuterdahl and with

photographs. Outlook. 2 v., 8, $5 net.

Mr. Long, Secretary of the Navy from
1897-1902, says: "The object of this work is

to give information as to the start and pro-
gress and the increase of the navy since the
war with Spain, and the development into

what is now called the new navy, as well as

to tell of its recent exploits." Gives an idea
of the work done in the last half-dozen presi-
dential terms by earnest members of Con-
gress, by successive secretaries of the navy,
by naval officers and seamen ; also of the

many arts that enter into the construction, ar-

mament and equipment of pur men-of-war;
of the organization and administration of the
various bureaus of the Navy Department, the

great busy navy yards, and the steadily better-

ing life of all on shipboard, and of the
achievements of the officers and enlisted men.

MORISON, G. S. The new epoch as developed
by the manufacture of power. Houghton.
16, 75 c. net.

"The general idea which runs through this

little book was first suggested to the writer
while reading his classmate John Fiske's
work entitled "The discovery of America," in

which the series of ethnical periods among
prehistoric men is elaborated. The fact that
the world is now entering on a new epoch of
the same nature is the fundamental idea of the
writer." Preface.

NOYES, THEODORE WILLIAMS. Oriental Amer-
ica and its problems. Press of Judd & Det-
weiler. 8, $i.

Study of the Philippines.

Rus, JACOB A. Children of the tenements:

[stories;] with il. by C. M. Relyea and
others. Macmillan. 12, $1.50.

THEOLOGY. RELIGION AND SPECULATION

WALLACE, ALFRED RUSSEL. Man's place in

the universe : a study of the results of scien-

tific research in relation to the unity or

plurality of worlds. McClure, P. 8, $2.50
net.

An epoch-making contribution to the phi-
losophy of man's relation to the world he lives

in. It aims to prove that earthly man is the

only living and thinking being in the whole
universe. The author bases his conclusions

upon a masterly marshalling of the many facts

of astronomy, biology and geology that mod-
ern science and discovery have put us in pos-
session of. The author holds that we and
our world are the centre of the universe.

'

USEFUL ARTS
BRIGHT, C. The story of the Atlantic cable.

Appleton. il. 12, $i net.

Pt. I is introductory. Pt. 2, "The pioneer
line," contains chapters on: Evolution of At-
lantic telegraphy in America and England ;

The manufacture of the line ; The first start ;

Preparations for another attempt; The trial

trip; The storm; The renewed effort; "Finis
coronat opus;" The celebration; Working the

line; The inquest. Pt. 3, "Intermediate

knowledge and advance," embraces : Other
proposed routes and experience, investiga-
tion, and progress. Pt. 4, "Commercial suc-

cess," has chapters on : The 1865 cable and
expedition ; Second and successful attempt ;

Recovery and completion of the 1865 cable,
etc.

SEWALL, C. H. Wireless telegraphy; its ori-

gins, development, inventions and appara-
tus. Van Nostrand. 8, $2 net.

The aim is to present a comprehensive view
of wireless telegraphy, its history, principles,

systems and possibilities in theory and prac-
tice. In considering inventions controversy
has been avoided, although the claims of in-

dividual inventors have been carefully defined.

The book is intended both for the general
public and the technical student.

WILLSON, BECKLES. The story of rapid tran-
sit. Appleton. 12, $i net.

Contents: Beginnings of rapid transit The
mail-coach ; The first railways ;

Steam navi-

gation ; Development of the railway ;
The

telegraph Wireless telegraphy; Aerial navi-

gation Homing pigeons ; Ocean telegraphy
The telephone Pneumatic tubes Postal sys-
tems ; The bicycle Motor cycles ; Motor car-

riages ; Street railways.
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From "New England HUtory in Ballads.' Copyright, 1903, by Little, Brown & Cc

THE PONY STUMBLES ON.

A CARNEGIE AND MORGAN OF THE SIXTIES.
ONLY the adventures of Baron Munchausen

compete in improbability with the marvellous

achievements of George Francis Train who
died January 19, in the City of New York in

a little 8x6 room in the Mills Hotel on

Bleecker Street. Citizen Train was once the

best known American in the world. He was
all of three-quarters of a century ahead of his

time. He was practical and visionary in al-

most equal degree. He had a personality that

compelled attention, and he brought the great-

est people of the earth to work with enthu-

siasm under his direction. His capacity for

organization was genius, his judgment of con-

ditions was absolute, his insight into the

future uncanny; his courage surmounted all

fear and his energy was almost a supernatural
force.

Mr. Train was born in Boston on March

24, 1829, and soon tifter, his father removed
to New Orleans and opened a store. When
he was four years of age yellow fever swept
away his mother and three little sisters in

one week. His grandmother, the wife of

the Methodist itinerant preacher of Waltham,

Mass., sent for George, and his father

shipped the little fellow all alone labelled

like a bag of coffee.

At fifteen he was placed in his uncle's ship-

ping firm, where he mounted upward with

tremendous bounds. He organized the clipper

ship line that sailed around Cape Horn to

San Francisco and made American shipping

lead the world. He organized the Credit Mo-
bllier and the Union Pacific Railroad ; he built

the first street railway in England and it ran

through the streets of Liverpool; he was

one of the organizers of the French Com-

mune; he had been the business partner of

queens, emperors and grand dukes and the

familiar friend of the greatest people of the

Dearth.

Alongside of the peculiar practical brain

power that made him a dominant force among
men of all nations lay that other erratic quali-

ty of his unresting mental activity that fifteen
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times brought him within the walls of jail,

from the Tombs of New York City ro the

Bastile of Paris. He had a vision of the

world as it should be and walked right ahead

to change the conditions of every quarter of

the globe, totally regardless of the opinions,

prejudices, or even the rights of others. He
was the "Promoter," the Reformer, the Social

Benefactor of his day. His great schemes

brought him great riches, but the money side

of his enterprises was always secondary. His

personal needs were wholly insignificant. He
never even smoked or tasted intoxicants. He
was always so intent upon the next under-

taking that he never fully worked out the

possibilities of the last. He had great visions

of the future of America and wrote many
books and pamphlets and supplied many news-

papers with most valuable contributions, all

without a cent of remuneration.

In 1872 he travelled through the land en-

deavoring to rouse a true American spirit

and to check the political corruption of the

hour. He was nominated as an independent

candidate for President of the United States

and ran in opposition to General Grant and

to Horace Greeley. After his defeat he be-

came embittered and lived for thirty years the

life of a recluse, for many years refusing even

to speak or to shake hands with a grown per-

son. He claimed that contact with his fel-

lowmen robbed him of "psychic force."

Of all the marvellous achievements of Cit-

izen George Francis Train in his life of up-

wards of seventy-three years, the most mar-

vellous is the dictating of his autobiography

of 100,000 words from memory in thirty-five

hours, extending over about six weeks. It

^as at the suggestion of F. W. Halsey, of D.

Appleton & Co., that Citizen Train decided to

write the life which makes a human document

of great historic value. This one condition

was a sufficiently fast and intelligent sten-

ographer, and this Mr. Halsey also provided

in his assistant, Mr. Sams, who took down

dictation at the rate of 250 words a minute.

This book was brought out about a year

ago. It should be read by the younger gen-

eration who just now are living such an easy,

money-worshipping life. Energy and public

spirit breathe through every line. Citizen

Train combined the qualifications of the young
and the old men, he both "saw visions" and

"dreamed dreams." And through all the

storm and stress of his career he remained at

heart a child and a lover of children. To
them he has dedicated his book, "My Life in

Many States and in Foreign Lands," which is

a human document of great interest.

Cooks of Qttoerican Interest

New England History in Ballads.

EDWARD EVERETT HALE has deplored for

many years that the great events of New
England history have not been sung in ballads

for the masses as have those of other lands.

Having at hand a writing family of young

people, the patriotic author of "A Man With-

out a Country" impressed them with the pov-

erty of a country without ballads, and spurred

them on to write ballads about their fighting

ancestors. The years passed on,. but only re-

cently was the material here offered created

and furnished with illustrations all by the

same talented kinsmen.

In the following words Mr. Hale gives his

explanation of the dearth of ballads in literary

New England :

I am fond of saying that we have never had
fifty good American ballads. We have never
had any,

: .if = the ballad is to fulfil the condi-
tions which Mr. Lowell and other writers

who know have assigned for good ballad

poetry.
The truth" is that the immortal ballads of

the past could never have existed had not the

people who composed them lived in the condi-
tions of life which made them what they were.
Mr. Lowell said that the authors of the Eng-

lish and Scotch ballads had these advantages,
which are hardly possible to-day :

One. They were not encumbered with in-

formation.

Two. They sang well because they never

thought about it.

Three. In repeating their poems they had
the magnetism of the sympathy of their hear-
ers they saw their faces as they spoke.
Four. They plunged at once into deep water

without preface.
Five. They lived when and where there

were no newspapers.
Six. They said things. They neither har-

angued nor described. And to Mr. Lowell's
remark here, I will add that they never fur-

nished a moral.
Seven. The ballads are really folk-songs,

and they are the only folk-songs.

Eight. Travelling from place to place as

ballad singers did, they had that education for

uplift which comes from life in the open air,

and from that only.
I have abridged somewhat severely Mr.

Lowell's eight conditions, but I have used his

language so far as I could. He says that for

such reasons the ballad singers stood face to

face with life in such ways as we cannot en-

ter. He also says what is also true, that the

old English ballads are models of narrative

poetry.
One cannot write down these eight condi-

tions without seeing that most of them have
been impossible to any person in New Eng-
land in the last three centuries. People have
been encumbered with information ever since

1620, and there has been no occasion for bal-

lad singers to travel from place to place. The
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newspaper has been in advance of them since

the end of the century.

A very handsome book has been made of

these ballads and pictures. (Little, B. & Co.

$2 net.)

Why Soldiers Desert From the United States

Army.

No class of men receive so little attention

and solicitude from the public, as the private

soldiers of the United States Army. They
are seldom in the thoughts even of the be-

nevolent. This is the reason, the author

thinks, that while Christian philanthropy has

ameliorated the condition of the most wretch-

ed in other spheres of life, practically nothing
is done for the soldier, so that "under our

free flag hundreds of the nation's youth are

languishing to-day within the massive walls

of American military prisons, victims of ex-

treme cruelty and injustice, such as would

have shed disgrace upon the brute-deeds of

primitive man." The principal causes which

he names for wholesale desertion are vile

quarters, unwholesome and inadequate food

and barbaric cruelty at the hands of commis-

sioned officers, all "apparently sanctioned by

the highest civil functionaries of our Gov-

ernment." The terrible facts which are nar-

rated in this book seem incredible and can

scarcely be true of the entire army. Yet ap-

parently the author has made a thorough
examination and writes truth. He gives

place, time and circumstances and cites the

testimony of both privates and officers. The

particulars are too minute to admit of essen-

tial distortion. The abnormal death rate,

even in peaceful times, among the picked

youth of our land, tells a fearful story. It

would seem that there is not a redeeming
feature about the treatment of the soldiers.

If the half of what is told in these pages is

true, it discloses a condition of our soldiers

which is disgraceful to our civilization and

which ought to bring the blush of shame to

the cheeks of every American. Let the facts

be known that our people may be roused to

action and either show that the conditions

here depicted are not true, or, if true, see to

it that they be corrected with the utmost

speed possible. It is plain that something
more serious than the canteen in the camps
calls for the attention of the people. The
remedies suggested by Mr. Bergey are none

too drastic to remove the disgrace from the

fair name of our great country. (W. F. Fell

Co. $i.) Literary Digest.

Gnadensee : the Lake of Grace.

SOME day Americans may realize what a

rich inheritance fell to the Nation in the

Moravians who came to these shores. Any
one who does realize it, and who knows how
that inheritance has been squandered, will

welcome this book, by Edward O. Dyer, for

its service toward preserving what remains.

Gnadensee is the name given to a lake in

Connecticut by Moravians who established a

settlement near it. The region round about

it affords a text for two groups of chapters,

the first dealing with the Moravians and their

contributions to the making of America, the

other with the scenery of the region and its

historic associations. Those who know noth-

ing of the Moravians and their heroic and

mild spirit will find in this book a brief but

stirring account of their work and their char-

acter. Those who do know something of

them will be interested to read of their little-

known activities in New England. The Eng-
lish Puritans came to America, as the author

points out, with the spirit of the Old Testa-

ment, to drive out the bloody "salvages" as

the Israelites drove out the Canaanites, so as

to establish and build up a theocracy in the

wilderness
;
the Moravians came in the spirit

of the New Testament, to bring the Good
News to the Indians and to reclaim their lives

from ignorance and superstition. The Old

Testament prevailed. The Moravians, perse-

cuted in the Old World by the Roman
Church, found persecutions by Protestants

awaiting them in the New. In the Colonial

Assembly of New York measures were passed

so stringent against the Moravians classed

with vagrants and disguised Papists ! as to

force them back into the more tolerant colony

of Pennsylvania. One chapter describes

Bethlehem, the chief seat of the Moravians,

as it is in these days. (Pilgrim Press. $1.50

net.) The Outlook.

The Mother of Washington.

MRS. ROGER A. PRYOR'S "The Mother of

Washington and Her Times" differs from

the previous books on early colonial life.

First the author traces the family of Ball

down to Mary's day, and then she goes on to

describe and to picture the whole life of Col-

onial Virginia through the first half of the

eighteenth century. The Virginia gentleman
and his family as they lived in those days
are presented vividly, but there is a good
deal of novelty about the picture of the life

and times and customs and manners of the
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Virginia aristocracy. Mrs. Pryor has studied

up her theme from all the ordinary and usual

sources, but she has also dug out from old

unpublished letters and diaries and docu-

ments all sorts of pertinent and telling facts

about the social and domestic life, the. train-

ing and education of the young, and the con-

duct of estates.

Her volume goes on to tell of Mrs. Wash-

ington's life during the early years of her

famous son, and carries the story down to

her death. It is packed full of curious and

delightful information .about the life and

habits of colonial dames and maidens, their

education, their accomplishments, their speech
and their outlook upon life, their habits of

thinking and ways of doing things, their

dress and their dancing; and it is specially

interesting because it carries popular knowl-

edge of the whole life of aristocratic Vir-

ginia during the eighteenth century much
further than previous books. It is so written

as to bring out the full value of all the sub-

jects and traits discussed. This handsome

volume, which will contain many pictures,

promises to be one of the most popular of the

season's illustrated books. (Macmillan. $2.50.)

From Empire to Republic.

AN admirable political history of Mexico,

by Arthur Howard Noll, compact but present-

ing with great clearness the significant events,

philosophical but teaching its philosophy by
means of a spirited narrative. The volume is

happily given an exceptional interest at the

present time by reason of the enforced prom-
inence of Spanish-American politics in our

own political discussion. Mexico, of course,

is not Colombia, but the race elements among
its population and the questions upon which

its parties divide are essentially the same, so

that Mr. Noll's discriminating account of the

politics of the one country gives an insight

into that of the other. His connection with

a Southern university does not lead him in the

slightest degree to minimize the sympathy be-

tween the aristocratic party in Mexico, which

defended the foreign rule of Maximilian

against the champions of Mexican indepen-

dence, and the Southern Confederacy, which

was fighting for the principle of sectional se-

cession against the supremacy of the Union.

So far as political principles went, this sym-

pathy was most inconsistent; but class feel-

ings go deeper than political platforms, and

more often determine the attitude of men and

parties toward the concrete issues of political

life. (McClurg. $1.40 net.) Outlook.

Books of foreign Jnimst.

Central Europe.

DR. PARTSCH, Professor of Geography in

the University of Breslau, has written for the

Regions of the World Series a book on Cen-

tral Europe. It will appeal to students of

geography, geology, ethnology, economics

and politics alike, for we are informed au-

thoritatively as to geography, physical his-

tory, climate, peoples, economics, politics,

communications and geographical conditions

of national defence. The Alps form, of

course, the most conspicuous feature of cen-

tral Europeon configuration. It is by these

mountains, together with the Carpathians, the

Illyrian chains, and the Balkans, that the di-

visions of Central Europe are fixed, its coun-

tries held asunder, and their ethnological and

political independence assured. Perhaps the

most striking political lesson to be drawn

from Professor Partsch's pages is that only

by peace can Central Europe hope to lighten

the pressure of a great drawback which be-

longs to her central position that of exclu-

sion' from the open ocean. The author de-

clares that the willingness to accept heavy

military burdens saves the Central European

peoples from a recurrence of interference

from outside. "May the great monument on

the battlefield of Leipsic," he exclaims, "where

the criminal effort to enslave a whole conti-

nent was defeated, not by military skill, but

by the elemental power of liberty-loving na-

tions, remain the last memento of the political

errors of previous centuries, a warning to all

ambitious tyrants in the future, and an admo-

nition to the peoples of Central Europe to re-

main united, to keep peace and to command

peace!" (Appleton. $2.) The Outlook.

The Creevey Papers.

A BOOK that deserves to be classed with the

"Croker Papers" for the light it throws on

the political and social history of England at

a momentous epoch is presented in the two

volumes called the "Creeve3r Papers." This

is a selection from the correspondence and

diaries of Thomas Creevey, M. P., who was

born in 1777, entered the House of Commons
in 1802 and died in 1838 in the snug office of

treasurer of Greenwich Hospital. The selec-

tion has been made by the Rt. Hon. Sir Her-

bert Maxwell, who tells us that the extracts

now forthcoming represent scarcely more than

a fiftieth of the materials committed to his

hands by Mrs. Blackett-Ord, whose husband
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was the grandson of Mr. Creevey's eldest step-

daughter. Most of the letters now published

were addressed to the writer's step-daughter,

Elizabeth Ord, whom he urged to preserve

the correspondence, expressing the belief that

"in future times the Creevey Papers may form

a curious collection." Curious they unques-

tionably are, for the writer had an active

and inquisitive intellect, and he was the re-

pository of innumerable confidences from per-

sons of both sexes, as to which he was not

always scrupulous in observing the seal of

secrecy. It is evident, indeed, that, had not

the editor exercised the privilege of excision,

some of his revelations would have needed

to be described as a chronique scandaleuse.

(Button. 2 v. $&)#. Y. Sun.

A Little Garrison.

NOT since Dickens's day has a novel had

such prompt and drastic effects on the con-

science of a class as the crude little story

"Aus einer kleinen Garnison" (A Little Gar-

rison), by an obscure lieutenant in the Prus-

sian army (Bilse by name), that has just

been brought out in an English translation by
Frederick A. Stokes Co. In an incredibly

short time the story created a sensation that

brought hundreds of officers into well-merited

disgrace, formed the theme of heated de-

bates in the Reichstag, set the big-wigs of

Germany in general a-wagging and even

caused the German Emperor himself, much

against his will, to take notice of the book.

As a story Bilse's work would probably
have died in the horning its only merit lies

in the vivid arraignment of the corruption
that has honeycombed "a nation in arms,"
and that threatens its ruin. The book

abounds in a number of instances illustrating

the author's argument, among which we
choose a characteristic one.

If the German government official has

borne a reputation for anything it has been

for his integrity and unbribable honesty. How
much like the corrupt American politician,

as the German economist views him, the Ger-

man non-commissioned officer has become,
the selection elsewhere from Bilse's book will

indicate.

It is hard to say where lightning is going
to strike in the book world. How little this

officer thought as he penned the story of his

little garrison that it was going to land him
in jail, banish most of his brother officers,

get his publisher into difficulties, and make
the biggest sensation of any book that has

been published in Germany in years. (Stokes.

$1-50.)

Central Asia and Tihet.

THE poles and Tibet are the only parts of

the world of which a traveller returning can

tell strange tales, whose mysteries, indeed,

are still in great part unsolved. Africa is

no longer the unknown continent; of the

North Pole, at least, little remains to be told

since Nansen's glorious narrative of the dan-

gers and adventures of his Viking venture.

Tibet has now been in part explored, and its

interest for us is far wider than that of the

northern and southern extremities of the

earth, for England has just given it political

possibilities, and it may unfold archaeological

and historical secrets.

Col. Younghusband's expedition gives Sven

Hedin's "Central Asia and Tibet : Toward the

Holy City of Lassa" a timeliness which

neither its writer nor its publishers could have

expected. A tale of danger and adventure,

as well as a record of scientific observations,

it now becomes also a work whose political

serviceableness may become great at any mo-
ment. Dr. Hedin returned to civilization from

his three years' hazardous journey into Cen-

tral Asia last winter, and at once became the

great explorer of the moment, thanks to his

reports of the discoveries he had made. His

portion to-day is what Henry M. Stanley's

was thirty years ago.

"Central Asia and Tibet" is the first com-

plete account of the expedition and its accom-

plishments, among them the discovery of the

remains of cities dating from the third cen-

tury B.C.. The ancient Chinese MSS. found in

their ruins have been translated by Prof. Him-

ley, and made part of the text. Dr. Hedin

tells of his narrow escapes from death
;
of his

navigation of 1,500 miles in a ferry-boat, his

crossing of the mountains of Tibet with the

largest and strongest caravan which has ever

traversed that country, his extraordinary

journey in disguise toward Lassa, his discov-

ery by Tibetan spies warned of his intention

to enter the city, his captivity and escort by

500 Tibetans, his conflicts with them, and his

voyage in an English folding-boat over twelve

Tibetan lakes.

This work is an addition of enduring value

to the geographical literature of the world.

The work contains eight illustrations in colors,

sixteen drawings, 400 photographs and four

maps. Its importance to science is sufficiently

indicated by its simultaneous publication in

eight languages, in New York, London and

Melbourne, in Paris, Leipsic, St. Petersburg,

Milan, Budapest and Prague, as well as in

Stockholm and Christiania. (Scribner. 2 v.,

$10.50 net.) Brooklyn Times.
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(Cleanings from llje

COLUMBUS.
Give me white paper!

This which you use is black and rough with smears
Of sweat and grime and fraud and blood and tears,
Crossed with the story of men's sins and fears,
Of battle and of famine all these years,

When all God's children had forgot their birth
And drudged and fought and died like beasts of

earth.

"Give me white paper!"
One storm-trained seaman listened to the word;
What no man saw he saw; he heard what no man

heard.
In answer he compelled the sea
To eager man to tell

The secret she had kept so well!
Left hlood and guilt and tyranny behind
Sailing still West the hidden shore to find;

For all mankind that unstained scroll unfurled,
Where God might write anew the story of the

world.

(Little. B. & Co. $2 net.)From New England
History in Ballads.

CHRISTOPHER TAKES HIS STAND.

CHRISTOPHER threw the remaining pieces of
corn bread into the wriggling pack, set the

pan in the doorway, and wiped his hands

carelessly upon his overalls.

"Well, I don't see what you've got to say
to me," he replied, walking rapidly in the
direction of the well, where he waited for the
other to join him.

"It's about the place, of course," returned
the lawyer, with an attempt to shatter the
awkward rustic reserve. "I understand that
it has passed into your possession."
The young man nodded, and, drawing out

his clasp-knife, fell to whittling a splinter
which he had broken from the well-brink.

"In that case," pursued Carraway, feeling
as if he were dashing his head against a wall,
"I shall address myself to you in the briefest

terms. The place, I suppose, as it stands, is

not worth much to-day. Even good land is

cheap, and this is poor."
Again Christopher nodded, intent upon his

whittling. "I reckon it wouldn't bring more
than nine hundred," he responded coolly.
"Then my position is easy, for I am sure

you will consider favourably the chance to

sell at treble its actual value. I am author-
ized to offer you three thousand dollars for

the farm."
For a moment Christopher stared at him

in silence, then, "What in the devil do you
want with it ?" he demanded.

"I am not acting for myself in the matter."
returned the lawyer, after a short hesitation.

"The offer is made through me by another.
That it is to your advantage to accept it is

my honest conviction."
"Then it's Fletcher behind you," he said

in the same cool tones.

"It seems to me that is neither here nor
there. Naturally Mr. Fletcher is very anx-
ious to secure the land. As it stands, it is

a serious inconvenience to him, of course."

Laughing, Christopher snapped the blade of
his knife.

"Well, you may tell him from me," he re-

torted, "that just as long as it is 'a serious

inconvenience to him' it shall stand as it is.

Why, man, if Fletcher wanted that broken
wheelbarrow enough to offer me three thou-

sand dollars for it, I wouldn't let him have
it. The only thing I'd leave him free to take,
if I could help it, is the straight road to
damnation !"

"I don't think he understands your atti-

tude," he said quietly; "it seems to him and
.to me also, I honestly affirm that you would
reap an advantage as decided as his own."
"Nothing is to my advantage, I tell you,

that isn't harm to him. He knows it if he
isn't as big a fool as he is a rascal."

"Then I may presume that you are entire-

ly convinced in your own mind that you have
a just cause for the stand you take?"
"Cause !" the word rapped out like an oath.

"He stole my home, I tell you ; he stole

every inch of land I owned, and every penny.
Where did he get the money to buy the place
he a slave-overseer? Where did he get it,

I ask, unless he had been stealing for twenty
years?"

"It looks ugly, I confess," admitted Carra-

way; "but were there no books no accounts

kept?"
"Oh, he settled that, of course. When my

father died, and we asked for the books,
where were they? Burned, he said burned
in the old office that the Yankees fired. He's
a scoundrel, I tell you, sir, and I know him to

the core. He's a rotten scoundrel !"

"Then my mission is quite useless," he con-
fessed. "I can only add that I am sorrier
than I can say sorry for the whole thing,
too. If my services could be of any use to

you I should not hesitate to offer them, but
so far as I see there is absolutely nothing to

be done. An old crime, as you know, very
often conforms to an appearance of virtue."

(Doubleday, Page & Co. $1.50.) From El-
len Glasgow's "The Deliverance."

A TEN YEAR OLD THEOLOGIAN.

ANNUNZIATA looked round the room again.
"What is there here that can console you?"

"These," said John. His hand swept the

pictured walls.

"The paintings ?" said she, following his

gesture. "How can they console you?"
"They're so well painted," said he, fondly

studying the soft-coloured canvases. "Be-

sides, these ladies are dead. I like dead la-

dies."

Annunziata looked critically at the pictures,
and then at him with solemn meaning. "They
are very pretty but they are not dead," she

pronounced in her deepest voice.

"Not dead?
1 '

echoed John, astonished.

"Aren't they?"
"No," said she, with a slow shake of the

head.

"Dear me," said he. "And, when they're
alone here and no one's looking, do you think

they come down from their frames and dance ?

It must be a sight worth seeing."

"No," said Annunziata. "These are only
their pictures. They cannot come down from
their frames. But the ladies themselves are

not dead. Some of them are still in Purga-
tory, perhaps. We should pray for them."

She made, in parenthesis as it were, a pious

sign of the cross. "Some are perhaps al-

ready in Heaven. We should ask their pray-
ers. And others are perhaps in Hell," she
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pursued, inexorable theologian that she was.
"But none of them is dead. No one is dead.

There's no such thing as being dead."
"But then." puzzled John, "what is it that

people mean when they talk of Death?"
"I will tell you/' said Annunziata, her eyes

heavy with thought. "Listen, and I will tell

you." She seated herself on the big round

ottoman, and raised her face to his. "Have
you ever been at a pantomime?" she asked.

"Yes," said John, wondering what could

possibly be coming.
"Have you been at the pantomime,''' she

continued earnestly, "when there was what
they call a transformation-scene?"

"Yes," said John.
"Well," said she, "last winter I was taken

to the pantomime at Bergamo, and I saw a

transformation-scene. You ask me, what is

Death? It is exactly like a transformation-
scene. At the pantomime the scene was just
like the world. There were trees, and houses,
and people, common people, like anyone. Then
suddenly click ' Oh, it was wonderful. Every-
thing was changed. The trees had leaves of

gold and silver, and the houses were like

fairy palaces, and there were strange lights,

red and blue, and there were great garlands
of the most beautiful flowers, and the people
were like angels, with gems and shining
clothes. Well, you understand, at first we
had only seen one side of the scene; then
click ! everything was turned round, and we
saw the other side. That is like life and
death. Always, while we are alive, we can
see only one side of things. But there is the

other side, the under side. Never, so long
as we are alive, we can never, never see it.

But when we die, click ! It is a transforma-
tion-scene. Everything is turned round, and
we see the other side. Oh, it will be very
different, it will be wonderful. That is what
they call Death." (McClure, Phillips & Co.

$1.50.) From Harland's "My Friend Pros-
pcro."

ESTABLISH CHRIST'S KINGDOM BY MIGHT.

"TRULY!" cried Fabyan, joyfully, having
listened with growing amazement to the con-

versation, relieved by a sudden thought.
"Thy wisdom, Paul, and these strange pow-
ers of the East, may save us all. What need
to die in the arena, or fear Tigellinus, if we
possess them."

"Right !" cried Brabano, his eye again
flashing! "Thou hast my thought, my Fabyan ;

therein lieth not only power, but safety
the way of peace for me and thee and all

thou lovest for Paul, and all his hopes.
When we have deposed the captain and seized

the tiller, we have the galley ; with the gen-
eral slain and the inner citadel taken, we.

may rule the city; the palace and the senate
are Rome, and if we master Rome we rule
the world!"
An almost imperceptible smile flashed in

the beard of Paul, and then his features were
again stern.

"I have said that I am without fear," he
observed.

"Truly; but why needst thou go either to

death or martyrdom?" asked Brabano. "Pos-
sessed of thy Master's strength, thou mayst

make of His religion a command and not a

plea enforce it by power, not supplication ;

and as for Caesar, he, after all, is as one

possessed by a devil."

"Nay, the word is the word," said Paul.

"It shall be as Christ spoke it. He conquer-
eth by love, not fear, and His appeal is to

the heart of man. What are the needs of the

people He would seek? to do mercy, to know
love, and have charity."
"Then we shall make them powerful," said

Brabano, drawing his form erect and spread-

ing his majestic shoulders; "being powerful,
they will do mercy; we will lift them above

peril, and they will know love; and when we
have given them the earth, they will do chari-

ty. This will not be with a Caesar on the

throne and the legions marching at his orders.

I will welcome thee, good Paul, and aid thee.

Thy mission hath found a friend at Rome.

Born, as thou sayest, at Bethlehem, thy Mas-
ter well might wish the world a Jewish king-
dom. Let thy mind dwell upon it from Brit-

tany to Palestine, from Germany to Egypt
an empire of Jews ! We might build upon
these seven hills a palace to stretch to heaven,

mocking the tower of Babel. With half the

wealth this feeble despot squanders the sea

might be alive with Hebrew sail
;
each citizen

should be a soldier, but make his camp at

home; we should parcel the days of the

month, alternate to the trade of war and
labor. We should found a college in each

country to teach the people loyalty to Rome,
and in Rome a college to teach them loyalty
to us. Is it not a picture to. barter for a

Nero and his circus?" (Harper. $1.50.)

From Gardenhire's "Lux Cruets."

A RICH WIFE'S FAILURE.

"JACK dear, why do we see so little of each
other of late?"

He sternly replied, "I believe I have men-
tioned the fact to you before, that I usually

spend my evenings at the club
;
but you should

not complain, for I have been away from
home now let me see O, yes, only five

nights this week."
"Five nights," repeated Madeline with con-

cern. "Have you stopped to consider that that

left but two evenings for me? I sometimes
think

"

Jack quickly interrupted "Now, don't,

don't think. My dear little woman, if you
hope to be happy in this world, the less think-

ing you do, the better for your peace of mind."
Madeline arose, and indignantly retorted,

"Not think ! Why, Jack, your argument is

ridiculous, illogical. I will not accept such
evasiveness. I expect a plausible answer to

my question : Why do you remain away from
home so much?"
Jack replied with assumed carelessness, "I

have just told you, that I I go to the club."

"What pleasure, what amusement do you
find at the club?" she eagerly queried.
He answered cajolingly, "O, lots of sport,

such as pool, billiards and well, all sorts of

things."
"And do you enjoy those games?" she asked

interestedly.

"Yes, certainly," he replied casually; "it is
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the finest sport in the world; I enjoy it im-

mensely."
"How thoughtless I have been," she said in

a tone of self-reproach. "Jack, dear, I shall

have a pool table put into this house at once."
"Into this house!" he exclaimed in aston-

ishment. "Certainly not."

"Oh, but I insist. Yes, indeed, I positively
insist; I will attend to it the very first thing
in the morning."
"No, no," lamely argued Jack; '"you do not

understand. One table would not suffice to

entertain a large party of men."
"Then, my dear, I will order more; yes, as

many as you wish," she gently persisted. "I

am exceedingly sorry, and realize that I have
been very negligent of your amusements. I

will make an immediate effort to remedy that.

I regret so very much, dear, that you made
no mention of the pool tables before, and had
not the slightest idea that that was what kept
you at the club night after night."
Jack bit his lip. The conversation had

taken an uncomfortable turn and he resumed
with forced gallantry, "Now, for goodness'
sake, little woman, do not trouble your head
about the why and wherefore of my staying
away from home."

"But, I do trouble myself very much about

it; yes, indeed I do," she pleadingly asserted.
"That must cease at once. You must rea-

son that a man is entitled to enjoy the priv-
ilege of going out and coming home to suit
his own convenience." (Alwood. $1.50.)
From "The Younger Mrs. Courtney"

GRAFT "IN THE GERMAN ARMY."
"WILL you be off on leave at Christmas?"

asked Roth of his friend.

"Don't know yet," Schmitz replied, with a

shrug of his shoulders. "I should like to, for
I haven't been outside this dirty hole of a
town for two years; but it is hardly worth
my while to undertake such a long trip for

the few days, for I don't suppose I should get
more than a week off, and it takes me forty-

eight hours to reach my home it's at the
other end of the world, you know and that
much to return. So I should have but a

couple of days to myself, after all my trouble
and expense."
"What is the fare?" asked Roth.
"About thirty marks, and I haven't that

much to spare."
"I'll lend you that trifle," said the "Vice,"

pompously.
"Say, you must have been winning in the

lottery, old friend! At the very least you
must have come into an inheritance."

"No, mine is not dead men's money," Roth
sneered. "All it takes is to be shrewd and
to gather up all the money that crosses your
path."

"Well, I don't catch your meaning," put in

the other.

"I'll tell you, if you want to know; but
"

he put his index finger significantly to his

mouth "Mum's the word !"

"Oh, of course; don't be afraid. I never

betray my pals !"

"Well, then, I will tell you. This is the

second time I am in command of the reserves.

Last time we had a whole lot of one year's
volunteers amongst them, mostly well-to-do

farmer boys. You remember 'Fatty' Kramer,
and Rossbach, whose father at home has

twelve horses in the stable, and Scheller, the

fellow who was always running after the

girls, and that whole crowd? Fellows of that

sort, you see, don't know what to do with
their money, and I wouldn't be such an ass

as to give them their pay, their uniform al-

lowance, and so on; they don't care about

those measly few coins. Scheller, besides,

gave me a chance to make some money out-

side of that. The last night before he had

finished his two years, I happened to inspect

his quarters, it being considerably past taps.

And what do I see but this very fellow,

Scheller, together with well, you know and
as I was just about to raise the deuce, he

whispers in my ear: 'Don't say anything,

please!' Well, then, I kept my mouth shut,

and at noon the following day there was a

'blue rag'* in my overcoat pocket."
"The deuce you say! What luck! But

supposing these fellows afterwards give you
away, especially if they don't get their pro-
motions ?"

"Oh, they won't say anything ; they are glad

enough if they can stay away from the army.
As to promotions, most of them were not the

kind to think about such a thing."

"Well, I in your place should be afraid

there might be trouble some time, and then

think what a rumpus there would be!"

"Leave me alone for that. Just now there

are a couple more of these rich, stupid fel-

lows; there is the son of a butcher in Bruns-

wick whose father must be worth a million

or so, and the others, too, have lots of money
to burn. What do you suppose I'll make out

of them before they leave the squadron?
They are worth at least a couple of hundred

apiece to me. Well, Prosit!" They clinked

glasses. (Stokes. $1.50.) From Bilse
:

s "A
Little Garrison"

HUSBANDS OF THE AGE.

SOME men like to do their wooing for them-

selves; they share the instinct of the cave-

men, whose primaeval form of love-making
consisted in running after the women who
ran away from them the

:

fastest; and there

is undoubtedly much to be said both for this

primitive type of man and for the equally

primitive type of woman who attracts him.

But a modern civilization has produced an-

other type of man a man who is so busy

making fortunes and improving commerce and

governing states, that he literally has not time

for the romantic chase patronized by lovers

in the Stone-age. How can he be expected to

waste hours, which might be valuably em-

ployed in coining money or standing for Par-

liament, in playing a game which was old-

fashioned before King Alfred's reign, and in

dancing attendance on the whims and caprices

of a mere woman? There is also much to be

said for this type of man: as a mayor or an

alderman he is ideal as a railway director

positively idyllic; but as a husband ?

Well, he will always make most satisfactory

settlements ;
and on his second love as gener-

ously as on the first. (Appleton. $1.50.)

From Fowler's "Place and Poiver"

* German slang term for bill of large amount.
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(Euriotie Statistics.

AMERICAN BOOK PRODUCTION IN 1903.

ONLY those who spend their lives on the
watch for new books and exhaust every
known means to get complete records are

fully conscious of the impossibility up to the

present time of compiling accurate statistics.

The Publishers' Weekly year by year gets at

all available sources of information, and its

summary of the book production of the

United States is put together with great care

and almost painful conscientiousness. We
borrow from its pages its comparison of the
book production of 1902 and 1903 :
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Notes.

MCCLURE, PHILLIPS & Co. will publish
shortly a striking and original novel by H. A.
Mitchell Keays, the title of which is "He
That Eateth Bread With Me." The story
deals with the divorce problem. The author
deals in the most straightforward manner
possible with one of the greatest problems of
American social life and has made a realistic

presentation of the inescapable sorrows that

follow into the grain of divorce.

IT is understood that Herbert Spencer's au-

tobiography will be published in a few months
in two volumes. The work deals fully -with

Spencer's early pecuniary struggles and the

factors which influenced his habits of thought.
The biography which Dr. David Duncan will

write, in accordance with the terms of Spen-
cer's will, will be in the form of a supple-
mentary volume. It will cover adequately
Spencer's later years, concerning which the

autobiography is silent, nothing having been
added in nine years.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS have just published
"Mediaeval England," by Mary Bateson, in

the Story of the Nations series ;
"Turkish

Life in Town and Country," by Lucy Mary
Jane Garnet, in Our European Neighbors se-

ries; Angelo Mosso's "Fatigue;" the second
volume of James E. Munson's "First Phon-
ographic Reader." and a "Phonographic Dic-
tation Book ;" also, "Liberal Christianity, its

Origin, Nature, and Mission," by Jean Re-

ville. Professor of Protestant Theology, Uni-

versity of Paris, France, translated by Victor
Leuliett.

BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY are again in pos-
session of more of Howard Christy's ever-

popular illustrations. This time his work is

put into a novel by Brand Whitlock, entitled

"Her Infinite Variety,'' and author and artist

give us a succession of charming pictures of
a most fascinating and elusive heroine. Next
month we hope to tell more of her entertain-

irfg career. Although published as a Christ-

mas book, the charm of the Christy-Long-
fellow "Courtship of Miles Standish" is for

all time, and we are glad to report the book
among the successes of a year which brought
this house large returns for their ever active

and ever interesting work.

LITTLE, BROWN & Co. will publish late in

February "The Viking's Skull," a new story

by John R. Carling, author of "The Shadow
of the Czar," which ran throueh five editions.

The new story has an ingeniously constructed

plot, and tells how Idris Marville, true Earl
of Ormsby, recovered a treasure hidden by
one of his progenitors a Viking of the ninth

century and how he cleared the memory of

his father who had been wrongfully convicted
of murder. They have just ready the last two
of the eighteen-volume set of the National
edition of "The Speeches and Writings of

Daniel Webster," which for the first time

places within reach of the public the complete
works of the great statesman.

D. APPLETON & Co. have just published a

novel by Frank H. Spearman, author of "The

Daughter of a Magnate," which again deals

with a successful business man and his hours
of relaxation. The scene is Chicago. Two
women both aspiring to success on the stage

play important parts in this man's life. Sud-

denly he is checked in his fierce race for

wealth by physical weakness. He battles for

health as he has for gold, and the story gives

convincing proof of the conquest of mind over

body. The story is strong and will rest many
a busy man's brain and perhaps call "halt"

in pleasant tones. Books just issued are:

''Steps in the Expansion of Our Territory,"

by Oscar P. Austin
; "Rocky Mountain Ex-

ploration," by Reuben Gold Thwaites; "Ex-
tinct Civilizations of the West," by Robert
E. Anderson; and "The Modern Bank," by
Amos K. Fiske.

anb <Enbs.

LITERATURE A LA MODE. Office of the Liter-

ary Bandbox. The Editor: Well, what have
we got for the next number?
The Assistant Editor : Frontispiece, picture

of you holding the new encyclopedia we're

getting out.

"Very good. Put an ad. of my book of

verse on the back of it. What's next?
"About twenty pages of literary comment.

Scribblesby is looking up the anecdotes in the

Library of Wit and Humor, and Grinds is

getting the biographies and comments of our
authors downstairs in the publishing depart-
ment."

"That's O. K. I read something last night
that Tolstoi said to some one or other. Put
it down to George Ade. I'll give it to you
later. What special articles have you?"

"There's one on Colonel Scrubolio, the

soap man. He's just written a historical

novel of King Charles's time, which we're

publishing. Besides, he is going to give us a

two-page ad. for the next issue.

"Try to get a reference in it to the article on

soap in the encyclopedia. I wrote it. We
might be able to get air ad. from that. What
else?"

_

"Article by you."
"On what?"
"Well, we have called it 'Literary Ideas.'

Hacker is writing it."

"All right. Tell him to use a few quota-
tions from my book of essays."

"Yes, sir. We have a lot of book reviews

besides."

"All our books?"
"All except one. Two-page review of

Assyrian Philology, published by Sharpers
about ten years ago."

"Splendid ! How have you got the best

selling books arranged?"
"First, our 'Lady Susabelle/ and second,

my historical novel, 'Bonny Graf Heinrich.'

It isn't published yet, but it will be a fine ad.

You can have third, if you want. Fourth and

fifth, I gave to Snappletons and Makebillions,

for page ads. I've rounded the number off

with one of my poems."
The Editor : All right, Sign my name to it.

The Assistant Editor: Aye aye, sir. HER-
BERT L. STEIN, in Life.
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New Saok0 ta an6 Bu,
"There is no worthier or surer pledge of the intelligence and the purity of any community than

their general purchase of books / #0r *J there any one who does more to further the attainment and

possession of these qualities than agood bookseller." PROF. DUNN.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.

BlSMARCK-SCHONHAUSEN, C. E. Leopold
Otto, {Prince) v. Bismarck's letters to

his wife; from the seat of war, 1870-1871;
tr. by Armin Harder; with an introd. by
Walter Littlefield. Appleton. 16, $i net.

It was thought at first that the Countess
Bismarck had destroyed her husband's letters

from the seat of war because he had criticized

the French too freely. But after her death
these letters were found by themselves in a

special casket. They were full of little details

relating chiefly to personal comforts, and tell-

ing much of his two sons who took active

part in the war. There is an introduction by
Walter Littlefield, of New York City.

Dix, EDWIN ASA. Champlain, the founder of
New France. Appleton. 12, (Appleton's
series of historic lives.) $i net.

Contents: The making of a soldier; The
making of a sailor

; The explorers of New
France

; Champlain on the St. Lawrence ;
A

winter in Acadia
;
A glimpse of New Eng-

land; The founding of Quebec; Arrows and
arquebuses; Another forest battle; The be-

ginnings of Montreal
;
A search for the North

Sea
;
A winter among the Hurons ; The brew-

ing of a storm
; Defiance and starvation ; The

capture of Quebec; Restitution and renova-
tion ; The passing of a knightly soul.

PEAT, ANTHONY B. NORTH. Gossip from
Paris during the Second Empire : corre-

spondence (1864-1869) of Anthony B.
North Peat, attache au cabinet du ministre
de 1'interieur, and later attache au conseil

d'etat; selected and ctrr. by A. R. Waller.

Appleton. 8, $2.50 net.

The letters from which the following selec-

tions have been made were sent daily from
Paris during the years 1864 to 1870, by Mr.
Peat, who died from the effects of an accident

during the early days of the siege of Paris.

They were published in the Morning Star,
a daily London paper. As attache, Mr. North
Peat saw every morning the telegrams which
passed through the Home Office, and thus was
enabled to test the accuracy of current re-

ports. He betrayed no confidence, as he had
the permission of the French government to
use his information as he did. The letters
are a selection of about one-twelfth of the

original number, and they range over the po-
litical and social life of Paris during five most
important years.

RALPH, JULIAN. The making of a journalist
Harper. 12, $1.25 net.

This is largely Julian Ralph's own account
of his adventures as an active journalist. The
recital of his remarkable career is brimming
with interest. There are stories of his ex-
perience as war correspondent and of the

startling adventures into which he plunged in

following news all over the globe.

REED, Mrs. ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG. Daniel

Webster: a character sketch; with supple-

mentary essay, by G. Mercer Adam, and

anecdotes, characteristics and chronology.
H. G. Campbell Pub. Co. il. 12, (Great
Americans of history.) $i.

SIGMA, (pseud.) Personalia: intimate recol-

lections of famous men; political, literary,

artistic, social, various. Doubleday, P. &
Co. 12, $1.25 net.

Intimate anecdotes dealing with nearly all

the famous English artists, literary men, law-

yers, church dignitaries, and other public fig-

ures of the last forty years. Many of the

stories throw an entirely new light upon the

personalities of people with whom everybody
is more or less familiar. The anonymous au-

thor is said to be too well known for his real

name to be given.

DESCRIPTION, GE08RAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

STUBBS, LAURA. Stevenson's shrine: the rec-

ord of a pilgrimage. Page. il. 8, $2 net.

The record of a visit to Samoa, by an ad-

mirer of Robert Louis Stevenson; she de-

scribes his grave, his home, etc., the narrative

being illustrated with many fine full-page

pictures taken from photographs.

VANDERLIP, WASHINGTON B., and HULBERT,
HOMER B. In search of a Siberian Klon-
dike ; as narrated by Washington B. Van-
derlip, the chief actor, and herein set forth

by Homer B. Hulbert. Century Co. il. 8,
$2 net.

After the finding of the rich gold deposits
on the Yukon River, and later in the beach
sands of Cape Nome, it was thought the de-

posits might have -extended to the adjacent
coast of Asia. To test this, Washington Van-
derlip went on a hunt for copper, sulphur, and

gold deposits in Kamchatka and northern
Siberia ; he had many exciting experiences,
some of which nearly cost him his life. He
spent fourteen months prospecting for a Rus-
sian syndicate, and lived with the natives as

one of them. While Mr. Vanderlip was the

chief actor in the scenes described, his story
is set down by Homer B. Hulbert, -editor of

the Korean Review.

DOMESTIC AND SOCIAL.

GILMAN, Mrs. CHARLOTTE PERKINS, [formerly
Mrs. Stetson.] The home; its work and
influence. McClure, P. & Co. 12, $1.50
net.

The writer claims ''the home has not de-

veloped in proportion to our other institu-

tions, and by its rudimentary conditions it ar-

rests development in other lines. The two
main errors in the right adjustment of our
home to our present life are these : the main-
tenance of primitive industries in a modern
industrial community, and the confinement of

women to those industries, and their limited
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area of expression." No word is said against
the real home and family life, but the author
tries to separate the essentials of a home from
the non-essentials that ?o often wreck a home.

FICTION.

AILEROC, M. R., (pseud.} The White Castle
of Louisiana. J. P. Morton & Co. il. 12,
$1.25.

Although the story opens with a description
of the brilliant Court of the Second Empire,
the principal incidents occur in the White
Castle, Louisiana, notably the romantic love
affair which runs through two generations.
The Empress Eugenie, Napoleon, the Audu-
bons and other celebrated characters are in-

troduced with scenes of slave life which hap-
pened before the Civil War.

CLOUSTON, J. STORER. Our Lady's Inn: a
novel. Harper. 12, $1.50.
A story by an author, whose first- book

"The adventures of M. d'Haricot" found
many readers. It tells of the fortunes of

young Barbara Cheyne, who is left penniless
and dependent on her unsympathetic relatives.

Finally, goaded to desperation, she runs away.
Her experiences in London where for a time
she passes as a man are entertaining in the
extreme.

GLASGOW, ELLEN ANDERSON GHOLSON. The
deliverance: a romance of the Virginia to-

bacco fields
;

il. in col. by Frank G. Schoon-
over. Doubleday, P. & Co. 12, $1.50.
A family drama which played in the South

of the Reconstruction period furnishes the
material for a fine novel. A vulgar, brutal
overseer by unscrupulous means secured the

family estate of the Blakes in the rich tobacco
lands of Virginia when they had been impov-
erished by the war. A brother and sister slave

themselves in terrible manner to maintain the
fiction to their blind mother that they are still

in their old house living the lives of gentle
folks. This old mother is an original crea-
tion. She has been kept in the belief that
the South conquered in the Rebellion. The
feud between the owner and the lawful heir

makes the plot of a remarkably strong story.

HARLAND, H., ["Sidney Luska," pseud.] My
friend Prospero : a novel ; frontispiece by
L. Loeb. McClure, P. & Co. 12, $1.50.
A young Englishman whose name stood

high in the peerage, but whose funds were
low, retired to a secluded spot in northern

Italy, where he lived in the cloisters of a ca-

thedral and dreamed dreams in an old castle

belonging to an Austrian dowager. Here he
meets his fate in the companion of this dow-
ager. The descriptions of Italy are exquisite,
the situations are original, the dialogue bril-

liant. Character sketching is at its best in

the creations of the reigning lady of the hero's

house, who belongs to a branch at enmity
with the head of the race; and of the little

superstitious Italian girl who brings about
his final happiness with his sweetheart.

LIGHTON, W. R. The ultimate moment
;

il. by
A. I. Keller. Harper. 12, $1.50.
The story opens in the beautiful wheat coun-

try of Nebraska. David Boughton thinks it

his duty to leave this dead level of peace and

goodness and health and go to some thriving

town where he can do something in public
life and have one supreme, "ultimate moment"
of personal victory. Just one year after, he

again takes up his life as a farmer. In the
interim he has learned much of political con-
ditions and the schemings of men and women
to get ahead at all hazards.

MACFALL, HALDANE. The masterfolk wherein
is attempted the unravelling of the 'strange
affair of my Lord Wyntwarde of Cavil and
Miss Betty Modeyne. Harper. 12, $1.50.
A story of London and Paris, and of the

life of "Bohemia" in both. Oliver Baddies-

mere, after being helped through youth by the
efforts of a noble mother, goes to Paris to

make a career, taking with him as his bride,
a lovely English girl, Betty Modeyne. Their
life is idyllic, until Oliver n the course of his

work is drawn into the vortex of gayety
around them. Betty, believing it more gen-
erous to free him from herself, runs away,
leaving him a loving letter. The solution

rests with Oliver.

MAJOR, C, ["Edwin Caskoden," pseud.} A
forest hearth : a romance of Indiana in the

thirties
;

il. by Clyde O. Deland. Macmil-
lan. 12, $1.50.
A story of the men and women and boys

and girls who developed Indiana from a

wilderness into one of the most fertile and

productive states of the Union. It shows
how Indiana was settled by a curious mixture
of races and introduces many sturdy, indom-
itable and fascinating characters. The author
of "When knighthood was in flower" writes a

sunny love story against this historical back-

ground.

MEYER-FORSTER, Wilhelm. Old Heidelberg.
Dodge & Metcalf. 12, $i.

The university life at Heidelberg in its ro-

mantic South German surroundings is cap-

itally described. A German prince, for a few

years on perfect equality with fellow students,
makes a delightful hero. Founded on the

drama which has been played in German and

English in this country. Richard Mansfield

is still playing it.

PICKTHALL, MARMADUKE. Said the fisher-

man. McClure, P. & Co. 12, $1.50.
This historical novel, founded on authenti-

cated facts of the old feud between Christians

and Moslems, covers the years from 1860 to

1882, when all the old hatred came to a climax
at Alexandria, when the Egyptians set fire to

the European quarter and let loose upon it

gangs of plunderers. Said is a type of the

love of money which first put enmity between
the separate religious tribes who had never

quarrelled about religion. Gives a gruesome
picture of the conditions of life in Asia
Minor under the rule of the Turk. The plot

is ingenious and full of instructive details.

SCUDDER, VIDA DuxTON. A listener in Babel :

being a series of imaginary conversations

held at the close of the last century and re-

ported by Vida D. Scudder. Houghton, M.
& Co. 12, $1.50.
A story of development of character and

opinion through the contact of the heroine

with varying form's of experience and differ-
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cnt types of humanity; the book is to be in-

terpreted as a series of imaginary conversa-

tions dealing with the great social questions
of the present day. The heroine is an attrac-

tive young woman of high ideals and quick

sympathies, who is thrown into relations with

the representatives of capital, labor, the col-

lege, the church, and various other organiza-
tions.

THURSTON, MABEL NELSON. On the road to

Arcady; il. by S. M. Palmer. Revell. 8,
$1.50.
A romance of love and nature. The beauti-

ful country around Washington, the authors
home, is mirrored in its pages. The book is

artistically gotten up. The margins through-
out are decorated with pen-and-ink sketches

done by Samuel M. Palmer, who is one of the

little colony of artists gathered around How-
ard Pyle down in Wilmington, Delaware.

TOLSTOI, Count LYOFF NIKOLAIEVICH. Esar-

haddon, and other tales; tr. by Louise and

Aylmer Maude; with an introd. containing
letters by Tolstoi. Funk. 16, 40 c. net.

Three stories: Esarhaddon, King of Assy-

ria; Work, death and sickness; Three ques-
tions. Written and translated for the benefit

of the Jews impoverished by riots in Kishineff

and Gomel.

WARREN, S. Tittlebat Titmouse; abridged
from Dr. Samuel Warren's famous novel,

"Ten thousand a year," by Cyrus Townsend
Brady ; with many curious and diverting il.

by Will Crawford. Funk. 12, $1.50.

Dr. Warren's "Ten thousand a year" was

given to the reading world over sixty years

ago and had an enormous sale. But the novel

was an unusually long one, with much ex-

traneous matter in the way of medical, legal
and political discussions. It is this matter

Dr. Brady has cut out of the narrative, leav-

ing the story itself as absorbing as it ever was.

The abridgment was made with the consent

and approval of the late Dr. E. Walpole War-
ren, for some years rector of St. James P. E.

Church, New York City, a son of the author.

WHITE, Mrs. CAROLINE EARLES, [Mrs. R. P.

White.] An ocean mystery. Lippincott.

12, $1.25.
Adventure and mystery play important parts

in the story of a child who was rescued from
the waves by a fisherman of St. Laurent. The
interest centres in an ^effort to discover the

identity of the waif, and later in her love af-

fair, and in the stirring pictures of life on the

Normandy coast.

WOOD, EDITH ELMER. The spirit of the ser-

vice
;

il. by Rufus Zogbaum. Macmillan.

12, $1.50.
The scene opens about ten years ago at the

Brooklyn Navy Yard, of which Captain Cart-

wright is the Commandant. At a dinner

party the captain prophesies war with Spain
over Cuba. The conditions, circumstances
and ideals of the new American navy are dis-

cussed in abundance of capital dialogue. Sev-
eral naval officers and their wives and two
very attractive girls, one a breezy Californian,
the other a frail little New Englander, are
the characters.

HISTORY.

COOPER, C. R. Chronological and alphabetical
record of all the engagements of the great
civil war

;
with casualties on both sides and

full and exhaustive statistics and tables of
the army and navy, military prisons, na-
tional cemeteries, etc.

; comp. from the Offi-

cial Records of the War Department and
Confederate Archives, Washington, D. C.

Caxton Press. 8, $3.

HAKLUYT, R. The principal navigations, voy-
ages, traffiques and discoveries of the Eng-
lish nation made by sea or overland to the
remote and farthest distant quarters of the
earth at any time within the compass of
these 1600 yeeres. In 12 v. Macmillan.
12, ea., $4 net.

HENNEPIN, Father L. A new discovery of a
vast country in America, by Father Louis
Hennepin; reprinted from the second Lon-
don issue of 1698; with facsimiles of orig-
inal title pages, maps and il. and the addi-
tion of introd. notes and index by Reuben
Gold Thwaites. McClurg. 2 v., 8, $6 net;
Large pap.. $18 net.

HULBERT, ARCHER BUTLER. The Cumberland
Road. A. H. Clark Co. il. 12, (Historic
highways of America, v. 10.) $2.50 net.

The Cumberland Road, built at last upon
the ruins of both Washington's and Brad-
dock's Roads from the Potomac River through
classic Great Meadows to the Ohio River
(1806-1850) is the most historic road used to-

day in America. Perhaps no one road has

played such an important part in our national

history; "it carried thousands of population
and millions of wealth into the West and,
more than any other material structure in the

land, served to harmonize and strengthen, if

not to save, the Union."

HULBERT, ARCHER BUTLER. Waterways of

westward expansion; the Ohio River and
its tributaries. A. H. Clark Co. 12, (His-
toric highways of America, no. 9.) $2.50 net.

In the later pioneer period, beginning about

1800, the waterways became the great high-
ways of immigration. The history of the part

played by rivers in the expansive movement
has been slighted; the life and times of the

barge and keel-boatman are no better known
than are the old coaching days which have so

far passed from popular knowledge. Even
the little rivers of the West have played a

part in our national economic and social de-

velopment which has never been formally ac-

knowledged. This volume emphasizes the

military and social movements which have
made many of our rivers historic.

JOHNSON, W. H. Pioneer Spaniards in North
America. Little, B. Co. il. 8, (World's
discoverers.) $1.20 net.

Describes the exploits on land and sea of

Ojeda, Americus Vespucius, Balboa, Ponce
de Leon, Cortez and other noted explorers of

North America; and traces the history of

Spanish colonization and conquest in the new
world. The early history of New Mexico is

also told, and much information about ancient

Mexico with other information for teachers is

included in an appendix.
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MILLS, WEYMER JAY. Through the gates of

old romance ;
with il. by J. Rae. Lippincott.

12, $2 net.

Romances based on facts culled from Amer-
ican colonial history and social life. Con-
tents: An unrecorded Philadelphia romance
the Franklin family helped into flower; The
love story of the noted Nathaniel Moore and
"the heavenly Ellen," a belle of Chambers

Street, New York City ;
A true picture of the

last days of Aaron Burr
;
The poetic court-

ship of Philip Freneau, the poet of the Revo-

lution, and beautiful Eleanor Forman; The
Chevalier de> Silly and his Newport Sally;

Susanna Rowson, of "Charlotte Temple"
fame, and her British grenadier; The ghosts
of an old Staten Island manor; Major An-
dre's last love; Pinderina Scribblerus, an

American Montagu.

RORERTS, JA. HUDSON. A flight for life and an

inside view of Mongolia. Pilgrim Press.

il. 12, $1.50.
The writer is Missionary of American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis-

sions. Begins with a history of the Boxers
and then tells of the uprising in Tientsin set

for the 30th of March, 1900. Gives detailed

description of Chinese conditions and of the

many wanderings of the martyrs driven from
their homes. Specially dwells upon the help

given by Americans. Five appendices of his-

toric details, one giving itinerary of the flight ;

a glossary of Chinese words (35 pages) ;
in-

dex.

SAVORY, ISABEL. In the tail of the peacock;
with 48 il. from photographs and a photo-

gravure por. Pott. 8, $3.50 net.

An old Moorish proverb says : "The earth

is a peacock and Morocco is the tail of it."

And this book is devoted to Morocco, Africa,

as nature made it and as man has developed
it politically, socially and as a thing of beauty.

SCOTT, S. P. History of the Moorish empire
in Europe. Lippincott. 3 v., 8, $10 net.

SEMPLE, ELLEN CHURCHILL. American his-

tory and its geographic conditions. Hough-
ton, M. & Co. 8, $3 net
In this fresh interpretation of our national

history Miss Semple shows the trelnendous

part that geography has played in emigration,

war, travel, and commerce. The position of

mountains and mountain passes, the size and
direction of rivers, the course of trails are

seen to have been powerful factors in the life

of the nation. The author shows that they
have determined the course of emigration, the

plan of campaigns in war, the distribution of

settlements, and laid down in advance the

lines of our railroads. Chapters on inland

waters will throw light on the project of deep-

ening the Erie Canal, and others of lively and

general interest are those on the Louisiana

Purchase and the subject of irrigation. Miss

Semple is an associate editor of "The Journal
of Geography" and an accepted authority in

her field, being a favorite pupil of the great
German geographer, Dr. Ratzel.

THWAITES, REUBEN GOLD. On the storied

Ohio : an historical pilgrimage of a thou-

sand miles in a skiff from Redstone to

Cairo : a new and rev. ed. of "Afloat on the

Ohio" ; with a new preface and full-page il.

from photographs. McClurg. 12, $1.20
net.

Tire historical pilgrimage recorded in this

volume was made in 1894. although the work
its-elf was not published until three years
afterward. The original title 'was "Afloat on
the Ohio"

;
but the present publishers, in ar-

ranging for this revised and illustrated edi-

tion, have prevailed upon the author to change
the name to "On the storied Ohio," believing
this latter to be more truly descriptive of the

character of the book.

WOOLFALL, LILA G. A., and SANGSTER, Mrs.
MARGARET E. Presiding ladies of the White
House. Bureau of National Literature and
Art. 8, ^ mor., $5.

Biographical sketches of all the ladies who
have been married to the Presidents of the

United States, from Lady Washington to

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt.

LITERARY MISCELLANY, COLLECTED WORKS,
ETC.

GREEN, S. ABBOTT. Ten facsimile reproduc-
tions relating to various subjects. Little-

field. f, $10 net.

The ten reproductions are preceded by ex-

planatory text. Contents: Some engraved
portraits of the Mather family; The South
and North Batteries; An early Boston im-

print, 1681
;
The Boston newsletter, 1704; Re-

prints of early Boston newspapers ;
Panorama

of Boston, 1775; The midnight ride of Paul

Revere; The battle of Bunker Hill; The
crossed swords ; Lawrence Academy, Groton,
Massachusetts.

GREENSLET, FERRIS. Walter Pater. McClure,
P. & Co. 16, (Contemporary men of let-

ters ser.
; ed. by W. Aspinwall Bradley.)

75 c. net.

Points out especially the educative and re-

fining tendency of Pater's work which is pure
literature. Chronology added is also a full

bibliography (10 pages).

KUHNS, OSCAR. The great poets of Italy;
with a brief connecting sketch of Italian

literature. Houghton, M. & Co. 8, $2 net.

Contents: The origins of Italian literature;

Dante, his life and minor works; The Divine

Comedy ; Petrarch and Boccaccio ;
The Ren-

aissance
;
Ariosto

;
Tasso

;
The period of de-

cadence and the revival ;
The nineteenth cen-

tury. Included are translations of the most
brilliant passages from each author's works.

LITTLE French masterpieces ;
ed. by Alex.

Jessup. Putnam. 6 v., 16, ea., $i ; limp
leath., ea., $1.25.
Each volume contains the best and most

representative stories of a single author, and
an introductory essay by a competent critic.

Contents: I, Prosper Merimee, introd. by
Grace King, tr. by G. B. Ives, 19+247 p. ; 2,

Gustave Flaubert, introd. by Frank T. Mar-
zials, tr. by G. B. Ives, 26+207 p. ; 3, Theophile
Gautier, introd. by F. Cesar de Sumichrast,
tr. by G. B. Ives, 20+288 p.; 4, Alphonse
Datidet, introd. by W. P. Trent, tr. by G. B.

Ives, 24+283 p.; 5, Guy de Maupassant, in-

trod. by Arthur Symons, tr. by G. B. Ives,

19+291 p. ; 6, Honore de Balzac, introd. by F.

Brunetiepe.
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MABIE, HAMILTON WRIGHT. In Arcady ; il. by
Will H. Low

;
with decorations by C. L.

Hinton. Dodd. 8, $1.80 net.

Essays and fancies dedicated to James Lane
Allen. The titles are: The pipes of the faun;
The lyre of Apollo; The sickle of Demeter;
Postlude. This last named idyl describes the

visions of a man who has lived his life se-

renely and well and who has attained life's

perfect and fullest maturity.

NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, [Napoleon i.,] and

Gourgaud, Baron. Talks of Napoleon at

St. Helena with General Baron Gourgaud
on their journey from Waterloo to St.

Helena; tr., and with notes, by Eliz.

Wormeley Latimer. McClurg. 8, $1.50 net
Lord Rosebery, in his record of Napoleon's

life at St. Helena, speaks thus: "The one cap-
ital and superior record of life at St. Helena
is the private journal af General Gourgaud.
It was written, in the main at least, for his

own eye, without flattery or even prejudice.
It is sometimes almost brutal in its realism.

He alone of all the chroniclers strove to be ac-

curate and on the whole succeeded." This

journal, which consists of twelve hundred
printed pages, was not published until 1898,
and is too prolix for complete translation.

The parts omitted by the translator in this

edition do not materially alter the interest or
value of the work.

NOLLEN, J. SCHOLTE, comp. A chronology and
practical bibliography of modern German
literature. Scott, F. & Co. 12, (Lake Ger-
man ser.) 70 c.

Originally intended to supplement a brief

outline of the history of German literature

written for the texts of the Lake German
series; the material grew so far beyond the
limits of an appendix it was thought best to

rearrange and round out so as to form an in-

dependent work. The bibliographical and
critical references are intended to include only
what is best, or at least what is good ;

to save

space, full titles are given only where they
are necessary to indicate the character of the
work in question. As ihe bibliography is de-

signed, in part, to serve as a guide in the pur-
chase of books, prices are generally quoted,
and the latest editions noted.

SMOLLETT, TOBIAS. Works
; with the author's

prefaces and introds. by Gustavus Howard
Maynadier. Crowell. 12 v., il. 8, Popular
ed., $12; Library ed., $15; hf. leath., "$18:
hf. cf., $30.
Contents: v. 1-3, Adventures of Roderick

Random; v. 4-7, Adventures of Peregrine
Pickle; v. 8-9, Adventures of Count Fathom;
v. 10, Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves ;

v. n, 12, Expedition of Humphrey Clinker.
Like all the sets published by this house the
books are gems of bookmaking.

WATTERSON, H. The compromise of life, and
other lectures and addresses

; including ob-
servations on certain downward tendencies
of modern society. Fox. D. 12, $1.50 net.

The first collection made of Colonel Wat-
terson's lectures and addresses. They range
from the memorial to George William Pren-
tice, delivered upon the invitation of the Leg-
islature of Kentucky in 1870 to the Columbian

Exposition in Chicago in 1893, and an address
of the Emerson centenary of the present year.
Besides lectures on jiterary and biographical
subjects, papers on Lincoln and John Paul
Jones are included. Includes also in the form
of an appendix the author's famous stric-

tures upon the so-called "smart set" of New-
port and New York.

MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
TARDE, GABRIEL. The laws of imitation

; from
the 2d French ed., by Elsie Clews Parsons

;

with an introd. by Franklin H. Giddings.
Holt. 8, $3 net.

The professor of modern philosophy in the

College de France from his office of Magis-
trate gathered overwhelming evidence "that in
all the affairs of men, whether of good or evil

report, imitation is an ever-present factor;
and to a philosophical mind the implication
was obvious that there must be psychological
or sociological laws of imitation, worthy of
the most thorough study." The first edition
of this great study appeared in 1890, the sec-
ond in 1895. American scholars have often

requested that his thought should be made ac-
cessible to English speaking readers. The
translator is lecturer on sociology in Barnard
College.

NATURE AND SCIENCE.
ATKINSON, G. FRANCIS. Studies of American

fungi mushrooms, edible, poisonous, etc.

[Also"] Recipes for cooking mushrooms, by
Mrs. Sarah Tyson Rorer; [and] Chemistry
and toxicology of mushrooms, by J. F.

Clark; with 230 il. from photographs, by
the author, and col. pis. by F. Rathbun.
2d ed. Holt. 8, $3 net.

In this edition have been added ten plates
of mushrooms of which the author did not
have photographs when the first edition was
printed. There are also added a chapter on
the "Uses of mushrooms" and an extended
chapter on the "Cultivation of mushrooms."

HALE, G. E.,ELLERMAN, FERDINAND, and PARK-
HURST, J. A. The spectra of stars of
Secchi's fourth type. University of Chica-
go Press. 4, (University of Chicago de-
cennial publications; printed from v. 8.)

pap., $1.50 net.

Secchi's classification is regarded as an em-
pirical one intended to serve only as a con-
venient means of grouping similar spectra; it

is based on a personal examination of more
than four thousand stars. Secchi's fourth

type includes red stars which are too faint
for detailed study. Accordingly a three prism
spectograph has been used with a forty-two
inch Yerkes telescope to photograph the "spec-
tra of a number of these stars. Includes dis-
cussions about the chemical origin of lines on
certain photographs, and on the evolutions of
stars; with tables.

HOLLAND, W. J., D.D. The moth book: a

popular guide to a knowledge of the moths
of North America. Doubleday, P. il. 4,
$4 net.

A work similar in plan to the author's

"Butterfly book" published a few years ago,
with forty-eight plates in color photography,
and numerous illustrations in the text, repro-
ducing specimens in the collection of the au-

thor, and in various public and private col-
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lections. The introduction contains chapters
on: The life-history and anatomy of moths;
The capture, preparation, and preservation of

specimens; The classification of moths; and
Books about the moths of North America.

Descriptions of over fifty families of moths.

METCHNIKOFF, ELIE. The nature of man:
studies in optimistic philosophy; the Eng-
lish translation; ed. by P. Chalmers Mit-

chell. Putnam. 8, $2 net.

Elie Metchnikoff, now professor at the Pas-

teur Institute in Paris, was born in Russia.

He is one of the high priests of bacteriology,

and has made wonderful discoveries relative

to human bacteria. He is a disciple of Dar-
win and does not believe in man's immortali-

ty. He believes human life could be pro-

longed to 140 years. The present work is de-

voted to a consideration of the gravest and
most serious problems of humanity, to life

and sex and death and the fear of death. The
work is spoken of in England as the most
valuable production since Darwin's "Origin
of species."

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.

DAWSON, T. C The South American repub-
lics. In 2 pts. pt. i, Argentina, Paraguay,
Uruguay, Brazil. Putnam, il. 12, (Story
of the nations ser., no. 67.) $1.35 net; hf.

leath., $1.60 net.

By the Secretary of the United States Le-

gation to Brazil. He thinks civic capacity is

increasing among the body of South Ameri-
cans and immigration is raising the industrial

level. The form of government he thinks will

remain Republican. He has resided six years
in South America and has been in position to

meet the most important scholars, public men,
merchants and land owners. Bibliography (i

page.)

SKRINE, FRANCIS H. The expansion of Rus-

sia, 1815-1900. Macmillan. 12, (Cambridge
historical ser.) $1.50 net.

TROWBRIDGE, OLIVER R. Bisocialism, the reign
of the man at the margin. Moody Pub.
Co. 12, $1.50.
A work on political economy from a new

point of view. The writer of the book says :

"It will enable you to understand clearly the

distinctive economic principles which domin-
ate the established order, and also those in-

volved in anarchism and in the different forms
of socialism. It will -point out to you the

economic principles involved in all the leading
reform movements since the civil war, and
thus enable you to classify your own economic
ideas."

WINS HIP, ALBERT E., and WALLACE, ROB. W.
The Louisiana purchase as it was and as it

is. A. Flanagan Co. il. por. 12, 60 c.

THEOLOGY. RELIGION AND SPECULATION
NORDAU, MAX, and GOTTIIEIL, GUSTAV. Zion-
ism and anti-Semitism. Scott-Thaw. 12.

(Contemporary thought ser.) 75 c. net.

Two papers : Zionism, by Max Nordau. and

Anti-Semitism, by Gustav Gottheil. Both
trace the effect of these two movements upon
the Hebrew character.

RICE, W. NORTH. Christian faith in an age
of science. Armstrong. 8, $1.50 net.

Aims to show by contrast 'that although

faith was born in an unscientific age, the su-

perior environments of science in modern
times have not suppressed it. In relation to

the subject the author reviews the incidents

of scientific discovery which resulted in the

development of characteristic ideas about the

extension of the universe. These scientific

discoveries are given in chronological order.

He considers also Christian doctrine in rela-

tion to scientific progress and to the intellec-

tual development of to-day. Showing finally
the status of Christianity in a scientific age.
The author is Professor of Geology in Wes-
leyan University.

SABATIER, AUGUSTE. Religions of authority
and the religion of the spirit ; tr. by Louise

Seymour Houghton. McClure, P. & Co.

8, $3.50 net.

"This volume forms a sequel to the work
which the author published in 1897, under the

title, 'Outlines of a philosophy of religion
based upon psychology and history.' Two
systems of theology still confront one another ;

the theology of authority and the theology of

experience. They are characterized by meth-
ods radically opposed in the scientific devel-

opment of religious ideas and Christian dog-
mas. To the solution of the question of

method the present work is consecrated. At
the present hour one method is dying and des-

tined soon to disappear ;
the other is taking

on ever more vigorous development, and is

destined to triumph. The problem here dis-

cussed belongs not simply to the order of phil-

osophy. It reacts strongly upon the social

order." Preface.

USEFUL ARTS.

BUBIER, E. T., ["E. Trevert," pseud.,] and
others. Student's electrical library. Bubier

Publishing Co. 7 y.,
il. 12, for set, $5.

Contents: Electricity and its recent appli-

cation, by E. Trevert, 351 p. ; Experimental
electricity, by E. Trevert, 204 p.; How to

make and use the telephone, by G. H. Gary,
136 p. ; A B C of wireless telegraphy, by E.

Trevert, 82 p.; Arithmetic of magnetism and

electricity, by Morrow and Reid, 145 p. ;

Something about X-rays for everybody, by E.

Trevert, 93 p. ; Questions and answers about

electricity and magnetism, by E. Trevert, 100 p.

BUTLER, HOWARD CROSBY. Architecture, and
other arts. Century Co. 4, $20 net.

HODGSON, Mrs. WILLOUGHBY. How to identify
old China. Macmillan. il. 8. $2.

ORTON, E., jr. The progress of the ceramic

industry. University of Wisconsin. 8,
(Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin,
no. 83; Engineering ser.,, v. 2, no. 9.) pap.,

25 c.

The author defines the term ceramic as ap-

plying to the whole field of silicate technology,
not only the clayware but also glass wares
and cements. He treats his subject chiefly

from an industrial standpoint, and discusses

the properties of cement, clayware and glass,

tracing the development of the industries, and

quoting statistics to prove that the manufac-
ture of these wares is extensive.

RANSOME, JA. STAFFORD. The engineer in

South Africa. Dutton. 8, $2.50 net.
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JOSHUA COMMANDING THE RED 5E.A.

KNOW WHERE AND WHY YOU SYMPATHIZE
AGAIN the attention of the civilized world

centers on a war between two civilized na-

tions. The creator of the Hague Peace Tri-

bunal who openly declared to the world a few

years ago that the time was ripe to have all

political questions between the nations of the

earth settled by arbitration is once more de-

ciding with powder *and shot, with physical

resources and physical endurance, the condi-

tions that stand in the way of his gaining an

ice-free port on the Pacific and an uninter-

rupted coast line. The first shot was fired

by Japan, a nation near to us as possessing

many characteristics that have given them
the sobriquet of "Yankees of the East," dear

to us as representative of very much that

is beautiful in art and lovely in nature, and
which apparently holds in its hands the des-

tinies of the Far East.

Which will win? is asked on every side.

To which is answered "Japan will win";
"Russia can't lose"; "Japan was to blame";

''It is all Russia's fault"
; "They are both in

the wrong/'" These are the opinions of cler-

gymen, politicians, professors and students

who have given the question thought based

on knowledge of facts. Just as varied and

just as boldly asserted are the opinions of

those who would be put to it to give any

comprehensible statement of the cause that

has led to war without appeal by arbitration

to the intellect and conscience of mankind.

One of the world's greatest struggles has

opened and it behooves every intelligent citi-

zen of every political division^ of the world

to master the histories of the two great con-

testants for control of the Far East so that

his sympathies may be given with authority

to all that makes for the true and lasting in-

terests and the high ideals of the human race.

Full and exhaustive bibliographies of litera-

ture dealing with the history and all the com-

plicated political problems of the JFar East

have already appeared in many; newspapers
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and periodicals. The following modest selec-

tion has been made with a view to the needs

of the true average reader. All the books are

live books and obtainable at bookstores and

public libraries. The periodical literature of

the past few years has also been rich in con-

tributions dealing with many ramifications of

the world-questions now being put into rela-

tive positions by shot and shell. A guide to

these most valuable opinions of specialists

throughout the world may be found in The
Annual Literary Index, of which the 1904

issue is almost ready.

BOOKS ON THE FAR EAST.

GENERAL.

Be'aulieu, Pierre Le Roy. Awakening of the

East: Siberia, China, Japan. $1.50 net

McClure, Phillips.

Colquhoun, Arch. Ross. The masters of the

Pacific. $4. Macmillan.

Curzon, Lord. Problems of the Far East.

$2.50. Longmans.
Holcombe, Chester. The real Chinese ques-

tion. $1.50. Dodd, Mead & Co.

Lynch, George The war of the civilizations.

$2. Longmans.
Potter, Henry C. The East of to-day and to-

morrow. $1.50. McClure, Phillips.

Townsend, Meredith. Asia and Europe.
New cheaper ed. $1.50. Putnam.

JAPAN.

Beveridge, Albert J. Russian advance. $2.50
net. Harper.

Brownell, Clarence L. Heart of Japan. $1.50
net. McClure. Phillips.

Clement, Ernest W. Handbook of modern
Japan. 1903. $1.40 net.

A. C. McClurg & Co.

Griffis, W: E. The Mikado's empire. 2 v.

$4. Hnrper.
Gulick, Sidney. Evolution of the Japanese.

1903. $2 net. Revell.

Hartshorne, Anna C. Japan and her people.
2 v., $4-$io net. Coates.

Kinosita, Yetaro. Past and present of Jap-
anese commerce. 1902. pap. $1.50 net.

Macrnillan.

Murray, David. Story of Japan. ( Story of

the nations.) $1.50. Putnam.

Stead, Alfred. Japan of to-day. $2 net.

Button.

Trawick, Mrs. Emma P. K. China and

Japan. 1903. $1.25 net. Morton.

KOREA.

Bishop Is Bird. Korea and her neighbors.

$2. Revell.

Gale, James S. Korean sketches. $i.
Revell.

Griffis, William Elliot. Corea, the hermit

nation. $2.50. Scribner.

Hamilton, Angus. Korea. 1903. $4 net.

Scribner.

Underwood, Mrs. L. H. Korea: Fifteen

years among the Top-knots, introd. by Dr.

Ellinwood. $1.50. Am. Tract Soc.

RUSSIA.

Gerrare, Wist. Greater Russia. $3 net.

Macmillan.
Jane, Fred T. Imperial Russian navy. 1900.
8, $10 net. Lane.

Krausse, Alexis. Russia in Asia, 1558-1899.
$4. Holt.

Landor, Henry Savage. Across coveted
lands: a journey from Flushing to Calcutta
overland. 2 v., $7.50 net. Scribner.

Lansdell, H : Russian central Asia. 2 v. $10.

Houghton. M. & Co
Noble, Edmund. Russia and the Russians.

1900. $1.50. Houghton, M. & Co.

Norman, Sir Henry W. All the Russias :

European Russia, Finland, Siberia, the
Caucasus and central Asia. 1902. $4 net.

Scribner.

Phibbs, Is. M. A visit to the Russians in

central Asia. 1900. $2.25.
New Amsterdam.

Rambaud, A. Expansion of Russia. 1900
$i. International Monthly.

Shoemaker, Michael Myers. Great Siberian

railway from St. Petersburg to Pekin. $2
net. Putnam.

Skrine, Francis Henry. Expansion of Rus-
sia, 1815-1900. $1.50 net. Macmillan.

Wallace. D. Mackenzie. Russia. $2. Holt.

Wright, George Frederick. Asiatic Russia.

1902. 2 v., il. $7.50 net. McClure, Phillips.

The Marvellous Era of the Exodus.

THE amount of preliminary work that is

demanded by a siory like "The Yoke," by
Elizabeth Miller, can only be appreciated by
those who have collected facts on a given

subject from the un-get-at-able recesses where
such facts hide. The author has studied

Wilkinson, Birch, Rawlinson, Ebers, Erman
and other writers who are authorities and

she has read her Bible with imagination and

sympathy. She has told the story of the

sufferings of Israel in Egyptian bondage and
of the day of deliverance that came through
the faith, hope and inspiration of Moses,

Miriam, Aaron, Joshua and Caleb. Very
instructive and of great fascination are her

word-paintings of the great cities of Thebes

and Memphis and of the various industries

of Egypt for which the Israelite slaves toiled

under cruel masters. The beliefs and super-

stitions and the manners and customs of both

races are brought out in conversations be-

tween the many characters that take their

parts in this great drama that has moved
the vast multitudes who have read the Old
Testament for thousands of years.

A touching love-story of the attachment

of a young Egyptian sculptor of noble ances-

try for a golden-haired Hebrew maid, who
has seen all her people die in slavery, brings

out clearly that from the beginning of the

world men and women have loved and suf-
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fered and rejoiced no matter where their lot

is laid.

The plagues sent upon Egypt that finally

moved Pharaoh to let Israel go are realisti-

cally worked in to help out an ingenious but

rather intricate plot. The darkness that fell

upon the land, the turning of the sea to

blood and the smiting of the first-born of

Egypt bear important influence upon the

events of the story. The young hero suffers

in his art from the superstitions of the law-

givers and by deep thought finds the God of

Abraham for himself. He becomes the friend

of Aaron and Joshua and after long wander-

ings the story leaves him a quiet, happy shep-

herd with his beautiful, adoring wife, honored

of the highest among the rulers and law-

givers.

The publishers have made a handsome set-

ting for a story which ought to find its place

with "Ben Hur" and "Quo Vadis." (Bobbs-
Merrill. $1.50.)

fepanbing HniUb States*

A Century of Expansion.
WILLIS F. JOHNSON, editorial writer of The

New York Tribune, has here presented in a

logical and consistent history the sequence

of causes and effects which have influenced

the development of American national insti-

tutions and the whole course of national

thought and life. Among the topics sug-

gestively treated are: The Opening of the

Door, by Spottiswood and his Virginia Cava-

liers
; Securing the Open Door, by the estab-

lishment of the Northwest Territory; The
Nation First Enters in, with the Louisiana

Purchase; Expansion and Constitution, the

doctrines of National Sovereignty, States

Rights and questions of territorial govern-

ment; "The Principle of Self Defence," in

the acquisition of Florida; Aggression and

Concession, the Monroe Doctrine; "Our Arc-

tic Province"; Mid-Sea Possessions; The!

Spanish Islands; Retrospect and Prospect.

The manner of the narration is notably lucid

and attractive. Excellent maps and a good
index make the work of permanent value.

(Macmillan. $1.50 net.)

Steps in the Expansion of Our Territory.

OSCAR P. AUSTIN, chief of the bureau of

statistics of the Department of Commerce
and Labor, Washington, has written a book

that should be of great interest to every good
American. The contents of the book are di-

vided into thirteen periods. The first period

ir- that of "Discovery and Exploration" by the

Spanish, Portuguese, French, and English.

Next comes "Colonization," which extends

from the settlement of Jamestown in 1607

till the French were driven off the continent

in 1763. The third period is that of "Inde-

pendence and Union." During the fourth

period Western lands were ceded to the com-

mon union. Then came the formation of new
states. Expansion began with the Louisiana

purchase.* The seventh period is devoted to

the subdivision of the middle West. So we
come down through the War of 1812, the

Mexican War, the Civil War, and the Span-
ish-American War to the twentieth century,

and a country that stretches from the Atlan-

tic to the Pacific, to say nothing of Alaska,
and the Hawaiian and Philippine islands.

"Thus," says the author, "the United

States of to-day, -through the process of ad-

dition and division into new political units

equal in political rank with that of the older

members of the Union, has now. nearly four

times as many political divisions as at the

formation of the Union, more than four

times the area, and more than twenty-five
times the population which it then had." As
a matter of fact, the United States has grown
in 300 years from a population of about 100

persons and a few acres to a population of

80,000,000 and an area equal to that of nearly
all Europe.
Can fiction give us anything so interesting

as this story?

A feature of Mr. Austin's work is the maps,
which number thirty-three. They supple-
ment the text; in fact, they come pretty near

telling the whole story in themselves. (Ap-
pleton.' $1.25 net.) Brooklyn Times.

The Louisiana Purchase.

THE chief merit of this little book, by Rip-
ley Hitchcock, literary adviser of A. S.

Barnes & Co., which is also its raison d'etre,
is that it gives in succinct and comprehen-
sive form a continuous story of the discovery,

acquisition, and earlier stages of the building
of the West. Although many general and
sectional histories of America have been writ-

ten, no single volume has hitherto embodied
such a complete and coherent narrative as the

present one of that vast portion of country
lying between the Mississippi River and the

Rocky Mountains and containing an area of

almost a million square miles. When it is

considered that this great area has so devel-

oped and prospered that its taxable wealth

to-day is more than four hundred times the

$15,000,000 which the United States handed
over to France in 1803 as its purchase price,
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and that it is divided into fourteen States

dnd Territories inhabited by more than 15,-

000,000 people, it will readily be conceded that

the subject is great enough to deserve a vol-

ume all to itself.

This story oi the West is simply told. The
author treats the subject in four parts. The
first carries the history from the discovery of

Columbus through the periods of Spanish

and French ascendency and ends with a vivid

account of the dramatic incidents which cul-

minated in the Louisiana purchase. Then

follows a condensed narrative of ttfe wonder-

ful expedition of Lewis and Clark, which the

general reader will find a most convenient

summary of the lengthy journals of the ex-

plorers.

The third division sketches the exploration

of the West by such men as Pike, Hunt, and

Fremont. Their journeys are graphically de-

scribed, the trails and water-routes discussed,

and something said of the American fur trade.

The last section describes the building of the

West and its characteristic types the trapper,

the soldier, the miner, and the cowboy. In

addition there is a discussion of economic

arid political developments. (Ginn. $1.25.)

Literary Digest.

Rocky Mountain Exploration.

REUBEN GOLD THWAITES in his recent book,

''Rocky Mountain Exploration," enters upon
a field' that he has to a large extent made his

own. It is a most romantic theme of which

he writes. Lewis and Clark, Pike and Fre-

mont, Kit Carson, and a half score of other

daring and adventurous spirits throng his

pages. What is best about the book, perhaps,

is the historical accuracy and historical spirit

in which Mr. Thwaites writes his book. He
is not insensible to anything pictorial or ro-

mantic, but these features are firmly grounded
in the more solid things we call history. The
means by which a vast territory was first

opened to the white man's knowledge form

one of the most romantic chapters in our an-

nals. It is only in late years that serious

students of history have entered into consid-

eration of them.

Far more space within this book is devoted

to the experiences of Lewis and Clark than

to those of any others in the roll of American

explorers. Their expedition was the first to

cross the continent under the auspices of the

United States Government. "It has seemed

proper," says Mr. Thwaites, "upon the eve of

the centennial celebration of their crossing

to dwell, in as much detail as space would

allow, upon an event fraught with momen-
tous consequence in the Expansion of the

Republic." A very interesting summing up of

the changes by which the Far West has be-

come the Great West, of which the explorers

now are the engineer armed with his level, the

geologist with his hammer, and the botanist

with his tin box. (Applcton. $1.25 net )

From Thwait< s'
"
Rocky Mountain Exploration." Copyright, 1903, by D. Appleton A Co.

WILLIAM CLARK. MERIWETHER LEWIS.

After the Portraits by Peale in Independence Hall, Philadelphia.
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gleanings from tlje

FORCED LABOR IN JAVA.

A FEATURE which must strike the student

of the history of Java at this period (1850-

1860) is the pitiful inefficiency of the natives

doing public work under the direction of the

government, and the uselessness of much of

the work that they did. Take, for a concrete

example, the description of the building of a

dam. A force of twelve hundred men la-

bored, one-third with spades, one-third with

mattocks, and the remainder employed in

dragging timber ; they were superintended by
a force of about one hundred native chiefs

attended by their servants, musicians, danc-

ing girls, and trumpeters. The men worked
without proper implements, excavating but
one-fifth of a cubic yard a day apiece, and

carrying the earth from place to place in bas-

kets holding about half a cubic foot. The
native officials who supervised the work were

utterly incompetent ; they did not care Avhich

way their men were going so long as they
appeared to be in motion

;
earth was carried

to one place in the morning and back again
at night. There was no organization ; bridges
were so narrow that one hundred men were

always waiting at them; men grouped so

thickly that only one out of ten could do any
work. These men worked over three months
and received no remuneration. I do not know
the later history of this dam, but similar

public works of greater magnitude were utter

failures, from lack of competent engineers
and proper supervision. An attempt to get
water connection with the Bay of Tjilatjap
failed because an impossible route had been
selected

; another route was chosen, but the
difficulties experienced from the caving in

of the banks caused this second canal to be

abandoned, and connection was finally made
by a third. The work on another canal was
all lost for similar reasons. The work done
by command of government officials was of-

ten perfectly useless. One resident had the

fancy to have the roads lined with hedges ;

his successor had them torn up and replaced
by stone walls. A third resident required the

roads of his residency to be bordered by fin-

ished wood fences, which had always to be

kept neatly whitewashed. Meanwhile the gov-
ernment would not allow the natives to use
the regular post-roads for the carriage of
their products, but required them to maintain

parallel ways that were of course vastly in-

ferior. (Macmillan. $2 net.) From Day's
"The Dutch in Java."

THE CHARM OF ASIA FOR ASIATICS.

ENGLISHMEN are often surprised at the

preference which many Orientals display, and
which most, we think, feel at heart, for their

own life over the life of Europe. The latter

seems to them so much more varied, so much
more interesting, so much fuller both of

change and of incident, that they can hardly
understand how a man who has tasted both
can deliberately prefer the former. They
think that to bring Orientals to Europe is to

make them European, to convince them that

"civilization"' is a pleasing ideal, to plant in

their minds discontent with their own inferior

method of life. They expect Asiatics, even
if not converted by Europe, to enjoy its life

as Americans do, or rather, to absorb its ideas

as Greeks who always seem slightly Asiatic

to Englishmen, but who are au fond intensely

European, though not Teutonic usually do.

The fact that there are Orientals who, having
tried both, prefer their own method of life,

with all its uncertainties and fears and de-

fects of "civilization," puzzles them beyond
measure, and is usually set down to the influ-

ence of polygamy, which exists, no doubt, but
not to the degree commonly supposed. There
is another influence which has, we believe,
much more effect on Orientals in good posi-
tion and few others try Europe and that is

the absence of a certain form of social pres-
sure necessitating an endless taking of trouble.

Not only the mental atmosphere, but the so-

cial life of Europe -are based upon the idea

that a man who wishes for a pleasant life will

show energy in its pursuit, will take endless

small trouble, will not feel an exertion of

mind or will any more than the piston of a

steam-engine feels rising or falling. That,
however, is not the basis of society in Asia,
where the root idea is that those who have
not to live by labour are to enjoy a certain

exemption from worry, to do as they please,
and not as other folks please, and while re-

specting certain immutable, but few and defi-

nite laws, such as that which from the Balkan
to Pekin enforces, though in degrees of wide

divergence, the seclusion of women, are to be
released in great measure from the atmos-

pheric pressure of opinion. The Oriental is,

whatever his grade, to be in a way independ-
ent, released from small obligations, left

''free" in a sense explained below. This idea,

carried out as it is in daily life, produces
many of the least intelligible phenomena of

Asiatic society, the democratic equality of
all men, which is so singularly combined with
readiness to endure and to inflict oppression ;

the absence of mauvaise honte, which is the
secret of the much admired "manner" of most
Asiatics, and which is found, too, for the

same reason, in some classes of Americans;
and the sense of ease always perceptible in a

better class Oriental at home. (Putnam.)
Townscnd's "Asia and Europe."

ESTIMATE OF THACKERAY AND TROLLOPS.

I NEVER was fortunate enough to see Mr.

Thackeray, but I remember well the profound
impression that was created by the news of
his sudden death, though I think his work
is more appreciated now than it was then.

On the whole, he has received from posterity
his due, and perhaps rather more, for with
the exception of "Vanity Fair" and "Es-

mond," none of his novels can claim to be
of the highest order. "The Newcomes,"
though full of exquisite passages and adorned
with one ineffably beautiful piece of charac-

terization, Colonel Newcome, is poorly con-
structed and far too prodigal of "preachiness"

faults which are even more conspicuous in

"Pendennis." It may seem heresy to say so,
but I venture to think that Trollope's "Bar-
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Chester Towers" and "Framley Parsonage"
are, as ''society novels," superior to both
Tendennis" and "The Newcomes," though
of course very inferior in the matter of style.
It has always struck me that after "Vanity
Fair" and "Esmond," Thackeray's finest piece
of work is "The Chronicle of the Drum,"
surely one of the most remarkable combina-
tions of satire and pathos ever penned in,

rhyme. I can never read that stanza com-
mencing with

"The glorious days of September
Saw many aristocrats fall,"

without an icy shudder, though I am as famil-
iar with it as I am with "The May Queen."
Thackeray would have written a superb his-

tory of the French Revolution, which I make
bold to say he understood infinitely better
than Carlyle, who had neither knowledge of
nor insight into the French character and
temperament. (Doubleday, Page & Co.

$1.25 net.) From "Personalia" by Sigma.

CRITICAL JUDGMENT VS. NATURAL.

THERE are those who endeavor to reduce

literary criticism to an exact science. To this

end they would eliminate the personal ele-

ment, and subject our admirations to fixed

standards. In this way it is hoped that we
may ultimately be able to measure the road
to Parnassus by kilometers. All this is much
more easily said than done. Personal likings
will not stay eliminated. We admire the
acuteness of the critic who reveals the unsus-

pected excellence of our favorite writer. It

is a pleasure like that which comes when a

friend is received into a learned society. We
don't know much about his learning, but we
know that he is a good fellow, and we are

glad to learn that he is getting on. We feel

also a personal satisfaction in having our
tastes vindicated and our enjoyment treated

as if it were a virtue, just as Mr. Pecksniff
was pleased with the reflection that while he
was eating his dinner he was at the same
time obeying a law of the Universe.
But the rub comes when the judgment of

the critic disagrees with ours. We discover
that his laws have no penalties, and that if we
get more enjoyment from breaking than from
obeying, then we are just that much ahead.
As for giving up an author just because the

judgment of the critic is against him, who
ever heard of such a thing? The stanchest
canons of criticism are exploded by a genuine
burst of admiration.

' That is what happens whenever a writer of

original force appears. The old rules do not

explain him, so we must make new rules. We
first enjoy him, and then we welcome the
clever persons who assure us that the enjoy-
ment is greatly to our credit. But

"You must love him ere to you
He shall seem worthy of your love."

I asked a little four-year-old critic, whose
literary judgments I accept as final, what sto-

ries she liked best. She answered, "I like

Joseph and Aladdin and The Forty Thieves
and The Probable Son."

It was a purely individual judgment. Some
day she may learn that she has the opinion
of many centuries behind her. When she

studies rhetoric she may be able to tell why
Aladdin is better than The Shaving of Shag-
pat, and why the story of "The Probable
Son" delights her, while the half-hour homily
on the parable makes not the slightest im-

pression on her mind. The fact is, she knows
a good story just as she knows a good apple.
How the flavor got there is a scientific ques-
tion which she has not considered ; but being
there, trust the uncloyed palate to find it out !

She does not set up as a superior person hav-

ing good taste; but she says, "I can tell you
what tastes good." (Houghton, M. & Co.

$1.25.) From Crothers' "The Gentle Reader."

AN IMPRESSIONABLE SENATOR.

"I AM not a paid lobbyist," she said,

"though I believe, it is not beyond the proprie-
ties of our profession. I do what I do only
from a love of principle. I represent only

my sex." She said it impressively, and then

with a quick little laugh that recognized the

theatrical that had been in her attitude, she

added: "And that, I suspect, without author-

ization."

"The ladies, generally, do not seem to be

interested," Vernon acquiesced.

"No," she shook her head sadly, "no, on
the contrary, I suppose most of them oppose
the measure."

"I have generally found them of that feel-

ing," Vernon observed.
"The slaves, before the war, often peti-

tioned Congress not to set them free, you
will remember."
Miss Greene spoke with a bitterness. Then

quickly she collected herself.

"But your objections, Senator Vernon?"
she said. "Really, we must get down to busi-

ness."

She raised the little chatelaine watch that

hung at her bosom and looked down at it

And then suddenly, without waiting for his

objections, as if she had quite forgotten them

indeed, she impulsively stretched forth a hand
and said :

"You will help me, won't you?"
Vernon looked into her eyes. His gaze,

after an instant, fell. He tried to run the

stem of the rose through his buttonhole. The
thorns caught in the cloth.

"You'll have to do it," he said, helplessly.

From some mysterious fold of her habit she

took a pin, and then, leaning over, she pinned
the rose to his coat, pinned it with its long
stem hanging, as a woman would pin a

flower to a man's lapel.

"Thank you." He was looking into her

eyes again.
"Rather let me thank you," she said. "It's

so good of you to vote for my measure."

His eyes widened suddenly. He had quite

forgotten the resolution. She must have per-
ceived this, for she blushed, and he hastened

to make amends.
"I'll not only vote for it," he rushed ahead

impulsively, "but I'll make a speech for it."

He straightened and leaned away from her

to give a proper perspective in which she

could admire him. He sat there smiling.
"How splendid of you !" she cried. "I feel

encouraged now."
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Then Vernon's face lengthened. He stam-

mered : ''But you'll have to give me some
data ; I I don't know a thing about the sub-

ject."

"Oh," she laughed, "I brought some litera-

ture. It shall ail be at your disposal. And
now, I must be about my work. Can you
make any suggestions? Can you tell me
whom I should see, whom I should interest,

who has the ah pull, I believe you call

it?"

"I'll bring them to you," Vernon said.

"You sit here and hold court." (Bobbs-
Merrill. $1.50.) From Whitlock's "Her In-

finite Variety."

THE MALHERB HEIRLOOM.
UPON the death of Sir Nicholas Malherb,

his second son, Maurice, found himself in

possession of fifteen thousand pounds and the

famous Malherb amphora, an heirloom of the

family. By arrangement with his elder

brother, Maurice took tho amphora instead of

its equivalent in cash, and thus the succeeding
baronet was richer by twenty thousand

pounds, which more fully answered his pur-
poses than the ancient treasure.

Concerning this gem a word must be

spoken. While slightly inferior to the Port-
land vase in size, its workmanship equalled
that of the more famous curio, and it was es-

teemed by connoisseurs as much superior to

the Aulpjo vase, or another marvellous ex-

ample of similar cameo glass, still the acqui-
sition of Naples. In Maurice Malherb's am-
phora, a bygone vitrarius had immortalized
his art. The opaque bubble of white glass
was coated with cerulean blue, and upon this

surface another film of white had been spread.
With the gem engraver's tools these strata

were sculptured into a most exquisite design
of little Loves playing hide and seek amid the

foliage of the acanthus. Herein genius had
accomplished a masterpiece, and all men cap-
able of appreciating it wished Maurice Mal-
herb joy of his treasure. To desire the am-
phora in place of its value was characteristic
of his fine taste and spirit, and also symbolic
of his wayward disposition, since money had
been of far greater service to him in his agri-
cultural pursuits. Then a catastrophe over-
took Malherb, for within a week of his fath-

er's death the amphora disappeared. The
bubble of glass vanished like a bubble of
water. Upon the morning of a certain day
Maurice had moved it from its place in a
kcked cabinet, displayed it to relations and
put it back again ; but, returning to this re-

ceptacle within two hours, he found the am-
phora was no longer there. All that man
could do men did to recover the treasure ; but
not one sign of the amphora nor one shadowy
clue as to its situation rewarded expert search.
Then that nine days' wonder waned, and only
the sufferer still smarted under his loss. He
called upon his brother to make good this

grave decrement of fortune, but the heir re-

fused to do so, and a breach in the family
widened from that hour.
Maurice Malherb alone of all those inter-

ested in this theft had suspected the old ser-

vant, Lovey Lee
; yet knowledge of her char-

acter and peculiar propensities led him most
stoutly to believe that she was the thief of the

amphora. His father had wholly trusted and

honored this gaunt creature*. He had ad-

mired her remarkable physical courage, thrift

and common sense; and while Mrs. Lee al-

ways annoyed and disgusted the family, Sir

Nicholas himself professed open respect for

her and found her secretly useful in ways not

published to the world. Yet, upon his death,

Lovey declared herself beyond measure
shocked and disappointed at a legacy of one

thousand pounds which the knight bequeathed
to her. She fumed and fretted, spoke of un-

known services, and loudly cried that the

dead had inflicted upon her a cruel wrong.
Presently she vanished unregretted from

the home of the Malherbs; and a week after

her departure Maurice began to associate the

old servant with his loss. The woman was
traced and surprised. She posed as one deep-

ly injured, and proved to demonstration that

she knew nothing of the amphora. Yet its

owner was not convinced, and within a year
he himself sought out Lovey Lee in hope to

make a .bargain with her and recover his

property by paying a generous sum and prom-
ising to take no step against her. She had,

however, forfeited her life if guilty, for men
and women hanged en light accusations a

century ago. (Macmillan. $1.50.) From
Eden Phillpotts' "An American Prisoner."

THE SONG OF THE SEA.

THAT night Violett awoke in his little dark
room with the most wonderful sensation. He
had been playing on a piano, making music
that still rang in his ears, and his hands
rested on the cool keys quiet and gentle, full

of the stillness of strength and power. He
could play !

The child lay still for several seconds, en-

joying the consciousness with a keenness that

was almost pain, and then the keys were

only the sheet on his bed, and he only Violett

Maule, who could not play.
It was a bitter disappointment, but one con-

solation remained. Above and around the

sound of the waves on the rocks, interwoven^
and blended with that music which had been
in his ears all his life, pulsed the splendid

melody that he had heard in his dream. And
he knew that it was the song of the sea which
had suddenly become intelligible to him. He
had heard it all his life, and yet he heard it

now for the first time.

Quietly he rose, and dressing in the dark-

ness, for fear of disturbing Agnes and Mi-

chael, the child went out into the night. It

was a very black night, moonless and starless.

The sea was still rhythmically singing its

song; and standing in the little garden, Vio-
lett raised his frail child's voice and joined in

the music.
It was the most beautiful music in the

world, and it had come to him. His voice
disturbed a bird in a tree ; it chirped fretfully.
After a pause the boy went down to the little

beach. It was warmer there in the sheltered

cove, and the warm sand pleasant to his bare
feet.

And the sea sang, and at its edge stood the

boy, listening in the darkness. (Harper.
$1.50.) From Baroness Ton Hutten's "Vio-
lett."
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HOW THE DETECTIVES WERE F(ftTLED.

"LONG before evening I had overtaken
Saxon and his wife. 'You have done as you
promised?' said Actia to me anxiously. On
seeing me, she had pulled up her mule and
turned back so as to obtain a private word.

"
'Yes, I dispatched that telegram all right,

through the Jefe Politico; but then
'

'"What then?'
"
'Why, while I was getting dinner at the

hotel Bostwick and Sands returned to it.'

"
'Oh, God pity me ! If they should chance

to come up here
'

"Here Saxon, who had ridden up, broke in

hoarsely: 'I'll not be taken alive. If these

hounds come upon me it's my life or their

lives !' and his hands quivering with the ague
sought a pair of big six-shooters in his belt,

things I had never seen upon him before.

"Looking upon the agonized eyes of his

wife, I was happy to tell her that I had put

danger from her husband. So I related the

lies I had told Sands and Bostwick and re-

counted the story of the sore-limbed detec-

tive and his Omega oil and the wagon I had

procured in which he might travel back to

Panzos. 'Mark me, Bostwick '11 never get
out of that wagon; A'ou're safe from him,' I

laughed, 'as long as you keep to mule trails.'

"At this the ripple of a smile ran over
Actia's sadly beautiful face, as her husband
said to me shortly : 'My devoted girl has told

me you know who I am, and that you have
been a friend to her in her misery. Let me
thank you.'
"The next day Manuel arrived with the

mozos bearing their baggage. So, after hav-

ing made them as comfortable as possible, in

a little palm thatched Indian house and en-

gaged a couple of Indians as their servants.

and placed the thousand dollars I had ob-

tained on my own draft in Mrs. Saxon's

hands, I left their new iibode.

"Saxon, making a warning sign and drawing
me aside, said under his breath : 'If you'll
take the hand of a man whom people thought
two months ago they were honored in grasp-

ing I'll thank you for it, Mr. Conway. You'll

not see me again,' he continued moodily ;
'I

know this fever is never going to leave me/
then sighed despairingly: 'Were it not for

leaving this poor girl, who has been more
than a wife to me, aione in this semi-bar-

barous place, I think I would finish the whole

thing up to-night and say good-by to the

world forever.'

"Fortunately his wife, who was mounting
a restive mule in front of the hut, did not

hear this, and after I was astride my animal,
rode with me gratefully up the first hill from
her little rancho, trying by brave words to

show she was in good spirits by speaking to

me of their coffee venture and what a pretty

plantation she would make that wild secluded

little mountain valley ;
and that her husband

up here, far away from the world, would grow
strong again and in her arms become happy. So
she bade me adieu, bidding me not to forget to

tell her uncle in New York that she was con-

tent and hopeful. Oh, the brave spirit of that

broken-hearted girl." (Home Pub. Co. $1.50;

pap., 50 c.) From Gunter's "Phil Comvay."

Notes

D. APPLETON & Co. have prepared new edi-

tions of about a dozen of their most popular
copyright novels, prices of which will be

quoted to the trade upon application. The
line includes "David Harum," "The Eternal

City," "Dodo," "The Manxman," and others

equally well known.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY have just issued
"Heart of Lynn," a healthy, sunshiny love

story by Mary Stewart Cutting, author of

"Little Stories of Married Life," which ap-
pealed to bachelors and maids as well as- to

those who had taken mates and found their

portraits in its pages.

THE HOME PUBLISHING COMPANY are

again the happy possessors of a new story by
Archibald Clavering Gunter, called "Phil

Conway." One of New York's great specu-
lators and financiers is the hero and the tale

sets forth how a trip to Central America
nearly ruined his happiness. The new novel

equals "Mr. Barnes of New York" in interest

and will no doubt secure for itself a vast army
of readers.

HENRY HOLT & Co. continue to make hay
in the sunshine of success that still shines un-
clouded on "The Holladay Case" and "The
Lightning Conductor." No better books can
be found to put into the trunk you are pack-
ing little by little for the summer outing.
And they also have a book of great value
and timely interest in KufTerath's "Parsifal,"
a classic on the subject, for which Henry
Krehbiel has written a new introduction.

A. S. BARNES & Co. have just ready
"Napoleon," by R. M. Johnston, a book in-

tended to present in the most concise form

possible, but yet with historical accuracy, an
outline of the history of Napoleon that will

convey an adequate first impression of his

genius and policy; and also a guide to the

best books that have been written about the

different phases of Napoleon's life; "The Citi-

zen," by Professor Nathaniel Southgate
Shaler, a study of the individual and the gov-
ernment, and a popular expression of ques-
tions of every day interest

;
and "Captain

Eri," a story of the New England coast by
Joseph C. Lincoln, with pictures in color by
Charlotte Weber.

THE BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY seem to have
been singled out by fickle fortune for con-
tinuous good gifts. A great religious novel

entitled "The Y'oke" has all the elements of
a successful run ; "Her Infinite Variety," by
Brad Whitlock, is a delight to the eye with

Christy's illustrations and most cheering to

the mind with its bright humor and its keen

insight into the weaknesses of our law-mak-
ers ; and "The Torch" is an 'excellent story
of the benefits and the hazards of college life,

and an arraignment of the business prop-
ositions that so largely determine the policy
of our great educational institutions. The
books of this firm stood steadily among the

great sellers of last season. Among them
were "Lender the Rose." "The Grey Cloak,"

"The Main Chance," "The Filigree Ball," and
"An Old Sweetheart of Mine."
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QVntljors of the Newest Books.

JOHN Fox. Arrangements have just been

completed by which John Fox, the well-

known novelist 'and author of "The Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come," will go to the

war in the Far East for Scribnefs Magazine.
BURTON E. STEVENSON. The fact that the

author of the unusually good detective story,

"The Holladay Case," is a quiet librarian at

Chillicothe, Ohio, again gives rise to the ques-

tion, "Has a detective ever written a de-

tective story?"

Miss ROSE E YOUNG. "Sally of Missouri"
and "Henderson" were written by a Missouri

girl, a descendant of Gen. Evan Shelby, who
fought in the battle of King's Mountain. At
eighteen Miss Young went to Texas as a

teacher, but soon drifted into journalism, and
is now employed in New York city. The
hero of "Henderson" had his career also in

a Missouri town.

WIRT GERRARE. The author of "Greater
Russia" has been offered an engagement for

a long term by a manufacturing firm in Ger-

many, who make a condition that he shall not
contribute to any periodical or \vrite books.
The whole of the information obtained by
Mr. Gerrare while on his travels will be pur-
chased by his employers for their own pri-
vate use as traders in the markets of the

world.

HENRY HARLAND. The author of "My
Friend Prospero" is an American who gained
his first laurels under the pseudonym of

"Sidney Luska." Mr. Harland's literary ap-

prenticeship was served in New York, where
he studied the inexhaustible Jewish problems
and produced "The Yoke of Thorah" and
"As It Was Written." Fortunately he came
under the influence of Henry James and W.
D. Howells, and by their advice he travelled

and observed the old wor-ld and is steadily

gaining in power and delightful technique.

MRS. KATHERTNE MACKAY. ''A Stone of

Destiny," the story of a man and his mother
and his wife, is written by the wife of Clar-
ence H. Mackay, who has succeeded his

father, the late John W. Mackay, as president
of the Commercial Cable and Telegraph Com-
pany. Mrs. Mackay was Miss Duer, a mem-
ber of the well known New York family of
that name. A few months ago a dramatic

poem from her pen attracted favorable atten-

tion in the North American Review. "A
Stone of Destiny" is her first published vol-

ume.

SAMUEL M. GARDEN HIRE. The author of

"Lux Crucis" has been practising law in New
York for the last ten years, and has hitherto
confined his literary activity to occasional

magazine contributions. Mr. Gardenhire was
born in Missouri in 1855, was educated at

the public schools of St. Louis and at Central

College, and in 1876 was admitted to the bar
of his native State. Four years later he re-

moved to Kansas, where he occupied himself
with politics and journalism, being elected a

member of the Kansas legislature and estab-

lishing an afternoon newspaper. After an
active career of several years he went to

Europe, where he spent two years in travel

before making his home in New York.

EDEN PHILLPOTTS. "The American Pris-

oner" has been welcomed in a way that

shows the author's established reputation as

a satisfying novelist. Mr. Phillpotts was born
at Mount Aboo, India, in 1862, the eldest son

of an army officer. He was educated at

Plymouth, and served as clerk in an insurance
office in London from 1880 to 1890. On com-

ing to London first he studied for the stage,

but abandoned his project on finding that his

ability did not justify perseverance. Nature
has yielded all her secrets to the author of

"The Children of the Mist" and "My Devon
Year." His descriptions are poems and his

character drawing is powerful. His recrea-

tion, "Has a detective ever written a de-

arid bicycling.

JOHN JOY BELL. The creator of "Wee
Macgreegor" and "Mrs. M'Lerie" was born
in 1871, the son of one of the chief tobacco

manufacturers of Scotland. He studied at

Glasgow University, specializing in chemistry.
It was intended that the son should take up
his father's business, giving his attention to

the blending of tobacco ; but the young man's
tastes led him to newspaper work, and his

first experience was gained on the staff of

the Glasgow Evening Times. His sketches

in that paper soon attracted attention to the

young writer, though his first book went beg-

ging for a publisher, and the author was
forced to assume the expense and risk of its

publication. Mr. Bell is now living and work-

ing in London.

ELLEN GLASGOW. One of the most artistic

novels of the hour is "The Deliverance."

Its author confesses that she, in a round-
about way, owes the publication of her first

published novel to Harold Frederic. She
had already brought one novel in manuscript
to New York and failed to place it. She
went home, wrote another book and brought
it here. History repeated itself. Publishers
were stony-hearted. At last, in sheer despair,
she sent the manuscript anonymously to a

well-known firm. It was accepted, because
the reader into whose hands it fell was sure

that he had a book by Harold Frederic and
that the firm couldn't afford to miss it. This
was the beginning of the very successful

career of the author of "The Voice of the

People."

BARONESS VON HUTTEN. The author of

"Violett" is an American, and the niece of a

former president of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. She was born, in one of the minor

Pennsylvania cities, so late as the seventies.

After an American education, finished at a

well-known school in New York city, she
travelled extensively in Europe. At Florence,
in 1897, she was married to the Baron von
Hutten of Bavaria, a lineal descendant of Ul-
rich von Hutten, famous in the Reformation.
The von Huttens spend a large portion of

their time at Schloss Steinbach in the Main
valley, Bavaria. This fine old house was
built in 1726 by Prinz-Bishop Hutten, the

province in which it is located being then an
ecclesiastic principality. The Baroness vis-

ited America last winter.
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New Sooka to Hcob onb iBinji.
"There is no worthier or surer pledge of the intelligence and the purity of any community than

their general purchase of books ; nor is there anyone who does more to further the attainment and
possession of these qualities than a good bookseller." PROF. DUNN.

ART. MUSIC, DRAMA.

BALCARRES, (Lord.} Donatello; il. with pho-
togravures of the sculptor's most famous
pieces. Scribner, [imported.] 12, (Li-
brary of art ser.) $2 net.

MEYER, ALFRED GOTTHOLD. Donatello; tr. by
P. G. Konody. Lemcke & Buechner. il.

8, (Monographs on artists; ed. by H.
Knackfuss.) $1.50.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.

BARRETT, Jos. HARTWELL. Abraham Lincoln
and his presidency. Rob. Clarke Co. 2 v.,

pors. 8, $5 net.

Mr. Barrett wrote a life of Lincoln in 1863
which went through many editions. The
biography now offered is an entirely new
work, but it has the advantage of the con-
temporary point of view of the earlier life of
the author combined with that of the matured
judgment gained by years of study and the
clearer insight afforded by the lapse of time.
Mr. Barrett contributes much new and val-
uable material, including unpublished letters
of Lincoln, Chase and others, new anecdotes
illustrative of Lincoln's character, and cor-
rections of many errors of fact and inference
that have gained general currency.

BUELL, A. C. William Penn as the founder-
of two commonwealths. Appleton. il. por.
8, $2.25 net.

William Penn founded West Jersey in

1676 and Pennsylvania in 1680.

BUELL, ROWENA, comp. Memoirs of Rufus
Putnam. Houghton, M. & Co. $4.
General Rufus Putnam was a trusted coun-

sellor of Washington as well as the founder
of the first permanent settlement in the North-

\yestern territory. This book is a contribu-
tion to the series of books now occupying so
much attention relating to the winning" of the
West.

CROOK, ISAAC. Jonathan Edwards. Jennings
& Pye. 12, (Modern messages.) 35 c. net.

DABNEY, R. HEATH. John Randolph : a char-
acter sketch; with anecdotes, characteris-

tics, and chronology by L. B. Vaughan and
others. H. G. Campbell Pub. Co. il. 12,
(Great Americans of history.) $i.

LEUPP, FRANCIS ELLINGTON. The man Roose-
velt: a portrait sketch. Appleton. 12,
(Historic lives ser.) $i net.

Mr. Leupp, a trained newspaper man, for

years the Washington correspondent of the
New York Evening Post, tells his story fear-

lessly and frankly, and with a wealth of anec-
dote. "Mr. Leupp makes no concealment of
the fact that he writes from the standpoint of
a friend, but, after all, who knows a man
better than his friends ? Must one go to a
man's enemies for the truth? I think not.
A friend may be overzealous, and one may

take some of his conclusions with a grain of

salt, but at the same time if he is a real

friend, not a political friend, he can paint a
truer picture than one who only knows his

subject from the outside. Mr. Leupp's book
comes opportunely, as it was no doubt his in-

tention that it should." Jeanette Gilder, in

the N. Y. Evening Telegram.

MARTIN, STAPLETON. Isaak Walton and his

friends. Dutton. 12, $3.50 net.

WILKINS, W. H. A queen of tears, Caroline

Matilda, Queen of Denmark and Norway
and Princess of Great Britain and Ireland.

Longmans. 2 v., il. pors. 8, $12.
The dramatic tale of Queen Caroline Ma-

tilda and her uphappy love for Struensee, her
Prime Minister, retold in the light of recent
historic research. Considerable space has
been devoted to her life in England before
her marriage. This has enabled the author
to describe the English court from the death
of Queen Caroline to the accession of George
in., and so to form a link with his other books
on the House of Hanover. List of authorities

(3 P.).

DESCRIPTION, 6EGCRAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

ADVENTURES of Elizabeth in Riigen, by the au-

thor of "Elizabeth and her German garden."
Macmillan. map, 12, $1.50.
The author of "Elizabeth and her German

garden" gives another chapter in her varied
life. In the afternoon of a warm July day she

started with her maid and coachman to drive

around Riigen, one of Germany's largest isl-

ands, lying in the Baltic Sea. Eleven days
are spent in making the journey and visiting
its queer summer resorts ; every moment em-
braces some amusing incident, related with a

quiet humor that is irresistible. There are

unexpected encounters with other people,
which make quite a story. The details of life

at the primitive hotels are most graphic. The
author's love of nature is again shown in her

many enthusiastic descriptions.

CROCKETT, S. RUTHERFORD. The adventurer in

Spain; with il. by Cal San Ora and from

photographs by the author. Stokes. 12,
$1.50.
An account of Mr. Crockett's (the English

novelist's) own travels in Spain. A number
of interesting stories of Spanish domestic life,

growing out of his experience with the people
he came in contact with, vary the descriptions
of the country. He went to Spain in search

of romance and experienced many strange ad-

ventures. Several times he engaged in smug-
gling expeditions. The romances he tells are

tragic as well as tender.

GARNETT, LUCY M. J. Turkish life in town
and country. Putnam. 12, (Our Euro-

pean neighbours.) $1.20 net.

Contents: Inhabitants and institutions;
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Lands and dwellings; Town life; Harem life;

Country life; Life at Yildiz Kiosk; Religious
life and thought; Monastic life; Education
and culture; The Albanian highlanders; The
Macedonian nationalities ; The Armenian
communities

;
The Hebrew colonies ; Nomad

life; Brigand life. Glossary. Index. Miss
Garnett gives a very favorable view of the

"unspeakable" Turk.

STREETER, J. W. The fat of the land : the

story of an American farm. Macmillan.

12, $1.50 net.

The author, a physician in a large city,

saved up $60,000 and bought a farm of 320
acres. His desire was to "test the capacity
of ordinary farm land when properly treated,
to support an average family in luxury, pay-
ing good wages to more than the ordinary
amount of people, and at the same time not

depleting his bank account. Jeanette L. Gil-

der pronounces the book delightful and full

of valuable suggestions to those who squander
self and money in summer resorts.

VERNER, S. P. Pioneering in Central Africa.

Presbyterian Com. of Publication, il. 8,
$2 net.

The author, a member of the American As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science, was
for six years a missionary in Central Africa
for the Southern Presbyterian Church. His
work is scientific, historical, critical and re-

ligious.

WATSON, GILBERT. Three rolling stones in

Japan. Longmans, por. 8, $5.

FICTION.

BAILEY, H. C. The master of gray. Long-
mans. 12, $1.50.

BELL, JA. JOY. Mrs. M'Lerie. Century, il.

16, $i.
Humorous sketches in Scotch dialect, by

the author of "Wee Macgreegor." They
mostly relate to the doings of two old Scotch

gossips, such as a visit to the zoo, the country
visit, the rafHe ticket, the jumble sale, etc.

GUNTER, ARCHIBALD CLAVERING. Phil Con-
way: a novel. Home Pub. Co. 12, $1.50;

pap., 50 c.

A story of New York life, opening in a

magnificent modern bachelor apartment house.
Here lives Philip Caskill Conway, the hero.

Coming home late in the evening he is met at

the door of his apartment by a young Ger-

man, who proves to be a new sort of Sherlock

Holmes, as he makes it evident to Conway
that an attempt is being made on his life.

The unravelling of a sinister plot and the

finding of the would-be murderer make the

story.

HARRIMAN, KARL EDWIN. The homebuilders.

Jacobs. 12, $1.50.
"Here is a collection of stories or character

sketches by an author who is totally un-

known, to us, at least, but who deserves to

be better known. Mr. Harriman's subject is

the Pole in America. Some of his little tales

are pathetic, some have a touch of humor,
but all are real and true transcripts from ac-
tual life. The underlying element of most
of them is the feeling that the Pole bears to

his adopted country; and many readers who
have been wont to regard the Pole as an ig-

norant and vicious foreigner who stays for a

while and then returns to Europe will be sur-

prised at the evidently sincere feeling which
is shown to pervade some at least of the

Polish-American communities. This book
has value not only as a vigorous bit of semi-

fiction, but because its sociological views are

clear and appeal to a sense of justice and

right." The Outlook.

HARRISON, Mrs. CONSTANCE GARY, [Mrs. Bur-
ton Harrison.] Sylvia's husband. Apple-
ton. 12, (Appleton's novelettes de luxe

ser.) $1.25.
A young and unscrupulous woman married

to a young man double her age, and in love

with a rich bachelor who is quite indifferent

to her, intrigues to prevent her husband's

ward, Sylvia Ridgway, from marrying Sir

Hugh Sargent, the man in question. The
couple, ho-wever, do marry, and are made most

unhappy for a time by this woman. The
scene is laid in Ireland on the coast, the char-

acters being English. The incidents are un-

sensational, but carried through with bright

dialogue.

HUTTEN, BETTINA, Baroness v. Violett: a

chronicle. Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $1.50.

At every important moment of his life

Violett, a musical genius, suffers for a crime
committed by his father. In a lonely light-

house in the English channel he lives with an
old man and a woman who teach him the

noblest ideals of life. A great musician steals

a musical theme from the boy and through
it becomes world famous. The story is a

study of a wholly pure innocent mind full of

poetry and music and a very unusual sense

of duty.

LESSING, BRUNO, pseud, for Rudolph Block.

McClure, P. & Co. 12, $i.

Twenty-three short stories of the "Ghetto"
of New York City, situated in the east side

tenement district. Descriptions of the "sweat

shops" where undergarments and men's and

boy's clothing are manufactured.

MACKAY, KATHERINE. Stone of destiny.

Harper. 12, $1.25.
A romance portraying the love of a man of

high-minded, altruistic views for a beautiful
woman of shallow nature, whose love for him
is superficial and trivial. He wishes to marry
her in spite of her own half-reluctance, for

she feels that they are not equally mated. He
dominates, and marries her. In several years
he finds she cannot really share a life of se-

rious purpose like his, and they drift rapidly

apart, despite the common link in their two
little children. The man eventually saves his

wife from erring, and lifts her up by his own
moral strength. He then becomes the moral
vindication of his own gentle and good
mother, who has sinned in her youth and has

nobly retrieved herself by a life of unselfish

devotion to her son and all her fellow men
and women. The romance is founded in al-

legory, but, outside of that, it is in itself a

readable and clever story of love and destiny.

MARTIN, HELEN REIMENSNYDER. Tillie: a

Mennonite maid: a story of the Pennsyl-
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vania Dutch; with il. by Florence Scovel
Shinn. Century. 12, $1.50.
The Mennonites are a Christian sect of very

stern tenets which has its headquarters in the
United States among the Dutch settlers of

Central Pennsylvania. Tillie is the oldest

daughter of a miserly and dictatorial father,
who makes the child work every moment for

her stepmother and five children and also in

the fields. Sunshine is brought into her life

through a teacher who is afterwards instru-

mental in giving her courage to defy her
father and make^ an educated, strong woman
of herself.

MILLER. ELIZ. The yoke : a romance of the

days when the Lord redeemed the children
of Israel from the bondage of Egypt.
Bobbs-M. 12, $1.50.
A story of the Exodus.

MORRIS, CLARA. [Mrs. F. C. Harriott.] Left
in charge. G. W. Dillingham. 12, $1.50.
A little group of people, sons and daughters

of hardy pioneers who had settled down in

Illinois near the then young river-city

Quincy, are the actors in a succession of

scenes which present a faithful delineation of

western farm life, just before the Civil War.
The novel moves to tears as readily as to

laughter, and shows how like other people are
these s,low, apparently unemotional, primitive
men and women in their tragedies and love
stories.

PHILLPOTTS, EDEN. The American prisoner:
a romance of the west country. 8, $1.50.
The hero is one of hundreds of American

sailors held in the great prison on Dartmoor
during the war of 1812. There is no lack of

the racy West Country sons of the soil ;
their

talk, their superstitions, their quaint fashions
of thought ;

but the story is chiefly one of in-

tricacy of plot, of many surprises, of thrilling
incident.

ROBERTS, THEODORE. Hemming, the adven-

turer; il. by A. G. Learned. Page. 12,
$1.50.

An English officer, having lost all his pri-
vate income, resigns from the army. The girl
to whom he is engaged ha? her mind poisoned
against him by the man who cheated him out
of his fortune. She gives him up and he
starts upon a career of adventure in the West
Indies and South America. He meets a man-
ly friend and helps him find a wife. All ends

happily and the fortunes of war correspond-
ents are described with much spirit.

SPEARMAN, FRANK HAMILTON. The close of

the day. Appleton. 12, $1.25.

George Durant while still a young man be-

came head of the great business house with
which he was connected. He made a vast for-

tune in coffee. The story opens in Chicago
when this rich patron falls in love with a

hard-working actress. At the same time he

becomes conscious that he has an organic
trouble of the heart. A great physician warns
him against morphine and all his life he suf-

fers, but is strong in will power. The plot
is ingeniousy worked out by the author of

"The daughter of a magnate."

STOKER, BRAM. The jewel of seven stars.

Harper. 12, $1.50.
The chief characters in this novel are a

great Egyptologist and his young daughter,

living near London. The story opens with the

daughter finding her father in his room in

the early hours of the morning, painfully
wounded and insensible. Physicians, friends

and detectives are called in and an investiga-
tion of the mystery begins. The mummy of

an Egyptian queen, which the Egyptologist
believes may be brought to life again, colors

the whole story and the savant's daughter's

strange dual life when she seems to enter the

soul of the dead queen heightens the interest.

THORNE, GUY. When it was dark: the story
of a great conspiracy. Putnam, il. 12,
$1.20 net.

A wealthy Englishman in public life who is

not only not a Christian, but a hater of Chris-

tianity, enters into a conspiracy with a great
writer and an authority on the antiquities of

the Holy Land, to go to Palestine, and there

forge documents which alter the whole history
of Christianity. These documents, it is pre-

tended, are found by one of the conspirators
and given to the world, upon which a great
sorrow and darkness falls for a time while

their authenticity is not questioned. But a

time comes when some loyal souls bring the

truth to light.

TOLSTOI, Count LYOFF NIKOLAIEVICH. Sevas-

topol, and other military tales ;
tr. by Louise

and Aylmer Maude. Funk & Wagnalls Co.

8, $1.50.
A new translation, specially authorized by

the author. The book relates the author's own
experiences, sensations, and reflections during
the noted siege of Sevastopol from Oct. 17,

1854, to Sept. 6, 1855. The "other tales" are :

The wood felling, a Junker's tale (1854-55) ;

Two Hussars (1856) ;
and Meeting a Mos-

cow acquaintance in the detachment. There
is an index of Russian words and customs

explained in foot-notes. As the Illustrated

London News remarks : "There is no one

equal to Tolstoi as a master of the psychology
of war. We think of 'Linesman,' G. W. Stee-

\ens, Rudyard Kipling, ?nd Stephen Crane
and are forced to conclude that Tolstoi is

better than them all. His characters ...

emerge into the light of the camp-fire, and

reveal their souls, and pass away into the

darkness; . . . but while they are with us

Tolstoi makes us see right into them; he

gives us an overpowering sense of their real-

ity. And he subtly discriminates one from

another, showing how each man is differently

affected by the stress of war."

WALFORD, Mrs. LUCY BETHIA. The black

familiars: [a novel] Longmans. 12,

$I.5*O.

A story of Elizabethan days and of the

struggles between Catholic and Protestant.

Suave monks and their abbot and a scheming
mother are the important characters.

WEEKES, AGNES RUSSELL. Yarborough the

Premier. Harper. 12, $1.50.

Yarborough begins his career in English

politics by stealing the draft of a treaty from

the opposition. In other ways, also, he proves
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himself to be a wholly unscrupulous and un-

attractive character. His methods, however,

bring him power, and gradually through the

development of the story we watch the growth
of his character as it ; s affected by the im-

portance of the interests rnder his charge.

Yarborough fails to get the woman he loves,

and marries for wealth and position. Next
to his own character, the picture of his proud
little son holds the reader's attention fasci-

nated. This little lad is the soul of honor,

and the climax is really a terrible one when
he learns of some of the early political mis-

deeds of the father he loves and honors. It

is a story of strange power and intense in-

terest.

WHITLOCK, BRAND. Her infinite variety. 12

il. by Howard Chandler Christy.

By the author of the political story, "The
I3th district," which gave great pleasure to

Mr. Grover Cleveland and others who are

experts in politics. This is a combination of

gentle political satire and an amusing love

story.

YOUNG, ROSE E. Henderson. Houghton, M.
& Co. 12, $1.25.

By the author of "Sally of Missouri." The
hero is a Missourian, high spirited, kindly
and tenacious, who pursues his rugged way
with indomitable courage to success. He be-

gins life as a doctor, refusing temptations to

make money quickly in ways his conscience

disapproves of. A story of simple life that

still goes on in little towns fortunately re-

mote from the large cities that are so surely

crushing out all the best elements of true

American character.

HISTORY.

ANDERSON, ROB. E. The story of extinct civ-

ilizations of the west. Appleton. 24, (Li-

brary of useful stories.) 35 c. net.

Contents: Pre-Columbian discoveries of

America ; Discovery of the world and of man
;

The extinct civilization of the Aztecs ; Amer-
ican archeology ;

Mexico before the Spanish
invasion

; Arrival of the Spaniards ; Cortes
and Montezuma ; Balboa and the Isthmus ;

Extinct civilization of Peru; Pizarro and the

Incas.

BATESON, MARY. Mediaeval England: Eng-
lish feudal society from the Norman con-

quest to the middle of the fourteenth cen-

tury. Putnam. 12, (Story of the nations

ser.) $1.35 net; hf. leath., $1.60 net.

In telling the story of mediaeval England
the author has chosen to treat the theme from
a point of view which is not exactly that of

the other volumes of the present series. So-
cial rather than political facts have been kept
in view, and throughout illustrations from
contemporary accounts supply some of the

characteristic detail which is apt to be crowded
out in political histories.

HITCHCOCK, RIPLEY, [Ja. Wellman.] The
Louisiana purchase and the exploration,

early history and building of the west.
Ginn. il. pors. maps, 12, $1.25.
Divided into four parts. Pt. i is devoted

to discovery and acquisition. Pt. 2 to the
Lewis and Clark expedition. Pt. 3, The ex-

ploration of the west Pt. 4, The building of
the west. Noticed 'elsewhere in this issue.

JANVIER, T. ALLIBONE. The Dutch founding
of New York. Harper. 8, $2.50 net.

Relates the interesting history of the little

colony of Dutch who in the seventeenth cen-

tury settled New York. "The romance of a

city's birth" this might have been called. The
development of inner history and the repro-
duction of old documents aid in carrying the

reader back two and a half centuries to the

peaceful villages of New Netherland, and in-

troducing him to the thrifty and energetic
race even then laying fit foundations for a

world-metropolis.

LANG, ANDREW. The valet's tragedy, and
other studies. Longmans, il. 8, $4.20 net.

Noticed elsewhere in this issue.

MCCLELLAN, G. BRINTON. The oligarchy of
Venice: an essay. Houghton, M. & Co.

12, $1.25 net.

The Mayor of New York City has made .a

study of the political history of Venice for

1400 years, from its first rise to greatness to

its final total disappearance from among the

powers under the regime of Napoleon i. Its

power always rested in its merchandise and
its money. A clear showing of the melo-
dramatic career of a city absolutely outside
of the dominant system of Europe. Favor-
able natural conditions and sound business

policy determined the life of the Venetian

oligarchy.

PAUL, HERBERT W. History of modern Eng-
land. Complete in 5 vols. vs. i, 2. Mac-
millan. $5 net.

An admirable view of England of recent

years, direct and forceful, neither superficial
nor warped by tradition. Mr. Paul has been
a journalist and a member of Parliament, as

well as a critic of literature and a student of

history. His new work begins with the
downfall of the Peel Ministry, and the part
thus far published ends with the death of
Palmerston. The work will be completed in

four or five volumes.

SCOTT, Rev. J. E. In famine land. Harper.
12, $2.50 net.

Describes famine stricken India as seen by
an American missionary during the awful dis-

tress of 1899-1900. The book shows how
American and other money was used in the
work of relief.

THWAITES, REUBEN GOLD. A brief history of

Rocky Mountain exploration ;
with especial

reference to the Expedition of Lewis and
Clark. Appleton. 12, (Expansion of the

republic ser.) $1.25 net.

Contents: Exploration of the northwest

coast; French explorations from the east;,

English explorations from the east; The Mis-
souri a p

(

ath to the Pacific; The Louisiana

purchase; Organization of Lewis and Clark's

expedition: From River Dubois to the Man-
daus

; At Fort Mandau
;
From the Mandaus

to the sea; At Fort Clatsop, and the return;
Thompson. Fraser, the Astonans, and Pike;
The South Pass; The conquest of California;
The continent spanned by settlement. No-
ticed elsewhere in this issue.
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HUMOR AND SATIRE.

BOOK (A) of American humorous verse: be-

ing a collection of humorous and witty
verses ; composed by the best known Amer-
ican writers. H. S. Stone. 12, $1.25.

BOOK (A) of American prose humor: being
a collection of humorous and witty tales,

sketches, etc.; composed by the best known
American writers. H. S. Stone. 12, $1.25.

CABELL, ISA CARRINGTON. The thoughtless

thoughts of Carisabel. Holt. 12, $1.25
net.

Most of these thirty genial satires appeared
in the Baltimore Sun, purporting to be "the

unfashionable and passe opinions of a sur-

vivor of a past age." They deal with the new
man ; the new child ; one's relatives ; servants ;

should women propose?; do men propose?;
nervous prostration; original sin, etc., etc.

This book was overlooked by many in the

great fall avalanche, but is worth reading,

buying and keeping.

LITERARY guillotine (The) ; by Mark Twain,
Oliver Herford, C. B. Loomis. Lane. 12,
$i net.

Said to be "an authorized report of the pro-

ceedings before The Literary Emergency
Court holden in and for the District of North
America." Mark Twain, Oliver Herford and

"J." are the judges; Charles Battell Loomis
is the lawyer for the prosecution. Before the

court, are brought Richard Harding Davis,

Henry James, Mrs. Eddy, John Kendrick

Bangs, Mrs. Mary Augusta Ward, Miss Co-

relli, and other famous authors who are tried

for various unpardonable literary crimes. The
book is intensely amusing.

HYGIENE.

DAVIS,, C. H. S., M.D. The self cure of con-

sumption without medicine. E. B. Treat &
Co. 12, 75 c. net.

A timely contribution to a subject now oc-

cupying the foremost physicians of the world.

The scientific use of air, sunlight, water, food,

rest and exercise is the cure.

FLETCHER, HORACE. The A B-Z of our own
nutrition, by Horace Fletcher, experiment-
ally assisted" by Ernest Van Someren, M.D.,
and Hubert Higgins, M.D. Stokes 12,
$i net.

An effort to explain the economic princi-

ples of nutrition according to the interpreta-
tion of the author, who founds his deductions
on personal experiment. Under the first two
letters of the alphabet, A and B, he classes

the work assigned to man during the eating
and digesting process. This he considers only
a fractional part of the labor performed by
nature, who assumes, he contends the dif-

ference of the intervening letters from B to Z.

The opinions of authorities on the subject are

quoted, with the results of noted experiments.

By the author of "Menticulture."

GEORGE, MARIAN M., ed. How to sleep. A.

Flanagan Co. 12, 50 c

Contents: Sleep; To secure sleep; Sleeping
habits and hours : Getting ready for bed ;

Position in bed ; The bed-room ; The bed and

bedding; Care of the bed-room; Sleepless-

ness
; Fifty remedies for sleeplessness ; Sleep

for children; Bed-time stories, songs and
poems.

HANCOCK, H. IRVING. Japanese physical train-

ing: the system of exercises, diet and gen-
eral mode of living that has made the
Mikado's people the healthiest, strongest
and happiest men and women in the world

;

photographs by G. J. Hare. jr. Putnam.
12, $1.25 net.

Some years ago the author became inter-

ested in the wonderful system of the all-

around physical training that has made the

Japanese, small people though they are, the

greatest athletes and the happiest of the
world's people. This system is known as

jiu-jitsu. Mr. Hancock has devoted much of
his time during the past seven years to a thor-

ough study of all its principles. In this vol-
ume he explains it in detail. He gives de-

scriptions of athletic feats that will properly
develop each part of the body, and explains
the tricks of defence and attack. He gives
also the Japanese principles of diet, clothing,

bathing, and general good and rational living.

LITERARY MISCELLANY, COLLECTED WORKS,
ETC.

HAMERTON, J. A., ed. Stevensoniana. Wes-
sels. 8, $4.50 net.

Material relating to Rob. L. Stevenson,
gathered from the forgotten pages of English
and American periodicals, and from books by
writers of eminence not entirely concerned
with Stevenson. No passage of any length
will be found in this work which appears in

the "Life," by Graham Balfour, in "Robert
Louis Stevenson: a life study in criticism,"

by H. Bellyse Baildon, or in any of the nu-
merous books exclusively occupied with the

personal character or literary qualities of the
famous author. The extracts are gathered
chronologically under subjects as: His for-

bears and inherited characteristics ; From boy-
hood to manhood ; His first visit to America,
and his marriage ; Stevenson's first novel ;

Work and play at Davos and Hyeres; Last
years in England, Stevenson the man, the ar-

tist, etc.

PAINTER, F. V. N. Poets of the South : a se-

ries of biographical and critical studies, with

typical poems; annotated. Amer. Book Co.

12, 60 c.

POE, EDGAR ALLAN. The best poems and es-

says of Edgar Allan Poe; ed., with a new
biographical and critical study of the au-

thor, by Sherwin Cody. McClurg. 12, $i
net.

According to the editor's Preface "four

subjects have been presented in this volume;
first the editor gives in his biographical sketch
a new statement of facts in regard to Poe's

life, which it is hoped will constitute a more
pleasing picture than is given in the older and
partly erroneous biographies. The new ver-
sion of his life is founded on facts unearthed

by J. H. Ingraham and Professors Woodberry
and Harrison. The poems included are those
which the editor believes Poe would have
liked preserved. The next effort has been to

gather from his ephemeral reviews those de-
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tached portions which contain his analysis of

literary processes."

FOE, EDGAR ALLAN. The best tales of Edgar
Allan Poe; ed., with introductory studies,

by Sherwin Cody. McClurg. 12, $i net.

"In the present collection," says the editor

in his Preface, "we have included (with a

very few exceptions, one of them 'Hans

Pfaal') all the stories which are worth pres-

ervation, and indeed some which have been

inserted chiefly to round out the variety of

which Poe himself made such a point. To
emphasize this variety the tales have been

grouped under appropriate sub-titles, and each

group provided with an introductory study.

The text used is what may be called a res-

toration of Poe's manuscript with such re-

visions as it is believed Poe would have made
had he been living to-day."

STOWELL, ROY SHERMAN. A study of George
Eliot's "Romola." Badger. 12, (Literary

studies.) $i.
This interesting study is comprised under

four subjects: The Italian renaissance,

Savonarola, Tito, and Romola. It formed a

paper read before a seminary engaged in the

study of nineteenth century iEnglish novelists,

conducted at Cornell University, by Professor

Hiram Corson, to whom it is dedicated.

POETRY AND DRAMA.

CARMAN, BLISS. Sappho: one hundred lyrics:

with an introd. by C. G. D. Roberts. Page.

8, hf. cl., $6 net; on English hand-made

pap., $10 net; on imperial Japanese vellum,

$15 net.

A series of lyrics founded upon the frag-

ments of Sappho's poetry. Upon these Mr.
Carman has built poems such as he imagined
the originals might have been. The volume is

produced in sumptuous form, designed and

printed by the De Vinne Press, from special

type which is afterwards distributed.

COMBE, W. The third tour of Doctor Syn-
tax in search of a wife. New ed. Apple-
ton. 16 (Illustrated pocket lib. of plain
and colored books.) $1.50.
Founded on the edition published by R.

Ackermann in 1821.

EVERYMAN: a morality play; ed. with introd.

by Montrose J. Moses. Taylor, il. 8, $i.

Mr. Moses's introduction gives a history of

Everyman and the dramatic development of

which it is a part. The play is given in the

old English text, and is illustrated from pho-
tographs of the scenes of the play, as recently
enacted in New York City. Bibliography
(7 P.)

HALE, E. EVERETT. New England history in

ballads, by E. E. Hale and his children
;

with a few additions by other people ; il. by
Ellen D. Hale, Philip L. Hale and Lilian

Hale. Little, B. & Co. 8, $2 net.

HARDY, T. The dynasts: a drama of the

Napoleonic wars. In 3 pts, 19 acts and
130 scenes, pt. I. Macmillan. 8, $2 net.

Noticed elsewhere in this issue.

TAILL of Rauf Coilyear: a Scottish metrical

romance of the fifteenth century; ed., with

introd., notes and glossarial index, by W.
Hand Browne. Johns Hopkins Press. 8,
$i net.

Prepared as a general introduction to the

early Scottish literature, considered as a con-
tinuation of the old Northumbrian. The ro-

mance of "Rauf Coilyear" is especially suited
to this purpose, being written in the purest
Scottish of the fifteenth century, avoiding
pedantries and Latinisms on the one side, and
vulgarisms on the other. It holds an inter-
mediate place between the chivalry romance
and the humorous folk-tale. The introduction
comprises a concise account of the Scottish

poets from Barbour to the Reformation, a
brief study of the Scottish language of the

literary period, and an estimate of the poem
itself.

POLITICAL AMD SOCIAL SCIENCE.

AUSTIN, OSCAR PHEPS. Steps in the expan-
sion of our territory. Appleton. 12, (Ex-
pansion of the republic ser.) $1.25 net.

"To tell in simple terms the steps by which
the United States has been transformed from
thirteen political communities into fifty, the

process by which new territory has been added
and great unoccupied areas have been trans-
formed into Territories and then States, is

the object of this work." Introduction. Will
serve as an introduction to Johnson, Carpen-
ter and others. A great deal of statistical in-
formation is compressed within a small com-
pass, and there are numerous maps illustra-
tive of the gradual extension of territory.

DAY, CLIVE. The policy and administration
of the Dutch in Java. Macmillan. 12, $2
net.

"Professor Day's learned work has as
abundant justification for its appearance the

divergence between the English description
of Dutch policy in Java and the facts of his-

tory as they appear in the original documents
and in the writings of Dutch historians..
After considering the native organizations,
the author considers the policy and govern-
ment of the East India Company, the periods
of British rule and the Dutch restoration.
Then comes the culture system, and finally
some chapters on modern government in

Java. The volume seems to us indispensable
to students of colonial government." The
Outlook.

MARGRAFF, ANTHONY W. International ex-

change; its terms, parts, operations and
scope: a practical work on the foreign
banking department and its administration

by American bankers. International Ex-
change. 8, $5.

Twenty-eight chapters on various subjects
connected with international exchange. Some
of the subjects are: Superior earning factors
in European over American banking ; The for-

eign department; Foreign exchange; Descrip-
tion of bills and collateral, with general in-

structions for their issue; Factors and condi-
tions influencing fluctuations in exchange
rates ; Finance bills ; Relative risk in purchase
of bills

;
Cable transfers ; Foreign bills of ex-

change; Commercial and travellers' letters of

credit, etc. Mr. Margraff is manager of the
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foreign department of the National Bank of
the Republic of Chicago.

MITCHELL, J. Organized labor, its problems,
purposes and ideals, and the present and
future of American Avage -earners. Ameri-
can Book and Bible House. 8, $1.75 net.

The author is President of the United Mine
Workers in America and a leader in the
labor movement. His book which is broad in

its scope deals with many phases of the labor

problem, notably it traces the development of
the trade union in England and in the United

States, and endeavors to show the attitude of
the workman, the capitalist and the public to

organized labor. The open shop, the working
hour, trusts and strikes are also discussed.

TOWNSEND, MEREDITH. Asia and Europe:
studies presenting the conclusions formed
by the author in a long life devoted to the

subject of the relations between Asia and

Europe. New cheaper ed. Putnam. 12,
$1.50 net.

Some of the subjects are as follows: The
influence of Europe on Asia ; Islam and Chris-

tianity in India; Will England retain India?;
The charm of Asia for Asiatics ; English and
Asiatic feeling contrasted

;
The mental seclu-

sion of India
;
The great Arabian

;
Race ha-

tred in Asia; Arab courage; Indian abstem-

iousness; The Asiatic notion of justice; The
core of Hindooism ; The variety of Indian

society; The Arabs of the desert; Why Tur-
key lives; Tropical colonization; The future
of the negro ; The negro problem in America

;

The progress of savage races.

Books for the Doting

BARNARD, C. The door in the book through
which the children of to-day pass, to walk
and to talk with the children of Bible times ;

il. by Mary A. Lathbury. Revell. 12, $i
net.

The author has combined the fascination of
a fairy story with reverent and truthful inter-

pretation of a scripture narrative. The little

heroine parallels in a measure the experience
of Alice in Wonderland fame, except that she

steps through a door in a Bible into Bible-

land, where she meets and converses with
many of the children of the Bible.

DAVIS, J. W. Four New York boys: New
York in aboriginal and colonial days. Edu-
cational Pub. Co. 12, $i.

Describes four phases of the colonial life

of New Amsterdam, as it is supnosed to have
been seen by an Indian boy, a Dutch boy, an
English boy, and an American, who lived

through the Revolution and witnessed the
evacuation of New York by the British. In-
tended as a reader.

INGPEN, ROGER, ed. One thousand poems for
children : a choice of the best verse, old and
new. Jacobs. 12, $1.25 net.

In compiling this work the two objects
which have primarily been kept in mind are
the claim of poetry and the demand of the

children; but, since the collection is intended
chiefly for the pleasure of our boys and girls,

the demand of the children has been consid-
ered first. For this reason most of the old
favorites which, because of their very famil-

iarity deserve a place in all collections of chil-

dren's verse, have been selected, together
with a generous quantity of nursery rhymes ;

it has been deemed wise also to include the

most desirable specimens of recent juvenile
poetry.

LE FEUVRE, AMY. Two tramps. Revell. il.

12, 75 c. net.

The two tramps were a little lad who was
ordered by the doctor to put away his books
and go to the country, and his uncle who
likewise was in need of rest and country air.

The experiences of the pair while travelling

through rural England take up most of a

story in which a donkey also plays an im-

portant part.

LONG, J. LUTHER. Sixty Jane. Century. 12,
$1.25.
Short stories : Sixty Jane ; The strike of

the Schlafeplatz railroad ; Our anchel
; The

lady and her soul; The beautiful graveyard;
Lucky Jim; The outrageous Miss Dawn-
Dream; The little house in the little street

where the sun never came
;
The atonement.

HARDEN, ORISON SWETT. The young man
entering business. Crowell. 12, $1.25 net.

In his "Talks with young men*' and edi-

torials in Success the author has dealt with
many problems of practical life. Replying to

many requests he has gathered into this vol-
ume the material specially helpful for a young
man in business, whether working for him-
self or for others. The keynote of his ad-
vice is "Plan your work thoroughly, then

thoroughly work your plan."

RICHARDS Mrs. LAURA ELIZABETH. The
golden windows : a book of fables for

young and old; [with il. and decorations

by Julia Ward Richards and Arthur E.

Becher.] Little, B. & Co. 12, $1.50.

Simple, graceful little stories, each with a
not too evident moral.

ROBINS, E. With Thomas in Tennessee.
Jacobs. 12, $i net.

The background to this story is our Civil
War. The hero is again George Knight, the

boy who played so important a part in "Chas-
ing an iron horse"

;
he becomes an aide on the

staff of General George H. Thomas.

STODDARD, W. OSBORN. The village cham-
pion. Jacobs, il. 12, $i net
The hero is a young boy, bright and free

of life, who gets mixed up in every scheme
of mischief on foot in the little New England
village in which the scene is laid. He is the

champion of his comrades as well as their
leader.

THE LATEST RO"K Otf

KOREA Fifteen Years Among
the Top-Knots

B? H.
With an introduction by DR. ELLINWOOD. 300 pages,

32 illustrations. $r 50.

AMERICAN TRACT SOCIETY, 150 Nassau Street, New York,
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From "
Cap'n Eri."

CAP'N ERT.
Copyright, 1904, by A. S. Barnes & Co.

A QUESTIONABLE ADVANCE.
WHEN playwrights turn moralists and nov-

elists expound the ethical significance of the

Ten Commandments we may feel that we
have indeed become a serious-minded people,

acutely alive to the sinfulness of light-hearted,

irresponsible enjoyment. But is this true

reasoning? Can one argue that fiction and

plays written "with a purpose'' prove that the

English-speaking nations are thoughtful and

conscientious, with minds intent on the moral

purport of their literature and drama? An
honest consideration of facts forces one to

emphatically deny this conclusion. Limiting

the question to Americans, an analysis of na-

tional characteristics discloses business sa-

gacity, intellectual cleverness, adaptability, in-

domitable spirits, and unexampled inventive-

ness, as well as courage and perseverance;

but that we are sober-minded and morally

sensitive no one would dare to maintain.

Therefore, the recent vogue of problem novels

and plays must be attributed to other causes.

To us it seems the outcome of a morbid in-

terest in abnormal types of men and women,
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with a curiosity as to their action under pe-

culiar circumstances'. This is an analytical

age an age of cutting away from old stand-

ards in all matters and experimenting with

new ones, and if literature and the stage pre-

sent studies in topsy-turvydom they are only

reflecting the general uncertainty and unrest

in all classes of society.

All the problematic questions and many
others that would not be at all problematic,

if simple moral standards were adhered to

the relation of the sexes and the dubitable

question of heredity, usually represented as

an insuperable difficulty are the subjects of

these psychological and physiological novels

and plays, and if the public is neither happier

nor healthier-minded for hearing of them, it

is at least far more intelligent upon matters

which more properly concern only physicians

and criminologists. Of course, only the ex-

aggerated instances, the "Richard Calmadys"

and the "Mrs. Ebbsmiths" (of which, un-

happily, there are far too many) merit such

extreme strictures; but even the general run

of problem studies are only less harmful in

degree.

If such work accomplishes any ultimate

good purpose either as art or as the portrayal

of truth, then let it be encouraged ;
but when

it induces pessimism, weakens moral stand-

ards, creates doubt, breaks down nice re-

serves between men and women, and destroys

confidence in one's own motives as well as

those of one's fellow beings, does it make for

what is truly best and enduring in literature?

Thoughtful comparison between the novels

of to-day and of fifty years ago shows for

those of the present greatly increased num-

bers (hardly a matter for congratulation),

more ingenuity in plot and a certain facility

in style; yet the old-fashioned reader will

look in vain for the high standards and sin-

gle-minded purposes of those less complex

days. Then right was right and wrong was

wrong, and if the. heroines portrayed in the

novels of those past generations were less

clever and self-dependent, they at least were

pure-hearted, more really womanly, and the

men were, more honorable, brave and more

chivalrous than the characters which crowd

the pages of our latter-day problem stories.

Advancing civilization brings in its wake

many counter-balancing evils, so may it not

be possible that higher mental culture may
mean a lowering of individual and national

ideals. It would seem this result is mir-

rored in the plays and novels of the time !

E. A.

.fiction tXHtljottt Problem*.

Cap'n Eri : a Story of the Coast.

JOSEPH C. LINCOLN'S "Cap'n Eri" is a first-

rate story of New England character and in-

cident. It is the most thoroughly humorous

story I have read this season, and its humor

is almost always unforced. Its characters

are varied and clearly differentiated fine

types of the sturdy fisher folk of Cape Cod.

The situation is a good one to begin with.

Three middle-aged ship captains are keeping

bachelor's hall, and the mess they are making
of it may be imagined from the fact that we

discover Captain Eri in the act of tying his

boots firmly together because he never can

find both of them when he wants to use them.

Things have come to such a pass, indeed, that

the trio hold a solemn conference and decide

on a desperate remedy.

"When a shipwrecked crew's starvin' one

of 'em has to be sacrificed for the good of the

rest," said Captain Perez, "and that's what

we've got to do. One of us has got to git

married for the benefit of the other two."

Captain Eri shouted hilariously. "Good

boy, Perez. Coin' to be the first offerin'?"

"Not unless it's my luck, Eri. We'll all

three match for it, same as we do 'bout

washin' dishes."

The lot falls upon Captain Jerry, a most

unwilling victim, and by the time the follow-

ing advertisement is written the fun is fairly

under way:
\VIFE WANTED BY AN EX-SEAFARING MAN

of steady habits. Must be willing to Work and

Keep House shipshape and aboveboard. No sca-

lp wyers need apply. Address SKIPPER, care the

Nuptial Chime, Boston.

The most laughable scene in the book is

that describing how the three captains went

to the train to meet the widow, Mrs. Snow,

who had answered this advertisement, and

what they did when they saw a buxom col-

ored woman get off the train with a satchel

bearing in two-inch letters the name of the

bride-to-be.

The author gets a lot of good fun out of

the situation before the captains discover that

they have mistaken the woman, and that the

dragon awaiting them in their own home is

really a very estimable white woman, who is

destined to be the theme of a pleasing story.

There is quite an elaborate plot to this light

and breezy story. The whole is woven to-

gether with a degree of literary art rarely

found in conjunction with so much genuine

humor.

Captain Eri is wholesome, strong, lovable,

original. Slightly as he is sketched, he still
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leaves a clear image on the mental retina. He
is full of wise saws that are as much a part

of him as his weatherbeaten and kindly face.

"Queer thing how trouble acts on different

folks," he observes. "Kind of like hot

weather sours milk, but sweetens apples."

He decides that Mrs. Snow is one of the

sweetened kind "sort of sweet pickle, hey?"
Her quiet efficiency in the house wins his

heart "It beats all what a woman can do

when she's that kind of a woman."

This is one of the best light novels of the

year. It is simple, wholesome, full of laughter,

interesting from beginning to end. It is racy

of the soil and the brine, and is the more ac-

ceptable because the author does not take him-

self too seriously. (A. .S. Barnes & Co.

$i .50. ) Chicago Record-Herald.

The Viking's Skull.

Two editions of "The Viking's Skull," the

new novel by John R. Carling, author of

"The Shadow of the Czar" have already been

printed. This stirring romance is said to

contain at least three series of great dra-

matic interest. The plot tells how Idris

Marville, true Earl of Ormsby, recovered

a treasure hidden by one of his progeni-
tors a Viking of the Ninth Century and

how he cleared the memory of his father

who had been wrongfully convicted of mur-
der. "The Viking's Skull" has already been

published in England and it is said to be a

worthy successor to the author's remarkable

and successful novel, "The Shadow of the

Czar," which ran through five editions. (Lit-

tle, B. & Co. $1.50.)

Kroi "The Viking's Skull/' Copyright, 1901, by Little, Brown & Co.

A PERILOUS ESCAPE.
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In the Bishop's Carriage.

THE title of the book savors of luxury and

good society, but Miriam Michelson has

chosen it for the autobiography of a clever

girl marred and soiled by the conditions of

life in large cities and finally saved by a large

heart brim-full of gratitude for love and kind-

ness. Most realistic is the girl's story from

the time she appears as a thief, escaping the

pursuing officer by hiding in the bishop's

waiting carriage until she ceases her confi-

dences by describing a visit as grand Lady
Benevolent to the Charity Institution in which

,n her youngest days she learned to suffer, to

envy and to deceive.

Once when under arrest her vivid descrip-

tion of the conditions that had made her what

she was appealed to the manager of a' theatri-

cal troupe, who was looking for supers in a

play introducing a charity asylum. Thus she

came upon the stage, thus she met the man
who loved her and brought out the good still

latent in her strange nature. "Oh, Mag
Mag, how can I tell him? Do you think he

knows that I am going to be good good !

That I can be as good for a good man who
loves me as I was bad for a bad man I

loved !"

The first call to goodness came from the

little lean bishop, and 'after it had been

achieved Nance Olden, the celebrated actress,

meets him again, with his little white beard

scantier, his soft eye kindlier and his soft

heart softer than before
;
meets him again in

his carriage just as before, only reading

"Resurrection" instead of "Quo Vadis."

The point of view of the narrator is realis-

tically taken and most artistically preserved.

Underlying all the story of vulgarity and sin

is a ring of optimism and a call to those

through whom such things are possible that

ought to come home to many who perhaps

can only be reached through the pages of a

bright novel. The first idea of the book ap-

peared in a short story in Ainslee's Magazine
about a year ago, and many were struck by

its life and truth. Harrison Fisher has made
the illustrations. (Bobbs-Merrill Co. $1.50.)

The Rainbow Chasers.

THE reviewer can pay no higher tribute to

"The Rainbow Chasers" than to say that he

has thrice read it, and each time with a

fresh interest and admiration. The story

holds the excitement of a murder case and

a fierce fight with desperadoes; "the white

terror" of a blizzard which has become his-

toric, the wild rush of the land boom of

Western Kansas in the eighties, with its col-

lapse and reaction, and sundry tales of love,

both tragic and happy. Yet the author man-

ages all this with such a sense of proportion
and of comparative values that he is never

melodramatic nor at all at the mercy of his

material. He possesses the high art extolled

by Pater and Stevenson of knowing what to

omit.

Just as Kipling takes us almost in the body
to India, and as we embark with Conrad

upon "the great adventure of the sea," so

with Mr. Whitson do we share the life of

the plains; we see them with his eyes;

through our veins pulses the stirring tide

that animates his "Rainbow Chasers," and it

is not easy to divest ourselves of the belief

that of all this we, too, have been a part,

so perfectly does the writer succeed in plac-

ing us in the very midst of his scenes and

his people.

The cowboys, each and all; "Old Shake"

and "Mrs. Shake"
; those wholesome girls

"Jinny" and "Vady" ;
the rough-hewn, great-

hearted preacher, Melchor; bluff, lovable Jim
Prethro it is a joy to know them every one;

and, sooth to say, it is for the sake of their

good company that we so often return to the

fascinating tale, which seems simply a sec-

tion cut out of the soil and the life to be

found "between the one-hundredth meridian

and the foothills," in those days when men
saw the gold at the foot of the rainbow. Like

life itself, the tale is many-sided. To some,

it will appeal most as a story of adventure;

to others, as a chapter of history ; to others

as a study of human nature; to others as a

romance ; while others still will find an un-

dercurrent of philosophy touched with yet

higher thought. All must recognize it as an

unusually able and artistic story, command-

ing a constantly cumulative interest from its

first word to its last. (Little, B. & Co. $1.50.)

--Times Saturday Review.

miscellaneous Books.

Austro-Hungarian Life in Town and

Country.
No volume in this interesting series seems

to us so notable or valuable as this by Fran-

cis H. E. Palmer on Austro-Hungarian life.

The other volumes have been extremely well

written and all of them have been full of

valuable information, but the present volume

is timely in a special degree, because there

is a particularly lamentable want of knowl-

edge concerning the conditions which exist
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among the many races composing the Em-

pire of Austria-Hungary. It may surprise

some to ]earn that the Germanic Austrians

and the Hungarian Magyars do not together

make up so large a. portion of the Empire's

population as do the Slavonic and Latin

races. Among the Slavs are the Czechs,

Poles, Croatians, Slovaks, Serbe, Ruthenes,

and the Hungarian Bulgarians; among the

Latin races are the Wailachians on the

Rumanian border and the Italians of the

Adriatic coast. Mr. Palmer is peculiarly well

fitted to write such a book as this because

of the inevitable comparisons to be drawn

between the life lived in Austria-Hungary
arid that either in Germany or Russia pow-

ers, in the minds of some, only waiting for

Francis Joseph's death to pounce upon his

Empire and tear it asunder. Mr. Palmer's

long residence in Europe and his intimate

association with men of mark, especially in

their home life, has given to him a richness

of experience evident on every page of this

book. (Putnam. $1.20 net.) The Outlook.

Wagner's Parsifal.

THE English translation of Professor Kuf-

ferath's admirable monograph on "Parsi-

fal" appeared first about the time of the

production of that opera as an oratorio un-

der Anton Seidl's direction in Brooklyn, in

1890; it has been out of print for some time,

and now reappears with an introduction by
H. E. Krehbiel, and with all the mistakes of

the first issue. Over and over again the

word harmonies is printed harmonics, as it

was in that edition; and, pray, what is the

"trituration of motives" we read of on page

294 (where we also find modulation in place

of modulations) ? The new edition would

nc doubt have had a large sale had it ap-

peared three months ago, when booksellers

were at their wits' ^nds to supply the de-

mand for books on Wagner's Buhnenweih-

fcstspiel; but it will not be ignored now, for

"Parsifal" will endure.

Of all the treatises on Wagner's last mu-

sic-drama, this is by far the most elaborate

and scholarly. In its 300 pages the opera
and its subject are discussed from every

imaginable point of view, and always read-

ably as well as reliably. The sources of the

play are discussed, and comparisons are

made of the treatment of the Grail legend

by other poets with Wagner's. But, of the

nine chapters, the two which will interest

the largest circle of readers are that on the

first performance at Bayreuth, and another

one, on the score, which analyzes the music

with the aid of notation, to illustrate the

leading motives. Professor Kufferath calls

attention to the significant fact that the

instrumentation of "Parsifal" alone occupied

Wagner for nearly three years, and he dwells

on the care the composer took to keep the

whole work in the "simple tone of sanctity."

He wished to suppress certain modulations

and intervals that were not in this tone, and

to avoid all pathetic harmony and senti-

mental melody. Saint-Saens, we are told,

felt inclined to criticise "Parsifal" in 1882;

but in a moment of expansion he admitted

to M. Stoullig that "one felt like a very in-

significant sort of fellow when listening to

such works." (Holt. $1.50 net.) The

Nation.

Jntcreats of llie Cjonr.

THE PARSIFAL OF RICHARD WAGNER.

IF Watts sitting over his little tea-kettle

might but have seen the locomotives that run

the great trains across the United States ! If

Beethoven, dead to all sound, might but have

heard his sonatas played upon an Erard, a

Steinway or a Chickering! If Morse might
but have spoken through a telephone from
New York to Chicago !

Would they be more astonished or im-

pressed than Wolfram von Eschenbach, could

be realize the evolution of his ballad for the

people founded on the legend of "Parsifal"

into the great spectacular tone-drama of Bei-

ruth and the Metropolitan Opera House of

New York City?
This evolution has called forth comment of

all kinds. As far as it has gotten into books
we here trace it for our readers. The period-
icals have been full of it. The Annual Lit-

erary Index traces this rich material to its

source. Perhaps the best essay of all is con-

tained in James Huneker's "Overtones," just
issued by Charles Scribner's Sons.

Wagner's Parsifal; retold by Oliver Huckel. 75 c.

net. Crowell.

Parsifal: [libretto]; tr. into English by H. L. and
F. Corder. paper, 25 c. Ditson.

Story of Parsifal; with the libretto; tr. from the
authorized text. (Sunset series.) 50 c. ; paper,
25 c. J. S. Ogilvie.

Parsifal of Richard Wagner; with accounts of the
"Parsifal" of Chretien De Troies and the "Par-
zival" of Wolfram von Eschenbach; from the
French by Louise M. Henermann; introd. by H.
E. Krehbiel. $1.50 net. Holt.

Parsifal: story and analysis of Wagner's great opera
by H. R. Haweis. Funk & Wagnalls.

First published as part of "My Musical Mem-
ories."

Parsifal and Wagner's Christianity. By David Ir-

win. $2.40 net Scribner,

Parsifal. Parsons, Albert R. $1.25. Metaphysical,

Guide through Wagner's Parsifal. By H. von Wol-
zogen. 75 c. Schirmer,

Key to Parsifal, with thematic musical illustration.

$i. Scribner,

The Holy Grail. Bv Mary Hanford Ford. Includes
description of "Wagner's Parsifal." $i.

H. M. Caldwell & Co.
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Steeliest Notes. .from tlje Uest.

LITTLE, BROWN & Co/s spring books are of
even more than their usual interest. John R.

Carting's "The Viking's Skull," and John H.
Whitson's "The Rainbow Chasers" have al-

ready been noticed. Other fiction includes
'The Wood Carver of 'Lympus," by Mary E.

Waller; "A Woman's Will," by Anne War-
ner, the story of an American widow's sum-
mer abroad narrated almost wholly in dia-

logue; "By the Good Sainte Anne," a clever

story by Anna Chapin Ray; and "Anna the

Adventuress," an engrossing story of London
life by E. Phillips Oppenheim.
BOBBS-MERRILL Co., are justly put out that

the caption of the picture which opened our
issue last month read, "Joshua Commanding
the Red Sea." The ignorance this remark-
able statement betrayed cannot be laid at their
door. It was aberration of mind, for we too

repoice in a very thorough biblical education.
A clergyman immediately sent a card asking
for chapter and verse of the interesting inci-

dent described. It is just one of those things
that do happen, that escape editor, proof-
reader arid all but the watchful public. We
apologize and feel bad, but from what we
have heard about it we know the LITERARY
NEWS is read, and look on that nice side of
being called to order.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS sound the keynote
of spring in their beautiful nature books. F.

Schuyler Mathews formulates a new theory
of rhythm in his "Field Book of Wild Birds
and Their Music." A good description of
plant life is "Bog-Trotting for Orchids," by
Grace Greylock Niles, which takes in the
Hoosac Valley (Vermont, New York and
Massachusetts). Of great American interest
in this year devoted to the history of the
Louisiana Purchase and a Presidential elec-

tion will be "The Republican Party," by
Francis Curtis; "Theodore Roosevelt: ad-
dresses and Presidential Messages;" "The
Trail of Lewis and Clark, 1804-1904," by Olin
D. Wheeler; a second edition of "A Journey
in the Seaboard Slave States," by Frederick
L. Olmstead ; and "James Lawrence, Com-
mander of the Chesapeake," by Albert
Cleaves.

HENRY HOLT & Co. are bringing out several
volumes of American fiction. A story of
Ohio is "Port Argent," a story of business,
politics and religion, by Arthur Colton ; Iowa
is the scene of "Aladdin & Co.," by Herbert
Quick; Nebraska furnishes the surroundings
for "Uncle Mac's Nebrasky," by William R.

Lighton ;
S. Carleton, in "The Micmac," takes

his readers to Nova Scotia
; and in "The Ro-

mance of Piscator" Henry Wisham Lanier
confesses that trout and salmon lost their
charms before the mightier spells of woman.
Still more summer reading will be entitled
"The Transgression of Andrew Vane," by
Guy Wetmore Carryl ; "In the Dwellings of
the Wilderness," by Bryson Taylor; and "A
Night with Allessandro," by Treadwell Cleve-
land, Jr. "The Lightning Conductor," "The
Holladay Case," "Cheerful Americans" and
"Merry Hearts" all hold their own, and please
all who are human and healthy in mind.

THE SCULPTOR MEETS HIS MODEL.

"Tnou, as an Egyptian, hast honored me, a

Hebrew, with thy notice. I have deserved
neither gift nor fee."

"Nay, but let us put it differently," he re-

plied. "I, as a man, have given thee, a

maiden, offense, and having repented, would

appease thee with a peace-offering. Believe

me, I do not jest. By the gentle goddesses, I

fear to speak," he added breathlessly.
The Israelite's blue eyes were veiled quick-

ly, but the Egyptian guessed aright that she

had hidden a smile in them.
"Am I forgiven?" he persisted.
"So thou wilt offend no further," she said

without raising her eyes.
"I promise. And now, since the goddess

hath refused mine offering, I may not take

it back. What shall I do with this?" he

asked, holding up the collar of gold.
"Put it about thy statue's neck," she said

softly.

Kenkenes gasped and retreated a step. In-

stantly she was imploring his pardon.
"It was a forward spirit in me that made

me say it. I pray thee, forgive me."
"Thou hast given no offense, but how dost

thou know of this tell me that."

"I came upon it by accident three days ago.
Several of the children had gone fowling for

the taskmaster's meal, and were so long ab-

sent that I was sent to look for them. The
path down the valley is old, and I have fol-

lowed it with the idea of labor ever in my
mind. And this was a moment of freedom,
so I thought to spend it where I had not been
a slave. I went across the hills, and, being
unfamiliar with them, lost my way. When I

climbed upon one of the great rocks to over-

look the labyrinth, lo ! at my feet was the

statue. I knew myself the moment I looked,

and it was not hard to guess whose work it

was."
She paused and looked at him with appeal

on her face.

"Thou hast told no one?"

"Nay," was the quick and earnest answer.

"Thou hast caught me in a falsehood," he

said.

The statement was almost brutal in its di-

rectness. But the question that came back

swiftly was not less pointed.
"There was no frieze of bondmaidens

naught of anything thou hast told me?"
"Nay, not anything. I am carving a statue

against the canons of the sculptor's ritual for

the sake of my love of beauty. Until thou

didst come upon it, I alone possessed the se-

cret. Thou knowest the punishment which
will overtake me?"

"Aye, I know right well. Yet fear not.

The statue is right cunningly concealed and
none will ever find it, for the children were
unsuccessful and the meals for the overseer

will be brought him from the city hereafter.

And I will not betray thee I give thee my
word."
Her tone was soft and earnest; her assur-

ances were spoken so confidently, her interest

was so genuine, that a queer and unaccount-
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able satisfaction possessed the young artist at

once.

At this moment the runaway water-bearers

came in sight, and in obedience to very evi-

dent dismissal in the Israelite's eyes, Ken-
kenes bade her farewell and left her.

But he had not gone two paces before she

overtook him.

"Approach thy work from various direc-

tions," she cautioned, "else thou wilt wear a

path which may spy on thee one day."
The moment the words passed her lips,

Kenkenes, who still held the collar, put it

about her neck, passing his hands under the

thick plaits, and snapped the clasp accurately.
The act was done instantly, and with but a

single movement. He was gone, laughing on
his way, before she had realized what he had
done. (Bobbs-Merrill. $1.50.) From Mil-
ler's "The Yoke."

THE CAPTAINS AS ART CRITICS.

ELSIE'S influence upon the house and its in-

mates had become almost as marked as Mrs.
Snow's. The young lady was of an artistic

bent, and the stiff ornaments in the shut-up
parlor and the wonderful oil paintings jarred
upon her. Strange to say, even the wax-
dipped wreath that hung in its circular black
frame over the whatnot did not appeal to her.

The captains considered that wreath it had
been the principal floral offering at the funeral
of Captain Perez's sister, and there was a

lock of her hair framed with it the gem of
the establishment. They could understand, to

a certain degree, why Miss Preston objected
to the prominence given the spatter-work
"God bless our Home" motto, but her failure

to enthuse over the wreath was inexplicable.
But by degrees they became used to seeing

the blinds open at the parlor windows the
week through, and innovations like muslin
curtains and vases filled with late wild flowers
came to be at first tolerated and then liked.

"Elsie's notions," the captains called them.
There were some great discussions on art,

over the teacups after supper. Miss Preston
painted very prettily in water-colors, and her
sketches were received with enthusiastic

praise by the captains and Mrs. Snow. But
one day she painted a little picture of a fish-

ing boat and, to her surprise, it came in for
some rather sharp criticism.

"That's a pretty picture, Elsie," said Cap-
tain En, holding the sketch at arm's length
and squinting at it with his head on one side,
"but if that's Caleb Titcomb's boat, and I

jedge 'tis, it seems to me she's carryin' too
much sail. What do you think. Jerry?"

Captain Jerry took the painting from his
friend and critically examined it, also at arm's
length.

"Caleb's* boat ain't got no sech sail as. that,"
was his deliberate comment. "She couldn't

carry it and stand up that way. Besides, the

way I look at it, she's down by the head
more'n she'd ought to be."
"But I didn't try to get it exactly right,"

said the bewildered artist. "The boat's sails
were so white, and the water was so blue, and
the sand so yellow that I thought it made a

pretty picture. I didn't think of the size of
the sail/'

"Well, I s'pose you wouldn't nat-rally," ob-

served Captain Perez, who was looking over

Jerry's shoulder. "But you have to be awful
careful paintin' vessels. Now you jest look

at that picture," pointing to the glaring like-

ness of the Flying Duck, that hung on the

wall. "Jest look at them sails, every one of

'em drawin' fine; and them ropes, every one
in jest the right place. That's what I call

paintin'."
"But don't you think, Captain Perez, that

the waves in that picture would be better if

they weren't so all in a row, like a picket
fence ?"

"Well, now, that ain't it. That's a picture
of the A i two-masted schooner Flyin' Duck,
and the waves is only thrown in, as you might
say. The reel thing is the schooner, rigged
jest right, trimmed jest right, and colored jest
the way the Flyin' Duck was colored. You
understand them waves was put there jest
'cause there had to be some to set the schoon-
er in, that's all."

"But you needn't feel bad, Elsie," said Cap-
tain J-erry soothingly. "Tain't to be ex-

pected that you could paint vessels like Eben
Lothrop can. Eben he used to work in a ship-

yard up to East Boston once, and when he was
there he had to paint schooners and things,

reely put the paint onto 'em I mean, so of

course, when it come to paintin' pictures of

'em, why
'

And Captain Jerry waved his hand.

(Barnes. $1.50.) From "Cap'n En."

A CANADIAN PROPHET ON ENGLAND'S
FUTURE.

LONDON isn't the headquarters for big new
developing enterprises any more. If you take

out Westminster and Wallingham London is

a collection of traditions, and newspaper of-

fices, and shops. That sort of thing can't go
on forever. Already capital is drawing away
to conditions it can find a profit in steel

works in Canada, woollen factories in Aus-

tralia, jute-mills in India. Do you know
where the boots came from that shod the

troops in South Africa? Cawnpore. The
money will go, you know, and that's a fact ;

the money will go, and the people will go,

anyhow. It's only a case of whether England
sends them with blessing and profit and

greater glory, or whether she lets them slip

away in spite of her."

"I dare say it will," replied Hesketh; "I've

got precious little, but what there is I'd take

put fast enough, if I saw a decent chance of

investing it. I sometimes think of trying my
luck in the States. Two or three fellows in

my year went over there and aren't making
half a bad thing of it."

"Oh, come," said Lome, half swinging
round upon the other, with his hands in his

pockets, "it isn't exactly the time, is it, to

talk about chucking the Empire?"
"Well, no it isn't," Hesketh admitted. "One

might do better to wait, I dare say. At all

events, till we see what the country says to

Wallingham."
They walked on for a moment or two in

silence; then Lome broke out again.
"I suppose it's unreasonable, but there's
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nothing I hate so much as to hear English-
men talk of settling in the United States."

"It's risky, I admit. And I've never heard

anybody yet say it was comfortable."
"In a few years, fifty maybe, it won't mat-

ter. Things will have taken their direction

by then; but now it's a question of the lead.

The Americans think they've got it, and un-
less we get imperial federation of course they
have. It's their plain intention to capture
England commercially."
"We're a long way from that," said Hes-

keth.

"Yes, but it's in the line of fate. Industrial

energy is deserting this country ; and you
have no large movement, no counter-advance,
to make against the increasing forces that are

driving this way from over there nothing to

oppose to assault. England is in a state of

siege, and doesn't seem to know it. She's so

great Hesketh, it's pathetic! She offers an
undefended shore to attack, and a stupid con-

fidence, a kindly blindness, above all to Amer-
icans, whom she patronizes in the gate."

"I believe we do patronize them," said Hes-
keth. "It's rotten bad form."

"Oh, form! I may be mad, but one seems
to see in politics over here a lack of defini-

tion and purpose, a tendency to cling to the

abstract, and to precedent 'the mainstay of
the mandarin' one of the papers calls it;

that's a good word that gives one the feel-

ing that this kingdom is beginning to be
aware of some influence stronger than it own.
It lies of course in the great West, where the
cattle and the corn grow; and between Win-
nipeg and Chicago choose quickly, England !"

His companion laughed. "Oh, I'm with
you," he said, "but you take a pessimistic
view of this country, Murchison."

"It depends on what you call pessimism,"
Lome rejoined. "I see England down the fu-
ture the heart of the Empire, the conscience of
the world, and the Mecca of the race." (Ap-
pleton. $1.50.) From Mrs. Everard Cotes'
"The Imperialist."

JOAN BECOMES THEIR LEADER.
"Gix onter der platform!" cried some one

in the rear. The cry was taken up by the

others, and Joan saw the president nod. It

seemed a very long while before she stood on
that dizzy elevation, but once there it gave
her confidence. She felt then that she was
at their head, and this thought roused a great
latent force. She ran her hand over her fore-

head to sweep back the hair from her eyes,
and began.
Those below realized, with the first word,

that she was possessed of some strange mag-
netic power. They saw a woman of an as-

tonishing beauty who did not excite their

anger or jealousy. Her beauty was imper-
sonal. They heard a musical voice, which,
though scarcely raised above the conversa-
tional tone, possessed a timbre that made it

vibrate like a man's voice. They felt them-
selves warming under the influence of her
words not so much because of what she

said, but because of this vibration. They for-

got their surroundings. They leaned forward
a bit. The stage, the other women on it,

faded, leaving only Joan with a warm glow
about her.

Her talk took a turn she had not planned
a turn which not even Gargan had suggested,
but which would have pleased him. She told
of the land of Acadie, from which her mother
had come; of the hovel into which they had
then been driven

;
of her mother's illness. She

demanded the reason for this ; why it was, with
so many good things in the world, so much
of sunshine and flowers and music, that she,
and they before her, could have none of it.

It wasn't because there was not enough of

money to go around. Did they -not toil day
after day making pretty cloth for some one?
For whom? For those strong enough to

steal it to take it away. This being so, they
too must take by force. They must fight

fight for shorter hours, more money.
Joan knew nothing of economics, not even

newspaper economics. She knew nothing of

logic. Her speech was very illogical and all

her theories unsound. But she spoke from
the heart, if not the brain, to people who had
more heart than brain.

They began to applaud. As she swept
them along, they cheered. When she men-
tioned fight, they rose to their feet and
cheered. It was the sincerity in her voice
that moved them the sincerity that makes
orators of women pleading for their off-

spring, Demostheneses of fools pleading for

their lives.

She gazed back at them, only half realizing
it all. They grew farther and farther away,
and, as she stepped outside of herself to tell

of her vision, she saw not one of them.

(Houghton, M. & Co. $1.50.) From Bart-
letfs "Joan of the Alley."

THE TV/ENTIETH CENTURY ARTISTIC
TEMPERAMENT.

A CRISIS in my life has come, and I have de-

cided to leave home and live by myself. My
home circle stifles me; my spirit demands
solitude, and, if I am to develop myself, I

must have it. I am the only Thompson who
has the Artistic Temperament. Poor papa
still insists on going daily to his Government
office and red tape still satisfies him. Far be
it from me to blame him it is the Groove to

which he has grown accustomed. My mother
leads the life of a mere invalid, a slave to

rheumatism. For this, too, I can make al-

lowances. It needs a strong soul to domi-
nate the body, and Will-power is uncommon
in her generation. The rest of my family,
four brothers and two younger sisters, are

not at all gifted, and they neither understand
me nor appreciate my aims. So I am very,

very lonely. I do not in the least know how
I came by my artistic temperament. I only
know that it is there, that I suffer from all its

symptoms. I am a prey to nervous depres-
sions ;

I get exhausted directly I am op-

posed; I cannot take my meals with other

people ; and I am writing a Realistic Novel
which centres round the Education Bill. It

is for this that I exist, and to this that I con-

secrate my powers. Yet my relations will not
show me any sympathy, or make it possible
for me to live at home.

It stands to reason that to develop myself
I must have room; that if I am to create

there must be Silence in my Soul and plenty
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of books at hand. I am conscious that I have

many faults, but I think I may safely affirm

that selfishness is not one of them. Yet my
family, from pure prejudice, refuse me the

simplest request; they will not even allow me
the use of the drawing-room between 10 and
3, or, again, between 8.30 and n P.M., when I

find my brain moves the most quickly. And
yet there is no reason against it. My mother
has quite a large bedroom ; my father has
made a study of his dressing-room, and there

is plenty of space for my youngest brother to

prepare his lessons there. Surely the five

others need not make difficulties about sitting
in the dining-room, where the laying of meals
does not take more than twenty minutes. It

is true that the piano is in the drawing-room,
but the one of my sisters who plays will never
do anything for Art anything, I mean, that

justifies the sacrifice of my Work. As for

her siiiging-class for shop-girls, which she
used to have once a week, we all have to

learn that charity begins at home.
My second motive in leaving home for I

have a second motive is to see Life. Much
can be done, I am sure, by reading and I

have read, deeply, for my Novel. I have gone
through Zola and a good deal of Kant and
three or four Bluebooks on Secondary Edu-
cation. But reading is not all. My book is a

subversive book, and, as this is so, I must
know what I am subverting. I must also

study Passion. And how can these ends be
obtained except by watching Life the life of

Society by day, the life of music-halls and of

public-houses by night? But my poor father

objects to my researches, and so since I

fight for Truth it seems best to quit his

house. I think of taking a small flat and of

becoming a typewriter for my livelihood. Of
course, to begin with, this will not leave me
any time for my Novel, but then I shall be

seeing Life at the Polytechnic classes.

Will you most kindly give me your candid

opinion on the course I should pursue ? Only
please do not try to persuade me to go on
living at home. You, who are so wise, will

perhaps be able to explain why one's rela-

tions are always much more irritating than

anybody else, and why their temper is al-

lowed to ruin domestic happiness. Pray for-

give me for this long, but I hope not uninter-

esting, letter. I shall be hungry for your
answer. Yours in all sincerity,

ELAINE THOMPSON.
My Novel is to be called "The Woof

Warp." I should like to consult you as to

whether Chapter L. is too strong to be left in

(Dodd, M. & Co. $1.50.) From "The
Woodhouse Correspondence."

JAPANESE IN KOREA.

THE extraneous evidence of the power of
the Japanese irritates the Koreans, increasing
the unconquerable aversion which has in-

spired them against the Japanese through cen-

turies, until, of the various races of foreign-
ers in Korea at the present, none are so de-

servedly detested as those hailing from the
Island Empire of the Mikado. Nor is this

prejudice remarkable, when it is considered
that it is the scum of the Japanese nation
that has settled down upon Korea. It is,

perhaps, surprising that the animus of the

Koreans against the Japanese has not died

out with time ;
but the fault lies entirely with

the Japanese themselves. Within recent years
so much has occurred to alter the position of

Japan and to flatter the vanity of these island

people that they have lost their sense of per-

spective. Puffed up with conceit, they now
permit themselves to commit social and ad-

ministrative excesses of the most detestable

character. Their extravagant arrogance
blinds them to the absurdities and follies of

their actions, making manifest the fact that

their gloss of civilization is the merest veneer.

Their conduct in Korea shows them to be

destitute of moral and intellectual fibre. They
are debauched in business, and the prevalence
of dishonorable practices in public life makes
them indifferent to private virtue. Their in-

terpretation of the laws of their settlements,
as of their own country, is corrupt. Might
is right; the sense of power is tempered
neither by reason, justice nor generosity.
Their existence from day to day, their habits

and their manners, their commercial and so-

cial degradation, complete an abominable

travesty of the civilization which they profess
to have studied. It is intolerable that a gov-
ernment aspiring to the dignity of a first-class

power should allow its settlements in a friend-

ly and foreign country to be a blot \ipon its

own prestige, and a disgrace to the land that

harbors them.
There are some twenty-five thousand Jap-

anese in Korea, and the Japanese settlement
is the curse of every treaty port in Korea.
It is at once the centre of business, and the

scene of uproar, riot, and confusion. In the

comparative nakedness of the women, in the

noise and violence of the shopkeepers, in the

litter of the streets, there is nothing to sug-
gest the delicate culture of Japan. The mod-
esty, cleanliness, and politeness, so character-

istic of the Japanese, are conspicuously ab-

sent in their settlements in this country.
Transformation has taken place with trans-

migration. The merchant has become a

rowdy; the coolie is impudent, violent, and,
in general, an outcast more prone to steal

than to work. Master and man alike ter-

rorize the Koreans, who go in fear of their

lives whenever they have transactions with
the Japanese. (Scribner. $1.50 net.) From
Angus Hamilton's "Korea."

DR. RAINSFORD'S VIEWS OF CAPITAL AND
LABOR.

I HAVE found the lives of the working peo-
ple full of stimulus and full of inspiration.
Church people arc often ignorant of what
seems to me very important in the whole
movement among the poor people; that, in

their struggle with capital there is not simply
,an individual struggle, but there is a con-
stant struggle to lift the' whole class. There
is a strong class feeling among them of a

worthier kind than the class feeling of which
I have spoken among the rich. The class

feeling among the rich is distinctly limiting
even harmful I cannot think of instances
where it helps and broadens ; it tends to make
the class smaller, narrower, less democratic
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and less patriotic, because it surrounds them
. with a vicious atmosphere ; whereas class

feeling among the poor has an opposite effect.

It has a great regard for the under-dog.
There is a quality there of self-sacrifice; a

willingness to sacrifice personal interest for
the building up of the number, which is very
valuable.

Their unionism is full of mistakes I am
not seeking to defend them their treatment
of the "scab" is wrong ; they assume an un-
moral position which they have learned from
the rich, like the Standard Oil Company and
others; but fundamentally they are trying to
build up something bigger than personal for-
tune. As a basis there is distinctly the idea
of brotherhood, which is a valuable thing to

go on, however mistaken they may be in their

expression of that idea. John Mitchell is not
working for his own advancement; he is

working for the general good of his class, and
others are doing the same thing. They be-
lieve there is no development for the class

(and they are quite right) except by organ-
ization, and so they seek to force the hand of
those who are unwilling to join that organi-
zation. Their methods may be wrong; but
to the observer of human nature there is

among the poor an element of unselfishness
that impresses one, a willingness to help one
another,* a readiness to do things for others
which people of the rich and middle class
would not think of doing, except for intimate
friends, perhaps.

I know it can be said that there are in-

stances where walking delegates take bribes;
but, on the whole, I can give more instances
of fine self-denial in the lives of labor leaders.
I have personally known many of these men,
and I have known them to cut their salaries
almost in half in order -to. advance' the cause
for which they were working, and for which
they were already insufficiently paid. I know
as a matter of fact that Mr. Powderly took a

large slice out of his salary and turned it into
the treasury of his organization. Men like
Mitchell and Debs could have large sums of
money if they cared to; but they have in-

variably refused; and yet Mr. Debs, in my
judgment, comes very near being an an-
archist. (Outlook Co. $1.50.) From "A
Preacher's Story"

CAPITAL AND LABOR.
THE result of civil change and revolution

has been to divide society into two widely
differing castes. On the one side there is the

party which holds power because it holds
wealth; which has in its grasp the whole of
labor and trade; which manipulates for its

own benefit and its own purposes all the
sources of supply, and which is even repre-
sented in the councils of the State itself. On
the other side there is the needy and power-
less multitude, broken down and suffering,
and ever ready for disturbance. If working
people can be encouraged to look forward to

obtaining a share in the land, the consequence
will be that the gulf between vast wealth and
sheer poverty will be bridged over, and the

respective classes will be brought nearer to

one another. A further consequence will re-

sult in the greater abundance of the fruits of

the earth. Men always work harder and
more readily when they work on that which
belongs to them; nay, they learn to love the

very soil that yields, in response to the labor
of their hands, not only food to eat, but an
abundance of good things for themselves and
those that are dear to them. That such a

spirit of willing labor would add to the pro-
duce of the earth and to the wealth of the

community is self-evident. And a third ad-

vantage would spring from this : men would
cling to the country in which they were born

;

for no one would exchange his country for a

foreign land if his own afforded the means
of living a decent and happy life. These
three important benefits, however, can be
reckoned on only provided that a man's
means be not drained and exhausted by ex.-

cessive taxation. The right to possess pri-
vate property is derived from nature, not from
man, and the State has the right to control
its use in the interests of the public good
alone, but by no means to absorb it alto-

gether. The State would, therefore, be unjust
arid cruel if under the name of taxation it

were to deprive the private owner of more
than is fitting.

If we turn now to things external and
corporeal, the first concern of all is to save
the poor workers from the cruelty of greedy
speculators, who use human beings as mere
instruments of money-making. It is neither

just nor human so to grind men down with
excessive labor as to stupefy their minds and
wear out their bodies. Man's powers, like

his general nature, are limited, and beyond
these limits he cannot go. His strength is

developed and increased by use and exercise,
but only on condition of due intermission and
proper rest. Daily labor, therefore, should
be so regttfeted as rrot ta be protracted over

longer hours than the strength admits. How
many and how long the intervals of rest

should be must depend on the nature of the

work, on circumstances of time and place, and
on the health and strength of the workman.
Those who work in mines and quarries, and
extract coal, stone, and metals from the

bowels of the earth, should have shorter hours
in proportion as their labor is more severe

and trying to health. Finally, work which is

quite suitable for a strong man cannot rea-

sonably be required from a woman or child.

As a general principle it may be laid down
that a workman ought to have leisure and rest

proportionate to the wear and tear of his

strength; for waste of strength must be re-

paired by cessation from hard work.
Let it then be taken for granted that work-

man and employer should, as a rule, make
free agreements, and in particular should

agree freely as to wages; nevertheless, there

underlies a dictate of natural justice more
imperious. and ancient than any bargain be-

tween man and man, namely, the remunera-
tion ought to be sufficient to support a frugal
and well-behaved wage-earner. If through
necessity or fear of a worse evil the workman
accept harder conditions because an employer
or contractor will afford him no better, he is

made the victim of force and injustice. (Ben-
ziger. $2.) From "The Great Encyclical
Letters of Leo XIII."
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New Uo0k0 to fteafo anb
"There is no worthier or surer pledge of the intelligence and the purity of any community than

their general purchase cf books ; nor is there anyone who does more to further the attainment and

possession of these qualities than agood bookseller.'" PROF. DUNN.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.

FOURNIER, AUGUST. Napoleon the first : a

biography; tr. by Margaret Bacon Corwin
and Arthur Dart Bissell ; ed. by E. Gaylord
Bourne. Holt. 12, $2 net.

"Fournier's 'Napoleon' is recognized as

one of the standard authorities, and will still

hold its place as a book of reference and

study, in spite of the many newer books pub-
lished since its first appearance. Therefore a

well-edited translation is a boon for the stu-

dent and the librarian. The convenience of

the present edition, which is in one compact
volume, with clear and well-printed text, will

be much appreciated. Fournier's research,
breadth of view, and clear style are admired
by historians, and the present translation pre-
serves the character of the original and is

agreeable reading." Boston Literary World.

GOULD, G. MILBRY, M.D. Biographic clinics,

v. 2, The origin of the ill health of George
Eliot, George Henry Lewes, Wagner, Park-
man, Jane Welsh Carlyle, Spencer, Whit-
tier, Margaret Fuller Ossoli and Nietzsche.
Blakiston. 12, $i net.

Dr. Gould's leading argument is that eye-
strain was the cause of the ill health of the
various famous writers whose names are in-

cluded in the title. To prove this he makes
extracts where possible from their diaries and
letters covering many years, describing symp-
toms of ill health under certain conditions,
etc. As a book of quotations alone the vol-

ume is perfectly delightful.

JOHNSTON, R. M. Napoleon: a short biogra^
phy. A. S. Barnes. 12, $i net.

Mr. Johnston is author of "The Roman
theocracy and the republic, 1846-1849," and
lecturer in Italian history in Harvard Uni-
versity. His book is intended to present in

concise form, but with historical accuracy, an
outline of the history of Napoleon, that will

convey an adequate first impression of his

genius and policy. Every chapter is followed
by a chronology and a bibliographical note,
suggesting further reading. ,

RAINSFORD, Rev. W. STEPHEN. A preacher's
story of his work. Outlook Co. 12, $1.25
net.

Dr. Rainsford is the well-known rector of
St. George's Church, near Stuyvesant Square.
Twenty years ago this was a dying church,
abandoned by its wealthy members and
shunned by the poor. How Dr. Rainsford
raised it to the point of being, as it is now,
one of the most popular churches on the East
Side, is part of the story he tells in this vol-
ume.

Rns, JACOB A. Theodore Roosevelt the citi-

zen. Outlook Co. pors. 8, $2 net.

"Jacob Riis's Theodore Roosevelt the citi-

zen* is the sincerest piece of unmitigated
eulogy that anybody could imagine. The au-

thor's striking qualification as a biographer is

an admiration for the President amounting al-

most to the passion of his life, and he revels

in it for 449 pages. He keeps the loud pedal
on from beginning to end. The volume
is a handsome one, with good, large type, ard

many -excellent illustrations from photographs
of Mr. Roosevelt and members of his family.
It ought to be widely read." N. Y. Sun.

RUMBOLD, Sir HORACE. Further recollections

of a diplomatist. Longmans. 8, $6.
A supplementary volume to "Recollections

of a diplomatist," which covered the time
from 1849-1873. The present volume deals

with the period from 1873-1885. The author
was born in England, 1829; he has served as

attache at Turin, 1849, at Paris and Frank-
fort in 1852, and as Secretary of the Legation
in China in 1859; Minister to Chili, 1872-78;
and Ambassador to Australia, 1896-1900; also

in many other countries as a diplomat.

TUCKER, BOOTH. The consul : a sketch of

Emma Booth Tucker, by her husband,
Commander Booth Tucker. Salvation

Army Pub. Dept. 12, 35 c.

It will be remembered that the subject of
this memoir died from injuries received in a

railroad accident in October of 1903, in a train

going from Kansas City to Chicago. She was
the daughter of General Booth, the head of
the Salvation Army, and the wife of Booth
Tucker, the commander of the army in this

country. It is he who has written her biog-
raphy, telling of her earnest work for the

ignorant and vicious through all the years of
her life, from the time of her girlhood.

WRIGHT, T. Life of Edward Fitzgerald.
Scribner, [imported.] 2 v., 8, $7.50 net.

DESCRIPTION, GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

OCKEY, T. Venice and its story; with 112 il.,

including 50 in cols, by O. F. M. Ward and
W. K. Hinchliff, 50 in black and white by
Nellie Erichsen, 12 reproductions from the
works by the Venetian painters. Macmil-
lan. 8, $6 net.

DOMESTIC AND SOCIAL

FARMER, FANNIE MERRITT. Food and cookery
for the sick and convalescent. Little, B. &
Co. il. 12, $1.50 net.

Contents: Food and its relation to the

body; Estimates of food values; Digestion;
Food and health vs. drugs and disease

;
In-

fant feeding; Child feeding; Food for the

sick; Cookery for the sick; Water; Milk;
Alcohol ; Beverages ; Gruels, beef extracts,
and beef teas; Bread; Breakfast cereals;

Eggs ; Soups, broths, and stews
;
Fish ; Meat ;

Vegetables ; Potatoes ; Salads and sand-
wiches

;
Hot puddings and pudding sauces;

Jellies ; Cold deserts ; Frozen deserts ; Fruits
and how to serve them; Wafers and cakes.
Index.
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FICTION.

BARRY, W. The dayspring. Dodd, M. 12,
$1.50.

"Spiritualism, love, politics and adventure
are intricately linked in Dr. Barry's interest-

ing if long-drawn-out story of the days of
the Commune. The action revolves about a

romantic Irish youth of "Red Republican"
tendencies, who falls in love with a young
French widow, an aristocrat of aristocrats.
For her part the widow is enamored of him
because of his striking resemblance to her
dead husband, with whose soul she believes
herself to be in constant spiritual communion.
This belief is fostered by her evil genius, a
charlatan with an eye to her fortune. As a
result the lovers tread the proverbially thorny
path, until the pseudo-spiritualist meets with
his just deserts and the Irishman has a happy
solution of his dilemma thrust upon him.''

The Outlook.

BARTLETT, F. ORIN. Joan of the alley; with
il. by Eleanor Winslow. Houghton, M.
12, $1.50.
"Without being a strong story, it still has

sufficient strength to mark Mr. Bartlett as a

writer whose future work will bear close in-

spection. He has two qualities which, in

proper combination, have produced some of
the very best of modern novels first, the gift
of seeing humanity in the bulk, of looking
upon life in a broad, panoramic fashion; and,
secondly, the equally important gift of noting
the small things of life, the apparently petty
trials and vexations, which in the long run
mean so much, and assigning to them their
real significance in the history of a man or a
woman. Some day Mr. .Bartlett will give us
a book written along much bigger lines than
this, a real epic of factory life. The present
book is really little more than the crayon out-
line of such a picture, traced, it must be con-
ceded, with an assured touch upon a wide
canvas." The N. Y. Globe.

BRUDNO, EZRA S. The fugitive: being me-
moirs of a wanderer in search of a home.
Doubleday, P. & Co. 12, $1.50.
"An intensely human interest is its salient

point. The hero is a Lithuanian Jew who is

left an orphan while still a child. Little Israel
Abramowitch sees his father accused of the
murder of a Christian child. Circumstantial
evidence so hems in the unhappy man that he

hangs himself in prison The lad's mother
dies, and he soon takes up the life of a kind
of vagabond, going from place to place, al-

ways studying, but, outside of his books,
learning chiefly sorrow. In the course of time
he comes to America, and here, too, he has

heavy burdens to bear. It is a grim story,
and this not simply because the hero under-
goes one hardship after another. The plot in-

cludes some cruelly bitter passages. There is

a description in the book of a riot in the Jew-
ish quarter of a Russian town, which is posi-

tively horrible in its realism. 'The fugitive'
is a serious and an interesting piece of fic-

tion." N. Y. Tribune.

CONFESSIONS of Marguerite: the story of a

girl's heart. Rand, McN. & Co. 12, $1.25.
"One takes up a volume of confessions with

misgivings in these days. This Marguerite

who confesses, however, disarms criticism to
a degree, because she shows evidences of
strength and sincerity. Hers is the oft-told
tale of a woman's struggle for a livelihood in
a great city, with temptations and hardships
almost beyond endurance While little is left

to our imagination, the especial trials of a
beautiful young woman wage-earner are indi-

cated with delicacy and with some power. It

is a relief to know that Marguerite returned,,
in the end, sadder and wiser, to her profession,
of country school teacher." The Outlook.

COTES, Mrs. SARA JEANNETTE DUNCAN, [Mrs.
Everard Cotes.] The imperialist. Apple-
ton, il. 12, $1.50.

Quotation .elsewhere in this issue.

CROCKETT, S. RUTHERFORD. The adventurer in

Spain ; with il. by Cal San Ora and from
photographs by the author. Stokes. 12,.

$1.50.
An account of Mr. Crockett's (the English

novelist's) own travels in Spain. A number
of interesting stories of Spanish domestic life^

growing out of his experience with the peo-
ple he came in contact with, vary the descrip-
tions of the country. He went to Spain in

search of romance and experienced many
strange adventures. Several times he en-

gaged in smuggling expeditions. The ro-

mances he tells are tragic as well as tender.

DUDENEY, Mrs. H. The story of Susan ; with
il. by Paul Hardy. Dodd, M. 12, $1.50.

"Briefly told, The story of Susan' is a

study of the narrowness and bigotry of Meth-
odism in the early -forties. Susan is an ir-

repressible young woman, with progressive
tendencies; and Martin Heritage, the young
silversmith, whom she loves, has a hard strug-

gle between his affection for her and his am-
bition to become an -elder in the rigid little

church to which he belongs. Between them
all, they well-nigh wreck the life and crush
out the spirit of Susan before they are done
with her. They force her into a loveless mar-
riage with another man, on account of a fool-

ish but harmless indiscretion. And finally,

when she comes back to them sadly broken

by her experience, they wound her in a thou-
sand ways with their fault finding, their hy-
pocrisy, their rigid discipline, until one day in

church she turns upon them and speaks her
mind openly." Commercial Advertiser.

EGGLESTON, G. GARY. Running the river: a
story of adventure and success. A. S.

Barnes & Co. 12, $1.50.
"A story of how three plucky brothers and

a no less plucky sister restored the fortunes
of a family ruined by flat-boat disaster on the

Mississippi. This story is full of adventure
and of that information incidental to narra-

tion which Mr. Eggleston knows so well how
to impart. The action in the book takes place
in the stirring period midway between the
Louisiana Purchase and the present time,
when the Mississippi and other rivers were
crowded with steamboats and the scenes of

thrilling occurrences. The romance is ac-

companied by sketches of actual life and his-

toric happenings, giving the book the charac-

ter of a story history of the building of the
Middle West." N. Y. World.
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FARQUHAR, Mrs. ANNA, ["Margaret Allston,"

pseud.] An Evans of Suffolk. L. C. Page
& Co. 12, $1.50.
"It is not the plot of Miss Farquhar's novel

which makes it so unusual and so' good ; it is,

rather, the admirable character-drawing, the

remarkably vivid and entertaining pictures of

social life, and the brilliant conversations and
keen satire. It would be far to seek for more
excellently drawn characters than Hawtry
Evans, the disreputable drunkard and prison-

bird, though always fascinating and gentle-

manly, and his poor, faithful wife, the father

and mother of the sore-pressed heroine. In

these two characters the author has done

something new and strong. You loathe, and

sympathize, at the same time, with both of

them, for different reasons. And this is one
of the charms and clevernesses of the book
it is realistically inconsistent. By this we
mean that, as is the case in life, no one char-

acter is all good or all bad; so, as in life, we
have to love, admire, despise, condone at the

same time." Boston Literary World.

HAWTHORNE, HILDEGARDE. A country inter-

lude : a novelette. Houghton, M. 12,
$1.25.
"Briar Roses," a charming old house on the

Hudson, is the scene of a pretty summer love

story. Imogen, the heroine, tells it in a series

of bright letters to her friend Anne. Imogen
and her mother have returned to their old

home, after an exciting winter in New York
City, for rest. The delightful country that

surrounds them is vividly described. An ar-

tist invades their solitude, and creates a ro-

mance.

HORNUNG, ERNEST W. Dennis Dent : a novel ;

with a frontispiece by Harrison Fisher.

Stokes. 8, $1.50.
Dennis Dent was a young, ambitious, optim-

istic Irishman who sailed for Australia in the

early fifties to dig for gold. He saved the life

of the girl he loved from drowning and then
worked day and night to make a fortune to

placate her father's prejudices. He had ene-

mies, and a deep-laid plot almost defeated his

plans. The Crimean War and later the In-

dian mutiny furnished some decisive inci-

dents.

LINCOLN, Jos. C. Cap'n Eri : a story of the

coast; il. by Charlotte Weber. A. S.

Barnes & Co. 12, $1.50.

Noted elsewhere in this issue.

MILLER, ELIZ. The yoke : a romance of the

days when the Lord redeemed the children
of Israel from the bondage of Egypt.
Bobbs-Merrill. 12, $1.50.
Noticed' in March issue.

ROWLAND, H. C. To windward : the story of
a stormy course

; frontispiece in col. by
Charlotte Weber. A. S. Barnes & Co. 12*

$1.50.
The hero is introduced in Shoal Harbor,

Maine, after he has mastered two professions
that of an able skipper and that of a skilful

surgeon. The first of these callings he makes
subservient to the last, plying it in order that
he may see his higher aims realized. When
he is almost assured of success, a man who
has thwarted his plans on previous occasions

again interferes, and the result is several dra-

matic scenes, in which the heroine is seen to

advantage and the hero shows himself master
of a trying situation. By the author of "Sea

scamps."

RUSSELL, G. W. E., and SICHEL, EDITH. The
Woodhouse correspondence. Dodd, M. &
Co. 12, $1.50.
"The book has two aspects. It may be re-

garded as a kind of parody upon the numer-
ous epistolary novels that have recently af-

flicted the world, or it may be regarded as a

little skit upon the foibles of types familiar

enough in modern society, the selfish widower
nursing imaginary ills, the 'advanced' young
woman aspiring to a literary career, the fool-

ish dowager, and so on and so on. No mat-
ter how it is considered, 'The Woodhouse
correspondence' is amusing. Mr. Russell

and Miss Sichel are alive to all the absurdi-

ties of the day, and they have a light touch in

hitting them off." N. Y. Tribune.

SAWYER, JOSEPHINE CAROLINE. All's fair in

love ; with il. and decorations by C. B.
Falls. Dodd, M. 12, $1.50.
The historical setting is of the days of

Henry v., and the chief events take place on
the Scottish border in the troublous days of
the early fifteenth century. A girl betrothed
to one man loves another, who in his turn
loves another woman. Both couples arrange an
exchange amicably. As they are of the Doug-
las, Percy and Neville houses, it was necessary

to^
resort to many stratagems to keep the

reigning lords from bloodshed over their

frustrated plans of aggrandizement by mar-
riage.

STANGER, WESLEY A. Rescued from fiery
death : a powerful narrative of the Iroquois
Theatre disaster. Laird & Lee. il. 12.
75 c.

; pap., 25 c

Through the life and adventures of a rich

young Chicago man and his betrothed, the

story is told of the fire and terrible loss of
life in the Iroquois Theatre of Chicago in

December last. After many exciting episodes
the young couple are married and travel to

Baltimore, arriving there on the eve of the
recent conflagration, which they witness, and
which is fully described .

WEBSTER, H. KITCHELL. The Duke of Cam-
eron Avenue. Macmillan. 16, (Little nov-
els by favorite authors.) 50 c.

The author of "Calumet K" and "Roger
Drake," captain of industry, deals this time
with life as it is represented in a university
settlement. The principal characters are Do-
cilas Ramsay, warden of the settlement, Doc-
tor Haversham, an interesting young woman,
and last but not least Albert Gollans, ward
alderman, called by the people "Duke of Cam-
eron Avenue." Ramsay schemes to subjugate
the Duke and the results of his social experi-
ments are surprising.

WHITLOCK, BRAND. Her infinite variety ;
with

il. by Howard Chandler Christy ; decora-
tions by Ralph Fletcher Seymour. Bobbs-
Merrill. 12, $1.50.
A state senator of Illinois yields to the per-

suasion of a woman lawyer and makes a great
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speech for woman suffrage. His fiancee and
a belligerent aunt immediately start from
Chicago for the capital, and by their efforts
the bill is defeated when it comes to the vote.
The author of "The thirteenth district" is evi-

dently posted in all the tricks by which the
political lives of law-makers are made stren-
uous and exciting.

ZANGWILL, ISRAEL. Merely Mary Ann; il. by
scenes from the play. Macmillan. 12,
pap., 50 c.

One of Zangwill's short stories that was
originally published in a volume of short
stories entitled "The grey wig, and other
stories." Since its dramatization and success
as a play the publishers have issued it in its

present form, illustrated by scenes from the

play. Mary Ann is a little "slavey" in a cheap
London lodging house. The hero Lancelot is

a lodger in the house, and a love affair grows
up between them. He is miserably poor.
Suddenly she inherits a great fortune and the
story takes a new turn.

HISTORY.

DAGGETT, A. S. America in the China Relief

Expedition. Hudson-Kimberly Pub. Co.
maps, 12, $2.

HAMILTON, ANGUS. Korea. Scribner. il.

map, 12, $1.50 net.

Angus Hamilton was for two years the
special correspondent of the Pall Mall Gazette
in the Far East, and during his commission
for that journal travelled through Korea, vis-

iting the spheres of influence of the powers,
treaty ports and concessions, and the country
generally. The important facts of the present
international complications are prominently
dealt with, as well as the more general facts
of the country, its history, arts, customs, scen-
ery, etc. First published at $4, and sold out
at once. A cheaper edition was clamored for
and will HO doubt go as quickly. The book
has the ring of truth from first word to last.

HATCH, L. CLINTON. The administration of
the American Revolutionary Army. Long-
mans. 8, (Harvard hist, studies, v. 10.)

$1.50.

LECKY, W. E. HARTPOLE. The French Revo-
lution: chapters from the author's history
of England during the eighteenth century;
with historical notes by H. Eldridge
Bourne. Appleton. 12, $1.25.
This volume is made up of the three chap-

ters in Mr. Lecky's "History of England dur-
ing the eighteenth century," which discuss
the causes of the French Revolution and de-
scribes its progress until the outbreak of the
war with England.
STEINER, BERNARD CHRISTIAN. Beginnings of
Maryland, 1631-1639. Johns Hopkins Press.
8, (Johns Hopkins Univ. studies.) pap.,
75 c.

Chapters on: Claiborne and his enter-
prise; Opposition to Lord Baltimore; The
Lord Baltimore's first expedition ; Baltimore's
instructions to his colonists; The voyage of
the Ark arid the Dove

; The landing in Mary-
land; Calvert's Potomac voyage: The found-
ing of St. Mary's ; Beginnings of the provin-
cial trade; Kent Island settlement, etc.

HYGIENE.

GORDON, W. I. How to live 100 years ; or,
the new science of living. Suggestive New
Thought Publishing Co. 12, $1.50.
Dr. Gordon's "new science of living" is the

abstaining from all animal food, and the liv-

ing upon fruits and vegetables and cereals;
he also condemns vaccine and other "so-
called" antitoxins as very dangerous, the doc-
tor in

^

his vocabulary being a "licensed mur-
derer." Hot water as a drink, bathing, etc.,
are among the other simple remedies he
gives by which we may prolong life a hundred
years.

LITERARY MISCELLANY, COLLECTED WORKS,
ETC

BAY Psalm Book : a facsimile reprint of this
book

; with an historical and bibliographical
introd. by Wilberforce Eames. Dodd, M.
& Co. 8, on Japan pap., $10 net; on deckle-
edge pap., $4 net.

KERSEY, J. A. The ethics of literature.

Twentieth Century Press. 8, $1.50.
The author says in his preface: "I propose

to inquire what some great literary luminaries
have done, and to show in some instances
v/hat were better left undone, for the enlight-
enment of mankind. And in this retrospect
we will observe the acknowledged Titans en-

gaged in Herculean labors to establish truths

which, in the nature of things and of mind,
are either self-evident or improbable. We
will observe minds which have given the
world some of the most superb thought,
grouping the rarest gems in clusters with the
veriest peter-funk. We will behold exhibi-
tions of power out of all proportion with

principle, in many instances entirely without
it but occasionally we will be refreshed with
an instance in which the renown of the au-
thor is not the soul of his effort, and his

profit is not its stimulus."

KINGSLEY, C. "Beautiful thoughts" from
Charles Kingsley; arranged by Philip W.
Wilson. Ja. Pott & Co. 12, (Beautiful
thoughts ser.) 75 c. ; cf., $i.

KINGSLEY, C.' Hypatia. Nelson. 16, (New
century lib.) $i ;

flex, leath., $1.50.

POE, EDGAR ALLAN. Tales of mystery. Bell.

12, (The unit books, no. 3.) 51 c.
; leath.,

71 c.
; pap., 21 c.

List of authorities, p. 497.

SHEARIN, HUBERT GIBSON. The expression of

purpose in old English prose. Holt. 12,
(Yale studies in English, 'no. 18.) pap., $i.

SMITH, D. NICHOL, ed. Eighteenth century
essays on Shakespeare. Macmillan. 8,
$3 net.

MENTAL AND MORAt PHILOSOPHY

CONE, J. A. The man who pleases and The
woman who charms. [3d ed., rev.] Hinds
& Noble. 16, 75 c.

Suggestive chapters on : The man who
pleases ; The woman who charms

; The art of
conversation

; Good English ; Tact in conver-
sation

; The compliment of attention; The
voice; Good manners; Dress; The optimist;
Personal peculiarities; Suggestions from
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many sources. Extracts in prose and verse

largely illustrate the various sides of the sub-

ject of how to please.

NATURE AND SCIENCE.
MILLER, Mrs. HARRIET MANN, ["Olive
Thome Miller," pseud.] With the birds in

Maine. Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $1.10
net.

Although the studies chronicled in this

book, with one or two exceptions, were made
in Maine during ten summers, part or all of
which the author spent there, it should be un-
derstood that the birds described are not con-
fined to the Pine Tree State nor even to New
England. They are for the most part common
to the eastern and middle states. The fifteen

papers are as rich in descriptions of nature as

they are in pen pictures of the appearance and
habits of birds.

POETRY AND DRAMA.
GAYLEY, C. MILLS, and FLAHERTY, MARTIN C,
comps. Poetry of the people ; comprising
poems illustrative of the history and na-
tional spirit of England, Scotland, Ireland
and America

; selected and arranged, with
notes, by Charles Mills Gayley and Martin
C. Flaherty. Ginn. 16, 50 c.

KEATS, J. Poems. Oxford Univ. Press,

(Amer. Branch.) por. 24, (Oxford min-
iature ed.) $i.

MATTHEWS, JA. BRANDER. The development
of the drama. Scribner. 12, $1.25 net.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.
BRADLEY, A. G. Canada in the 2oth century.
Dutton. 8, $4 net.

FISKE, AMOS KIDDER. The modern bank: a

description of its functions and methods
and a brief account of the development and
present systems of banking. Appleton. il.

12, (Appleton's business ser.) $1.50 net.

"The associate editor of the Journal of Com-
merce and Commercial Bulletin has just con-
tributed to Appleton's Business Series a vol-

ume on 'The modern bank,' which is a
model of orderly and lucid exposition. Mr.
Fiske deals with the bank purely as a mech-
anism, whose parts and functions, even the
most minute, he describes to the last detail.

He avoids the discussion of theories and prin-
ciples and attempts no criticism, and' so little

has he considered it an advantage to a prac-
tical handbook on this subject to punctuate
descriptions with references to actual cases

(of course typical bank drafts, teller's proofs,
cancelled checks, etc., are reproduced) that

scarcely an individual or an institution is

mentioned by name, except in the convenient
historical review to which a few chapters are
devoted, and in the admirable brief descrip-
tions of foreign systems at the end of the vol-
ume. For any one who wishes to get 'as

clear an idea as possible of what an up-to-
date bank does and how it is done/ Mr.
Fiske's volume is the best obtainable." N. Y.
Sun.

HOUGHTALING, C. E., comp. Many things
about the United States of America. C. E.

Houghtaling. 12, pap., 25 c.

MR. ROOSEVELT and the Presidency ; by a spec-
tator. American News Co. 8, pap., 10 c.

An appreciation of Mr. Roosevelt and also

a apology for him. The writer believes he is

the best and most available candidate for the

coming Presidential election, and carefully
reasons away objections that have been made
to him on account of his course in the North-
ern Securities case, in the Panama affair, his
entertainment of Booker Washington, etc.

SEAGER, H. ROGERS. Introduction to eco-
nomics. Holt. 8, $2 net.

Some of the contents: The rise of modern
industry in England; The industrial expan-
sion of the U. S.

; Preliminary survey of the
field of economics; The consumption of
wealth; Value and price; Production land
and natural forces, labor and capital, etc.;
Production and distribution; Distribution
net or competitive profits; Monopoly profits,
rent, wages, interest, etc.

; Legal and natural
monopolies; The railroad problem of the U.
S. ; Capitalistic monopolies, or trusts in the
U. S. ; Plans of economic reform

; Economic
progress. "References for collateral reading"
follow each chapter. Author is adjunct pro-
fessor of political economy in Columbia Uni-
versity.

SHALER, NATHANIEL SOUTHGATE. The citi-

zen : a study of the individual and the gov-
ernment. A. S. Barnes & Co. 12, $1.40
net.

The ordinary writer attacks this subject
from the top downward. Professor Shaler
goes at it from the very beginning of all

things, tracing government, liberty, wealth
and education, immigration, suffrage, the ne-

gro question, foreign colonies and municipal
reform from the amoeboid stage through the

anthropoid to their present state. One may
not always agree with the professor, especial-
ly in his anti-imperialism, but profit and
pleasure are written on every page.

STURGIS, JULIAN. The prime minister's pam-
phlet: a study and some thoughts. Long-
mans. 8, 50 c.

Thoughts on the tariff -and trusts, sug-
gested by Mr. Balfour's pamphlet.
VAN DE WARKER, ELY. Woman's unfitness

for higher co-education. Grafton Press.

12, $1.25 net.

SPORTS AND AMUSEMENTS.
ELWELL, J. B. Advanced bridge: the higher

principles of the game analyzed and ex-
plained, and their application illustrated by
hands taken from actual play. Scribner.
16, $1.50 net.

By the leading American teacher of bridge ;

intended to aid the student in acquiring a
practical acquaintance with the various forms
of attack and defense as outlined by the best

players. Particular attention is given to the
dealer's play of the dummy hand; the man-
agement of the trumps is outlined in detail
and the underlying principles are fully illus-

trated by the complete play of selected hands.

THEOLOGY. RELIGION AND SPECULATION.

BANKS, L. ALBERT, D.D. Great portraits of
the Bible. Eaton & M. 12, $1.50.
Sermons which portray many famous Bible

characters. A companion volume to "The
great sinners of the Bible," and "The great
saints of the Bible."
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HUDSON, THOMSON JAY. The evolution of

the soul, and other essays; with biograph-
ical sketch. McClurg. 12, $1.20 net.

Fourteen essays, the titles are : The evolu-
tion of the soul; Science and the future life;

Man's psychic powers ; Spiritistic phenomena
as evidence of life after death ; Spiritism and
telepathy as involved in the case of Mrs.
Leonora E. Piper ;

How I became convinced
of the existence of the faculty of telepathy;
The rationale of hypnotism ; Hypnotism in its

relations to criminal jurisprudence; Psycho-
logical problems relating to criminal confes-

sions of innocent persons ; Hypnotism a uni-

versal anaesthetic in surgery; The danger
lines in hypnotism; A psychopathic study;
Prophecy, ancient and modern; How to pre-

pare the mind for success.

LEADBEATER, C. WEBSTER. The other side of
death

; scientifically examined and carefully
described. Theosophical Book Concern.

8, $1.50.
Some of the contents: Some misconcep-

tions about death ; The evidence of continued
life

; Religious misconceptions ; Our attitude

towards death
;
The facts as they are

; Some
examples of astral life

;
Astral surroundings :

An extension of consciousn-ess ; Visits just
before death; Apparitions announcing death;
Hauntings ; Apparently aimless apparitions ;

How to meet a ghost ;
The utilization of the

medium's body ; Clairvoyance in spiritualism ;

Partial materialization; Our attitude towards
spiritualism; The heaven world; The nature
of the evidence

;
How clairvoyance is devel-

oped. Index.

PHILIP, and B., S. Letters from the beloved
city to S. B., from Philip. Longmans, il.

12, $1.20 net.

Letters written from Rome by one friend
to another, whom he wants to bring over to
the church of Rome.

SOFTLY, E. Theism under natural law as re-

lated to Old Testament criticism and to the

theodicy of Lux mundi. Whittaker. 12,
$1.50 net.

VAN DYKE, Rev. H. JACKSON. Joy and pow-
er : three messages with one meaning.
Crowell. 12, 75 c. net.

Three noteworthy addresses recently deliv-

ered by this well-known theologian and wri-

ter, entitled "Joy and power," "The battle of
life" and "The good old way." Their spirit

is essentially the same, and they are bright
and hopeful.

WARD, JA. Naturalism and Agnosticism : the

Gifford lectures delivered before the Uni-

versity of Aberdeen in 1896-1898, by Ja.
Ward. Macmillan. 2 v., 8, $6.

,
USEFUL ARTS.

LOCKWOOD, LUKE VINCENT. Colonial furni-

ture in America. Scribner. il. 8, $7.50 net.

WILLIAMS, ARCHIBALD. The romance of mod-
ern engineering. Lippincott. il. 12, $1.50.

Descriptions in non-technical language of

the Nile Dam, the Panama Canal, the Tower
Bridge, the Brooklyn Bridge, the Trans-Si-
berian Railway, the Niagara Falls Power Co.,
Bermuda Floating Dock, and other typical in-

stances of modern civil engineering.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT
ADDRESSES AND PRESIDENTIAL flESSAGES, 1902-1904

With an Introduction by HENRY CABOT LODGE.
8vo. with portrait, $2.00. Popular Edition. I2mo, $1.25.

This volume has far more significance than that of being- merely an addition to the collected works of
President Roosevelt It throws light upon the speaker himself, upon what he has done, and upon what the
man who, with the gravest public responsibility resting upon him, thinks and speaks in this way, may be
counted upon to do in the future.

The Veil of the Temple
By W. H..MALLOCK. i2mo, $1.20 net.
A Romance of English Society, by the author

of " The Romance of the igth Century,"
" The

Heart of Life," etc., that is assured of a warm
welcome.

When
The Story of

It Was Dark
Great Conspiracy. By
I2mo, net $1.20. (By

a
GUY THORNE.
mail, $1.35.)
"A powerful plea for Christianity, and at the

same time the most enthralling and interest-com-

pelling work of fiction this reviewer has ever en-
countered." Nashville A merican.

The Jessica Letters
An Editor's Romance. I2mo, net $1.10.
The correspondence between a young New York

Editor and a Young Southern woman. The book
is above all a love story. The letters are full of
wit and refreshing frankness. The situations are

delightfully romantic and the work contains some
of the prettiest love-making that has appeared for

years.

Send for Full An

Liberty and a Living
The Record of an Attempt to Secure Bread
and Butter, Sunshine and Content, by
Gardening, Fishing and Hunting. By
PHILIP G HUBERT, JR.
I2mo, net $1.20. (By mail, $1.35.)
"He writes most charmingly Of the works

treating of kindred subjects, his possesses a grace
and interest comparable to the very best of those
of his predecessors." Nation.

The Angler's Secret
By CHARLES BRADFORD, author of "The
Wild Fowlers," etc. i6mo, illustrated,
net $1.00. (Hy mail, $1.10.)
"
Pleasantly written little talks by a fisherman for

fishermen. The tyro and the expert will find practical
suggestions, while the whole is pervaded by the

spirit of Izaak Walton and combines gentle senti-

ment with the good fellowship of sport."
The Outlook.

nouncement List.

Q. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, NEW YORK AND LONDON
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From Hallie E. Hives' " The Castaway." Copyright, 1904, hy Bobbs-Merrill Co.

THE COUNTESS TERESA.

A HISTORICAL NOVEL ABOUT BYRON.
PROBABLY no kind of novel appeals to so

large, so uncritical and so appreciative a con-

stituency of readers as the historical novel.

In literatures of all languages, in learned es-

says, in periodicals and newspapers the his-

torical novel, its province, its field, its duties

and shortcomings, its educational influence

and its spreading of wrong and inaccurate

impressions has been discussed till not one
word remains to be said of it to enforce any
argument or change any opinion.

The great bulk of historical novels are sup-

posed to have pandered to loose and lazy

thinking on the part of writer and reader,

and in the great majority, it is contended, the

romance has spoiled the history and even

more the history has spoiled the romance.

Perhaps all this is true. If we were all un-

trammelled minds full of thirst for accurate

improving information, ready to use almost

every shining hour, perhaps just saving a

few moments for refreshing our rapidly im-

proving intellects with a look over the fence

of knowledge at the dear, pretty, ever fasci-

nating things that are not so, perhaps there

would be no need for historical novels.

But average readers are very human beings

and they like learning made easy, and we are
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willing to stand by our often given verdict

that they can pass most profitable hours with

historical novels. Of everything under the

sun there is good and bad, and especially a

vast quantity of neither good nor bad. The

reviews do their duty in pointing out the bet-

ter books, and it also lies in average minds

to want the best. Fiction has a place that

cannot be taken from it in the reading world,

and history cannot be hurt by a few wrong
dates in a novel or a new and original view

of some well known character shown under

surroundings tinged with imagination.

We feel sure a large number of readers

will hear with delight that Hallie Erminie

Rives, the author of "Hearts Courageous,"

that inspiring story of pre-Revolutionary times

in Virginia, has been giving careful work for

many months to a historical tale founded on

the life of Lord Byron, the most brilliant poet

of the century, if not perhaps the greatest, the

most artistic or the most sure of enduring

fame. It is rather daring of a young writer

to select the most romantic and most puz-

zling figure of a century and weave the facts

of his life and character that have been dis-

cussed by the greatest of modern minds with'

many incidents evolved from her poetic imag-
ination only. But she has produced a story in

which George Gordon, Lord Bryon, the man
so loved, so hated, so misunderstood, stands

as a man fully abreast of his day and genera-

tion, full of sympathy for all that made for

human liberty and human happiness, capable

of sacrifice even sacrifice of life itself to

promote the best interests of mankind.

She calls her story "The Castaway," tak-

ing her title from a saying of Lord Byron's,

"Three men ruined in one year a king, a

cad, and a castaway." The king was Na-

poleon, the cad was Beau Brummel, and the

castaway was Byron himself when he left his

native land forever to meet his death in the

struggle for Greek freedom.

Around this poet, lover and fighter Miss

Rives has grouped the people of his day:

Shelley, Tom Moore, Sheridan, Mary God-

win, the Countess Guiccioli, Beau Brummel
and many more. Truly material for ro-

mance !

Bobbs-Merrill Company have put Miss

Rives's story into one of their pretty volumes

which seem to know the trick of reaching

their place
v

among the best selling books of

a given time. Needless to say that Howard
Chandler Christy has caught the spirit of the

romantic incidents and furnished some of his

finest drawings for the book. (Bobbs-Mer-
rill Co. $1.50.)

lje Netnesl in (E>o0D ifictiotu

Little, Brown & Co.'s Spring Fiction.

Six new volumes of fiction, from the press

oi Little, Brown & Co., carry their readers to-

many different points of the earth and to-

many different eras of time. They are all

distinctly good.

From the graceful pen of Lucy Meacham
Thruston conies another Virginia romance,

entitled "Where the Tide Comes In." Its

pictures of present conditions in the vicinity

of Norfolk and Portsmouth are truthful, and

the heroine, who is the daughter of a well-

to-do truck farmer, is not thoroughly spoiled

by an indulgent father, and finds a fitting

mate in a patriotic young Southerner, who
has an intense love for his native State, and

receives as a reward for his devotion his elec-

tion to the Legislature. The descriptions of

the country and the people where the action

of the story takes place are realistic without

being prosaic, and the different characters

have each an individuality that exhibits in-

timacy with the South at the present time.

The hero of Miss Waller's new novel, "The

Wood-Carver of 'Lympus," is said by the

critics to be one of the most powerful and

original characters portrayed in recent fiction.

Hugh Armstrong, used to a busy out-of-door

life, in felling a tree meets with an accident

and loses the use of his limbs. At first he

finds it impossible to adjust himself to his

shut-in life, but a friend suggests woodcarv-

ing to him. Through work and love .a great

change comes over him. The scenes of the

story are laid principally in the Green Moun-
tains of Vermont.

"A Woman's Will," by Anne Warner, is

the first long story of this very talented

Western writer. Her familiarity with the

life and atmosphere of France and Germany,

acquired during her residence abroad, is man-

ifest in a story narrated almost wholly in

dialogue. The hero of this novel is a German

of rank, and a famous violin player and com-

poser, and the heroine, an American widow.

One of the charms of the story is the realistic

painting of the scenes in which the events

take place, Munich, Zurich and Lucerne.

Mrs. Warner is also the author of "Susan

Clegg" stories, published in the Century.

A Viking romance, entitled "The North

Star," is by ,a new Southern novelist, Marga-
ret Ella Henry-Ruffin, of Mobile. The story

is described as a tale of love and adventure,

with King Olaf Tryggevesson for the hero.

The story opens with a scene at a fair in Ire-

land, where Olaf meets a beautiful Irish prin-
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cess, and later changes to Norway, where

Olaf returns to be received as king. Such

history and legend as have come to us of that

time furnish fertile imagination .a frame for

stirring incident and rapid action.

The many places of picturesque and his-

toric interest in and around Quebec furnish

the background for Anna Chapin Ray's "By
the Good Sainte Anne," a love story with a

delightful American girl heroine; and "Anna

the Adventuress," by E. Phillips Oppenheim,
is a London story full of puzzling complica-

tions and unflagging interest. (Little, B. &
Co. ea., $1.50.)

Western Boom Towns in Fiction.

NOVELS of contemporaneous American life

are on the increase and are improving in lit-

erary quality. The romance of business, pol-

itics, finance and law is skilfully shown in

"The Grafters," by Francis Lynde, who con-

structs an excellent novel of political cor-

ruption, a scoundrelly and even murderous

governor, the stealing of a railway, a plot to

sell out the interests of a people to an oil

syndicate ,and the counterplots to foil the cor-

mptionists. The leading character is a law-

yer whose knowledge of various plots gained

professionally makes his personal use of such

knowledge for his own private interests a

matter of much thought and anxiety. This

is a novel to interest men, and such novels

are hard to find. (Bobbs-Merrill. $1.50.)

Herbert Quick, who has been Mayor of

Fargo and has a close knowledge of business

and politics in the Northwest, in "Aladdin

& Co." tells a story of a Dakota boom, which

is full of fresh and interesting material of-

fered in a whimsical, almost boyish tone.

Critics may differ as to the literary technique
of his work, but his idea and its consequences
make a good story.

From the same house conies "Port Argent,"

by Arthur Colton, also a story of politics and

civics in a Western lake town, but introducing
the "problem" element, through an eloquent,

From "The Wood-Carver of 'Lympus." Copyright, 1904, by LUtle, Brown & Co.

THE CHILD MOTIONLESS BENEATH THE BUTTERNUT TREES.
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ill-balanced clerical reformer. The hero is a

manly man, by accident a "boss/' by profes-
sion an engineer. He and the clergyman ar-

gue out the "problem" till the end is tragedy.

(Holt, ea., $1.50.)

Despite all crudeness and occasional blem-

ishes of inexperience, these three novels are

well worth reading.

Novels That Have "Atmosphere."
THREE women whose names stand for orig-

inality, imagination, good English and good
work are Mary Johnston, Gertrude Atherton

and John Oliver Hobbes (Mrs. Craigie).

Their latest books reach us together, and have

furnished pleasant hours even to pretty tired

reviewers.

"Sir Mortimer," by Mary Johnston, says the

Brooklyn Times, is a worthy successor of

Miss Johnston's phenomenally popular histor-

ical novels. In none of them has she held the

reader's interest more tensely; possibly in

none of them has she appealed more potently
to emotional sympathy. It is a romantic tale

of the days when Queen Elizabeth was at the

very zenith of her imperious and brilliant

reign. Gentle, courteous Sidney, dashing, ad-

venturous Drake, and Elizabeth herself are

incidental actors in the drama. Love and

hate and honor are the master passions which

govern the action. The scenes shift from

England to Spain and to the Spanish Main.

The clash of arms, the struggle for suprem-

acy, the thrill of adventure are depicted with

vigor, but they are subordinated to the human
interest. (Harper & Bros. $1.50.)

"Rulers of Kings," by Gertrude Atherton,

says the Evening Mail and Express, is a

novel of the dynasties of Europe and the des-

tinies of its nations in the hands of a very

imaginary American of untold wealth. It is

also .a book in praise of riches beyond the

dreams of avarice, for Mrs. Atherton, who
never yet hesitated to say what she thinks

and holds, frankly avows that she considers

money the coming world power, and that she

believes it to be the lever of further historical

progress, a kind of impersonal heir to the

divine right of kings. "Rulers of Kings'' is

dedicated to Mr. Poultney Bigelow, "one of

the small band of American writers who
dares at all times to tell the truth, whose pa-

triotism is genuine and useful, and who has

revealed to us so much of modern Europe."
Needless to say that the Kaiser plays a great

part in the story. (Harper. $1.50.)

The scene of Mrs. Craigie's new novel.

"The Vineyard," says The Athenccum, is pro-

vincial, the characters are provincial, but the

atmosphere is literary. Jennie Sussex, Ger-

ald Federair, and Rachel Tredegar are not

simple with the simplicity of country folk who
accept the conventions. They are infected with

the modern disease of self-consciousness
; they

are always pulling their souls up by the roots

in order to see how they grow. Indeed, Mrs.

Craigie's method may be compared to that of

the vivisector. Her creatures are alive
; they

respond to her stimulus, and as they respond
she explains the response. The charm of

Mrs. Craigie's extremely delicate art is its

equipoise between realism and romance. Jen-

nie, for example, is sheer romance shot with
sheer realism. Her imagination is romantic,
while her brain is cool reason. She is a fine

and by no means a rare type of modern

woman, the woman in whom the dualism of

passion and perception sets up a perpetual in-

terplay of the senses. Rachel is not so vivid,

but her maid Tagg is a perfect miniature.

Indeed, all Mrs. Craigie's women are sharply
characterized. Her men are not so sure and
salient. As ever, Mrs. Craigie's book may be

opened .anywhere and one's eyes fall upon an

epigram so full of truth, so neatly and unfor-

getably put that every page offers new enjoy-
ment quite aside from the story and its de-

tails. (Appleton. $1.50.)

THE English speaking world acknowledges
"The Autobiograpy of Herbert Spencer" to

be the important book of the year, and al-

ready it is being commented upon by the

foremost critics of the world. We shall try
to make some of its facts and some of its

characteristics of strength and weakness in-

teresting in our next issue.. Biographies and
estimates of Cardinal Newman and Matthew
Arnold, the men who so greatly influenced

Spencer's day and generation, will also re-

ceive attention in the June issue. A reading
list of twenty-five novels for summer reading,

including some of the best literary produc-
tions of the past five years in that class of

literature, has also been worked up very care-

fully for that number. Every year brings at

least half a dozen novels that never come into

their own of appreciation from readers always
waiting for the very newest from the fiction

mills. Many circumstances work together to

make a novel popular at the moment of its

publication, besides its intrinsic merit, and it

is well worth while when, summer brings leis-

ure to let the "latest" wait a little and learn

of the enjoyment missed in the older fiction.
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gleanings from ll)e

IVHEN THE QUEEN OPENED PARLIAMENT.

BUT the trumpets sound ! the Queen ap-

proaches ! The trumpet continues, and first

enter at a side door close at my elbow the

college of heralds richly dressed, slowly, two
and two ; then the great officers of the house-

hold, then the Lord Chancellor bearing the

purse, seal, and speech of the Queen, with the

mace-bearers before him. Then Lord Lans-
downe with the crown, the Earl of Zetland,

with the cap of maintenance, and the Duke of

Wellington, with the sword of State. Then
Prince Albert, leading the Queen, followed by
the Duchess of Sutherland, Mistress of the

Robes, and the Marchioness of Douro, daugh-
ter-in-law of the Duke of Wellington, who is

one of the ladies in waiting. The Queen and
Prince sit down, while everybody else remains

standing. The Queen then says in a voice

most clear and sweet: "My lords (rolling the

r), be seated." Upon which the peers sit

down, except those who enter with the Queen,
who group themselves about the throne in the

most picturesque manner. The Queen had a

crown of diamonds, with splendid necklace

and stomacher of the same. The Duchess of

Sutherland close by her side with her ducal
coronet of diamonds, and a little back, Lady
Douro, also, with her coronet. On the right
of the throne stood the Lord Chancellor, with
scarlet robe and flowing wig, holding the

speech, surrounded by the emblems of his

office
;
a little farther, one step lower down,

Lord Lansdowne, holding the crown on a

crimson velvet cushion, and on the left the
Duke of Wellington, brandishing the sword
of State in the air, with the Earl of Zetland

by his side. The Queen's train of royal pur-
ple, or rather deep crimson, was borne by
many train-bearers. The whole scene seemed
to me like a dream or a vision. (Scribner.

$1.50 net.) From Mrs. George Bancroft's
"Letters from England."

SURPRISE AT MOTION OF AIR-SHIP.

MY first impression of aerial navigation
was, I confess, surprise to feel the air-ship

going straight ahead. It was astonishing to

feel the wind in my face. In spherical bal-

looning we go with the wind and do not feel

it. True, in rising and descending the spheri-
cal balloonist feels the friction of the atmos-
phere, and the vertical oscillation makes the

flag flutter; but in the horizontal movement
the ordinary balloon seems to stand still while
the earth flies past under it.

As my air-ship plowed ahead, the wind
struck my face and fluttered my coat as on
the deck of a transatlantic liner, though in

other respects it will be more accurate to
liken aerial to river navigation with a steam-
boat. It is not like sail navigation ; and all

talk about "tacking" is meaningless. If there
is any wind at all, it is in a given direction,
so that the analogy with a river current is

complete. When there is no wind at all, we
may liken it to the navigation of a smooth
lake or pond. It will be well to understand
this matter.

Suppose that my motor and propeller push
me through the air at the rate of twenty
miles an hour. I am in the position of a

steamboat captain whose propeller is driving

him up or down the river at the rate of twen-

ty miles an hour. Imagine the current to be

ten miles an hour. If he navigates against the

current, he accomplishes ten miles an hour

with respect to the shore, though he has been

travelling at the rate of twenty miles an hour

through the water. If he goes with the cur-

rent, he accomplishes thirty miles an hour

with respect to the shore though he has not

been going any faster through the water.

This is one of the reasons why it is so diffi-

cult to estimate the speed of an air-ship.

It is also the reason why air-ship captains
will always prefer to navigate for their own
pleasure in calm weather, and, when they find

an air-current against them, will steer ob-

liquely upward or downward to get out of it.

Birds do the same thing. The sailing yachts-
man whistles for a fair breeze, without which
he can do nothing; but the river steamboat

captain will always hug the shore to avoid

the freshet, and will time his descent of the

river by the outgoing rather than the incom-

ing tide. We air-shipmen are steamboat cap-
tains and not sailing yachtsmen. (Century
Co. $1.40 net.) From Santos-Dumonfs "My
Air-Ship."

THE ABSENCE OF CULTURE IN MODERN
LIFE.

ONLY now and then, when the conscious-

ness of the fever-pace of life becomes for a

fleeting moment vivid even to oppressiveness,
do we stop and, with furtive look behind and
dread at the heart as we scan the vague un-

known, ask in panting accents, Whither?
And the natural allies of culture how do

they deport themselves in this spiritual Ar-

mageddon, by whose issue culture itself will

vastly gain or immeasurably lose? The an-
swer that must be given reveals more than

anything else the tragedy of the outlook. For
the spirit of materialism has won an entrance,
has been welcomed with open arms, in the

high places of intellectual illumination. Our
universities have also been brought up to date,
and now they create not only doctors of let-

ters and theology, but doctors of commerce ;

and rectoral orations, uttered in academic
aulce which aforetime echoed to the praise of

learning, are devoted to the apotheosis of trade
and the discussion of the question whether
this country or that shall "lead the world" in

the export of manufactures. The gods, in-

dulgent to Matthew Arnold in so many ways,
spared him this incongruous spectacle. In
the ancient grammar schools of the land also

technical instruction, clothed for decency's
sake in the name of education (so much re-

spect for ourselves and the past we retain),
is being more and more enthroned in the place
of humane letters, the discipline of thought
superseded by the discipline of "getting on."
For the fathers having "got on," the sons
must get still more on; whatever else hap-
pens, this process must suffer no check. To
slacken effort here, to abate concentration

upon this supreme concern, would be to with-
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draw co-operation from a divinely ordained
law of human progress ; for is not moral ex-
cellence best measured by a man's flocks and
herds, and though your Bible is emphatically
a good book, is not your bank-book a better?
And further, lest that peculiar glory of the
industrial era, the "man who has risen," should
suffer eclipse, education which was never
education at all, and was never intended to be

is starved, truncated, and finally wound up
by the time the lad has reached the mature
age of sixteen, so that when he has achieved
the goal of his and his parents' ambition he
may proudly boast that he, too, is a "self-

made man." He does not know, and is then
too old to care, that the self-made man is a
half-made man; and the other half is the half
which culture could have made had it been
allowed ; but culture would have entailed ex-

penditure of effort and time and time is

money. And so it happens that when at last

the business of "getting on" has been carried
to its calculated end, and the successful mer-
chant begins in untimely age to moderate the

passion for accumulation, it is too late to culti-

vate himself; every instinct of rational life, if

not already destroyed outright, has been par-
alyzed ; and he comes to the end of life hav-
ing entirely missed life's true purpose, which
is simply to live. (Putnam. $2.) From W.
H. Dawson's "Matthew Arnold."

JAPANESE BELIEFS ABOUT BUTTERFLIES.

IT is possible also that some weird Jap-
anese beliefs about butterflies are of Chinese
derivation; but these beliefs might be older
than China herself. The most interesting one,
I think, is that the soul of a living person may
wander about in the form .of a butterfly.
Some pretty fancies have been evolved out of
this belief such as the notion that if a but-

terfly enters your guest-room and perches be-
hind the bamboo screen, the person whom
you most love is coming to see you. That a

butterfly may be the spirit of somebody is not
a reason for being afraid of it. Nevertheless
there are times when even butterflies can in-

spire fear by appearing in prodigious num-
bers ; and Japanese history records such an
event. When Taira-no-Masakado was se-

cretly preparing for his famous revolt, there

appeared in Kyoto so vast a swarm of butter-
flies that the people were frightened think-

ing the apparition to be a portent of coming
evil. . . . Perhaps those butterflies were sup-
posed to be the spirits of the thousands
doomed to perish in battle, and agitated on
1he eve of war by some mysterious premoni-
tion of death.

However, in Japanese belief, a butterfly
may be the soul of a dead person as well as
of a living person. Indeed it is a custom of
souls to take butterfly-shape in order to an--
nounce the fact of their final departure from
the body ; and for this reason any butterfly
which enters a house ought to be kindly
treated.

To this belief, and to queer fancies con-
nected with it, there are many allusions in

popular drama. For example, there is a well-
known play called Tonde-deru-Kpcho-no-
Kanzashi; or, "The Flying Hairpin of

Kocho." Kocho is a beautiful person who
kills herself because of false accusations and
cruel treatment. Her would-be avenger long
seeks in vain for the author of the wrong.
But at last the dead woman's hairpin turns
into a butterfly, and serves as a guide to ven-

geance by hovering above the place where the

villain is hiding.
Of course those big paper butterflies (o-cho

and meclio) which figure at weddings must
not be thought of as having any ghostly sig-
nification. As emblems they only express the

joy of loving union, and the hope that the

newly married couple may pass through life

together as a pair of butterflies flit lightly

through some pleasant garden now hover-

ing upward, now downward, but never widely
separating. (Houghton. $1.50.) From Laf-
cadio Ream's '

Kwaidan."

OUR GREAT LIVING NOVELISTS.
HAVE we any great novelists, properly so

called? I do not mean merely able, brilliant

novelists but novelists really great ;
the qual-

ity of greatness, perhaps we may premise, be-

ing an indefinable quality of the man himself

bulking large behind the novelist.

Yes; we have Tolstoi, and Meredith, and
Bjornson.
One has only to realize what these three

men stand for to realize what a serious, spir-
itual force the novel has become in the mod-
ern world, and of what profound and delicate

human interest it has become the vehicle.

Tolstoi is the Christian ; Meredith, the phil-

osopher; Bjornson, the patriot. All three are

masterly story-tellers and creators of charac-
ter. We read what they write for "the story,"
like the work of any other story-teller, but
their stories move in an atmosphere so

charged with the deepest meanings of life that

they have the significance of veritable history,
and the authority of spiritual messages. These
men have been teachers of their time with an
influence far beyond that of the professed re-

ligious and philosophical teachers. We have
but to speak their names to state their signifi-

cance. As with all other great personalities,
their names are their meanings. All three, in

their several ways, are giant witnesses to the

spiritual solution of life. Tolstoi and Bjorn-
son have made their testimony by tearing from

Christianity the sophistries of its ecclesiasti-

cism, and revealing it once more in all the

astonishing simplicity of its original idealism.

Tolstoi in this respect, the master of Bjorn-
son has preached a fanaticism of unworldli-
ness the value of which is not in its literal ap-

plication, but in its sensational reminder of

those essential purities and simplicities which
at the first gave, and will always give, reality
to the Christian movement.
Mr. Meredith's message is less overtly re-

ligious. He makes his appeal as a poet and

philosopher, an evangelist for subtler minds.
He takes more account of the world as it is,

in all its complicated paradoxes of good and

evil, courageously facing mountains of doubt
that do not exist for simple seers like Tolstoi ;

and yet, at the end of a pilgrimage of faith

made arduous by every pitfall and stumbling-
block of the skeptical intellect, he conies to us

radiantly worn with his unquenchable faith. in
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the upper glories. I am saying nothing of

him, or of Tolstoi and Bjomson, merely as

novelists, because all three have used the novel

for finer issues than even the most classical

entertainment. In iheir hands the novel is the

parable of the modern world. Like all great

teachers, .they also teach in parables. The
parables are wonderful literature; but, how-
ever brilliant the style and technique of a

parable, it is, after all, its message that is uni-

versally important. The novels of Tolstoi,

Bjornson and Meredith are wonderfully en-

tertaining but it is the attitude of the men
behind them that gives them their greatest
value. (Baker & Taylor. $1.25 net.) From
Le Gallienne's "How-to Get the Best Out of
Books."

GOOD ADVICE IS SELDOM WELCOME.

"JOHNNY, you are not properly in love!"

John stood for a moment with his back to

her and his arm on the shelf over the fire-

place, then turned slowly and looked at her.

"Are you not forgetting yourself?" he

asked. He was determined to stand no more
of her opinions about his affairs.

"I?" she questioned, wide-eyed. "What
have / to do with it?" She paused and the

serious mood seemed to hover over her face.

They were like butterflies, her moods, and
fluttered near, but seldom settled upon her.

"Don't misunderstand me, Johnny. I like

Catherine Gage ;
I even think she will have a

great deal more to get used to than you will.

Poor girl !" she smiled. "She is cut out to be
the usual wife, but you? John, you are not
usual and you can't be, though you lash and

prune yourself till you bleed to death. I

know you. I do hate to see you make a mess
of things. If you'd just be yourself you'd be
so much nicer."

"You are flattering," said John, sarcasti-

cally.

"Dear, no," protested the girl; "I couldn't

be that if I tried. But you know very well,

John, that she does not care for your work
and she wonders why you don't do fashion-

plates with funny perspectives and bewitching
young men. Oh, John, I've no patience with

you. You are so blind."

"I think, Anne, that I am able to attend to

my own affairs," he said testily. ,

"You are mistaken about that, John." She
looked at him with a mock solemnity that

made him laugh, but not for several moons
after it was said. He was too angry to see,

and he felt in a fury that he must endure all

this because a woman was speaking.
"All the little things you care so much about

and that are so necessary for your work," she
went on, as if she were thinking the thing out
almost impersonally, "she will be so blind
about. They will irritate you almost to de-

spair; and the sad thing is that they are

things she can't help ; she can never under-
stand; she hasn't the brain. Her brain is

another sort. It comprehends gilt-legged fur-

niture and flowered wall-hangings. She'll

goad you to work faster and faster, perhaps
for an expensive but becoming hat, Johnny.
The useless stupidity of the sacrifice!" She
sighed with her eyes on the fireplace. She
took off her own hat and held it on a finger-
tip like a juggler.

"You have no idea, Johnny, what the Cath-

erines in this world pay for their hats. You
are in the rapt stage where you are blind to

prices. John," she threw the hat aside and
looked him straight in the eyes, "I simply can-

not abide the possibility of your not coming
into the best you are capable of in your work.

If you go on with this thing you'll end hope-

lessly by breaking your own heart and Cath-

erine's, too. She's in love with success, not

with you. She can't be in love with you ;
she

can't understand you; you are as good as

strangers !"

"Anne Preston," and John's tense hands and
face told that he was roused in earnest, "if

you were a man I'd knock you down!"

(Bobbs-Merrill. $1.50.) From Alice Woods
UUman's "A Gingham Rose."

AMERICAN HUSBANDS.

"YOUR patients," he asked, "are almost en-

tirely women, are they not?"

"Yes," the Doctor responded. "Men are

too busy to take care of themselves in this

country. The American man uses himself up
with work, and he dies as he has done every-

thing else in a rush. When I came back
from my first journey abroad I was struck

by this. I saw that if I wanted to be a suc-

cessful practitioner I would better make
women my specialty or I shouldn't have any-

thing to practise on !"

He seemed to be on a favorite subject.

Phillip let him talk, adapting what he said to

theories of his own.
"The reaction from this strenuous life of

the men is felt chiefly by the women. They
are the ones who suffer. I can assure you"
his tone was serious "that the majority of

women I treat have become medical patients

simply because they have no moral stamina.

\Ve doctors should have an auxiliary school

of moral aids" his eyes twinkled "and our
students should be the American husbands.

Just to give you an example : One of my col-

leagues here, a man younger than I, who is

making his way rapidly to the front, was mar-
ried about five years ago. He is a devoted
husband and father, if you like, but I don't

believe he spends ten waking hours a week
with his wife and child. He has no time!

He has no idea what his wife is doing except
ir> a general sort of way. I know, because she

is my patient; she is travelling fast on the

read to nervous prostration. She has got in,

hand and glove, with a lot of women like her-

self whose husbands are too busy to direct

them. And you may have noticed that it

doesn't take long for women left to them-
selves to lose their balance completely. My
friend's wife is as busy as her husband. When
he's thirty-five he will have performed more
operations than any man in the country, and
she will have founded more clubs than any
woman outside of Boston. He just happens
to be a doctor, but if it were not science it

would be business, which even more would

keep him from Leading a rational existence.

There's no man so ardent as the American;
and there's no woman, in spite of her reputa-
tion for being spoiled there's no woman so

neglected as the American man's wife. She
has two rivals: business and science. She
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tries to make the most of the situation by
mimicking her rivals. The business man's
wife

is^
capricious and a spendthrift; the

scientist's wife is a pedant. These are the two
types America has produced !"

The Doctor was in a good humor. Phil-

lip's unspoken sympathy drew him out.

"You see my point ?"' he queried. "The
blue-stocking and the courtesan? Both ab-

normal, hostile to their natural destiny. No
children, no domestic duties, overstrained
minds in the one ; passion for luxury in the

other; perverted, both of them, and sure to
end up at a rest-cure or under the surgeon's
knife. I get them by the dozen every week.
You can't blame them for their depravity. It's

not their fault. It is the fault of the man."
(Doubleday, Page & Co. $1.50.) From Mrs.
Van Vorst's "The Issues of Life."

IN THE MUNICH CAFE.
VON IBN rapped on the tiled floor with his

umbrella, and a waitress serving at a table

near, five beer-mugs in each hand, nodded
that she heard. Then he turned to Rosina :

"Eh bien!"
"I never was in a place like this before."
"You may very likely never be in such a

one again," he told her seriously; "so you
must be as happy as you can while you're
here."

"That reason for having a good time hadn't
occurred to me," she answered, giving him
back his smile.

"Then think to occur it now," he rejoined.
The waitress had by this time gotten rid of

her ten mugs and came to them, beginning
proceedings by spreading the menu down on
the table and running her pencil through item
after item.

"You had better order before everything
is gone," Rosina suggested.

"I must think the same," he replied, and
took up' the menu.
"Haben Sie bouillon f" he demanded im-

mediately.
The waitress signified that bouillon was not

to be.

"How shall I do?" he asked, looking blank.
"In all my life I have never eat without a
bouillon before?"
Rosina and the waitress felt their mutual

helplessness in this difficulty, and the pro-
ceedings in hand came to a standstill natural
under the circumstances.

"Can't they make you some?" the Ameri-
can brain suggested.
He turned the idea over in his mind once

or twice and then :

"No," he said; "it is not worth. It will be
better that we eat now, and later, when I am
in town, I will get a bouillon."

So, that difficulty being disposed of, he or-
dered a species of repast with an infinite sense
of

t

amusement over the bill of fare. The
waitress then retired and they were left alone
in their corner.

"The other lady is getting kissed," Rosina
said. The publicity of a certain grade of con-
tinental love-making is always both interest-

ing and amazing to the Anglo-Saxon temper-
ament.
He looked behind him without at all dis-

turbing what was in progress there. After a

minute's quiet stare he turned back to his
seat and shrugged his shoulders.
"You see how simple it is when the woman

is still," he said pointedly. "There is no
fainting there; he loses no seventeen-mark
umbrella from Baden-Baden."
She ignored the gist of this remark, and be-

gan to unhook the collar of her jacket. Then
she decided to take it off altogether.
"You find it too warm?" he said, rising to

assist her.

"I certainly do."
"It is curious for you and I to be in such a

place, n'cst-ce pas?"
"Very curious."

"But it is an experience, like eating in the
woods."

"I don't think that it is at all like eating in

the woods
; I think that nothing could be more

different."

"We are so alone."

"Oh !"

"Now you understand what I mean."
"Yes, now I understand what you mean.

And it is really a little like the woods, too,"
she added. "Those iron acorns and leaves
are the branches, and the stuffed eagles are
the birds." (Little, Brown & Co. $1.50.)
From Warner's "A Woman's Will."

DELIGHTS OF AMERICA.
I THINK that there are three things which I

miss most notably now that I have set foot

again on English soil :

First, my beautiful snow-white tub, with its

silver fittings and perennial supply of hot
water and cold.

Secondly, my telephone, with a friend at the

other end; for though we all know telephones
exist in London, we know equally well that

they communicate with no one, as a rule, but

shops and theatres and an occasional doctor.

In New York, and indeed generally through-
out the United States, a telephone has become
as necessary a part of the equipment of a well-

appointed house, as, say, the aforesaid bath
itself. The instrument is in constant use; and
invitations to dinner and the opera are fre-

quently transmitted by this expeditious means.
How pleasant it is, when one feels lonely or

depressed, to call up a friend and hear his

cheerful voice across the city. In New York
it is the exception not to have a telephone.
I'm not a bit sure that its possession doesn't

add to the turbulence and anxieties of life;

and I'm certain it increases the nervous

strain; but it is a saving of time and trouble

and unnecessary journeyings to and fro, and

though my health will probably improve, I do,
as I said, greatly miss my telephone.
The third thing I miss is the electric light

that really gives light. The bastard product
of science and commercial enterprise known
by the same name in London bears little re-

semblance to its transatlantic namesake.
I think Broadway at night, with its myriad

brilliant lamps, the names of its theatres and
restaurants picked out in blazing points of elec-

tric fire, is a sight not readily to be forgotten,
and one which impresses itself upon the imag-
ination as much as anything in the great city
of which it is the principal thoroughfare.
(Appleton. $1.25 net.) From Sir Philip
Burne-Jones's ''Dollars and Democracy."
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A MEMORIAL window and tablet to R. D.
Blackmore in Exeter Cathedral was unveiled

by Eden Phillpotts on the 26th of March.

IT is said on good authority that Leslie

Stephen furnished the prototype for Vernon
Whitford, the wonderfully interesting hero
of George Meredith's "The Egoist."

A. DESCENDANT OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.
Gertrude Franklin Atherton, author of "Rulers
of Kings," which has just been published by
Harper & Brothers, was born in San Fran-
cisco, receiving her education in California
and Kentucky. It is not generally known that

Mrs. Atherton is a great-grandniece of Ben-
jamin Franklin.

LITERARY HEREDITY. It is a singular coin-

cidence that the three foremost English
women novelists of the day are the daughters
of literary men. Mrs. Richmond Ritchie,

daughter of Thackeray, is one, "Lucas Malet,"
who is Mrs. Harrison, the daughter of Charles

Kingsley, is another, and the third is Mrs.

Humphry Ward, whose father was the late

Thomas Arnold, brother of Matthew Arnold.

A \VITTY CONCEIT. Mr. G. Bernard Shaw,
lecturing at Birmingham, pointed out that "if

you take the titles of Shakespeare's plays
just a sufficient number for the purpose and
take the fourth letter from the end of the

titles, you will find that they spell 'Bernard
Shaw.'

" The plays which contain this un-
intended cryptogram are the following, the
selected letter being printed in capitals:

MacBeth.
Julius CaEsar.

Comedy of ErRors.
Merchant of VeNice.

Antony and CleopAtra.
Two Gentlemen of VeRona.
Merry Wives of WinDsor.

Troilus and CresSida.
Timon of AtHens.

Antony and CleopAtra.
All's Well that Ends Well.

MAXIME GORKY'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY. The
Tunes Saturday Review thus concisely sums
up the life of this remarkable Russian author :

1878. I became an apprentice to a shoe-
maker.

1879. .1
entered a draughtsman's office as

apprentice.
1880. Kitchen boy on board a packet boat.

1883. I worked at a baker's.

1884. I became a street porter.
1885. Baker.
1886. Chorister in a travelling opera com-

pany.
1887. I sold apples in the streets.

1888. I attempted suicide.

1890. A lawyer's copying clerk.

1891. I made the tour of Russia on foot.

1892. I worked in a railway shop. In the
same year I published my first story.

THE SHOE STRING LIBRARY. John A. An-
drew, the great War Governor of Massachu-
setts, died in 1867, less than two years after
he retired from the office he had filled with a

power, an intelligence, and a devotion that

gave him national fame, not merely for the

time being, but of an enduring quality. Two
or three comparatively brief recollections and
reminiscences have appeared before, offered

as tributes of affection and appreciation, large-

ly personal in their quality; but now for the

first time his complete life story is presented
to the public the work of Henry G. Pearson.

It seems that Governor Andrew, aided by his

private secretary, was tireless in saving all

documents and letters written during the pe-
riod of the Civil War. They are now kept on
file at the State House, bound uniformly and
tied with a black string, for which reason

they have come to be known among the at-

tendants as the Shoe String Library.

THE RING AND THE BOOK. An English-
woman relates the following incident, told to-

ner by Browning himself: A friend of Mrs.

Browning, a young girl, had a painful episode
in her life. To divert her mind Mrs. Brown-
ing urged her to write a tale. She did so, and

produced what was mainly her own story. It

was successful, and again and again, urged
by Mr. and Mrs. Browning, she tried to write

another story, but could not. She said: "I

have no imagination; give me a story and I

can write it up." Soon after Mr. Browning
picked up on .a bookstall in Rome an old

manuscript (or it may have been an old

printed tale). He thought it the very thing,
and sent it to her. She kept it six months
and returned it, saying she could make noth-

ing of it. "About that time," said Mr.

Browning. "Story" (W. W.) "wanted a tale.

I sent it to him. He kept it six months and
returned it, saying it would not do and
then," said Mr. Browning, "if you have done
me the honor to read The Ring and the Book'

you know the story."

ECHOES OF OTHER DAYS. In the introduc-

tion which Mrs. Thackeray Ritchie has writ-

ten for the new edition of Maria Edgeworth's
"The Parent's Assistant," she has this pretty

passage :

"Once when the present writer was a very
little girl she suffered for a short time from
some inflammation of the eyes, which pre-
vented her from reading, or amusing herself

in any way. Her father, who had just then

returned from the East, in order to help her
to pass the weary hours, began telling her the

story of the 'Forty Thieves/ and when he had

finished, and had boiled down the wicked
thieves in oil, and when she had asked him to

tell it all over again, he said that he would
try and find something else to amuse her, and,

looking about the room, he took up a volume
of 'The Parent's Assistant' which was lying
on the table, and began to read aloud the

story of the 'Little Merchants.' The story
lasted two mornings, and an odd, confused im-

pression still remains in the listener's mind to

this day of Naples, Vesuvius, pink and white

sugar plums of a darkened room, of a lonely

country house in Belgium, of a sloping gar-
den full of flowers outside the shutters, of the

back of a big sofa covered with yellow vel-

vet, and of her father's voice reading on and
on. When she visited Naples in after days
she found herself looking about unconsciously
for her early playfellows."
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Keru IBooka to Ecab aub Sup.
"There is no worthier or surer pledge of the intelligence and the purity of any community than

their general purchase of books ; nor is there anyone who does more to further the attainment and
possession of these qualities than agood bookseller." PROF. DUNN.

ART, MUSIC, DRAMA.

DAVENPORT, CYRIL. Mezzotints. In 20 v. v.

15. Putnam. 4, (Connoisseurs' lib.)

$6.75 net.

Although the first volume to be published
of "The connoisseurs' library," "Mezzotints"
is the fifteenth of the series, and comes from
the editor of the series, Mr. Cyril Davenport,
of the British Museum. The books will be
devoted each to some art subject, and will
contain from 25 to 40 full-page plates in pho-
togravure or color, with some line illustra-

tions in the text. With descriptions of the

plates are chapters on: Mezzotint engraving
on metal, what it is and how it is done; The
pioneers of mezzotint engraving; The mezzo-
tint engravers of the i8th and iQth centuries.
Index. Bibliography (4 p.).

HOLROYD, C. Michael Angelo Buonarroti.
Scribner. il. 8, (Library of arts.) $2 net.

HUNEKER, JA. GIBBONS. Overtones: a book
of temperaments, Richard Strauss, Parsifal,
Verdi, Balzac, Flaubert, Nietzsche and Tur-
genieff. Scribner. 12, $1.25 net.

^

Nine essays. I, Richard Strauss. 2, Par-
sifal, a mystic melodrama. 3, Nietzsche the

rhapsodist. 4, Literary men who loved music
(includes Turgenieff, Balzac, Daudet and
George Moore). 5, Anarchs of art. 6, The
Beethoven of French prose. 7, Verdi and
Boito. 8, The eternal feminine. 9, After
Wagner, what?

KNACKFUSS, HERRMANN. Rubens; tr. by
Louise M. Richter. Lemcke & Buechner.
il. 8, (Monographs on artists.) $1.50.
The original has gone through seven edi-

tions in Germany in less than ten years, and
is recognized as the best short account of the

great painter's life and works. The transla-
tion has been revised by Hobart Cust. These
monographs should be widely read. The text
is the best to be found on the subject within
the limit of size of the volumes and the illus-

trations are excellent reproductions, perfectly
printed.

LANGTON, Mrs. MARY BEACH. How to know
Oriental rugs: a handbook; with 20 full-

page il., 12 being facsimile reproductions in

colors. Appleton. map, 12, $2 net.

In her first chapter the author tells briefly
the story of Oriental rugs. She deals with her
subject not only from the artistic standpoint,
but likewise gives the industrial side much
consideration, dwelling on the durability as
well as the beauty of the weaves, discussing
also their origin and symbolic meaning in the
Orient. In the succeeding chapters various
classes of rugs are described, each in its

proper geographical order. Account is given
of the manners and methods of the workmen
who produce these.

WOLFFLIN, HEINRICH. The art of the Italian
Renaissance : a handbook for students and

travellers; from the German; with a prefa-
tory note by Sir Walter Armstrong. Put-
nam, il. pors. 8, $2.25 net.

A study of the works of Leonardo, Michel-

angelo, Raphael, Fra Bartolommeo, Andrea
del Sarto. The author deals with the prob-
lems of form alone. From this point of view
be has given us an excellent treatise on com-
position, or design, to- use that word in its

widest sense, dealing chiefly with the charac-
ter and action of figures, and the pattern made
by them. The result is a trustworthy guide to
the minds of those painters who belonged to

the schools of Florence and Rome the
schools of pure design, as distinguished from
those which placed their chief dependence on
color and characters. Profusely illustrated.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC
ACTON, J. E. E. DALBERG, [Lord Acton.] Let-

ters of Lord Acton to Mary Gladstone
; ed.,

with an introd. memoir, by Herbert Paul.
Macmillan. il. 8, $3 net.

BANCROFT, Mrs. ELIZ. DAVIS, [Mrs. G. Ban-
croft.] Letters from England, 1846-1849.
Scribner. pors. 12, $1.50 net.

Mrs. Bancroft was the wife of George
Bancroft, the historian, who was sent by the
United States in 1846 as Minister to England.
The letters which this volume includes were
written home by Mrs. Bancroft, without any
expectation of their ever being published.
They are a delightful account of her social

life, as a minister's wife; they relate all the
various entertainments given for them, the

great people they met not only diplomats and
statesmen, but authors, artists and people of
social importance.

BARRY, W. Cardinal Newman. Scribner.

por. 12, (Literary lives.) $i net.

Specially brings out that the Catholic re-

action of the ipth century claims its place in

literature, thanks to the incomparable talent

of Newman, who far surpassed Wesley in in-

fluence, because he was a man of letters equal
to the greatest writers of prose England has

brought forth.

CHESTERTON, G. K., and GARNETT, R. Alfred

Tennyson. Pott. sq. 8, (Bookman biog-
raphies.) 75 c.

CHESTERTON, G. K, and MELVILLE, L. Will-
iam M. Thackeray, sq. 8, (Bookman biog-
raphies.) 75 c.

DAWSON, W. HARBUTT. Matthew Arnold and
his relation to the thought of our time : an

appreciation and criticism. Putnam, por.

12, $1.75.

DOUGLAS, JA. Robert Browning. Pott. sq.

8, (Bookman biographies.) 75 c.

FARRAR, REGINALD A. The life of Frederic
William Farrar, some time Dean of Canter-

bury, by his son, Reginald Farrar. Crowell.

por. 8, $2 net.

The authorized life of Dean Farrar has
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been written by his son from material fur-

nished by friends and colleagues of his father

who were associated with him at different

periods of his busy and influential career.

Born in 1831 and dying in 1003, Dean Farrar's

life covered the whole Victorian era of Eng-
land, and his books and preaching dealt with

every question of his day. He visited Amer-
ica in 1885 and lectured in Canada and the
United States, chiefly on Dante and Brown-
ing. Considerable space is devoted to the peo-
ple he met and the correspondence that ensued.

Bibliography by Miss Zoe Hawley (10 p.).
Index.

IRVING, WASHIXGTOX. Oliver Goldsmith: a

biography. Hudson ed. Author's rev. ed.,

complete in i v. Putnam, il. pors. 12, $i.

OGDEN, ROLLO WILLIAM. William Hickling
Prescott. Houghton, M. & Co. por. 8,
(American men of letters.) $1.10 net.

This new life of Prescott by the editor of
The Evening Post of New York is a study
rather of a personality than of a historian.

"While Prescott's writings are passed in re-

view, and an attempt is made to show what
verdict modern historical investigation pro-
nounces upon them, the main study is the man
"himself. The author has had access to the
Prescott family papers, and other material
which he claims was as yet unused.

ORCUTT, W. DAXA. Robert Cavelier : the ro-
mance of the Sieur de la Salle and his dis-

covery of the Mississippi River; il. by
Charlotte Weber. McClurg & Co. 8,
$1.50.
The career of Robert Cavelier de la Salle

is a romance of itself, rich in love and ad-
venture and needing little fictitious embellish-
ment to make it a most fascinating narrative.
Mr. Orcutt tells the dramatic events of the

explorer's life with dignity and great pic-
turesqueness. The scenes shift from Old
France to New France, where La Salle con-
ceived his great plan, and where his love

story began. Then follow sharply contrasted
pictures of stern privation and struggle in the
forest wilderness, and of the glittering, frivo-
lous court at Versailles. Peculiarly suited for
the year in which the Louisiana Purchase is

celebrated.

RUSSELL, G. W. ERSKINE. Matthew Arnold.
Scribner. por. 12, (Literary lives; ed. by
W. Robertson Nicoll.) $i net.

A new series is introduced with this vol-
ume. It is intended to furnish biographical
and critical studies of well-known authors of
all countries. Distinguished writers, British
and American, contribute to it.

SPEXCER, HERBERT. Autobiography. Apple-
ton. 2 v., il. 8, $5.50 net.

Noticed elsewhere in this issue.

THACHER, J. BOYD. Christopher Columbus:
his life, his work, his remains, as revealed
by original printed and manuscript records ;

with an Essay on Peter Martyr of Anghera
and Bartolome de las Casas, the first his-
torians of America. In 3 v. v. 3. Putnam.
4, ea., $9 net; Collector's ed., 6 v., per set,
$90 net.

The concluding volume of an indispensable
work for any library that can pay for it.

WIMMER, R. My struggle for light: confes-

sions of a preacher. Putnam. 12, (Crown
theol, lib.) $1.25 net.

The pastor of Weisweil am Rhein in Baden
is well known to a large circle of his country-
men through his published works, of which
that now presented in an English dress is the
most popular. Originally educated in a con-
servative school of theology, the author grad-
ually progressed to more liberal ideas. In
this book he describes the struggle through
which he passed when endeavoring to recon-
cile faith with reason, and sets forth the con-
clusions at which he arrived.

DESCRIPTION, GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

ARMSTRONG, W. N. Around the world with a

king. Stokes. 12, $1.60 net.

In January of 1881 Kalakaua I., King of the
Hawaiian Islands, started on a tour around
the world, which included visits to almost

every nation of importance and his reception
with state ceremonies by their rulers. This
book is a history of the tour, and is told by
his Minister of State, who accompanied him.
It is rich in amusing anecdotes and details,
and profusely illustrated by photographs of

reigning sovereigns of the period.

BURNE-JONES, Sir PHILIP. Dollars and De-
mocracy. Appleton. 12, $1.25 net.

DURHAM, MARY E. Through the lands of the
Serb : travel in Montenegro and Servia, by
an Englishwoman. Longmans, il. map, 8,
$5 net.

The conservative and critical Athen&um
pronounces this the "book of the year."

LYNCH, JEREMIAH. Three years in the Klon-
dike. Longmans, il. 8, $3.

OGG, F. AUSTIN. The opening of the Missis-

sippi : a struggle for supremacy in the
American interior. Macmillan. maps, 8,
$2 net.

SCHERER, JA. A. B. Japan of to-day. Lippin-
pincott. il. 12, $1.50 net.

SEABURY, Jos. BARTLETT. Porto Rico, the land
of the rich port. Silver, Burdett & Co. il.

map, 12, (World and its people.) 50 c.

SMITH, EDGAR CROSBY. Maps of the state of
Maine: a bibliography of the maps of the
state of Maine. Edgar Crosby Smith, map,
12, 75 c.

DOMESTIC AND SOCIAL.
HART, LAVINIA. When a maid marries : being

a discussion of certain vital problems in the
home. Dodd, M. & Co. 12, $i net.

Contents: Interfering parents; Daughters
have rights; When a man's eligible; Wanted
wives

; Matrimony vs. a career ; Living with
the folks; The family funds; Who shall be
boss?; What shall we do to keep our hus-
bands home nights?; The club habit; Drift-

ing apart. Advocates sterner laws and deeper
reverence for the institution of marriage on
the part of the State, of society and of the
individual.

FICTION.

ALBANESI, E. MARIA. Susannah and one
other. McClure, Phillips & Co. 12, $1.50.
A novel of modern English upper-class life.

Susannah is a charmingly frank, unsophisti-
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cated young girl with a mother who is a pas-
sionate gambler and a sister who is a consti-
tutional flirt.

BARTLETT, C. H. Tales of Kankakee land
; il.

by Will Vawter. Scribner. map, 12, $1.25
net.

Mr. Bartlett's book consists of a connected
series of twelve stories and sketches setting
forth various phases, some dramatic, others

poetic, and all picturesquely vivid, of the old

French, Anglo-Saxon, and Indian life in the

region of the Great Lakes, and more partic-
ularly in the country now occupied by the
States of Indiana, Michigan and Illinois.

BULLOCK, SHAN F. The Red Leaguers. Mc-
Clure, Phillips & Co. map, 12, $1.50.

Through the autobiography of an Irish ad-
venturer gives a prophetic narrative of the

reconquest of Ireland by the Irish.

BURROW, C. KENNETT. The yeoman. Lane.
12, $1.50.
A gentleman farmer, on some of the downs

of England that slope to the sea, is the yeo-
man. His brother, who has made a fortune
in Australia, returns after thirty-five years
and buys an immense estate, which offends the

yeoman and finally unhinges his mind. Noble
women and honest men are involved in a
rather simple plot, in which the yeoman's
daughter plays a wise and effective part. The
important family of the neighborhood is Cath-
olic, and a broad-minded priest has much to
do in making lasting peace in the family com-
plications.

CARLING, J. R. The Viking's skull. Little, B.
& Co. il. 12, $1.50.
A plot of exceptional intricacy deals with

people of the English nobility, who owing to
old feuds, false accusations, murders, seeking
for lost treasure, etc., spend time on the
Breton coast, on English landed estates and
in London. Hypnotism and mind reading
and a play written to "catch the conscience of
the king" bring about startling disclosures.
The story begins in the early seventies as a

prologue. A break of twenty-five years brings
the characters to maturity. All is weird and
often gruesome, but shows inventive imagina-
tion and is written in excellent language.

CLEMENS, S. LANGHORNE, ["Mark Twain,"
pseud.] Extracts from Adam's diary; tr.

from the original ms.
; il. by F. Strothmann.

Harper. 8, $i.

Purports to be the actual diary of Adam,
begun shortly after the creation. Adam's
first impressions of woman, the departure
from Eden, and the later arrival of Cain and
Abel are humorously recounted.

CRAIGIE, Mrs. PEARL MARY TERESA, ["John
Oliver Hobbes," pseud.] The vineyard.
Appleton. 12, $1.50.

CROCKETT, S. RUTHERFORD. Strong Mac; il.

by Maurice Greiffenhagen. Dodd, M. & Co.
12, $1.50.
The hero, who is called "Strong Mac/" on

account of his great physical strength and
ability to conquer in battle, is introduced in
the school-house at Lowran, when he is about
to exhibit his physical prowess by quelling a
riot among belligerent scholars. Mac con-
quers the class and subdues Sandy Muckle,

the village bully, who thereafter is his secret

enemy, the instigator of Mac's imprisonment,
and the cause of other troubles which are de-
scribed in a novel of strong character types
and picturesque scenes from Scotch rural life.

DASKAM, JOSEPHINE DODGE, [Mrs. Selden

Bacon.] The memoirs of a baby; il. by F.

Y. Cory. Harper. 12, $1.50.
A laughable history of a young couple with

their first baby. A maiden aunt rules the

household, and is full of wisdom relative to
the best method of raising children. While
the young people are indebted to her for many
merry moments, she is also a most exasperat-
ing meddler with their happiness.

FRASER, Mrs. HUGH. The stolen emperor.
Dodd, M. & Co. il. 12, $1.50.
A story of old Japan and the imperial fam-

ily of several centuries back. Few of the
heirs to the throne in those days attained
their majority, dying slowly of a mysterious
sickness. The Regent of the book, a crafty,
cruel old man. loath to resign his power,
found his match in one of his great captains,
Kashima Daimyo, young and brave and equal-
ly ambitious. Their counterplotting results in

the stealing of the baby emperor. His noble
mother is a striking figure, and it is to her
efforts that her son o\ves his return to his

people. Beautiful descriptions of the country
and pictures of the life of the Imperial palace
are features of a most poetically conceived
novel. Mrs. Fraser lived in Japan for some
years, her husband having been British Min-
ister in Tokio. She is an American, sister of
Marion Crawford, and author of "Letters
from Japan."

HEARN, LAFCADIO. Kwaidan : stories and
studies of strange things. Houghton, M.
& Co. il. 12, $1.50.
Stones of ghosts, goblins, fairies and sprites

founded on legends gathered from old Jap-
anese books.

I : in which a woman tells the truth about
hers-elf. Appleton. 12, $1.50.
A novel which is told in the first person.

When introduced the heroine is an undevel-
oped girl who has been made to feel her own
insignificance in a rather unpleasant way.
Born of this awakening is a determination to
create a career for herself ;' thereafter her
movements are studied, and she gives careful
consideration to dress and the accessories of
the toilet, and notwithstanding she is mar-
ried, becomes a finished coquette. After years
of this vain and unwise life she finally reaches
mental, moral and physical repose. It is ru-
mored that the concealed author may be a
man.

JACKSON, MARGARET DOYLE. The horse-
leech's daughter. Houghton, M. & Co. 12,
$1.50.,
American social life in New York, with its

unduly extravagant women and criminally in-

dulgent husbands furnishes the events.

JOHNSTON, MARY. Sir Mortimer: a novel;
[with col. il. by F. C. Yohn.] Harper. 12,
$1.50.
One of the many daring adventurers who

sought gold and glory in th? New World, in

the early part of Queen Elizabeth's reign, was
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Sir Mortimer Feme, captain of the good ship

Cygnet, one of a fleet of vessels that sailed

away, with a wildly enthusiastic crew, bent

upon fighting the Spanish in the Indies. Sir

Mortimer is a brilliant figure young, hand-

some, brave, and loved by one of Elizabeth's

maids of honor. When the story opens he

seems to have all that is good in life at his

beck. Treachery ruined his career, and for

years he languished in a Spanish prison. How
his honor was cleared of all stain, and he was

given back to his love, is related with much

spirit and color. Sir Francis Drake, Sir Wal-
ter Raleigh and Sir Philip Sidney are intro-

duced.

LYNDE, FRANCIS. The grafters ;
il. by Arthur

I. Keller. Bobbs-Merrill. 12, $1.50.

Noticed elsewhere in this issue.

McCANTS, ELLIOTT GRAYTON. In the Red
Hills. Doubleday, P. & Co. il. 12, $1.50.

A tale of the South.

McCuxcHEON, G. BARR. The day of the dog;
with il. by Harrison Fisher and decorations

by Margaret and Helen Maitland Arm-
strong. Dodd, M. & Co. 12, $1.25.

Swallow, a savage bull-dog, plays an im-

portant and characteristic part. The first

scene is in a barn in a small town near Chi-

cago ; a lawyer in search of a fair client wan-
ders into this barn, and later chance throws

the client in his path. Swallow, however,
holds sway, and the several uneasy hours

spent by lawyer and client with Swallow's
antics and their consequences are worthy of

description.

MICHELSON, MIRIAM. In the bishop's car-

riage; il. by Harrison Fisher. Bobbs-Mer-
rill. il. 12, $1.50.
Noticed in April issue.

MOODY, W. VAUGHN. The fire-bringer.

Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $1.10 net.

Prometheus, the fire-bringer, is the subject
of this dramatic poem. He is shown battling

against Zeus, and reawakening hope in the

hearts of men, when it had been smothered by
the revengeful oppressions of the god. "The
fire-bringer" is intended as the first number
of a trilogy on the Promethean theme, of

which "The masque of judgment," already

published, is the second number. The action

of -each work is complete in itself.

MORGAN, G. The issue ; il. by G. A. Williams.

Lippincott. 12, $1.50.
"The issue" the story deals with is slavery.

Going back to the year 1831 in the South,
vivid scenes are given of slave life and the

negro rising and the murder of the whites in

that year. Clay, Webster and Calhoun are
introduced and their views given relative to

the best method of ending slavery. Then the
reader is carried on to the Civil War, many
chapters being devoted to the battles and the
final scenes.

MORRIS, CLARA, [Mrs. F. C. Harriott.] The
trouble woman ; frontispiece by Harrie E.
Stoner. Funk & Wagnalls Co. 16, (Hour-
glass stories.) 40 c. net.

A short poetic tale of the life of a woman
wrecked by a greater grief than any one of
the many she comforted could tell her of.

Silent and alone she lived her quiet days, but

when trouble came to a neighbor the "trouble

woman" came with it, and brought sympathy
and hard work to bear upon it.

MURFREE, MARY NOAILLES, ["Charles Egbert
Craddock," pseud.] The frontiersmen.

Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $1.50.

A half dozen stories of early pioneers in

the country that is now Tennessee. The titles

are: The linguisten; A victor at Chungke ;

The captive of the Ada-Wehi ;
The fate of the

Charataghe; The bewitched ball-sticks; The
visit of the turbulent grandfather.

PARRISH, RANDALL. When wilderness was

king : a tale of the Illinois country ;
with 6

pictures in full col. and other decorations

by Troy and Margaret West Kinney. Mc-
Clurg. 8, $1.50.
A letter, the first the young hero of twenty

years had ever seen, came to a little farm-
house in Illinois in the summer of 1812. It

told the old farmer of a friend's child left an

orphan in the garrison of Fort Dearborn and

begged protection for her. The young son
was sent in search of "my little girl" and suf-

fered many hardships before he met the beau-
tiful Toinette, and even more trouble in get-

ting her back to the farm. The massacre of

Fort Dearborn was the climax. Full of ad-

venture, but true to history.

RAY, ANNA CHAPIN. By the good Sainte
Anne: a story of modern Quebec. Little,

B. & Co. il. 12, $1.25.

Opens in the small Canadian town of Sainte
Anne de Beaupre, a sort of American
Lourdes. Here Nancy Howard and her

father, a celebrated New York physician, and
Mr. Cecil Barth, a young Englishman bent
on ranching, come together through the

young man spraining his ankle while witness-

ing a pilgrimage. The scene is afterwards
transferred to Quebec, where Nancy is the
centre of an adoring group of young men,
Barth being one of the number. The play
from here to the end is very amusing. Bright
conversation, realistic descriptions of Quebec,
and a good deal of frank love-making fill out
the story.

RIDEING, W. H. How Tyson came home: a

story of England and America. Lane. 12,
$1.50.

James Tyson, an Englishman, came to

America and made a fortune in a southwest-
ern mine. At thirty he is possessed to return
to England. He goes, leaving behind the

daughter of a United States Senator. While
he is trying to learn to live among the scenes
his heart has yearned for, the girl develops
into a great business woman. In the end
Tyson again comes home and finds a beauti-
ful spot near the old mine, from which he
hides all signs of mills, chimneys and der-
ricks and rests content, although his wife of-

fers to go to an English home with him.

ROGERS. ANNA A. Peace and the vices.

Scribner. 12, $1.50.
The hero in the story is a young officer in

the United States Navy, who was apparently
without social vices. He is suddenly ordered
to China, and then his wife discovers that her
idol is the victim of a hereditary vice. The
action of both after this discovery is interest-

ing, and evidently told to point a moral.
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SCOTT, HUGH S., ["Henry Seton Merriman,"
pseud.] Tomaso's fortune, and other sto-

ries. Scribner. 12, $1.50.
Short stories found among the manuscript

of a very gifted writer. The scenes of the
stories take in many parts of the world.

SIENKIEWICZ, HENRYK. Life and death, and
other legends and stories

; from the original
Polish by Jeremiah Curtin. Little, B. & Co.
il. 12, $i.
Contents: Life and death, a Hindu legend;

Is he the dearest one?; A legend of the sea;
The cranes; The judgment of Peter and Paul
oi> Olympus.

STEVENSON, BURTON EGBERT. Cadets of Gas-

cony: two stories of old France; il. by
Anna Whelen Betts. Lippincott. 12, $1.50.
The cadets were both of the great house of

de Marsan, which during the days of Spanish
rule lost their prestige to the Cadillac nobles.

The title story and 'The child of the night"
both open with a call upon their chivalry by
a woman in distress. The plots are intricate,
and hair-breadth escapes, imprisonments, false

accusations and final happiness succeed each
other page by page. By the author of "At
odds with the regent."

SUTCLIFFE, HALLIWELL. A bachelor in Arcady.
Crowell. il. 12, $1.50.
The name of Arcady is well set in the title.

The Arcady of this bachelor is a small farm
nestling down by a river. Here he works
when he feels like it, goes hunting or takes

long tramps, and leads a free and easy life

uroppressed by social duties. He is partic-
ularlv careful not to fall in the way of woman-
kind, for he is convinced that here lies the
secret of unrest. Nevertheless, the pitfall
into which he falls at last is of his own dig-
ging.

SWEVEN, GODFREY. Limanora, the island of

progress. Putnam. 12, $1.50.
A romance upon similar lines as the au-

thor's former work "Riallaro, the archipel-
ago of exiles." It is a native of Riallaro who
finds himself on the island of Limanora. Life
has progressed here to such heights that a

glossary is one of the features of the book,
the words necessary to a description of its

various conditions being coined by the author.
It is all a beautiful fairy tale, in which people
live hundreds of years, eat, sleep, rest and
?muse themselves in novel ways.

THRUSTON, LUCY MEACHAM. Where the tide

comes in; il. by Ch. Grunwald. Little, B.
& Co. 12, $1.50.
Noticed elsewhere in this issue.

TOKUTOMT, KENJIRO. Nami-Ko: a realistic

novel ; from the Japanese by Sakae Shioya
and E. F. Edgett. Herbert B. Turner &
Co. 12, buckram. $1.50.
A novel first published in Japan in 1900,

where it attained great popularity, having an
unprecedented sale for Japan. It now bears
the distinction of the being the first novel
translated into English from modern Jap-
anese literature. The plot deals with the sin-

gular marriage and divorce customs of Japan.
According to the Confucian system of ethics,
a mother may divorce her son's wife without
his knowledge or consent, and it is this power

the author has used as a basis. of his plot.
The hero is a naval officer, vivid descriptions
being given of the battle between the Jap-
anese and Chinese fleets off the Yalu and an-
other of Port Arthur during the Japanese oc-

cupation. Realistically sets forth the rapidly
changing moral, religious and social opinion
of the Japanese.

VAN VORST, Mrs. J. The issues of life.

Doubleday, P. & Co. il. 12, $1.59.A clever presentation of the experiences of
a perfectly happy married woman with two
children who comes under the influence of the
club woman, the bachelor girl, the woman;
with a mission, and other restless women
souls, and almost wrecks her home before her
sensible husband opens her eyes.

WARNER, ANNE. A woman's will ; il. by J. H.
Caliga. Little, B. & Co. 12, $1.50.
A young, beautiful American widow of in-

dependent fortune asserts on all occasions that

she will never marry again. Travelling
abroad she meets her fate at Lucerne. He is

a violinist and musical composer of most
original character. He follows her to Zurich,

Beyreut and Munich, and by the intervention
of her cousin Jack finally bends her woman's
will to his wishes.

WHITSON, J. H. The Rainbow Chasers: a

story of the plains; il. from drawings by
Arthur E. Becher. Little, B. & Co. 12,
$1.50.
Dick Brewster, falsely accused of murder

and imprisoned, escapes from prison and be-

comes a ranchman on the Arkansas plains.
He falls in with a white man married to an
Indian squaw who gets him interested in the

great Kansas land-boom of the eighties. The
Rainbow Chasers are the speculators who
rushed to the West in search of sudden for-

tune. Gives a reliable account of the daily

life, privations and dangers from nature and
man, interwoven with a love story that influ-

ences the plot at every point.

HISTORY.

BROWNE, W. HAND. Maryland, the history of
a palatinate. Rev. and enl. ed. Houghton,
M. & Co. map, 16, (American common-
wealths.) $1.25.

EGGLESTON, E. The new century history of

the United States. Amer. Book Co. il.

pprs. maps, 12, (Dr. Eggleston's school

histories.) $i.
"The new century history of the United

States" was the last literary work of Edward
Eggleston, whose purpose was to tell the story
of our country as briefly as it was possible to

do so without impairing the narrative. Mr.

Eggleston particularly wished to preserve and

present facts which described the life condi-

tions of certain periods in United States his-

tory. The present work is a revised edition

of the first draft of the author's finished man-
uscript made by G. Cary Eggleston.

SHOEMAKER, MICHAEL MYERS. Palaces and

prisons of Mary, Queen of Scots; rev. by
T. Allen Croal. Putnam, il. plans, 4,
leath., $5 net; large pap. ed., $12 net.

"It is not the intention to offer in this vol-

ume another history of Scotland's unfortunate

queen. Though the thread of her wonderful
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story forms a connecting link between her

palaces and her prisons, the following 'pages
and pictures' have more to do with places
than with people." Preface.

THWAITES, REUBEN GOLD, ed. Early western

travels, 1748-1846: a series of annotated re-

prints of some of the best and rarest con-

temporary volumes of travel, descriptive of

the aborigines and social and economic con-

ditions in the middle and far west, during
the period of early American settlement;

cd., with notes, introd., index, etc., by Reu-
ben Gold Thwaites. In 31 v. v. i, Journals
of Conrad Weiser (1748), George Croghan
(1750-1765), Christian Frederick Post

(1758), and Thomas Morris (1764). Ar-
thur H. Clark Co. por. facsimiles, (except
Maximilian atlas,) 8, per v., $4 net.

This initial volume of a new series admir-

ably epitomizes the history of the English re-

lations with the French and Indians upon the

Western borders during the important -epoch
of the last French War, and its sequel, Pon-
tiac's Conspiracy. Of the authors, two
(Weiser and Croghan) were government In-

dian agents; one (Post) was a Moravian
missionary; and the other (Morris), was a

British army officer. The experiences which

they recount are as varied as were their avo-
cations. Conrad Weiser was the first official

of Pennsylvania to penetrate the country be-

yond the Alleghany Mountains ; while his suc-

cessor, George Croghan, summed up in .his

own career the history of the frontier. For
fifteen years he was concerned in every im-

portant Indian negotiation, and his marked
success in terminating the Pontiac War is told

in a journal replete with unexpected incidents.

A collection of the writings of this important
actor in Western history has not before been
made. The journeys of Christian Frederick

Post, the Moravian missionary who was sent

b> Forbes as an envoy to the hostile tribes on
the Ohio, are described by every writer of the

period. The volumes are handsomely printed,
with facsimiles of the original title-pages,

maps, portraits, views, etc. An elaborate in-

dex to the whole work will occupy the con-

cluding volume.
HYGIENE.

HANCOCK, HARRIE IRVING. Physical training
for women by Japanese methods; [Jiu-

jitsu;] il. from photographs by A. B. Phe-
lan. Putnam. 12, $1.25 net.

A detailed account, illustrated from photo-
graphs, of the Japanese method used in giving
women athletic training.

LITERARY MISCELLANY COLLECTED WORKS,
ETC

ARABESQUE series ; selections from the world's
literature. Putnam. 6 v., 12, ea., $2;
leath., $3.
Contents: Shakespeare's sonnets: The story

without an end, by F. Carove; The blessed

Damozel, by D. G. Rossetti
; Sesame and

lilies, by John Ruskin ; Friendship. Marcus
Tullius Cicero and Ralph Waldo Emerson;
The culprit Fay, by Joseph Rodman Drake.

ARIEL booklets. Putnam, v. 58-71. il. 32,
flex, leath., ea., 75 c.

Contents: no. 58, Some of the essays of
Francis Bacon; 59, The apology of Socrates,

together with the Crito, as recorded by Plato ;

60, The Phsedo : the death of Socrates, as re-

corded by Plato; 61-62, The essays of Elia,
2 v., by C. Lamb

; 63, Three essays, by T. De
Quincey; 64, The battle of Dorking, by G.

Chesney; 65, Select tales from the Gesta

Romanorum, tr. by Rev. C. Swan ; 66, Letters
and maxims, Lord Chesterfield

; 67, Peter

Schlemihl, by Adelbert Chamisso, with pi. by
Geo. Cruikshank; 68, A fable for critics, by
Ja. Russell Lowell; 69, Virginibus Puerisque,
by Rob. Louis Stevenson ; 70, True Ameri-
canism, four essays, by Theodore Roosevelt ;

71, The word for the day, comp. by A. R.

BOAS, F. S. In Shakespeare's England. Pott.

12, $1.50 net.

COLLINS, J. CHURTON. Studies in Shake-

speare. Dutton. 12, $2 net.

HARBOTTLE, T. BENFIELD. Dictionary of his-

torical allusions. Dutton. 8, $2 net.

HARTE, FRANCIS BRET. Writings of Bret
Harte. Autograph ed. Houghton, M. &
Co. 19 v., pis. 8, buckram, per v., $6.

LE GALLIENNE, R. How to get the best out
of books. Baker & T. Co. 12, $1.25 net
Papers entitled : How to get the best out of

books ; What we look for nowadays in books ;

What's the use of poetry?; What an unread
man should read; How to form a library;
The novels and novelists of to-day. Full of

thought and showing wide reading and inde-

pendent judgment.
LOWELL, JA. RUSSELL. Complete writings.

Ed. de luxe. Houghton, M. & Co. 16 v.,

pis. pors. 8, buckram, subs., per v., $5; 24
levant, per v., $10.

TOLSTOI, Count LYOFF NIKOLAIEVICH. Essays
and letters; tr. by Aylmer Maude. Funk
& Wagnalls Co. 16, $i.
The articles in this volume all belong to

one period of Tolstoi's career (the years
1888-1903). The subjects with which they
deal are religion and moral duty what man
should believe and do, and what he should
not believe and not do. There are twenty-six
articles in all.

MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

LEVY-BRUHL, L. The philosophy of Auguste
Comte; authorized tr., to which is prefixed
an introduction, by F. Harrison. Putnam.
8, $3.50 net.

^ M. Levy-Bruhl opens his analysis of
Comte's philosophy by examining his main
conceptions: (i) The law of the three states,

theological, metaphysical, and positive,
through which all human ideas pass; (2) the
classification of the sciences; (3) the scheme
of each science in turn. And he closes with
an explanation of the general doctrines of

humanity, as the centre of human thought,
feeling, and activity. From note by Frederic
Harrison.

WAGNER, C. By the fireside; from the
French by Mary Louise Hendee. McClure,
P. & Co. 12, $i net.

A new volume of essays by the author of
"The simple life'' and "The better way."
Some of the titles are: The roof-tree; The
spirit of family; Two make one; Fatherhood
motherhood

;
A nursery of men parents
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and children ; Brothers and sisters ;
Golden

hair and gray ; What those do who no longer
do anything; Our servants; Our animal work;
The evil days; Fair weather; Hospitality;
Good humour at home, etc.

NATURE AND SCIENCE

CHAMBERLAIN, T. C., and SALISBURY, ROLLIN
D. Geology. In 2 v. v. i, Geologic proc-
esses and their results. Holt. 8, (Ameri-
can science ser., advanced course.) $4 net.

The purpose of the authors has been to pre-
sent an outline of the salient features of geol-

ogy, as now developed, encumbered as little

as possible by technicalities and details whose
bearings on the general theme are unimpor-
tant. They believe the subject is best ap-

proached by a study of the forces and proc-
esses now in operation, and of the results

which these forces and processes are now
bringing about. These topics are presented
in v. i, and prepare the way for the study of

the history of past ages, which is outlined in

v. 2. The work is intended primarily for na-

ture students, and is designed to furnish the

basis for a year's work in the later part of

the college course.

PARSONS, S., jr. Landscape gardening. Put-

nam, il. 8, $2.

Notes and suggestions on lawns and lawn-

planting, laying out and arrangement of coun-

try places, large and small parks, cemetery
plots and railway stations, lawns

;
deciduous

and evergreen trees and shrubs, the hardy
border, bedding plants, rockwork, etc.

SANTOS-DUMONT, A. My air-ships. Century
Co. il. por. 12, $1.40 net.

The simple, direct account of a rarely earn-

est, brave, gifted man's struggle with the

problem of aerial navigation. The book is

scientific, but not abstruse. The conqueror of

the air chronicles in a bright, entertaining

way his many daring ascents into the blue

ether, and his even more terrifying descents
to earth. There are seventy-five reproduc-
tions from photographs and diagrams to add
to the interest, the frontispiece being a photo-
gravure from an exceedingly satisfactory por-
trait of the young Brazilian.

WARD, J. J. Minute marvels of nature: being
some revelations of the microscope exhib-
ited by photo-micrographs taken by the au-

thor. Crowell. 8, $1.60 net.

Most of the contents of this volume orig-

inally appeared in Good Words. As now of-

fered the material has been revised and con-

siderably enlarged, and more illustrations

added. The purpose is not to offer even an

elementary text-book on microscopy, but
rather to present a readable and popular de-

scription of some of the innumerable minute
wonders that abound in nature. Among the
articles are: The beginnings of plant life;

Glimpses into plant structure; A green leaf;

Pollen, or flower-dust
;
Animal plants and ill-

weeds ; Insects' eggs ; Animal parasites, etc.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.

COLQUHOUN, ARCHIBALD Ross. Greater
America. Harper. 8, $2.50 net.

Contents: The American people; America
and colonization; Pacific expansion, theory

and practice ; Pacific expansion, The Philip-
pines three years after

;
Caribbean expansion,

Cubans and their American friends ; Carib-
bean expansion Cuba and the United States ;

The new American sphere; The control of
the Caribbean; Pan-Americanism in the
southern continent; Canada and Pan-Ameri-
canism ; How greater America is governed ;

Americans in ,the tropics; Problems of ex-

pansion Civil service reform
; The employ-

ment of natives; Army and navy; Asia in

transformation; Foreign relations.

JACK, R. LOGAN. The back blocks of China :

a narrative of experiences among the Chi-

nese, Sifans, Lolos
t|
Tibetans, Shans, and

Kachins between Shanghai and the Irra-
wadi. Longmans, il. por. 8, $4.
An account of the condition of things which

existed in the western interior of China at

the time of the outbreak of the "Boxer" ris-

ing.

MILLAR, G. G. Business success. Scribner.

12, 50 c. net.

Chapters on : Definitions of business ; The
ethical aspect of business; Business qualities;
Business at the beginning of the twentieth

century; Starting business; Selecting and
paying employees ; The romance of business.

MONTAGUE, GILBERT HOLLAND. Trusts of to-

day : facts relating to their promotion, finan-

cial management and the attempts at state

control. McClure, P. & Co. 12, $1.20 net.

The author is of the department of eco-

nomics, and some time Ricardo Prize Scholar
in economics at Harvard University. Con-
tents: The development of industrial combi-
nation; The evils of practical monopoly; The
evils of present trust organization ;

The his-

tory of anti-trust, legislation; The outlook for
trust regulation.

MOODY, J. The truth about trusts : a descrip-
tion and analysis of the American trust

movement. Moody Publishing Co. maps,
diagrs., charts, 8, $5 net.

Mr. Moody says in his introduction in "The
truth about the trusts" a serious attempt is

made, in a broad and general way, to turn
on the light, and exhibit to the public view,
not merely one phase nor one side, but the
entire "phenomena" which goes under the

general name of "the trust movement." The
book is necessarily, to some extent, a simple
uniform compilation of important facts, and
description of conditions which actually exist.

The author makes no attempt to draw upon
his imagination, nor does he presume to mor-
alize or sentimentalize regarding the justice
or injustice of this or that condition. From
first to last facts are pointed out, and simple,
logical deductions are made from these facts.

But while the reader must accept the facts, the

fallibility of the conclusions must, of course,
be judged by those who analyze them.

STUNTZ, HOMER C. The Philippines and the

far east. Jennings & Pye. il. maps, 8,
$1.75 net.

Deals with the Friar question, the resources
of the islands, the government situation, mis-

sionary and educational difficulties, interna-

tional relations, social order, finance, etc.
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FASHION
"Be not the first by
Nor yet the last to

CLOTHES and books are not to be selected

in the same way, even granting that there are

fashions in books as well as in chiffons. To
an inveterate novel-reader to be the first

among one's friends to read the last much-

advertised novel is just cause for pride. And
do we not all in our inmost hearts feel a kind

of pitying contempt for any one who is found

reading to-day a book about which all the

world (especially the women) were talking

only two or three years ago ? Fiction as well

as journalism must be red-hot, and what will

we not do to be up to date?

Naturally in the rush to read the latest

IN BOOKS.
whom the new is tried,

lay the old aside."

story concerning which advanced notices and

advertisements have piqued our curiosity,

much that is really worth while and of more

than passing interest is overlooked, or from

lack of time is not accorded proper apprecia-

tion. The big "sellers" and those books

which head the lists as being most in demand
in the libraries many of them, it may be

added, of intrinsic value and deserving of

success need no further notice. Each has

had its day, and whether it is to remain a

"book of yester year" or a book of the future

will depend upon its possessing those quali-

ties which will make it live. Therefore we
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have excluded from the accompanying list

all the popular and numerically successful

stories, and have picked out from the novels

of the past five years twenty-five titles of

books which for their literary style, character

drawing, or thoughtful purpose merit more

attention than they have so far received.

Rather than give a carte blanche order for

one's summer reading for "all the newest

novels," the discriminating reader may bet-

ter bear the odium of being "the last to lay

the old aside," and have the keen enjoyment

of reading, perhaps even re-reading, a few of

the novels which have survived several sea-

sons' new publications. E. A.

NOVELS OF MERIT.

AGNUS, Orme. Sarah Tuldon. $1.50. Little, B
Rural Wessex in the forties of Victoria's reign

provokes an inevitable comparison with Thomas
Hardy. Sarah Tuldon is what Tess of the d'Urber-
villes might have been had she owned a strong will.

Her story proves that a strong-minded woman who
has her own way is a blessing to a whole country-
side. There is force and much humor in the well

told tale.

BAGOT, Richard. The just and the unjust. $1.50.
Lane

A story of English society, describing the con-

flicting motives and actions of an English noble-
man who, while loving one woman, is compelled for

the sake of the title to marry a girl of rank.

BANKS, Nancy H. Oldfield. $1.50. Macmillan
Has been called the Kentucky "Cranford." With

inimitable art is portrayed the simple, uneventful
life of a village in the Pennyroyal region, left be-

hind and forgotten in the march of years, but suf-

ficient unto itself with its bygone standards. Rare-

ly has a lovelier character been drawn than that

of the brave little old maid sister.

BARRIE, Ja. M. Little white bird. $1.50. Scribner
A fantasy, half fairy tale, half tender romance,

describing a child's adventures in Kensington Gar-
dens. An exquisite piece of whimsical, imaginative
literature.

BKOWN, Alice. Margaret Warrener. $1.50.
Houghton, M

A study of a wife's devotion to a man cursed
with the artistic temperament and doomed by an
incurable disease. Character drawing is excellent

and there are vivid glimpses of Boston's Bohemia.

CCNRAD, Jos. Youth, and two other stories. $1.50.
McClure, P

Three stories of exceptional power. "Youth," a
sea tale displaying indomitable, unquenchable spirit;

"The Heart of Darkness," dealing with life on the

Congo and the Belgian ivory hunt; "The End of the

Ttther," story of a fine old merchant captain, who
realizing he is growing blind, still retains command
of his steamer for the sake of his dependent daugh-
ter.

COUCH, A. T. Quiller-. Hetty Wesley. $1.50.
Macmillan

The author has taken the true story of Hetty
Wesley, the beautiful, brilliant and unhappy sister

of John and Charles Wesley and worked it into a

historical novel. The picture of life at Epworth Par-

sonage where father and mother differed on almost

every topic except in the sacrifice of all their daugh-
ters to the career of the sons who became world
famous. In view of the Wesley bicentennial cele-

brations these delineations of the characters of the

Wesley household are timely. The contrast of char-
acter between John and Charles Wesley is presented
with great care.

COUCH, A. T. Quiller-. The Westcotes. $i. Coates.
With rare delicacy and charm there is told the

story of an old maid's unselfish love for a young
French prisoner quartered in a Wessex town during
the Napoleonic wars.

DUDENEY, Mrs. Henry. Spindle and plough. $1.50.
Dodd, M

Presenting another aspect of the woman question
in the character of a sensitive, healthy-minded Eng-

lish girl who is revolted at the idea of marriage for

support, and prefers to earn her living as a land-
scape gardener, even at the cost of middle class
conventionalities.

GARLAND, Hamlin. Captain of the Gray-Horse
Troop. $1.50. Harper
The scene is an Indian reservation and the hero

a regular army officer detailed on special duty to

guard the interests both of the Indians and the
white men ranchers, agents and politicians. There
is action in plenty as well as a pretty love story.

GODFREY, Eliz. The winding road. $1.50. Holt
A romance of a gypsying fiddler with a myster-

ious past and a fresh, sweet country girl, who fol-

low the "winding road" of the care-free, irresponsi-
ble wandering life till sorrow causes an end to it

all. An idyl of the open road.

HARLAND, Henry. My Lady Paramount. $1.50.
Lane

A true comedy, sparkling and 'fascinating, reflect-

ing the loveliness of an English June and imbued
with tender sentiment and unclouded happiness. It
is the love story of an Italian princess incognito
and an English gentleman.

LAGERLOF, Selma. Story of Gosta Berling. $1.75.
Little, B

By a young Swedish teacher. Gosta Berling, a
Swedish minister, talented and lovable, possessed of
great power for good or evil, is deposed from the
ministry on account of drunkenness. The story de-

picts his degradation and ultimate redemption by
love and work. Of exceptional literary merit.

MACKIE, Pauline B. Voices in the desert. $1.50.

McClure, P
The cruel, yet all-compelling fascination of the

desert is shown in its varying effect upon a num-
ber of Eastern people who have settled in Arizona
a clergyman and his wife and boys, the daughter of
an army officer, and a clear-headed lawyer.

MARRIOTT, Charles. House on the sands. $1.50.
Lane

Essentially a modern story taking up present Eng-
lish political questions. The action centres around
Godfrey Julian, a rising politician, and Audrey
Thurston, who, having passed through a period of
socialistic free-thinking, finds that his nature cannot
be satisfied with an equivocal relation.

MASON, Alfred E. W.- The four feathers. $1.50.
Macmillan

Study of a highly-wrought, introspective man
whose youth has been shadowed by a secret fear that
in a crisis he will prove himself a coward. More
than half of the novel is laid in the Soudan with
graphic descriptions of Omdurman prison and of
native character. "A good story, well planned, well
wrought, and very readable."

OVERTON, Gwendolen. Heritage of unrest. $1.50.
Macmillan

As the heroine is the child of a white man and
an Apache squaw, the story resolves itself into a

study of heredity, worked out in an army frontier

post, and exhibiting cleverness in analysis and con-
siderable skill in narration.

PHILLPOTTS, Eden. Children of the mist. $1.50.
Putnam

Story of Devonshire, portraying the almost primi-
tive characteristics and superstitions* of the people
and pervaded by the sombre beauty of the wastes
of Dartmoor.

POLLOCK. Sir F., and MAITLAND, Mrs. C. Fuller-.
The Etchingham letters. $1.25. Dodd, M
An imaginary correspondence between a brother

and sister about anything and everything connected
with the life of cultured English people.

ROUSE, Adelaide L. Under my own roof, net, $1.20.
Funk

A literary woman of forty, weary of New York
boarding-house and flat existence, determines to

build a home for herself in a Jersey suburb. How
it is planned and built, what she does there, and
why it is abandoned, is all most humorously told.

ST. JOHN, Christopher. Crimson weed. $1.50. Holt
The crimson weed is a running vine which bears

in Italian the name of revenge. The son of a suc-

cessful English painter learns how badly his -father
has treated his Italian mother, a lady of noble birth.

He dreams of revenge and sees the red weed every-
where. It is the theme of Ibsen's "Ghosts" trans-

planted into Italy and fashionable London. This

story is a remarkable piece of literature in its pres-
entation.
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SHOLL, Anna M. Law of life. $1.50. Appleton
That the "law of life" is self-sacrifice, renuncia-

tion. is shown in this story of university life (pal-

pably at Cornell), introducing as characters mem-
bers of the faculty and upper classmen. Very
thoughtful and unsparingly true.

SILBERRAD, Una L. Petronilla Herroven. $1.50.
Doubleday, P.

Petronilla is a gifted child of wild nature born
cut of wedlock. Her grandfather on her mother's
side and later the father's mother give her a pecul-
iar education. The girl is good and noble and much
influenced by a hermit who lives in the woods and
later proves "to be mixed up with the family of the
man who has been her enemy. A dramatic novel
of English rural life.

SILBERRAD, Una L. Success of Mark Wyngate.
$1.50. Doubleday, P
A well conceived and intensely human history of

two persons, a man and a woman, he all scientist,

she part scientist, part woman, who cannot find

mere work all sufficient for heart and soul.

WILSON. Harry L. Lions of the Lord. $1.50.
Lothrop

Almost a history of Mormonism from its earliest

days in fiction form, presenting a forbidding yet
absorbingly interesting picture.

Netuest in fiction.

The Cost.

AMONG the many novels on modern Amer-

ican business methods and the careers of the

successful "captains of industry," "The Graft-

ers," by Francis Lynde, and "The Cost," by
David Graham Phillips, occupy an enviable

position. The first is already recognized as

one of the most successful of the spring out-

put; the second is of much finer mechanism,
and makes appeal to a more fastidious public.

The breathless interest of events in "The

Grafters" carried all before it, but in "The

Cost" the study of the characters of the two

men and four women who play the leading

roles is the chief interest and shows a very

clear knowledge of men and women.
The leading man and woman are intro-

duced as schoolmates in a little Indiana town.

From the first John Dumont was a bully and

mean and terrorized the little girls. Very
early he became partner in his father's woolen

mills and success made him a hero in his

town. Pauline, in love with love as a girl of

sixteen and opposed by her dear old father

and delightful mother, yielded to his persua-

sions and secretly married him before she was
seventeen. Then she was sent to college

where among the "co-eds." she met the man
who all through life proved such a contrast

to her rascally husband.

The story is too good to spoil by divulging
the plot. It is the oft-told tale of a great

monopoly that controls politics and holds the

life and honor of many in its clutches. The
part that money now plays in American so-

ciety is graphically put :

"But the impulse to confide died as Leo-
nora (the intrigante of the story) talked of

money, of ways of spending money, of people
who had money, and those who hadn't money;
of people who were spending too much
money, of those who weren't spending enough
money; of what she would do if she had
money, of what many 'did to get money.
Money, money, money it was all of the

web and most of the woof of her talk. Now
it ran boldly on the surface of the pattern ;

now it was half hid under something about
art or books or plays or schemes for patron-
izing the poor and undermining their self-

respect but it was always there.

"Money-mad, her thoughts ran on. The
only test of honor money and ability and
willingness to spend it. They must have

money or they're nobodies. And if they have

money, who cares where it came from? No
one asks where the men get it why should

any one ask where the women get it?"

All publishers employing book canvassers

and every book canvasser may read with

profit the directions for selling books taught

to agents by Scarborough, the honest man of

the tale. "The Scarborough School for Book

Agents" is described most entertainingly.

The story gives a true picture of very dan-

gerous conditions in American life and also

the heart history of a truly good American

woman. (Bobbs-Merrill Co. $1.50.)

The Crossing.

THIS book marks a decided advance in Mr.

Churchill's conception and method of treat-

ment. He has progressed from the purely

personal and largely emotional to the epic

and dramatic. Heroes mean less to him than

formerly, but heroism, especially of the race

and of the community, means much more,

"The Crossing" is a- dramatic and very im-

pressive tale of the great western movement
from the southern Atlantic coast States across-

the Blue Ridge and Cumberland mountains
into Kentucky, Tennessee and the northwest

territory.

David Ritchie, who tells the story, is the

son of a Scotch hermit of aristocratic lineage
and the friend of Daniel Boone, John Sevier,

James Robertson, George Rogers Clarke, An-
drew Jackson, and scores of lesser pioneer

worthies, whose fame still exists. As a boy
not yet in his teens, he fought Indians in

Kentucky an4 accompanied Clarke on his ex-

pedition to Kaskaskia and Vincennes. In his

early manhood his cousin, Nicholas Temple,
became involved in the Burr-Wilkinson plot
to take Louisiana from the Spaniards and es-

tablish an independent republic. Ritchie, by
his sober judgment and the lessons learned
from hard experiences, saved his cousin from
the consequences of his rash adventures and

finally brought him back to the woman he
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loved, and found a wife of his own in New
Orleans.

In the main Mr. Churchill has kept close to

the exact historical data. The Indian fighters

and settlers of Kentucky, the traders of St.

Louis, and the planters and politicians of

New Orleans, whom he describes, were real

personages in their day, and Mr. Churchill

has probably placed them in their correct his-

torical setting. In any event "The Crossing"
is a strong, sincere, and deserving story, and

one that is worthy of a place among the great

novels that have been built around the im-

portant events in American history. (Mac-
millan. $1.50.) Public Opinion.

Two Books on Matthew Arnold.
Matthew Arnold, by G. W. E. Russell. $i net.

(Scribner.)
Matthew Arnold and His Relation to Modern
Thought. $1.75 net. (Putnam.)

THE two volumes named above constitute

art embarrassment of riches for reader and

reviewer. Nearly simultaneous in their ap-

pearance, they are both of high excellence,

while each has distinctive merits of its own
as an exposition of the thought of the "apos-

tle of culture." Few of his admirers will be

content with knowing only one or the other,

and there is a decided interest in comparing
the points of view and the judgment of two

persons so different as Mr. Russell and Mr.

Dawson.

"Mr. Russell's book," says N. P. Oilman

in the Boston Literary World, "with about

half the matter of Mr. Dawson's, more nearly

supplies the place of a biography. It is: one of

a new series of Literary Lives, edited by that

very successful projector of series, Dr. Rob-

ertson Nicoll. There are four portraits of

Arnold, and thirteen photographs of his homes

and places associated with him. A table of

dates, occasional letters, and numerous refer-

ences to the chief facts of his life furnish at

least a biographical thread on which Mr.

Russell strings his introduction, and five ex-

pository chapters on Arnold's method and his

view of education, society, conduct and the-

ology. The author writes from intimate per-

sonal acquaintance.

"If there is to-day, as Mr. Dawson says,"

remarks The Outlook, "a cult of Matthew

Arnold, and a growing one, it is to be reck-

oned a sign auspicious for the times. The

reign of industrialism, the predominance of

commercialism, need as much as in the past

generation the prophet of idealism. The tend-

ency even in our universities to foster a nar-

rowly specialized efficiency at the expense of

broad and liberalizing culture needs just the

corrective of Arnold's ideal 'the balance of

life/ the right proportioning of things. This

is not the place, however, for a critique of

Arnold. Mr. Dawson has done that justly,

generously and thoroughly. Arnold met with

the stony greeting usually bestowed on

prophets, but the world is moving up toward

his conception of genuine civilization as con-

sisting in the humanization of mankind. Mr.

Dawson contends with reason that those who
accuse him of indifference to social problems

pass a superficial judgment inexcusably un-

just. On the other hand, he regards his theo-

logical writings as the least serviceable part

of his work. Every bookshelf holding Ar-

nold's works should hold this as their com-

panion."

Henry Villard : Journalist and Financier,
1835-1900.

AMONG the many men of foreign birth who
have become naturalized citizens of the United

States and won eminence in their adopted

country, few have had a more varied and ro-

mantic career than Henry Villard, whose au-

tobiography is now given to the public. After

landing in New York in 1853, and under-

going many vicissitudes and hardships while

mastering the language and trying in divers

ways to earn a livelihood, he finally worked
his way into journalism and achieved distinc-

tion as a field correspondent of various New
York papers during the Civil War. Subse-

quently devoting himself to railroad construc-

tion and finance, he founded in Oregon the

railway and steamship companies which gave
such an impetus to the development of that

great State, and carried to completion the

Northern Pacific Railroad. Still later he

foresaw the possibilities of electrical develop-

ment, and founded the Edison General Elec-

tric Company.
Mr. Villard has recounted frankly his

achievements, failures, and successive fluctua-

tions of fortune, and has given interesting

glimpses of the leading public men of his day,

with most of whom his professional duties or

business position brought him into close con-

tact, and often into familiar relations. Nota-

ble among these were Lincoln, Chase, Greeley,

Garfield, and most of the prominent Union
commanders. One chapter is devoted to his

visit to Bismarck. Of the great battles of

the war of which he was a witness, Mr. Vil-

lard has given extremely full and valuable de-

scriptions of Bull Run, Shiloh, Fredericks-

burg, Charleston Harbor and Chattanooga, as

well as of Chickamauga. (Houghton, Mifrlin

& Co. 2 v., $5 net.)
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(Cleanings .from i!)e Best.

FARRAR'S "LIFE OF CHRIST."

THE "Life of Christ" is generally spoken of,

and often by ignorant critics with a sneer, as

"popular," and popular it certainly is in the

sense that it is avowedly written in the ser-

vice of the simple and the unlearned, popular
too in the sense that it is understood of the

people, and has brought the Light of the Gos-

pel to thousands to whom the books of theo-

logians accounted more learned and profound
are sealed. But if "popular" be held to connote

"superficial," no epithet could be more misap-
plied. Whatever defects the Life of Christ may
be thought to have, and it has been freely crit-

icised, that it is a monument of learning and
research can only be denied by those who
have never read the book. The list of au-

thorities, giving the catalogue of books and
editions frequently referred to in the Life, is

alone sufficient to vindicate the deep learning
of the author, and on almost every page will

be found evidence of the minute and labor-

ious pains he took to illustrate and elucidate

every incident, and even every phrase of the

Gospel Narratives.
In judging Farrar's work, and this is true

not only of the "Life of Christ," but of all his

books, it must not be forgotten that there are
two orders of scholars, the "intensive" and
the "extensive" school, both necessary to the
world those whose function is original re-

search, and those whose function it is to in-

terpret and make available the labors of the

former class, whose work would otherwise
remain buried under its own weight. And it

was to this latter class that my father un-

questionably belonged. He labored in the
fields of Philology, Theology, and History;
but, wide as was his learning, it cannot be
claimed for him that either as a philologist,
as a theologian, or as a historian he un-
earthed new treasures of knowledge by
original research. But it is true of him, as

has been said, that "as a writer he came into

the market-place with the treasures of Bibli-

cal and historical learning and put them at

the service of the simple;" and not of the

simple only, for though some few may have
been his masters in depth, very few were his

equals in width of learning, and even of pro-
fessed English theologians there are but few,
from Lightfoot downwards, who would not

gratefully acknowledge their indebtedness to

Farrar. Indeed my father had no warmer
admirers than those great theologians Light-
foot and Westcott, with whom he is some-
times invidiously contrasted. . . .

It must not be forgotten that this gigantic
task, which would have been a notable
achievement as the outcome of years of let-

tered leisure devoted to no other object, was
with my father a Uapepyov, accomplished in

the spare hours of a busy schoolmaster's life,

between the years 1870 and 1874. Engaged
often in teaching and other routine magis-
terial duties from seven o'clock in the morn-
ing till nine o'clock at night, with many let-

ters to write and frequent sermons to pre-
pare, "months," he says, "have often passed
without my rinding time to write a single

line ; yet, even in the midst of incessant labor

at other things, nothing forbade that the

subject on which I was engaged should be
often in my thoughts, or that I should find in

it a source of peace and happiness different

alike in kind and in degree from any which
other interests could either give or take

away." But leisure, with him, meant ever

change of occupation, not smoking, or chat-

ting, or a game of whist; and after a hard

day's work in school his steady lamp would
burn far into the night; while he valued his

holidays chiefly for the privilege they gave
him of working thirteen hours a day at his

beloved book. Which of his children does not

remember the ponderous and solidly con-

structed "book-box," with its fifteen cubic
feet of formidable tomes, mostly German
theology, the working-tools of my father's

literary craft, which accompanied the family
to the seaside on every successive summer
holiday? (Crowell. $2 net.) From Regi-
nald Farrar's "Life of Frederic William Far-
rar."

WHAT ARE THE SCHOOLMASTER'S DUTIES?

THE tendency of the present time is enor-

mously to exaggerate the importance of

school in development, to ascribe to it powers
quite beyond its utmost possibilities, and to

blame it for evils in which it has no share.

And in the most preposterous invasions of the

duties of parent, clergyman, statesman, au-

thor, journalist, of duties which are in truth

scarcely more within the province of a school-

master than they are within the province of a

butcher, the real and necessary work of the

school is too often marred, crippled, and lost

sight of altogether. We treat the complex,
difficult and honorable task of intellectual de-

velopment as if it were within the capacity of

any earnest but muddle-headed young lady, or

any half-educated gentleman in orders; we
take that for granted, and we demand in ad-

dition from them the "formation of charac-

ter," moral and ethical training and super-
vision, aesthetic guidance, the implanting of a
taste for the Best in literature, for the Best
in art, for the finest conduct ; we demand the

clue to success in commerce and the seeds of

a fine passionate patriotism from these neces-

sarily very ordinary persons. .

One might think schoolmasters and school-

mistresses were inaccessible to general obser-

vation in the face of these stupendous de-

mands. If we exacted such things from our
butcher over and above good service in his

trade, if we insisted that his meat should not

only build up honest nerve and muscle, but
that it should compensate for all that was
slovenly in our homes, dishonest in our eco-

nomic conditions, and slack and vulgar in our

public life, he would very probably say that it

took him all his time to supply sound meat,
that it was a difficult and honorable thing to

supply sound meat, that the slackness of busi-

ness-men and statesmen in the country, the

condition of the arts and sciences, wasn't his

business, that however lamentable the dis-

orders of the state, there was no reasonable

prospect of improving it by upsetting the dis-

tribution of meat, and, in short, that he was a
butcher and not a Cosmos-healing qtrack^
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"You must have meat," he would say, "any-
how." But the average schoolmaster and
schoolmistress does not do things in that way.
(Scribner. $1.50 net.) From H. G. Wells's

"Mankind in the Making."

NAPOLEON'S GAME OF CHESS.

SADLY, in accordance with the treaty which
Monsieur Talleyrand had known nothing
about, his Catholic Majesty instructed his

Intendant at New Orleans to make ready to

deliver Louisiana to the French Commission.
That was in July, 1802. This was not exactly
an order to close the river again in fact, his

Majesty said nothing about closing the river.

Mark the reasoning of the Spanish mind.
The Intendant closed the river as his plain
duty. And Kentucky and Tennessee, way-
ward, belligerent infants who had outgrown
their swaddling clothes, were heard from
again. The Nation had Learned to listen to

them. The Nation was very angry. Mr.
Hamilton and the Federalists and many others
would have gone to war and seized the
Floridas.

Mr. Jefferson said, "Wait and see what his

Catholic Majesty has to say." Mr. Jefferson
was a man of great wisdom, albeit he had
mistaken Jacobinism for something else when
he was younger. And he knew that Napoleon
could not play chess in the wind. The wind
was rising.

Mr. Livingston was a patriot, able, importu-
nate, but getting on in years and a little hard
of hearing. Importunity without an Army
and a Navy behind it is not effective espe-
cially when there is no wind. But Mr. Jefferson
heard the wind rising, and he sent Mr. Mon-
roe to Mr. Livingston's aid. Mr. Monroe was
young, witty, lively, popular with people he
met. He, too, heard the wind rising, and so
now did Mr. Livingston.
The ships containing the .advance guard of

the colonists destined for the new Louisiana

lay in the roads at Dunkirk, three thousand
horses, for the Man did things on a large
scaLe. The anchors were not weighed.
His Catholic Majesty sent word from Spain

to Mr. Jefferson that he was sorry his In-
tendant had been so foolish. The river was
opened again.
The Treaty of Amiens was a poor wind-

shield. It blew down, and the chessmen began
to totter. One George of England, noted for
his frugal table and his quarrelsome disposi-
tion, who had previously fought France, be-

gan to call the Man names. The Man called

George names, and sat down to think quickly.
George could not be said to be on the best of
terms with his American relations, but the

Anglo-Saxon is unsentimental, phlegmatic,
setting money and trade and lands above
ideals. George meant to go to war again.
Napoleon also meant to go to war again. But
George meant to go to war again right away,
which was iconvenient and inconsiderate, for

Napoleon had not finished his game of chess.
The obvious outcome of the situation was that

George with his Navy would get Louisiana,
or else help his relations to get it. In either
case Louisiana would become Anglo-Saxon.

This was the wind which Mr. Jefferson had
heard.
The Man, being a genius who let go grace-

fully when he had to, decided between two
bad bargains. He would sell Louisiana to the

Americans as a favor
; they would be very,

very grateful, and they would go on hating

George. Moreover, he would have all the

more money with which to fight George.
The inaccessible Man suddenly became ac-

cessible. Nay, he became gracious, smiling,
full of loving-kindness, charitable. Certain

dickerings followed by a bargain passed be-

tween the American Minister and Monsieur
Barbe-Marbois. Then Mr. Livingston and
Mr. Monroe dined with the hitherto inaccessi-

ble. And the Man, after the manner of Con-
tinental Personages, asked questions. Fred-
erick the Great has started this fashion, and

many have imitated it.

Louisiana became American at last. Wheth-
er by destiny or chance, whether by the wis-

dom of Jefferson or the necessity of Napoleon,
who can say? It seems to me, David Ritchie,

writing many years after the closing words
of the last chapter were penned, that it was
ours inevitably. For I have s>een and known
and loved the people with all their crudities

and faults, whose inheritance it was by right
of toil and suffering and blood.

And I, David Ritchie, saw the flags of three

nations waving over it in the space of two
days. And it came to pass in this wise.

(Macmillan. $1.50.) From Winston Church-
ill's "The Crossing."

AN IMPRESSIONISTIC VIEW OF NAPOLEON.

NAPOLEON BONAPARTE was a short, dark,

swarthy man, of typically southern appear-
ance. In his early years, until 1805, he was

extremely thin ; it was not until his face filled

out that his features could be pronounced
handsome, though his nose was salient and
mouth well formed. His hands and feet, like

those of his brothers and sisters, were beau-

tifully modelled. His head was large, full,

and intellectual, but what produced the great-
est impression on all who met him was the

brilliancy and imperiousness of his steel-blue

eyes ; they revealed the volcanic energy of the

soul beneath. He was given to violent bursts

of -temper, the occasional outbreaks of a

nearly superhuman mental energy and of a

temperament easily swayed to passion by per-
sonal and selfish considerations. He was per-

haps the greatest egotist the world has ever

seen, with the result that he often applied his

indomitable will and magnificent qualities to

very low aims. Judged hastily and by certain

traits alone, he might be thought to be little

more than contemptible thus, in the matter

of veracity. He viewed lying from a strictly

utilitarian point of view, and always said just

what was convenient, so that his history writ-

ten from his own statements would be little

better than fiction. He played cards as he

conducted warfare, obtaining every advan-

tage lie could, legitimate or otherwise. Yet
he cannot be called a small man, only a man
with small aspects, and if he won by his

cheating at cards, he' always returned the

stakes after the game was over. When found
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out in his perversions of truth he was pre-

pared to own up. On one occasion Metter-
nich stoutly declined to believe some informa-
tion published in the Moniteur, and at last

Napoleon laughed and confessed : "Sono bugie
per i Parigini, they are lies for the Parisians!"

Alongside of this trait was a wonderful large-
ness of perception; and many, in fact, have
said that it was Napoleon's breadth of view
that constituted his genius. It was not so

much that as the perfect combination of

breadth of view with attention to the most
minute detail. His powerful imagination
made him see events in their fullest possible

extension; as he said himself, he was always
living two years ahead. (Barnes. $i net.)
From R. M. Johnston's "Napoleon Bona-

parte."

THE APOSTLE OF THE DAWNING SOUL.

Miss WILBOUR had never been able to im-

press her nephew with the necessity for re-

garding with sufficient seriousness the latest

lamp to her feet an instructive and fashion-

able lady disrespectfully referred to by him
as Miss Utterly Utter, or more commonly,
Aurora. Both these names were, to borrow the

lady's phraseology, in the nature of a symbol,
the latter in particular being directed at the

general heading of her course of lectures

"The Dawning Soul."

Kindergarten talks to young mothers hav-

ing long ceased to be a novelty among the

leisured class of women who formed her

clientele, this gifted person had conceived the
brilliant idea of a series of talks relative to

what might be called the pre-kindergarten
stage of existence. From that point of view
the cubes and triangles of Froebel appeared
as complicated as the differential calculus, and
the spiritual significance of colored tissue-

paper was referred to the mature considera-
tion of a comparatively advanced infancy.

It was to a study of the delicately vague
conceptions of members of society, usually
considered too youthful for analysis, that Miss
Utleigh directed her hearers' attention, and
it was the third of the series that had in-

spired Aunt Emma to the construction of the
denim creeping-bag.

"Because, Tom, it is perfectly true that
these simple things that every baby does mean
a great deal more to the child than they do
to us signify more."

"Meaning which?" her nephew inquired la-

conically.

"Why, for instance, just lifting up their
arms. Of course when we do that it doesn't
mean anything in particular

'

"If you'd ever been held up in Chicago
you'd think it did," Mr. Wilbour commented,
"but go on, Aunt Emma."
"As it may be we're just yawning, or some-

thing like that. Now to a child that can't use
its mind yet in the sense that we do, at

least all bodily actions are equivalent to
mental states," Aunt Emma pursued glibly,
to the astonished admiration of her audience,
who sat lost in sincere amazement at the
scientific atmosphere in which they suddenly
found themselves.

"
'So the lifting of the arms in a young in-

fant, when perfectly voluntary' Miss Wil-
bour continued, at this point unblushingly

consulting her note-book, 'is as definite an

aspiration, from his standpoint, as the un-

uttered prayer of an-a-an Appleby, or the
'"

"Unuttered prayer of a what?" Tom de-

manded curiously.
"A-an Appleby, I think," Aunt Emma re-

peated, uncertainly, but with a slight defiant

emphasis.
"What in the world is that, Aunt Emma?"
"Yes, what is an appleby? Tell us," urged

her nephew with interest. (Harper. $1.50.)
From Daskam's "Memoirs of a Baby''

A TRAVELLER'S VIEW OF MORMONISM.

As for polygamy, I have been talking that

subject over so much these last two weeks,
with both men and women, that I am fairly

sick of it; especially as I always get the

worst of it, no matter how many good argu-
ments contra I bring to bear on the question.
Mormon polygamy is nothing akin to the

polygamy of the Turks and other Oriental

nations : there are no harems ; every wife has

her own household and educates her own
children, and the husband, I am told, lives a

week at a time with each family. It is simply
the patriarchal order of marriage practised

by Abraham, Jacob, Moses, Solomon, and
other ancient worthies. There is much less

jealousy among the women than we imagine;
for, first of all, they consider plural marriage
a divine institution, their religion teaching it

as a necessity; second, they do not see much
of one another in the presence of the husband.

I have seen them make calls, for afternoon

tea or a friendly chat, in a perfectly sisterly

way, and their bonne entente was beautiful.

They call one another sister, and the children

call their papa's other wives aunt, but their

children brothers and sisters. The other day,
while visiting in a Mormon home, I was look-

ing through a photograph album that lay on
the table, and coming to the picture of a re-

markably good-looking young man, I asked
who he was.

"That is our brother," one of the little girls

explained to me.
"But did you not tell me that you had no

brother?"

"Oh, yes," was the amusing reply. "We
mamma's children are only girls ;

but that is

a son of one of papa's other wives."
If I am worsted when talking polygamy

with the Mormon women, I am silenced at

the very outset when I begin to talk with the

men. "Why does God send so many more
women than men into the world, if He does
not mean that plural marriages should exist?"

they always ask me
; and, of course, what can

I answer, since I do not know why it is so?

According to the Mormon belief, no unmar-
ried person, either man or woman, can get to

heaven; and as there is not a man for each

woman, it is imperative that men should sac-

rifice themselves for the good of women, and

marry several of them so as to give them all

a chance of salvation. That is as simple as

can be. (Lippincott. $2 net.) From Lina

Boegli's "Forward."
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Neiu Books to Heaft anfo Bug.
"There is no worthier or surer pledge ff the intelligence and the purity of any community than

their general purchase of books ; nr is there any one who does more to further the attainment and

possession of these qualities than agood bookseller
" PROF. DUNN.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC

CARLYLE, T. New letters of Thomas Carlyle ;

ed. and annotated by Alexander Carlyle.
Lane. 2 v., pors. 8, $6 net.

This selection from Carlyle's "Correspond-
ence" is a sequel to the "Letters of Thomas
Carlyle" published some years ago under the

editorship of Prof. C. Eliot Norton, and

brings to a completion the "Epistolary auto-

biography" begun by the publication of the

"Early letters."

EGGLESTON, G. GARY. The American immor-
tals : the record of men .who by their

achievements in statecraft, war, science, lit-

erature, and law and commerce have created
the American republic and whose names
are inscribed in the Hall of Fame. [New
popular ed.] Putnam, pors. 8, $3.50.

FUREY, FRANCIS T. Life of Leo xm. and his-

tory of his pontificate from official and ap-

proved sources; with an introd. by T. C.

Middleton, D.D. Memorial ed. Century
Art Co. por. 4, $3-$6.

KING (CLARENCE) memoirs; [by Hague, J. D.,

Hay, J., and others.] [Also] The helmet
of Mambrino, by Clarence King. Published
for the King Memorial Committee of the

Century Assoc., by Putnam. 8, bds., $2.50
net.

In remembrance of the late Clarence King.
Contains, besides the following memoirs and

papers by intimate friends and associates, a

reprint of King's short story, "The helmet of

Mambrino," first published in the Century
Magazine, in May, 1886. The papers are:

"Don Horacio," by James D. Hague ; "Clar-

ence King," by John Hay; "Meetings with

King," by W. Dean Howells
; "King," by H.

Adams; "Clarence King/' by J. La Farge;
"King the frolic and the gentle," by Edmund
Clarence Stedman ; "King at the Century,"
by W. C. Brownell; "Century necrological
note," by E. Cary ; "King's Mountaineering,"
by E. Cary; "Clarence King geologist," by
S. Franklin Emmons

; "Clarence King's
school-days," by Daniel C. Oilman; "Bio-

graphical notice," by Rossiter W. Raymond.

PEARSON, H. GREENLEAF. The life of John A.

Andrew, Governor of Massachusetts 1861-

1865. Houghton, MifHin & Co. 2 v., pors.

8, $5 net.

Andrew was known as the Great War Gov-
ernor of Massachusetts.

Pius x., [Giuseppe Sarto.] Life of Pope
Pius x.

;
with a sketch of the life of his

venerable predecessor, Pope Leo xm. Also
a history of the conclave giving a full ac-

count of the riles and ceremonies connected
with the election of a successor to the see

of St. Peter; with a preface by James Car-
dinal Gibbons. Benziger Bros. pors. 12.

$2.50.

SPENCER, HERBERT. An autobiography. Ap-
pleton. 2 v., 8, $5.50 net.

Noticed elsewhere in this issue.

WHO'S who in New York city and state ; con-

taining authentic biographies of New York-
ers who are leaders and representatives in

various departments of worthy human
achievement. L. R. Hamersly Co. 8, $5.

DESCRIPTION, ERAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

LEE, W. H. Laird & Lee's standard pocket
guide and time-saver : a complete "informa-
tion bureau," city of St. Louis, Louisiana
Purchase Exposition. Laird & Lee. il. map,
nar. 16, pap., 25 c.

Information about palaces, state and foreign

buildings, special exhibits, fete days, con-

gresses, military events, conventions, the Pike

(Midway) hotels, boarding houses, depots,

steamboats, public buildings, churches, thea-

tres, parks, pleasure resorts, etc., in the city
of St. Louis and at the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition. Like all Laird & Lee's guides
and handbooks, it is extremely useful because

it is thoroughly practical.

McGARY, ELIZABETH VISCERE. An American

girl in Mexico. Dodd, M. & Co. 12, $i
net.

A young American girl, desirous of learn-

in^ to speak Spanish, finds a home with a re-

fined Mexican family. She remains in Mex-
ico a year, learns to speak the language, and
uses her eyes to such an advantage that she

has made a book of unusual interest. All the

petty details of home life and street life are

given in most picturesque style.

NORWEGIAN ramble (A) among the fjords,
mountains and glaciers, by One of the ram-
blers. Putnam, il. 12, $1.20 net.

The record of a summer vacation spent in

Norway by "the rambler" and "the doctor."

The writer says : "The purpose of this mono-
graph if, perchance, it have any definite pur-

pose is in its endeavor to suggest to some of

our countrymen who appreciate natural scen-

ery, and whose vacations are primarily de-

signed for rest, the many attractions offered

by Norway."

PICKARD, S. T. Whittier-land : a handbook
of North Esser ; containing many anecdotes

of and poems by J. Greenleaf Whittier.

Houghton, M. & Co. il. 12, $i net.

Designed to meet a call from tourists who
are visiting the Whittier shrines at Haverhill

and Amesbury in numbers that are increasing

year by year. Besides describing the ancestral

homestead and its surroundings, and the home
at Amesbury, information is given regarding
the localities mentioned by Whittier in his

ballads of the region. One chapter is devoted

to Whittier's sense of humor, and a number
of impromptu verses originally intended by
Whittier to be seen only by a small circle of
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friends and neighbors are now published to

show this little-known side of his character.

SLADEN, DOUGLAS BROOKE WHEELTON. The

Japs at home. New cheaper ed. Warne.
il. 12, pap., 25 c.

STEPHEN,, Sir LESLIE. The playground of Eu-

rope : Switzerland. New ed. Longmans,
il. 12, price reduced to $1.50.

TOLMAN, W. HOWE, and HEM STREET, C. The
better New York; afterword by Josiah

Strong. Baker & Taylor Co. il. map, 16,

$2 net.

The writers have divided the city of New
York into eleven sections, and carefully de-

scribed all new buildings, public and private,

and all points of interest of any kind within

these sections, so that the place can be most

conveniently reached. Under this arrange-
ment the journeyer may start at the Battery,

walk over the city, and see the "Better New
York," without retracing a step, and there-

fore without loss of time.

UNDERWOOD, Mrs. LILLIAS HORTON. Fifteen

years among the top-knots; or, life in

Korea; with introd. by Frank F. Ellinwood.
American Tr. pis., por. 12, $1.50.

DOMESTIC AND SOCIAL

CALLAWAY, FRANCES BENNETT. Charm and

courtesy in conversation. Dodd, M. & Co.

16, 85 c. net.

The subject is considered in eighteen chap-
ters entitled: The service of conversation;
Destructive conversation; Constructive con-

versation; The grace of silence; Snares and

pitfalls; A time to speak; Polite lying; Get-

ting along with people; Unpleasant impres-
sions

;
Conversations from a business man's

point of view ;
Home conversation ;

In regard
to trifling; The diffident man; The use and
abuse of ccmftliments ; Character as revealed

in conversation ; Crystallized experience ; Our
need of friendship; Charm and power.

FICTION.

ASHTON, MARK. Azalim: a romance of old

Judea. L. C. Page & Co. il. 12, $1.50.

Jezebel, Queen of Israel, who is represented
in Biblical history as the

. personification of

evil, is the principal character. Azalim, a He-
brew shepherd, is a direct contrast to Jezebel.
The wily queen, however, subjugates the

youth, anl for her he forsakes the God of his

fathers and becomes a votary at the altars of

heathen deities. Vivid pictures are drawn 'of

the hideous rites of Baal worship, with which
the beauty and simplicity of the Hebrew cere-

monials are also contrasted.

ATHERTON, Mrs. GERTRUDE FRANKLIN,
["Frank Lin," pseud.] Rulers of kings.

Harper. 12, $1.50.
Fessenden Abbott, the hero, was heir to

$400,000,000, accumulated by his father, a New
York banker. Fessenden was brought up in

ignorance of the great wealth awaiting him.
From a child he lived in the Adirondacks,
with a tutor who prepared him for Harvard.
His father's aim was that he should be strong
and healthy, and not a degenerate son of a

millionaire. After college he learned of his

father's millions, and went with him to Eu-
rope. Here he formed a friendship with
William n. of Germany, and lost his heart to

a Grand Duchess of Austria. He had a plan

to divide the world between the Kaiser and

himself.

BARR, ROB., ["Luke Sharp," pseud.} The
woman wins. Stokes. 12, $1.50.

Short stories in which woman figures to ad-

vantage. The titles are: The countess de-

cides; The secret cypher; Tke long distance

telephone; A magnetic attraction; The voice

in the air; A matter of motives; The tele-

graph message; The millionaire's opportunity ;

The great mogul; Temporary insanity; On
the house top ;

A romance of the middle ages ;

Two of a trade.

BELL, JA. JOY. Later adventures of Wee Mac-

greegor. Harper. 12, $1.25.

These new stories about the popular little

Scotch laddie are entitled: An invitation;

Granpaw comes to tea ; At the circus ;
"Arms

and the boy;" "For Granpaw Purdie;" In

trouble; Katie; The museum; A lesson in

kindness ; Fishing ; Ships that pass ; Mrs. Mc-
Ostrich gives a party; New Year's eve at

Granpaw Purdie's; Heart's desire.

BROOKS, HILDERGARDE. The Daughters of des-

peration; il. by Charlotte Harding. Mc-
Clure, P. & Co. 12, $1.25.

A young man just arrived at Keswick, a

small town where he is to act as groomsman
to an old friend, is by an odd chain of inci-

dents brought into contact with the "Daugh-
ters of desperation," as three pretty young
girls call themselves, who are amateur anarch-

ists. They have a plot on hand to rob the

very bride to whose wedding the hero is has-

tening of her silver wedding gifts. They are

to be melted and given to the "cause." A
most ridiculous succession of scenes ensues,

the young man receiving their confidence, as

he is thought to be a professional burglar sent

to help them. Although fantastic, the story is

told with much wit and sarcasm.

BROWN, ALICE. High noon. Houghton, M. &
Co. 12, $1.50.
Contents: "A meeting in the market-place,"

"The book of love," "There and here," "His

enemy," "A runaway match," "The end of

the game," "The miracle," "A dream in the

morning/' "The tryst," and so on.

CARLET.ON, S. The Micmac; or, the ribboned

way;' with 3 decorations by Adam Empie.
Holt. 12, $1.25.
The great Micmac swamp of Nova Scotia

is the scene of a story in which the actors are

New York people, in camp for the summer.
A clever young girl discovers a way of cross-

ing the swamp, and so reaching their opposite

neighbor in place of going thirty miles around.

Love is the chief theme, the story coming to a

thrilling climax in the terrible swamp. Re-

venge also plays a part.

CARRYL, GUY WETMORE. The transgression of

Andrew Vane : a novel. Holt. 12, $1.50.

Mesmerism is at the bottom of the complex
plot. Paris, described by one who knows, is

the scene. A young millionaire is the hero of

an original story with startling details.

CHESTERTON, GILBERT K. The Napoleon of

Netting Hill; with 7 il. by W. Graham
Robertson. Lane. 12, $1.50.
The reader is transported a hundred years

into the future and finds London as it then
will be according to Mr. Chesterton's ideas.
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The king is elected on the same principle as

juries are now summoned. King Auheron is

said to stand for a well-known humorist and
critic. The story concerns itself with the rise

of the Borough of Netting Hill, owing to the

military and administrative ability of its pro-
vost.

CLEVELAND, TREADWELL F. A night with Ales-
sandro : an episode in Florence under her
last Medici ;

with three views in col. by
Eliot Keen. Holt. 12, $1.25.
A gentleman adventurer of France with his

body-servant came to the Florentine Court in

the last days of the Medicis. He was in the
service of Charles v. and was a spy, aiming
to discover the real sentiments of the Floren-
tines towards their ruler. The whole story
occupies a single night, from dark to dawn,
but it is full to overflowing with adventure.

COLTON, ARTHUR WILLIS. Port Argent; with
a frontispiece by Eliot Keen. Holt. 12,
$1.50.

^
By the author of "Tioba." A story of poli-

tics, religion and love at cross-purposes. It is

a telling picture of American life in a middle
western city about 1890.

COOKE, GRACE MACGOWAN, and MACGOWAN,
ALICE. Huldah, proprietor of the Wagon-
tire House and genial philosopher of the
cattle country; il. by Fanny Y. Cory.
Bobbs-Merrill. 12, $1.50.
In the cattle country of Texas Huldah Sar-

vice lived a life of usefulness and philosophy
devoted especially to the care of the wander-
ing and the homeless, abandoned children of
wild characters especially. Hopefulness and
sunshine Huldah thinks will foster the good
latent in every human soul. Incidentally
gives scenes from the vast expanse of the
Texas ranches.

CUTTING, MARY STEWART. Heart of Lynn ; il.

by Helen B. Stowe. Lippincott. 12, $1.25.

Lynn Barry is a lovely, energetic young
woman, who assumes the sole responsibility
of caring for her widowed mother and sisters

and brother. Her efforts while often unsuc-
cessful are suggestive and instructive. She
tries story-writing, candy-making and other

things in turn. The family live on the out-
skirts of Brooklyn, N. Y., and come close to

an unpleasant experience with neighbors who
are counterfeiters.

DASENT, Sir G. WEBB. Popular tales from
Norse. New ed., with a memoir, by Arthur
Irwin Dasent. Putnam. 8, $2.50.
"The first edition of these tales being ex-

hausted, and demand having arisen for a sec-

ond, the translator has thought it right to add
thirteen tales, which complete the translation
of Asbjornsen and Moe's collection, and to

strengthen the introduction by working in

some new matter, and by elaborating some
points which were only slightly sketched in

the first edition." Preface.

DUNN, WALDO H. The vanished empire: a

tale of the mound builders
;
with an introd.

by J. P. MacLean. Rob. Clarke Co. il. 12,
$1.50.
The entire nation of the Mound Builders is

reviewed in this novel. Of course much had to

be imagined or deduced from the structures

left by them in the Ohio and Mississippi val-

leys. Their traditions, their religion, their

daily life, their final destruction ,all are pre-
sented vividly in a story delineating the ef-

fects of envy and avarice, also of love and
duty.

GOODWIN, Mrs. MAUD WILDER. Four roads to

Paradise; il. by Arthur I. Keller. Century
Co. 12, $1.50.
The characters are Anne Blythe, a charm-

ing widow, who will forfeit her husband's
millions if she marries again ;

her uncle,

Bishop Alston
;
Stuart Walford, an assistant

rector in a fashionable New York church;
Tom Yates, a coarse fibered, warm-hearted

lawyer; Newton, a retired physician and a

zealous follower of science; and Blair Flem-

ing, also a lawyer and a man whom the reader

grows to admire more and more. The four

younger men are seen at a Fifth Avenue club,
where each gives his idea of heaven. Later
all the characters meet in Florence, where
Anne Blythe's love seems the only road to

Paradise for all of them. The dialogue is

clever and the thought very modern.

GUNTER, ARCHIBALD CLAVERING. The man be-

hind the door: a novel. Home Publishing
Co. 12, $1.50; pap., 50 c.

A Yale student of athletic tendencies and

fiery temper finds himself under very peculiar
circumstances imprisoned in the library of a

New York bachelor's apartment. The first

few hours of his captivity are inexpressibly

amusing to others, but exceedingly unpleasant
to him. Suddenly the plot is changed from

comedy to tragedy, and the denouement is

startling.

HARRIS, JOEL CHANDLER, ["Uncle Remus,"
pseud.} A little Union scout; il. by G.

Gibbs. McClure, P. & Co. 12, $1.25.
A tale of Tennessee during tfie Civil War.

The "scout" is a girl of Northern sympathies,
who acts as a spy, sometimes as a man and
sometimes as a woman, and thereby puts not

only herself but her lover, a Southern officer,

in many perils. General Forrest, the Confed-
erate cavalry leader, is one of the chief char-

acters.

HENRY, ARTHUR. The house in the woods.
Barnes. 12, $1.50.
Describes the experiences of a tired reporter

and a young artist and friend who sought rest

in the Catskills, and found not only what they
were in search of, but even more, an ideal

home. "The house in the woods," when fash-

ioned after the idea and by the hands of the

domesticated reporter, is a habitation which

might tempt many people to return to nature

as did the characters in the story.

HICHENS, ROB. SMYTHE. The woman with
the fan. Stokes. 12, $1.50.
A psychological study of the effects of

beauty upon men of different character, all

professing to love a woman who by a fatal

accident loses her transcendant attraction.

HINKSON, Mrs. KATHERINE TYNAN. The
French wife. Lippincott. 12, $1.50.

Robert Barnard, of Barnard Castle, in the

vicinity of Ballycushla, Ireland, married a

French woman, with whom he lived happily
at the castle, until he discovered that accord-
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ing to an old Irish statute his marriage was

illegal, and that the children of this wife

could not inherit his estate. Love for Castle

Barnard leads him to a hasty and ill-advised

act, and "the French wife" disappears for a

time. The mystery of her disappearance is

finally solved and other revelations are made.

JEPSON, EDGAR. The Admirable Tinker, child

of the world. McClure, Phillips & Co. il.

12, $1.50.
"Tinker" is a nickname bestowed upon the

youthful son of an English baronet in reduced
circumstances. The little fellow begins life

under pitiful conditions is stolen and ill

treated, and found by his father in a miserable

condition. Love and kindness make another

boy of him and time shows him rich in fun
and the desire for adventure. He runs away
with a flying machine, commandeers an auto-

mobile, usurps the captaincy of a steam yacht,
rescues a kidnapped child, saves a lady from
Italian brigands, adopts a sister, marries off

his father and these are onlv a few of his

astounding escapades.

JOHNSTON, J. WESLEY. The mystery of Mi-
riam. H. B. Turner. 12, $1.50.
A young New York clerk by force of cir-

cumstances becomes confidential secretary to

his employer, rescues him from burglars,
booms his business and falls in love with his

daughter. This leads to his banishment to Hong
Kong and dismissal. The daughter fails in

health, the marriage is consummated and the

young wife dies. Now begins a complicated
story of occultism. The hero meets a girl,

the prototype of the wife he has lost, who
was born on the same day and moment and
who is instrumental in straightening out very
involved business and family affairs.

KING, BASIL. The steps of honor. Harper.
12, $1.50.
A novel by the author of "Let not man put

asunder" and "In the garden of Charity."
Has its scenes in Harvard and quiet Cam-
bridge, and introduces professors and stu-

dents, and reproduces the university atmos-

phere with great cleverness. The plot turns

upon the plagiarism of a young college in-

structor, who poses as the author of an old
work of a hundred years back, apparently
forgotten by all.

LANIER, H. WYSHAM. The romance of Pis-

cator
; with a frontispiece by W. Balfour

Ker. Holt. 12, $1.25.

Fishing and love making occupy equal
places in this fascinating story of the de-

lights of those who seek quiet country rest

far from average summer guests.

LIGHTON, W. RHEEM. Uncle Mac's Nebras-
ky; with frontispiece by W. Herbert Dun-
ton. Holt. 12, $1.25.
Uncle Mac is a character who is supposed

to have lived in Nebraska before that terri-

tory became a State. Uncle Mac is a type of
frontier life now seldom seen. He describes
in homely phraseology the deeds of daring of

pioneer settlers wherein both white men and
Indians are seen in some perilous as well as
humorous situations.

LLOYD, BEATRIX DEMAREST. The pastime of

eternity. Scribner. 12, $1.50.
A novel of New York life. The central fig-

ure is a man of wealth and leisure, whose life,

through his temperament and unfortunate

marriage, has fallen into a tragic gulf of iso-

lation. Music plays a large part, and it is

devotion to his 'cello that brings the hero

back to life and happiness. Two women love

him, and it is through them and their love of

music that his resurrection is accomplished.

MACKAYE, HAROLD STEELE. The panchronicon.
Scribner. 12, $1.50.
"The panchronicon" is an aerial machine,

invented by a New Hampshire man in 1898.

By flying westward at a higher rate of speed
than that of the earth's diurnal revolution, it

would enter the past. With a couple of New
England women, Copernicus Droop, the in-

ventor, starts on a voyage, bringing up finally

in England in the reign of Elizabeth. The
court of Elizabeth confronting the phono-
graph, the bicycle, and the Bacon-Shakespeare
controversy is very funny.

MATHEWS, FRANCES AYMAR. Pamela Con-

greve: a novel. Dodd, M. & Co. il. 12,
$1.50.
Pamela Congreve, an actress, said to have

the fairest face in all England, is the heroine.

Pamela is first seen on Chilton Heath, where
she has just witnessed a tragedy that causes

her to vow vengeance. Later "Pam" appears
with strolling players, and her many con-

quests are openly discussed by the gallants of

the day ; finally she appears as the sweetheart

of the Duke of Harlowe.

MEREDITH, ELLIS. Heart of my heart. Mc-
Clure, Phillips & Co. 12, $1.25.

Supposed to contain the thoughts of an ex-

pectant mother which she confides to a diary
she is keeping for her boy to read in later

years. Her husband's work keeps him much
away from home, and in her lonely hours she

often indulges in thoughts verging on the

morbid.

MIGHELS, PHILIP VERRILL. Bruvver Jim's

baby. Harper. 12, $1.50.
The finding of a little mite of a boy baby,

dropped on the prairie by a party of maraud-

ing Indians, by a miner belonging to the small

western mining town of Borealis, is the basis

of the story. The boy becomes "Bruvver

Jim's baby," and has a most humanizing ef-

fect upon the rough miner himself and the

others of the mining district both men and
women. He is also a factor in "Bruvver Jim's
love story.

OPPENHEIM, E. PHILLIPS. Anna the adven-
turess

;
il. by F. H. Townsend. Little, B. &

Co. 12, $1.50.
In a story of the social life in London two

sisters play remarkable parts. Although they
are of diverse characters they resemble each
other in personal appearance, in fact the like-

ness is so striking as to lead their identities to

become confused, and also to tempt one sister

to pose as the other. For a time the sister

who figures in the novel as "Anna the adven-
turess" is apparently passive, but later she is

seen in some unusual, even tragic situations.

The male characters are also really characters.

PAINE, ALBERT BIGLOW. The commuters : the

story of a little hearth and garden. J. F.

Taylor & Co. il. 12, $1.50.
The story of "The Van Dwellers" after
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they have settled in their little paradise in the

suburbs. A "tiny small one" was added to

the "precious ones" and the servant problem
loomed up. The improvements planned, the

garden conjured from a few feet of soil and
all the little troubles of the man just far

enough removed from the city to suffer the

ills of "the commuter" are brightly told.

PEMBERTON, MAX. A daughter of the states.

Dodd, M. & Co. il. 12, $1.50.
The story takes place chiefly on the sea;

first on the deck of an Atlantic steamer, and
secondly on board a disreputable vessel carry-

ing ammunition of war to the Venezuelan in-

surgents. The heroine, "the daughter of the

states," is the daughter of a millionaire has-

tening to England to marry an impoverished
lord; the hero is an Englishman come unex-

pectedly into a title, going home to claim his

estates, and leaving a somewhat shady past in

America. These two meet on the steamer,
and are the only two saved from her when
she is run down in the night. A vessel picks
them up, and many exciting episodes ensue ;

they are pursued by a Venezuelan gunboat,
come dangerous near Mount Pelee during the

eruption, etc.

PEPLE, E. A broken rosary ; il. by Scotson
Clark. Lane. 12, $1.50.
France in the time of Louis xv. is the scene

of a novel of stirring action and tragic inci-

dent. A cavalier of the day, Leon La Valiere,

unfortunately kills his best friend in a duel

brought about by the former's debauchery.
When seen again he is Brother Claudkn of

the Brothers of Peace. Even in this garb he
is not secure from the snares of evil. Le
Corbeau, of the demi-monde, wooes and .wins

him in the guise of a pure maiden, and both

priest and woman are seen in some striking
situations.

PHILLIPS, D. GRAHAM. The cost ;
il. by Har-

rison Fisher. Bobbs-Merrill. 12, $1.50.

Depicts some of the social and political pit-

falls of American life. The heroine, a strong
type of womanhood, is introduced in her
school days, as is also the hero, a contrasting
character, more noticeably for physical

strength than moral traits. He appeals, how-
ever, to the unsophisticated girl whom he in-

duces to marry him. He likewise succeeds in

hoodwinking the public for a time, but event-

ually he pays the penalty of his sins, and to

his long suffering wife comes unhoped for

happiness.

QUICK, HERBERT. Aladdin & Co. : a romance
of Yankee magic. Holt. 12, $1.50.

Lattimore, supposed to be a town west of

Chicago, is the name of a real place, which is

boomed by speculators who are evidently real

personages. Their schemes effect such a mar-
vellous transformation in the heretofore dull

town that the name Aladdin & Co. is given
them. Although most of the novel is devoted
to discussing the methods of modern land

boomers, an old-fashioned love story makes
the dryer details palatable.

RUFFIN, M. E. HENRY. The north star: a

tale of Norway in the tenth century; il. by
Wilbur Dean Hamilton. Little, B. & Co.

12, $1.50.

SCHWARTZ, JOOST MARIUS WILHELM VAN DER'

POORTEN, ["Maarten Maartens," pseud.]
Dorothea : a story of the pure in heart. Ap-
pleton. 12, $1.50.

SEVERY, MELVIN L. The Darrow enigma; il.

by C. D. Williams. Dodd. M. & Co. 12,
$1.50.
The story is told by a young physician who

finds himself famous, having made some quite

unexpected cure. Professionally he met

George Maitland, who had some wonderful
theories about atoms and was in love with
Gwen Darrow The father of Gwen is stabbed

during a kind of metaphysical seance in dark-

ened rooms and the tale is given up to finding
the guilty one. Chemistry and occultism are

rife in the story.

SPRAGUE, W. CYRUS. Felice Constant ; or, the

master passion. Stokes. 12, $1.50.
A novel founded on incidents of the Amer-

ican Revolution. The scene is within the

shadow of Fort Detroit; the hero is a brave

young soldier, who when first introduced is a

spy in the American army. Felice Constant,
the daughter of French colonists, is the her-

oine. A notable character in the story is

Doris Cameron or Norvell, who sacrifices her

life for her loyalty to her adopted country.

STANLEY, CAROLINE ABBOT. Order no. n : a

tale of the Border; il. by Harry C. Ed-
wards. Century Co. 12, $1.50.

The story of a typical Virginia family who
go out to Missouri with their family slaves

in the early fifties. A picture of life in the

border counties before, during and after the

Civil War is presented. Order no. n was the

command issued by the Union General,
Thomas Ewing, ordering the homes in this

part of Missouri abandoned. The family
sinks to the lowest depths 'of poverty; the

son of the house dies tended only by two
faithful old slaves, the parents knowing noth-

ing of either his marriage or his death till

both are long past. They return to their old

home after the war, and the ending is happy.

SUTPHEN, W. GILBERT VAN TASSEL. The
gates of chance. Harper. 12, $1.50.

Deals with the marvellous adventures of

two young men of bohemian tendencies. The
scene is New York City of to-day. There are

twelve adventures related under the titles:

"The gentleman's visiting-card," "The red

Duchess," "The house in the middle of the

block," "The private letter-box," "The ninety-
and-nine kisses," "The queen of spades," etc.

TAYLOR, C. BRYSON. In the dwellings of the

wilderness ;
with decorations in col. Holt.

12, $1.25.
The opening of the tomb of one of Egypt's

mighty dead, by three American engineers
who have come on an excavating expedition
into the heart of an Egyptian desert, is the

episode that makes the story. They disregard
the warnings on the outer and inner portals
of the tomb, entering into the inmost depths.
A mummy of a woman, decorated with mag-
nificent jewels, is found, her history painted
on the walls telling she was one who in life

had a "devil-soul." The most terrible and

mysterious things follow.

ULLMAN, ALICE WOODS. A gingham rose;
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with a frontispiece by the author. Bobbs-
Merrill. 12, $1.50.

Two young women and two young men,
full of ambition and varied talents, are first

thrown together in a New York cheap board-

ing-house. One of the girls, with literary as-

pirations, gains herself the title of "a gingham
rose" at a masked ball. All four characters

are cleverly differentiated. "The gingham
rose" and John the realistic artist finally work
out each other'.s salvation. Full of bright con-

versation relating to the difficult of living up
to ideals.

WALLER, M. E. The wood-carver of 'Lympus ;

with a frontispiece from a drawing by C. C.

Emerson. Little, B. & Co. 12, $1.50.

The scenes are laid in the Green Moun-
tains of Vermont. The hero is a strong char-

acter finely portrayed. Used to a busy out-

of-door life, Hugh Armstrong in felling a

tree meets with an accident which deprives
him of the use of his limbs. At first he finds

it impossible to adjust himself to his shut-in

life, but a friend suggests wood-carving to

him. Through his work and love a great

change is wrought in him.

WATANNA, ONOTO. Daughters of Nijp: a ro-

mance of Japan ;
il. and decorations by

Kiyokichi Sano. Macmillan. 12, $1.50.

WELLS, CAROLYN, and TABER, HARRY PAR-
SONS. The Gordon elopement : the story of

a short vacation. Doubleday, P. & Co. 12,
$1.25.
The Gordon elopement differed from the

usual escapade, in as much as it was sud-

denly planned by a tired hostess and her hus-

band, who wished to be delivered from their

visiting friends. The scene of the elopement
is Rumford Falls, Maine. The -eloping couple
sojourn in a large hotel, which is suggestive
of mystery; here they meet the other charac-

ters, who add an element -of romance to a hu-
morous story.

WELLS, HERBERT G. Mankind in the making.
Scribner. 12, $1.50 net.

"An attempt to deal with social and politi-
cal questions in a new way and from a new
starting-point, reviewing the whole social and

political world as aspects of one universal

evolving scheme, and placing all social and
political activities in a defined relation to that ;

and to this general method and trend it is that

the attention of the reader is especially di-

rected." Preface.

WHARTON, EDITH. The descent of man, and
other stories. Scribner. 12, $1.50.
Contents: The descent of man; The mission

of Jane ;
The other two ; The quicksand ;

The
Dilettante : The reckoning ; Expiation ; The
lady's maid's bell

;
A Venetian night's enter-

tainment.

WHITE, STEWART E. The silent places; il. by
Philip R. Godwin. McClure, P. & Co. 12,
$1.50.
The opening scene is a post of the Hudson's

Bay Company. Two woodsmen of the com-
pany are sent by the Factor in search of an
Indian who has had a long credit and ab-
sconded without paying his bill. The men
are told to find the man, and not to return if

they do not find him. They travel north

through the snow-covered forests of the Can-

ada woodland into "the silent places," bat-

tling with cold and starvation. There is a

strange love story between one of the men
and an Indian girl.

WHITEHOUSE, Mrs. FLORENCE BROOKS. The
Effendi : a romance of the Soudan ; il. by I.

H. Caliga. Little, B. & Co. 12, $1.50.
A novel founded on incidents of the

Mahdi's attack of Khartoum in 1885, notably
the death of General Gordon, known as

"Chinese Gordon."

WYLLARDE, DOLF. The rat-trap. Lane. 12,
$1.50.
A story of English army life. Key Island

in the Mozambique channel is the scene. The
island was chiefly notable for dirt and discom-

fort, hence the English soldiers called it "The
rat-trap." The principal characters are Eve-

lyn Gregory, administrator and colonial sec-

retary of the island, who is there to prevent
native riots ; Captain Lewin, of the 28th Lan-

cers, and his newly wedded wife, in whom the

interests of the novel centre; and other Brit-

ish officers who play important parts in a

tragedy of army life.

HISTORY.

CORONADO, FRANCISCO VAZQUEZ DE, CASTAN-
EDA, PEDRO DE, MENDOZA, ANTONIO, [and
others.] The journey of Coronado, 1540-

1542; from the City of Mexico to the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado and the buffalo

plains of Texas, Kansas and Nebraska, as

told by himself and his followers; tr. and
ed., with an introd., by G* Parker Winship.
Barnes, il. map, 16, (The trail makers
ser.) $i.

This, the initial volume of the new series,
"The trail makers," embraces narratives which
tell the story of one of the most remarkable

explorations recorded in the annals of Amer-
ican history. Seventy-five years before the

English succeeded in establishing themselves
on the northeastern coast of North America a
band of Spaniards, starting from what was al-

ready a populous and flourishing colony, at

the City of Mexico, penetrated the opposite ex-
treme of the continent, and explored thor-

oughly a region as extensive as the coast line

of the United States from Maine to Georgia.
The accounts of their experiences herein

printed were all written by members of the

expedition.

DODGE, THEODORE AYRAULT. Napoleon. In 4
v. v. i, A history of the art of war from
the beginning of the French Revolution to
the end of the eighteenth century; with a

detailed account of the wars of the French
Revolution; v. 2, A history of the art of
war from the beginning of the Consulate to

the end of the Friendland campaign ; with a
detailed account of the Napoleonic wars.

Houghton, M. & Co. il. pors. maps, plans,
8, (Great captains.) per v., $4 net.

Forms a part of Colonel Dodge's "History
of the origin and growth of the art of war,"
in which the work of four great captains has

already been treated. Napoleonic bibliography
comprises several thousand volumes, yet there
is no one work in any language which goes
into the military side of Napoleon's career as

fully as the present volumes. Special atten-
tion has been given to the letters and orders
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written by Napoleon himself, and also to the

statements of the original authorities from a

geographical and topographical point of view.
The maps are peculiarly serviceable in bring-

ing before the eye the battles anl campaigns
described in the text. The first two volumes
contain over 100 charts and maps, in addition

to a valuable collection of some 130 portraits,

including 14 of Napoleon, and more than 100

cuts of uniforms and arms of the period.

HAYDN, Jos., comp. Dictionary of dates and
universal information relating to all ages
and nations; [ed.] by B. Vincent; rev. and

brought up to date by eminent authorities.

23d ed. ; containing the history of the

world to the end of 1903. Putnam. 8, $6
net

;
hf. rus., $9 net.

The present edition has been enlarged and
contains 197 more pages than the previous is-

sue.

HULBERT, ARCHER BUTLER. Pioneer roads and
experiences of travelers. In 2 v. v. I. A.
H. Clark, il. 12, (Historic highways of

America.) $2.50 net.

JOYCE, PATRICK WESTON. A concise history of

Ireland. Longmans, il. 12, $1.25.

THWAITES, REUBEN GOLD, ed. Early western

travels, 1748-1846: a series of annotated re-

prints of some of the best and rarest con-

temporary volumes of travel, descriptive of

the aborigines and social and economic con-

ditions in the middle and far west, during
the period of early American settlement ;

ed., with notes, introd., index, etc., by Reu-
ben Gold Thwaites. In 31 v. v. 2, John
Long's journal, 1768-1782. A. H. Clark,

maps, pors. facsimiles, 8, per v., $4 net.

The second volume of the series of early
western travels is devoted to the reprint of

John Long's "Voyages and travels of an In-

dian interpreter and trader," originally pub-
lished in London in 1791. Little is known of

Long, further than what he himself relates in

his book. Coming from England to North
America in 1768, he passed nearly twenty
years upon this continent, chiefly consorting
with the Indians learning their languages,

wearing their garb, living their life. An ex-

pert woodsman, fur-trader and explorer, he

penetrated into regions north and west of

Canada, that are still practically unexplored.
Contains a number of Indian vocabularies.

NATURE AND SCIENCE.

HORNADAY, W. TEMPLE. The American nat-

ural history : a foundation of useful knowl-

edge of the higher animals of North Amer-
ica; il. by 227 original drawings by Beard,
Rungius, Sawyer and others; 116 photo-
graphs chiefly by Sanborn, Keller, and Un-
derwood. Scribner. maps, charts, 4, $3.50
net.

By the Director of the New York Zoologi-
cal Park, and author of "Two years in the

jungle." Intended for schools and the general
reader, especially students between fourteen
and the university age. Covers animals of al-

most all kinds found in North America and
lands beyond. Each group is simply and in-

terestingly described, without technical lan-

guage, and finely illustrated. Mr. Hornaday
has drawn freely upon the zoological knowl-

edge that has been accumulated in the New
York Zoological Park.

MCFARLAND, J. HORACE. Getting acquainted
with the trees; il. from photographs by the
author. Outlook. 8, $1.75 net.

Contents: A story of some maples; The
growth of the oak

; Pines
; Apples ; Willows

and poplars ; The elm and the tulip ; Nut-
bearing trees ;

Some other trees. Index. Bo-
tanical names.

MATHEWS, FERDINAND. Field book of wild
birds and their music : a description of the

character and music of birds intended to

assist in the identification of species com-
mon in the eastern United States

;
with nu-

merous reproductions of water color and
pen and ink studies of birds and complete
musical notation of bird song by the author.
Putnam, nar. 16, $2 net.

NILES, GRACE GREYLOCK. Bog-trotting for or-

chids; il. from nature. Putnam. 8, $2.50
net.

During many seasons spent in the Hoosac
Valley, it has been a source of great pleasure
to the author to trace mountain streams

through moss-grown ravines to their begin-
nings, and to explore the almost inaccessible

recesses of the boglands. These walks are
described in this volume, which is beautifully
illustrated with full-page colored plate of or-
chids.

SHARP, DALLAS LORE. Roof and meadow;
with il. by Bruce Horsfall. Century Co.

12, $1.50 net.

A simple chronicle of the author's observa-
tions of the birds mostly on his city roof and
in the fields of the country. The chapters are
entitled: Birds from a city roof; The hunting
of the woodchuck

;
The marsh

; Calico and
the kittens

;
The sparrow roost ;

Some friendly
birds

; Chicadee
; Bird friendships, etc. By

the author of "Wild life near home."

SKINNER, C. MONTGOMERY. Little gardens :

how to beautify city yards and small coun-

try spaces. Appleton. il. 12, $1.25 net.

Contents: Making ready; The city yard;
The country yard ; Color

;
Flowers in their

season ; The choice of flowers ;
The wild gar-

den ; Shrubs; Water in the garden; Decora-
tive material.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.

CURTIS, FRANCIS. The Republican party: a

history of its fifty years' existence and a
record of its measures and leaders, 1854-
1904; with a foreword by President Roose-
velt and introds. by W. P. Frye, president
pro tempore U. S. Senate, and J. G. Cannon,
speaker U. S. House of Representatives.
Putnam. 2 v., 8, pors. $6 net.

"To chronicle briefly but comprehensively
the endeavors and achievements of the Re-

publican party during the half century of its

existence now completed, to present a record
of the causes and movements resulting in its

formation, of its conventions and platforms,
and of the measure of fulfillment secured for

the promises made in those platforms, is the

object of this work. A score of such volumes
would not suffice to tell the complete political

story of the past fifty years. . . . While-
there is more or less matter which has never-
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before been printed, the work is largely a

compilation of facts gathered from an hun-
dred and one sources. ... It has seemed
best wherever practicable, to give the full text

of bills, laws, resolutions, platforms, and

speeches, or extracts from speeches, rather

than epitomes." Author's preface.

OILMAN, Mrs. CHARLOTTE PERKINS, [formerly
Mrs. Stetson.] Human work. McClure, P.

& Co. 12, $1.50 net.

A work presenting the logical conclusions

of all the theories advanced by Mrs. Oilman
in her previous books. Contents: Man as a

factor in social evolution ; Concept and con-

duct; Some false concepts; The nature of so-

ciety ; The social soul ; The social body ;
The

nature of work
; Specialization ; Production ;

Distribution; Consumption; Our position to-

day; The true position.

OILMAN, N. PAINE. Methods of industrial

peace. Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $1.60 net.

Includes chapters on the combination of em-
ployers and of employees, collective bargain-
ing, the incorporation of trade-unions, indus-
trial war, conciliation, trade arbitration, and
the New Zealand system of dealing with labor

disputes. The general tone of the work is

one of impartial judgment on employers and
work people. Closes with chapters on the case
for legal regulation, and the essential princi-

ples of industrial peace.

HUYETTE, M. C. Coal is king. Regan Print.

House, il, table, 8, $5.

MAUDE, AYLMER. Toystoy and his problems :

essays. Funk & Wagnalls Co. 12, $i.
Each essay in this volume expresses, in one

form or other, Tolstoy's view of life; the
main object of the writer is not to praise his

views but to explain them. Mr. Maude is

one of the few Englishmen who, in recent

years, has had the advantage of intimate per-
sonal intercourse, continued over a period of

some years, with Tolstoy. The subjects of
the essays are : Leo Tolstoy, a short biogra-
phy; Tolstoy's teaching; An introduction to

"what is art"
; Tolstoy's view of art

;
How

"Resurrection" was written; Introduction to

"The slavery of our time" ; The Tsar's coro-
nation ; Right and wrong ; War and patriot-
ism; Talks with Tolstoy.

RICHIE, H. C. Trusts versus the public wel-
fare. Fenno. 12, $1.50.
The present monograph aims "to show

somewhat of the nature and purpose of the

great combinations or corporations, commonly
called trusts, that are monopolizing the busi-
ness of the country, and the pernicious effect

of their existence upon our individual well

being.

ROOSEVELT, THEODORE. Addresses and presi-
dential messages of Theodore Roosevelt,
1902-1904; with an introd. by H. Cabot
Lodge. Putnam. 12, $1.25.
"In the selection of the* speeches included

in the present volume special attention has
been given to trie subjects which seem likely
in themselves to possess continued importance,
and to those speeches which should prove of

special interest to the citizens and the voter

during the present year (1904) as expressions
of the methods of thought and of the princi-

ples of action of the President." Publisher's
note.

ROSCHER, WILHELM. The Spanish colonial

system; translation ed. by E. Gaylord
Bourne. Holt. 8, pap., 50 c. net.

SANBORN, FRANK B. New Hampshire: an

epitome of popular government. Hough-
ton, M. & Co. map, 12, (American com-
monwealths.) $1.10 net.

Covers more than three centuries of the his-

tory of New Hampshire, beginning with the

voyages of Gosnold and Pring, and closing
with the amended state constitution of 1903.
Its historical research is chiefly expended on
the years from 1623 when the early settle-

ments were planted by John Mason and Fer-
nando Gorges, to 1788, when the constitution
was ratified at Concord. The historian has
drawn freely upon documents discovered in

the past fifty years, which throw much light

upon the early story of land grants, land ten-

ure, and the conflict in New Hampshire be-
tween various types of government.

SCHERER, JA. A. B. Japan to-day. Lippincott.
iL 12, $1.50 net.

Prof. Scherer was for many years teacher
of English in the Government School at Saga,
Japan, and was able to speak to the Japanese
in their own language. His observations con-
tained in this work are therefore of unusual
value. They are gathered into eleven chap-
ters entitled: The cynosure; Sunriseland;
Views awheel; Glimpses of home life; The
awful Japanese language; Sermons garnished
with smiles; Life of the south; The people
of the north

; Japanese traits ; An opener of

gates ; The gates of Asia, or, the larger mean-
ing of the war.

SINGER, ISIDORE, ed. Russia at the bar of the
American people : a memorial of Kishinef

;

records and documents collected and ed. by
Isidore Singer. Funk & Wagnalls Co. 12,

ti.50

net.

everal chapters are first devoted to the
Kishinef massacres, giving an authentic and
detailed account of them; telling of the im-

pression produced by them on the American
people; relating the steps taken by our gov-
ernment to transmit to the government of
Russia the petition of the American people
prepared by Leo N. Levi ; and finally present-
ing the shorthand report especially prepared
for this book of the judicial proceedings of
the Kishinef rioters which extended from
Nov. 17 to Dec. 21, 1903. "The judgment of
Gentile Russia" is the plea of 34 eminent
Russians for the emancipation of the Jews in

Russia.

STEFFENS, LINCOLN. The shame of the cities.

McClure, P. & Co. 12, $1.20 net.

Articles on municipal corruption in New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis and
other representative cities in the United
States. The titles are: Tweed days in St.

Louis; The shame of Minneapolis; The
shamelessness of St. Louis; Pittsburg: a city
ashamed ; Philadelphia, corrupt and con-
tented

; Chicago, half free and fighting on ;

New York, good government to the test.

These papers are reprinted from McClure's
Magazine.
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EcaMng Cist an Conieiana Jterdjase.

Austin, Oscar P. Steps in the expansion of
our territory. '04. $1.25 net. Appleton.
Author is chief of the Bureau of Statistics

of the Department of Commerce and Labor,
Washington, D. C. He shows how Expan-
sion began with the Louisiana purchase.

Blanchard, Rufus. Documentary history of
the cession of Louisiana. '03. 25 c.

R. Blanchard.

Cession of Louisiana. '02. 5 c.

Old South Work.
Gives the treaty with France by which the

purchase was effected.

Churchill, Winston. The crossing. $1.50.
Macmillan.

This novel gives a picturesque view of
events that led to the possession of the vast
Louisiana tract.

Cooley, T. M. Acquisition of Louisiana.

1887. 25 c. Bobbs- Merrill.

Address delivered by Judge Cooley before
the Indiana Historical Society, February 16,

1887.

Dimitry, J. History and geography of Louis-
iana. 60 c. Am. Book Co.

Dimitry, J. Lessons in the history of Louis-
iana to the close, of the Civil War. 1878.

75 c. Barnes.

Ficklin, J. R., and King, G. History of

Louisiana. 1894. $i. University Pub.

Fortier, Alcee. Hist, of Louisiana. 4 v., col.

plates, portraits, maps. 1904. (Goupil's
Amer. hist, ser.) ed. de bibliophile, full mor.,

subs., $300; ed. royale, full mor., $200; ed.

de luxe, full mor., $60. Manzi, Joyant.

Gayarre, C. Hist, of Louisiana. New ed.,

with biography of the author by G. King;
bibliography by W. Beer. '03. 4 v., $10 .

net. Hansell.

Gayarre, C. Romance of history of Louis-

iana. $i. Appleton.

Heironimus, N. C. The Louisiana purchase.

1900. 10 c. N. C. Heironimus.

Hennepin, L. Description of Louisiana
;

tr.

fr. the edition of 1683 and compared with

contemporaneous papers by John G. Shea.

1880. $6. Shea.

Hitchcock, Ripley. Louisiana purchase and
the exploration, early history and building
of the West. '04. $1.25. Ginn.

Contains a complete and coherent narrative

of that area of almost a million square miles

purchased by the United States in 1803 for

$15,000,000 of which the taxable wealth is now
400 times that sum. Also describes expedi-
tions of Lewis and Clark and the exploration
of the West by Pike, Hunt, Fremont, etc.

Hosmer, Ja. K. History of the Louisiana pur-
chase. '02. $1.20 net. Appleton.
Treats the changes in the ownership of the

territory from France to Spain and again to

France and develops fully the purposes and
acts of Jefferson and the American Commis-
sioners in Paris. Of special importance are
the chapters on Napoleon and the leading
part he played in bringing about the sale of
Louisiana.

Houck, L. Boundaries of the Louisiana pur-
chase. '01. 50 c. Roeder.

Howard, Ja. Q. Hist, of the Louisiana pur-
chase. '02. $1.50 net. Callaghan.

Jefferson, Thomas, Writings of. 10 v. 1899-
1904. $50. Putnam.

Kurtz, C. M. St. Louis World's Fair, 1904;
hdbk. of general information. '04. pap.,

35 c. Gottschalk Printing Co.

Lee, W. H. Laird & Lee's standard pocket
guide and time-saver: complete "informa-
tion bureau" city of St. Louis, Louisiana
Purchase Exposition. '04. pap., 25 c.

Laird & Lee.

Martin, F. X. Hist, of Louisiana; appendix
Annals of Louisiana to the commencement
of the Civil War, 1861, by J. F. Condon.
1882. $5; $6. Gresham.

Robertson, C.. F. Louisiana purchase and its

influence on the American system. 1884.

50 c. Putnam.

Stephens, C. A. The Arc of 1803. $1.50.
Barnes.

A story /of Louisiana purchase times.

Thompson, Maurice. Story of Louisiana.

1889. $1.50. Lothrop.
Seizes the striking and picturesque side of

the varying fortunes of Louisiana. One of the

Story of the States series.

Wallace, J. History of Illinois and Louisiana
under the French rule. 1893. $2.50.

R. Clarke.
Authentic history of Mississippi Valley

from its earliest settlement until Illinois was
surrendered to the English in 1765 and Louis-
iana to the Spaniards in 1769. Contains
sketches of Carter, Champlain, Montcalm,
Pontiac, La Salle. Information precedes the

Purchase, but gives accurate history of condi-
tions that brought it about.

Wetmore, C. H. Out of a fleur-de-lis: hist.

of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. '03.

$1.50. W. A. Wilde.
Pt. i is a concise history of the Louisiana

Territory from its discovery to the date of the

Louisiana purchase; pt. 2 gives a vivid de-

scription of the World's Fair plans at St.

Louis; pt. 3 is devoted to biographical
sketches of the most important men and
women connected with the Exposition.

Winship, Alb. E., and Wallace, Rob. W.
The Louisiana purchase as it was and as it

is. '04. 60 c. Flanagan.

Zacharie, J. S. New Orleans guide ; [also]
Outlines of the history of Louisiana. 1892.

50 c. Hansell.
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From "Huldah." Copyright, 1904, by Bobbs-Merrill Co

AUNT HULDAH'S ORPHANS.

HULDAH.
IT is rather a commentary upon the use-

lessness and selfishness of the average up-to-
date reading woman that characters like

"Mrs. Wiggs," "Lovey Mary" "Huldah" and
others of the newer creations of the novelist

strike her as so thoroughly original and so

totally unlike the women with whom she

spends her days and a large proportion of

her nights. A great all-round love of hu-

manity and of every creature that composes

it, a great love of children, especially of those

that need comfort and assistance, a great

longing and capacity to be useful and do for

our neighbors, cannot go with directoire
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dresses, the driving passion for new pleas-

ures and the longing for the thousand and

one little gew-gaws that some other woman
has as a matter of course. Still to read of

unselfish women and really to admire them

is at least a little more in the right direction,

and we welcome every book of the kind that

appeals to right feeling.

The latest comer, "Huldah," is a woman
"fair, fat and forty," who brightens her little

corner of the world which lies among the

plains of Texas. For many years she has

kept a lodging house to which wanderers

have drifted, and she has always held on to

the waifs and strays, men, women and chil-

dren, that seemed to need help and protection.

When the story opens her almost bare home
contains some half-dozen children, all de-

voted to her and to each other. The last has

been left by circumstances described with lit-

erary art by Grace McGowan Cooke and Alice

McGowan. Even Huldah feels that she can

undertake no more, and considers delivering

up the baby to Texas charities. But the chil-

dren beg hard, and she finally yields and lets

them keep the little stranger.

Huldah is an apostle of prohibition, but she

is above all a woman who hates the sin and

loves the sinner, and the book describes her

long and faithful work in taking care and

leading upward a man who has a love of in-

toxicants, but is nevertheless pure .gold at

heart. Plot there is little, but Huldah's

thoughts and words, the devotion of "her

children" and the influence they prove in a

Texas town make a pretty story, set off with

sympathetic pictures by Fanny Y. Cory.
Bobbs-Merrill have the knack of getting

books that speak to a wide circle. "Huldah" is

an excellent book to read aloud on a rainy day
on a country hotel piazza. It will lead to dis-

cussion and help people get acquainted below

the surface. (Bobbs-Merrill. $1.50.)

(tl)ic9 in the (Shiise of fiction

Olive Latham.

WHAT since we venture to class it with

others should be said of books like "Olive

Latham ?" They show, perhaps, many strong
and even original points of detail, but their

refusal to emerge as organized wholes seems

to throw them back into the limbo of the

things that should be, but somehow are not,

alive, the things that will not stand on their

feet, so to speak. This is, we know, not the

received opinion concerning work by this au-

thor. Her "Jack Raymond," however, and

"The Gadfly" do not alter the conviction we

have, rightly or wrongly, formed. This novel

bears on the horrible old story of Russia's

misgovernment, official criminality, and par-

ticularly on the chartered suppression of the

genius and even the lives of her children.

The question seems not so much if the pic-

ture be true or unnecessarily unpleasant, but

if the author has put new life and signifi-

cance into the scenes where her revolution-

aries and their persecutors figure. Knowledge
of the movements towards a freer intellectual

and political life there is, but this presenta-

tion of it in the concrete is crude, even per-

haps a little brutal, and not to the present re-

viewer truly powerful and soul-stirring.

Readers of "Olive Latham" may indeed sup
and that plentifully on horrors, but and

here is the weakness without being intensely

horrified or moved to deepest pity and indig-

nation. Nothing in the way of situation or

circumstance that should affect readers to

such emotions has been left out. Even re-

straint and the effect by suggestion rather

than description are not to her unknown
methods. But the unfortunate fact is that, in

spite of its grim subject and the grimmer
revelations it produces, this book has an air

of being manufactured rather than inevitable.

Surely the beginning and the end of it speak
for themselves. One isolated phase must be

called, in itself if not in the context, almost

masterly. That is the analysis and present-

ment of the heroine's mental condition when,
after her prolonged vigil over her Russian

lover, she returns to quiet English scenes

haunted by her idees fixes. There she hovers

long on the borderland between sanity and

insanity, in a painful indifference to the real-

ities that surround her. The pathological as-

pect of the case shows the author at her best

at least it suits her best. (Lippincott.

$1.50.) London Athenaeum.

Dorothea.

FOR a kind of seriousness that is never dull,

"Dorothea" is quite the most admirable novel

which has been published this year. Maarten

Maartens is one of those writers who are not

afraid of being old-fashioned, who look at

life sincerely and compassionately, and, ac-

cepting the fact that the moral issue is the

one on which most of our serious crises are

bound to turn, make such issues their themes.

In other words, he is unlike the mere com-

mercial story teller of the day in that he has

the courage to teach his readers a lesson. But

with what art, with what sympathy, with
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what humor does he teach it! The sub-title

of "Dorothea" suggests a text, and a sermon

is unquestionably embodied in this tale, but it

is the kind of sermon that the masters of fic-

tion have preached, men like Balzac and

Thackeray and Thomas Hardy. The heroine

is the daughter of an English military man,

who, having broken his wife's heart, leaves

the child to be brought up on the property

left to her by her mother in Holland under

the care of two devoted aunts. These pious

Dutch spinsters, delightfully drawn, would in

any case have trained their charge to walk in

narrow paths, but memories of the wrong
done by Colonel Sandring to the woman lying

in the neighboring churchyard deepen their

sense of responsibility toward his daughter,

and they make higher the barriers reared to

keep Dorothea unspotted from the world.

When, on her coming of age, the colonel de-

mands that she shall take her place by his

side, and introduces her to society on its most

mundane side, choosing the Riviera for the

scene of her apprenticeship, she is as bewil-

dered by her surroundings as a lamb would

be if thrown among wolves. But Mr. Maar-

tens has no intention of building a melo-

drama around his saintly heroine. Though
incident, and plenty of it, flows from the sit-

uation in which he places Dorothea, it is only

in order that she may show to us how life

develops character.

Her early marriage might seem, at the out-

set, to promise plain sailing, for the man of

her choice is as noble of soul as she is herself,

but as a matter of fact her life with Egon
von Roden is even fuller of -pain and struggle

than was the brief period of misery with Col-

onel Sandring. The book is, in short, tense

almost from cover to cover with the excite-

ment of a good woman's fight with evil influ-

ences. One character after another brought
into the story seems there only to make

things more uncomfortable. Does this sug-

gest a depressing book? We admit that it

does, and must admit further that "Dorothea"

is, in many places, painful. But in the first

place it is absorbingly interesting; each of

the numerous figures in the story is a bril-

liant study of character, and the whole fabric

is put together with the skill of a born ro-

mancer. Secondly, the author's quiet humor
never fails him, it serves constantly to lighten
the strain of his narrative, and, finally, that

moral issue to which we have alluded is

here put before us with such truth and such
fine feeling that it awakens ideas, touches the

imagination, and altogether gives us some-

thing to add to our conception of life. Doro-

thea, with all her self-righteousness and oc-

casional downright stupidity, is never a prig.

She is a fine and womanly woman, as inter-

esting as she is beautiful. She is a study in

humanity, if ever there was one in contem-

porary fiction. This strong novel can only

increase the reputation of the author of

"God's Fool." (Appleton. $1.50.) N. Y.

Tribune.

The Veil of the Temple.
WILLIAM HURRELL MALLOCK in his latest

book shows himself more intrenched in

atheism than even in "The New Republic"
and "Is Life Worth Living?"

In an article in The Fortnightly Review,

September, 1001, he devoted nearly five-sixths

of it to showing the "futility," "hopelessness"

and "self-stultifying" character of the reason-

ing of the apologists for the credibility of re-

ligion, and his final conclusion is that "mo-

nism is the absolute negation of religion, and

the facts put before us by science form an

absolute affirmation of monism." He some-

what modifies this position in the "Veil of

the Temple" by the compromise he suggests.

As in "The New Republic," he has a rich

man gather a party of brilliant people in his

villa for the discussion of this theme which

so engrosses his mind, and these people are

supposed to be recognizable, living celebrities

of this generation, just as the dialoguers of

"The New Republic" were of those of 1878.

The hero ( ?) at the end of "The Veil of the

Temple" makes an offer to a brilliant young
woman of himself and his switch-back atti-

tude, which proposal the arrival of a worldly,

wicked baronet deprives the reader of her

response to. So it is neither novel nor ro-

mance, in reality, and can not be considered

as such, but merely a device by which to ex-

press his views argumentatively but less fa-

tiguingly.

Mr. Mallock writes brilliantly, and has.

stored his mind for years with all that science

has to say against "Religion as a Credible

Doctrine." Here, through the mouth of a

young Scotch philosopher, he also brings in

philosophy, with a leaning toward Hegel's

metaphysics. In the parts in which Mr. Mai-
leek keeps up the fiction of telling a story he

is very entertaining, has a pretty wit, and

gives a very pungent glimpse of London

"high society." Those whose belief in "Re-

ligion as a Credible Doctrine" is well founded

will not be ^urt by the "Veil of the Temple/'
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and those who may be led to doubt by its pe-

rusal will be only those who doubted before.

Hence the ultimate conclusion about it is that

Mr. Mallock has not the cure, still less the

promise, of "Is Life Worth Living?" in this

latest elucubration. Whatever tendency exists

in the thought of to-day toward belief in ab-

solute cessation of the individual homo at his

death will be fostered by this work, as others

of the kind, and therein lies its harm. Too

many may feel a specious force in Mr. Mal-

lock's arguments which ignorance of those

arguments which refute them may not enable

them to withstand. For those who can pierce

through its closely woven tissue of sophistries

the book may be qualified as an interesting,

able exposition of Mr. Mallock's infidelity,

which is unprofitable reading for them, to say

the least. (Putnam, net, $1.20.) Literary

Digest.

Fort Amity.
THE scene of A. T. Quiller-Couch's latest

story is laid in Canada during the struggle

between England and France, and there are

adventures in the battlefield, adventures in

the virgin forest, in an Indian encampment,
a French fortress, and the river rapids. If

you like, you may take the story as just a

good "boy's book"
;

a high-pulsing tale of

bodily adventure, with our old friend the red

Indian pleasantly prominent, with gallant and

courteous French and victorious but rather

stupid English, and an adorable French hero-

ine with a dash of Indian blood in her veins.

If such is your choice, you will enjoy hearing

how John a Cleeve turned Ojibway for a

while, how Muskingon caught catfish, how a

man was found dead and scalped with his

back against the rock at the head of a pass,

and how a handful of French militia held

Fort Amitie for two days against General

Amherst and 2000 English. Another possible

way of taking the book is to regard it as a

lucid and vigorous picture of the times and

the general outlines of the war; it may then

be profitably studied with a map. But there

is a third way, and that third is the way
which gives the book its peculiar quality. It

13 not enough for your twentieth-century ro-

mantic to endow his hero with all the rudi-

mentary virtues, and let him hack and hew

his way to his lady's arms. He needs to see

the wheels go round and explain why they

go round, and to do that he must give his

subject wheels worth watching and explain-

ing. No much-adored delightful fairy prince

will serve his end; he needs a character of

some complexity, a field of contrasts and in-

ternal conflict. Beneath the adventures of

John a Cleve's body, and governing them all,

lie the adventures of his soul in a strange

world. He is by nature speculative, always
in search of sanctions and never finding

them; and like many speculative men he lets

his conduct be ruled partly by impulse and

partly by the nearest external influence. At

the opening of the book we find him fitted

with a uniform of militarism, and it needs

but little discrimination to see that it will

scon be too small for him, like the clerical

robe they tried to fit him to at Douai. There-

after we watch the application of that search-

ing mind of his as a test to the various

standards of honor and friendship which his

impulsive or traditionally motived conduct

brings before him. In the end, of course

(for Mr. Quiller-Couch is ever something of

a moralist), he wins through to the standard

that can satisfy him, and marries his charm-

ing heroine. (Scribner. $1.50.) Books of

To-day and To-morroiv.

totjai tojs, tDljat 30 a Republican?

The Republican Party.

FIFTY years ago the Republican party was

organized, and this elaborate history of over

looo pages is a tribute to the completion of

the first half century of that party's exist-

ence. The issues that gave the Republican
movement life are explained, while the later

issues of tariff changes, trusts, sound money,
insular possession, and the Isthmian canal, in-

cluding the recognition of the Republic of

Panama, are treated intelligibly. The author

states frankly that the work "has been pre-

pared by an avowed Republican, who is a

stanch advocate of protection and of honest

money."
One helpful feature that will make these

volumes valuable for reference work is the

presentation in full of important bills, laws,

resolutions, platforms, speeches, or the more

noteworthy extracts from speeches rather

than epitomes. Tables showing the popular

and electoral vote of each State from 1856,

when John Fremont, the first Republican
Presidential candidate, was defeated by James

Buchanan, up to the election of McKinley
and Roosevelt, are presented in their chrono-

logical order, while a complete list of Repub-
lican Congressmen, with other statistical ma-

terial, is appended to the second volume.

No difficulty exists in establishing 1854 as

the birth year of the Republican party, but it

is not so easy to determine the exact locality.

The party sprang into existence as a protest

against the growing power of slavery, the

passage of the Kansas-Nebraska bill being
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the culminating act that led to a firm convic-

tion in many minds throughout the North of

the necessity for political unity if the exten-

sion of slavery were to be checked. Mr.

Francis Curtis, in the very first page of his

history, boldly gives the honor of the Repub-
lican party's birthplace to Jackson, Mich., be-

cause on July 6, 1854, in a formal convention,

a platform was adopted and a full Republican
State ticket nominated. It is not necessary

at this point to review the claimants of other

cities and towns as well as of the various in-

dividuals who suggested the name. These

interesting particulars are all told with an

evident desire to give just credit to all who
contributed anything of importance in laying
the foundations of the new party. Says Mr.

Curtis :

"Of one thing we may be sure, that neither

Greeley nor Seward nor Sumner nor Chase

nor Wilson nor any of those who became the

leaders and most prominent in the party after

it was well established did little, if anything,
to help it at its birth. It was the earnest and
zealous commoner who founded the party and

put it on its feet. (Putnam. 2 v., $6.) N.
Y . Times Saturday Review.

(Ensuring Citerature.

Autobiography of Herbert Spencer.
HERBERT SPENCER'S autobiography has been

before the literary world for two months, and
almost all the critics of note have said their

final word about it in the leading magazines
and periodicals. Many of them have written

in learned language of its merits and defects

in long essays and in crisp little paragraphs
in the daily papers. Almost all dwell upon its

great length, and many boldly call it dull and

think it would have been benefited by good
editing. Many say the world has now "pro-

gressed" beyond Herbert Spencer, and that

little can be gained by this serious study of

himself as descendant, as individual and as

originator of a philosophy that moved the

"progressing" world to its foundations about

forty years ago and brought uplifting thoughts
to many minds trammelled by outlived asser-

tions and not capable, unaided, to seek out

peace-bringing hopes. Only those who lived

in the early sixties can appreciate the first

consequences of the courageous investigations
of Spencer, Darwin, Huxley and their pupils
and students.

Spencer's autobiography speaks of all the

people of the past half century who have in-

fluenced their day and generation. By a

strange happening only one letter to Darwin
appears, and this relates to music, which is in

itself a peculiar circumstance. With George
Eliot he was excellent friends, and many of

their meetings and conversations afford many
data for reflection.

But the great force of this book, written

face to face with himself, is the detailed study

of his own nature. Everything with life in-

terested his peculiar mind, and his study of

heredity, of which he himself was the out-

come, is original and fascinating to a degree.

What a picture he gives of his self-contained

father, all aglow with sense of duty and a

longing to instruct and better the world, who

yet lives alongside of his striving, self-effac-

ing mother and never sees the wonderful na-

ture at his fireside nor sympathizes with her

peculiar trials while he is exerting himself

to make all men self-sacrificing and imbue

them with a sense of duty. Spencer's uncle, a

man gifted as a teacher, also is a study of

what should be and should not be in a great

instructor's nature. This minute study of all

things that touched his life is wholly fas-

cinating. Like all men who really achieve

anything, Spencer was always sure of his own

position, and never hesitated to refute the

opinions of others and to criticise and con-

demn whatever did not appeal to his personal

taste. The second part of the book treats of

his philosophy and life work, but the first is

a study of himself that may be long and dull

to many, but to the few will bring intense de-

light. It is all so fearlessly true, so imprac-

tical, so wholly unconventional. Strong phys-

ical health would have made a different man
of the dissector of an invalid's life. He was

forced to rest much, and his ever active mind

was not distracted by friends of various occu-

pations and interests. Music and theatre made

appeal to the artistic side of his nature that

the consequent exhaustion did not allow him
to gratify. Some find the lack of humor a

great drawback to the book, but it is all a part

of a contribution that must remain one of the

great documents of a past century. (Apple-
ton. 2 v., net, $5.50.)

ircsljest &otes.

DODD, MEAD & Co. have in preparation a

posthumous story by Paul Leicester Ford, the
scene of which is laid in New York at the
time of the Revolution. It will probably be
called "Love Finds the Way." It will be is-

sued uniform with Ford's popular book
"Wanted: a Matchmaker." Harrison Fisher
has provided a number of full-page illustra-

tions in color, and numerous colored decora-
tions have been made by Margaret Arm-
strong.

McCLURE, PHILLIPS & Co. will bring out
this fall, in two volumes, Miss Tarbell's re-

markable "History of the Standard Oil Com-
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pany," which two years ago began its career

as a serial in McClure's Magazine. The history,
which by general consent is one of the greatest
contributions to periodical literature of recent

years, will be revised for publication in book
form and be supplemented by a full appendix
of authorities. The work will also be very
fully illustrated.

THE CENTURY Co. will publish "The Rose
of Old St. Louis" on July 15. The story
covers somewhat the same ground as "The
Crossing," but the subject is treated in a very
different way. President Thomas Jefferson,
Lewis and Clark, the most prominent fam-
ilies of old St. Louis, and the imposing figure
of Black Hawk, the famous chief of the Sacs,
are among the personages introduced ;

while
across the ocean Napoleon, Talleyrand, Mar-
bois and the leading men of the days of the
first consul play a notable part in the plot.

Relyea and Castaigne have illustrated it.

THE SCOTT-THAW COMPANY, New York,
will publish shortly a book entitled "Our Po-
litical Drama," which is intended to give a
readable survey of such affairs in the political
world as are associated with and peculiar to

the business of electing presidents. The au-
thor divides his work into three sections, the
first dealing with national conventions and
their rise and progress, the second with the
more distinguished campaigns which have be-
come part of. the political history of America,
the third with the great candidates who have
figured in the conventions and campaigns.

LITTLE, BROWN & Co. are the publishers of

novels of great interest. Among the so-called

Louisiana Purchase novels already published
or about to be issued "Philip Nolan's Friends,"

by Dr, Edward Everett Hale, the venerable

chaplain of the United States Senate, deserves

a place. Published in 1876, when the horrors
of the "Virginius" massacre were still fresh,

Dr. Hale's story of the career of Philip Nolan
has ever been popular in the South and West,
and the book is said to contain facts in regard
to the annexation of Louisiana and the ac-

quisition of Texas, which are to be found in

none of the histories of the United States.

Dr. Hale gives credit for this great historical

transaction, which makes the United States

what it is to-day, to Napoleon Bonaparte,
who, he says, originated the plan and said

when the treaty was concluded, "I have given
England a rival." "Philip Nolan's Friends"
is said to exhibit Dr. Hale's narrative powers
at their best.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS have just brought
out a timely work in two volumes, entitled

"The Trail of Lewis and Clark, 1804-1904,"

by Olin D. Wheeler, who tells the story of the

great exploration across the continent in

1804 to 1806, and gives a description of the

old trail, based upon actual travel over it,

and of the changes found a century later.

The work is very fully illustrated. They
have also just ready a reprint, in two hand-
some volumes, of Frederick Law Olmsted's

"Journey in the Seaboard Slave States in the
Years 1853-1854, with remarks on their econ-

omy," originally issued in 1856, with a bio-

graphical sketch by Frederick Law Olmsted,
Jr., and an introduction by Professor William
P. Trent; "The English People," a study of

their political psychology, by fimile Boutmy,
translated from the French by E. English,
with an introduction by John E. Courtenay
Bodley; "The Story of Anglo-Saxon Insti-

tutions, or, the development of constitutional

government," by Sidney C. Tapp, who traces

the rise of local government and constitu-

tional law; "A Mediaeval Princess," a record
of the varied fortunes of Jacqueline, Countess
of Holland, last independent sovereign in

Holland, Zealand and Hainaut, together with
an account of her conflict with Philip, Duke
of Burgundy, 1401-1436, by Ruth Putnam,
with a number of illustrations, portraits and
facsimiles; also, a volume of verses by Enid
Welsford, a little girl of twelve years, en-

titled "The Seagulls," with an introduction

by R. Bosworth Smith.

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE was born on Inde-

pendence day, 1804, and July 4 this year
marks the hundredth anniversary of his birth.

Hawthorne graduated from Bowdoin College
in 1825, arid this year his centenary was cele-

brated at the Bowdoin College commencement
on June 22 in an appropriate manner. A
statue is to be erected on the Bowdoin Cam-
pus to represent the great romancer as he
looked in his student days. Longfellow, born

1809, was Hawthorne's classmate and grad-
uated with him. No centenary edition of
Hawthorne's works is announced by Hough-
toh, MifHin & Co., but they already have so

many fine editions of his writings that they
could hardly produce anything more beautiful

even to commemorate this great date. Dodd,
Mead & Co. control an edition limited to 125

copies of "The Scarlet Letter," which is pub-
lished to mark the centennial year. The let-

terpress is a literal reprint of the first edition

of this book, which ranks among the ten great
works of fiction of the world. The work is

illustrated with fifteen full-page colored plates
made specially for the book by A. Robaudi
and C. Graham, reproduced in colors by the

unique Goupil photogravure process. Caro-
line Shipman in an excellent article furnished
for the "Hawthorne Number" of The Critic

sets forth the reasons why a Frenchman should
be enough in sympathy with the peculiar na-

ture of Hester Prynne to understand just
how her Puritan surroundings might have
affected her, and makes some interesting com-
ments on the individual pictures. The Critic for

July is a number to buy and keep. The New
York Public Library on Saturday, July 2,

opened a remarkable free exhibition of Haw-
thorne's works in their original editions, man-

uscripts written by him, portraits, views of his

haunts and homes, and books about him. This
exhibition contains an absolutely complete se-

ries of Hawthorne's first editions, and affords

an opportunity never given before in New
York, which may be enjoyed with profit, as the

exhibit will continue six weeks. It is to be

hoped that the centennial of his birth will lead

Americans to study Hawthorne. "Little has

been done in America in letters or art that is

quite of the highest order, except the works
of Hawthorne," says Prof. Theo. T. Munger.
"These have the clear promise of perpetuity.
The themes are of supreme and universal

moment
;
he rises to their meaning and de-

picts them in commensurate form."
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(Cleanings from tljt Best.

JAPANESE COURTSHIP AND WEDDING.

A JAPANESE courtship and wedding are both

very curious ceremonies, and still somewhat
savor of barbarism. "When a young man
has fixed his affections upon a maiden of

suitable standing, he declares his love by fas-

tening a branch of a certain shrub to the

house of the damsel's parents. If the branch

be neglected, the suit is rejected; if it be ac-

cepted, so is the suitor." At the time of the

marriage the bridegroom sends presents to

his bride as costly as his means will allow ;

which she immediately offers to her parents,
in acknowledgment of their kindness in in-

fancy and of the pains bestowed upon her

education. The wedding takes place in the

evening. The bridge is dressed in a long
white silk kimono and white veil, and she and
her future husband sit facing each other on
the floor. Two tables are placed close by; on
the one is a kettle with two spouts, a bottle of

sake, and cups; on the other is a miniature
fir-tree signifying the strength of the bride-

groom ; .a plum-tree, signifying the beauty of

the bride; and lastly a stork standing on a

tortoise representing long life and happiness
desired by them both.

At the marriage feast each guest in turn
drinks three cups of the sake; and the two-

spouted kettle, also containing sake, is put to

the mouths of the bride and bridegroom al-

ternately by two attendants, signifying that

they are to share together joys and sorrows.

The bride keeps her veil all her life, and at

her death it is buried with her as her shroud.

The chief duty of a Japanese woman all her
life is obedience: whilst unmarried, to her

parents ;
when married, to her husband and

his parents ; when widowed, to her son.

(Dodd, Mead & Co. $1.60 net.) From
"Japan by Famous Writers."

ESPRIT DE CORPS OF BROTHERS AND
SISTERS.

A THING rarer among brothers than esprit
de corps is friendship : it is often more ardent
between strangers whom like tastes have

brought into contact
; yet when we come to

love another with an affection sure and deep,
we say that we love him like a brother. The
phrases of a language are never vain for-

mulas : in the beginning there is always some-

thing to justify them. They are documents,
monuments. To love like brothers or sisters

is not a superficial expression; however rare

it may be, at bottom this friendship is the

purest and strongest of all friendships.
Its most winsome form appears in the af-

fection of brother and sister. A bond of this

kind, where choice is added to community of

origin, has not only a great charm about it,

but also a powerful educative influence. In a

brother who is her friend, a sister finds a sup-
port, a protector, a guide : her life is enriched

by many things that would not come into it

without him. She gains independence, knows
frank and joyous good comradeship; she
learns to understand a young man's heart, a
man's heart, and in a very simple and straight-
forward fashion, through a most natural and
desirable intimacy.

A young man who has his sister for a

friend, finds in her a confidant, an infinitely

charming companion for his leisure hours, an

unerring judge of his tastes and habits, a con-

science pure and incorruptible. She gives him
with her affection a sweet and frank expres-
sion of it, and he must keep himself worthy
of this. So he is helped to walk uprightly and
to preserve that respect for woman without

which a man lacks an essential quality. What
a sister can do for a brother, when she loves

him and is clear of sight, passes all belief.

(McClure, Phillips & Co. $i net.) From
Wagner's "By the Fireside."

GEORGE SAND AND GEORGE ELIOT AS
REALISTS.

IT was the same with "George" Sand and
her disciple, "George" Eliot, especially the

former, all of whose great works, or letters,

were not only suggested, but actually written

in great part by men. Thus "Consuelo," her

principal book, owed its origin firstly to a

forgotten German novel by Herlossohn, au-

thor of "When the Swallows Homeward
Fly," and secondly to some man, possibly to

Liszt. For it is absolutely impossible that

any human being who had gone to the ob-

scurest depths of old Bohemian mysticism,
for which a knowledge of Czech was required,
could have written many other books in which
there is no trace of such tendency. Qui en a

bu, bolra he who has once tasted of that

fairy-fountain will show the intoxication

forever. And when George Sand Dudevant
writes herself, no author was ever so free

from it. One might doubt whether she had

really read her own work or the one so

called.

George Eliot was undoubtedly a genius, as

was in her own way George Sand. But

George Eliot herself told me that she had
read through two hundred books in order to

write "Daniel Deronda." It flashed upon
my mind to reply, though I did not say it,

that she would have done better to talk with

two hundred common Jews, and have learned

Yiddish. I doubt whether she knew ten words
of Lonsnekutish, or the holy language; and a

Jew who greatly admired her work admitted
to me that without this tongue no one could

really penetrate into common Jewish life.

And the same lady in speaking of her Span-
ish Gypsy admitted that she had only seen

Gypsies or spoken to them two or three times

in her life. Pott says the same in his im-

mense "Thesaurus of the Gypsy Dialects," the

result being that it is full of blunders. I say

nothing against Genius, but when one pretends
to make pictures of real life, he or she should
have known it honestly.
The chief reason why there are so few Un-

doubted Originals among writers, but espe-

cially among Women, is not by any means that

they are wanting in the power to be so, but
because they all have the End in view that

is, the reward, or honorarium. This induces
as a matter of course the keeping within the

limits of what will be popular, and of being "in

the swim," all of which handicaps the innate

impulse to create, which is the soul of genius.

(Funk & W. $i net.) From C. Godfrey
Leland's "The Alternate Se.v."
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A NEW CENTURY DON JUAN.

THE prototypic Don Juan, invented early in

the xvi century by a Spanish monk, was pre-

sented, according to the ideas of that time, as

the enemy of God, the approach of whose

vengeance is felt throughout the drama, grow-
ing in menace from minute to minute. No
anxiety is caused on Don Juan's account by

any minor antagonist : he easily eludes the po-

lice, temporal and spiritual; and when an in-

dignant lather seeks private redress with the

sword, Don Juan kills him without an effort

Not until the slain father returns from heaven
as the agent of God, in the form of his own
statue, does he prevail against his slayer and
cast him into hell. The moral is a monkish
one : repent and reform now ;

for to-morrow
it may be too late. This is really the only

point on which Don Juan is sceptical ;
for he

is a devout believer in an ultimate hell, and

risks damnation only because, as he is young,
it seems so far off that repentance can be

postponed until he has amused himself to his

heart's content.

But the lesson intended by an author is

hardly ever the lesson the world chooses to

learn from his book. What attracts and im-

presses us in El Burlador de Sevilla is not

the immediate urgency of repentance, but the

heroism of daring to be the enemy of God.
From Prometheus to my own Devil's Disciple,

such enemies have always been popular. Don
Juan became such a pet that the world could

not bear his . damnation. It reconciled him

sentimentally to God in a second version, and
clamored for his canonization for a whole

century, thus treating him as English jour-
nalism has treated that comic foe of the gods,
Punch. Moliere's Don Juan casts back to the

original in point of impenitence ; but in piety
he falls off greatly. After Moliere comes the

artist-enchanter, the master of masters, Mo-
zart, who reveals the hero's spirit in magical
harmonies, elfin tones, and elate darting

rhythms as of summer lightning made audi-

ble. Here you have freedom in love and in

morality mocking exquisitely at slavery to

them, and interesting you, attracting you,

tempting you, inexplicably forcing you to

range the hero with his enemy the statue on
a- transcendant plane, leaving the prudish

daughter and her priggish lover on a crock-

ery shelf below to live piously ever after.

After these completed works Byron's frag-
ment does not count for much philosophi-

cally. . . .

Let us, then, leave Byron's Don Juan out

of account. Mozart's is the last of the true

Don Juans; for by the time he was of age,
his cousin Faust had, in the hands of Goethe,
taken his place and carried both his warfare
and his reconciliation with the gods far be-

yond mere lovemaking into politics, high art,

schemes for reclaiming new continents from
the ocean, and recognition of an eternal wom-
anly principle in the universe. Goethe's Faust
and Mozart's Don Juan were the last words
of the xvin century on the subject; and by
the time the polite critics of the xix century,

ignoring William Blake as superficially as the

xvin had ignored Hogarth or the xvn Bun-

yan, had got past the Dickens-Macaulay

Dumas-Guizot stage and the Stendhal-Mere-

dith-Turgenieff stage, and were confronted

with philosophic fiction by such pens as

Ibsen's and Tolstoy's, Don Juan had changed
his sex and become Dona Juana, breaking out

of the Doll's House and asserting herself as

an individual instead of a mere item in a

moral pageant. (Brentano's. $1.25 net.)

From Preface to Bernard Shaw's "Man and

Superman."

"YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND."

she said at last
;
when I go

THAT FATAL

"VOLODYA/'
home . . ."

He was sitting at the table, putting a cog-

wheel into the plan of a machine.

"Yes?" he said.

She turned her head and watched him at

his work. Unemotional as she was, the sight

of the sensitive, wonderful hands that had

found no better work than to draw cog-

wheels and pumps and levers for two pounds
a week brought sudden tears into her eyes.

But he did not see; his head was bent down
over the plan.
"Yes?" he said again.
She still hesitated ;

the thing seemed so

horrible to say. When she said it at last it

sounded quite dull and commonplace.
"Is there any real use in my coming back?"

The hand holding the pencil grew rigid;

he sat like a statue and made no sound.

"Volodya," she began again desperately. He
laid down the pencil.
"No one but yourself can judge of that," he

said in a still, even voice. "As for me, all the

giving between us has been on your side, and

all the receiving on mine. It is clear that I

can have nothing to say. If you feel that you
have made a mistake . . ."

She suddenly remembered telling him in the

summer that he was the whole world to her.

It was more true than ever now, but she

could not say it. She said only, in a lame

way :

"Is it not you that have made a mistake?'

He was silent.

"You see," she added drearily; "you have

told me yourself, so often, that I can't under-

stand."

"No, you can't understand. This is ...

lucky for you."
He rose to leave the room. His face and

movement had something measured, some-

thing that terrified her. She caught his arm
as he passed her.

"Oh, it's you that don't understand!"

He seemed to stiffen under her touch.

"Perhaps," he said. "But, after all, it matters

very little which of us it is that fails to un-

derstand."

"Volodya ! Why will you make it so hard

for me? Can't you see I'm only trying to do

what is right?"
He broke into a little quick laugh and freed

his arm from her hand.

"One can trust you to think always of what

is right, my dear; but . . . not quite always
of what is bearable."

Then he went into his bedroom and shut

the door. (Lippincott. $1.50.) From Mrs.

Voynich's 'Olive Latham."
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$ook0 to Heair Buy.
"There is no worthier or surer pledge if the intelligence and the purity of any community than

their general purchase of books ; nor is there any one -who does more to further the attainment and

possession of these qualities than agood bookseller." PROF. DUNN.

ART, MUSIC, DRAMA.

BAXTER, SILVESTER. The legend of the Holy
Grail as set forth in the frieze painted by
Edwin A. Abbey for the Boston Public Li-

brary; with description and interpretation

by Sylvester Baxter. Curtis & Cameron.

12, $1.50.
Mr. Baxter calls attention to the fact that

the artist's original purpose was to depict in

a series of symbolistic panels the sources of
modern literature. While investigating the

subject, however, and searching for material

Mr. Abbey became impressed with the legend
of the Holy Grail. The author considers the

artist and his interpretation of the theme, the

theme in its relation to the place, the legend
in literature, and the frieze.

CAFFIN, C. H. American masters of sculp-
ture : being brief appreciations of some
American sculptors and of some phases of

sculpture in America. Doubleday, P. & Co.

il. 8, $3 net.

CHESTERTON, G. K. G. F. Watts. Button.

16, (Popular lib. of arts.) *75 c. net;

leath., $i net.

Dow, JOY WHEELER. American renaissance:
a review of domestic architecture

;
il. by 96

half-tone pis. W. T. Comstock. 4, $4.
This review of American renaissance orig-

inally appeared as a series of papers in the
Architects' and Builders' Magazine, As now
offered in book form, some new illustrations

have been added and in some cases the plates
have been enlarged. The book is intended to

be an impartial outline history of American
domestic architecture from Colonial times to

the present day. Contents: Ethics; Art and
commercialism

;
The ancient regime and An-

drew Jackson ; Humble beginnings of a na-
tional school ; The grand epoch ; Early igth
century work

; The transitional period ; Reign
of Terror its negative value; Fashion in ar-

chitecture
; Adaptation ; Concerning style.

ELSON, L. C. The history of American mu-
sic. Macmillan. il. 8, $5 net.

FORTIER, ALCEE. A history of Louisiana.

Goupil & Co., [Manzi, Joyant & Co.] 4 v.,

col. pis., pors, maps, 4, (Goupil's American
history ser.) ed. de bibliophile, full mor.,
subs., $300; ed. royale, full mor., $200; ed.

de luxe, full mor., $60.

MENPES, MORTIMER. Whistler as I knew him
;

containing 134 il. consisting of etchings,
dry points, and colored engravings. Mac-
millan. 4, $10 net.

"Mr. Mortimer Menpes is to be congrat-
ulated on the courage with which he has set

down, the pen-picture of Whistler as he knew
him; on the beauty of his reproductions of
Whistler's work

; on the suppression of him-
self, and on his freedom from all resentful-
ness and malignity against his old master.
His descriptions of Whistler's methods of

work are most valuable ; and would have been
more so if he had been as clear in his state-

ment, say, of how Whistler painted, as he is

in describing the man. I am glad to find that

he pays a tribute to Mr. Ernest Brown, the

art dealer, to whom many an artist besides

Whistler and Phil May owed much help, and
to the Dowdeswells for their handsome treat-

ment of the great artist. It is a thousand

pities that he lost Whistler's friendship be-

fore his marriage, for it leaves his after-

years a sad blank. No one who loves the art

of Whistler should be without this handsome
book. It contains works of art of exquisite

beauty ; it contains a delightful picture of the

outer Whistler that the man himself wished
to be mistaken for the real thing half butter-

fly, . half wasp, wholly laughing enigma."
HALDANE MACFALL, in London Academy.

SOLON, M. F. A brief history of old English
porcelain and its manufactories ; with an

artistic, industrial and critical appreciation
of their productions. Wessels. 8, col. pi.,

$15 net.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.

COLLINGWOOD, W. GERSHOM. Ruskin relics;

with 50 il. by J. Ruskin and others. Cro-
well. 4, $2.50 net.

These "Relics" consist of a series of chap-
ters upon incidents and objects connected with
Ruskin's life, by his friend and official biog-

rapher, W. G. Collingwood. The author had

exceptional opportunities to study his sub-

ject, and has profited by them. He it was
who accompanied Ruskin upon many rambles
and journeys, where together they criticised

art or drew sketches from nature. Many of
these sketches are here reproduced.

EPPINGHOVEN, URSULA, Countess v., (pseud.}
Private lives of William n. and his consort
and secret history of the Court of Berlin

from the papers and diaries extending over
a period beginning June, 1888, to the spring
of 1898, of Ursula, Countess von Epping-
hoven, by H. W. Fischer. Fischer's Foreign
Letters. 2 v., 8, lib. ed., $7 net; ed. de

luxe, $15 net.

The name under which these memoirs are

written is supposed to be a pseudonym. The
writer claims to have been a lady-in-waiting
to Her Majesty, the Empress of Germany,
and to have given a true narrative of court
life as she saw it. The story is a most inti-

mate one of the private lives of William n.

and his consort, full of petty details and gos-
sip.

FIELDS, Mrs. ANNIE ADAMS, [Mrs. Ja. T.

Fields.] Charles Dudley Warner. Mc-
Clure, Phillips & Co. 12, (Contemporary
men of letters ser. ; ed. by W. Aspenwall
Bradley.) 75 c. net.

This new series in spite of its name admits
authors recently dead whose work distinctly

belongs to our day and generation.
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CLEAVES, ALBERT. James Lawrence, captain,
United States Navy, commander of the

Chesapeake; with an introd. by G. Dewey.
Putnam, il. por. 12, (American men of

energy.) $1.35 net.

A biography of one of the brilliant sea-

fighters of the War of 1812, who gave the

famous order "Don't give up the ship."

SEDGWICK, H. DWIGHT. Francis Parkman.
Houghton, M. & Co. 12, (American men
of letters.) $1.10 net.

Worthy of its place in this notable series of
writers by writers that have touched hands
with their subjects.

TALBOT, Mrs. EDITH ARMSTRONG. Samuel
Chapman Armstrong: a biographical study.

Doubleday, Page & Co. il. 12, $1.50 net.

Samuel Chapman Armstrong, founder of

Hampton Institute, and a noted soldier in the

Civil War, was born in Maui, Hawaiian Isl-

ands, in 1839. Incidents of his life from this

date until 1890 are outlined by his daughter,
who describes scenes from her father's Ha-
waiian days and episodes of army life. Mrs.
Talbot dwells particularly on his work among
the Indians and negroes, and endeavors to pic-
ture him surrounded by the many difficulties

which confronted him in the beginning of his

social experiment.

VACARESCO, HELENE. Kings and queens I

have known. Harper, pors. 12, $2 net.

Helene Vacaresco, lady-in-waiting to Queen
Elizabeth of Roumania, writes her impres-
sions of Queen Elizabeth of Roumania ["Car-
men Sylva"], King Edward vn., Queen Alex-
andra, the Emperor of Austria, the German
Emperor, the Czar and Czarina, Margherita di

Savoia, dowager Queen of Italy ; King Victor
Emanuel in. and Queen Helena, Queen Maria
Christina and King Alfonso XIIL of Spain,
Wilhelmina i., Queen of the Netherlands

;
the

sovereigns of Servia, Pope Leo xni., Queen
Victoria. Indexed.

DESCRIPTION, GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

BOULGER, DEMETRIUS C. VON KAVANAGH. Bel-

gian life in town and country. Putnam, il.

12, (Our European neighbours.) $1.20 net.

Contents: The two races of Belgium; The
modern constitution; The legislature and the
electorate

;
The court and society ; Burgher

life in Brussels ; The commercial classes of

Antwerp; The mines of the Barinage; The
manufacturing centres; Country life in Bel-

gium; The dead cities of Flanders; Educa-
tion" and religious aspects; Law and justice;
In true Wallonia ; Amusements and legends ;

Literature and science ; In leafy Arden
; Some

popular types men; Some popular types
women

;
The army and military life.

LANDOR, ARTHUR H. SAVAGE. The gems of

the east : sixteen thousand miles of re-

search travel among wild and tame tribes

of enchanting islands. Harper, il. 8, $6
net.

"The gems of the east" are the least known
and the most remarkable islands of the Phil-

ippines. Mr. Landor journeyed several thou-
sand miles through the Philippines, going into

districts and islands never before visited by
white men. He says : "I will take you to ro-

mantic volcanic islands, and to the stronghold
of the Celebes Sea pirates; we will visit the

fanatical Mohammedan tribes of both the

Sulu Archipelago and Mindanao
;
we will ac-

company the Americans in a war against the

Moros; we will call on the insurgents (or

'ladrones') and I will introduce you to the ex-

traordinary white tribes of tree-dwellers, and
the Negritos ;

also to a multitude of other

tribes whose sins extend no further than can-

nibalism." Two or three thousand photo-

graphs taken during the trip furnish the illus-

trations.

SINGLETON, ESTHER, ed. Russia as seen and
described by various writers ;

ed. and tr. by
Esther Singleton. Dodd, M. & Co. il. 8,
$1.60 net.

Over thirty articles by authorities on the

subject are grouped under the headings: The
country and race

; History and religion ;
De-

scriptions ;
Manners and customs ;

Art and

literature; Statistics. Among the authors

represented are Prince Kropotkine, Jean Jac-

ques Elisee Reclus, W. R. Morfill, J. Beaving-
ton Atkinson, Theophile Gautier, Lady Verney,

Eugene Emanuel Viollet-le-Duc, Fred Whi-
shaw, and other celebrated writers. Intended
-as a companion volume to Miss Singleton's

"Japan."
DOMESTIC AND SOCIAL.

GREEN, W. C. A dictionary of etiquette: a

guide to polite usage and for all social func-

tions. Brentano's. 12, $1.25 net.

Arranged alphabetically are the rules of de-

portment under various conditions of domes-
tic and social life. All etiquette books are

fascinating psychologically, and this is par-

ticularly well put together.

EDUCATION, LANGUAGE, ETC.

NOT in the curriculum : a book of friendly
counsel to students, by two recent college

graduates; with introd. by H. Van Dyke.
Revell. 12, bds., 50 c. net.

Contents: How to begin; Relations to fel-

lows; Friends; Study; Athletics; Ideals; Dis-

posal of time; How to be popular; Use of

money; Self help; Conversation; Exercise;
Relations to your college; Practical Chris-

tianity; Purity; Dealing with doubt; A word
as to drunkenness ; Profanity ;

The Bible in

college life.

THORNDIKE, E. LEE, ed. Heredity, correlation

and sex differences in school abilities. Mac-
millan. il. 8, (Columbia Univ. contribu-

tions to philosophy, psychology and educa-

tion.) pap., 50 c. net.

THWING, C. FRANKLIN. College training and
the business man. Appleton. 8, $i net.

A fair estimate of the advantages of college
education in training the executive ability re-

quired in larere business relations, especially
in banking, insurance and transportation.

FICTION.

ADAMS, ANDY. A Texas matchmaker; il. by
E. Boyd Smith. Houghton, M. & Co. 12,
$1.50.
Lance Lovelace, a pioneer Texas ranchman,

is the matchmaker in the latest story, by the

author of the "Log of a cowboy." Tom
Quirk, the hero in the above story, is also the
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principal character in the present novel. The
scene is Las Palomas, and Tom is supposed
to recount his own adventures after the vig-

orous fashion of a cowboy.

ALLEN, JA. LANE. The choir invisible. Mac-
millan. 16, (Macmillan's paper novel ser.)

pap., 25 c. net.

CAUSTON, J. F. The philanthropist. Lane.

12, $1.50.

Raymond Loftus poses as a man with char-

itable motives, who has ever in view a pet
scheme for founding an orphanage. His plans

hinge on raising capital and his methods lead

to much cynical comment.

CHAMBERS, ROB. W. In search of the un-
known. Harper, il. 12, $1.50.
The book opens in the Zoological Gardens

in the Bronx, the upper part of New York
City. Professor Lesard, of the reptilian de-

partment, receives a letter from a man in the

far north saying he is the possessor of two
living auks, a bird believed to be extinct.

The professor's secretary is sent in pursuit of
the man, with unlimited credit, to buy the
auks. This is the beginning of several love

stories and other equally remarkable adven-
tures "in search of the unknown."

CHURCHILL, WINSTON. The crossing. Mac-
millan. il. 12, $1.50.
Noticed in June issue.

CONDICT, ANNA YEAMAN. My HT Angelo.
Appleton. il. 12, $1.25.

Angelo is a little Italian boy, who with his

mother, who is ill with consumption and try-

ing to sell laces, wanders to the farm of the

Crocketts, stern New England folks, who
have a keen perception of duty but little

knowledge of love. How little Angelo winds
himself around the heart strings of severe
Mrs. Crockett is very humanly pathetic.

CONNOLLY, JA. B. The Seiners. Scribner. il.

12, $1.50.

By the author of "Out of Gloucester," who
has heretofore confined himself to the writing
of short stories. The most interesting inci-

dents occur aboard Gloucester "Seiners," or

fishing boats, although Clancy's boarding
house also figures in the story, and a sailor's

love affair is almost as interesting as are his

deeds of prowess. Another innovation is the
introduction of women characters who have
never before taken part in Mr. Connolly's in-

ventions.

COUCH, ARTHUR T. QUILLER-, ["Q," pseud.]
Fort Amity. Scribner. 12, $1.50.
This story of the French and Indian war

plays in the exquisite region around Lake
George, Lake Champlain and the Canadian
forests to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It be-

gins in 1758 during the French and Indian
war while Great Britain was slowly gaining
ground. The storming of Fort Ticonderoga
opens the tale, which gives truthful and
blood-stirring pictures of the times. Ro-
mance plays its part and an epilogue showing
the descendants of tnose who fought and bled
after 100 years in their handsome home on
the Hudson River fitly rounds out an artistic

story. It lacks the humor that is so delight-
ful a characteristic of its author.

DILNOT, FRANK. The tyrants of North Hy-
ben. Lane. 12, $1.50.

North Hyben on the Hampshire coast, Eng-
land, is the scene of the acts of two brothers,

who were the village blacksmiths and of

cruelly despotic disposition. The elder of

these selects a promising young farmer on
whom he not only vents his own wrath, but

he likewise strives to influence his fellow

townsmen to join him in unjust persecution.
When the hero's life becomes almost unbear-

able fate intervenes, and Nellie Brierly plays
an important part in the episode of village

life.

ECKSTORM, FANNIE HARDY. The Penobscot
man. Houghton, M. & Co. il. 12, $1.25.

Short stories which describe the adventures

and strange experiences of Penobscot River
men. The titles are: Lugging boat on
Sowadne-Hunk

;
The grim tale of Larry

O'Connors; Hymns before battle; The death

of Thoreau's guide ;
The Gray Rock of Abol ;

A clump of posies; Working nights; The
naughty pride of Black Sebat and others;
Rescue ; Joyfully.

EGGLESTON, G. CARY. Evelyn Byrd; il. by C.

Copeland. Lothrop. 12, $1.50.

"Evelyn Byrd" is the third and last story
in a trilogy of novels which deal with the ac-

tion of the Virginians (men and women), in

the Civil War. In it the author shows the

endurance and heroism displayed by the sons

and daughters of Virginia in the latter part
of the Rebellion. Some of the scenes are at

Wyanoke. The interest centres in the love

affair of Evelyn Byrd and Colonel Kilgariff.

"Dorothy South" and "The master of War-
lock" were the titles of the first and second
books in the sequence.

FRASER, W. A. Brave Hearts. Scribner. 12,
$1.50.
The author says in an introductory note:

"The gallant bay, Brave Heart, that won the

'Foxbrook' at Saratoga, so typically embodies
the game qualities of thoroughbreds in gen-
eral that I have pluralized his name as an em-
bracing title for this collection of race-horse
stories." The first story also is entitled

"Brave Heart." Other favorites are immor-
talized in the stories.

FRENCH, ALLEN. The barrier: a novel.

Doubleday, P. & Co. 12, $1.50.
A little New England city supposed to

"look to Boston for supplies and to New
York for fashions" is the scene of a story of
an unscrupulous "promoter" who cannot rest

with his financial success, but employs even
more talent and energy to get into the inner
circle of society. The result is a new rivalry
with his defeated opponent in the local street

railway deal. The love of money and the un-
derhand methods of acquiring it lead to much
unhappiness in the pretty, old historic town.

GALSWORTHY, J:, [John Sinjohn.] The Island

pharisees. Putnam. 12, $1.20 net.

GARLAND, HAMLIN. The light of the star.

Harper, il. 12, $1.50.
The star is the leading lady of a theatrical

company. The hero is the playwright, who
first writes plays worthy of her best self and
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makes it possible for her to leave the melo-
dramatic field and use her great talent to help
elevate the stage and make it accomplish its

true mission as social reformer. Hamlin Gar-
land has a brother on the stage and is conver-
sant with theatrical secrets. The scene is

chiefly New York.

HEWLETT, MAURICE. The queen's quair; or,
the six years' tragedy. Macmillan. 12,
$1.50.
From the time Mary Queen of Scots be-

comes a widow in France and returns to

Scotland and finally loses her throne there

during six stormy years of intrigue and
wickedness the story runs. Although the au-
thor does not pass over her errors or mis-

takes, he shows an evident sympathy for her,
the picture he presents of her showing her a

warm-hearted, passionate woman seeking and
demanding love, and often meeting with dis-

loyalty and deception from all about her. The
fight around her throne by the various fac-

tions is vividly portrayed.

KINGSLEY, Mrs. FLORENCE MORSE. The sin-

gular Miss Smith ; il. by Will Grefe. Mac-
millan. 12, $1.25.

"Why do American women of the laboring
class decline, as a rule, to enter domestic ser-

vice?" A question presented for debate at a
woman's club was the inciting cause of this

work. One of the members, Miss Anne
Smith, a very wealthy woman, determines to

solve the question practically by going out to

service herself. She leaves her luxurious
home and lives as maid-of-all-work in differ-

ent establishments, having a sad and varied

experience. Her marriage grows out of one
of her odd masquerades, and is rich in in-

terest.

LANE, ELINOR MACARTNEY. Nancy Stair. Ap-
pleton. 12, $1.50.
A thoroughly good novel of the twenty

years between 1768 and 1788. Nancy's mother
dies at her birth. Her father, crazed by grief,
takes to a wanderer's life, and Nancy is edu-
cated by his two most intimate men friends.

Nancy had the gift of song and had a most
romantic longing to meet young Robert Burns,
whose songs she loved. She had a strong
mind and warm heart, and her heart history
is very beautifully told. She was the only
child of Lord Stair, a Scottish nobleman of
the last century.

MALLOCK, W. HURRELL. The veil of the tem-

ple ; or, from dark to twilight. Putnam.
12, $1.20 net.

A succession of discussions of questions of
the day, chiefly on religious topics, illustrating
the widespread scepticism of the intellectual

world. The talks take place in the Irish re-

treat of a leading member of Parliament, the
characters being men and women prominent
in English society, and thought to be por-
traits of well-known people often easily recog-
nized. The book is in the form of a story,
with a love interest. By the author of "Is life

worth living" and "The new republic."

MARCHMONT, ARTHUR W. By snare of love;
with frontispiece by Frank T. Merrill.
Stokes. 12, $1.50.
An American who has amassed a large for-

tune takes a pleasure trip through Turkey.
He conceives the idea of developing the re-

sources of the country and his plan resolves
itself into a struggle for supremacy between
Turk and Christian. A great modern enter-

prise is the result, almost wrecked many times,,

especially by "the snare of love," a dark
Eastern method of accomplishing its plots of

jealousy and vengeance. Constantinople is the
scene of the chief events.

MILLER, J. MAURICE. Philippine folk-lore sto-

ries. Ginn. il. pis. sq. 12, 60 c.

NORRIS, W. E. Nature's comedian. Appleton.
12, $1.50.
A novel which deals with modern English

social and political life. Sidelights are also

thrown on the English stage. The principal

character, although he is not a hero, is a sin-

gularly interesting person, who, notwithstand-

ing his confidence in his own aims, is by tem-

perament unfit for real effort or serious pur-
pose ;

he first fails as a favored son of an old

English family whose fortune he wrecks ; then
he is seen as an actor, and in interesting parts ;

later he is socially reinstated, but he always
falls short of success.

PAGE, T. NELSON. Bred in the bone. Scrib-

ner. il. 12, $1.50.

Seven stories entitled: Bred in the bone;
The spectre in the cart; The sheriff's bluff;
The long hillside; Old Jake's marital experi-
ments ; The Christmas peace ;

Mam' Lyddy's
recognition.

POTTER, MARGARET HORTON. The flame-gath-
erers. Macmillan. 12, $1.50.
The time is 1205 of the Christian era, and

601 of the Hejira. Mandu in the heyday of
its glory is the scene. The tragic love of the

Rajah's wife and his captive slave is the
theme. A ruby of fabulous value figures in

the story.

POWELL, FRANCES. The By-ways of Braithe.

Scribner. 12, $1.50.
Braithe Manor on the Hudson, built by the

first American Braithe, in exact imitation of
the ancestral English home of the Braithes,.

is the scene. The novel is notable for strik-

ing situations which occur in the By-ways, a
hidden labyrinth of passages, which were built

after the fashion of those that made the Eng-
lish manor famous. The interest centres in

the honor of the Braithes and in the love af-

fair of a daughter of the house. By the au-
thor of "The house on the Hudson."

RIVES, HALLIE ERMINIE. The castaway, three

great men ruined in one year a king, a cad,
and a castaway ;

il. by Howard Chandler

Christy. Bobbs-Merrill. 12, $1.50.

Noticed in June issue.

ROBINS, ELIZ., [Mrs. E. R. Parkes; "C. E.

Raimond," pseud.] The magnetic north.

Stokes, map, 12, $1.50.
A graphic novel of a winter in the Klon-

dyke at the time when the love of gold sent

most heterogeneous characters to this bonanza

region.

ROWE, HENRIETTA GOULD. A maid of Bar
Harbor. Popular ed. Little, B. & Co. 12,
75 c.
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TAYLOR, EMERSON GIFFORD. A daughter of

Dale. Century. 12, $1.50.
As the author of "A daughter of Dale" is a

Yale doctor of philosophy and an instructor

o rhetoric in the university, it is but reason-

able to assume that Dale is a fictitious name
for Yale; it is also fair to suppose that Bar-

bara, the granddaughter of Professor Hare,
is a real personage. The interest centres in

Barbara and her two lovers, who are con-

trasting characters in the graduate school and
rival suitors. Besides portraying the life of a

university town, the novel shows the perils
that threaten the overzealous student.

VILJOEN, B. J. Under the Vierkleur: a ro-

mance of a lost cause. Small, Maynard &
Co. il. 12, $1.50.
The author was one of the most brilliant

generals in the Boer army, so that his novel

is in a measure autobiographic, being founded
on his own adventures during the Boer war
and his early life in South Africa as a farmer
and as a member of the Volksraad, the legis-
lature of the Transvaal. General Viljoen
made his first visit to the United States in

1903, and is at present in St. Louis, as presi-
dent of the South African Boer War Exhibi-
tion Company. A simple love story runs

through the book.

VOYNICH, Mrs. ETHEL LILLIAN BOOLE. Olive
Latham. Lippincott. 12, $1.50.
Noticed elsewhere in this issue.

WATANNA, ONOTO. Daughters of Nijp: a ro-

mance of Japan; il. and decorations by
Kiyokichi Sano. Macmillan. 12, $1.50.
The marvellous resemblance between two

stepsisters, the one a royal princess, the other

supposedly the daughter of middle-class peo-
ple, but really also a "Daughter of Nijo"
Nijo, being a prince of Japan, is the basis of
the plot. Each of the sisters by an odd fatal-

ity loves the man to whom the other has been
betrothed by the relatives. The ending of the

story is quaint and satisfactory.

HUMOR AND SATIRE.
BANGS, J. KENDRICK. The inventions of the

idiot. Harper. 16, $1.25.
"The idiot/' one of Mr. Bangs' best-known

characters, discourses about The culinary
guild; A suggestion for the cable-cars; The
transatlantic trolley company; The incorpora-
tion of the idiot

; University extension
; Social

expansion ;
A beggar's handbook

; Progressive
waffles

;
A clearing-house for poets ; Some

electrical suggestions ; Concerning children
;

Dreamaline.

MAURICE, ARTHUR BARTLETT, and COOPER, F.
TABER. The history of the nineteenth cen-
tury in caricature. Dodd, M. & Co. il. 4,
$2.50 net.

Beginning with the Napoleonic era a history
of caricature is given down to the end of the
nineteenth century. Illustrations culled from
periodicals of France, Germany, England and
America explain and adorn a most interesting
text.

LITERARY MISCELLANY, COLLECTED WORKS
ETC

ANGLO-AMERICAN encyclopedia and diction-
ary: a comprehensive encyclopedia of the
arts, sciences, history, biography, geogra-

phy and general literature ; comprising also

a practical and exhaustive work of refer-

ence to the English language, giving the full

definition, the origin, pronunciation and use
of words. Globe Pub. Co. 12 v., 8. (Ap-
ply to pubs, for price.)

CODY, SHERWIN, comp. A selection from the
world's great orations illustrative of the

history of oratory and the art of public
speaking. McClurg. 16, $i net.

These selections include speeches of Demos-
thenes, Cicero, Savonarola, Bossuet, Mira-
beau, Chatham, Burke, Grattan, Curran, Sher-

idan, Fox, Erskine, Patrick Henry, Daniel
Webster, Lincoln, Gladstone, Ingersoll, Beech-
er and others. General introductions to each
author are furnished by the compiler and
editor.

KRANS, HORATIO SHEAFE. William Butler
Yeats and the Irish literary revival. Mc-
Clure, P. & Co. por. 12, (Contemporary
men of Letters ser. ; ed. by W. Aspenwall
Bradley.) 75 c. net.

MAETERLINCK, MAURICE. The double garden ;

tr. by Alex. Teixeira de Mattos. Dodd, M.
& Co. 12, $1.40 net.

Some of the sixteen essays contained were
originally published in London in the "Inter-
national library of famous literature," The
Fortnightly Review, The Daily Mail and Lon-
don Opinion; the others appeared first in the

Century Magazine, The Bookman, The Critic,
The Smart Set, Harper's Magazine, Harper's
Bazar and other leading American periodicals.

MUNGER, THEODORE. THORNTON. Essays for
the day. Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $i net.
Contents: The church, some immediate

questions; The interplay of Christianity and
literature; Notes on 'The scarlet letter;" The
secret of Horace Bushnell

;
A layman's reflec-

tions on music; A cock to ^Esculapius.

ROOSEVELT, THEODORE. The Roosevelt book;
selections from the writings of Theodore
Roosevelt; with introd. by Rob. Bridges.
Scribner. 12, 50 c. net.

^

The selections entitled "The American boy,"
"The strenuous life," "Grant" and "The Big-
Horn sheep" are taken from "The strenuous
life" and "Ranch life and the hunting-trail ;"
"The heritage of noble deeds," "Frontier char-
acter," "Daniel Boone," and "The grisly bear"
are taken from "American ideals," "The win-
ning of the west" and "Hunting the grisly."
The other extracts are from "The Rough
Riders" and from the President's addresses,
etc.

RUOFF, H. W., comp. Universal manual of
ready reference: antiquities, history, geog-
raphy, biography, government, law, politics,
industry, inv-ention, science, religion, litera-
ture, art, education and miscellany. King-
Richardson Co. il. 8, $2.50; $2.90; leath,
$3-90.

SHAW, G. BERNARD. Man and superman: a
comedy and a philosophy. Brentano's. 12,
$1.25 net.

"It appears Mr. Waikley, dr-amatic editor of
the London Times, once asked Mr. Shaw to
write a Don Juan play. Well, here it is!
The responsibility is on Mr. Walkley's head.
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The book will hardly be literature for babes,
and it remains to be seen whether it will even
be an after-dinner play for grownups. But
that it will be a wit-sharpener for all who
read there can be no doubt, fairly bristling
with Shawisms. It is as if the author had
unlocked all the long pent-up creatures of his

impish imagination, and finally turned them
loose upon the world. The result, if some-
what bewildering, is at least a little exciting."
Globe and Commercial Advertiser.

SLICER, T . ROBERTS, D.D. Percy Bysshe Shel-

ley : an appreciation ;
with an illustrated

bibliography. Privately printed by Charles

P. Everett. 8, $5.

WORLD'S classics. 52 v. Herbert B. Turner
& Co. 12, ea., 65 c. ; limp leath., $i.

Contents: i, Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre;
2, Lamb's Essays of Elia ; 3, Tennyson's '

Poems, 1830-1858; 4, Goldsmith's Vicar of

Wakefield; 5, Hazlitt's Table talk; 6, Emer-
son's Essays; 7, Keats's Poems; 8, Dickens'

Oliver Twist; 9, The Ingoldsby legends; 10,

Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights; 11, Dar-
win's Origin of species; 12, Bunyan's Pil-

grim's progress; 13, English songs and bal-

lads; 14, Charlotte Bronte's Shirley; 15, Haz-
litt's Sketches and essays; 16, Herrick's

poems; 17, De Foe's Robinson Crusoe; 18,

Pope's Homer's Iliad; 19, Carlyle's Sartor

resartus; 20, Swift's Gulliver's travels; 21,

Poe's Tales; 22, White's Selborne; 23, De
Quincey's Opium eater; 24, Bacon's Essays;
25, Hazlitt's Winterslow; 26, Hawthorne's
Scarlet letter

; 27, Macaulay's Lays of ancient

Rome; 28, Thackeray's Esmond; 29, Scott's

Ivanhoe; 30, Emerson's English traits and

representative men; 31, George Eliot's The
mill on the floss; 32, Selected English essays,
chosen and arranged by W. Peacock; 33,

Hume's Essays; 34, Burns' Poetical works;
35, Gibbon's Roman Empire, v. I (complete
in 7 volumes) ; 36, Pope's Homer's Odyssey;
37, Dryden's Virgil's ^Eneid; 38, Dickens'

Tales of two cities; 39, Longfellow's Poems,
v. i; 40, Sterne's Tristram Shandy; 41,

Buckle's History of civilization in England,
v. I (complete in 3 volumes) ; 42, The works
of Chaucer, ed. by Professor Skeat, v. i (by
permission of the Oxford University Press),

(complete in 3 volumes) ; 43, Machiavelli's

The prince, tr. by Luigi Ricci ; 44, Gibbon's
Roman Empire, v. 2; 45, English prose from
Mandeville to Ruskin, chosen and arranged
by W. Peacock ; 46, Essays and letters by Leo
Tolstoy, tr. by Aylmer Maude; 47, Charlotte

Bronte's Villette ; 48, Buckle's History of civ-

ilization, v. 2; 49, The imitation of Shrist;

50, Thackeray's Book of snobs; 51, Gibbon's

Roman Empire, v. 3; 52, Watts-Dunton's

Aylwin.

MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

HALL, GRANVILLE STANLEY. Adolescence ; its

psychology and its relations to physiology,
anthropology, sociology, sex, crime, religion
and education. Appleton. 2 v., 8, $7.50
net.

Contents: v. i, Growth in height and

weight; Growth of parts and organs during
adolescence; Growth of motor power and
function; Diseases of body and mind; Juve-

nile faults, immoralities and crimes ; Sexual

development, its dangers and hygiene in boys ;

Periodicity ; Adolescence in literature, biogra-
phy and history, v. 2, Changes in the senses
and the voice

;
Evolution and the feelings and

instincts characteristic of normal adolescence;
Adolescent love; Adolescent feelings towards
nature and a new education in science ; Savage
public initiations, classical ideals and customs
and church confirmation ; The adolescent psy-
chology of conversion

;
Social instincts and

institutions ; Intellectual development and ed-
ucation

; Adolescent girls and their education ;

Ethnic psychology and pedagogy, or adoles-
cent races and their treatment. Index of sub-

jects. Index of names.

LELAND, C. GODFREY. The alternate sex; or,,

the female intellect in man and the mascu-
line in woman. Funk & W. 12, $i net.

"I have endeavored in this book to set

forth the following views: That men and
women are, in strict accordance with the opin-
ion of the most recent physiologists, radically
different as regards both body and mind, al-

though social or domestic life has given them
much in common. That in proportion to the
female organs remaining in man, and the male
in women, there exists also in each just so
much of their peculiar mental characteristics.

That this female mind in man, having free

access to the images stored in the cells of

memory, calls them forth in dreams and rev-

eries, the same being true as regards the mas-
culine mind in woman." Preface. This book
was finished only a few months before Mr.
Leland's death.

NATURE AN* SCIENCE.

COMSTOCK, J. H. and ANNA BOTSFORD. How
to know the butterflies of the Eastern
United States ; with 45 pis. from life repro-
ducing the insects in natural colors. Ap-
pleton. il. 12, $2.25 net.

Brief but comprehensive descriptions of
butterflies from remote parts of our country;
although the species represented are mostly
from the eastern section, a few important ex-

ceptions are made. The work, which is in

three divisions, gives first a general account
of the structure, clothing and metamorphoses
of butterflies, and shows their relation to

other insects. This is followed by a classifi-

cation of species. Lastly the peculiarities of
the skipper family are defined. Designed for

nature students and as an introduction to ad-
vanced study of the subject.

FREUND, LEOPOLD. Elements of radiotherapy.
Rebman Co. 8, $5 ;

hf. leath., $6.

REED, CHESTER A. North American birds'

eggs ; illustrating the eggs of nearly every
species of North American birds. Double-
day, P. & Co. 8, $2.50 net.

The purpose of this volume is to furnish a
reference and guide to all bird students who
may desire to study the home life of our
feathered creatures, by a description of how,
when and where they build their nests, and
the appearance of their eggs. Illustrates the

eggs of nearly every species of North Ameri-
can birds.

RUTHERFORD, E. Radio-activity. Macmillan.

8, $3.50 net.
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POETRY ANO DRAMA.

CHILD, FRANCIS JA., comp. English and Scot-

tish popular ballads ;
ed. from the collection

of Francis James Child by Helen Child

Sargent and G. Lyman Kittredge. [Cam-
bridge ed.] Houghton, M. & Co. 8, $3;

hf. cf., $5; Special India pap. ed., $5.

The original version of "English and Scot-

tish popular ballads" consisted of ten parts,

which made five large volumes and contained

305 distinctive ballads, each of which was ac-

companied with an introduction, a bibliogra-

phy and an account of parallel versions of the

poem. In some instances as many as nine

renderings of a poem were given. The pres-
ent volume, with about five exceptions, con-

tains the same number of ballads given by
Mr. Child, with briefer notes, but his words
are retained wherever possible. The number-

ing of poems is uniform with that of the first

edition. Includes a glossary which is based
on that of the larger work. The editors are

Helen Child Sargent, daughter of the com-

piler, and Professor George Lyman Kittredge,
of Harvard University.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.

ALDEN, Mrs. CYNTHIA WESTOVER. Women's
ways of earning money. Barnes. 16,
(Woman's home lib.; ed. by Margaret E.

Sangster.) $i net.

Mrs. Alden writes from a wide experience
as a wage earner and a business woman of

many responsibilities. Her connection with
the press has also given her opportunities to

learn of the many fields of woman's possible
activities. The twenty-five chapters of her
little book offer information about as many
ways for women to earn money, all presented
with much practical advice and many pleas-
ant anecdotes. The book is the first volume
in "The woman's home library," and will soon
be followed by "The mother's manual," by Dr.

Coolidge, "Beauty through hygiene," by Dr.

Walker, etc.

BARNETT, G. E., ed. A trial bibliography of
American trade-union publications; pre-
pared by the Economic seminary of Johns
Hopkins University. Johns Hopkins Press.

8, (Johns Hopkins University studies in

, hist, and pol. science.) pap., 50 c.

BEBEL, FERDINAND AUGUST. Woman under
socialism

;
tr. from the original German of

the 33d ed. by Dan. De Leon. New York
Labor News Co. por. 12, $i.
Considers woman's position, socially and

politically in the past, present and future. A
plea for woman's equality with man.

DAVITT, MICHAEL. The fall of feudalism in

Ireland; or, the story of the Land League
revolution. Harper. 8, $2.50 net.

"Essential to all students of Irish history
and of modern British Parliamentary politics."
London Athenaeum.

DRAGE, GEOFFREY. Russian affairs. Dutton.

maps, 8, $6 net.

FLEMING, ROB. Depraved finance. Rob.
Fleming Pub. Co. 12, $2.
The publishers say: "The purpose of 'De-

praved finance and remedy for trusts' is to

show that no trade combination formed into

a trust was ever accomplished without charg-

ing bogus capital as real money, and that con-

sequently the costs of production in this coun-

try have been fictitiously increased, and that

as increasing dividends are extracted for a

capital which never existed, higher and higher

prices are only natural, and that these high

prices are often prohibitive of consumption
and of demand for export."

HAWKINS, RUSH CHRISTOPHER. Our political

degradation : being several short essays set-

ting forth certain facts which every

thoughtful citizen in the United States

should know. Grafton. 12, $1.50 net.

Contents: Preliminary words; Prophetic
words; The state; Manhood suffrage; Nat-

uralization; In re "the boss"; Brutality and
avarice triumphant; Is avarice triumphant?,
by Robert G. Ingersoll ; Is ours the best?;
Latest from the front; Some results of crim-
inal materialism.

LABRIOLA, ANTONIO. Essays on the material-

istic conception of history; tr. by C. H.
Kerr. Kerr. 12, $i.

The author is professor in the University of
Rome. His book is thought to be the most
important contribution to the literature of in-

ternational socialism since Marx's "Capital."

MOLINARI, G. DE. The society of to-morrow :

a forecast of its political and economic or-

ganization ; tr. by P. H. Lee Warner ;
with

an introd. by Hodgson Pratt and a letter to

the publishers from F. Passy; with an ap-

pendix containing tables on the cost of war
and of preparation for war, from 1898 to

1904 ; comp. by E. Atkinson. Putnam. 12%
$1.50-

Hodgson Pratt says in the introduction to
this work: "What -M. de Molinari desires to-

do is to set forth, with abundance of illustra-

tion, the facts that what human society needs
is no such all-embracing organization of in-

dustry and commerce as socialists desire, but
a regime of absolute liberty, a fair field and no-

favor; and that this has hitherto been im-

peded by the despotism and interference of
the state, the existence of powerful military
and official classes whose personal interests

are bound up with militarism, conquest and
war. What he writes under this last head is

of the utmost value, and will strengthen the
hands of those engaged in the crusade of

peace."

REICH, EMIL. Success among nations. Har-
per. 8, $2 net.

ROWE, LEO S. The United States and Porto
Rico ; with special reference to the prob-
lems arising out of our contact with the

Spanish-American civilization. Longmans,
G. & Co. 12, $1.30 net.

Contents: The extension of American influ-,

ence in the West Indies
; The political and

legal aspects of change of sovereignty; The
status of Porto Rico the insular decisions;
Civil rights and political status; The people
of Porto Rico; The period of military rule;
The establishment of civil government ; Prob-
lems confronting the civil government ; The
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contact of the Spanish with the American
legal system ;

The reorganization of the sys-
tem of local government ; Financial reorgani-
zation; The reorganization of the judicial

system; The introduction of trial by jury;
The civil service; Political retrospect and
prospect. Appendix. Legislative changes of

1904.

SCHERGER, G. L. The evolution of modern
liberty. Longmans, G. & Co. 12, $i.ionet.
The author, who is professor of history, Ar-

mour Institute of Technology, says in his

preface : "It has been my purpose to trace the

genesis and development of the political the-

ories embodied in the Bill of Rights and in the

French Declaration of the Rights of Man, and
to show that these documents are the result

of a long development. I have confined my-
self to an historical treatment of the subject."

SCHIERBRAND, WOLF v. Russia, her strength
and her weakness : a study of the present
conditions of the Russian Empire, with an

analysis of its resources and a forecast of

its future. Putnam! maps, 8, $1.60 net. ..

SHALER, NATHANIEL SOUTHGATE. The neigh-
bor, the natural history of human contacts.

Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $1.40 net.

A study of human relations, with special
reference to race prejudices such as arise in

the contact between the Jews and the negroes
on the one hand and the Aryan peoples on the
other. Professor Shaler shows that the pre-

judices are due to the inheritance by man of

tendencies developed in the stages of life be-

low his plane, that are indeed a part of the
evil which has come to him from the brutes.

Through a scientific study of this hatred of
the Jews, negroes, and other aliens, the au-
thor endeavors to found some new considera-
tions as to the ways in which this feeling may
be overcome and the people who sufler from it

effectively introduced into the commonwealth.

SMITH, ADAM. Wealth of nations : a new
and condensed ed.

;
with preface and introd.

by Hector Macpherson. Crowell. 12, $i
net.

SMITH, C. SPRAGUE. Working with the peo-
ple. Wessels. 16, (Handbooks for prac-
tical workers in church and philanthropy ;

ed. by S. M. Jackson.) 50 c. net.

An account of the work accomplished by
the People's Institute, founded in 1897, by a

representative body of the citizens of New
York. Its main object was an educational

one, to give free instruction in the laws and
facts of social science in a non-partisan and
non-political manner. Begun as an experi-
ment the institute became a great success.

Many new departments have been added to it,

and others are proposed.

STRONG, JOSIAH, ed. Social progress: a year
book and encyclopedia of economic, indus-

trial, social and religious statistics, 1904.
Baker & T. Co. 8, $i net.

As President of the American Institute of
Social Service, which is organized for the dis-

semination of information on topics relating
to sociological work. Dr. Strong is admir-
ably fitted for editing the present work. The

statistics are generally for the year 1903. A
few of the topics taken up : Child labor, Civil

service, Co-operation, Divorce reform, Edu-
cation, The housing problem, Institutonal

churches, Public ownership, The initiative and
referendum, Social settlements, Tax reform,
Temperance, The hours of work and the

wages of men and women. The book shows
the growth of the various reform political

movements, and especially of labor and re-

form legislation. To be published annually
on March I.

TENANTS' Rights League, comp. Legal rights
of tenants : a complete, up-to-date and au-
thoritative handbook for all those living in

rented homes. Tenants' Rights League.
24, pap., 25 c.

WASHINGTON, BOOKER TALIAFERRO. Working
with the hands : being a sequel to "Up from
slavery" ; covering the author's experiences
in industrial training at Tuskegee. Double-

day, P. & Co. il. por. 8, $1.50 net.

A detailed account of Mr. Washington's
methods in industrial training at the Tuskegee
Institute, with many additional chapters on
his own early life. Contents: Moral value of
hard work ; Training for conditions

;
A battle

against prejudice; Making education pay its

way; Building up a system; Welding theory
and practice ; Head and hand together ;

Les-
sons in home-making ;

Outdoor work for

women; Helping the mothers; Pleasure and
profit of work in the soil ;

On the experimental
farm

; Religious influences at Tuskegee ; Ne-
gro education not a failure.

WILCOX, DELOS FRANKLIN. The American
city : a problem in democracy. Macmillan.

12, (Citizens' lib.) $1.25 net.

"It is my purpose," says the author, "to

present to the reader the various phases of
this great American city problem as it is

working itself out in the various functions of

city government, in the political organization
of municipal democracy, and in the relations

which bind the city to the state at large."

THEOLOGY RELIGION AND SPECULATION.

ABBOTT, LYMAN. The Great Companion. Out-
look. 8, bds., $i net.

Essays on the fellowship of God, entitled :

The living God; The quest after God; The
hidden presence; The power of vision; Pur-

suing God; Listening to God; The door;
Christ's yoke; The fruits of the spirit; De-
vout forgetting; Devout remembering.

BEECHER, MARGARET, comp. Some truths and
wisdom of Christian science. Pulpit Press.

12, $1.50 net.

The compiler, Margaret Beecher, is the

granddaughter of Henry Ward Beecher. She
says of this work that its purpose is two-
fold "First, to do what little I can to in-

crease interest in and knowledge of the truth

to which I owe so much
;
and second, to put

into the hands of other Christian Scientists

certain condensed and convincing statements
of this science. I have sought to prepare a

book that might profitably be put into the

hands of those sincerely inquiring for the

truth and those skeptical."
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the sun."

From "Diary of a Musician." Copyright, 1904, by Henry Holt & Co.

.
BEAUTIFUL AND LIKE THE SUN.

The Diary of a Musician.

THIS puzzling book contains the innermost

thoughts of a genius, and according to Ber-

nard Shaw: "Genius is non-moral, unscrupu-
lous and supremely selfish." Non-moral, un-

scrupulous and supremely selfish thoughts are

not food for babes, and "The Diary of a Mu-
sician" is not for the shelves of the Carnegie
libraries. It may not be good for any readers.

Neither are Pate de foie gras, fine Havanas,
heavy Burgundy and sparkling champagne
good for their consumers, but at the right age,

in the right place and in right quantity their

effect is to please, to stimulate and to give

satisfaction and mental and bodily comfort

after intense strain and anxiety which are

also not good for any one.

"The Diary of a Musician" may well be

likened to a fine dinner in that it will not be

understood nor appreciated by average women
nor by young people still in the Huyler's

candy and ice-cream soda condition. Osten-

sibly written by a woman, the thoughts jotted
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-down day by day -by this erratic, easily- fooled,

easily tired genius appeal to men who know

just where their writer is doing good, truth-

ful work and just where imagination takes

the place of experience.

The book begins with the genius as a boy
in the 'country, where he feeds the pigs and

cows, plays the violin, listens to his father's

'cello playing, longs to go to Prague to study,

and sleeps in a common bed with his brother

and sister. Whatever one may think of the

rest of the book, this part will appeal to all.

The boy longs to get away. The closeness of

it smothers him.

'This morning when all were at work

without I slipped back to the house, and made
fast the door, that no one might return and

disturb me.

"I threw myself on the bed where I and

my sister and my brother sleep with my
uncle when he is here and I snatched the

pillow close, close in my arms, then I thought

upon what it \\ould be like .thus to have a

pillow of one's own. For years of nights

when my brother and sister slept I have

slipped my hand beneath the pillow for a mo-

ment and tried hard to imagine what it would

be like to make my head entirely comfortable

upon a pillow that was all my own.

"Oh, God ! To have a pillow that is all my
own and to go to Prague; the thoughts are

becoming inseparable. Should I ever live to

be as old as my father, I swear to Heaven I

will have a pillow one pillow that is mine."

This gives an idea of the intensity of the

style. This genius reaches Prague, and then

begins the struggle which consumes his life

between his passion for music and his totally

unregulated life always at the mercy of some

women, ranging from peasant girl to Russian

duchess, and back again to peasant girl. His
clear understanding and critical descriptions
of each of these women in turn, and of the

changes of feeling towards them, almost sa-

vor of fine satire, yet ever and anon the

"diary" seems real. In these days of "ex-

pert" literary work one hesitates to put oneself

on record as really getting at the author's in-

tention, one so often falls so far away from
the mark. Out of all his experiences the mu-
sician makes music, and many of his thoughts
on music are poetic and uplifting, but also

strangely, charmingly unbalanced, vaguely

longing, leading nowhere. There is a Frenchy
lightness of touch and at the same time the

total sincerity of the "guileless fool" of Par-
sifal capacity. The word portraits of the

women that wander through his life form a
little gallery of women to be avoided if good,

earnest work is to be accomplished, and they

cannot please women readers. The inherent

weakness of men anl women, their charm for

each other and the detriment they have been

to each other's highest interests since Adam
and Eve spoiled their Paradise would seem

to be "the keynote of a very puzzling, very

well written book.

The publishers have given it a distinctly

French manufacture, with vignettes, scrolls,

initials, etc., all making it externally attractive

at first glance. (Holt. $2.)

At the Big House.

THE "big house" stands in Southern Vir-

ginia, and was spared when that section of

country was war-swept and storm-beaten dur-

ing the years of Civil War and Reconstruc-

tion. Just before the war a young Southern

girl has married and gone North to live, and

before she felt it safe to visit her old home
and the dear "old house," now owned by an

uncle, she was the mother of Ned, aged ten,

Janey eight, and Kit, a laddie of five. A long

journey by rail, boat and jolting wagon
brought them to the comfortable, unpreten-

tious old house where "Uncle Henry" still

lived his quiet life, surrounded by faithful

negro servants cf the old days. Among these

were Aunt Nancy, their mother's ''old

mammy," a fat, smiling, broad-faced negress,

comfortable and sleek, with eye beaming and

white teeth shining, and Aunt 'Phrony, tall,

thin and very straight, with high cheek bones

and piercing dark eyes, priding herself

through life upon the mixture of Indian blood

that differentiated her from the pure African

type.

The children's interest centered in these two
old servants, for from them their mother they

had learned all the old stories of animals with

which she had delighted her babies' bed-

times. Now they were to hear all these won-
ders of the lives, the feelings, joys and sor-

rows of animajs at first hand in the dialect

their mother had imitated so fascinatingly.

On this thread of story are strung the fifty

folk-tales, half of Indian, half of negro origin,

that make "At the Big House." Aside from

their use as stories that must charm and de-

light all who learned to understand dialect

from that pastmaster, "Uncle Remus," these

stories offer a very interesting study to the

collector on folk-lore and origin. The tales

are distinctly marked as Indian or negro, but

many have strong points of resemblance, and

many show ^sop, Grimm, Hans Andersen,
"Uncle Remus," Aunt 'Pronie and Aunt

Nancy all drew from a first original inspira-
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tion that has filled the imagination of all the

peoples of the world.

Anne Virginia Culbertson, who modestly

calls herself the editor of the stories here col-

lected, says they all came from persons well

on in years, unable to read and without op-

portunity of access to books. She 'has imi-

tated with great success the style of a genuine

raconteur of Indian or negro nationality.

E. Ward Blaisdell has been very fortunate

in his artistic work as illustrator. His ani-

mals all have distinct individuality, and he

has a genuine sense of humor that makes his

curable Sidney Challoner and his son and

daughter. Nothing in the author's previous

works seems altogether to equal the delinea-

tion of the first-named of these three charac-

ters, a genuine Christian, scholar and gentle-

man, but perfectly impossible as a father, and

perpetually at war with the modern spirit as

embodied in his two children. Here and

there, no doubt, the humor verges upon cari-

cature, as in the case of Mr. Challoner's atti-

tude towards George Eliot's novels, incredible

on an educated clergyman at the present day;
but the essential nobility and tenderness of

From "At the Big House.' Copyright, 1904, by Bobbs-Me

''HI, Yl! GEMMEN, HOW IS DISH YER FER A EXESCOOSHUN 1"

characters irresistibly comic or pathetic. In

the pretty book the illustrations are in color.

Opportunities for gathering these folk-tales

of primitive peoples grow less year by year.

Such a rich collection should be warmly wel-

comed. (Bobbs-Merrill. $1.50.)

The Challoners.

IT is, no doubt, Mr. Benson's ill-fortune

that his name is, in the popular mind, asso-

ciated mainly with an unpleasant although
clever novel; but though it will probably be

a long time before "Dodo" is forgotten, "The
Challoners" should go some way towards

helping forward that consummation. "Smart"

society plays herein a small, innocuous, and
not particularly brilliant part, and the reader's

interest is wholly centred in three inmates of

a country parsonage, the Reverend and Hon-

the man's nature, which manifest themselves

especially under the trial of his daughter's

resolution to marry an agnostic, are set before

us in a spirit of sympathy and even rever-

ence. The' daughter above mentioned, a

healthy-minded, affectionate, and entirely lov-

able girl, is a more uniformly successful con-

ception than the musical genius her brother,

who, though at first delightful from his ir-

responsible high spirits, rather bores us when
he begins to take himself and his mission se-

riously. Three out of four of the passages deal-

ing in a highly didactic fashion with art

might indeed have been omitted with advan-

tage, but it is only fair to say that the para-
mount importance of conduct is insisted upon
with a strenuousness which would have satis-

fied Matthew Arnold himself. (LippincotL

$1.50.) The Athenceum.
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Nancy Stair.

"NANCY STAIR/' by Elinor Macartney Lane,

is a novel well worth reading not only for its

entertaining qualities, but for its rescue and

sympathetic portrayal of a beautiful charac-

ter in history, who came at one time within

the orbit of Robert Burns, the poet. It is

difficult for a Scot to forgive the harsh and

passionately selfish delineation of the Scot-

tish poet in his relation to Nancy Stair and

other women, and one had to hurry to Car-

lyle and reread his essay on Burns to find

balm for the unnecessary and merciless flay-

ing of the poet's besetting sin. But forgetting

that, and certain lapses in Scot's dialect, it

must be admitted that the author has written

a story which appeals to the sympathies and

rings true to juman nature, especially to

Scottish human nature. Nancy is a most be-

witching heroine as child and woman, and the

author makes her live with a sense of pal-

pitating reality that takes her out of the writ-

ten page into the heart. Jock Stair, as bewil-

dered in his fatherhood of so strange and un-

accountable a child as the proverbial hen witlr

the duckling, is a lovable, blundering charac-

ter who appeals in his part of narrator as the

dominie did in "The Little Minister." "Nancy
Stair" is so good a novel that one's interest

is aroused in what else the author has writ-

ten or may write. I see she is accredited

with "The Mills of God," a book which I re-

call made some stir among the reviewers, but

which I neglected to read. "Nancy Stair"

will now hasten me to make amends, and I

have no doubt other readers will do the

same. (Harper. $1.50.)

The Magnetic North.

UNBROKEN snow and silence, dense and

deadly cold, have entered literature for the

first time within a few years. The early polar

explorers seem either to have lacked the

power of vivid presentation, or to have been

smitten dumb by the sufferings .which they

describe with detail and yet with tameness.

The sole reality in their pages is the growing,

burning aurora, the one distinctively polar

phenomenon which was not their torturer,

their enemy, their assailant. The new writers,

travelling in search of novelty, analyzing their

sensations by the methods of modern psy-

ffiology, studying the reactions of nerve and

muscle, body and mind, mind and spirit, are

to them as George
1

Eliot to Mary Mitford, as

Michel et to Guizot, as Maeterlinck to Con-

science. Thus far there are not so many of

them that each new achievement does not

stand out clearly to be judged by itself, and

Miss Elizabeth Robins's has sufficient indi-

viduality to remain impressive even when the

frigid zones shall be as familiar backgrounds

tor fiction as the temperate. It is said that

she went to the Klondyke, and references in

more than one traveller's story justify belief

in the assertion, but whether she went or not

she convinces her readers that they have

gone. She paints the life of the little party

shut in by winter, each man's character slowly

undergoing proof by irresistible forces, re-

taining its trivialities and yet exhibiting the

essentials which in ordinary life would have

remained unsuspected by the man himself.

Here, and also in describing the way of a

man on the long trail, Miss Robins's methods

differ from those of American writers who
have essayed the same task, but it is in her

description of the moral change in the gold

seeker that she is most successful. One
lesson only the reader learns, that man
loses himself unless he lives for another, and

that certain of his own poets could have

taught him, and it comes to him vfrom the

trail, not from the mine. Miss Robins's earl-

ier books, in spite of their distinction of style,

gave but very slight indications of such

genius as she has exhibited in "The Mag-
netic North," but henceforth her work will

be expected impatiently by those who honor

either mastery of language or insight, for

both are hers. (Stokes. $1.50.) Literary

World,

The Search-Light Library.

DID you ever try to collect material on a

special subject? Did you ever try to keep it

classified, up-to-date and get-at-able? Did

you think the Newspaper Clipping Bureaus

would be eyes for you and would bring every-

thing on your "fad" to your attention? Did

you ever have your heart sink and all cour-

age leave you as you looked at their brown

paper envelopes coming day by day, each one

thicker than the last, more full of hopeless

repetition, unnecessary stuff sure to be con-

signed to the waste-basket, which yet must

be looked over, clipping by clipping, for some

possible, yet unpossessed, thought on the sub-

ject that is all-important, be it for entertain-

ment, interest or its money-making possibili-

ties?

Authors and correspondents, clergymen,

lecturers and orators, politicians and public

men, editors of periodicals and of newspapers
know the great importance of "material" in

helping them get up a book, a sermon, a lee-
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ture or an article. Every one wants to cover

his subject better than his neighbor, and every

one whose work is sought for has less and

less time to do the exhausting preliminary

work needed before his composition on the

particular, original line he has thought out

can be put into satisfactory shape.

All the above literary workers have an idea

where to find their "material," but there is an-

other large class, even more up-to-date, who
want the latest word on current matters

business men, corporations and committees

who do not even know where to get it and

miss many oppoitunities for lack of important
information.

Information for all is now available in the

Search-Light Library. It has its headquarters
at 24-26 Murray Street, New York City. It is

not a clipping bureau, not a press association,

not a mercantile agency, but the largest and
most up-to-date collection of classified clip-

pings and pictures on all subjects, compiled
from the newspapers, magazines, books, re-

ports and periodicals of the world. It has a

capital stock which insures its being able to

get at any material it needs, and it has the

capacity in its tiling spirit to know just what
is wanted at just the moment it is wanted.

The executive ability for the vast under-

taking rests in its Vice-President, William

George Jordan, whose power to get at the gist

of things amounts to genius. As editor of

Current Literature, The Saturday Evening
Post of Philadelphia, and several other pe-

riodicals, Mr. Jordan showed his special ge-
nius for supplying the public vital thoughts
on vital questions. He is the originator of the

simple, novel method by which he classifies

his immense amount of material in a way that

any special phase of it can be found instantly.

More than a million valuable clippings of biog-

raphies of people of the time (always kept up-

to-date), and of prominent men and women
of the past, information regarding places all

over the world, and material on every general

topic that could be asked for, is on file in the

library. In addition to this, the whole world
of illustration is fully covered; hundreds of

thousands of pictures of places on both hemi-

spheres; portraits of famous people, living
and dead

; all phases of natural history, plant-

life, mammals, birds, fishes, insects, reptiles

and prehistoric animals; pictures of the ar-

mies and navies of the world, vessels, cos-

tumes, armament, and a host of other valuable
material are here classified for instant refer-

ence. Mr. Jordan has put into the simplest
system the largest and best collection of clip-

pings extant to-day.

Cleanings .front tlje

THE PRAGUE OF MY DREAMS.
AT seven o'clock my father spoke to me,

telling me of the hour. Ludmila experienced
a fearful fit of coughing, and the blood

gushed from her mouth. I was horrified. '.

did not know that I could experience such

utter desolation. She lay with closed eyes,

while the physician held his fingers to her

, wrist, and frequently gave her medicine.

Presently, when we thought her asleep, she

opened her eyes and said to me : "Go and

play."
It seemed as if the whole world was going

mad. When I hesitated in bewilderment she

became irritated, and the physician told me
to go at once. I snatched my violin without

its case, and rushed away, my father follow-

ing.
It was then past nine o'clock. By the time

we had reached the hall, the second part of

the concert was begun. My place had been in

the first part. Josef had already played. My
father followed me in at the back. The mas-
ter spoke roughly to me; what occurred is as

a dream. I heard him stamp, and he cut me
on the shoulder with his stick. I did not

think to ask if I should play then or not at

all; and the way to the platform being open,
I went out upon it. I heard the master call

me to come back, but I only knew certainly,

that I must play for my father.

While I stood, I could hear the master

cursing and calling for the accompanist, who
presently hastened after me. I do not recall

what happened after that, except great
waves of sound in my ears, and the crushing
embrace of my father, who was in tears, and
the cold clear night air

;
and how the heavens

seemed to be falling upon me, and the earth

coming -up to me; and how I stumbled and
stumbled as I walked; and how finally my
father took me in his arms as if I were
a little boy again and carried me within, and
laid me on my bed.

I slept at once. I did not awaken until the

night of yesterday; and there my father sat

beside me. When I opened my eyes he

leaped up, and shook his great head, and
strode about the room singing "SOME time
SOME time SOME time DA da."

It was miriutes before I could command
my thoughts, and perceive what had hap-
pened to me. My father remained with me
until to-day. He has entered into a contract
for me with some music man of business. I

do not know precisely what it is, but I am to

have plenty of money while I remain here in

Prague, and I am to remain until September
next. I am to continue my studies at the

Conservatory, and under some changed con-
ditions. In September I am to play in other

cities, for the music man of business. I am
not yet old enough to make a contract, hence
my father has done so for me.

I receive the praise and affection of all

those whom I daily speak with. The mas-
ters at the Conservatory are all my friends,

although they are all hard and exacting. My
companions those learning to become musi-
cians as I am learning are kind and gener-
ous. Josef comes often to my room, and we
play together; and if he shouts at me in the
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most fierce manner, yet he throws his arms
about me the moment we put aside our
violins. (Holt, net, $1.50.) From Bacon's
"Diary of a Musician"

BONAPARTE GIVES ENGLAND A RIVAL.

"THE English have successively taken
from France Canada, Cape Breton, New-
foundland, Nova Scotia, and India, They
are engaged in exciting troubles in San

Domingo.^ They shall not have the Missis-

sippi, which they covet.
"Louisiana is nothing in comparison with

their conquests in all parts of the globe, and
yet the jealousy they feel at the restoration of

this^ colony to the sovereignty of France ac-

quaints me with their wish to take possession
of it, and it is thus they will begin the war.

"They have twenty ships of war in the Gulf
of Mexico

; they sail over those seas as sov-
ereigns !

_

The conquest of Louisiana would
be easy, if they only took the trouble to make
a descent there. I have not a moment to lose
in putting it out of their reach ! I know not
whether they are not already there. It is

their usual course, and if I had been in their

place, I would not have waited. I wish, if

there is still time, to take away from them
any idea that they may have of ever possess-
ing that colony."
Once more Napoleon stopped and faced the

two ministers, and gazed at them steadily for
a moment, first one, then the other, before he
uttered his next words. I know not whether
he paused because he hesitated to utter them,
or because he wished to make them more for-
cible. Then he said slowly and impressively,
with no trace of the excitement that had
characterized his former words:

'I think of ceding it to the United States."
If he had expected to create a sensation he

was not disappointed; the irrepressible start
of each, the glowing eyes, the eager desire to

speak expressed in both countenances were
abundant evidences of it, and I in my dark
closet was far more excited than either: for
here was more than my wildest dreams to be
realized. But Bonaparte had npt finished his

speech; with a gesture restraining them from
giving utterance to the words that were hur-
rying to their lips, he went on:
"You will say that I can scarcely cede it to

them, for it is not yet in our possession. If,

however, I leave the least time to pur enemies,
I shall transmit only an empty title to those
republicans whose friendship I seek. They
ask of me only one town in Louisiana; but I

already consider the colony as entirely lost,
and it appears to me that in the hands of this

growing pow-er it will be more useful to the
policy of France, and even to its commerce,
than if I should attempt to keep it. Citizen
Minister," looking at my uncle, "what is your
opinion ?"

My uncle, who had been all eagerness to

speak at first, seemed to hesitate now that the

opportunity was given him.
"I believe, Citizen First Consul," he said

slowly, "that we should not hesitate to make a
sacrifice of that which is about slipping away
from us. War with England is inevitable.
Shall we be able with inferior naval forces to
defend Louisiana against that power? At
the time of the discovery of Louisiana the

neighboring provinces were as feeble as her-
self. They are now powerful and Louisiana
is still in her infancy. The country is scarce-

ly at all inhabited
; you have not fifty soldiers

there. Where are your means of sending gar-
risons thither? Can we restore fortifications

that are in ruins, and construct a long chain
of forts upon a frontier of four hundred
leagues? If England lets you undertake these

things, it is because they will drain your re-

sources, and she will feel a secret joy in see-

ing you exhaust yourself in efforts of which
she alone will derive the profit. You will

send out a squadron; but while it is crossing
the oceans, the colony will fall, and the squad-
ron will in its turn be in great danger. Louis-
iana is open to the English from the north by
the Great Lakes, and if, to the south, they
show themselves at the mouth of the Missis-

sippi, New Orleans will immediatelv fall into
their hands. This conquest would be still

easier to the Americans: they can reach the

Mississippi by several navigable rivers, and
to be masters of the country it will be suffi-

cient for them to enter it. The colony has
existed for a century, and, in spite of efforts

and
^

sacrifices of every kind, the last account
of its population and resources attests its

weakness. If it becomes a French colony
and acquires increased importance, there will
be in its very prosperity a germ of independ-
ence which will not be long in developing
itself. The more it flourishes the less chance
shall we have of preserving it.

"The French have attempted to form colo-
nies in several parts of the continent of North
America. Their efforts have everywhere
proved abortive. The English are patient and
laborious; they do not fear the solitude and
silence of newly settled countries. The
Frenchman, lively and active, requires so-

ciety; he is fond of conversing with neigh-
bors. He willingly enters on the experiment
of cultivating the soil, but at the first dis-

appointment quits the spade and ax for the
chase." (Century. $1.50.) From Dillon's
"The Rose of Old St. Louis."

THE AUTOMOBILE THE CONQUEROR OF
SPACE!

BENEATH my tremulous hand the monster
is alert and docile; and on either side of the

road the cornfields flow peacefully onward,
true rivers of green. The time has now come
to try the power of esoteric action. I touch
the magical handles. The fairy horse obeys. It

stops abruptly. One short moan, and its life

has all ebbed away. It is now nothing more
than a vast, inert mass of metal. How to

resuscitate it? I descend, and eagerly inspect
the corpse. The plains, whose submissive

immensity I have been braving, begin to con-

template revenge. Now that I have ceased to

move, they fling themselves further and wider
around me. The blue distance seems to re-

cede, the sky to recoil. I am lost among the

impassable cornfields, whose myriad heads

press forward, whispering softly, craning to

see what I am proposing to do; while the

poppies, in the midst of that undulating
crowd, nod their red caps and burst into

thousandfold laughter. But no matter. My
recent science is sure of itself. The hippo-
griff revives, gives its first snort of life, and
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then departs once more, singing its song. I

reconquer the plains, which again bow down
before me. I give a slow turn to the mys-
terious "advance ignition" lever, and regulate

carefully the admission of the petrol. The
pace grows faster and faster, the delirious

wheels cry aloud in their gladness. And at

first the road comes moving towards me, like

a bride waving palms, rhythmically keeping
time to some joyous melody. But soon it

grows frantic, springs forward, and throws
itself madly upon me, rushing under the car
like a furious torrent, whose foam lashes my
face; it drowns me beneath its waves, it

blinds me with its breath. Oh, that wonder-
ful breath ! It is as though wings, as though
myriad wings no eye can see, transparent
wings of great supernatural birds that have
their homes on invisible mountains swept by
eternal snow, have come to refresh my eyes
and my brow with their overwhelming frag-
rance ! Now the road drops sheer into the

abyss, and the magical carriage rushes ahead
of it. The trees, that for so many slow-mov-
ing years have serenely dwelt on its borders,
shrink back in dread of disaster. They seem
to be hastening one to the other, to approach
their green heads, and in startled groups to
debate how to bar the way of the strange ap-
parition. But as this rushes onward, they
take panic, and scatter and fly, each one
quickly seeking its own habitual place; and
as I pass they bend tumultuously forward,
and their myriad leaves, quick to the mad joy
of the force that is chanting its hymn, mur-
mur in my ears the voluble psalm of Space,
acclaiming and greeting the enemy that hith-
erto 'has always been conquered but now at
last triumphs: Speed. (Dodd, Mead & Co.
$1.40 net) From Maeterlinck's "The Dou-
ble Garden."

YROLAND'S MESSAGE TO THE PEOPLE.

TRAVERSING parlor and guard-room, finding
them empty and silent as a church, they came
by the winding stairwav in the rock to the

hollow opening upon the platform above.

Two sentinels stood by the rough door.

Above and around, great stones had been

piled up so as to form a species of natural
battlement. Fulviac, bearing the banner,
climbed the rocks, and signed to Yeoland to

follow. They were still within a kind of rude

tower, walled in by heaped blocks of stone on

every side. They were alone save for the two
sentinels. Above, thev saw Prosper the
Preacher standing on a great square mass of

rock, his tall figure outlined against the sky.

They could see that the man was borne

along by the strong spirit of the preacher.
His arms tossed to the sky as he bent forward
and preached to those invisible to Fulviac and
the girl. His oratorv was of a fervid, stren-
uous type, like fire leaping: in a wind, fierce,

mobile, passionate. They could see him stride
to and fro on his platform, pestimlate, point
to heaven, smite his bosom, strike attitudes
-of ecstasy. His voice rang out the while, full

of subtle modulations, the pathetic abandon-
ments, the supreme outbursts of the orator.
Much that he said fell deep into the girl's
heart. The man had that stranee oower, that

magnetic influence that exists in the indi-

vidual, defying analysis, vet real as the stir-

ring witchery of great music, or as the voice

of the sea.

Anon they saw him fall upon his knees,
and lift his hands to the heavens. He had
cast a quick glance backward over his shoul-

der. Prosper had soared to his zenith; he had.
his men listening as for the climax of some
great epic. Fulviac thrust Yeoland forward

up the slope. She understood the dramatic

pause in an instant. Prosper's words, had
been like the orisons of birds preluding the

dawn. She climbed the rocks, and stepped
out at the kneeling monk's side.

The scene below dazed her for the mo-
ment. Many hundred faces were turned to

her from the slopes at her feet. Innumer-
able eyes seemed fixed upon her with a mes-
meric stare. She saw the whole cliff below
her packed with men, every rock crowned
with humanity, even the pine trees had their

living burden. She saw swords waving like

innumerable streaks of light ; she had a con-
fused vision of fanaticism, exultation, power.
Deep seemed calling 'unto deep ; a noise like

the noise of breakers was in her ears.

Then the whole grew clear on the instant.

The sky seemed strangely luminous; every
outline in the landscape took marvellous and
intelligent meaning. Strange Promethean
fire flashed down into her brain. She felt her
heart leaping, her blood bounding through
her body, yet her mind shone clear as a crys-
tal grael.
Below her, she had humanity, plastic, in-

flammable, tinder to her touch. An infinite

realization of power seemed to leap in her as
at the beck of some spirit wand. She felt all

the dim heroism of dreams glowing in her
like wine given of the gods.

Holy fire burnt on her forehead and her

tongue was loosed. She stood out on the

great rock, her armour flashing in the sun,
her face bright as the moon in her strength.
Her voice, clear and silvery, carried far over
cliff and wood, for the day was temperate and
without a wind.
"Look upon me well. I tell you the truth.

I am she to whom the Madonna appeared
from heaven."
Great silence answered her, the silence of

awe, not of disbelief or disapprobation. Her
voice rang solitary as the voice of a wood-fay
in the wilderness. The huddled men below
were silent as children whose solemn eyes
watch a priest before the altar. She spoke on.

"I am she whose tale you have heard. God
has given me to the cause of the poor. To
your babes and to your women-folk I lift my
hands; from the Mother of Jesus I hold my
command. Men of the land, will you believe

and follow my banner?"
A thousand hands leapt to the sun, yet

hardly a voice broke the silence, the calm as of

supreme revelation. All the simple mediaeval
faith shone in the rough faces ; all the quaint
reverence, the unflinching fidelity, of the un-
lettered of the age shone in their hearts. They
were warm earth to the seed of faith.

"Men of the land, I hear great noise of vio-
lence and wrong, of hunger and despair.
Your lords crush you; your priests go in

jewels and fine linen, and preach not the
Cross. Your babes are slaves even before

they see the light. Your children, like brute
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beasts, are bound to the soil. Men of the

land, give me your strength, give me your
strength for the cause of God."
She drew her sword from its sheath,

pressed the blade to her lips, held it up to

heaven. Her voice rang over rock and tree.

"Justice and liberty !" (Macmillan. $1.50.)
From Deeping's Love Among the Ruins"

THE ARMENIANS THE OLDEST CIVILIZED
RACE.

THE traveller coming southward from the

superb Darial Pass scarce realizes, as his

gaze sweeps southward, that he is looking
upon the home country of the oldest civilized

race on the globe. All to the south, almost to

Mesopotamia, was Armenia and is still in

parts the home of the Armenians, though they
have become scattered over all this section of
the world. We hear of them in the myths of
the sixth century before Christ, and in Alex-
ander's time. We hear of the province east

and west from the Euphrates, to the east Asia

Major, and west Asia Minor, of the conquest
by Rome, of the advent of Christianity in

276 A.D. Before that these people had wor-
shipped a mixture of the doctrines of Zoroas-
ter, of Greek Mythology, and ideas peculiar
to their country. They worshipped the Or-
muzd of the Persians and a Venus whom
they called Anaitis. The land was the prey
of the greater nations east and west. The
Arabian caliphs ran down upon it in 632 A.D.,

thereafter the land seems to have rested in

comparative peace until the eleventh century.
Then came the Mongols, followed by the Per-

sians, and then the Turks, and now the Rus-
sians. Yet through all these, these people
have preserved their nationality, their fait'h,

and somewhat of their ancient culture, at all

times of a higher civilization ti-.a n their con-

querors. Persecution has spread them far

and wide, but the twentieth century finds the

greater portion still in Asia Minor.
As I stroll through the quaint quarters of

Tiflis and bargain with these people, I find

myself gazing into their stolid, colorless faces,
and wondering what is the secret source of
their resistance to all outside influence since

Bishop Gregory firmly established their faith
in that long-dead third century.
They take their title of Gregorian from

Gregory himself. They refuse to attribute
more than one nature to Christ, and assert
that the Spirit proceeds from the Father
alone; baptism must be conjoined with con-

firmation, and extreme unction administered

immediately after, and not before death, and
to ecclesiastics only. They worship the saints,
but do not believe in purgatory. Pope Ben-
edict xn. accused them of 117 errors of doc-

trine, but that disturbed them but little.

While some of their nobility have acknowl-
edged the supremacy of Rome, the masses
have never done so. If you go to their
churches you will hear the Mass in their an-
cient tongue, but the preaching in the new.
If you bargain with them in their little shops
they will sit off and watch you in a stolid

sort of way, and you will obtain no advan-
tage. They have been shrewd in the man-
agement of their national affairs and have
fully understood the necessity of seeking pro-
tection from the dominant party sometimes

the Turks and again the Russians, and often,
because of the incursions of the other Chris-
tian sects, both Catholic and Protestant. Yet
how these people have suffered! the late

horrors in Asia Minor are still fresh in our
memories and will be followed by others as

terrible just as surelv as one dav follows an-
other. However, to-day they seem quietly

pursuing the paths of trade, and their masses
are now sunken in superstition and ignorance.
(Putnam, net, $2.50.) From Shoemaker's
"The Heart of the Orient."

DOG DAYS IN THE CITY.

AUGUST 8th. These days the pond-lilies lie

open well into the afternoon, as if too languid
to heed the clock of flower language, wholly
content merely to float time away fanned 'by
the wings of dragon-flies that hover above
and rest upon their buoyant leaves.

Two voices alone brave the hot noon: the

harvest-fly, and the tireless red-eyed vireo

who, as he dines, keeps up his agitated mon-
ologue without fear of contradiction.

In the city the gray pavements draw and
absorb the fierce noon heat and fling it back
in challenge to the night shadows long after

the sun itself 'has set. In the parks and little

breathing places the trees, hung with dust-

heavy foliage, block the river breezes that

strive to breathe greetings, laden with deep-
sea messages to each other through the mazes
of brick and stone, while the sumptuous lotus

in the fountains make their surroundings but
seem more arid as they drip with falling

spray.
Under the trees, left growing here and

there between the curb and sidewalk, carts

are drawn up that the horses may enjoy their

nose bags in the scanty shade, while their

drivers, some sitting back against the trees,

others lying prone an the pavements, likewise

munch their coarse fodder or sleep in sweaty
oblivion. On the shady side of thorough-
fares the venders of fruit and lemonade ply
their restless trade, and the rear of every ice-

cart swarms with clamoring children.

The residential streets in the heart of the

Whirlpool are well-nigh deserted. Drawn
blinds close the windows and barricades si-

lence the hospitable welcome of doorways.
Here and there a caretaker has drawn a chair

into the areaway and sits dozing over a paper,
for in August every one leaves the Whirlpool
who has either the money to ride or the

strength to crawl away. Even the park-
bench hobo braves the watchdogs and mos-

quitoes of the country to sleep under a hay-
rick. Yet in spite of the emptiness of certain

quarters, others, belching their compressed

population into the street as night draws on,
maintain the general average.
The shop-girls possess their souls in pa-

thetic patience, keeping their neat shirt-waist

cuffs clean with paper covers, against the

evening when either with a male escort 'or in

family groups of two and three they will take

a trolley ride shoreward or perhaps test the

assorted joys and sorrows of an excursion

boat, and even the finery of summer is limp
and withered.
But the day at least is endurable, because in

the day one expects at all times to do and
overcome. It is the time after the August
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sunset in the crowded town quarters that is

appalling, when they wrould sleep and cannot,
when they would rest and may 'not, for the

whole air is hollow and annihilating as a

vacuum, from which the overplus of tenement
dwellers have sucked away the life-supporting

force, and the voice of traffic is ceaseless as

the wail of ailing childhood. God, but the

poor of the earth are patient as the one
whose image they wear, and this patience is

patent of their origin and destination !

The Orient has its famous city of Dreadful

Night, and so has the Occident, only less

hateful in degree for that its sufferings are
local and its feet are lapped by the flow of
ocean and river that join in the Whirlpool
that surges about it. (Macmillan Co.)
From "The Woman Errant"

"BREAD AND BUTTER AND CLOTHES."

"Ix isn't a question of only me," said Ce-
cilia in cool, hard tones. "The man that mar-
ries me marries my family too. How do you
think they'd get on without me?"
"How do think I'd get on without you?

With you beside me I could get ahead, I

know. I need you, Cecilia you can't imag-
ine how much !"

Instinctively he took the tone that was most
certain to touch Cecilia. As he leaned for-

ward, the tears in his yoang, eager eyes, she

put her hand over them lightly. Tom sank
down on 'his knees at her side.

"What would a boy like you do with a
wife?" she asked with half-smiling pity.

"Boys are always having fancies. No I

won't care for you, Tom never."
"Don't say that ! If I had money and po-

sition would you marry me?"
"I don't know you're such a boy. But I'd

rather like to take care of you."
"Oh, you would then

"

"But what difference does that make? You
haven't got them, you know, and it will be
years ten, twenty years before you could
get them, even if you ever do."

^ Tom's head sank. He put his arms about
Cecilia and buried his face on her shoulder,
and she held him, smoothing his hair gently,
as though he were a child.

"It's no use, Tom. If I marry, I must
marry some one that can take my place, as
far as my family goes, and more. They can't
take care of themselves. Mother hasn't an
idea about business or getting along, and she
can't manage the girls. You see what Bertha
is so pretty, and just as wild as a colt. I

can't have her growing up so. You know
we've never had a real home. My father

well, he was the sort of a man that never
ought to marry. My mother has had a hard
life. And I want the girls to have a chance.
If I should go and tie myself down so that I

could hardly get along myself and couldn't
do a thing for them, how would I feel? I
can't do that."

"Yes, that's all very well!" cried Tom,
clinging to her, "but you must think of your-
self your own life and mine, Cecilia,
with them it's a question of bread and butter
and clothes, but with me it's almost life or
death !"

"No, it isn't, Tom. I don't believe that.
Bread and butter and clothes are more im-

portant than you seem to think, and senti-

ment isn't as important as you think. I

want to live decently, and without this hor-

rible load of debt that we're just getting out

of, and to know that the rent is going to be

paid, and that Bertha isn't running the streets

with a lot of common boys and girls. That's
what I care about." (Fox, Duffield & Co.

$i.) From Boyce's "The Folly of Others"

FOR VILOLA'S HOME COMING.
HE had planned many surprises for hi&

daughter, as he always did on her home-

coming. This time he had one which was, in-

his estimation, almost stupendous. He had

purchased a sideboard. Vilola had always
talked about a sideboard for the dining-room
some time when they got rich. She had never

asked for one. That was not Vilola's way.
She had seldom asked for anything in her

whole life, but her father had taken note and
remembered. The week before he had gone
about anxiously pricing sideboards. He had
saved up a certain amount for one. When he
found that he could not only purchase a side-

board with his hoard, but a nice, little rock-

ing-chair for Vilola's room as well, he was
jubilant.
He went home whistling under his breath

like a boy. He had an idea that there should
be a rich display of some sort on a side-

board, and he searched the house for suitable

ornaments. He found an old-fashioned glass

preserve-dish on a standard, a little painted
mug which had been his in babyhood, and a

large cup and saucer with "Gift of Friend-

ship" on the front in gold letters. He ar-

ranged these in a row on the sideboard with
the tall glass dish in the centre. Then he
stood off and surveyed the cheap oak piece
with its mirror and gaudily carved doors and
its decorations doubtfully, not being entirely
satisfied.

Then all at once his face lit up. He hast-

ened into his own bedroom out of the sitting-

room, and brought forth in triumph his last

year's Christmas present from Vilola. It was
a brush-and-comb tray decorated with blue
roses. He dusted it carefully with his pocket-
handkerchief and placed it on the sideboard
to the right of the cup and saucer. In the

tray were the nice, new brush and comb
which had been a part of the present. He had.

never used them. He thought too much of
them for that. He removed the brush and
comb and stood for a minute with them in

his hand, with his head on one side, survey-
ing the effect of the sideboard without them.
Then he replaced the brush and comb in-

the tray. He was fully satisfied.

"She'll be tickled 'most to death," he said.

He whistled again as he went upstairs to see
Vilola's room. He whistled "Annie Laurie,"
and the words of the old song floated through
his mind in company with the air:

"Her brow is like the snow-drift,
Her throat is like the swan, ...
And for bonnie Annie Laurie
I'd lay me down and die."

His dear daughter Vilola was in his fancy as
Annie Laurie. All the romance of his nature,
purified and spiritualized, was represented by
his daughter. (Harper. $1.25.) From Mary
Wilkins Freeman's "The Givers."
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Books to Heaft anft Buy,
"There is no worthier or surer pledge of the intelligence and the purity of any community than

4heir general purchase of books ; nor is there any one -who does more to further the attainment and
possession of these qualities than agood bookseller:" PROF. DUNN.

ART, MUSIC, DRAMA.

GARDNER, J. STARKIE. Old silver work, chiefly

English, from the I5th to the i8th cen-
turies: a series of choice examples sel.

from the unique loan collection recently
exhibited at St. James's Court, London,
supplemented by some further fine speci-
mens from the collections of the Duke of
Devonshire and Rutland; with historical

and descriptive notes and an introd. essay
dealing with the history of the silversmith's

art, the character of the objects illustrated,
and the existence of further similar ex-

amples in the country. Lira ed. Buckley
& Co. f, subs., $35 net.

LAVIGNAC, ALBERT. Music and musicians;
with 94 il. and 510 examples in musical no-
tation

; tr. by W. Marchant. 4th ed., rev.

and ed.
;

with an appendix on music in

America and the present state of the art of

music, by H. E. Krehbiel. Holt. 8, $1.75
net.

With a chapter by Henry H. Krehbiel cov-

ering Richard Strauss, Cornelius Goldmark,
Kienze, Humperdink, Smetana, Dvorak, Char-
pentier, Sullivan, Elgar, etc.

MOORE, N. HUDSON. The old furniture book ;

with a sketch of past days and ways ; with
112 il. Stokes. 12, $2 net.

Contents: Old oak, old leather, turkey work,
etc.

; Dutch furniture
; Chippendale ; Adam,

Sheraton, Empire ; Colonial and later per-
iods ; French furniture; Musical instruments;
Clocks; Handles, feet, stuffs, etc. Index.

Profusely illustrated.

TOLHURST, H. Gounod. Macmillan. il. 16,
(Bell's miniature ser. of musicians.) 50 c.

WYNDHAM, H. SAXE. Arthur Sullivan; with
a chapter by Ernest Ford. Macmillan. 16,
(Bell's miniature ser. of musicians.) bds.,

50 c.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC

AINGER, ALFRED. Crabbe. Macmillan. 12,
(English men of letters, American ser.)

75 c. net.

ANDRE, J. Andre's journal: an authentic
record of the movements and engagements
of the British army in America from June,
1777, to November, 1778, as recorded from
day to day by Major Andre; ed. by H.
Cabot Lodge. Bost., issued by the Biblio-

phile Society for members only, 1904. c.

2 v., pors, maps, plans, facsims., 8, full

vellum, per set, $28.

BELLOWS, J. Letters and memoirs
; ed. by his

wife. Holt. il. map, index, 8, $3 net.

COLVILLE, Mrs. ARTHUR. Duchess Sarah : be-

ing the social history of the times of Sarah
Jennings, Duchess of Marlborough; with
glimpses of her life and anecdotes of her

contemporaries in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries ; comp. and arr. by One

of her- descendants, Mrs. Arthur Colville.

Longmans, pis., por. 8, $6.
This work was suggested to the compiler,

Mrs. Colville, by a book entitled "The conduct
of Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, at the
Court of Queen Anne," published in 1742.
Mrs. Colville says she has attempted to throw
a sidelight on the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, introducing politics only where nec-

essary to understand the sequence of events,
or when intimately connected with the life of
Sarah Jennings, Duchess of Marlborough, who
is the central figure of the narrative.

MCDOWELL, ARTHUR S. Chatham. Dutton.
il. 16, $1.10 net.

SHIRLEY,, JA. James Shirley; with an introd.

by Edmund Gosse. Scribner, [imported.]
16, (Mermaid ser.) $i net.

WHO'S who, 1904 : an annual biographical dic-

tionary. 56th year. Macmillan. 12, $2 net.

DESCRIPTION, GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

As a Chinaman saw us : passages from his

letters to a friend at home. Appleton. il.

12, $1.25 net.

BARTON, CLARA. A story of the Red Cross:

glimpses of field work. Appleton. 12, $i
net.

Miss Clara Barton was the founder of the

American National Red Cross Society, and its

president from 1881 to 1904. The Red Cross
was established to help in the cases of sudden
disaster. Its story therefore is the story of

many great catastrophes, such as the Texas
famine and the Mount Vernon cyclone, 1885-
1888; Yellow fever in Florida, 1887; The
Johnstown flood, 1889; The Russian famine,
1891 ;

The sea island relief, 1893 ; Armenian
relief, 1896; Cuba, 1898; and Galveston, 1900.

BEST, A. RICH MAN, ed. Best guide to St.

Louis and the World's Fair. Bulletin Pub.

Co., St. Louis. 2 fold, maps, 12, 25 c.

BOEGLI, LINA. Forward: letters written on a

trip around the world. Lippincott. 12, $2
net.

A solitary young woman without friends or

money makes up her mind suddenly to work
her way around the world. She is a native

of Switzerland but is Jiving in Cracow, Aus-
tria, when she decides to spend ten years in

her adventurous trip. She had enough money
to carry her to Australia and held a teacher's

certificate. The ship she first sails in is called

Vorswdrts (Forward), hence the title of her
book. That she fulfils her purpose and has

many interesting experiences in many out of

the way parts of the world her book tells.

Leaving Trieste in '92 she arrives in Boston
in '99, spending a long time in this country.

BURDICK, ARTHUR J. The mystic mid-region;
the deserts of the southwest. Putnam, il.

maps, 8, $2 net.

All that is beautiful and terrible, dangerous
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-and delightful and mysterious in our Ameri-
can deserts of the southwest is described in

seventeen chapters entitled : The desert
;
The

land of thirst; Curious plants which live in

the desert; Strange dwellers of the desert;

Humanity in the desert; A funeral in the re-

gion of death; Desert basket-makers; Ships
of the desert; The story of a streak of yel-

low; Desert borax mines; Other minerals

found in the desert; A remarkable harvest-

field ;
Death valley; The mouth of Hades;

Desert miscellany unusual and peculiar feat-

ures; Journalism below sea-level; The end
of the desert.

GIBBONS, A. ST. H. Africa from south to

north through Marotseland ;
il. from photo-

graphs. Lane. 2 v., maps, 8, $7.50 net.

HUGHES, RUPERT. The real New York
;
draw-

ings by H. Y. Mayer. Smart Set. 12,
$1.50 net.

PARKER, FRANCIS W., o,nd HELM, NELLIE
.LATHROP. A river journey. Appleton. 12,
Uncle Robert's geography.) 60 c. net.

The manuscript of a "River journey," first

sketched by Miss Nellie L. Helm, was left by
Colonel Parker unfinished, but so near com-
pletion that the publishers decided to have the

existing text revised and the missing chapters

supplied in accordance with the plan origin-

ally outlined. In order that the work might
be kept as far as possible in harmony with the

spirit of the previous work, the members of

the faculty long associated with Colonel Par-
ker were consulted and Miss Violet Deratt
now connected with the School of Education,
University of Chicago, was engaged to pre-
pare the manuscript for publication." Pub-
lisher's note.

RUSSELL, C. ISRAEL. North America. Apple-
ton, il. diagrs., maps, 8, $2.50 net.

A condensed and readable account of the

leading facts concerning the North American
continent, which, from the point of view of
the geographer, seem most interesting and in-

structive. Divided into eight chapters, name-
ly : The margin of the continent

; The topog-
raphy of the land; Climate; Plant life; Ani-
mal life; Geology; The aborigines; Political

geography.

ST. Louis. Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
1904. Official guide to the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition at the city of St. Louis,
state of Missouri, April 3Oth to December
ist, 1904, by authority of the United States
of America; comp. by M. J. Lowenstein;
issued by authority of the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition. St. Louis, Official Guide
Co: il. fold, maps, 12, pap., 25 c.

SHOEMAKER, MICHAEL MYERS. The heart of
the Orient; saunterings through Georgia,
Armenia, Persia, Turkomania and Turke-
stan to the Vale of Paradise. Putnam. 8,
$2.50 net.

VAN RENSSELAER, STEPHEN. Points on buy-
ing a horse. Stephen Van Rensselaer. 16,
75 c.

; pap., 50 c. i

WYON, REGINALD. The Balkans from within.
Scribner. il. 8, $4 net.

EDUCATION, LANGUAGE, ETC

TANNER, AMY ELIZA. The child; his think-

ing, feeling, and doing. Rand, McN. & Co.

il. 12, $1.25.

FICTION.

ATHERTON, Mrs. GERTRUDE FRANKLIN,
[''Frank Lin," pseud.] The conqueror : be-

ing the true and romantic history of Alex-
ander Hamilton. Special ed. Macmillan.

12, (Macmillan pap. novel ser.) 25 c.

BACON, DOLORES MARBOURG, ed. The diary of

a musician; ed. by Dolores Marbourg, pic-

tures by H. Latimer Brown, decorations by
C. E. Hooper. Holt. 12, $1.50 net.

Noticed elsewhere in this issue.

BENSON, E. F. The Challoners. Lippincott.

12, $1.50.

BENTLEY, ROB. THOMSON. Forestfield: a story
of the old South. (In two periods.) Graf-

ton Press. 12, $1.50.
A quiet story of the old south, and of the

days of the Civil War as the south saw it.

The first period covered by the story is from

1850-1856; the second period runs from 1861

to 1866. There is a prediction made at the

end that an exodus of the negro race to Africa

will occur in 1913, the fiftieth anniversary of

Emancipation.

BLUNDELL, Mrs. M. E. SWEETMAN, ["M. E.

Francis," pseud.] Lychgate Hall: a ro-

mance. Longmans. 12, $150.
A story of English rural life in Devonshire,

England. It has a mystery which is ably sus-

tained until almost the last page. It opens
with the coming to Lychgate Hall, a rambling
old mansion almost in ruins and said to be
haunted by a pretty young woman, who re-

fuses to give her past history or real name,
and elects to live almost entirely alone. She
is naturally an object of much speculation and
is closely watched by her country neighbors.

Exciting incidents follow her, and her story
comes to a most dramatic climax.

BOYCE, NEITH. The folly of others ;
with pic-

tures by Horace T. Carpenter. Fox, D. &
Co. 12, $i net.

Short stories which give ample opportunity
for the study of feminine mood and character.

The titles are : A provident woman ; Con-
stancy; The forbidden; The mother; Molly;
Two women ; Sophia ;

The head of the house ;

The sands of the Green river.

CHURCHILL, WINSTON. The crisis; il. by
Howard Chandler Christy. Macmillan. 12,
(Macmillan pap. novel ser.) 25 c.

CONRAD, STEPHEN. The second Mrs. Jim;
with a frontispiece by Ernest Fosbery.
Page. 12, $i.
The heroine is a kindly stepmother. The

story of this marvellous woman, as told by
herself, is in a decidedly humorous vein. The
account of her courtship by a prosperous
farmer is followed by a description of a first

meeting with her stepsons, and of her unique
wedding and home coming to the farm. The
quick perception and tactful management of

'The second Mrs. Jim" will please men par-
ticularly.
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CULBERTSON, ANNE VIRGINIA. At the big
house

; il. by E. Warde Blaisdell. Bobbs-M.
12, $i.

DILLON, MARY. The rose of old St. Louis ; il.

by Andre Castaigne and C. M. Relyea.
Century. 12, $1.50.
The characters in the novel are people who

were famous in the time of the Louisiana pur-
chase. Chief among these are Thomas Jeffer-
son, Lewis and Clark the explorers, and the

imposing figure of Black Hawk, Chief of the
Sacs. Prominent Frenchmen who take part
in the timely stbry are Napoleon and Talley-
rand. The scenes are in St. Louis and France.
The interest centres in the love affairs of a

young American and a French girl of social
rank.

FREEMAN, Mrs. MARY ELEANOR WILKINS.
The givers : short stories. Harper, il. 12,
$1.25.
Pathetic and humorous episodes of New

England life, entitled: The givers; Lucy;
Eglantina; Joy; The reign of the doll; The
chance of Araminta; The butterfly; The lost

gift.

HUTTEN, BETTINA, (Baroness v.) Araby; il.

by C. J. Budd. Smart Set. il. 12, $i.
A big "liner" on its way from Genoa to

New York, by the southern route, is the scene.
The characters are society people, idle, clever
and "flirtatious," and not overburthened with
morals.

_
"Araby" stands for a charming

young girl, whose brief career is brought to
an end most tragically by her own act.

LAGEN, M. J., and RYLAND, CALLY. Daphne
and her lad; with a frontispiece by Elliot
Keen. Holt. 12, $1.25.

NOBLE, MARGARET E., ["Sister Nivedita."]
The web of Indian life by the Sister Nive-
dita, (Margaret E. Noble,) of Ramakrishna
Vivekananda. Holt. 8, $2.25 net.

PATERNOSTER, G. SIDNEY. The motor pirate;
with a frontispiece by C. R. Sykes. Page.
12, $1.50.

"Regarded as a pure bit of extravaganza,
the story is distinctly clever. It is told with
a light touch, which goes far toward con-

doning its absurdities." Globe and Commer-
cial.

PEATTIE, ELLA WILKINSON. The shape of

fear, and other ghostly tales. Macmillan.
16, 75 c.

_

The hero in the first story was a newspaper
man, who was haunted constantly by a dread
of darkness ; when he spoke of the terror that
ever pervaded 'his senses he called it "The
shape of fear." In the weird tale this "shape"
materializes one memorable night to the dis-

comfiture of a fellow journalist. The other
stories are entitled: On the northern ice;
Their dear little ghost; A spectral collie;
The house that was not ; Story of an obstinate

corpse ;
A child of the rain

; The room of the
evil thought; Story of the vanishing patient;
The piano next door ; An astral onion

; From
the loom of the dead; A grammatical ghost.

PENDLETON, L. BEAUREGARD. In Assyrian
tents: the story of the strange adventures
of Uriel. Jewish Pub. il. 12, 75 c.

A story founded on the incidents of He-

brew history, which inspired Byron's poem,
"The destruction of Senacherib." Most of
the action occurs "in Assyrian tents." Uriel,
a Jewish lad, goes forth after the fashion of
David to slay the Assyrian Goliath, who has
taken his father captive. Although he does
not slay Senacherib, he frees his sire and
wins a bride. Uriel also witnesses the effect
of the dread visitation of d,eath, described by
Byron, who says, "the angej of death breathed?
in the face of each foe as he passed."

PICKERING, SIDNEY. The key of Paradise.
Macmillan. 12, $1.50.
There is the true flavor of romance in "The

key of Paradise." The scene of the story is

Italy, in the days of Napoleon and Nelson,
when among Apulian vineyards brutal and
criminal men seized the opportunities of war
to

^
murder, plunder and oppress. The "little

princess," the fairylike heroine, has a brave
soul, that shames her inches, and she does
many daring deeds in her efforts to resue the
husband who has never loved her and has
wickedly imprisoned her in a lonely castle set
on a spur of the Apennines. How the cold
Roman noble learns the value of the treasure
he has thrust aside, how out of the nettle dan-
ger they pluck the flower of mutual love and'
trust these are pleasant matters related with
much spirit, and with more than due passage
of thrilling suspense. The earlier chapters
offer picturesque glimpses of Roman society
at the beginning of the last century, a time
when the cavaliere servenfe flourished ex-

ceedingly, a time when Jealousy had not far
to look for a convenient bravo and the dark
street corners of midnight Rome saw many a
bleeding victim.

SMITH, W. HAWLEY. The promoters : a novel*

without a woman; il. by J. Clitheroe Gil-

bert. Rand, McN. & Co. 12, $1.50. ,

SURBRIDGE, AGNES. The confessions of a club-

woman; il. by A. J. Keller. Doubleday, P.
. & Co. 12, $1.50.

TRUSCOTT, L. PARRY. The mother of Pauline.

Appleton. 12, $1.50.

WOMAN (The) errant: being some chapters
from the wonder book of Barbara, the com-
muter's wife

;
il. by Will Grefe. Macmillan..

12, $1.50.

H'STORY.

CLAIBORNE, J. HERBERT, M.D. Seventy-five
years in old Virginia. Neale Pub. 8, $2
net.

Gives some account of the life of the au-

thor, and some history of the people amongst
whom his lot was cast their character, their

condition, and their conduct before the war,
during the war, and after the war. No man
was in closer touch with Virginia affairs dur-

ing the past seventy-five years than Dr. Clai-

borne. The esteem and confidence in which
he has been held by her people is seen in the

many honors that have been conferred upon
him. He has been in the House of Delegates
and the Senate of Virginia, and member of

many medical societies, etc.

COLDEN, CADWALLADER. The history of the

five Indian nations of Canada which are de-

pendent on the province of New York, and
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are a barrier between the English and the

French in that part of the world; with in-

trod. Barnes. 2 v., 12, (Trail makers

ser.) ea., $i net.

CREVECOEUR, J. HECTOR ST. JOHN DE. Letters

from an American farmer ; reprinted from
the original ed.; with a prefatory note by
W. P. Trent; with an introd. by Ludwig
Lewisohn. Fox, D. & Co. 12, $1.50.

The original edition appeared in London in

1782. The title-page bore the name J. Hector
St. John. A new English edition was pub-
lished a year later, and an American reprint
of the first edition was brought out by Mat-
thew Carey in Philadelphia in 1793. In 1784
the author, whose full name is John Hector
St. John de Crevecoeur, added considerably to

"his work, and translated it into French. This
version was published in Paris in 1784. A
second French edition further enlarged and
containing maps and plates appeared in 1787.
The present edition is the only one published
since the Carey reprint in 170^. Contains

appendices.

JORDAN, W. LEIGHTON. Astronomical and his-

torical chronology in the battle of the cen-
turies. Longmans. 12, 90 c.

"The following argument," says the author

(excepting references to the State Library of
Venice and to the 1875 edition of Bond's

""Chronology"), "was written in 1900, when
discussion was rife as to whether that year
properly belongs to the nineteenth or twen-
tieth century."

LEWIS, MERIWETHER, and CLARK, W. History
of the expedition under the command of

Captains Lewis and Clark to the sources
of the Missouri, thence across the Rocky
Mountains and down the river Columbia
to the Pacific ocean, performed during the

years 1804-5-6, by order of the government
of the United States : a complete reprint of
the Biddle ed. of 1814, to which all the
members of the expedition contributed;
with an account of the Louisiana purchase
by J. Bach McMaster and notes upon the
route. Barnes. 3 v., maps, 12, (Trail
makers ser.) ea., $i net.

MACLAY, EDGAR STANTON. Moses Brown,
captain U. S. N. Baker & Taylor Co. 12,
$1.25 net.

The Moses Brown of this interesting nar-
rative was one of the great privateer captains
who sailed from Newburyport in the Revolu-
tion. He was the hero of two important bat-
tles fought at this period, which have never
before been described in any history to Mr.
Maclay's knowledge. He now tells the his-

tory of them in most vivid style. Brown was
captain of the General Arnold, a regularly
commissioned American warship. Both ac-
tions in which his ship was a winner took
place within a short distance of the coast of

Portugal in 1779. Captain Brown afterwards
served many years in the U. S. N., and was
captain of the first Merrimack.

MASON, A. LYNCH. Our pioneers ; the heroic
deeds and devoted lives of the fathers and
mothers of America, embracing the prin-
cipal episodes in the struggle of the white
race with the red men for the possession of

the new world; with introd. and special

contributions by J. Clark Ridpath, and with

additional chapters on the Louisiana Pur-

chase, the great Northwest, the Panama
Canal and the Louisiana Purchase Exposi-
tion, by Trumbull White. Hampden Pub.

Co. il. pis., 8, $2.50; hf. mor., $3.25.

OLMSTED, F. LAW. A journey in the seaboard

slave states in the years 1853-1854; with re-

marks on their economy; [originally issued

in 1856;] with a biographical sketch by F.

Law Olmsted, jr., and with an introd. by
W. P. Trent. Putnam. 2 v., 8, $5 net.

Letters originally published in 1853, in the

New York Daily Times, under the signature
of "Yeoman." They describe what was most

interesting, amusing, and instructive to the

writer, during the first three of fourteen

months' travelling in our then slave states ;

using the latter experience to correct the er-

roneous impressions of the earlier. This
is^a

reprint of the revised edition published in

book form in 1856.

PUTNAM, RUTH. A mediaeval princess : being
a true record of the changing fortunes

which brought divers titles to Jacqueline,
Countess of Holland; with an account of

her conflict with Philip, Duke of Burgundy,
1401-1436. Putnam. 8, $2.25 net.

Jacoba (Jacqueline) of Bavaria or Holland,

daughter of William vi. of Holland, is "The
mediaeval princess" whose interesting and ro-

mantic history is recounted. The most nota-

ble incident in the career of this Princess was
her conflict with the Duke of Burgundy, to

whom she surrendered her land in 1433 ; much
consideration is given also to her unhappy
domestic relations and to the events that oc-

curred during the imprisonment of Jacqueline
in Grafenstein, Ghent, 1425. Many person-
ages famous in the history of the Netherlands
are introduced. Indexed. Bibliography (8 p.)

REDDAWAY, W. F. Frederick the Great and
the rise of Prussia. Putnam, il. pors.

maps, 12, (Heroes of the nations ser.)

$1.35 net: hf. leath., $1.60 net.

Contents: The rise of Prussia; Frederick
as Crown Prince, 1712-1740; The problem of

1740; The Silesian adventure, 1740-1742; The
second struggle for Silesia, 1742-1745; The
ten years' peace, 1746-1756; The seven years'
war to the battle of Leuthen ; The end of the

seven years' war, 1760-1763; Frederick and
Prussia after the war

;
Frederick and Europe,

1763-1786; Frederick's death and greatness.

WHEELER, OLIN D. The trail of Lewis and
Clark, 1804-1904: a story of the great ex-

ploration across the continent in i8o4-'o6;
with a description of the old trail, based

upon actual travel over it and of the

changes found a century later. Putnam.
2 v., il. por. maps, facsimiles, 8, $6 net.

As originally prepared, the manuscript of
Mr. Wheeler contained copious extracts from
the journals of Lewis and Clark and from
the writings of later but early explorers of the
west. These quotations, however, have been

largely eliminated, as they made the narrative
too long. In the narrative proper it has been
the aim, first, to recount the great epic story
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of Lewis and Clark; second, to supplement
this with such material, drawn from later ex-

plorers, as bears upon and emphasizes or ac-

centuates the achievements of the original

pathfinders ; third, to interpret, amplify, and
criticise such parts of the original narrative

as the studies and explorations of the writer,
one hundred years later, seemed to render

advisable, etc.

WILLIAMS, H. SMITH, ed. The historians'

history of the world. In 25 v. Outlook,

il. pis., pors. maps, 8, subs., (for set of
25 v ->) $72; parchment, $99;

l/2 mor.,

$85.50; % mor., $108; full mor., $135.

HYGIENE AND SANITARY.

COOLIDGE, EMELYN LINCOLN, M.D. The moth-
ers' manual: a month by month guide for

young mothers. Barnes. 16, (Woman's
home lib., no. 2.) $2 net.

Dr. Coolidge has won a wide reputation
during her connection with the Babes' Hos-
pital of New York. She has gathered in this

volume the results of years of study and prac-
tice. It does not conclude when the infant
has learned to walk and talk, and so has ac-

quired a measure of independence. The book
is carried to the seventh year of the child,

telling everything about dress, diet, exercise,
etc., a mother wants to know.

HANCOCK, HARRIE IRVING. Physical training
for children by Japanese methods : a manual
for use in schools and at home; il. from
photographs by A. B. Phelan. Putnam.
12, $1.25 net.

This is the Japanese physical training sys-
tem, jiu-jitsu, adapted to young people. The
course laid down is intended to take up a
school year.

HENDERSON, Mrs. MARY N. FOOTE. The aris-

tocracy of health: a study of physical cul-

ture, our favorite poisons, and a national
and international league for the advance-
ment of physical culture. Colton Publish-

ing Co. il. 12, $1.50 net.

Some of the contents : Longevity ; The man
who smoked and drank all his life and lived
to be eighty years old; The two chief effects

of the favorite poisons in the human system;
The relation of the favorite poisons to de-

generacy; The tobacco poisons; What is al-

cohol?; The favorite poisons and the nerves;
The favorite poisons and sleep; The favorite

poisons and the liver and kidneys; Effects
of tobacco and alcohol on the mouth, ear,
throat and lungs; The favorite poisons and
the eyes; Effects of alcohol and tobacco on
the heart; Cigarettes, etc.

NISSEN, HARTVIG. Rational home gymnastics
for the well and the sick; with health-

points on walking and bicycling, and the
use of water and massage ; with il. of ex-
ercises for women contributed by Baroness
Rose Posse. Rev. enl. ed. E. H. Bacon &
Co. il. por. 12, $i.

LITERARY MISCELLANY, COLLECTED WORKS,
ETC.

BURTON, R. Literary leaders of America: a
class-book on American literature. Lothrop.
12, 80 c. net.

CRAWFORD, J. N., ["J. N. C."] Chats on
writers and books; with an introd. by Ho-
ratio W. Seymour. Sergei Co. 2 v., 12,
$2.50 net

; Limited ed., 2 v., $5 net.

About one hundred and twenty-five critical

and discoursive papers on English writers

and their works. Beginning with Swift, Con-
greve, Addison and Steel, the two volumes
include- every writer of note down to and in-

cluding Ruskin, William Morris, George
Eliot, etc. Mr. Crawford was a newspaper
writer and critic. For more than thirty years
he maintained at various times editorial rela-

tions with the Chicago Tribune, the Chicago-
Herald, Chicago Evening Post and the Chi-

cago Evening Journal.

DE MENIL, ALEX. N. The literature of the
Louisiana territory. St. Louis News Co.

12, $1.50.

DODS, MARCUS. Forerunners of Dante: an
account of some of the more important
visions of the unseen world, from the earl-

iest times. Scribner. 12, Smo net.

KUHNS, OSCAR. Dante and the English poets
from Chaucer to Tennyson. Holt. 12,
$1.25 net.

POETRY AND DRAMA.

GREEN, ALLEN AYRAULT. My painted tree,
and other poems. McClurg. 8, bds., $i.
Poems originally published in newspapers

and magazines. They are reprinted in book
form on account of several of the children's

rhymes which attracted attention. The cover
illustration is a hand-made photogravure
printed on satin which was made in the au-
thor's book-shop.

RICE, CALE YOUNG. David: tragedy. Mc-
Clure, P. 4, bds., $3 net.

A poetic drama on a Biblical subject. A
strong presentation of the incidents of David's
life. By the author of "Charles di Tocca."
Printed in large type on heavy paper with

generous margins.

WELSFORD, ENID. The seagulls, and other

poems. Putnam. 12, $i net.

The poems of a little English girl, written,

unaided, by her between the ages of six and
ten years. In the appreciative introduction by
Reginald Bosworth Smith, late assistant Mas-
ter at Harrow School, he says : "These poems
have so much of music and of imagination,
they are so tender and so true, that they re-

quire no formal preface to recommend them
to the reader."

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.
BOUTMY, SMILE. The English people : a study

of their political psychology; from the
French by E. English; with an introd. by
J. E. Courtenay Bodley. Putnam. 8 ,

$2.50.
A psychological analysis of the British peo-

ple. Divided into five parts. Pt. i, The na-
tional type. Pt. 2, The human environment.
Pt. 3, The Englishman, moral and social. Pt.

4, The Englishman as politician. Pt. 5, The
individual and the state.

DARWIN, LEONARD. Municipal trade: the ad-

vantages and disadvantages. Dutton. 8,
$3.50 net.
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DAVIDSON, AUGUSTA M. C. Present day
Japan. Lippincott. il. 8, $4.50 net.

FRANKLIN, C. KENDALL. The socialization of

humanity : an analysis and synthesis of the

phenomena of nature, life, mind and society

through the law of repetition. Kerr. 8,
$2.

"The object of this investigation is to trace

physical, organic and social phenomena to

their sources in order to discover their laws,
so that the subsequent expenditure of energy
in nature, life, mind and society may be de-

termined for human welfare. It will necessi-

tate reviewing all of the great concepts of the

race, matter, motion, life, mind and society
and will result in an attempt at a complete
orientation of the race and the establishment
of the principles which will lead to the demo-
cratization and socialization of humanity."
Preface.

GIFFEN, Sir ROB. Economic inquiries and
studies. Macmillan. 2 v., 8, $6.50 net.

HOLLAND, RUPERT S., and JENKS, ROB. D.
The citizen's handbook. Pennsylvania ed.

Jacobs. 16, $i net.

Designed to serve as a brief work of refer-

ence to which one may turn for information
on the many business, legal or political rela-

tions of the day. The little book is in no
sense to be regarded as an exposition of the

law, nor, on the other hand, as an elaborate

explanation of our system of government It

has chapters on : National, state and city gov-
ernments

; Elections qualifications of voters ;

Passports ; Contracts
; Bills, notes and checks ;

Partnerships; Corporations; Stocks and
bonds

; Insurance
;
Master and servant ; Land-

lord and tenant ; Marriage and unmarried
women's rights ; Dogs, etc.

LADOFF, ISADOR. American pauperism and the
abolition of poverty; with a supplement,
"Jesus or mammon," by Felix. Kerr. 16,
(Standard socialist ser.) 50 c.

The first paper is a stirring appeal for the
elimination of parasitism, which the author
says is the root of all social 'economic evils.

The other articles are: On Pauperism and
poverty in the United States: The children
of poverty in the United States; Pennsylvania
child labor; The causes of poverty in the
United States; The industrial evolution of
the United States ; The abolition of poverty.

SMYTHE, ROLAND MULVILLE, comp. Obsolete
American securities and corporations; il.

with photographs of important repudiated
bonds. R. M. Smythe. 8, $5 ; mor., $7.50.
Gives names of and information concerning

obsolete securities that have come to hand
from old estates during the past fifteen years
from the author's own records and those of
correspondents in principal cities of the
United States, with the result of investiga-
tion as to their value or worthlessness. Over
28,000 such securities and corporations are
mentioned, including Railroad, Telegraph, In-
surance, Water-works and Industrial com-
panies; Bank, State, Municipal and Govern-
ment securities, etc. The names of over 10,-
ooo corporations are given that have lost their
charters by non-payment of taxes or for other
reason, with the date of forfeiture. The man-

ual is designed to answer a class of ques-
tions, which come to all bankers, brokers, or

assignees, and for the use of examiners and
appraisers, and all who handle securities or
loan money on them.

TAPP, SIDNEY C. The story of Anglo-Saxon
institutions; or, the development of consti-

tutional government. Putnam. 12, $1.50
net.

"The purpose of the writer has been to
demonstrate from historical facts that the

Anglo-Saxon race is the only race that has
ever had a true conception of republican in-

stitutions or solved correctly the problem of

self-government." Preface.

SPORTS AND AMUSEMENTS,

GRAHAM, J:, and CLARK, ELLERY H. Prac-
tical track and field athletics. Fox, D. il.

por. sq. 8, $i.
An introduction is followed by chapters on

training and instructions in sprinting, run-

ning, jumping, hurdling, throwing the ham-
mer, putting the shot, throwing the discus and
other athletic feats. The authors are John
Graham, athletic instructor in Harvard Uni-
versity, and Ellery H. Clark, all around Amer-
ican champion in 1897 and chairman of the
committee on hygiene and physical culture in
the Boston public schools.

THEOLOGY RELIGION AND SPECULATION.

BRIGGS, C. A., D.D. New light on the life of

Jesus. Scribner. 12, $1,20 net.

GRAY, JA. COMPER, and ADAMS, G. M. D.D.
Biblical encyclopedia: a collection of notes

explanatory, homiletic and illustrative,

forming a complete commentary on the

Holy Scriptures, especially designed for the
use of ministers, Bible students and Sun-
day-school teachers. Frank M. Barton. 5
v., 8, $12.50.

JULICHER, ADOLF. An introduction to the
New Testament; tr. by Janet Penrose
Ward ; with prefatory note by Mrs. Hum-
phry Ward. Putnam. 8, $4.50.

SHAHAN, T. Jos. Saint Patrick in history,
Longmans, G. & Co. 16, 50 c. net.

STEVENSON, ROB. L. Prayers written at Vail-
ima; with an introd. by Mrs. Stevenson,
Scribner. 12, bds., 50 c.

Over a dozen little prayers, written by Ste-
venson in the last days of his life at Samoa.
They are introduced by an interesting ac-
count by Mrs. Stevenson of the ways in
which they were read to the natives.

Books for the

BARNES, JA. The son of Light Horse Harry ;

il. by W. E. Mears. Harper, il. 12, $1.25.
Colonel Robert E. Lee, of Confederate fame,

\vas known in his youthful days as "the son
of Light Horse Harry." Mr. Barnes, the
author of "For king or country," etc., has
made an instructive 'boy's book out of Lee's
career from his West Point days through the
Mexican war, in which he served with great
honor. An opening chapter, "The Lees/'
briefly tells of his ancestors, and a concluding
one, "The end that crowned," of the end of
his career and death.
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BICKNELL, LEONA MILDRED. How a little girl

went to Africa; told by herself; il. from

photographs. Lee & S. por. sq. 12, $i.
Leona Mildred Bicknell, the young author

of this brief descriptive work, was born in a

Green Mountain village, in 1892. Little Miss
Bicknell's parents were missionaries in

"'Darkest Africa"; hence she conceived the

idea, while travelling, of writing for other

children, an account of incidents and scenes

which pleased her, likewise her impressions
of the Dark Continent, and the dangerous ex-

periences incidental to the journey which was
taken about the time of the Boer war.

CARPENTER, FRANK G. Australia, our colonies

and other islands of the sea. Amer. Book
Co. il. map, 12, (Carpenter's geog. read-

er.) 60 c.

The purpose is to give children a living

knowledge of Australia and the chief islands

of the world, and especially those which have
become colonies or dependencies of the

United States, such as Porto Rico, Samoa,
Hawaii, the Philippines, etc. To be used as a

supplementary reader.

CURTIS, C. A. Captured by the Navajos.
Harper, il. 12, $1.50.
The story of two boys who accompanied a

regiment on its campaign against the Navajo
Indians in New Mexico. Their, attack and
capture by the Indians, and ultimate rescue

through the intelligence of "Vic," the regi-
ment's pet dog. are among the incidents of the

story. Captain Curtis, the author, has been an
Indian fighter, and writes from a full knowl-

edge of his subject.

PUTNAM, HARRIET. Lives of the presidents
in words of one syllable. McLoughlin
Brothers, il. col. pis., 8, pap., 50 c.

RUSSELL, ARTHUR Jos. Stony Lonesome; il.

by Ruth Mary Hallock. Rand, McNally &
Co. 16, $i.
The doings of the boys of Stony Lonesome,

a little New England town, is the subject of
an amusing book for young people.

STEPHENS, C. ASBURY. The Ark of 1803: a

story of Louisiana Purchase times; il. by
H. Burgess. Barnes. 12, $1.25 net.

Describes the adventures of pioneer school

boys whose voyage down the Ohio in a flat-

boat was attended with many perils until they
reached New Orleans, where they witnessed
the exciting and historic events on which the

story is founded.

STRATEMEYER, E. Young explorers of the
Amazon; or, American boys in Brazil; il.

by A. B. Shute. Lee & Shepard. 12,
(Pan-American ser., no. 4.) $1.25.
In previous volumes of the series the au-

thor took five bright youths and their tutor

through Venezuela, Cuba, Porto Rico and
other islands of the West Indies, and Central
America and the Isthmian Canal route. They
now go to the great country of Brazil, landing
at Rio de Janeiro, and visiting the principal
cities along the coast. From Bahia they jour-
ney up the mighty Amazon, noting the rubber
and other industries, and going put at times
into the trackless forest in pursuit of the un-
limited game afforded by this region.

irceljcst Notes.

BEST-SELLING BOOKS FOR JULY. It is inter-

esting to note that Bobbs-Merrill Company
again have two books among the six best-

selling books of July: Michelson's "In the

Bishop's Carriage" and Rives' "The Cast-

away," of which Lord Byron is the hero.

Further apart in subject and in the charac-

ters introduced these books could not be. The
heroine of "In the Bishop's Carriage" is a

girl that makes her living by her wits in New
York City and finally becomes an actress of

ability and good character, and the hero of

"The Castaway" moves from infancy among
the best of his country, and finally abandons
all his inherited and acquired privileges to die

in the interest of a down-trodden people.
Both are full of good work.

HERBERT SPENCER AS INVENTOR. It is prob-
ably not generally known that Mr. Spencer
was the inventor of an invalid bed, which
was put upon the market as long ago as 1867.
It was so arranged that the patient could sit

or lie at any angle. It was made by Mr.

Spencer for a member of his own family. He
icfused to patent it, not wishing to put any
obstacle in the way of its general use. Pic-

tures of this bed in its various positions are

givei in one of the numerous appendixes to

the autobiography,

ENGLISH BOOKS READ IN JAPAN. There is

Tin interesting article in The Bookman upon
"What English Books are Known in Japan."
Highest in favor stand who would guess
it Irving's "Sketch Book," closely pressed
by Gray's "Elegy'' and Goldsmith's "Deserted

Village," all of which possess the beauty
'which so appeals to the Japanese. Ros-
setti and . Swinburne have their devotees,
'and "Hall Caine is unknown in Japan, except
as a friend" of the former. How many Jap-
anese poets are familiar names in this coun-

try? . .

OXFORD BIBLES. The steady output of Ox-
ford Bibles is rated at 20,000 a week ; and al-

though, according to old custom, a guinea is

given to any person who can point out a

printer's error in an Oxford Bible, the bill

for printers' errors has never been on an aver-

age more than five guineas a year. More than

400,000 sheets of gold are used merely in let-

tering the volumes and the skins of at least

100,000 animals go into Oxford Bible covers
each year.

AN interesting summer trip is being planned
by Miss Alice MacGowan and Mrs. Grace
MacGowan Cooke, the joint authors of the
new cattle-country story, "Huldah." (Bobbs-
Merrill Co.) Information has come to them
that the last bit of open-range land in New
Mexico has been sold to parties who will re-

move the cattle and bring in sheep. So they
are going out for one last look at the fields

which they have made peculiarly their own in.

fiction. With the vanishing of the open-
range, the fencing of pastures, the bringing in

of sheep and the breaking up of public do-
main into small farms, there passes forever
that picturesque and elemental life which is

told of from the masculine viewpoint in "The
Virginian" and from the feminine viewpoint
in "Huldah."
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From Fiedenc S. Isham's "Black Friday." Copyright, 1904, Dy The Bobbs-Merrill Co.

HE GAZED UPON HER.

BLACK FRIDAY AND
No one who remembers the i8th of Sep-

tember, 1873, in New York City, when one

of the sudden periodical panics in its financial

kingdom spread disaster through the land,

will miss reading a novel with this theme,
the work of Frederic S. Isham, the successful

author of "Under the Rose." General Grant,

twice President of the United States, and

Jim Fisk, the railroad king of those days,

were involved in this corner in gold, and are

THE CORNER IN GOLD.

prominent characters in the story. Harrison

Fisher, who made the pictures for "Under the

Rose," which has been highly praised by such

critical papers as The Athencewn, the London

Morning Post, and The Bookman of Mel-

bourne, again puts his talent at the service of

Mr. Isham, and their combined imaginations
have produced a volume that will make its way
among the sellers of the season. (Bobbs-
Merrill. $1.50.)
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JFirst Novels of tl)c Season.

The Cost.

AMONG the many novels on modern Amer-

ican business methods and the careers of the

successful "captains of industry," "The Graft-

ers," by Francis Lynde, and "The Cost," by
David Graham Phillips, occupy an enviable

position. The first is already recognized as

one of the most successful of the spring out-

put; the second is of much finer mechanism,

and makes appeal to a more fastidious public.

The breathless interest of events in "The

Grafters" carried all before it, but in "The

Cost" the study of the characters of the two

men and four women who play the leading

roles is the chief interest and shows a very

clear knowledge of men and women.
The leading man and woman are intro-

duced as schoolmates in a little Indiana town.

From the first John Dumont was a bully and

mean and terrorized the little girls. Very

early he became partner in his father's woollen

mills and success made him a hero in his

town. Pauline, in love with love as a girl of

sixteen and opposed by her dear old father

and delightful mother, yielded to his persua-

sions and secretly married him before she was
seventeen. Then she was sent to college,

where among the "co-eds." she met the man
who all through life proved such a contrast

to her rascally husband.

The story is too good to spoil by divulging
the plot. It is the oft-told tale of a great

monopoly that controls politics and holds the

life and honor of many in its clutches. The

part that money now plays in American so-

ciety is graphically put :

"But the impulse to confide died as Leo-
nora (the intrigante of the story) talked of

money, of ways of spending money, of people
who had money, and those who hadn't money ;

of people who were spending too much
money, of those who weren't spending enough
money; of what she would do if she had

money, of what many did to get money.
Money, money, money it was all of the

web and most of the woof of her talk. Now
it ran boldly on the surface of the pattern;
now it was half hid under something about
art or books or plays or schemes for patron-
izing the poor and undermining their self-

respect but it was always there.

"Money-mad, 'her thoughts ran on. The
only test of honor money and ability and
willingness to spend it. They must have
money or they're nobodies. And if they have

money, who cares where it came from? No
one asks where the men get it why should

any one ask where the women get it?"

All publishers employing book canvassers

and every book canvasser may read with

profit the directions for selling books taught

to agents by Scarborough, the honest man of

the tale. "The Scarborough School for Book

Agents" is described most entertainingly.

The story gives a true picture of very dan-

gerous conditions in American life and also

the heart history of a truly good American

woman. (Bobbs-Merrill Co. $1.50.)

A Ladder of Swords.

SIR GILBERT PARKER has written better fic-

tion than his latest essay in that field would
lead one to think. Though he has gone back

to the "spacious times of Queen Elizabeth"

for his setting of his "A Ladder of Swords,"
his Huguenot refugees do not prove the most

interesting persons imaginable. Angele and

De la Foret are too much like the conventional

figures of romance to thrill one greatly. You
know from the beginning that they are in-

tended for each other and wonder why it was

necessary to kill them off with the plague in

the last chapter. Better, if one may venture

the opinion, is Bounespoir, "the piratical knave
with a kind heart," and his fellow roysterer,

the Seigneur of Rozel.

Elizabeth is handled with a certain famil-

iarity, and Sir Gilbert's hero and heroine get

on particularly intimate terms with her. She
even had the former selected as a successor

to Leicester. Here is the Queen as she ap-

pears to Sir Gilbert as compared with his

heroine.

"She was in curious contrast," we read,
"to the queen, who sat upon her heaped-up
cushions, her rich buff and black gown a blaze

of jewels, her yellow hair, now streaked with

gray, roped with pearls, her hands heavy with

rings, her face past its youth, past its hopeful-

ness, past its vivid beauty. Her eyes wore a

determined look, were persistent and vigilant,
with a lurking trouble, yet flooded, too, by a

quiet melancholy, like a low, insistent note
that floats through an opera of passion, ro-

mance and tragedy ; like a tone of pathos giv-

ing deep character to some splendid pageant,
which praises while it commemorates, pro-
claiming conquest whilst the grass has not

yet grown on quiet houses of the children of
the sword who no more wield the sword.

Evasive, cautious, secretive, creator of her
own policy, she had sacrificed her woman-
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hood to the power she held and the state she

served. Vain, passionate and faithful, her

heart all England and Elizabeth, the hunger

for glimpses of what she had never known,

and was never to know, thrust itself into her

famished life; and she was to indulge, as

now, in fancies and follow some emotional

whim with a determination very like to ec-

centricity. (Harper. $1.50.) Evening Tele-

gram.

Vergilius.

IRVING BACHELLER'S new story marks so

wide a departure from "Eben Holden" and

"D'ri and I" that it inevitably suggests com-

parison with "Quo Vadis" and "Ben Hur,"

not because it is modelled in point of style or

of structure on the other stories, but because

it enters the same field and deals with the

same general questions, or, to be more ac-

curate, with aspects of one great experience.

That Mr. Bacheller was drawn to write "A

Tale of the Coming Christ" by his own tastes

and inclinations rather than by any desire to

set his craft afloat in the stream of popularity

which has so long carried "Ben Hur" and

"Quo Vadis" on to fortune is beyond question,

and he has done his work perhaps as well as

any writer whose love of nature is so great,

whose knowledge of primitve types is in many

ways so intimate and sympathetic, and who
is so much at home in the simple life of the

newest world could have done. "Vergilius"

records the birth of love in the idealistic and

modern sense in the heart of a young Roman
man and woman, the gradual perception in

the mind of the young noble of a different or-

der of life from that which he sees about him,

and, therefore, the gradual preparation of his

spirit to receive the announcement made at

Bethlehem. Taking into account the breadth

of the field and the variety of the material,

the story is a sketch rather than a finished

tale; but there are some well-drawn charac-

ters in it; and first and foremost must be
named the very interesting portrait of Au-
gustus. That there were such monsters as

Antipater, the son of Herod, in the days of

Herod there is no question, but Mr. Bachel-
ler's study of the character is not quite con-

vincing. There is so much that is good in the

story in characterization, in dealing with

striking incidents, as in the fight between
Vergilius and Antipater, the meeting between
Vergilius and Salome, and the story of the

plot to overthrow Herod, that most readers
will regret that the tale, is not longer. (Har-
per. $1.50.) The Outlook.

The Rose of Old St. Louis.

MARY DILLON'S book is a romance of the

time of the Louisiana Purchase, that event in

the history of our country the importance of

which we are just beginning to appreciate.

A young American soldier and a daughter of

an old French family are the hero and heroine

of the love story, and this is made to exhibit

incidentally many interesting characters

Thomas Jefferson, Meriwether Lewis, Black

Hawk and the heads of those families whose

names are still preserved in the streets of St.

Louis, and at the other side of the water

Napoleon, Talleyrand, Marbois and Le

Moyne. There could be no better piece of

history for the purpose of such a story, and

Mrs. Dillon has proved her skill equal to her

materials. (Century Co. $1.50.) 7Y* Cri-

terion.

The Last Hope.

ONE of the many pretenders to the Bourbon

throne is the figure chosen for the last novel

by Henry Seton Merriman. As the legend

which he has amplified and decorated has it,

the young dauphin was spirited away from

the Temple, where he is suppos-ed by sober

historians to have died, and makes his escape

to England in an open boat, landing at Far-

iingford, a fishing village on the North Sea.

There he lives unknowing or unrevealing his

great birth, marries the daughter of a fisher-

man and dies.

His son, Loo Barebone, is the "Last Hope."
About him centre the ambitions of the little

circle of royalists who feel themselves being

crushed by the rising power of Louis Napo-
leon. True to the Bourbon tradition of for-

getting nothing and learning nothing they

rally to the side of the young "prince" despite

doubt and uncertainty of his identity. Of
this there appear to be rather more than a

doubt; in fact, about the best that can be said

for the 'young man is that he is the son of the

illegitimate son of the Comte d'Artois, who
was Charles x. The end of the tale is trag-

edy as was the end of the hopes of those who
cast in their lot with the house of Bourbon
or with any of the other opponents of the

rising Napoleon.
The undercurrent of tragedy which runs

through the book is admirably suited to such
a theme and the handling of the matter

throughout shows that the author had come
at last in the closing days of his own life to

a conscious mastery of his powers far su-

perior to that of which he gave evidence in

his earlier books. (Scribner. $1.50.) Public

Opinion.
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More (gnbnring Citeraltite.

Emile Zola.

ALTHOUGH criticism of a kind is not absent

from Mr. Vizetelly's pages, his book is large-

ly biographical; it is filled with facts rather

than opinions, and the reading public is likely

to approve the author's selection of materials.

He begins with an account of Zola's progen-

itors, which is principally interesting for the

light it throws upon the charges brought

against the novelist's father at the time of the

Dreyfus excitement. Although born in Paris,

Zola did not really begin to live there until

1857, and it was eight years later that he gave

the first results of his literary labors to the

world. The intervening years had been

marked by failure and poverty of the most

terrible description.

All this was after the death of Zola's father,

who left little but lawsuits; after several

years' schooling at Aix and a vain effort to

obtain academic honors in Paris. But by 1865

Zola had published "Contes a Ninon" and

"La Confession de Claude." The reputation

or notoriety he gained by these books enabled

him to get newspaper employment sufficient to

keep the wolf from the door, and with the

exception of a brief period of poverty in 1872

Zola never again knew what it was to want

for the necessities of life.

He was thirty-seven years old when his

most successful book, "L'Assommoir," was

published, and this volume was followed by

"Nana," hardly less successful from a com-

mercial standpoint, and the final completion

in 1893 of the Rougon-Macquart series, begun
in 1868. The "Trois Villes" series and "Les

Quatre Evangiles," of which only three vol-

umes were issued, are "recent history" and

perhaps for this reason are treated by Mr.

Vizetelly with less detailed attention 'than he

gives to the writing of the Rougon-Macquart
books.

Until Mr. Vizetelly's book was published it

is doubtful if the hundreds of thousands who
have read Zola's books had any adequate idea

of the methodical way in which they were

written, the care taken to study every subject

before it was touched upon in his novels, and

the motives which actuated him in writing

them. It is, of course, no new claim that

Zola was first of all a reformer, but the claim

has never been completely substantiated.

After reading this book no one of fair mind
is likely to question the sincerity of the novel-

ist nor the goodness of his motives.

Zola's connection with the Dreyfus case and

the warfare against his books in England are

treated at length.

To Mr. Vizetelly's summing up of Zola's

career as a man among men and as a novelist

among men of letters no exception can be

taken. "He is assured of a niche in French

history" on account of his part in the Dreyfus

case; "the question of the ultimate survival

of his novels is more difficult to determine.

At any rate, even as he will figure in national

history in connection with the affair, so must

his novels figure and figure prominently, we

think in literary history. Can any one imag-

ine a record of the literary movement of the

latter half of the nineteenth century contain-

ing no mention of Zola's writings? . . . One

may claim for him that he contributed largely

and powerfully to free the modern novel from

many shackles, with a result which is con-

spicuous on all sides. Fiction, or at least that

branch of it which claims to portray real life,

is no longer the same as it was before he

arose, and it seems hardly likely that it will

ever revert to its former state." (Lane.

$3-50-) Public Opinion.

Wolf von Schierbrand's New Book.

"THE coming conflict will be, in a word,

for the mastery of the Pacific," writes Wolf
von Schierbrand in the preface of his new

book, "America, Asia, and the Pacific." The

ultimate outcome of the Russo-Japanese war

will settle, he adds, the question of predom-

inance, commercial and political, among civ-

ilized powers, for centuries to come. He
continues :

"Of almost equal interest is the question

how well or ill prepared for this impending
conflict is each of the competitors. Investi-

gation in this line forms another part of the

book, and perhaps one of more than transi-

tory value. It is the writer's firm belief that

the United States is the nation best equipped

for the coming race in the Pacific, and the

chief reasons for it, which suggested them-

selves, are cited more or less fully. But the

fact is also dwelt upon at some length that

American expansion in the Pacific, immensely
favored as it will be by the opening of the

Panama Canal, is not a mere whim, not a

thing merely desirable, but something abso-

lutely necessary to safeguard our further na-

tional development and to preserve us from

the course of ill-balanced production gener-

ally called overproduction and all its attend-

ant evils. With the exhaustion of our free
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arable lands and with American re-emigration

across the Canadian border, this nation has

entered on a new phase of existence, has lost

the distinguishing trait of youth, and risen to

full maturity. That condition entails new

burdens and responsibilities. Hereafter this

nation will furnish emigrants in increasing

number.''

Among the other topics discussed in the

book are the points of strength and weakness

of Great Britain and 'her colonies; Germany,

France, Japan, and Russia; the prospective

ownership of the Dutch East Indies; China

and South America, in which the author

points out "the folly of neglecting the mag-
nificent opportunities they offer American en-

terprise." From all this data the deduction

has been drawn that "if the people of the

United States use but wisely and promptly
the surpassing natural advantages kind fate

has thrown into their lap, victory cannot fail

them in the end. This nation will play in the

Pacific the dominant note in the concert of

the great powers." The statistics in the book
have been derived from the latest and most
authoritative sources. There are thirteen

maps. (Holt, net, $1.50.) N. Y. Times Sat-

urday Review.

Japan by the Japanese.

"JAPAN BY THE JAPANESE" is a work of

great value; it is a picture of the past and

present of Japan, written for the most part by

those most competent to speak, always by

Japanese and often by those who took part in

the making of the thing made; it is as if an

account of Great Britain were to be written

by ministers and high officials. We can only

discuss a portion of this striking and inval-

uable volume. The most interesting and sug-

gestive chapters are "The Imperial Family,"

by Baron Yoshitane Sannomiya, Grand Mas-

ter of the Ceremonies of the Imperial Japan-

ese Household : a clear survey of the consti-

tutional history of Japan, in which amongst
others the following noteworthy and too often

forgotten points are brought into the light,

"the Dutch system of military discipline was

adopted in 1837," "after 1849 . . . the war-

ships were constructed after European

(Dutch) methods," "William nv of the Neth-

erlands, sent two messages to the Govern-

ment one in 1844, the second in 1852 dem-

onstrating the benefit to be derived from

opening the country to international relations,

and predicting in the latter message that the

Americans would probably adopt strong meas-

ures to that effect," and "the Americans only,

as it were, poured oil on, and so accentuated,

a conflagration which was gradually consum-

ing the feudalism and military government."
In short, a miracle was not worked, but slow

progress was hastened.

Then follow chapters upon "The Constitu-

tion of the Empire" and "The Growth of

Japan," by Marquis Hirobumi Ito; "The Im-

perial Diet," by the Minister of Justice ; "The

Organization of a Constitutional State," by
Baron Kentaro Kaneko; "The Army," "The

Navy," "Diplomacy," "Foreign Policy," by
Count Okuma; and "Education," which, with

others, present us with a clear view of the

Japanese constitution and of Japanese ambi-

tions.

The value of this work can only be judged

by those who go to it, and only those who

have read it can feel assured that they have

studied all that is worth reading of Japan, for

no other work gives quite what is given by

this. By itself it will not suffice for a knowl-

edge of Japan, but without it any course of

reading would be incomplete. Speaking of

the possible regeneration of China, which so

many Occidentals fear may be undertaken by

Japan, Field Marshal Marquis Ariyoshi Yam-

agata says, particularly referring to the es-

tablishment by China of a powerful army :

"If this were to be accomplished China might
become a very serious menace to all neigh-

boring nations; but there seems little danger
of those ideas being realized in the immediate

future." If this statement is made in all sin-

cerity it is most significant.

The absence of boastfulness and the pres-

ence of self-criticism throughout the volume
are noteworthy. The book is a fine contribu-

tion to the literature of Japan and seems to

be written with singular frankness. The very
difficult work of editing this great mass of

matter has been done with fine literary skill

by Alfred Stead. (Dodd, Mead & Co. net,

$5.) London Academy.

Stories of Inventors.

BEGINNING with the stories of Marconi and

Santos-Dumont, Mr. Doubleday has not, how-

ever,, confined his book to the immediate sub-

ject of inventors. He tells you how a fast

train is run, how automobiles work whether

by steam, gasoline, or electricity ;
about very

fast steamboats the Arrozv and certain tur-

bine-propelled torpedo boats in the British

navy; about life savers and their apparatus,

about the making and using of moving pic-

tures, about bridge building, about submarine

boats, about long-distance telephony, about
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typesetting machines, about the manufacture

of ice. In the case of Marconi and in that of

Santos-Dumont, "wireless" and dirigible bal-

loons are, of course, described, but much of

the interest lies in the personalities and per-

sistencies of the two young men both of

whom set to work as boys upon the things

which have made them famous. Marconi, by
the way, is, it appears, the son of an Irish-

woman. Like Santos-Dumont, whose story,

so attractively told by himself, has been

abridged by Mr. Doubleday here, Marconi did

not have to grind for his living.

In the matter of the mechanics of auto-

mobiles very many people naturally will be

interested, whether as prospective motorists

or merely as pedestrians intent on keeping
cut of the track of the things. In a general

way you may learn how several kinds of

motors work, and exactly what it is which
causes the car standing outside in the street

just under your office window to make the

irritating, futile sounding noises customary
on such occasions. As for bridge building,
that is always a fascinating subject, particu-

larly when the bridges are away off in Africa

or Asiatic or Andean wilds, and the engineer

is king among awed aborigines. Doubtless,

also, when you hav-e watched the quivering

yet wonderfully life-like scenes thrown on a

sheet by biographs and the like you have

wondered how the effect was accomplished.

Mr. Doubleday tells you. He tells you, again,

how Mr. Holland runs his submarine torpedo

boats, how Mr. Lake travels on the bottom

of the sea in his submarine wrecking ship a

sort of sea tricycle. Altogether you get a

surprising idea of what has been practically

accomplished in submarine navigation. Then
for telephone exchanges and what "central"

does in order to give you XYZ Gramercy or

any other number to say nothing of Mergen-
thaler linotype machines and Lanston ma-

chines that set type letter by letter all these

things are more or less elucidated. (Double-

day, Page & Co. $1.25.) AT. Y. Times Satur-

day Review.

Anthracite Coal Communities.

IN 1901 Dr. Peter Roberts published an in-

teresting volume entitled "The Anthracite In-

dustry," which was reviewed at some length

in the Athenaum. In that work much infor-

mation was given relating to the' "economic

life" of the miners in the anthracite coal fields

of Northeastern Pennsylvania. In 1902 came

a great and terrible strike that cost the coun-

try more than a hundred million dollars, and

"wrought moral ruin the extent of which

none can 'estimate." This strike was ended

by the interference of the President of the

United States, and the appointment of a "Coal

Strike Commission," which for over four

months inquired into the "economic, domestic,

scholastic, and religious phases" of the work-

ers' lives. A flood of light was thus thrown

upon these matters, and apparently it is large-

ly from this new mass of evidence, detailed

by some 558 witnesses, that Dr. Roberts has

drawn the material for his new volume (equal

in size and similar in appearance to the first),

in which he gives with great fulness "the

facts relative to the social and moral life of

the anthracite mine employees." As before, a

large number of illustrations, chiefly photo-

graphic, accompany, but, owing to the fre-

quent squalor of the scenes they represent, do

not by any means always embellish, the text.

The anthracite fields proper are less than

500 acres in area. Their surface is nowhere

below 575 feet above sea-level, and the high-

est point attains 1750 feet. Two fine rivers

traverse the region, the Delaware and the

Susquehanna. The physical environment in

the midst of which the mining population ex-

ists is thus perfectly healthy and even agree-

able. But this population is drawn from

many sources, and as time goes on is becom-

ing more and more foreign. From the be-

ginning the mines were worked by immi-

grants ; but whereas these were at first British

and German, now the majority come chiefly

from Southern Europe, and are lumped to-

gether by the author as Sclavs. There are still

some English, Welsh, Scotch, Irish and Ger-

mans, but the rest the so-called "Sclavs"

include Frenchmen, Swiss, Swedes, Dutch,

Poles, Sclavonians, Austrians, Hungarians,

Bohemians, Tyrolese, Russians, Lithuanians,

Greeks, Italians, with a sprinkling of Jews,

negroes, Arabians, Cubans, Mexicans, Span-
iards and Chinese. Altogether we find twen-

ty-six nationalities, represented by 441,000 out

of 630,000 inhabitants. In other words, about

70 per cent, of the population are either for-

eign born or native born of foreign parentage.

Obviously such a state of things presents an

important social problem. All the factors in-

volved in this problem are set forth in great

detail. . . . Though we cannot help smil-

ing at some of the methods of the author,

we can commend his work as an interesting

account of a very peculiar phase in the evo-

lution of labor questions, viewed from the

social rather than from the economic point of

view. (Macmillan. net, $3.50.) The Athe-

ncrum.
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(gleanings from itye Best.

ZOLA'S METHODS OF WORK.

EACH time he turned to a fresh volume of

his series he began by preparing an ebauche,

or, as he generally preferred to say in his

letters, a maquette, that is, a rough model of

the intended work. The Rougan or the Mac-

quart who was to figure most prominently in

it had been previously chosen ;
he knew what

was to be that character's environment, and

the philosophical idea which was to govern
the volume. Taking his pen in hand, he now

pictured such secondary characters as the

proposed milieu suggested, and set down such

facts and incidents as might logically ensue

from the chosen characters and their sur-

roundings. Briefly, in a broad and somewhat

vague way, he built up a subject. Those gen-
eral notes having been placed in a portfolio

by themselves he next took his characters in

hand, one by one, noting their respective his-

tories, ages, health, physical appearance and

nature, disposition, habits and associations.

That work having been completed was pl'aced

in a second portfolio, and Zola next passed
to the question of environment, collecting a

variety of information respecting the different

localities where the scenes of his narrative

were to be laid. Next he started an inquiry
into the professions or trades of his charac-

ters, and such other technical matters as

might be useful to him, and his notes on
those subjects were also gathered together in

portfolios. They w>ere often based on per-
sonal observation, but naturally enough Zola
consulted technical works and friends whom
he knew to be well informed on certain

points. Their letters and quotations from the
books he had consulted were added to his

personal memoranda.

By the time all this was done his materials

were often in excess of what he required.
Nevertheless he based himself upon them in

planning his book. He decided on the num-
ber of chapters the volume should contain,
and distributed the materials among them.
This entailed much minute labor. For in-

stance, he took his first rough draft of his

subject, and distributed the principal inci-

dents mentioned in it among the proposed
chapters ; then he took his notes on his char-

acters and apportioned them in a similar man-
ner; in one. chapter, for instance, the appear-
ance of some individual must be described ;

in another some particular characteristic must
be brought to the front; in yet another the

changes effected in the same personage by en-
vironment or other causes must be dealt with.
Thus borrowing notes from one and another
of his first portfolios, and distributing them
as the narrative asd its situations might sug-
gest, Zola gradually planned his chapters
from the first to the last.

All this was still rough work, and before

committing a chapter to paper Zola re-exam-
ined his materials, set them in what seemed
the best order, both with respect to what he
might have said in previous chapters and
with respect to the effect he desired to pro-
duce in the new one. Now and again he
would find some note superfluous, and reject

it altogether ; at other times he might transfer

it to a subsequent chapter, where the fact,

incident, problem, or theory it enunciated
would have a more logical place. Moreover,
while he was writing it occasionally occurred
to him that some incident he was describing,
or some remark he attributed to one of his

characters, would have a certain effect farther

on
;
and thereupon he at once made a note of

the circumstance, and, his chapter finished,
transferred all such notes to their proper
places. "It will be seen/' says Alexis, from
whom these particulars have been borrowed,
"that this method of proceeding from the

general to the special is complicated, but log-
ical and safe. A friend of Zola's (M. Bru-
neau?) told me that it reminded him of Wag-
ner's learned and novel orchestration. I do
not know how far that comparison may be
accurate; but it is certain that Zola's works,
when read for the first time by the profane,
must have a little of the disconcerting effect
of the Wagnerian operas. The first impres-
sion is one of great confusion; the reader is

on the point of exclaiming that there is no
sign of composition or rule; but on penetrat-
ing to the structure of the work you find that
everything is mathematical; you discover a

deep science, and recognize that the outcome
is really the result of prolonged labor fraught
with strenuous patience and determination."
(Lane. $3.50.) From Vizetelly's "Zola."

A RUSSIAN EASTER CARD.

WHEN Dr. Hubbell reached Riga he learned

that two hundred and forty peasants had been

waiting on the dock two days, watching and

waiting for the ship from America. Not
waiting for food, for Riga was not in a

famine province, but waiting that they might
not miss the opportunity and the honor of

unloading the American ship that had

brought food to their unfortunate brothers
in the interior. As soon as they could get
into the hold of the ship, one hundred and
forty of them began the unloading. They
worked night and day, without rest, deter-

mined to unload the entire cargo themselves,
without help. But on the third night our Con-
sul, Mr. Bornholdt, insisted on their having a

relief of twelve hours, and when the twelve
hours were up they were all in their places

again, and remained until the cargo was out,

declining to take any pay for their labor.

Twelve women worked along with them in

the same spirit, in the ship and on the dock,
with needles, sewing up the rents in the bags,
to prevent waste in handling, and cooking
meals for the men.
A peasant of Samara sent to a Russian

editor, together with three colored eggs, a

letter which he asked to have forwarded to

America. The following is an extract from
the letter:

"Christ is risen! To the merciful benefac-

tors, the protectors of the poor, the feeders

of the starving, the guardians of the orphans
Christ is risen.

"North Americans! May the Lord grant
you a peaceful and long life and prosperity
to your land, and may your fields be filled
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with abundant harvest Christ is risen. Your
mercifulness gives us a helping hand.

Through your charity you have satisfied the

starving. And for your magnificent alms

accept from me this humble gift, which I

send to the entire American people for your
great beneficence, from all the hearts of the

poor filled with- feelings of joy." (App'.eton.

$i net.) From Miss Barton's "A Story of
the Red Cross"

THE FUTURE OF THE RUSSIAN JEW IN
AMERICA.

COMMERCIALISM,, originally forced upon the

Jew, is even at this day not his first love.

If there be but the slightest chance to escape
the counting-room, the young ambitious Jew
of Russian antecedents will avail himself of
it. He has rushed into the professions of

medicine, jurisprudence, engineering even
branches that do not promise immediate or
rich rewards, such as philology and archeol-

ogy to a greater extent than any other com-
ponent race of our heterogeneous population.
It is the Jews of Russian ancestry who are

making name and fame for themselves and
their race in chosen specialties. The German
Jew's pretence that he is exponential of the
intellectualism of the Jew is refuted every
day by the realities of the situation.

It is a foregone conclusion that with the

conquest of broader fields the intellectualism

of the Russian Jew will open the door to

the genial messengers of the refinements
which attend on knowledge and science and
literature, and which even now, wherever
environment permits of their approach, are

crossing the threshold of his habitations. This

prediction will undoubtedly be received with

skepticism by many, but these fail to remem-
ber that the Russian Jew as yet, on the whole,
makes his home in congested quarters of the

large cities. Lacking space, he can not so

order his domestic life as to provide the

necessary openness indispensable to the de-

velopment of the finer and more delicate

graces of culture. But one who will take the

trouble to consult the statistics of our libra-

ries, or, if it were possible, the records of
the visitors to art galleries, will discover that

among these people, hampered for elbow-

room, the hunger for things lofty and beauti-

ful is intense. Music has always had an ap-

peal for the wandering sons of Israel in every
clime. Perhaps this natural predisposition to

lend expression by song to the soul's unde-
fined longings has, in the case of the Russian

Israelite, been deepened by the influence of

his Slavonic surroundings. Be the cause
whatever it may, musical talent is wonder-

fully frequent among the dwellers of the

Jewish tenement districts. This accounts
also for the popularity among them of the

concert halls. Indeed, they misread the signs
who conceive Russian Jewry as an inert mass
of unlifted mental and spiritual misery or

even of physical* wretchedness. The promise
of the best things is rich among them. It

depends upon them and their leaders, as well

as upon the wise foresight and instructed cau-

tion of 'Others, whether this abundant store

of power and ambition be utilized to their

uplifting or their undoing. And, let it be re-

peated, their undoing would irrevocably sig-

nify the undoing of the Jew and Judaism in

this land of ours, and, some of us are bold

enough to insist, also on this globe of ours.

(Funk & Wagnalls. $1.50 net.) From Sing-
er's "Russia at the Bar of the American

People: A Memorial of Kishineff."

AN ACCEPTED RESIGNATION.

AT last, however, the crisis came. In the

course of an interview between the Emperor
and his tottering Chancellor, when William
was expressing with all possible gentleness
'his natural disapproval of some unauthorized

act of Bismarck, the latter, in a sudden rush

of irrepressible anger, gave voice to the very
words that it was uppermost in his mind to

restrain. Suddenly his trembling lips, al-

most, it would seem, in defiance of his own
will, blurted out the old familiar and effective

threat of instantaneous resignation from
office.

The Emperor said nothing either in protest
or otherwise, and passed on to other subjects,

leaving his erstwhile so wily premier a prey
to the uttermost depths of 'humiliation and of

self-contempt. He simply had nothing to

say! His mind had suddenly become blank,
and with a strangely touching refinement of

kindness the Emperor managed to put a close

to the audience without seeming to notice the

old man's profound perturbation.
Two hours afterwards, however, an im-

perial aide-de-camp came in the Emperor's
name to receive the official and written resig-
nation so incautiously proffered.. He found
Bismarck smarting under a sense of injury
most exasperatingly indefinite, although his

mood savored strongly of the disgust of the
outwitted ; his eyes flashed dangerously so

the aide-de-camp remarked afterwards and
he sent back an evasive

reply, explaining that
he had as yet not found time to write the

resignation out, but would do so later, and
present it in person to his majesty on the
morrow.
At that moment a sudden ray of hope shot,

no doubt, athwart the future into which Bis-
marck was staring as if hypnotized. Yes!
he would stoop to pleading, if necessary; he
would use all the powers at his command to

reawaken the tremendous personal influence
and magnetism he knew himself to possess,
in order to secure the reconsideration of the

imperial verdict; but he had once again reck-
oned without his host, for not only did he
find himself unable to obtain an audience
from his sovereign on the next day, without
the aid of ridiculous persistency, but he could
not avoid the inexorable aide-de-camp, who
seemed determined "bien contre son gree"
assuredly to pre-empt a permanent domicile
in the "salon d'attente" adjoining the prince's
study in the Wilhelmstrasse, and who, quiet,
self-contained, deeply respectful, but intrepid,
patiently awaited that one too often threat-
ened resignation.

Caught in his own trap as helplessly as any
yearling of diplomacy, Bismarck, cruelly mor-
tified and unspeakably indignant, was thus
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forced to sign his own dismissal, and with
the almost supernatural rapidity with which
such news travels, it became known a few
minutes later across the whole length and
breadth of the Prussian capital that the Iron

Chancellor had fallen.

Once again a murmur of "royal ingrati-
tude" ran throughout Germany, and strong
and hardened though the Emperor was
against unjust criticisms, yet this time his

nerves were all a-tingle with exasperation,
for if ever a man had shown patient gratitude
it was he, especially in this instance, and he
knew it.

There was, indeed, a strange irony in this

sudden "volteface" of a large part of the
German people with regard to one so long
and so loudly proclaimed their tormentor.

Yesterday many had been unanimous in their

curses, to-day they were ready to rise up as
one man to call him blessed this Iron Chan-
cellor beneath whose relentless hand king-
doms had trembled and been shaken to dust !

This almost hysterical see-sawing back to-
wards him, this complete 'ratting" , this sud-
den genuflection before the enemy, had its

good side, however, for the Berlinese made
the dethroned Chancellor's departure the oc-
casion for a great popular demonstration,
and it is well that they did so, since the spec-
tacle of the cold-blooded desertion of so truly
a great man would have been a new offence
to human nature.

It must be confessed that Bismarck had
nobody to thank but himself for his downfall.
(Harper. $2.25.) From Imperator et Rex.

BROADWAY, THE HOME OF ARTISTS.

BROADWAY is five miles from Evesham,
built on the side of the Cotswold, and has

more of the dignity of a very small town
than the simple quality of a village. It is the

resort of artists, writers and musicians.

Abbey lived here for some time, and the back-

grounds of some of his illustrations were

plainly taken from sketches made in this vil-

lage. Every one ought to trip around Broad-

way in flowered brocade and quilted petti-

coats. The houses are all Tudor, and there

are but few gardens on the street. The
Lygon Arms (the Broadway inn) is a small

mansion. Mine host, the picture of a rosy
country squire, showed us all over the charm-

ing old hostelry. Polly's incredulity as to

the age of the inn, as an inn, almost caused

disaster, and the Invalid's ire when Crom-
well's bedroom was pointed out was a close

second.

"What was Cromwell doing here? He
should have been chasing kings," she broke
out, though why Cromwell should not have
rested himself for pleasure in this very com-
fortable big chamber, none of us except the
Invalid knew, but she is intimate with his-
torical characters, and the rest of us are just
a trifle ignorant, so we never dispute her for
fear of being vanquished.
Mary Anderson lives in Broadway, and

owns a charming house at the top of the vil-

lage street, while at the other end, near the
Green, lives Frank Millet, the painter.

''Broadway is beautiful, and Broadway is

stately, and Broadway is aristocratic, but I

should prefer to paint Elmley Castle, and I

shall live in Cropthorne," said Polly.

Broadway, with an accent on the Broad,
has other attractions beside the Tudor houses,
and, after we have had tea out of a broken-
nosed teapot, which the Invalid sneeringly
calls "a Cromwell relic," bread, butter and
jam, and paid a shilling and three pence each
for the meal, we explored the village a bit,

and then started off where roads shaded by
fine trees led through undulating country to

the beautifully kept park where Lord Elcho's

house, Stanway Hall, stands behind a superb
gateway, designed by Inigo Jones. Long ave-
nues of trees and broad stretches of turf and
woody hillsides are at Stanway Hall, and a
little beyond is Toddington, once the estate
of Lord Suddely, who proudly claimed de-
scent from that Tracy who distinguished
himself by making away with Thomas a
Becket. One of the modern Lords of Sud-
dely indulged in a fatal taste for speculation,
with the result that the great park is now in
the hands of a rich Newcastle collier.

Another pretty estate, Stanton. lies nearer

Broadway. Polly dwelt in the land of her
favorite gentry. The car ran past one estate
after another, large and small parks and
farm lands, model villages, and the graceful
arches which mark the ruins of another van-
ished abbey that of St. Mary Hailes. In
this abbey, now slowly falling, was preserved
the bones of Henry of Almayn, a nephew of

King Henry the Third. He was slain in

Italy by the sons of Simon de Montfort in

revenge for the part his father took against
the earl. According to the cheerful custom
of the time, his heart was enshrined in the
tomb of Edward the Confessor, his flesh was
buried in Rome, and his bones at St. Mary
Hailes, where the monks boasted of having
the real blood of Christ. If any town ever
grew up about this abbey, it has now com-
pletely disappeared. One solitary farm-
house remains near the ivy-draped arches of
the former cloister. (L. C. Page & Co. net,
$i.60.) From "Old English Inns."

THE SRAHDA SACRIFICE.

HE had but an instant's view of the thing
in its entirety : a vast, close-packed sea of

people, garlanded, decked, nay robed, in the

brightest flowers; in the centre of the living
mass a high, square altar, piled with fire-

wood; and surrounding the altar, ranged in

symmetrical order, twelve sacred cows, twelve

accompanying priests, and twelve huge, earth-
en jars. All this Fida took in at one, swift

glance. The next instant a universal shout

arose, and he was seized and drawn through
the crowd, which opened for him, by two
young Brahmans, naked except for loin-

cloths and the sacred cord. In a moment
Fida was beside the altar, where stood the

Rajah, flaming with jewels, and Ragunath,.
scarcely less magnificent. Here, without a

moment's delay, the bewildered captive was
taken in hand by two snatakas, and bound,
hand and foot, with ropes. Then, as at some
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signal, the twelve priests began to chant
those verses of the Rig-Veda that are de-

signed for the great Srahda sacrifice. The
crowd was silent now. There was not a

whisper; there was scarcely a movement
among them all. The twelve gray cows
stood, as if long accustomed to such sights,

mildly surveying the people. Fida felt him-
self like them. He was stunned into perfect
tranquillity. His eyes wandered aimlessly,
he listened without interest to the words of
the chant. He counted the number of flowers
in the garland round the neck of the nearest
cow. And all the time his mind was really

circling about one idea, too horrible to be
faced. For he had no doubt that he was to
be the first offering in that triumphal sacri-

fice. This was the reason for Ragunath's
evasion about his ransom. This was the ex-

planation of Rai-Khizar's mildness. Fida
looked toward the Rajah, whose eyes were
fixed reverently on the ground. The next
instant, however, he had caught Ragunath's
glance, and the minister was smiling at him

a small, cruel, white-toothed smile, a smile
like a grimace, that sent a sudden bolt through
Fida's heart. Ragunath could smile upon
him in his death-hour ! In that moment
hatred was born in the Arab : a hatred for
this man, which, through all their future in-

tercourse, never lessened and was never still.

At length the chant came to an end. Fida

felt a breath of relief; for self-control was

becoming difficult. Now, at last, he was
seized by the stalwart young Brahmans and

lifted, like a log of wood, up and up till he

was laid on his back on top of the great heap
of unlit firewood. A hoarse shout went up
from the people gathered below. Fida's heart

throbbed to suffocation. His hair was lit-

erally rising on his head; but he made no

movement, nor did he utter any sound. ^Even
in his horror he remembered the behavior of

women enduring the suttee, and the memory
shamed him into stillness. Under the fierce

rays of the sun, now in mid-sky, he closed

his eyes and waited waited for the first

crackling flame to leap upon his flesh. Evi-

dently the time for this had not yet come.

Again the priests were praying those endless,

senseless, Vedic prayers, to Indra, to Vishnu,
to Agni Agni, the fire-god. How long he

lay upon the pyre Fida did not know. It was
at once a century and a second. Then the

voices of the priests were still. Once more
he was seized by the head and the feet and

lifted to the ground. There his ropes were
cut. He was free again. Trembling and

faint, he found himself facing the King's

minister, who was smiling at him still.

"The captive did not know," he murmured,
"that our sacrifices are bloodless." (Mac-
millan. $1.50.) From Potter's "The Flame-
Gatherers."

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

TOWARD morning I was awakened by the

noise of a loosened blind, and slipping into

a dressing-gown went through the passage
to fasten the latch. Passing Nancy's room
I heard a moan, and, startled out of myself,
listened to hear another, and still another,
as though a heart were breaking. There was

a light in the room, and through a small

window in the door, the curtain of which was
drawn a bit aside, I saw the little one whom
I would gladly die to save from any pain, lying
face down upon the floor, her arms stretched

out, the hands clutched tightly together, and
her whole body shaking as in mortal illness.

"Nancy, Nancy, let me in! Open the door
to me," I cried.

She started to a sitting position, tried to

arrange her disordered hair and gown, and
I saw her cast a look in the mirror as she
came toward the door, to see how far she

could make me believe that nothing unusual
was the matter with her.

"What is it?" I asked, my heart bursting
with love and sympathy as I drew her to my
breast.

She turned her eyes toward me, eyes which
held the despair in them which only women
know.

"Oh," she cried, clutching me to keep from

falling, "didn't you see?"

"I saw nothing," I answered.
"I can't speak it," she says; "but another

of life's lessons has come to me to-night. Do
you remember the time I told you that I had
learned something with my head? I learned

it with my heart to-night, and it's like to kill

me. Oh, what have I done ?" she cried, "what
have I ever done to deserve such punishment
as this?"

"Tell me, Nancy," I said. "There is noth-

ing in God's world that can't be helped by
sympathy."

"I can't tell you. I can't put words to it.

See !" she said, standing a bit apart from me.

"Look at me ! Do you know a girl more to be

envied? Handsomer? Richer? More gift-

ed? Think, too, of the advantages that I've

had with Father Michel and Hugh Pitcairn

to teach me! Think of the stir my songs
have made ! And at the end what am I ?

"Ah !" she went on, "take any woman, any
woman, educate her in the highest knowledges
known, keep her with men, and far from her

own sex, and at the end of it, what is she? A
creature who wants the man she loves and

babies of her own," and at these last words
she broke into another storm of weeping
which drove me wild with dread.

"Nancy," I cried, "think of your recent ill-

ness. For my sake try to control yourself
more. There is the poor head to be thought
of always."

"It's been this head of mine that's been my
undoing, Jock," she answered, between her

sobs. "All the trouble has come from that."

MacColl was off for Dr. McMurtrie before

daybreak, and I sat holding^ Nancy's hand

waiting for his coming, with Pitcairn's ancient

statement going round and round clatter-mill

in my brain :

"Ye can't educate a woman as ye can a man.

With six thousand years of heredity, the

physiology of the female sex, and the Lord

himself against you, I'm thinking it wise for

you to have your daughter reared like other

women, to fulfil woman's great end," and

pondering over the fact that the great lawyer
and Nancy herself seemed to have come to

exactly the same conclusion. (Appleton.

$1.50.) From Mrs. Lane's "Nancy Stair."
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to Sup.
" There is no worthier or surer pledge of the intelligence and the purity of any community than

their general purchase of books / nor is there any one ivho does more to further the attainment and

possession of these qualities than agood bookseller." PROF. DUNN.

ART, MUSIC, DRAMA.

FITZGERALD, AUGUSTINE and S. Naples
painted by Augustine Fitzgerald, described

by S. Fitzgerald; So il. Macmillan. 8,
$6 net.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC

BAIN, ALEX. Autobiography ; with supple-

mentary chapter. Longmans, pors. 8, $5
net.

Professor Bain was born at Aberdeen, Scot-

land, in 1818, died in 1903. Prominent as a

writer and teacher of logic and natural philos-

ophy. Bibliography (n p.).

FRENCH noblesse of the XVIH century; trans-

lated by Mrs. Colquhoun Grant from Les
souvenirs de la Marquise de Crequy, 1834.
Button. 12, $3 net.

Though proved to be unauthentic, these

memoirs, by whomsoever written, give a bril-

liant picture of the life and manners of France
just before the Revolution of 1783.

LAWLESS, EMILY. Maria Edgeworth. Mac-
millan. 12, (English men of letters ser.)

75 c. net.

HICKMAN, W. Brigham's destroying angel:

being the life, confessions, and startling

disclosures of the notorious Bill Hickman,
the Danite chief of Utah; written by him-

self, with explanatory notes by ]. H. Beadle.

[New ed.] Shepard Pub. il. pors. 16, $i ;

pap., 50 c.

STEPHEN. Sir LESLIE. Hobbes. Macmillan.

12, (English men of letters.) 75 c. net.-

VIZETELLY, ERNEST ALFRED. Emile Zola,

novelist and reformer: an account of his

life and work. Lane. 8, facsimiles, $3.50
net.

DESCRIPTION, GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

BUTLER, Sir W. FRANCIS. The wild north-

land : being the story of a winter journey,
with dog, across northern North America.
Barnes, map, 8, $i.

DRAPER, G. OTIS. Still on the search : being a

record of comment on human nature and
its environments, as noticed on a trip

around the Mediterranean and elsewhere;
[il. by the author.] Eckler. 8, $1.50 net.

Personal impressions of the life and cus-

toms of Funcrial, Granada, Algiers, Monte
Carlo, and Cairo; with descriptions of the

picturesque natural scenery and artistic feat-

ures of Jerusalem, Constantinople, Athens,
Sicily, Paris, and other wonders of a con-
tinental tour.

MACKENZIE, ALEX. Voyages from Montreal
through the continent of North America to
the frozen and Pacific oceans in 1789 and
1793 ; with an account of the rise and state
of the fur trade. Barnes. 2 v., 16, (The
trail makers ser.) $i net.

MILTOUN, FRANCIS. The cathedrals of south-

ern France
;
with 90 il., plans and diagrams,

by Blanche McManus. Page. 12, $1.60
net.

STARR, F. The Ainu group at the St. Louis

Exposition. Open Court, il. 12, bds., 75 c.

net.

This book does not pretend to be a study
.of the Ainu. It is a simple narrative of Mr.
Starr's journey in Yezo and a description of

the group of Ainu that he brought to this

country, with a sketch of some features of

Ainu life and suggestive questions regarding
this peculiarly interesting people.

TABER, M. J. The cathedrals of England : an
account of some of their distinguishing
characteristics ; with brief historical and
biographical sketches of their most noted

bishops. Page. il. 12, $1.60 net.

TOZIER, JOSEPHINE. Among English inns;
the story of a pilgrimage to characteristic

spots of rural England. Page. 12, (Little

pilgrimages ser.) $1.50 net.

A guide, based on the writer's own experi-
ences and investigations, to a part of rural

England. She has been several times care-

fully over the route she has selected prin-
cipally for the combination of noted villages
with others seldom visited by the average
tourist, and distinguished for a variety of in-

terest, historical and literary, and for diver-

sity of prospect. Contents: The Queen's
arms, Selbourne, Hampshire, At the three
crowns, Chagford, Devon, Cloveley, Clerk's
Hill Farm, Evesham, Hardwick Inn, The
Dukeries, The Peacock and Royal, Boston,
The Maid's Head, Norwich, Angel Inn, Acle
Bridge.

VIEWS of Ithaca and Cornell University.
Andrus & Church, obi. 24, pap., 25 c.

Reproductions of photographic views of the

buildings, and surrounding scenery of Ithaca

and Cornell University.

DOMESTIC AND SOCIAL

Fox, MINNIE C., comp. The blue grass cook

book; with an introd. by J. Fox, jr.; il.

with photographs by A. L. Coburn. Fox,
D. & Co. pors. 12, $1.50 net.

Recipes of dishes popular in Kentucky con-

tributed by many different hands.

GASKELL, E. A., comp. Gaskell's up-to-date
handy book of useful information. J. S.

Ogilvie Pub. Co. 24, pap., 25 c.

GRAY, ARTHUR, comp. Toasts and tributes : a
real book of toasts

;
with decorations by G.

W. Hood. Rohde & Haskins. 12, $1.25

net; flex, leath., $2 net.

EDUCATION, LANGUAGE, ETC

BECHTEL, J. H. 135,000 words spelled and
pronounced; with valuable hints and illus-

trations for the use of capitals, italics, nu-
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merals, and compound words, also rules
for syllabication and punctuation and a

large list of homophones, designed for office,

school and library use. G. W. Jacobs. 8,
$2 net.

According to the introduction, the special
needs of English-speaking people and those
who have a fair knowledge of idioms have
been kept in view. Minor distinctions of
vowel sounds, especially those occasioned by
the absence of accent have been ignored. Be-
lieving that the appearance of printed words
should be left as free as possible from foreign
or extraneous signs and characters, the most
limited use of diacretics consistent with "the

representation of correct pronunciation of
words has been made, and only those signs in

general use have been given. By the author
of "Handbook of pronunciation," "Synonyms."

FICTION.

BELL, LILIAN, [now Mrs. Arthur Hoyt
Bogue.] At home with the Jardines. Page.
12, $1.50.
Mrs. Jardine was the heroine before her

marriage of "Abroad with the Jimmies." The
first dream of her married life is to make a
home in New York. Her experiences both in
a flat and in a house, with servants, janitors,
agents and owners are both valuable and ex-
tremely amusing. The "Jimmies," with other
characters of the previous work, add to the
liveliness of the story.

BELL, JA. JOY. Jess & Co. Harper. 16,
$1.25.
A humorous story by the author of "Wee

Macgreegor," of a resourceful girl who mar-
ries a happy-go-lucky carpenter, more inter-

ested in flowers than in the problem of daily
bread. Jess takes charge ot the business and
makes it pay, and incidentally changes the

character of her husband.

COPE, H. F. The Bonanza Bible class: a

story of the Rocky Mountain miners. Wi-
nona. il. 12, $i net.

DELANO, ELLEN DOUGLAS. Josephine; il. by
W. E. Mears. Harper. 12, $1.25.
A letter announcing the arrival of "Jo" and

"Georgie" at their uncle's home in Massachu-
setts prepares their relatives to expect two
boys. Their uncle, a busy doctor, his four

boys and the housekeeper who rules over all

with iron regulations are aghast when a girl
of sixteen and one of nine appear, and the

boys and housekeeper show open hostility.

Josephine's happy temperament conquers all,

and she is the bright cause of bringing about
a reconciliation in the rich family next door
that spreads gladness from Seattle to Massa-
chusetts.

DOUBLEDAY, RUSSELL. Stories of inventors :

the adventures of inventors and engineers;
true incidents and personal experiences.
Doubleday, P. 8, $1.25 net.

Tells the story of various recent inventions

through the experiences of the inventor, or
the one who operates the inventions. There
is a chapter on "How Guglielmo Marconi
telegraphs without wires;" another on "San-
tos Dumont and his airship ;" on "How auto-

mobiles work;" on "The life-savers and their

apparatus," etc.

HODGES, Rev. G. Fountains Abbey : the story
of a mediaeval monastery. Dutton. 8,
buckram, $3 net.

HUDSON, W. H. Green mansions : a romance
of the tropical forest. Putnam. 12, $1.20
net.

LETTERS which never reached him. Dutton.

12, $1.50.

MORRISON, ARTHUR. The green diamond; il.

by F. H. Townsend. Page. 12, $1.50.
At Delhi, during the Great Durbar of 1902,

an enormous diamond of fabulous price was
mysteriously stolen from the tents of an In-
dian Rajah. It was known as "the eye of

Goona," and was of a beautiful green tint.

It was supposed to have been hidden by the
thief in one of a dozen magnums of imperial
Tokay sent to England. By a mistake the

Tokay was sold, before the jewel was ab-

stracted, and it is the hunt for each individual

magnum that makes the story, which is one
also of crime and strange mystery, though
often amusing.

O'NEILL, ROSE CECIL. The loves of Edwy:
tale and drawings by Rose Cecil O'Neill.

Lothrop. 12, $1.50.
The story opens in the childhood of the

three leading characters, whose lives seem to
be inextricably interwoven. The father of the
heroine, "Jane," is an educated impecunious
Irishman, whose amusing traits recall charac-
ters of Dickens. Jane and her artist lover
"Juggs'' are both beloved by the "Edwy" who
gives his name to the book.

PARKER, Sir GILBERT. A ladder of swords : a

tale of love, laughter and tears; il. by the

Kinneys. Harper. 12, $1.50.

Queen Elizabeth is a leading character in

this story of her court, being presented in

more attractive guise than history generally

depicts her. She is the protector of two

young lovers, French Huguenots, who have
fled to the Isle of Jersey in her domain from
their persecutions in France. The Earl of

Leicester, whose influence over the queen is

already waning, also appears, full of envy and

intrigue. The story is a simple one of true

love that finds a happy ending. The first

novel Sir Gilbert Parker has written since

"The Right of Way."

PIDGIN, C. FELTON. The letter H; il. by H.
Weber Ditzler. G. W. Dillingham. 12,
$1.50.

READ, OPIE P., ["Arkansaw Traveller,"

pseud.] "Turk": a novel. Laird & Lee.

il. 12, $1.25.
"Turk" is the nickname of a Kentucky boy.

His adventures make a readable book.

ROBERTS, MORLEY. Rachel Marr. Page. 12,
$1.50.

SCOTT, HUGH S., ["Henry Seton Merriman,"
pseud.] The Last Hope; il. by A. Fores-
tier. Scribner. 12, $1.50.
The Last Hope was a schooner and the last

ship ever built in Farlingford ; her captain
was reputed to have rescued Louis xvn. from

drowning. According to the belief of many
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Royalists, the son of Marie Antoinette did

not die in the Temple, but was saved as stated

above. The novel is founded on incidents ot

French history which were the outcome of

the Royalists to elevate the son of this mys-

terious 'waif to the throne of France. Napo-
leon in. and other famous persons who lived

in the times of the Republic are characters in

the story.

SURTEES, ROB. S. Ask mamma; or, the rich-

est commoner in England, by the author of

"Handley Cross," "Sponge's sporting tour,

etc., etc. ;
woodcuts by Leech, col. il. New

ed. Appleton. 16, (Appleton's illustrated

pocket lib. of plain and colored books.)

This issue is founded on the edition pub-

lished by Bradbury & Evans, 1858. The orig-

inal edition, dedicated to "the honorable Mrs.

Coventry," who was, according to
the^

au-

thor's inscription, "the best of mammas."

VAN DER NAILLEN, A. Balthazar the Magus.
Fenno. 12, $1.50.

A story of occultism. Marius who was met

in the author's former story, "In the sanc-

tuary," is known here as the Magus Bal-

thazar, having had conferred upon him the

highest honors of the Order of the Magi. He
is on a mission to America, preaching the

spiritual life. A young priest comes to him
for help and enlightenment and a young so-

ciety girl. They love each other, but their

love is made a means by the "Master" to-

wards directing their minds to spiritual is-

sues. The author's religious views on philos-

ophy are indicated by many conversations.

WILSON, HARRY LEON. The seeker; il. by
Rose Cecil O'Neill. Doubleday, P. 12,

$1.50.
The author of "The spenders" through his

characters discusses the various forms of re-

ligion that have been accepted and outlived

by the world. A whole-souled old Presby-
terian grandfather in educating his orphan
grandsons is aghast at the effect produced by
the dogmas he has held sacred upon the

poetic, ideal nature of the one and the self-

conscious, diplomatic nature of the other.

The older boy refuses to become a minister

in the Presbyterian church and joins the Prot-
estant Episcopal body, becoming a fashionable

rector. The younger wanders off to find a

God and a satisfying faith. On his return he

argues that all faith emanates from within
and also accepts the doctrine of good works.
He sacrifices himself for his brother's domes-
tic happiness. The Episcopal rector finally

goes over to the Roman church.

HISTORY.

BUCK, DAN. Indian outbreaks. Daniel Buck,

pors. 8, $1.50.

BURGOYNE, FRANK J., ed. History of Queen
Elizabeth, Amy Robsart and the Earl of
Leicester: being a reprint of "Leycesters
Commonwealth," 1641. Longmans. 8,
$2.50.
A historical work which throws consider-

able light upon the life of Robert Dudley,
Earl of Leicester, and the political history of
the reign of Queen Elizabeth. The author-

ship of the work has never been settled. It

was printed first in 1584, on the Continent,

supposedly at Antwerp.

CREQUY, Marquise de. The French noblesse

of the XVIIL century ; tr. from Les souvenirs

de la Marquise de Crequy, 1834, by Mrs.

Colquhoun Grant. Dutton. il. 8, $3 net.

DAWSON, T. C. The South American repub-

lics. In 2 pts. pt. 2, Peru, Chile, Bolivia,

Ecuador, Venezuela, Colombia, Panama.

Putnam, il. maps, 12, (Story of the na-

tions ser.) $1.35 net; hf. leath., $1.60 net.

The author says in his preface: "This his-

tory begins when Pizarro and Almagro, Bal-

divia and Benalcazar, led their desperadoes
across the Isthmus to the conquest, massacre,

and enslavement of the prosperous and civil-

ized millions who inhabited the Pacific Coast

of South America. It ends with the United

States opening a way through the same Isth-

mus for the ships, the trade, the capital of all

the world; with American engineers laying

railroad iron on the imperial highway of the

Incas; with British bondholders forgiving
stricken Peru's national debt; with their

debtor bravely facing the fact of bankruptcy,
and turning over to them all its railways."

NEWBERRY, PERCY, and GERSTANG, J. A short

history of ancient Egypt. Estes. 12, $1.20
net.

SPENCER, BALDWIN, and GILLEN, F. J.

Northern tribes of Central Australia. Mac-
millan. il. 8, $6.50 net.

STONE, J. M. Reformation and Renaissance,

(1377-1610.) Dutton. il. 8, $4 net.

TOLSTOI, Count LYOFF NIKOLAIEVICH. Be-
think yourselves: a letter on the Russian-

Japanese war
;

tr. by V. Tchertkoff and
I. F. M. Hammersmark Publishing Co.

por. nar. 16, (Social economic ser.; ed. by
Clarence S. Darrow.) pap., 10 c.

The letter which appeared in the London
Times formulating Tolstoi's views of war,
especially of the Russian-Japanese war.

WEALE, L. PUTNAM. Manchu and Musco-
vite: being letters from Manchuria, written

during the autumn of 1903 ;
with an histor-

ical sketch entitled "Prologue to the crisis" ;

giving a complete account of the Manchu-
rian frontiers from the earliest days and
the growth and final meetings of the Rus-
sian and Chinese Empires in the Amur re-

gions. Macmillan. il. 8, $3 net.

HUMOR AND SATIRE.

ARCHBALD, ANNA, and JONES, GEORGINA. The
fusser's book; rules by Anna Archbald and
Georgina Jones; pictures by Florence Wy-
man. Fox, D. & Co. 8, bds., 75 c.

Forty rules for young men and women on
entering society. They are humorously writ-

ten, but full of wisdom.

LAW.
JEFFERSON, T., [and others.} Documents re-

lating to the purchase and exploration of
Louisiana, i. The limits and bounds of

Louisiana, by T. Jefferson. 2. The explor-
ation of the Red, the Black and the Wich-
ita rivers, by W. Dunbar; printed from the
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original manuscripts in the library of the
American Philosophical Society and by di-

rection of the society's committee on his-

torical documents. Houghton, M. Co. 8,
$6 net.

LITERARY MISCELLANY, COLLECTED WORKS,
ETC

AUTHOR'S year book and guide, for 1904; in-

cluding some 600 names and addresses of

publishers and publications to whom manu-
scripts may be sold; gathered and arr. by
W. E. Price. W. E. Price. 12, $i.
Contents: Places to sell mss. ; List of pub-

lishers ; Authors and business ; Some views of
editors and magazines ; He who would a poet
be ; The net price system and its relation to

authors ; Story writing for girls ; Books wait-

ing to be written
; Enclosed find check

; Short
story writing as a means of livelihood; How
to succeed as a novelist; Preparation of a

manuscript; In the literary market; English
periodicals and their contributors; General
memoranda; Warnings to dramatic authors;
How to make plays readable

; Whom printers
love.

BURGOYNE, FRANK J., ed. Northumberland
manuscripts: collotype facsimile ard type
transcript of an Elizabethan manuscript pre-
served at Alnwick Castle, Northumberland ;

transcribed and ed., with notes and introd.,

by Frank J. Burgoyne. Longmans, il. 4,
$28.
Contains six articles said to be by Francis

Bacon
; a speech of the Earl of Sussex ; Let-

ter from Sir Philip Sidney to Queen Eliza-
beth on her proposed marriage to the Duke of

Angon, and "Leicester's Commonwealth."
Mr. Burgoyne is librarian of the Lambeth
Public Libraries.

COLERIDGE, S. TAYLOR. The friend: a series
of essays to aid in the formation of fixed

principles in politcs, morals and religion,
with literary amusements interspersed.
Macmillan. 12, (York lib.) 80 c.

; leath
,

$1.25.

DYCE, ALEX. A general glossary to Shake-
speare's works, adapted for reference to
the Cambridge text. Estes. i v., pors. pis.,

8, $3 ; hf. mor., $5.

EWART, FRANK CARMAN. Notes on Ros-
tand's L'aiglon. Frank Carman Ewart. il.

pors. 12, 50 c.

The author's purpose is to arouse public
appreciation for the play. The notes which
are in English text are accompanied with ex-
planations of grammatical difficulties and a
vocabulary of French words not usually found
in a student's lexicon. Characters and scenes
of L'aiglon are reproduced in pictures.

HARPER, H. HOWARD. Book-lovers, biblio-
maniacs and book clubs. Privately printed
at Riverside Press, il. 8, $3.75.

'

KING, W. FRANCIS H. Classical and foreign
quotations. Rev. ed. T. Whittaker. 8,
$2.50.

GRANGER, EDITH. An index to poetry and
recitations : being a practical reference man-
ual for the librarian, teacher, bookseller,

elocutionist, etc. ; including over thirty
thousand titles from three hundred and
sixty-nine books. McClurg. 4, hi. leath.,

$5 net.

The work indexes very nearly four hun-
dred standard and popular collections of poe-
try and recitation-books, including dialogues,
orations, drills, etc., comprising about thirty
thousand titles, arranged alphabetically under
three heads titles, authors and first lines.

An appendix contains lists of titles suitable
for special occasions, such as Arbor Day,
Washington's birthday, etc. ; also lists of
drills, tableaux, pantomimes, etc.

NATURE AND SCIENCE.
EASTMAN, HELEN. New England ferns and

their common allies : an easy method of de-

termining the species. Houghton, M. &
Co. 12, $1.25 net.

WALKER, MARGARET COULSON. Our birds and
their nestlings. Am. Bk. col. il. 12,
(Eclectic readings.) 60 c. .

MENTAL AND MORAi PHILOSOPHY.
LOVELL, ARTHUR. Concentration. Lane. 12,
.$i.

TAYLOR, A. E. Elements of metaphysics.
Macmillan. 8, $2.60 net.

PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIFNE.
GORDON, BELLE. Physical culture for women.

R. K. Fox. il. 16, (Fox's athletic lib.)

pap., 10 c.

SMITH, A. WATT. Physical deterioration, its

causes and the remedy. Dutton. 12, $2
net.

POETRY AND DRAMA.
ELIZABETHAN sonnets

; introd. by Sidney Lee.
Dutton. 2 v., 8, $2.50 net.

KNOWLES, F. LAWRENCE, ed. The golden
treasury of American songs and lyrics.
Page. pors. 12, $1.50.

WEEDON, HOWARD. Old voices; with por. by
the author and decorations by Caroline
Parker. Doubleday, P. 4, $1.50 net.
Poems and pictures of life in the old South,

by the author of Bandanna ballads and
"Songs of the old South."

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.
ALTGELD, J. P. The cost of something for

nothing. Hammersmark Pub. Co. 12, $i.

CONANT, C. ARTHUR. Wall St. and the Coun-
try: a study of recent financial tendencies.
Putnam. 12, $1.25 net.

DESPOTISM and democracy: a study in Wash-
ington society and politics. [New issue.]
Macmillan. 12, $1.50.

FEHLANDT, AUGUST F. A century of drink
reform in the United States. Jennings &
Graham. 12, $1.50.

HALL, BOLTON. Free America : short chapters
showing how liberty brings prosperity. L.
S. Dickey & Co. il. 16, pap, 25 c.

Believes in tariff for revenue only and free
competition in all departments of business and
labor.

HERRICK, CHEESMAN A. Meaning and prac-
tice of commercial education. Macmillan.
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12, (Macmillan's commercial ser.) $1.25
net.

KINLEY, D. Money: a study of the theory
and medium of exchange. Macmillan. 12,
(Citizens' lib.) $1.25 net.

LAWRENCE, T. J. War and neutrality in the

far east. Macmillan. 12, $1.25 net.

MASTERS, EDGAR LEE. The new star chamber,
and other essays. Hammersmark Pub. Co.

12, $i.
Several of the essays were published during

the campaign of 1900, or a short time after;

many of them relate to the imperial policy of

the United States which grew out of the re-

cent war with Spain, others deal with the new
star chamber, Theodore Roosevelt, John Mar-
shall, Thomas Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton
and other exponents of Democracy in the

United States. The author is a Chicago law-

yer, who evidently believes in Democratic

principles as defined by Thomas Jefferson.

ORGANIZED labor and capital. Jacobs. 12,
(William L. Bull lectures, 1904.) $i net.

Contents: The past, by Washington Glad-

den, D.D. ; The corporation, by Talcott Will-

iams; The union, by G. Hodges; The people,

by Francis G. Peabodv.

RUSSELL, R. First conditions of human pros-
perity. Longmans. 12, $i.

THOMAS, D. YANCEY. History of military

government in newly acquired territory of
the United States. Macmillan. 8, (Co-
lumbia Univ. studies in history, economics
and public law, v. 20, no. 2.) pap., $2 net.

VANCE, JOSEPH ANDERSON. American prob-
lems. Winona. 12, 75 c.

Contents: Foreward; The negro; The labor

question ;
The liquor problem ; Municipal gov-

ernment; The problem of vice; The double
need.

SPORTS AND AMUSEMENTS,

HECKER, GENEVIEVE, [Mrs. C. T. Stout.]
Golf for women; with a chapter by Rhoda

'

K. Adair. Baker & Taylor Co. il. por. 8,
$2 net.

Chapters on: Preliminary training; The
stage ; The swing ;

The long game ; The short

game ; Approaching and putting ; Putting and
tourney play; Hazards and general remarks;
Golf courses for women. The author is the

leading woman golf player of the country.

KINGSLAND, Mrs. FLORENCE, [Mrs. Burton
Kingsland.] The book of indoor and out-
door, games; with suggestions for enter-
tainments. Doubleday, P. 12, $1.50 net.

THEOLOGY RELIGION AND SPECULATION.

BESANT, ANNIE. The laws of the higher life :

three lectures delivered at the twelfth an-
nual convention of the Indian section of
the Theosophical Soc. held at Benares on
the 26th, 27th and 28th of Dec., IQO2. Lane.
12, bds., 50 c.

GUNKEL, HERMAN, D.D. Israel and Babylon :

the influence of Babylon on the religion of
Israel: a reply to Delitzsch; English trans-
lation by E. S. B. J. Jos. McVey. 12,
pap., 25 c. net.

Professor Delitzsch in his famous lectures
entitled "Babel und Bibel," which embodied a

wealth of Assyriological knowledge, assailed

the whole theory of Old Testament inspira-

tion, showing that the book was composed in

large and essential part of material drawn di-

rectly from Babylonian sources. Prof. Gun-
kel's reply, of course, upholds the inspiration
of the Old Testament and points out many
errors in Delitzsch's statements of facts.

LEEDS, S. PENNIMAN. The Christian philoso-

phy of life ; sermons preached in the Dart-
mouth College Church, 1860-1900. Hough-
ton,. M. & Co. 12, $1.25 net.

NELSON, NELS L. Scientific aspects of Mor-
monism

; or, religion in terms of life. Put-
nam. 12, $1.75 net.

PARMELE, Mrs. MARY PLATT. Christian

science, is it Christian? Is it scientific? J.

F. Taylor & Co. 12, 75 c. net.

WOODBEY, GEO. WASHINGTON. The Bible and
socialism: a conversation between two
preachers. A. Falconer. 12-, pap., 20 c.

Books for the f)onng.

BURT, MARY ELIZABETH, ed. Poems that

every child should know : a collection of
the best poems of all times for young read-
ers. Doubleday, P. il. 12

, 90 c. net.

This volume has been prepared "not only
from a literary standpoint, but also from the

editor's long experience as a practical teacher
and with the assistance and advice of many
expert educators." It will be found a delight-
ful collection.

COOLEY, JULIA. The poems of a child : being
poems written between the ages of six and
ten; with an introd. by R. Le Gallienne.

Russell, [Harper.] 12, $i net.

Richard Le Gallienne met little Julia Cpoley
during the summer of 1901, while spending a
few days with friends in the Connecticut val-

ley. He afterwards learned to know her well,

through her parents, and in direct relation
with herself. His sketch of her which pre-
cedes her poems is consequently based on per-
sonal knowledge. He found her a natural,
charming little girl, in no way precocious,
who he thinks writes real poetry, which is

quite remarkable for one of her tender years.
Its chief characteristic is a love of nature.

CULBERTSON, ANNE VIRGINIA. At the big
house where Aunt Nancy and Aunt
'Phrony held forth on the animal folks; il.

by E. Warde Blaisdell. Bobbs-M. col. pis.,

12, $1.50.
Noticed elsewhere in this issue.

DE MORGAN, J. The young guardsman; or,
with Washington in the Ohio valley. Street
& S. 16, (Boys of liberty.) pap., 10 c.

TOMLINSON, EVERETT TITSWORTH. A lieuten-
ant under Washington: a tale of the

Brandywine and Germantown. Houghton,
M. & Co. il. 12, $1.20 net.

Opens in the middle colonies, during the

campaign that included the battles of Brandy-
wine and Germantown. The young lieutenant
and his faithful attendant, the old trapper, are
the same characters that figured in "Under
colonial colors." The story ends in Wash-
ington's camp at Valley Forge.
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Books to Eeab in the pre sibentiai gear.

YOUNG America reads far too much and far

loo little. The slap-dash method prevails in

reading as in almost all else. What happens
to be near is picked up, swallowed and for-

gotten. With all their libraries and all their

privileges the average American young men
and women do not find their greatest joy in

reading. Reading can only be done to real

profit when the reader is alone, and solitude

seems the most dreaded of all conditions by
this hurrying, skurrying young generation.
More and more the great questions some gen-
eration must pause and solve press upon our

country and still they are put aside and the

mad rush for pleasure and self continues.

But there are always some that "want to

know." For their benefit this little selection

of books on questions of the hour is offered :

Andrews, Byron. Facts about the candidate

(Roosevelt). 10 c.
; 35 c. Sam Stone.

Asgill, John. Gold and silver money.
Johns Hopkins.

Bates, Lindon W., jr., and Moore, C : A. The
political horoscope, pap., 25 c.

L. W. Bates.

Brief biographical sketches of Grover Cleve-

land, Theo. Roosevelt, Alton Brooks Parker,
Elihu Root, William Jennings Bryan, etc.,

with historical reviews of political parties and
platforms in the United States, campaign
issues, information about army and navy, sta-

tistics, etc.

Bishop, Jos. Bucklin. Our political drama:
conventions, campaigns, candidates

; with
illustrations and reproductions from cari-

catures. $2. Scott-Thaw.

Bolen, G. L. Trusts and the tariff. $1.50 net.

Macmillan.

Bowker, R. R. Of politics. 50 c. net.

Houghton.
Cleveland, Grover. Presidential problems.

$1.80 net. Century.
A clear, vigorous discussion of some of the

vital problems that pressed on Mr. Cleveland
for settlement during his years in the White
House.
Conant, C : A. Wall Street and the country.

Putnam.
Curtis, Fs. The Republican party, 1854-1904;
foreword by President Roosevelt. 2 v. $6
net. Putnam.

Garrison, E. E., comp. The Roosevelt doc-
trine : personal utterances of the President
on various matters of vital interest, au-

thoritatively arranged for reference in their

logical sequence: a brief summary of the

principles of American citizenship and gov-
ernment. Rob. Grier Cooke.

Giauque, F. Election laws of the United
States. 50 c.; $i. Rob. Clarke.

Hanrahan, E: A., comp. Election officers'

guide under the law of 1903. pap., 50 c.

A. Carlisle & Co.
Hawkins, Rush C. Our political degradation :

essays setting forth facts that every citizen
should know. $1.50 net. Grafton Press.
Flays Democrat and Republican with equal

vigor.

Hopkins, J. H. Political parties in the United
States. $2.50. Putnam.

Ites, Alf. A presidential make-believe and a

sinister precedent contained in the method
of the hard-coal strike settlement, pap.,

25 c. Neale.

Kenny, W. J. K., comp. Things every Ameri-
ican should know. 10 c. W. J. K. Kenny.

Leupp, Fs. E. The man Roosevelt. $i net.

Appleton.

Lodge, H : Cabot. Ship of state ; by those at

the helm. 75 c. Ginn.

McKinley, W: The tariff. $1.75. Putnam.

Masters, Edgar Lee. The new star chamber,
and other essays. $i. Hammersmark.
Several of the essays were published dur-

ing the campaign of 1900, or a short time
after

; many of them relate to the imperial

policy of the United States which grew out
of the recent war with Spain ; others deal with
the new star chamber, Theodore Roosevelt,

John Marshall, Thomas Jefferson, Alexander
Hamilton and other exponents of Democracy
in the United States. The author is a Chi-

cago lawyer, who evidently believes in Demo-
cratic principles as defined by Thomas Jeffer-
son.

North, S. N. D. The tariff and the foreign
trade of the United States. 25 c.

Anier. Acad. of Pol. Sci.

O'Neil, C : A. American electoral system.
$1.25. Putnam.

Parsons, F. Rational money. 25 c.

Equity Series.

Perry, Fes. M. Life of Theo. Roosevelt. 60 c.

Stradling.
Perry, Fes. M., and Elson, H: W. Four
great American Presidents: Garfield, Mc-
Kinley, Cleveland, Roosevelt. 50 c. Stradling.

Plehn, C. C. Tariff with the Philippines.
25 c. Amer. Acad. Pol. Sci.

Rand, T., comp. Pocket history of Presidents
of the U. S. 25 c. Wessels.

Remsen, D. S. Fusion of political parties.
15 c. Amer. Acad. Pol. Sci.

Remsen, S. D. Primary elections. 75 c.

Putnam.
Richie, H. C. Trusts vs. the public welfare.

Fenno.
Riis, Jacob A. Theodore Roosevelt, the citi-

zen. $2 net. Macmillan.
Highly eulogistic.

Roosevelt, Theo. Addresses and presidential
messages, 1902-1904; introd. by H: Cabot
Lodge. $1.25. Putnam.

Roosevelt, Theo. Roosevelt book; sel. from
writings of T. Roosevelt; introd. by R.
Bridges. 50 c. net. Scribner.

Roosevelt, Theo. Strenuous epigrams of
Theo. Roosevelt; with biog. sketch. 50 c. ;

$! Caldwell.
Roosevelt, Mr., and the presidency, by A

spectator. 10 c. Am. News.
-Same. 2d ed. 25 c. Putnam.
Mr. Frederick W. Whitridge, an Inde-

pendent in politics, is the writer of this bro-
chure.

Stearns, Fk. Preston. True Republicanism.
Lippincott.

Jbrom point of view of history and political
science. Holds with Republican party, but
is sane and fair to facts.

Storey, M. Politics as a duty. 25 c. Putnam.
Stratemeyer, E : American boys' life of Theo

Roosevelt. $1.25. Lee & S
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From "Prince Henry's Sailor Boy." Copyright, 1904, by Henry Holt & Co.

THE MAST TREMBLED AND QUIVERED FROM TOP TO BOTTOM.

PRINCE HENRY'S SAILOR BOY.

AN accurate -picture of the life of a sailor

lad in the German navy is given by Otto
von Bruneck in "Prince Henry's Sailor Boy,"
which Mary ]. Safford has translated and
modified for American boys. Claus Erick-

sen, a sturdy boy of fifteen, much against his

mother's wishes, spends his spare time upon
the waves with an old sea captain- who runs
a fishing-smack. During a terrible stormy
night they are wrecked and saved by a ship
under command of Prince Henry, the Kais-

er's brother, whose recent visit to America
is still fresh in the minds of every healthy,

hero-worshipping boy. Prince Henry is

pleased with the lad and procures him a

place upon a man-of-war. All the details

of work are given, and no boy will think life

on the ocean wave all fun after reading of

the duties of young German sailors who are

being taught to guard their fatherland on the

sea. The scene of the story is laid in recent

times, and the battles described are those

against the Arabians in East Africa. From
rudder to jib, from keel to topmast, every-

thing is accurate. Nautical terms, descrip-

tions of manoeuvres at sea and service on

the ships are absolutely exact. This is

vouched for by an experienced old captain

who read the author's story and lent him his

ship's log for facts. Many illustrations, by

George Alfred Williams, show scenes of

wild excitement and much danger. The
hero proved himself a sailor, to whom his

calling was genuine happiness. (Holt. $1.50.)
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From "Out to Old Aunt Mary's
"

Copyright, 1904, by The Bobbs-Merrill Co.

OLD AUNT MARY.

OUT TO OLD AUNT MARY'S.

"But home, with Aunty in nearer call,
That was the best place, after all!

The talks on the back porch, in the low
Slanting sun and the evening glow,
With the voice of counsel that touched us so,

Out to old Aunt Mary's."

A POEM by James Whitcomb Riley, with

drawings by Howard Chandler Christy,

decorations by Margaret Armstrong, and a

dedication to Robert J. Burdette, certainly

is full of promise at the first opening page.

James Whitcomb Riley's words always sing

themselves. At various times he has com-

posed new verses telling of the delights of

two healthy boys when they reached the

haven of old Aunt Mary's old-fashioned,

comfortable home, surrounded by all the

beauties of nature and full of love without

and within. There are twenty verses now
which have thus far never been all printed

together, and fourteen of which are really

new in book form. Upwards of forty pic-

tures in color show the frolicksome urchins,

and various little scenes among which they

enjoyed themselves. In several of the full-

page pictures Aunt Mary appears in home-

spun gown and huge apron, her kindly, smil-

ing face the true index to her healthy, whole-

souled goodness. The decorations of leaf

and flower are in green and yellow, and on

the broad page give quite a festive appear-

ance to the book.

It is a companion to last year's "An Old

Sweetheart of Mine," and falls in no way
behind the former favorite in all that makes

for a popular holiday publication. Nothing
better can be thought of for the Christmas

table of dear old country relatives, and

our young people also will be the better

of this taste of a day when all things were

real and natural tastes were easily satisfied.

(Bobbs-Merrill Co. Boxed, $2.).
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The Affair at the Inn.

AFTER all these matters of history and phil-

osophy, of sensation and social dilemma, it is

a relief to take up such a book as "The Affair

at the Inn," w'hich has not about it the faint-

est suggestion of an idea or a problem or a

historical happening, but is just frothiness

and sentiment and playful satire, and may
well serve as a sort of pousse-cafe for the

present repast of many courses. It is the joint

production of four writers Mrs. Kate Doug-
las Wiggin, Miss Mary Findlater, Miss Jane
Helen Findlater, and Mr. Allan McAulay. It.

has four principal characters, whom fate

brings together at a Dartmoor inn, and for

each of these characters one of the writers is

responsible. They take turns in composing
the several chapters of the book, all of which
are in the first person. The humor of the

thing results from the fact that every trivial

episode is described from his individual view-

point by each of the persons concerned, and
the contrasts are sometimes as startling as

those of "The Ring and the Book." The re-

sult is a sprightly and sparkling little story
which may be read in an hour, and which
will leave the reader with a good conscience
and a sense of cheerfulness. And there is an
hour now and then when no reader asks of a
book more than that. (Houghton, MifHin &
Co. $1.50.) The Dial

Susan Clegg ad Her Friend Mrs. Lathrop.
THE various stories of the voluble Miss

Clegg, which Anne Warner has published in

The Century, have been gathered in a single

volume, together with a new one hot pre-

viously printed. The result is a good deal of

Miss Clegg, who is always quaintly original
and delightfully amusing when taken in small

doses, but is hardly sympathetic enough quite
to agree with the mental constitution when
taken by the bookful. Read on the instalment

plan, to change the metaphor, she pleases by*
the very perverseness of her point of view,
by her supremely selfish optimism, and by her
pungent epigrams, of which she is as full and
with which she is as free as Mrs. Wiggs of
the Cabbage Patch. How true to life she is

can only be judged by the internal evidence
of the book

; there are not enough Miss Cleggs
to allow one to judge by observation, but as
presented by Miss Warner (now Mrs.
French) she is amply convincing, despite the
tendency to farcical exaggeration, which, af-
ter all, only makes her adventures and her
comments on them the funnier. Miss War-

ner has saved her best wine till the last, and
the new story, "The Minister's Vacation,"
with which the book closes, is the liveliest

and most humanly humorous of them all.

We quote a few of Miss Clegg's characteris-

tic observations :

"It's a pretty sad thing, Mrs. Lathrop, when
all the comfort you c'n get out of a man is

the thinkin' 't perhaps God in His mercy has

made him a fool.

"I'm pretty sharp. I ain't been cheated

mor' 'n twice 'n my life, 'n' one o' them times

wasn't my fault, for it was printed on the

band, 't it would wash.

"In my opinion a man as 'd be fool enough
to be willin' to marry a woman 's ain't got
nothin' but herself to give him, 's likelier to

be happier bein' her fool 'n he ever would be
bein' mine.

"There was lots o' good about father, par-
ticularly when he was asleep. I'd got so used
to his stayin' where I put him 't I don't know

Courtesy of Little, Brown & Co.

ANNE WARNER, AUTHOR OF SUSAN CLEGG.
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's I c'd ever get used to a man 's could get

about. 'F I wanted to talk, father was always

there to listen, 'n' 'f he wanted to talk, I c'd

always go downstairs.

''Every one's sorry for married people, no

matter how their children turn out, because,

good or bad, like enough they done their best
;

'n' if they didn't it was always the other one's

fault.

"Tossin' up always shows you how much

you didn't want what you get." (Little,

Brown & Co. $i.) AT. Y. Tribune.

some knowledge of American politics, and yet

personal and romantic enough to attract those

who love a good story for its own sake.

(Macmillan. $1.50.) Public Opinion.

The Mastery.

THERE are two excellent reasons for the

appearance of this book at this particular time.

In the first place it is political fiction for

which no more appropriate date of publica-

tion could be selected than campaign year ;

moreover, it is in itself a most commendable

piece of work, appropriate at any time. The
central dominating character is Philip Drew,
the rising capitalist and political leader in

Two Rivers. A master by nature and inher-

ent fitness, he is forced into politics partly by
his own compelling tendency that way and

partly because his street car interests lead

constantly to the city hall and to the legisla-

tive chamber at Albany. His nephew, Dick

Harris, the young newspaper man, is his

faithful shadow and obedient henchman. The
story opens with uncle and son on a visit to

the home of Senator Wentworth, whose

daughter, Katherine, is the woman in the plot.

The narrative proceeds steadily and logical-

ly through its mazes of local and State poli-

tics, picturing faithfully their personal and
factional quarrels with the figures of the tri-

umvirate, Wentworth the Senator of the old

school, Speclding, the State leader who never

held an office or lost a fight, and Maddox, the

New York boss, always looming in the back-

ground. The old Senator is slowly -losing his

hold and the machinery is put in motion for

the choice of his successor. . . .

The latter part of the story is practically a

repetition of the earlier chapters without,

however, mono'tony or prolixity. The action

throughout is spirited and sustained with a

touch of realism that gives life and color to

the story without detracting from its imagina-
tive qualities. The repulsive features of our

political battles are glossed over or ignored,

which may or may not be a fault, according
to what the reader regards as the chief end
of political fiction. At any rate it is true

enough to life to interest those who have

The President.

A YEAR or so ago Alfred Henry Lewis

added ''The Boss" to the comparatively small

list of American political novels. He has

now followed it up with a more ambitious

and in some respects a stronger story, "The

President." There can be no question that

Mr. Lewis has a rare knowledge of the inside

workings of American politics, whether in the

unsavory atmosphere of an east side city ward

or in the "great game" played at the national

capital. He is unhampered by any misplaced

delusions regarding the dignity of office, and

he looks upon corruption, wherever found

in the daily press, in the law courts, in Con-

gress itself as legitimate game for his caus-

tic pen. "The President" is a clever book

and a rather audacious one a 'book which

satirizes the highest dignitaries in the land

with the blyfhe disrespect of the political car-

toon, and labels the United States Senators

as so many "goggle-eyed old walruses." The

specific story that Mr. Lewis has to tell con-

cerns the aspirations of one of these Senators

to the Presidency, and the manner in which
he makes and unmakes governors and judges,

railroads and corporations, in the further-

ance of his plans. But he makes the mistake

of underestimating the importance of a mod-
est young man who loves the senator's niece,

and apparently is nothing more exalted than

a newspaper reporter. It happens, however,
that this quiet young man is many times a mil-

lionaire, with an ingrained mistrust for his

fellow men. And it pleases his whim to pose
as the humble dependent of his own butler,

whom he foists upon Washington society in

the guise of an Englishman of rank and for-

tune. In his character as reporter, the quiet

young man gets no end of enjoyment from
the political tricks and games that he un-

earths while, with his secret millions, he
takes a hand himself in a big Wall Street

speculation that culminates in the ruin of a

neat little international gamble, the end of a

promising presidential boom, and the re-

moval of a series of obstacles that stood be-

tween the hero and the girl he loves. "The
President" is essentially a man's book, and a

good one of its kind. It is a timely publica-
tion and a meritorious addition to the polit-
ical novels of the hour. (Barnes. $1.50.)
Globe and Commercial Advertiser.
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Japan: An Attempt at Appreciation.

GRATITUDE will be felt that Lafcadio Hearn

at least lived long enough to write this book,

which must be regarded as an interpretation

of all the strange and beautiful dreams he has

told of this land of mystery and charm; a

lifting of the veil that has hitherto enveloped

his impressionistic pictures, thereby adding to

their loveliness, no doubt, but adding also to

their preternaturalness and strange and un-

comprehended mysteries. An "Attempt at

Appreciation" Mr. Hearn modestly named his

book. Not for another fifty years, he says in

an introduction, can a work fully interpreting

Japanese life be written. He felt himself

qualified for the present task only because he

had arrived at the beginning of all knowledge
the point where he could say he did not

know.

The history of Japan is really the history

of her religion. Therefore, Mr. Hearn's ap-

preciation is largely an attempt to trace the

development of the Japanese religion, which

he has done in a scientific way, his model for

the manner of treatment having apparently

been Herbert Spencer. The real religion of

Japan, the religion still professed in one form

or other, is that cult which has been the

foundation of all civilized religions ancestor

worship. In the course of thousands of years

this cult has undergone many modifications in

Japan, but its fundamental character, Mr.

Hearn says, still remains unchanged. Not
even has the long pressure of Buddhism suc-

ceeded in weakening, much less abolishing, the

ancient faith. The three forms of ancestor

worship, of purely Japanese origin, and all

classed under the name of "Shinto/' are the

domestic cult, thje communal cult, and the

state cult
; in other words, worship of family

ancestors, worship of clan or tribal ancestors,

and worship of imperial ancestors.

... It can easily be seen there was not

much chance for personality to develop in the

early Japanese civilization. The whole aim,

in fact, was "to suppress all mental and moral

differentiation, to numb personality, to estab-

lish one uniform and unchanging type of char-

acter"; and such, Mr. Hearn adds, was the

actual result. It is easy also, to understand

why Shinto never had a written code of

morals. It makes no distinction between re-

ligion and ethics, between ethics and custom.

Government and religion are the same
;
cus-

tom and law are identical. The very word
for government in Japanese signifies "matters

of religion."

It is a mistake, therefore, to say the Japan-

ese are indifferent to religion. Religion is

still, as it has ever been, the very life of the

people the motive and directing power of

every action, a religion of loyalty and self-

sacrifice and suffering. It is this same re-

ligion of loyalty to family, to community, to

emperor, that had its beginnings in ancestor

worship, that now, diverted and expanded,
has become the new national sentiment of pa-

triotism. And the qualities developed by this

religion of loyalty are "those qualities which

have startled Russia, and may yet cause her

many a painful surprise." Shinto, in short, as

a religion of patriotism, Mr. Hearn says, is a

force that should suffice, if permitted fair

play, "to affect, not only the destinies of the

whole Far East, but the future of civilization."

(Macmillan.) Globe and Commercial Ad-
vertiser.

Recollections of General Robert E. Lee.

THIS long and eagerly expected volume
will prove satisying to every American pa-
triot. The son of the great general has done
his most difficult work as editor with excel-

lent judgment. Many of the letters are of

intimate personal character, and others treat

with the discretion and sobriety of judgment
natural to the man, of weighty affairs of

state during the most crucial years in the

history of the United States.

General Robert E. Lee was a great per-

sonality, a man of the most varied gifts, tried

as few men have been tried, who was through
all a man to whom duty was ever the high-
est ideal.

The "Recollections and Letters of General

Robert E. Lee," by his son, Captain Robert

E. Lee, contains the most interesting letters

from General Lee to members of his fam-

ily. They cover the period of his servic-2 as

Colonel in the United States Army during

the suppression of the raid of John Brown,
and his whole career in the Confederate

States Army and the period that followed

the Civil War. Captain Lee's recollections

of his father interpret the letters and give

a picture of him as man, soldier, as college

president, and as husband and father, show-

ing in every capacity the nobility and tender-

ness of this great citizen.

Few scenes in the history of any land equal

in grandeur the surrender of General Lee's

sword to General Grant, and the victorious

Northern general's full appreciation of his

great adversary.

"Virginia," says the New York Herald,

"has produced two great men George
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Washington and Robert E. Lee who belong

almost outside the pale of ordinary human-

ity.

"They were so large, so serene, so sym-

metrical, that, outside of the episodes which

link them with the history of their country,

their very impeccability, their lack of those

failings which seize upon the imagination

and pique curiosity, has in a measure de-

prived them of, that sort of interest upon
which the historian, the biographer and the

novelist depend for picturesque effect."

(Doubleday, Page & Co. $2.)

Autobiography of Rear-Admiral Schley.

IN preparing the history of "Forty-Five
Years of Service Under the Flag of the

United States," Admiral Schley has felt that

it was his duty, while still in vigorous health,

to record the incidents and activities of a

career that has covered many important years
in the nation's progress. This service has

included, in times of peace, all quarters of

the globe. It has imposed responsibilities

and afforded experiences that do not usually

come to naval men, and at the same time it

has given opportunities to observe other civ-

ilized nations and to visit other countries.

In time of war it has included the Civil War,
the storming of the Korean fortifications on

Kang Hoa Island, and participation in the

war with Spain that ended in the total de-

struction of the Spanish fleet and the capture
of Admiral Cervera, his officers and men, on

July 3, 1898, off Santiago de Cuba. In a de-

scription of these incidents and activities it

has not been possible to cover, in the pre-

liminary chapters, everything that happened
in the times there referred to.

The main purpose has been to adhere to

a simple recital of experiences in the order

of their sequence, and to keep in view the

fact that others who served with the writer

shared with him in all. that these pages re-

late. In the chapters which relate to the

operations against Cervera's fleet the pur-

pose has been to record the events from the

writer's own viewpoint, to criticise in a spirit

of fairness, but without malice, bearing in

mind that wherever it has been necessary to

refer to apparent inconsistencies in the

statements of others, the author has endeav-

ored always to avoid unnecessary harshness.

Through the courtesy of Secretary Moody,
recourse has been had to official papers which

were not available before his accession to

office. The writer has been pleased to find

that his memory of many circumstances was

verified almost to the day and hour, so in-

eradicably were events impressed upon him

at the time of their occurrence.

Whether the many incidents of this service

have been useful, whether they effected much

or little for the good of the country, it is

only fair to say that, in times of danger and

duty, the writer endeavored to do the work

set before him without fear of personal con-

sequences. With this thought in mind, he

has felt moved, as a duty to his wife, his

children and his name, to leave a record of

his long professional life, which has not

been without some prestige, at least, for the

flag he has loved and under which he has

served. (Appleton. net, $3-) Preface to

''Forty-five Years Under the Flag."

Frederick the Great.

THE admirable series of the Heroes of the

Nations contains no biography of more solid

worth, and few of more absorbing interest,

than Mr. W. F. Reddaway's "Frederick the

Great and the Rise of Prussia." The career

of that remarkable character is sketched with

care and an excellent sense of proportion,

and with a skill that makes his striking per-

sonality stand out clearly. The strange train-

ing given him by his brutal father, whom he

came to resemble in his later life, and its ef-

fect upon his character; the strange mixture

in him of the rhymester, the hard-headed, un-

scrupulous man of action, the pitiless tyrant,

and the great soldier whose victories startled

the world although he brought many disasters

upon his armies by his foolish decisions at

critical times; the marvellous attention to de-

tails that looked after the meanest and the

pettiest matters in the life of his people,

whether nobles or peasants; the unmitigated

despotism that he established, which only a

succession of Fredericks could have made

successful, and which he would not modify

although he knew that his successor was to

be a fool
;
these and many other aspects of

the famous monarch are clearly set forth by

Mr. Reddaway. That Frederick had in him

neither honor nor religion, nor any fineness of

spirit, seems to be the fact; yet through him

came the aggrandizement of Prussia that has

made modern Germany possible, and al-

though he is not the kind of hero that many
writers have made him out to be, he was a

great force in bringing about modern condi-

tions in Europe. Though presenting a great

contrast to Carlyle's conception, the book is

a distinct contribution to German histories.

(Putnam, net, $1.35.) The Dial.
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(Cleanings from tl}e B*st.

ADELINA PATTI AND HELLER THE
MAGICIAN.

IN social life the British Embassy was ad-

mirably represented by Mr. Lumley, Charge
d'Affaires, an affable young man who en-

tered frankly into the life of the city and won
the friendly feeling of all who met him. He
was one of the four young men who took
each the novel part of the elephant's leg at

a most amusing impromptu affair given by
Mrs. George Riggs in honor of the girl prima
donna, Adelina Patti. It was, I think, the

evening of the latter's debut in "La Traviata."
Her appearance was the occasion of one of
the most brilliant audiences ever seen in

Washington. Everyone of note was present,
and the glistening of silk and the flash of

jewels no doubt contributed their quota of

stimulus to the youthful star.

Within a day of. the performance, Senator

Clay and I received a note from Mrs. Riggs,
inviting us informally, not to say secretly,
to an after-the-opera supper, to meet the new
diva and her supporting artists. We respon-
ded cordially and drove to the Riggs' resi-

dence shortly after the close of the perform-
ance.

There, upon our arrival, we found represen-
tatives from all the foreign legations, Patti's

entire troupe, and perhaps a dozen others,
exclusive of the family of our hostess. The
l>rima donna soon came in, a lovely little

maiden in evening dress, with a manner as

winsome as was her appearance. The en-
tertainment now began by graceful compli-
ment from all present to the new opera
queen, after which Mr. Riggs led her to the

dining-room where the sumptuous supper was
spread.
The table was almost as wide as that of

the White House. Its dazling silver and
gold and crystal vessels, and viands well

worthy these receptacles, made a brilliant

centre around which the decorated foreigners
seemed appropriately to cluster. The little

cantatrice's undisguised pleasure was good
to see. She had worked hard during the per-
formance of the opera, and her appetite was
keen. She did ample justice, therefore, to

Mrs. Riggs's good cheer, and goblets were
kept brimming for quite two hours.

This important part of the programme
over, a young Englishman, by name Mr.
Palmer, who, as the Chevalier Bertinatti (the
Sardinian Minister) whispered to me, had
been asked "to make some leetle fun for leetle

Mees Patti," opened the evening's merriment
by an amusing exhibition of legerdemain.
Mr. Palmer, at that time a favorite music-
teacher, who spent his time between Washing^
ton and Baltimore, Philadelphia and New
York, having in each city numerous fashion-
able pupils, afterward became known to the
world as the great prestidigitator, Heller.
On the evening of the Riggses' supper the

young magician was in his best form. Hand-
kerchiefs and trinkets disappeared mysteri-
ously, only to come to light again in the most
unexpected places, until the company became
almost silent with wonder. Mr. Palmer's
last trick required a pack of cards, which

were promptly forthcoming. Selecting the

queen of hearts, he said, looking archly in

the direction of the diminutive Patti : "This
is also a queen ;

but she is a naughty girl and
we will not have her!" saying which, with a

whiff and a toss, he threw the card into the

air, where it vanished! (Putnam. $2.75.)

From Ada Sterlings "A Belle of the Fifties."

THE ROCKEFELLER AND THE MORGAN
COMBINES.

IT should not be supposed, however, that

these two great groups of capitalists and
financiers are in any real sense rivals or com-

petitors for power, or that such a thing as

"war" exists between them. For, as a matter

of fact, they are not only friendly, but they are

allied to each other by many close ties, and it

would probably require only a little stretch of

the imagination to describe them as a single

great Rockefeller-Morgan group. It is felt

and recognized on every hand in Wall Street

to-day that they are harmonious in nearly
all particulars, and that instead of there being
danger of their relations ever becoming
strained, it will be only a matter of a brief

period when one will be more or less com-

pletely absorbed by the other, and a grand
close alliance will be the natural outcome of

conditions which, so far as human foresight
can see, can logically have no other result.

Around these two groups, or what must

ultimately become one greater group, all the

other smalled groups of capitalists congre-
gate. They are all allied and intertwined by
their various mutual interests. For instance,
the Pennsylvania Railroad interests are on
the one hand allied with the Vanderbilts, and
on the other with the Rockefellers. The
Vanderbilts are closely allied with the Morgan
group, and both the Pennsylvania and Van-
derbilt interests have recently become the

dominating factors in the Reading system,
a former Morgan road, and the most impor-
tant part of the anthracite coal combine, which
has always been dominated by the Morgan
people. Furthermore, the Goulds, who are

closely allied with the Rockefellers, are on
the most harmonious terms with, the Moores
of the Rock Island system, and the latter are

allied in interest quite closely with both
Harriman and the Morgan groups. There-

fore, viewed as a whole, we find the dominat-

ing influences in the Trusts to be made up of

an intricate network of large and small groups
of capitalists, many allied to one another by
ties of more or less importance, but all being
appendages to or parts of the greater groups,
which are themselves dependent on and al-

lied with the two mammoth or Rockefeller

and Morgan groups. These two mammoth
groups jointly (for, as pointed out, they real-

ly may be regarded as one) constitute the

heart of the business and commercial life

of the nation, the others all being the arteries

which permeate in a thousand ways our whole
national life, making their influence felt in

every home and hamlet, yet all connected
with and dependent on this great central

source, the influence and policy of which
dominates them all. (Moody Pub. Co. Pop.
ed., $2.) From Moody's "Truth About the

Trusts."
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THE BOSS HAS NO SOFT SNAP.

UP to this point you've been seeing business
from the seat of the man who takes orders ;

now you're going to find out what sort of a
snap the fellow who gives them has. You're
not even exchanging one set of worries for

another, because a good boss has to carry all

his own and to share those of his men. He
must see without spying; he must hear with-
out sneaking; he must know without asking.
It takes a .pretty good guesser to be a boss.
The first banana-skin which a lot of fellows

step on when they're put over other men is a
desire to be too popular. Of course, it's a nice
thing to have every one stand up and cheer
when your name is mentioned, but it's mighty
seldom that that happens to any one till he's
dead. You can buy a certain sort of popular-
ity anywhere with soft soap and favors; but
you can't buy respect with anything but jus-
tice, and that's the only popularity worth
having.

You'll find that this world is so small, and
that most men in it think they're so big, that
you can't step out in any direction without
treading on somebody's corns, but unless you
keep moving, the fellow who's in a hurry to
get somewhere is going to fetch up on your
bunion. Some men are going to dislike you
because you're smooth, and others because
you ^have

a brutal way of telling the truth
You re going to repel some because they
think you re cold, and others will cross the
street when they see you coming because
they think you slop over. One fellow won't
like you because you've got curly hair, and
another will size you up as a stiff because
you re bald. Whatever line of conduct you
adopt you're bound to make some enemies
>ut so long as there's a choice, I want you to
make yours by beir.g straightforward and

l. You II have the satisfaction of know-
ing that every enemy you make by doing the
square thing is a rascal at heart.

"

Don't fear
o much the enemy you make bv saying No

nor trust too much the friend you make by
saying Yes. (Doubleday, Page & Co. $i 50 )From Larimer's "Old Gorgon Graham's Let-
ters to His Son."

THE AMERICAN LYCEUM.

THE American Lyceum was a popular insti-

tution of immense educational influence,
which flourished during the second and third

quarter of the nineteenth century. It orig-
inated in a local society of thirty or forty
farmers and mechanics, which met for study
and mutual improvement in the town of Mil-

bury, Massachusetts, about 1826. Their ex-

ample was contagious, and within the next
few years a dozen or more of the surround-
ing towns had formed similar circles, subse-

quently uniting to form the Worcester County
Lyceum.
The system spread rapidly throughout New

England, then into New York; and by 1831,
the date of the first national convention of
lyceum workers, it had established itself in the

South, and as far west as Jacksonville, Illi-

nois, then practically the Western limit of
civilization. In fact, so rapid had been the

growth of the lyceum movement, that in 1831,

according to the minutes of the convention,
there were "not less than eight or ten hundred
town lyceums, fifty or sixty county societies,
atad several state lyceums." Such a rapid de-

velopment seems almost incredible.

According to the general constitution, the
American Lyceum was "to favor the advance-
ment of education, especially in the common
schools, and the general diffusion of knowl-
edge."
The organization was well worked out at

the national conventions, which were held for

many years, and consisted of: ist, town, dis-

trict, or village lyceums; 2d, county lyceums;
3d, state lyceums; and 4th, the national ly-
ceum. Each had its proper officers, and rep-
resentation in the higher organization.
At various times, the national lyceum ap-

proved the following measures:
1. Formation of a central cabinet or mu-

seum of natural history, by means of local
contributions.

2. A system of exchanges for local mu-
seums.

3. Promotion of co-operation between
schools.

4- Introduction of apparatus for illustrat-
ing lectures.

5- Addition of vocal music to the school
curriculum.

6. Study of American history and constitu-
tional law.

7. Study of natural history.
8. Town maps and local museums.
9- Preservation of materials for local his-

tory.

10. Uniform plan for keeping meteorolog-
ical data.

11. Beautifying the village scenery.
12. Text-books for school and tracts for

the people.

13. Travelling libraries.

A mere glance at this list is enough to
show that we 'have in this movement the fore-
runner and parent of many of our most val-
uable institutions to-day. The United States-
Weather Bureau, library extension, the mu-
seum of natural history, the scientific labor-
atory, free text-books,' the village improve-
ment society, all are there foreshadowed ; and
there can be little doubt that the National
Educational Association, and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
were both more or less directly the out-
growth of the lyceum movement. (Macmil-
lan. $2 net.) From Dexter's "History of
Education in the United States."

THE HANDKERCHIEF IN EDUCATION.
A FUNDAMENTAL idea with the American

is to educate children. This is carried to
the extent of making it an offense not to send
those above a certain age to school, while
State or town officers, called "truant police,""
are on the alert to arrest all such children
who are not in school. The following was
told me by a Government official in Washing-
ton, who had obtained it from a well-known
literary man who witnessed the incident. The
literary man was invited to visit a Boston
school of the lower grade, where he found the

teacher, an attractive woman, engaged in
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teaching a class of "youngsters," the progeny
of the working class. After the visitor had
listened to the recitations for some time, he
remarked to the teacher, "How do you ac-

count for the neatness and cleanliness of these

children?" "Oh, I insist upon it," was the

reply. "The Board of Education does not

anticipate all the desiderata, but I make them
come clean and make it a part of the course ;"

then rising and tapping on the table, she said,

"Prepare for the sixth exercise." All the

children stood up. "One," said the teacher,

whereupon each pupil took out a clean cloth

handkerchief. 'Two," counted the teacher,
and with one concerted blast every pupil blew
his or her nose in clarion notes. "Three,"
came again after a few seconds, and the

handkerchiefs were replaced. At "four" the
student body sank back to their seats without
even smiling, or without having "cracked a

smile." You could search the world over
and not find a prototype. It goes without

saying that the teacher was a wit and wag,
but the lesson of handkerchiefs and their use
wras inculcated. (Appleton. $1.25 net.) From
"As a Chinaman Saiv Us."

BERXAL LIXFORD'S PLEA FOR JUDAS.

TOGETHER they began again the study of the

Scriptures, the little boy now entering se-

riously upon that work of writing comment-

aries which had once engaged Allan. In one

of these school-boyish papers the old man
came upon a passage that impressed him as

notable. It seemed to him that there was not

only that vein of poetic imagination without

which one cannot be a great preacher but a

certain individual boldness of approach, mon-
strous in its naive sentimentality, to be sure,

but indicating a talent that promised to ma-

ture splendidly.
"Now Jesus told his disciples/' it ran, "that

he must be crucified before he could take his

seat on the right hand of God and send to he]l

those who had rejected him. He told them
that one of them would have to betray him,
because it must be like the Father had said.

It says at the last supper Jesus said, 'The Son
of Man goeth as it is written of him; but

woe unto that man by whom trie Son of Man
is betrayed; it had been good for that man
if he had not been born.'

"Now it says that Satan entered into Judas,
but it looks to me more like the angel of the

Lord might have entered into him, he being
a good man to start with, or our Lord would
not have chosen him to be a disciple. Judas
knew for sure, after the Lord said thisj that

one of the disciples had got to betray the
Saviour and go to hell, where the worm dieth

not and the fire is not quenched. Well, Judas
loved all the disciples very much, so he

thought he would be the one and save one of
the others. So he went out and agreed to

betray him to the rulers for thirty pieces of
silver. He knew if he didn't do it, it might
have to be Peter, James, or John, or some
one the Saviour loved very dearly, because it

had to be one of them. So after it was done
and he knew the others were saved from this
foul deed, he went back to the rulers and
threw down their money, and went out and

hung himself. If he had been a bad man, it

seems more like he would have spent that

money in wicked indulgences, food and drink

and entertainments, etc. Of course, Judas
knew he would go to hell for it, so he was
not as lucky as Jesus, who knew he would
go to heaven and sit at the right hand of God
when he died, which was a different matter
from Judas's, who would not have any reward
at all but going to hell. It looks to me like

poor Judas had ought to be brought out of

hell-fire, and I shall pray Jesus to do it when
he gets around to it." (Doubleday, Page &
Co. $1.50.) From Wilson's "The Seeker."

THE GOLD VAULT OF THE UNITED STATES-
TREASURY.

THIS gold vault was of particular moment
to Storri ;

his Czar had laid weight upon that

vault. Yes; he, Storri, could see how it was

constructed thick walls of masonry an in-

ner lining of chilled steel that would laugh
at drills and almost break the teeth of nitric

acid the steel ceiling and sides bolted to the

masonry the floor, steel slabs two feet in

width, laid side by side but not bolted, and

bedded upon masonry that rested on the

ground ! Surely, nothing could be more solid

or more secure ! The door and the compli-
cated machinery that locked it were wonders*
marvels ! Nowhere had he, Storri, beheld

such a door or such a lock, and he had peeped
into the strong rooms of a dozen kings The
gold, too, one hundred and ninety-three mill-

ions in all, packed five thousand dollars to a.

sack in little canvas sacks like bags of bird-

shot, and each sack weighing twenty pounds
Storri saw it all !.

"And yet," quoth Storri, giving the polite
Assistant Secretary a kind of leer, "do not
that door and lock remind you of the chains

and locks upon your leathern letterbags? a

leathern bag which the most ignorant of men
would slash wide open with a penknife in an
instant and never worry chains and locks ?

Storri traced that drain in its course to the
river. It ran south past the corner of the

Treasury Building for the matter of a hun-
dred yards or more, and then broke south and
west across the White Lot between the White
House and the Monument. In the end it

abandoned this diagonal flight and soberly
took to the center of a street that lay to the
west of the White House, and followed it to
the Potomac.

Storri, hands in pocket and puffing an easy
cigar, sauntered to the water front and took
a look at the drain where it finished. The
inspection gratified him ; the drain was like a

great tunnel
; one might have driven a horse

and wagon into it. Storri was especially-
struck by the fact that a considerable stream
of water gushed from the drain's mouth ; the
stream has a fair current, four miles an hour
at least, and showed a depth of full six inches.
This was a discovery that set Storri's wits in
motion

; the drained boxed in a living brook.
It was eleven o'clock that night when Storri

returned to the mouth of the drain; he wa<v

wrapped in a greatcoat and wore high boots.
There were no houses about; as for loiterers,,
the region was deserted after dark. Storri
looked out on the broad bosom of the river;
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he noticed that even at low tide a boat draw-

ing no more than eighteen inches might push
within a dozen feet of the drain.

Satisfied that no one observed him, Storri

stepped to the mouth of the drain and dis-

appeared. He splashed along in the running
water with his heavy boots for something
like a rod; then he stopped and lighted a

bicycle lantern which he took from his great-
coat pocket. The lantern threw a bright flare

after the manner of the headlight of a locomo-
tive, and Storri could hear the scurrying splash
of the rats as it sent an alarming ray ahead
like a little searchlight. Being lighted on his

way, Storri kept steadily forward until, turn-

ing the corner where the drain broke to the

right across the White Lot, he was lost to

sight.
As Storri disappeared, two men far behind

him at the mouth of the drain stood watching.
They had thus far followed Storri dimly with
their eyes by the light he carried.

"What's become of him, Inspector?" whis-
pered Mr. Duff, the shorter of the men. "He
hasn't doused him glim, has he?"

"No," replied Inspector Val, "there's a
bend at that point."

"What's next?" asked Mr. Duff; "do we
follow him in and collar him? or do we just
wait here?"

"Collar him!" repeated Inspector Val dis-

gustedly. "I'd like to catch you collaring
him ! Is this a time to talk of collaring, and
we no further than the threshold of the job?
Let him alone ; he's only laying out the work
to-night." (Barnes. %l.ep.)From Lewis'
The President."

WHAT AMERICA WANTS is THE WORLD.

As the individual American always has felt

himself to be the equal of the best of any
people, and just as lie knows of no limit for

his personal enterprise, thus America as a

nation now considers herself capable and en-
titled to obtain all she warts. Ard what
America wants is the wonH. Well, every-
body who has the slightest chance of it wants
the world, but the chances of America are

amazingly good ones. The Americans' look-
out is so favorable because they apply to all

undertakings their great sense of the practical
and their inborn gift of organization, because

they are a nation of independent men, who,
taken at an average, are superior to the Euro-
peans. Originally they descend from those
who found themselves too much hampered
and confined in old Europe, from men who
were driven by their love of independence
into new worlds where their personality could
develop unfettered. This inherited quality
forms the fundamental trait of the new race,
and it has bred a higher initiative and sense
of personal responsibility than in the old
world.

^

The first thing which the American
learns is to provide for himself, without rely-
ing on the guidance of others.
A consequence of the Americans' strong,

healthy youthfulness is that they do not yet
"know the political nervousness from which so
many suffer in Europe. They never use the
soothing draught formula so common in some
European countries, "Leave others to conquer
colonial possessions, they'll bleed to death

through them," a phrase which sounds about

as convincing as if a eunuch tried to console

himself by saying that one can easily get into

trouble through love adventures. The North

Americans, on the contrary, have begun by
declaring their whole continent taboo, and

they would like best to e.xtend the doctrine

over the whole world, and particularly over

the countries of the Far East, which pre-

occupy them much since they obtained a foot-

ing out there. For the present only peaceful
commercial expansion is talked about in

America ;
but surprises are of frequent occur-

rence on that road, and since the Spanish war,
America possesses a party which dreads no-

body and which feels equal to all. These people
would be ready to cope with any one, and Mr.

Bridgewater said by preference with the one
whom they consider as the most dangerous
competitor. Mr. Bridgewater added that they
thought of England as the least likely enemy.
With their former mother the Americans
would like to form a kind of gigantic political
trust for the final settlement of the world.
"In that business association I doubt you're

being the gainers, however smart you may
be," I answered Mr. Bridgewater.

This, dear friend, is a picture of the world's

future, as an American painted it to me. I

send it to you into that far-off country, whose
prosaic sons only live in the care of the pres-
ent and never seem to indulge in speculations
about the days to come. And yet, perhaps
this very people may be destined to become
a pow-erful agent in the world's future, for
over us all stands destiny, and it often forces
individuals and nations to further ends the
exact reverse of those which they wished to

serve. (Button. $1.50.) From "The Letters
Which Never Reached Him."

JOHN KNOX AND THE QUEEN OF SCOTS.

MR. ERSKINE announced at the door,

"Madam, Mr. Knox, to serve your Majesty."
"Enter boldly, Mr. Knox," he bade his con-

voy then, and departed, leaving him in the

doorway face to face with the Queen of Scots.

She sat in a low chair, tapestry on her

knees, her needle flying fast; in her white

mourning, as always when she had her own

way, she looked a sweet and wholesome

young woman. Mary Livingstone, self-pos-

sessed and busy, was on a higher chair be-

hind her, watching the work; Mary Fleming
in the bay of the window, Lord Lindsay near

by her, leaning against the wall.
_
Mary

Beaton and Mary Seton were on cushions on

the floor, each holding an end of the long
frame. Mr. Secretary regardful by the door,

and a lady who sat at a little table reading out

of Perceforest or Aniadis, or some such, com-

pleted as quiet an interior as you could wish

to see. While Mr. Knox stood primed for

his duty, scrutinized by half a dozen pair of

eyes, the Queen alone did not lift hers up, but

picked at a knot with her needle.

The tangle out, "Let Mr. Knox take heart,"

she said, with the needle's eye to the light and
the wool made sharp by her tongue: "here

he shall find a few busy girls putting to

shame some idle men." Seeing that Mr.
Knox made no sign as how should he, who
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needed not take what he had never lost?

she presently turned her head and looked

cheerfully at him, her first sight of a re-

doubtable critic. Singly her thoughts came,
one on the heels of the other : her first, This
man is very tall ; the second, He looks kind

;

the third, He loves a jest; the fourth, which
stayed long by her, The deep wise eyes he
hath ! In a long head of great bones and
little flesh those far-set, far-seeing, large, con-

sidering eyes shone like lamps in the day-
light full of power at command, kept in con-

trol, content to wait. They told her nothing,
.yet she saw that they had a store behind. No
<ioubt but the flame was there. If the day
made it mild, in the dark it would beacon
men. She saw that he had a strong nose, like

a raven's beak, a fleshy mouth, the beaid of a

prophet, the shoulders and height of a moun-
taineer. In one large hand he held his black

bonnet, the other was across his breast, hid-
den in the folds of his cloak. There was no
man present of his height, save Lethington,
and he looked a weed. There was no man
(within her knowledge) of his patience, save
the Lord James ;

and she knew him at heart
a coward. Peering through her narrowed
eyes for those few seconds, she had the fancy
that this Knox was like a ragged granite
cross, full of runes, wounded, weather-fretted,
twisted awry. Yet her four thoughts per-
sisted : He is very tall, he looks kind, he loves
a jest and oh! the deep wise eyes he hath!
Nothing that he did or spoke against her
afterwards moved the roots of those opinions.
She may have feared, but she never shrank
from the man.
Now she took up her words where she had

left them. "You, who love not idleness, Mr.
Knox, are here to help me, I hope?"
He blinked before he answered. "Madam,"

then said he, "I am here upon your sum-
mons, since subjects are bound to obey, that
I may know your pleasure of me." "A sweet,
dangerous woman," he thought her still; but
he added now, "And of all these dainty ladies
the daintiest, and the shrewdest reader of
men." (Macmillan. $1.50.) From Hewlett's
ilie Queen's Quair."

VISITING OVER THE FENCE.
ONE of the main topics of conversation was

Mr. Clegg. As Mr. Clegg had not quitted
his bed for over a score of years, it might
seem that his novelty as a subject of dis-
cussion would have been long since exhausted.
But not so. His daughter was the most de-
voted of daughters, and his name was ever
rite on her lips. What he required done for
him and what he required done to him were
the main ends of her existence, and the de-
mands of his comfort, daily or annual, re-
sulted in numerous phrases of a startling
"but thoroughly intelligible order. Of such a
sort was her usual Saturday greeting to Mrs.
Lathrop, "I'm sorry to cut you off so quick,
but this's father's day to be beat up and got
into new pillow-slips," or her regular early-
June remark, "Well, I thank Heaven 't father
s had his hair picked over 'n' 't he's got his
new tick for this year!"

Mrs. Lathrop* was always interested, al-

ways sympathetic, and rarely ever startled;

yet one July evening when Susan said sud-

denly, "I've finished my dress for father's

funeral," she did betray a slight shock.
"You ought to see it," the younger woman

continued, not noticing the other's start,

"it's jus' 's nice. I put it away in camphor
balls, 'n' Lord knows I don't look forward
to the gettin' it out to wear, f'r the whole
carriage load'll sneeze their heads off when-
ever I move in that dress."

"Did you put newspaper
"

Mrs. Lathrop
began, mastering her earlier emotions.

"In the sleeves? Yes, I did, 'n' I bought
a pair o' black gloves 'n' two handkerchiefs
'n' slipped 'em into the pockets. Everythin'
is all fixed, 'n' there'll be nothin' to do when
father dies but to shake it out 'n' lay it on
the bed in his room. I say 'in his room/
'cause o' course that day he'll be havin' the

guest-room. I was thinkin' of it all this

afternoon when I sat there by him hemmin'
the braid on the skirt, 'n' I could n't but think
't if I sit 'n' wait very much longer I sh'll

suddenly find myself pretty far advanced in

years afore I know it. This world's made
f'r the young ''s wr

ell's the old, 'n' you c'n

believe me or not j us' 's you please, Mrs.

Lathrop,. but I've always meant to get mar-
ried 's soon 's father was off my hands. I

was count in' up to-day, though, 'n' if he
lives to be a hunderd, I'll be nigh onto sev-

enty 'n' no man ain't goin' to marry me at

seventy. Not 'nless he was eighty, 'n' Lord
knows I ain't intendin' to bury father jus*
to begin on some one else, 'n' that's all it 'd

be."

Mrs Lathrop chewed her clover. (Little,
Brown & Co. $1.50.) From Anne Warner's
"Susan Clegg and Her Friend Mrs. Lathrop."

To POINT A MORAL AND ADORN A TALE.
In Scribners there appeared a delightful bur-

lesque "Experiment in Modern Pedagogics,"
a quotation from which will be forgiven.

BAA, BAA, BLACK SHEEP.

Baa, baa, black sheep, I

Have you any wool? 2

Yes, marry, have I, 3
Three bags full

; 4
One for my master, 5
And one for my dame, 6
But none for the little boy 7
Who cries in the lane. 8

L. i. "Baa, baa." A favorite phrase in

olden times, and still in current use
; prob-

ably derived from the Latin "beo," to make
happy.
Was the sheep black by nature, or only for

the sake of alliteration?

L. 3. "marry." A curious use of the word,
probably suggested by the preceding answer,
"Yes."

L. 4. "Three bags full." An .allusion to

yolus, King of the Winds.
L. 7 and 8. Note the ingenious device by

which the ethical lesson is conveyed.
Study the text carefully and calculate ac-

curately what was done with the third bag.
Take into consideration all the possibilities,

i.e., the bag may have been divided among
many, or the little boy may have stopped
crying.
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Neiu Books to ftcaft an& Bu.
" There is no worthier or siirer pledge of the intelligence and the purity of any community than

their general purchase of books i nor is there anyone "who does more to further the attainment and

possession of these qualities than a good bookseller.'" PROF. DUNN.

ART, MUSIC, DRAMA.

BRITTON, F. Ja. Old clocks and watches and
their makers: being an historical and de-

scriptive account of the different style of
clocks and watches of the past, in England
and abroad; with list of ten thousand mak-
ers. 2d ed., enl. with 700 il. mostly from
photographs. Scribner, [imported,] 8,
$7.50 net.

LATHAM, C. In English homes: the internal

character, furniture, and adornments of
some of the most notable houses of Eng-
land, historically depicted from photo-
graphs specially taken by C. Latham. Scrib-

ner, [imported.] f, $15 net.

ZACIIER, ALBERT. Venice as an art city ;
in-

cludes descriptive sketches of the Academy
of Venice, the Ducal palace, Venetian mon-
uments, Venetian churches, Venetian pal-

aces, etc. Scribner, [imported.] il. sq. 16,
(Langham ser. of art monographs.) $i net.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.

CLOPTON, Mrs. VIRGINIA CLAY CLOPTON, [for-

merly Mrs. Clement Claiborne Clay.] A
belle of the fifties : memoirs of Mrs. Clay
Clopton of Alabama, covering social and

political life in Washington and the South,
1853-66 ;' gathered and ed. by Ada Sterling.

Doubleday, P. 8, il., $2.75 net.

Not only personal details of Mrs. Clay
Clopton's eventful life are embraced in this

volume, but many valuable letters never be-

fore published, and entertaining anecdotes of

such prominent people as Presidents Pierce,

Buchanan and Lincoln; Jefferson Davis and
other leaders of the Confederacy; Marcy,
Gushing, and Crittenden ; Patti. Jenny Lind,
and "Blind Tom," Charlotte Cushman, Mrs.

Drew, Mrs. Gilbert, Thackeray, etc.

GOLEMAN, T. Fifty years of an actor's life.

Pott. 8* $6 net.

CROLY, Mrs JANE CUNNINGHAM, [Mrs. D.

Goodman Croly; "Jennie June," pseud.]
Memories of Jane Cunningham Croly,

"Jenny June." Putnam. 12, $1.50 net.

A memorial book of the founder of Sorosis
and of the Woman's Press Club of New York
City. Contains a biographical sketch by her

brother, the Rev. J. Cunningham; the ad-

dresses of the Sorosis-Press Club memorial

meeting; resolutions and tributes from clubs;
the Positivists episode, by Thaddeus B. Wake-
man; Mrs. Croly's club life, by Haryot Holt

Dey; Essays and addresses, by Jane Cunning-
ham Croly; Notes, letters and stray leaves,

by Jane Cunningham Croly; Tributes of

friends.

DENNISON, C. G. A fight to a finish. Long-
mans, il. 12, $1.50 net.

Major Dennison, leader of the band of

scouts which bore his name, at the end of the

Boer war found his experiences to include

two captures, two wounds, numerous skirm-

ishes and the loss of two sons. His book
contains- his reminiscences of the Boer war,
1899-1902, with first hand criticisms and com-
ments upon the conduct of the campaign.

DUNN, H. T. Recollections of Dante Gabriel

Rossetti and his circle; with a prefatory
note, by W : Michael Rossetti. Pott. il.

12, $t net.

GI.EIG, G. Rob. Personal reminiscences of
the First Duke of Wellington ;

with sketches
of some of his guests and contemporaries,,

by G. Rob. Gleig; ed. by his daughter,
Mary E. Gleig. Scribner. 8, $3.75 net.

TMPERATOR et Rex, William H. of Germany,
by the author of "Martyrdom of an Em-
press." Harper. 8, $2.25 net.

"Everything written by the mysterious
author of 'The martyrdom of an empress'
is pitched in a very high key, is very poetical,

and, even when true, has for these reasons

the effect of unreality. The present volume
is not so much a life of Emperor William
as it is a panegyric covering certain periods
in his life, certain sides of his character,
and certain aspects of the man as 'imperator
et rex.' The author aspired to set the kaiser

right before the world; he has been abused,

ridiculed, and misrepresented, but it is doubt-

ful if the best way to correct a false impres-
sion of him is to picture him as absolutely

perfect and peerless, a man who combines

genius, probity, and super-human energy with

all moral and mental accomplishments in

their highest development, and with no less,

talent for than knowledge of all the arts. In

fp.ct this alleged portrait of William H. could

not have been more flattering if William him-
self had painted it." Public Opinion.

MATTHEWS, Rev. T. T. Thirty years in Mad-
agascar; with 62 il. from photographs and
sketches. Armstrong. 8, $1.75-

A missionary's story of his life-work in the

Island of Madagascar, giving also all of the

little-known history of the island since 1810,

when it first became recognized by European
nations, with detailed descriptions of native

life and character.

PAULINE, ELIZABETH' OTTILIE LOUISE, Queen
of Roumama, ["Carmen Sylva," pseud.}
How I spent my sixtieth birthday; tr. into

English by H. E. Deif. Scribner, [im-

ported.] 16, 75 c. net.

DESCRIPTION, GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

NEWMAN, Mrs. ANGIE F. McKinley carna-

tions of memory: the McKinley button of

two campaigns. [Lincoln, Neb., published

by the author, Angie F. Newman.] il. 12,
$1.

Descriptions of the travels of a party of

Americans who wore the McKinley button,

giving pictures of life abroad. Primarily, it

is a eulogy of President McKinley and a lau-

dation of the doctrine of Protection.
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DOMESTIC AND SOCIAL.

SAM.STER, Mrs. MARGARET ELIZ. MUNSON.
The little kingdom of home. J. F. Taylor.
il. 3, $1.50 net.

Sympathetic and helpful papers about many
matters connected with the home. Contents:
Bride and groom ;

Relations-in-law ;
Where

shall the home be? How shall the home be
furnished? The coming of children; The
training of children; The earnings of married
women

; High lights of happiness ;
The young-

people ;
The sinister influence of worry ;

The
house of feasting ;

The house of mourning ;

Queen of one's own kitchen
;
Domestic toil

and toilers; The nobility of service; Home
and charity; Early religious teaching; The
library; The fine armor of courtesy; The
place of the spinster; Prodigal sons; The old

folk at home, etc.

EDUCATION, LANGUAGE, ETC.

ALCHIN, CARRIE ADELAIDE. Ear training for

teacher and pupil. Ditson. 12, $i.
The pupil will learn from this book "to v

think in tones, and to so train the ear and
the feeling that even the tone-deaf may learn

to sing, name, write and play what they hear ;

to harmonize melodies at sight, to improvise
accompaniments, and to recognize and appre-
ciate not only the melodic efforts of music,
but the harmonic and rhythmic as well."

MULI.INGER, J. BASS. The schools of Charles
the Great and the restoration of education
in ninth century. [Anastatic reprint.]
Stechert. 8, $4 net.

"An attempt to place in a clearer light
the character of the learning and the theory
cf education which mediaeval Europe inherit-

ed from a combination of pagan science and
Christian theology." Preface. Sketches the
character and manner of thought of Charle-

magne and his family: and describes the sys-
tem of instruction used by Alcuin, John
Scotns and other scholars of the ninth cen-

tury. This dissertation won the Kaye Prize
at Cambridge University, England, when pres-
ented in 1875.

FICTION.

BACON, J. HARWOOD. The pursuit of Phyllis ;

il. by H. Latimer Brown. Holt. 12, $1.25.
A young author, bored to death by his

physician's fiat of three months' rest, stumbles

upon a bundle of letters in a hotel bureau

drawer, and decides to follow the Phyllis
to whom they are addressed. He goes from
London to Lyons, Paris, Marseilles, Hong
Kong, Bombay, Ceylon, etc., and finally finds

Phyllis. Long days of travel follow, with
much witty conversation, many misunder-

standings and a general clearing up of myste-
ries. Good material and good use of it makes
a bright story.

BUCHANAN, THOMPSON. The castle comedy;
il. and decorated by Eliz. Shippen Green.

Harper. 8, $2 net.

"There is not much to the story, to be sure

only the willful love of a willful maid
whose black eyes showed her as one 'who
could jump the octave of emotions from
laughter to rage, and strike not a mood be-

tween,' and a dare-devil hero, who could be

tender as well as brave, and noble withal.

It is a diverting little comedy, and 'French

Percy' plays the part of dancing master for

a while and then fights duels, and finally
wins the maid with coal-black eyes and

afterward, after a harder struggle, wins her
irascible old father. The illustrations and
marginal decorations by Miss Elizabeth Ship-
pen Green are worthy the story, and match
it in delicacy and daintiness of conception.
The book, boxed and bound in lavender,
should make an attractive gift book for the

coming holiday season." Ar
. Y. Times Satur-

day Review.

CAXFIELD, H. SPOFFORD. Fergy the guide and
his moral and instructive lies about beasts,
birds, and fishes; with il. by Albert D.
Blashfield. Holt. 12, $1.50.

Fergy the guide received $2 a day to haul
his employer about into the secret places
where the fish are known to be. When the
fish refused to bite it was worth the money
to hear the woodsman in immodulated voice
and in the dialect of the logging camp, drone
on for hours about all the impossible adven-
tures that had fallen to his share. Imagina-
tion ran riot, but many of the anecdotes spoke
of knowledge of human and animal nature
and a deep philosophy born of solitude and
leisure. The marginal drawings bring out
the humor of the text.

GILSON, ROY ROLFE. The flower of youth: a

romance. Harper. 12, $1.50.
The reminiscences of a middle-aged hus-

band on his youth and the halo that love and
contentment have kept bright around the

simple country home that his wife made so
beautiful. A young man with dreams, ro-

mance and a longing for heroes and great
events, starts the train of thought that tells the

story.

HARBEN, WILL N. The Georgians: a novel.

Harper. 12, $1.50.
Like the author's earlier story, "Abner

Daniel," the scene of "The Georgians" is in

the South, with Abner Daniel himself as the

principal character. He acts the part of good
angel to two lovers whom the girl's miserable
father tries to separate. The story abounds
with shrewd humor and amusing character
studies.

HOUSMAN, LAURENCE. Sabrina Warham, the

story of her youth. Macmillan. 12, $1.50.
Sabrina Warham, the daughter of an ill-

mated couple, inheriting both her father's

scholarly tastes and her mother's strict re-

gard for right, returns to her childhood's
home in an English coast town, and soon
marries a strange man, to whom she has
been drawn by common interests, only to find

out that he is selfish and utterly unprincipled.
How she meets this revelation and what
forces influence her to a happier life make
up the interest of the romance, with many
graphic pictures of rural character.

HUME, FERGUS. The red window. G. W.
Dillingham. 12, $1.25 net.

The "red window," which gives the story
name, was, according to legend, used during
the English Parliamentary wars to warn loyal
cavaliers of danger ; it was situated in a tower
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of an old manor house in the Essex Marshes.
In the present novel the window was to have
been used as a signal that the owner of the

old hall had forgiven the heir, whom he had
disinherited in anger. A relative, however,
with designs on the estate, uses it as a means
of luring the heir into a trap; almost all the

characters, notably the heroine, are concerned
in proving his innocence and in unravelling
the mystery which thwarts even skilful de-

tectives.

ISHAM, FREDERIC S. Black Friday; il. by
Harrison Fisher. Bobbs-Merrill. 12,
$1.50.

JONES, ALICE. Gabriel Praed's castle. H. B.

Turner. 12, $1.50.
A novel which deals with phases of life

in the art studios of Paris. The characters

are Garvie and Thorpe, artists; Virginie La-

pierre, a model
; Britski, who poses as a

patron of art ; Britski's wife, supposed to be
a fashionable modiste; 'and Gabriel Praed,
who, with an unsophisticated daughter, is

travelling on the Continent. The scenes are

in Fontainebleau, the Latin Quarter, Paris,
and Rosbraz. The interest centres in the

scheming of the Britskis, who try to dupe
Gabriel Praed into buying a chateau, which

they represent as an ancient castle, also in the

unconventional action of his daughter and
her romance.

LEWIS, ALFRED H. The president: a novel.

A. S. Barnes & Co. il. 12, $1.50.
A novel of politics and the stock market,

laid chiefly in Washington and New York,
depicting the intricacies of the great game of

national politics. A love story, beset with

intrigue and dramatic surprises is, however,
the underlying motive of the book. By the

author of "The boss."

LUTHER, MARK LEE. The mastery. Mac-
millan. 12, $1.50.
The leading character is a higher type of

"boss" in the politics of New York State.

After the many machinations, jealousies,
schemes and heartburnings between the "lead-

ers" in nominating a governor, the hero, to

his surprise, is nominated himself. Gives

very realistic description of election night in

New York City. The man who has mastered
men of all types comes under the "mastery"
of a fine woman whose adopted father had
trained her into an expert politician.

MORRISON, ARTH. The green diamond. L.

C. Page. $1.50.
The green diamond is stolen from a great

Indian prince at the Durbar, hidden in one
of a dozen magnums of rare Tokay and thus

shipped to England. The gem has a history
of crime, violence and murder in its native

East, reaching back nearly a thousand years ;

the fatality follows it to its new abode.

STEVENSON, ROB. L. The story of a lie, and
other tales. H. B. Turner. 12, (Turner
reprints,) $1.25; also, 16, $1.25.
"The story of a lie," was first published in

the New Quarterly Magazine, October, 1879;
"The misadventures of John Nicholson" in

Christmas Yule-Tide, 1887, and "The body-
snatcher" in Pall Mall, Christmas extra, 1884.

"The rescue of the scattered fragments of

Stevenscniana goes on apace; the three stor-

ies published in this little volume will neither
add to nor detract from the reputation of the
author of so much that is infinitely better,
but they are worth publishing for all that.

'The misadventures of John Nicholson' is

particularly characteristics and well illustrates

Stevenson's whimsical delight in devious com-
plications with man as the unwilling and un-

deserving victim at every turn. Of 'The
Story of a Lie,' the first in this volume, it

might not be unfair to assume that the au-
thor was indulging in one of the conscious
imitations of which he boasted, with Dickens
as the model this time." Public Opinion.

WARNER, ANNE. Susan Clegg and her friend.

Mrs. Lathrop. Little, Brown, il. 12, $1.50.

WIGGIN, Mrs. KATE DOUGLAS, [now Mrs. G.

Christopher Riggs,] Findlater, Mary and
Jane, and McAulay, Allan. The affair at

the inn. Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $1.25.
"This is a bright little story and a very

good example of successful collaboration in

the writing of fiction. Of the story itself it

is only necessary to say that it concerns the
chance meeting of an American girl and a

Scotch baronet at an English inn, with a

quickly arranged engagement as a result.

The really interesting thing about the book
is that each of its four principal characters
tells his own story from his own point of
view. Since there are only four such char-

acters, Miss Virginia Pomeroy, Mrs. McGill,
her companion, Miss Evesham, and Sir Ar-
chibald Mackenzie, there is not enough repeti-
tion to make the narrative tiresome, and the
whole story hangs together remarkably well.""

Public Opinion.
HISTORY.

AIGER, J. G. Napoleon's British visitors and
captives, 1801-1815. Pott. 8, $2.50 net.

BACON, EDGAR MAYHEW. Narragansett Bay;
its historic and romantic associations and
picturesque setting; il. with 50 drawings
by the author and with numerous photo-
graphs. Putnam. 8, $3.50 net.

An account of the historical and legendary
associations of Narragansett Bay, with de-

tailed descriptions of its islands and of the
various towns dotted along its shores. Vir-

tually a history of that part of Rhode Island.

By the author of "The Hudson River, from-

ocean to source."

DEXTER, EDWIN GRANT. A history of educa-

tion in the United States. Macmillan. 8%
$2 net.

A comprehensive history of education since

1616, when the first English grant for schools

in the newly founded colony of Virginia was

made, tracing the rise and growth of schools

in the Dutch colonies, in New England, in

the South, and later in the West. Pt. 2 is

devoted to Higher and special education, i.e.:

Colleges and universities, art and manual

education, education of women, of the negro,

etc.; and Pt. 3 to Education extension, li-

braries, summer schools, etc. The work is

arranged for use as a text-book, so that by
a system of marginal references it may be

studied chronologically throughout, or chron-

ologically only for the development of ele-

mentary and secondary education. Accom-
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panying each chapter are classified reference

lists of authorities.

FISKE, J. How the United States became a

nation. Ginn. il. 12, $1.25.
Traces the history of the country from the

close of the Revolution to that of the Civil

War, showing the formative influences of

such events as the Louisiana Purchase, the

War of 1812, the Mexican War and the grad-
ual growth of political unity throughout the

newly- found states.

HULBERT, ARCHER BUTLER. The great Ameri-
can canals. In 2 v. v. I, The Chesapeake
and Ohio canal and the Pennsylvania canal.

A. H. Clark Co. 12, (Historic highways of

America, v. 13.) $2.50 net.

Two monographs of this series are devoted
to the rise and building of the three great
canal routes westward. The present volume
(V. i) is devoted to the Potomac Company
and its successor, the Chesapeake and the

Ohio Canal Company, and finally the Penn-

sylvania Canal. In each case the birth and

development of the two great railroad routes
which follow these canals the Baltimore &
Ohio and the Pennsylvania Railway is also

sketched. V. 2 of "Great American Canals"
will contain a history of the Erie canal.

HUMOR AND SATIRE.

ANTRIM, MINNA THOMAS. Phases, mazes,
and crazes of love; decorations by Clara
Elsene Peck. Jacobs, il. 24, 75 c. net;

leath., $1.50 net.

A collection of witty aphorisms by the au-
thor of "Naked truths arid veiled," with illus-

trations and decorations in color.

BEHR, H. H., M.D. The hoot of the owl.
A. M. Robertson. 12, $1.50 net.

Papers read before the Bohemian Club of
San Francisco, on Virtue, Archaeology, Popu-
lar science, Progress in science, Music, Cali-

fornia, Darwinism, The Mosquito, Heroic
deeds of old Bohemia, The showman, Schuler
and Goethe as Bohemians, etc. Treated most-
ly in a humorous way.

BELL, Mrs. HUGH. Wordless conversation : a

suggestion. E. Arnold; Longmans. 12,
36 c. net.

A whimsical and ingenious attempt to in-

troduce a code of ordinary formulas of con-

versation, expressed by signals, which should
be conveyed by fan-wagging on the part of

women, by finger-wagging on that of men.
A later "Wagobulary" is promised.

LORIMER, G. HORACE. Old Gorgon Graham :

more letters from a self-made merchant to

his son ; with pictures by F. R. Cruger and
Martin Justice. Doubleday, P. 12. $1.50.
In this second volume of "Letters," a young

man's problems are viewed from a new stand-

point. Whereas, in the first book, the father

wrote to his son as to a subordinate clerk,
here he writes as to one of his managers;
but the same dry humor and business phi-
losophy are shown.

LAW.
GUSHING, LUTHER S. Manual of parliamen-

tary practice: rules of proceeding and de-
bate in deliberative assemblies ; with addi-
tional notes by the publisher; including the

Constitution of the United States and the
Declaration of Independence. 2oth cen-

tury ed. Popular Publishing Co. 16%
50 c.

; pap., 25 c.

A new ed., printed from the original edi-

tion (now out of copyright). A few pages-
of comments have been added by the author's

brother, which do not modify the text, nor
present any new rule of proceeding or debate.

LITERARY MISCELLANY, COLLECTED WORKS,
ETC.

AMERICAN Jewish year book, 5665, September
10, 1904, to September 29, 1905 ; ed. by
Cyrus Adler and Henrietta Szold. [6th
issue.] Jewish Publication Soc. 12, $i.
This issue of the year book is largely bio-

graphical, as the contents show. Contents:
The year, by Cyrus L. Sulzberger; Rev. Ger-
shom Mendez-Seixas, by N. Taylor Phillips;
Biographical sketches of the Jews prominent
in the professions, etc., in the U. S. ; Jews
in the Congress of the U. S.

; Biographical
sketches of Rabbis and Cantors officiating in-

the U. S. (additions) ; National organiza-
tions; The American passports in Russia;
Jewish statistics; The hundred best available
books in English on Jewish subjects, comp..
by Jos. Jacobs; Selected Hebraica and Ju-
daica, 5664, com. by Israel Abrahams, etc.

BOYNTON, H. WALCOTT. Journalism and liter-

ature, and other essays. Houghton, M. &
Co. 12, $1.25 net.

Essays and criticisms, the substance of
which first appeared in the Atlantic Monthly
and elsewhere. They deal for the most part
with tendencies in American literature. The
initial essay gives the book title. The other
articles are : Owning books ;

The reading pub-
lic; Pace in reading; "Effusions of fancy;""
American humor; "For the young;" Poetry
and commonplace ; Poetry as a fine art

; Poetry
and the stage; Literature as a by-product;
Intimate literature; Cleverness and original-

ity; The writing public; Reviewer and critic.

"Much might be said about these suggestive-

papers, but they must be left to the reader,
with a hearty recommendation. Informed,
cultured and thoughtful, they are productive
of thought." N. Y. Evening Mail.

DANTE ALTGHIERI. The De monarchia of
Dante Alighieri; ed., with tr. and notes, by
Aurelia Henry. Houghton, M. & Co. 12,
$1.25 net.

Dante's famous essay on government is

easily accessible in Latin editions, but an

English version is practically unobtainable,,
at least by the American student of Dante.

The essay possesses great interest, which is

not confined to those making a specialty of

government and law, or of Dante. Miss-

Henry was a fellow (in English) of Yale

University and a student of Professor Cook.
Her notes at the end of each page are helpful
and valuable.

MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
KINGSLAND, J. P. Man and his environment.

Pott. 12, $1.25 net.

NATURE AND SCIENCE.

DEXTER, EDWIN GRANT. Weather influences:

an empirical study of the mental and
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physiological effects of definite meteorologi-
cal conditions. Introduction by Cleveland

Abbey. Macmillan. 8, $2.
Traces a close connection between health

and the weather. The relation of drunken-
ness and the weather is specially treated.

DUTTON, CLARENCE E. Earthquakes in the

light of the new seismology. Putnam, il.

8. (Science ser.
; ed. by E. Lee Thorndike

and F. E. Beddard, no. 14.) $2.
Until thirty years ago earthquakes were

regarded as "formative geologic forces of

nature, whose origin was mysterious, but
which accomplished important structural re-

sults." Recent study and investigation by
means of instruments which measure force

and motions have made clear the fact that

they are "pure effects of geologic forces . . .

an electric vibration of the earth-mass." In
the light of this "new science of seismology,"
Major Dutton treats of earthquakes in their

various manifestations arising to bring them
within the range of popular science.

IVES, F. T. The hollow earth. Broadway
Publishing Co. 12, 50 c. net.

"It is the purpose in this plain and homely
dissertation to review and criticise some
theories set forth by scientists, and to intro-

duce some new ones. . . . Assuming that the

earth is hollow the purpose will be ... to

show how and why, and the great importance
to the inhabitants of the outside that it should
be so." The author.

STANSBURY, C. F. A Kittiwake of the Great
Kills. Grafton Press, il. 12, $1.25 net.

The story that gives title to the book is the

pathetic biography of a seagull. It evinces

an acute argument against cruelty. The other
eleven stories are all of animal life the char-

acters being snails, a magpie, a mouse, a squir-

rel, a stork, a cockatoo, a tortoise, etc.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.

ATTWOOD, E. War-ships : a text-book on the

construction, protection, stability, turning,

etc., of war vessels. Longmans, il. 8, $3
net.

A technical exposition of the subject, pre-

pared primarily for naval officers. The text

is illustrated by many diagrams, and there
are blank pages at the end for addenda. An
appendix contains questions on the various

chapters. The author is lecturer in the Royal
Naval College, Greenwich, England.

GRAVES, WILLARD. Rich man's guide and
poor man's friend. Willard I. Graves. 16,
(Allegorical ser.) $i.
Presents in allegorical form some of the

problems in economics that are agitating the

masses to-day. The writer also offers rem-
edies.

HENKLE, J. F. The peacemaker : a treatise on
present conditions in the United States.

J. F. Henkle. 12, $3.
A consideration of the many social, econ-

omic, political, labor and other problems
which confront the citizens of this country,
with the author's solution of them.

NATIONAL conventions and platforms. Thomas
Hudson McKee, comp. Friedenwald Co.

^"In this volume Mr. Thomas Hudson Mc-
Kee gathers together into readily accessible
form such of the ana and documents of our
Presidential campaigns as are likely to prove
useful to public men in their political work
and interesting to all political students.
The stories of the various conventions are
well told. The tables of popular and elec-
toral votes are carefully and accurately com-
piled. And the various platforms, printed
in extenso, have their value as historical
documents and quota of entertainment as

imaginative literature." N. Y. Herald.

NEWTON, HARRY J. Pitfalls of mining finance.

Daily Mining Record. 8, pap., 50 c.

The author, for many years managing edi-
tor of the Colorado Daily Market Record,
has written from the point of view of an in-

dependent journalist, basing his arguments
and advice on knowledge acquired by sev-
eral years' experience as a mining and finan-
cial writer, and through his associations. In-
tended for those living distant from mining
communities and for those who are otherwise
debarred from a theoretical knowledge of

mining finance.

NOLAN, E. J. Combinations, trusts and mo-
nopolies : a discussion of the origin, de-

velopment and treatment of modern indus-
trial combination. Broadway Publishing
Co. 12, $1.50 net.

Contents: Preliminary observations; The
competitive system; Objects of combination;
Forms of organization; Powers and effects
of monopolies; Growth of combinations; Leg-
islation and judicial construction; Quasi pub-
lic monopolies; Monopolies and the tariff;
Remedies.

THEOLOGY, RELIGION AND SPECULATION.

BENSON, ROB. The light invisible. Pott. 12,
$1.50 net.

GENUNG, J. FRANKLIN. Ecclesiastes: words
of Koheleth, son of David, King in Jeru-
salem : tr. anew ; divided according to their

logical cleavage, and accompanied with a

study of their literary and spiritual values
and a running commentary. Houghton,
M. & Co. 12, $1.25 net.

The word Koheleth means The Great

Preacher, and his writings are more generally
known as the Book of Ecclesiastes, which is

the Greek translation of the Hebrew word.
Professor Genung's book is divided into two
parts : first, a study of the literary and spir-
itual values of "The Words of Koheleth,"
and second, a new translation of them with
a running commentary.

LEEDS, Rev. S. Penniman. The Christian

philosophy of life: sermons preached in the

Dartmouth College Church. Houghton, M.
& Co. 12, $1.25 net.

The topics of these sermons, the author

says, are "largely ethical," and that "they ex-

press the convictions of a long life." Some of

the contents : Faith hindrances and helps ;

True manliness; Gifts are for service; Hu-
man fame ; Loyalty to truth

;
Christ and

modern thought ;
The transient and the eter-

nal
; Happiness : its sources or conditions, etc.
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From "The Man On the Box. Copyright, 1904, by Bobbs-Merrill Co.

"THAT is ALL i MAY GIVE YOU."

THE MAN ON THE BOX.

HAROLD MACGRATH has written another

rollicking story worthy to rank with his "The

Grey Cloak" and "The Puppet Crown," with

equally spirited illustrations by Harrison

Fisher. The chief character, who becomes

"The Man On the Box," is a graduate of

West Point, who is wounded while in the

regular army in an Arizona outpost, and is

mustered out against his Colonel's wishes

when he begs for time to recruit. He is the

fortunate possessor of capital that brings
him $4500 a year, and while in Uncle Sam's

pay he has saved himself about $25,000. He
goes to Europe, and, suddenly seeing a beau-

tiful face, he takes passage back again to

sail- with it. With all his cleverness he can-

not get an introduction on board, even the

captain having been forbidden by the girl's

father to promote ship acquaintance. A
young, handsome Russian beguiles the mon-

otony of the voyage.

Arrived in America, the hero starts for

Washington and hunts up a brother in the

diplomatic service, his delightful wife, his

sister and her engaged lover. The latter tells

the story, and does it very well indeed.

Still lame, the returned prodigal refuses

to go to a ball, but later plans a joke; ar-
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ranges with the coachman to take his clothes

and drive his sisters home, and startle them

by his conduct. He mistakes the call "Num-
ber seventeen" for "Number seventy" and

drives up to the door of the Secretary of the

Interior. Two ladies get in. The horses

shy, he loses the way, suddenly stops and

kisses the lady as she alights. Great com-

motion ; he is arrested and locked up over

night. In the morning, the lady, the adored

fellow passenger of the Atlantic voyage ap-

pears, bails him out,- and offers him a situa-

tion as groom and butler. He accepts, and

many grave complications ensue. It takes

great management to avoid his own family.

He waits upon the Russian, hears conversa-

tion, and finds out a plot in which his adored

lady's father is involved. Very good pic-

tures are given of Washington life within the

past ten years. Of course, much of it is

somewhat unnatural, but it is all very plaus-

ible, provided the premises are accepted. The

publishers may again be congratulated upon

having got hold of a story sure to fascinate

the public. True love comes out victorious.

(Bobbs-Merrill Co. $1.50.)

Whosoever Shall Offend.

IT need hardly be said that F. Marion

Crawford's new contribution to fiction is

skilfully and picturesquely written, for as a

master of pure romance he stands pre-emi-

nent. In "Whosoever Shall Offend" he

keeps to the Italy he has made his own, and

it is the Italy of "Saracinesca," with all its

enchantment and beauty.

Modern Rome and Sicily are the scenes

of the drama, the theme of which is an at-

tempt to make a degenerate out of the heir

of a large estate coveted by his stepfather,

who supplies the boy with effeminating

pleasures. "When the widow of Martino

Consalvi married young Corbario people

shook their heads and said she was making
a great mistake. Everyone knew that Folco

Corbario was barely 26, and that she was 35

years old, and that such a difference of ages,

on the wrong side, was ridiculous, if it was

not positively immoral. No well regulated

young man had a right to marry a rich

widow nine years older than himself, and

who had a son only n years younger than

he." So runs the opening sentences of the

first chapter, and at once the reader is ab-

sorbed and soon enthralled in the unfolding

of the plot.

The small group of characters are en-

dowed with Crawford's perfect understand-

ing of the impulsive and passionate Italian

nature. His gentle hero and sensitive mother,

his gentlemanly villain, high-bred Italians,

and rough people of Rocca di Popa, are all

human creations. Regnia, the beautiful

peasant girl of the Campagna, who seeks

death rather than separation from Marcello,.

is a magnificent bit of portraiture, from the

moment she makes her entrance, bearing a

great copper water jar on her head, to her

final exit beneath the wall of the Coliseum.

Scenes that would be called sensational

and melodramatic are painted by the author

so artistically that they are merely Crawford-

esque. There is not the slightest loss of

vigor or freshnesss in Mr. Crawford's work.

He is the artist of Italian romance to his

finger tips. (Macmillan. $1.50.) Boston

Herald.

Traffics and Discoveries.

No surprises are in store for the reader of

this book. Kipling so recently the young
newcomer is here the same old Kipling we
seem to have had always with us ; the same

coarse-grained, delicate, swaggering, subtle,

superficial, poetic, and profound yarn-spinner
and song-singer that came out of the east

and laid his spell upon the western world

almost in his teens ;
a bundle of contradic-

tions that would be complete if only weak-

ness were one of them
; sometimes merely a

writer of extraordinary talents, but ever and

anon showing himself unmistakably a man of

genius; seeing, hearing, and feeling with an

intensity known to one in a million only.

It. is not without a strong disposition to

skip (though not with delight) that we read

the tales in which "I" am a more or less in-

active auditor, while most of the speech and

action fall to the lot of Emanuel Pyecroft,

second-class petty officer, an ingenious and

loquacious fellow, who knows a lot about

steam engines, electric apparatus, etc., and is

an up-to-date but not wholly satisfactory

nautical substitute for "Soldiers Three." We
bow to Mr. Pyecroft's intimate knowledge of

machinery, and marvel at his French and

Latin tags ; but for the life of us we cannot

bring ourselves to love him as his creator evi-

dently does. In anyone's hands but Mr. Kip-

ling's he would be a bore ; and if one finds it

hard to follow his Gatling-gun discharge of

mechanical technicalities, it is comforting to

know that one of the quickest and keenest

wits in England confessed to the writer of

these lines that he found the author's literary

style in these stories cryptic, to say the least.
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More readily intelligible are the tales in which

the recent struggle for supremacy in South

Africa is pictured from widely divergent

points of view that of the conventional

Tommy Atkins, that of an ardently loyal

sepoy who manages to get from India to the

Transvaal in time to see what is going on

there, and that of a Yankee inventor who
sells to the Boers a gun the English have re-

fused to buy, and follows it about to study
its merits and defects in action. Nor is

there anything cryptic about the account of

the introduction of electric power and light

on the author's isolated Sussex farm, as it

presents itself to the millwheel that generates

the power, the waters that set the wheel in

motion, and tjhe gray cat and the black rat

that dwell in amity in the many-centuried
mill. Other than English readers may find

themselves greatly interested in the fable

called "The Army of a Dream," wherein

Mr. Kipling rides his hobby of a citizen sol-

diery embracing potentially the entire male

population of the British Islands. But those

who love the peaceful rather than the stren-

uous life at least in literature will find

their account in the tender, fanciful be-

witching pages of "They," wherein we have

full assurance that Kipling, the genius, is still

to be reckoned with. (Doubleday, Page.

$1.50.) 7. B. Gilder in The Critic.

Books for the Young.
LITTLE, BROWN & Co/s books for the

young always challenge comparison with the

very best. They have a list of about 250,

and have now made a handsomely illustrated

juvenile catalogue, describing all these

tieasures, old and new, and the approximate
ages for which every book is adapted. Of
books by older authors on their list, those

by Louisa M. Alcott, of course, lead in pop-
ularity. Over 2,000,000 copies of her stories

have already been sold, and they are undoubt-

edly the most popular juveniles to-day, a

fact which has led the publishers to bring
out handsome illustrated issues of her
famous Little Women Series, including
"Little Women," "Little Men," "An Old-
Fashioned Girl," "Jo's Boys," "Eight Cous-

ins," and "Rose in Bloom," with numerous
full-page pictures by Alice Barber Stephens,

Reginald B. Birch, Jessie Wilcox Smith,
Ellen Wetherald Ahrens and Harriet Roose-
velt Richards. There is also a steady de-
mand for the books by Susan Coolidge (Miss
Sarah C. Woolsey), although that talented
woman has not added to her writings for

many years. Other favorite authors, whose
portraits are scattered through this new cat-

alogue, include Juliana Horatia Ewing, Ed-

ward Everett Hale, Myra Sawyer Hamlin,

Jean Ingelow, Helen Hunt Jackson, William

Henry Johnson, Captain Frederick Marryat,

Louise Chandler Moulton, Nora Perry, Miss

A. G. Plympton, Katharine Pyle, Anna

Chapin Ray, Evelyn Raymond, Helen Leah

Reed, Laura E. Richards, Mary P. Wells

Smith, John Preston True, and Lily F. Wes-
selhoeft.

Among the very latest comers is a very

pretty volume by Jessie Juliet Knox, en-

titled "Little Almond Blossoms," stories of

Chinese boys and girls, depicted from life

From "
Little Almond Blossoms." Copyright, 1 904, by Little . Brown & Co.

THEY MARCHED TO THE MUSIC IN A ROW.

and illustrated with pictures from pho-
tographs of Chinese children in California.

Many of these are fairy stories and teach
beautiful morals in a delightful manner.
Children love to hear of children living in
other lands, w^ith different thoughts and dif-

ferent toys and different clothes, and now
that they are hearing so much of China and
Japan their minds and their curiosity are just
on the alert for such a book of stories and
pictures. All the Little, Brown books are
models of book-making and a book like

"Little Almond Blossoms" is externally irre-

sistibly attractive. ($1.50.)
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The Seiners.

IT is a relief to turn from the trivial blasts

of love, war, society, scandal, and historical

romance, on the penny whistle of literature,

to a real flesh-and-blood book. There are

few books of late years to compare with "The
Seiners" in virility and manliness of treat-

ment. "The Call of the Wild," "The Silent

Places," and one or two others fall into this

class. Joseph B. Connolly has essayed in this

volume his first important long story the re-

sult is gratifying. Naturally for he himself

was one of them he writes of the Gloucester

fishermen their minds, their hearts, their

lives, their brave, splendid, unsung deeds.

Never has so direct and unartificial a light

been thrown on these fisherfolk. As a piece
of constructive work the book can claim no

great worth; as a plot, it can assume but lit-

tle; as a delineation of woman's character, it

fails entirely ; but if any one can pick up "The
Seiners" and read, in the writer's plain, sim-

ple, sturdy English such magnificent descrip-
tions as "The return of the fishing fleet," "The
race of the fishing boats," etc., without a

thrill at his heart and tears of excitement in

his eyes, then there is something wrong with
him. It will be impossible not to call to mind,
in the reading of Mr. Connolly's story, Kip-
Img's "Captains Courageous." The former
suffers nothing in the comparison. (Scribner.

$1.50.) Criterion.

The Food of the Gods.

THIS new book of H. G. Wells is less a

novel than an inspired tract such as De Foe

might have written, savage at times with

polemics, glowing with ideals, and written

with a whole-hearted devotion to a cause. It

is pregnant with satire, and its wit and humor

sparkle in the pages. Its characterization is

thrown off with the easiest of airs, but it

is effective, for Mr. Wells's sense of charac-

ter is not to be denied it is one of his most
famous points. But he is not concerned

here to set forth human characters so much
as to embody unhuman characters, or super-
human characters. "The Food of the Gods"
is not a jest nor a squib; it has serious in-

tent. Mr. Bensington and Prof. Redmond,
the discoverers of Herakleophorbia, are mere

pigmies, in whom the current of the tale

has no interest. One of them disappears
into space as soon as he has fulfilled his func-

tion; he is of no more value than a drone

after that. It is true that the other is re-

tained, but he is retained merely by way of

connection ; for the interest of Mr. Wells lies,

and the interest of the reader centres, in the

giant progeny which arises under the in-

fluence of Herakleophorbia. The pigmy peo-
ple of the world, in alarm at this new race
of beings, declare war on them, and offer

terms. The young Cossars, who are the

mouthpieces of the giants, decline; they will

fight, and the story closes on this note of
war. It is a characteristically bold ending,
and the book is a characteristic imaginative
effort. It is informed with the qualities
which have made Mr. Wells a considerable

power in the land, and it has the defects of
those qualities. He has lost sight of the

story as an aim. He spins no yarns now-
adays; the game is more serious; he follows

bigger quarry. And with this evolution the

vice of abruptness, of incoherence, of broken

sentences, of pseudo-drama, has grown upon
him. Moreover, there is a certain lack of
form about this romance which at times
irks one. But when all is said, the book re-

mains and leaves its deep impress. It is the

work of a remarkable individuality, and it is

in some respects representative of Mr. Wells's

highest achievement. (Scribner. $1.50.)

The Athenccum.

The Princess Thora.

How to combine the story of a nineteenth

century North Pole expedition with a tale

of twelfth century chivalry and warfare
would be a puzzle to most. Harris Burland
solves it in this book, explaining to his read-

ers that early in the twelfth century a com-

pany of Norman men, women and children

left their native country to escape the savage
warfare of Henry i. of England. Their ves-

sels drifted north until, after many days,

they sighted land. Here a kingdom was es-

tablished, well within the arctic circle; in

fact, around the pole itself. Entirely cut off

from the world by barriers of eternal ice

the passage through which the discoverers

came was lost and not found again this lit-

tle nation, growing in numbers through
seven centuries, remained stationary in the

civilization its ancestors had brought with

them, that of feudalism.

How the heiress to the throne came to be

exiled, and how she came to reach England,
are details of the story not to be divulged
here. Suffice it to say that a strong expedi-
tion was equipped, ostensibly to search for

the pole, in reality to regain her lost inherit-

ance.

Mr. Burland, the author of this story, was
destined for the English army, and had en-
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tered Sandhurst when a severe illness put an

end to his prospective military career. It

may be assumed, however, that to this brief

period of training is due his clever use of

the problems of the relative effectiveness of

modern arms against the blank steel and

arrows and catapults of the middle ages. He
obtains some striking effects from this war-

fare on unequal terms, proving that the de-

fensive and offensive means and methods of

old could and would prevail against the new
in certain circumstances. Again, ice is em-

ployed by the invaders in connection with

dynamite ;
in short, the author displays an

amazing fertility of resource.

The beautiful princess has a revelation re-

served for the very end of the expedition,

and it brings joy to the heart of its head, an

English millionaire. For this is not only a

tale of action and adventure, but a love story

as well. (Little, Brown & Co. $1.50.)

New York Evening Mail.

Sabrina Warham.
A CAREFUL but not over-elaborate study of

a woman's life is presented in "Sabrina War-

ham." It is by Laurence Housman, who has

an assured place in English literature through

his numerous books, including, among others,

"Bethlehem," a nativity play, and "An Eng-

lishwoman's Love Letters," the sale of which

was unprecedentedly large. The present novel

is descriptive of happenings in the west of

England, in one of the coast counties, and in

method it suggests the work of Thomas

Hardy, in a similar vein, though it is by no

means an imitation of that master of fiction.

The heroine, who gives her name to the book,

is the daughter of a worthless gentleman, who

married below his station. Their only child

grows up in an atmosphere of dissension and

misunderstanding, and with refined feelings is

subjected to many humiliations through her

anomalous position. She is intelligent, edu-

cated above her class, and, therefore, her lot

is far from a happy one. She has more than

one lover, and the man she prefers is a rascal,

but she finally settles down into a humdrum
matrimonial existence with a dull cousin, who
has little appreciation of the beautiful. She

dwells with her uncle, her mother's brother,

a sturdy farmer, who is continually casting

slurs upon her genteel descent, and this char-

acter is an exceedingly natural one. The
other personages in the story are sharply in-

dividualized, and Sabrina herself is a remark-

ably striking type of womanhood. This is a

novel that we can heartily recommend for its

breadth and virility of style and for its rare

literary flavor, the work of a scholar as well

as that of a born teller of stories. It is strong,

picturesque, and will please the lover of really

good fiction of an enduring kind. (Macmil-
lan. $1.50.) The Beacon.

The Pagan's Progress.

IT is not a new thing to attempt to write a

romance of primitive times and peoples, but

nc one has quite matched the realms of this

tale. It begins with a contest between Strong

Hand, Fish Catch, and No Man for the hand

of'Maku, the daughter of One Eye. No Man,

a weakling, is quickly 'disposed of, and then

Strong Hand removes his troublesome rival

by the simple expedient of splitting his head

with one of the clubs that form the purchase

price of Maku. But No Man, though not re-

markable for physical prowess, has an inven-

tive turn; he draws pictures .on bones and

finally he hits upon the idea of a bow for the

discharge of arrows, one of which he uses to

kill Strong Hand. By this time, however, No
Man has formed an attachment for She Wolf,

and the result of their union is a youth named

Sunrise, who, no doubt, inheriting his father's

inventive genius, discovers how he may kindle

a fire. In Sunrise also we see glimmerings of

a "soul" or something of the same descrip-

tion. At all events, he is the first man who
manifests his affection in other ways than by

clubbing the loved one about the head and the

first who dreams of a hereafter. Sometimes

the narrative approaches the ludicrous and

sometimes its realism (if one may use this

term in regard to something that no one can

know anything about) is disgusting, but the

story is certainly original and interesting as a

novelty among specimens of fiction. (Barnes.

$i.) Public Opinion.

Cost of Something for Nothing.

IT is no bad sign of the times that as par-

tisan rancor disappears the fame of the late

Governor Altgeld shines more and more

clearly "a good deed in a naughty world."

His life, and his last (posthumous) work to

be given to the public, "The Cost of Some-

thing for Nothing," exemplify admirably the

pithy saying, "Practice before you preach."

For his life is now understood to have been,

especially in its more public aspects, a long
devotion to duty and to clearly conceived

ideals; and this little book is a homily on

the text, "Filthy lucre is the root of all evil."

Those familiar with the details of Governor
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Altgeld's political career recall in this con-

nection that, like Thomas Jefferson, he went

into public life a rich man and came out a

poor one and that, too, after the fully au-

thenticated rejection of the most enormous
bribes ever offered a public servant. It may
be conceded at the outset that the book con-

tains nothing new; ethical systems have

changed little in historic time, and there is

little to be said by any of the world's teachers

that has not been said before. But there is

always the application of ancient principles to

modern instances and it is here that "The

Cost of Something for Nothing" obtains dis-

tinction. Speaking from the fulness of ex-

perience, writing after the sweets of power
had been tried and found bitter, yet animated

by a steadfast belief in the ultimate goodness
of humankind, the author discusses nearly

every aspect of American life private, crim-

inal, political, corporate, clerical, judicial,

journalistic, feminine, militant, or other with

a pointedness and shrewdness that will per-

mit few of his readers to lay all their respon-

sibility for existing abuses upon the shoulders

of others. Doing this, he has unquestionably

laid himself open to a charge of pessimism;
but the appeal throughout the book is so open-

ly an appeal from what is worst to what is

best in human nature, so convincingly based

on the assurance that such appeals are not

made in vain, that the charge must fall. In-

deed, on the other hand, the book displays so

firm a conviction that all wrongs die "as of

self slaughter," that more than one of us find

it almost too unreasonably optimistic, too bold

in its assumption of acquaintance with the

mighty laws by which man's place in the uni-

verse is established. The book is compact
and easily read, and must take its place with

the best of those dealing with practical ethics

as applied to the problems of modern life.

(Hammersmarck. $i.) The Dial.

Six South American Republics.

VOL. ii. of the history of "The South Amer-
ican Republics," by Thomas C. Dawson, for-

merly secretary of the United States Lega-
tion to Brazil and now Minister to Santo

Domingo, is published by G. P. Putnam's

Sons. It deals with Bolivia, Chile, Peru,

Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela. The his-

tory begins with the time "when Pizarro and

Almagro, Valdivia and Benalcazar led their

desperadoes across the isthmus to the con-

quest, massacre, and enslavement of the pros-

perous and civilized millions who inhabited

the Pacific Coast of South America. It ends

with the United States opening a way through
that same isthmus for the ships, the trade,

the capital of all the world; with American

engineers laying railroad iron on the imperial

highway of the Incas, with British bondhold-

ers forgiving stricken Peru's national debt,

with their debtor bravely facing the fact of

bankruptcy, and turning over to them all its

railways." The book is to be No. 68 in the

Story of the Nations Series, of which No. 67
was Vol. i. of Mr. Dawson's history, in which

he told the stories of Argentina, Paraguay,

Uruguay, and Brazil. The author writes in

the preface to the new volume :

"Every patriotic American must hope that

his own countrymen will devote the money,

energy and attention essential to secure that

share of influence and trade justly due the

United States' geographical proximity and po-

litical sympathy; that French literature, lan-

guage and ideas, British capital and German

commerce, now so dominant in all South

America, will be supplemented by American

schools, money and commercial enterprise,

and that such influences will spread from

Panama through Colombia, Ecuador, Peru

and Bolivia down the coast to prosperous

Chile and across into the fertile plains of

Argentina and Southern Brazil." (Putnam.

$1.35-)

Index to Poetry.

WITH the briefest of introductions and the

clearest of explanations, Edith Granger has

edited an "Index to Poetry and Recitations,"

a thousand-page quarto that includes over

30,000 titles from 369 books. Teachers, refer-

ence librarians, booksellers, elocutionists, and

hosts of others will find this book useful.

The practical knowledge and library training

shown throughout are worthy of praise; the

mechanical arrangement, with its system of

cross-references, is well done.

There are a title index, an author index,

and a first-line index. The title index is the

basis to which the references in the other two

apply. All three are kept as nearly as pos-

sible a-title-a-line, each book indexed being
referred to by a two or three letter symbol,
when necessary, with the volume number at-

tached. The "key to symbols," which pre-

cedes the text, is a list of the books from
which the index was compiled, standard and

popular collections of poetry and recitation

books, including orations, tableaus, etc. These

are arranged alphabetically by their titles,

each giving the symbol, the author, editor, or
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compiler, the publisher, and the price in

short, a bibliography according to rule.

There is also a long list of the abbreviations

used. The symbols are printed in such a way
that the librarian can insert the call numbers

of the books in the bibliography. The titles

are so arranged that under the main title en-

try one will also find different, abridged, or

selected titles referring to the same poem.

By means of the cross-indexes a piece can be

found, if included at all, under any title known
to the searcher or by means of its first line

or author.

An appendix that is designed to save time in

schools and libraries classifies many titles un-

der the heads : Special days, charades, dia-

logues, drills, etc. ; noted personages and tem-

perance selections. The book is strongly

bound in "half leather, with cloth sides, opens
wide at every page, and is printed with gen-
erous margins on good paper. It has also a

marginal thumb index. (A. C. McClurg. net,

$5-) New York Times Supplement.

(Cleanings from tljt itest.

WAGNER AND VON BULOW.

IT was interesting to watch Hans von
Biilow listening to Wagner. One would have

thought he was hearing for the first time the

piece composed by his favorite master.

Wagner having just finished playing the

prelude to "Lohengrin" with an orchestral

power that was simply marvellous, Hans von
Biilow approached Madame d'Agoult and
said:

"Never has anything been written before
to compare with that. The inspiration in

""Lohengrin" is both clear and ecstatic, easily
retained and deliciously immaterial. And
what art displayed in the concerted parts as

well as in the solos ! The entrance of the

fcnights in the first act is the finest musical

page ever written."

Wagner had heard these last words, and
smiled a strange smile. His enormous head

possessed a certain amount of character, in

the upper part, at least; his forehead was
broad, elevated, and full of intelligence; he
had questioning eyes, at times very soft and
then again very hard; but his mouth was
ugly and threw out the cheeks, while a sar-

castic movement brought the domineering
chin close to the haughty nose. He had a

singular face, as antipathetic in proportion as

Hans von Billow's physiognomy was attrac-

tive. Wagner struck me as being caustic,

witty, and able to converse on all subjects,
because he was versed in them all. At times
"he would suddenly become vulgar, personal
and overbearing.

"I, alone," he said, answering some argu-
ment of Billow's on a musical theory, "can
do that. No one else in the world would dare
to attempt it. Do you hear, Biilow?"

"I hear," said the latter submissively. "But
what a strong head it must require to close

such a cycle after having opened it. Any
other brain but yours would burst under the

effort."

"Well," said Wagner, laughing and with his

German accent, "no one has yet discovered

whether I am hydrocephalic or a man of

genius."
"A little of the first," I said to Madame

d'Agoult in a low tone.

"More of the second," she added, somewhat
severely. Wagner's hearing was very acute.

He had evidently listened to what we had
been saying, as we saw by the different man-
ner in which he spoke to us both afterward.

(Appleton. $2.50 net.) From Mme. Adam's
"My Literary Life."

THE NAKED TRUTH IN LITERATURE.
THE thinkers of the world should by rights

be the guardians of the world's mirth; but

thinking is a sorry business, and a period of

critical reflection, following a period of vig-
orous and engrossing activity, is apt to breed

the "plaintive pessimist," whose self-satisfac-

tion is disproportionate to his worth. Litera-

ture, we are assured by its practitioners, "ex-

ists to please;" but it has some doubtful

methods of imparting pleasure. If, indeed,
we sit down to read books on degeneracy and
kindred topics, we have no reason to com-

plain of what we find in them. It is not

through such gates as these that we seek an

escape from mortality. But why should poets
and essayists and novelists be so determined-

ly depressing? Why should "the earnest pro-

phetic souls who tear the veil from our illus-

ory national prosperity" I quote from a re-

cent review be so warmly praised for their

vandalism? Heaven knows they are always
tearing the veil from something, until there

is hardly a rag left for decency. Yet there

are few nudities so objectionable as the naked
truth. Granted that our habit of exaggerating
the advantages of modern civilization and of
modern culture does occasionally provoke and
excuse plain speaking, there is no need of a

too merciless exposure, a too insulting refu-

tation of these agreeable fallacies. If we
think ourselves well off, we are well off. If,

dancing in chains, we believe ourselves free,

we are free, and he is not our benefactor who
weighs our shackles. Reformers have un-

swervingly and unpityingly decreased the

world's content that they might better the

world's condition. The first part of their

task is quickly done. The second halts be-

times. Count Tolstoi has, with the noblest

intentions, made many a light step heavy,
and many a gay heart sad. (Houghton, Mif-
flin. $rio net.) From Repplier's "Com-
promises."

AMERICAN HISTORY THROUGH SCOTTISH
EYES.

MRS. MACGILL asked me, at dinner, my
Christian name, not having heard it, as

mamma often calls me "Jinny." Here is the

colloquy.

Jinny: My name is Virginia; it is one of

the Southern States, you know.
Mrs. Mac: Oh, I see! how curious! Is

that a common habit of naming children in

America?
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Jinny: Oh, yes; you see it is such an enor-

mous country, and there are such a number
of children to be named that we simply had
to extend the supply of names in some way.
My mother's middle name, which is my own
.also, is something really quaint, "Secessia."

Mrs. Mac: Secessia! What an extraordin-

ary name! Has it any significance?

Jinny: Yes, indeedy! My mother was born
in the early days of the Civil War, at the time
of the secession, and her father, an ardent

Southerner, named her Gloria Secessia.

Mrs. Mac: Let me see, I don't seem to re-

member any secession ; were we mixed up in

what you call your Civil War?
(Here Sir Archibald caught my eye and

smiled, almost a human smile it was.)
Jinny: No, but you had a good deal to do

with the War of Independence. That was
nearly a century before. (Sir Archibald was
honestly amused here. He must know
American history.)
Mrs. Mac: I thought your last war was

called the War of Independence, because it

made the negroes independent, but I must
have got the two confused; and you've just
had another small, one, haven't you, though
now I remember that we were engaged in

only one of them, and that was before my
time. It seems strange we should have gone
across the ocean to help a younger country to

fight its battles, but after all, blood is thicker
than water. I had a nephew who went to

America Brazil I think was the name of the
town a barrister, Mr. George Forsyth ; you
may have met him?
Jinny: I think not; I seldom go so far from

home.
Mrs. Mac: But you live in South America,

do you not?

Jinny: I live in the South, but that is mere-
ly to say in the southern part of the United
States.

Mrs. Mac: How confusing! I fear I can't

make it out without the globes ; I was always
very good at the globes when I was a child.

Cecilia, suppose after dinner you see if there
is a globe in the inn. (Houghton, Mifflin.

$1.25.) From Wiggin's "The Affair at the
Inn"

A MAN'S COUNTRY IS HIS FIRST CALL.

"THAT is why we're kept on foul rations

and treated like beasts in the slaughter-house
yard," said Coffin. "They want ter make us

go in their dirty ships and fight against our
own flesh and blood ; they want ter make us
kill our sons and our fathers ! The Red In-

dians never thought of nothing worse than
that. You soldier there, you ought ter turn
as red as your coat for shame ter think you're
a Britisher."

Noah Newcombe had screwed his last iron
bar into the window of the cachot and now
came down his ladder. The American's lat-

est remark had interested him not a little.

"One side's only good till you hear t'other,"
he said. "I've heard tell there's a good few
British-born inside this very prison, and
more'n one of those who left here last week to

join His Majesty's brig Sealark was Eng-

lish. That means they was your prisoners an'

went to fight for you rather than be starved

by your turnkeys. Justice is justice. I lay
your war gaols ban't none too cheerful
neither."

"Yes," sneered the carpenter, "'tis easy for
a free man to give us poppy-cock talk like

that. And what payment do the honest Yan-
kees as have worked for you these many
years get when they refuse to fight against
their country?"
"As to that," answered Newcombe, "'tis a

nice question, an' you've got to think all

round it. You see, if a fighting man won't

fight for the country as gives him his bread,
he's a traitor against it."

"Is he a traitor not ter fight against his own
mother?" asked Coffin passionately. "Is it

honest ter make him?"
"You wouldn't have us bid 'em good morn-

ing and hand 'em over to man your battle-

ships after we've taught 'em how English-
men fight, would 'e?" asked the blacksmith.

"Yes, I would
;
because a man's country is

his first call," answered Newcombe.
"I'd give my life to cut the thread of your

tarnation King," swore the small-eyed car-

penter; and he gnashed his teeth like a caged
rat, not knowing that he was indeed to yield
his life within ten minutes of that moment
to end it and fill a nameless grave in the far-

spreading heather. (Dodd, Mead. $1.50.)
From P/iiUpotts' "The Farm of the Dagger."

GHOSTS AND FIVE O'CLOCK TEA.

FIVE minutes later Master and Miss Hop-
kinson effected a hurried entrance into the

drawing-room, where their mother sat silky

and erect, pouring out tea for several other

matrons. It was her At Home day, and the

air was heavy with the perfume of war.m seal-

skin and white-rose scent.

Mrs. Hopkinson's most valued friend, the

rich but homely Mrs. Steinmann, was sitting-

near the door. This lady had been bady trans-

lated from the German in early life, and all

traces of Teutonic idiom had not yet been
eradicated. For her, life held but one thing
the domestic interior. This she really under-

stood, and into its least tempting recesses she

penetrated with garrulous joy. She was one
of those worthy but socially embarrassing;
women who are apt to change the conversa-

tion abruptly when the gentlemen come into*

the room.

"Why, here are the dear little ones!" she

said. "How big Pauline is getting! And
Willie too ; quite a man ! Come and kiss me,
my dears."

But the usually placid Pauline was shaken
from her well-trained calm, and a strong-

sense of duty impelled her, with Willie held

firmly in her wake, direct to her mother's
chair.

"Pauline! What a dirty pinafore!" said

Mrs. Hopkinson, all her senses tuned to the

level of her best tea-set.

Pauline barely noticed this accusation,
which was sufficiently well founded.

"Mother," she replied in an awful voice,

"Willie 's been telling horrible stories. He
says the nursery is full of ghosts, and he saw
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them, but he was sitting on the hearth-rug all

the time ; and he gave the awfullest scream !"

There was a slight sensation in the draw-

ing-room. Little Mrs. Alcock, who detested

children, but thought it polite to show her ap-

preciation of them by giggling whenever they

spoke, began 'to laugh ;
and somehow her

empty laughter, coming so soon after 'his peep
into the sorrowful place, outraged Master

Hopkinson even more than his sister's skep-
ticism had done. His puzzled little mind was
in revolt, and he turned on her quite fiercely.

"You won't laugh when you're dead!" he

observed with chilling sincerity; and Mrs.
Alcock ceased to be amused.
"What a very peculiar little boy !" she said,

and relapsed into uneasy silence.

The other ladies eyed him, some with ner-

vousness, others with obvious disapprobation.

Eccentricity is only tolerable when it is ridic-

ulous, and they found the situation more un-
comfortable than absurd. There was an un-

canny feeling in the air. Several began to

button their cloaks and get out their card-

cases. But before they could say good-by,
the child, who was recovering himself, fol-

lowed up his first advantage and arrested the

general attention.

"Isn't it silly, mother?" he said. "Pauline
wants to make out that there isn't a Grav
World, or ghosts in it, or anything. Why, I

suppose you get into it often, don't you, just
like I do? And anyhow, when we were dead
we were there for ever so long. At least, I

was, and I hated it, because of there being
nothing to do. And now Pauline says I tell

stories."

The spectacle of a small boy in overalls

standing in the middle of the drawing-room
floor and referring casually to the time when
he inhabited the unseen world is not often
seen in suburban circles; and Mrs. Hopkin-
son, who hated anything unusual to happen
on her At Home days, felt awkward and
annoyed. (Century Co. $1.50.) From Un-
derhill's "The Gray World."

THE ROD OF CORRECTION.

"TILL I larruped it out of him," Farmer
Lorry said, and pointed. "Do you see that

stick?" At the corner of the ingle lay a
stout ash sapling, showing age and wear.
"There's the tool I turned him out with,"
continued the old man eloquent. "And you
may say it was hard work ; why, so it was.
And you may say, did I ever get any thanks
for 't? No, I didn't. But I've made my son
what he ought to be, and he's no rogue; and
maybe he'll thank 'his old father for it some
day, though I may be in my grave then. Ay,
you don't better the stick, I say ; no other

thrashing-machine ever come up to it. David,
he looks at that and he remembers who it

was once mastered him, and would still if

'twere needed. That's the truth,. Zabby." He
added for a finish, nodding across the hearth
to where his son sat passively regarding the
flames, "David there, he hears well enough
what I tell 'ee: and he ha'n't got a word to

say against it."

Sabrina's patience had reached its limits :

she rose abruptly.

After she was gone David still sat staring
and saying no word. He took up mechanically
the staff of discipline lying near him, eyed its

writhen stem, and the ferule stumpy with

long use. Extending it toward the fire, he

began poking at the faggots; then, levering a

log, he worked in the end, and there let it

rest. Old Lorry, watching from his chair,

cried peevishly
"Now, boy, now, you are burning that ash

stick !"

It was even so. A little tongue of flame

lapped round the ferule; in the centre it

showed blue where the chemic action of heat

on metal had begun.
David bent forward and stared into the fire,,

giving no sign, saying no word. He drove

the stick a little further home, only a little

further : inch by inch the fire crept along the

wood.
Language not to be repeated came now

from the farmer; his voice rose to a roar,

wrath choked it, it broke into a whine wrung-
out by physical pain. The meek housekeeper
came forward to learn what was the matter;

the men at the far end of the room stood

awkward spectators of the scene. Farmer

Lorry sat impotent, gripped hard by his mal-

ady in the rear : knives cut into him whenever

he attempted to move.
David sat as one studiously absorbed, push-

ing the stick to the flame. Presently six or

eight inches were gone: the ferule dropped
off, and lay a ghost of fire, blue amid the

red embers.
The farmer now called for others to lend

aid.

"Take it off him, take it off him !" he cried.

The housekeeper, a mechanical messenger
of peace, whose instinct was to obey, went up>

to David and touched the lapel of his coat.

"Go and sit down, Mrs. Willings," said 'he ;

it was the only word he spoke through alt

that scene. Not a man came forward to lay

hands upon him.
As one faithfully pursuing ,an experiment

to its 'end, so David sat and watched impas-

sively the burning of the rod which claimed

to have made him a man. When the 'heat be-

came too much for his hands he thrust all

that remained of the stump into the fire and
rose quietly, as though the matter had thus
reached final solution.

Not a man spoke in all that room: Mrs.

Willings, for some queer reason of her own,
sat and snivelled into a corner of her apron.

Spent with rage, catching painfully at breath,

the farmer sat in his chair speechless, eye'ng-
his son. He looked now as though he were

expecting a blow. When the hour struck

and the farm laborers trooped off to their

loft, David dismissed Mrs. Willings for the

night and remained to lock up the house.

Five minutes later he carried his father up>

to bed. The son w.as a man of few words,
the father a man of many : yet a likeness be-

tween them showed now.

"Davy?" murmured the old man, in quav-
ering tone, pitiful in its appeal : he said no
more.
David answered him not a word. (Mac-

millan. $1.50.) From Housman's "Sabrina
Warham."
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Uo0k0 to Heab anb Bug.
w no worthier or surer pledge of the intelligence and the purity of any community than

their general purchase of books ; nor is there any one who does more to further the attainment and
possession of these qualities than agood bookseller;" PROF. DUNN.

ART, MUSIC, DRAMA.

BRADFORD, AMORY HOWE. Messages of the
masters; spiritual interpretations of great
paintings. Crowell. il. 16, (Silent times

sen) bds., 65 c.

"These essays are not critical studies. The
one object in preparing them has been either
to interpret the spiritual meaning of the

painters or to follow the suggestions of their
work. In the list of the world's great
preachers have been many artists and poets.
Their messages, painted rather than spoken,
have been luminous and impressive. In
these pages the attempt is made to repeat in
another form the lessons which they have
put upon canvas." Preface.

DILLON, E. Porcelain. Putnam. 4, (Con-
noisseurs' lib.) $6.75 net.

"It has been the aim of the writer to dwell
more especially on the nature of the paste,
on the glaze, and on the decoration of the
various wares, and above all to accentuate
any points that throw light upon the rela-
tions with one another especially the his-
torical relations of the different centres
where porcelain has been made. Less at-
tention has been given to the question of
marks." Preface. A very elegantly made
book, rich in colored plates. Contains a
selected list of works on porcelain, and
chapters on the materials, glazes, decoration
by means of color, the porcelain of China,
Japan, Germany, etc.

DOLE, NATHAN HASJKELL. Richard Wagner.
Crowell. il. pors. 12, (Chiswick ser.)
buckram, 50 c. net.

Brief biography.

ELSON, ARTHUR. Modern composers of Eu-
rope: being an account of the most recent
musical progress in the various European
nations

; with some notes on their history,
and critical and biographical sketches of
the contemporary musical leaders in each
country. Page. pors. 12, $1.60 net.

Contents: Richard Strauss; Siegmund
von Hausegger ; Gustav Mahler

; Felix Wein-
gartner; Siegfried Wagner; Hugo Wolf;
Bedrich Smetana; Antonin Dvorak; Charles-
Camille Saint-Saens; Jules Emile Frederic
Massenet; Cesar Auguste Franck; Vincent
d'Indy; Alfred Bruneau

; Gustave Charpen-
tier; Don Lorenzo Perosi; Pietro Mascagni ;

Giacomo Puccini
; Paul Gilson ; Guillaume

Lekeu; Edgar Tinel
; Edward William El-

gar; Samuel Coleridge Taylor; Edward
German; Edward Hagerup Grieg; Jean Si-

belius; Mily Alexejevitch Balakireff; Cesar
Antonovich Cui

; Modest Petrovitch Mous-
sorgsky; Alexander Porphyjecitch Borodin;
Alexander Constantinovitch Glazounieoff;
Anton Stepanovitch Arensky.

STURGIS, RUSSELL. The appreciation of
sculpture: a handbook. Baker & Taylor,
il. 8, $1.50 net.

A companion volume to the author's "How

to judge architecture," published a year ago.
In ten chapters the representative pieces of
statuary of the world are described, and
seventy-four plates illustrate the criticisms
and explanations given. Intended primarily
for the student of art, but is kept well with-
in the grasp of the general reader.

WRIGHT, GRANT. The art of caricature.
Baker & Taylor, il. 8, $i net.

The author explains that caricature is not,
as so often supposed, incorrect or bad draw-
ing, but good drawing refined and controlled
to produce a humorous effect. Some of the
greatest artists for originality and humor
have been poor draughtsmen, and the book
aims to teach technique, governed by law
and practice to those whom nature has gifted
with thoughts to express. The illustrations

give examples of the caricatures of Cruik-
shank, Nast, Tenniel, Du Maurier, Leech,
Keppler, Gillam, A. B. Frost, etc., and are
in themselves of historic interest as well as
the foundation for practical instruction.

BIOGRAPHY, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.

LEE, ROB. E. Recollections and letters of
General Robert E. Lee, by his son, Cap-
tain Robert 'E. Lee. Doubleday, Page &
Co. 8, $2.50 net.

Contains the most interesting letters from
General Lee to members of his family. They
cover a part of the period of his service as
Colonel in the United States army, and his
whole career in the Confederate States army
and the period that followed the war.

ROLFE, W. JA. A life of William Shake-
speare. Estes. pors. 8, $3.
Written as a supplement to the New Cen-

tury (subscription) edition of Shakespeare,
and for this reason has not been hitherto
available as an independent work. Mr.
Rolfe's aim has been to give the main facts,

traditions, and conjectures concerning
Shakespeare's personal and literary history,
adding, so far as his limits allowed, the evi-
dence for the facts and the reasons for ac-

cepting or rejecting the traditions or con-
jectures.

SICHEL, WALTER. Disraeli : a study in per-
sonality and ideas. Funk & Wagnalls.
8, $2.50 net.

Until the long-waited biography of Lord
Beaconsfield, based on his correspondence
and public and private papers, shall appear,
no history of his life can be complete and
authoritative. This Mr. Sichel has fully
realized, and therefore he has made his work
a study of Disraeli's personality, not a
record of the successive events in his life.

He points out his controlling principles,
gives his views on the great questions of the

day, and portrays his relation to other great
men and women of the day, using Disraeli's

public and private utterances and the records
of contemporaries as material.
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WILLIAMS, SHERMAN. Some successful

Americans. Ginn. 12, 50 c.

Brief sketches of the lives of Abraham
Lincoln, Louisa Alcott, Cornelius Vander-
bilt, Mary Lyon, Peter Cooper, Horace
Greeley and others. Intended for supple-

mentary reading in the sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades.

DESCRIPTION, GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, ETC.

COMPTON, HERBERT. Indian life in town and

country. Putnam, il. 12, (Our Asiatic

Neighbours.) $1.20 net.

The first issue of a new series to be known
as Our Asiatic Neighbours, and to be gotten
out in the same style and to be of the same
general character as Our European Neigh-
bours. This work is written by a practical
man of affairs, who knows India from long
residence. It relates to "Native Indian life"

and "Anglo-Indian life" and has chapters
on : India as it is ; Caste ;

Manners and cus-

toms; From Ryots to Rajahs; Jacks in of-

fice; Men-at-arms and some others; Ladies
last

; Woman's wrongs ; The Indian at home ;

The land of exile; Anglo-Indian castes;

Bungalow life; Out-of-door life, etc.

FIELD, WALTER TAYLOR. Rome. Page.
2 v., il. 16, $2.40 net.

Describes the really important things to

be seen in Rome in the limits of a brief visit.

It is not as .barren as a guide book, nor
as discursive as an essay, but is helpful in

showing what is most worthy of apprecia-
tion in the most interesting city of the
world. The first volume deals with natural

scenery, monuments and architecture; the
second chiefly with churches and galleries.

Profusely illustrated with reprints of well-
known paintings and sculpture.

DOMESTIC AND SOCIAL.

HOLT, EMILY. The secret of popularity, how
to achieve social success. McClure, Phil-

lips & Co. 12, $1.20 net.

What constitutes popularity, the various
elements that go to make it, and how it can
be attained are discussed in a series of pa-
pers with the headings : Charm in conver-
sation ; A graceful correspondent ; How to
be a friend; The woman admired by men;
The child we love; A popular neighbor;
Welcome guests ; The successful hostess ;

The happy traveller; A favorite in the home
circle; A bachelor and a gentleman, and A
gracious mistress. By the author of the

"Encyclopaedia of etiquette/' and "Encyclo-
paedia of household economy."

EDUCATION, LANGUAGE, ETC
BOONE. R. CAUSE. Science of education.

Scribner. 12, $i net.

"This volume, both in matter and method,
has grown out of many years' use of the
discussions of these and similar topics in
the

^
Pedagogical Department of the Uni-

versity of Indiana, in the Michigan Normal
College, before bodies of city teachers, and
in institutes generally. It will be obvious to
the reader that it is not a treatise upon
methods of teaching. It concerns itself

deeply with the educational process-, and
the materials for the desired science. The
point of view is historical. . .A
brief but somewhat .comprehensive bibli-

ography of modern works is appended for

the guidance of teachers in further read-

ing." Preface.

HISTORY .(A) of Columbia University, 1754-

1904; published in commemoration of the

one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of
the founding 'of King's College. Macmil-
lan. 8, $2.50 net.

Of timely interest because of the anni-

versary celebration of the founding of King's
College. Contents: Bk. I, King's College
and Columbia College, by J. H. Van Am-
ringe; Bk. 2, The University and the non-

professional graduate schools, by Monroe
Smith; Bk. 3, The professional schools, by
F. S. Lee, and others; Bk. 4, The affiliated

colleges, by W. P. Trent, and others ;
Bk.

5, The library, by J. H. Canfield; Appendix;
Index.

NICOLL, S. A. How to bring up our boys;
with a prefatory note by the Rev. F. B.

Meyer. Crowell. 12, .(What is worth while

ser.) leath., 30 c. net.

The writer, an Englishwoman, divides her

subject into four chapters "The child,"
"The schoolboy," "The youth," and "The
young man." "These chapters," she says,
"deal with some of the difficulties, troubles,
and mistakes experienced in dealing with

boys, in the hope that they may be helpful
to young mothers or guardians who have

boys under their care."

FICTION.

BARR, ROB., ["Luke Sharp," pseud.] A Chi-

cago Princess; il. by Francis P. Wight-
man. Stokes. 12, $1.50.
In the principal characters, Gertrude

Hemster, "A Chicago Princess," and Silas

Hemster, a multi-millionaire, who had ac-

quired a fortune by native shrewdness, the
author of "A woman intervenes" satirizes

well-known American types, bringing out
their vain efforts to pander to royalty, and
dwelling on the feminine desire to wed titles.

The action is for the most part on board the
Hemster yacht sailing in Chinese waters.

The Emperor of Korea, a demure lady's

companion, and a clever young Englishman
have noteworthy parts in a novel of mixed
motives.

BRADFORD, GAMALIEL, jr. The private tutor.

Houghton, M. & Co. 12, $1.50.
A multi-millionaire of Boston desires his

son to be polished up and to marry the

daughter of his old chum. He sends him to

Rome with a private tutor, a young man of
artistic tastes and fine culture, who needs
bread. The boy takes no interest, except in

gold getting, and is penurious and brutally,
frank. An adventuress styling herself coun-
tess thwarts the father's plans of matrimony.
The end is a surprise. Excellent descrip-
tions of ancient and modern Rome furnish
the background.

BURLAND, HARRIS. The Princess Thora;
with il. by Cyrus Cuneo. Little, B. & Co.

12, $1.50.
Dr. Silex, a millionaire London book col-

lector, is advised by a friend to do some-
thing more profitable for humanity. While
on the hunt for a Mazarin Bible he meets a

mysterious cripple, who induces him to pro-
tect a beautiful princess upon an Arctic ex-
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pedition designed to recover a lost kingdom
in the vicinity of the North Pole. He sails

with twenty ships and a thousand men in

1891, and ten years after his greatest friend
receives a steel box, in which is stored a

manuscript giving the diary by the Doctor
of the most romantic happenings among the
forces of Nature and the descendants of
French kings.

CORELLI, MARIE. God's good man : a simple
love-story. Dodd, M. & Co. 12, $1.50.A romance laid in rural England, with the

rector of the parish and the lady of the
manor as the chief characters. Wearied of

society life in American and European cities,
Miss Vancourt returns to her childhood's
home, where her advent is a great event in
the quiet countryside. She soon arouses
the enmity of her agent, whom she detects
in disobedience and summarily dismisses.
Later events give him an opportunity to re-

taliate, and as the result she is seriously in-

jured. But an Italian surgeon and God's
good man transform her future. The book
contains also careful studies of rural char-
acter.

CRAWFORD, FRANCIS MARION. Whosoever
shall offend; with 8 il. drawn in Rome
with the author's suggestions, by Horace
T. Carpenter. Macmillan. il. 12, $1.50.

CROCKETT, S. RUTHERFORD. The loves of
Miss Anne; with frontispiece by Walter
H. Everett. Dodd, M. & Co. 12, $1.50.

Upon a great swelling hillside of Scotland
a herd-boy guarded his flocks. In a great
thunderstorm Anne, the laird's daughter,
came to his hut for shelter. From that hour
the boy worked, studied, rose until he be-
came chief factor on the estates of old Laird
Tempest. During the years he worked Anne
led a gay, merry life with her girl playmate
and companion, who tells the tale. Among
the many lovers her riches and charms at-

tracted are many described in the author's

happiest vein lairds, business men, minis-
ters, rogues and rascals and fighters all

aspired to be lovers of Miss Anne.

CULLUM, RIDGWELL. The hound from the
North ; with frontispiece and cover design
by C. Livingston Bull. Page. 12, $1.50.
Scene opens in the Yukon Valley. A starv-

ing traveller is first rescued and then robbed.
Later he revenges himself upon unfortunates
in a similar situation. The scene shifts to

Manitoba, where some of the wild characters
are seen in family life. A murder, opium
smuggling, traffic in Chinese, etc., make a

complicated plot. A hound from the North
who has been the silent witness of ill-deeds

finally betrays the robber and murderer.

DARROW, CLARENCE S. Farmington. Mc-
Clurg. 12, $1.50.
The Farmington described is in Pennsyl-

vania. The recollections of the old town are

supposed to be the real reminiscences of Mr.
Darrow, although in the book the narrator

figures as John Smith. Mr. Smith describes
the district school, the church, the burying
ground, and the old grist-mill where he spent
his boyhood days Many quaint village types,
once familiar to the author, are introduced.

HAGGARD, H. RIDER. The brethren. Mc-
Clure, Phillips & Co. 12, $1.50.
A tale of the Crusades in which Rosamond,,

the half English, half Moorish heroine is al-

most made captive by the great Saladin's

emissaries, but is rescued by "the brethren""
from the Turks' camp. They both love her,,

but work together harmoniously, both in the

Holy Land and in England, for her ultimate

happiness. Tells also of the last surrender

whereby the Crusaders lost Jerusalem forever*

HARRIS, J. H. The fishers. Lane. 12, $1.50.
The gray, storm-beaten coast of Cornwall,.

England, and its fishermen inhabitants, fur-

nish scene and characters for a drama dealing:
with the progress that little by little wipes
out old superstitions and establishes new
standards of life. The rector of the little

parish and his wife, who has studied political
and economic truths, have a far-reaching in-

fluence. New views of religions and Ameri-
can business methods are brought to bear

upon the characters, among whom a progres-
sive old fisherman plays a prominent part.

HARRIS, LINNIE SARAH. Sweet Peggy. Little,
B. & Co. il. 12, $1.50.

Among the mountains and lakes of New
England "Sweet Peggy" took care of her
father's cows and helped her mother keep-
boarders. Mr. York, a rich New Yorker, has
come into the region to cultivate his ancestral

acres. Lying helpless in the woods with a
sprained ankle, he hears a marvellous con-
tralto singing the most intricate church mu-
sic. Peggy helps him to her father's house
and he thinks the great voice belongs to a

mysterious boarder. Love finds the way and
sweet Peggy is married for her own self

alone, before her husband discovers that she
has the soul-stirring voice.. She becomes a

public singer, but remains the same delight of

her mountain home.

HAWKINS, ANTHONY HOPE, ["Anthony
Hope," pseud.] Double harness. McClure,
Phillips & Co. 12, $1.50.
A study of modern marriage as it exists in

modern London life especially. Three couples
are closely described, and the author writes

in the most uncompromising English and dis-

cusses some of the most intricate problems of
"double harness." Uncontrollable temper, in-

creasing idealism, love of pleasure, considera-

tion of worldly status, claims of children,

sympathetic friendships, etc., etc., are a few
of the problems that are finally solved into a

good story.

HERRICK, ROB. The common lot. Macmillan,

12, $1.50.
A young architect, who has had a thorough

training in Paris, comes to Chicago to begin
his career. With high ideals and an artistic

temperament, he comes to grief in his desire

to make money quickly. His expenses are in-

creased by marriage with a poor girl, while
he feels he must live expensively to make
friends and obtain orders. The struggle is

too much for him and he succumbs to tempta-
tion in the shape of a corrupt contractor. He
allows his plans to be tampered with, finally

witnessing the destruction of one of his "fire

proof buildings, in which a number of peo-
ple meet their death. The shock revives his
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conscience, and with his wife's help and in-

fluence he goes back to first principles, begins

<igain at the foot of the ladder, sharing the

common lot, growing into a nobler and far

different man.

HOUGH, EMERSON. The law of the land, of

Miss Lady, whom it involved in mystery,
and of John Eddring, gentleman of the

South, who read its deeper meaning: a

novel ;
with il. by Arthur I. Keller. Bobbs-

Merrill Co. 12, $1.50.
The author of "The Mississippi bubble"

and "The way of the west" again in the form
of fiction attacks one of the problems which
the American people is called upon to face.

This time it is the negro problem. He pic-
tures the result that will follow a carrying out

of "the law of the land" as it stands to-day in

the Constitution and in the state and local

laws now on the statute books.

LAWRENCE, ALBERT LATHROP. The wolverine :

a romance of early Michigan ; with il. from
drawings by Arthur E. Becher. Little, B.

& Co. 12, $1.50.
A romance intermingling love and politics

of the days when Michigan had not been ad-
mitted into the Union and there were fierce

disputes over the Ohio boundary line. The
scenes are laid in Detroit, then a small town
of only three thousand inhabitants, and the

principal characters are Perry North, a young
Eastern surveyor, and Marie Beaucoeur, a

French Catholic girl.

LLOYD, NELSON. The soldier of the valley ;
il.

by A. B. Frost. Scribner. 12, $1.50.
The Happy Valley lies in rustic Pennsyl-

vania. Two brothers drew lots and Mark
went to war. At twenty-three he returns
with a wooden leg to be the village hero and
its schoolmaster. Mark loves a cheery, happy
girl who promises to love him, then accepts
his brother's love and finally marries a third
lover. For a time the brothers misunderstand,
then they explain and settle down with their
favorite dogs to dream quietly in their un-
eventful lives about the girl for whom they
"both sacrificed their possibilities.

McCuTCHEON. G. BARR. Beverlv of Grau-
stark

; il. by Harrison Fisher. Dood, Mead
& Co. 12, $1.50.
A sequel to "Grauslark." After the

marriage which ended "Graustark," Lorry
and the princess spent most of their time in

Washington and Yetive's most intimate
friend was Beverly, a young Washington
"heiress. Circumstances recalled the rulers
of Graustark to their native Austria. Beverly
follows, full of love of adventure. She meets
strange bandits, disguised lords, wild natives
and tame adorers. Her courage and clever-
ness once more save the little kingdom and
again the curtain falls upon a happy marriage.

MARTIN, G. MADDEN, [pseud, for Mrs. At-
wood R. Martin.] The house of fulfilment.
McClure, Phillips & Co. il. 12. $1.50.A successful merchant of New Orleans, of

Northern sympathies, marries a Southern
child-wife of seventeen. Their child at the
age of nine, after the Civil War is brought
to Louisville to be .educated by her stern uncle
and her aunt of Puritan leanings. The sunny

child conquers all hearts, brings about her
aunt's marriage, takes care of her erratic

mother and finally creeps into the heart of a

noble, unselfish man and enters the House of
Fulfilment Northern and Southern charac-
ters are cleverly contrasted by the author of

"Emmy Lou."

OPPENHEIM, E. PHILLIPS. The betrayal.
Dodd, M. & Co. il. 12, $1.50.
A young graduate of Magdalen College,

Oxford, is discovered under exciting circum-
stances, almost starving in a little coast ham-
let of England. Through influence he be-
comes private secretary to the Duke, the great
man of the countryside, and is put at secret

work, gaining information of the French war
tactics. Information leaks out in spite of all

precaution and in most exciting scenes sus-

picion falls upon one distinguished person and
another. The discovery of the true betrayer
will be a surprise to the most experienced
novel reader.

PARRISH, RANDALL. My Ladv of the North:
the love story of a gray-jacket. McClurg
il. 12, $1.50.
The action took place in Northern Virginia

during the closing days of the Civil War.
Captain Wayne, a Confederate officer, was
selected by Gen. Lee to carry dispatches to
Longstreet. At night, through mistake on the
part of a Northern officer, he is put in charge
of a lady who is to be escorted into the Union
camp. This leads to grave complications,
hairbreadth escapes, masquerading as a
Northern colonel, and a peculiar misappre-
hension of the relationship of the lady to the
commanding Northern officer. Hospital
scenes, guerilla skirmishes and a character
given to quotations from Walter Scott give
interest to a story fair to the heroism of
North and South alike.

PAYSON, W. FARQUHAR. Debonnaire; il. by
T. Fogarty. McClure, Phillips & Co. 12,
$1.50.
A story of hot love and stirring adventure,

telling how Louis de Cadillac, nick-named
Louis le Debonnaire. Captain in his French
Majesty's regiment, stationed in Quebec, won
the heart of the beautiful Renee de Cadillac,
ward of the Governor of Dutch New Amster-
dam, and also, incidentally, won the wager
made with his messmates out of pure bravado.

POST, EMILY. The flight of a moth ; frontis-
piece by the author. Dodd, M. & Co 12
$1.50.
In the form of a diary an American widow

of twenty-two tells her experiences of flight
as a moth from a sister who tried to bend
her character into her rigid moral mold to
the entrancing life of Paris, Vienna and Ger-
man capitals. She takes her old nurse and
takes pride at first in outraging the conven-
tionalities. Fate leads the one man to her
whom she cannot dazzle and who shapes her
imagination and character until she is ready
once more to be fettered by love and law.

SANDYS. EDWYN. Sportsman "Joe"; il. by J.
M. Gleeson and C. W. Pancoast. Mac-
millan. 12, $1.50.

Joe, the eighteen-year-old son of a Wall
Street broker, is taken to the Far North-
west by his father's old colWe rhnm "RiV
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Bart Monroe," who has lived in the open for

fifteen years studying and writing of nature's

wonders. There Joe is initiated into the

mysteries of fishing, hunting, mountain-

climbing, etc., and, incidentally, is involved

in a pretty romance. Much practical infor-

mation is given concerning a sportsman's
life.

SEARS, HAMBLEN. A box of matches; il. by
W. Grefe. Dodd, Mead & Co. 12, $1.50.

Fashionable, prosperous American society

drifts from Naugatuck, Conn., to New York
and other winter resorts while Mrs. Bra-

voun, a happily married matron lays plans
for gaining husbands for her dearest friends.

She has large house parties, and polo, hunt-

ing, shooting, boating, "motoring" and other

pastimes offer opportunities for delightful
tete-a-tetes. A country horse show plays an

important part. Present-day life of well-

mannered, well-to-do people, amid beautiful

American summer scenes, is described with
animation.

TAGGART, MARION AMES. The little grey
house; frontispiece by Ethel Franklin
Betts. McClure, Phillips & Co. 12,
$1.25.
Tells how three true-hearted, capable, at-

tractive young girls, making light of family

misfortunes, tided over evil days until the

wonderful machine for making briquettes,
devised by their father and brought to the

attention of a capitalist by one of the daugh-
ters, brings comfort and peace of mind to

the family.

WELLS, HERBERT G. The food of the gods
and how it came to earth. Scribner. 12,
$1.50.
As usual, a deep philosophy underlies the

author's extravagant imaginations. Two sci-

entists discover the principle of growth and
manufacture a chemical substance that makes
kittens, puppies, sunflowers, mushrooms,
chickens and babies grow. But they cannot

stop the process and become absolutely help-
less in a world of useless giant products.
Learned discussions full of irony and also

of cheerful humor are given on scientists,
their ideals and their discoveries which so
often are beyond their grasp to control and
make useful for the real life of the world.
The necessity of spiritual insight to direct

material conditions is the keynote of a ro-

mance that hinges on an allegory.

WHITLOCK, BRAND. The happy average.
Bobbs-Merrill. 12, $1.50.
To the "happy average" of humanity be-

longed a young American college student.

He fell in love with a winsome girl, became
engaged to her and went out into the world
to fight for a place for himself that he could
ask her to share. Some telling scenes are
enacted among the vast army of the unem-
ployed in Chicago. Ambition is the keynote
and success crowned persevering effort.

YEATS, S. LEVETT. Orrain: a romance.
Longmans. G. & Co. 12, $1.50.
-A story of the days when Henri n. and

Catherine de Medici ruled France and Diane
of Poitiers ruled the king. The horrors of

Huguenot persecution are described and Ra-
belais is among the characters introduced.

Orrain was a younger brother robbed of his

heritage by his older brother, the villain of
the tale. He first lives in bourgeois, then
takes up arms for his queen against the
machinations of Diane de Poitiers.

HISTORY.

CHANCELLOR, W. ESTABROOK, and HEWESV
FLETCHER WILLIS. The United States: a
history of three centuries, 1607-1904: popu-
lation, politics, war, industry, civilization.
In 10 pts. pt. i, Colonization, 1607-1697:
the record of the settlement of the twuve
English colonies of the seventeenth century,
preceded by a brief review of the period
of discovery and settlement.. Putnam,
pors. maps, 8, $3.50.
The work done during the past few years

by special investigators is one of the chief
reasons for the preparation of this new his-

tory of the United States. It is the purpose
to present, in a comprehensive and carefully-

proportioned narrative, an acount of the be-

ginnings of the national existence and of the
sucessive stages in the evolution of our dis-

tinctive national qualities and institutions.

The record covers the events from the be-

ginning of the colonization of the continent
in 1607 to fhe close of 1904. The history
includes in addition to the record of political

events, of the wars connected with these,
of the expansion of territory, and of the

growth of population, carefully prepared stud-
ies of the development of the people in in-

dustry, in commerce, in education and in

literature, etc. To be brought out in ten

parts, each part sold separately.

HUME, MARTIN. The courtships of Queen
Elizabeth : a history of the various negotia-
tions for her marriage; rev. ed. with new
chapters. McClure, Phillips & Co. 8,
$3.50 net.

Uniform with Mr. Hume's "Love affairs of
Mary Queen of Scots." A consecutive nar-
rative of most of the important attempts
made to persuade the "Virgin Queen" to
abandon her much-boasted celibacy. The
queen's many love affairs are considered chief-

ly in regard to their political significance.
The two new chapters included in this edi-

tion deal with the personal side of Elizabeth's
amours. Mr. Hume has had access to many
important state documents never hitherto-

drawn upon.

PRYOR, Mrs. ROGER A. Reminiscences of

peace and war. Macmillan. 8, $2 net.

Mrs. Pryor came to Washington in the

early fifties, as the wife of a brilliant young
congressman from Virginia. She formed part
of the social life that centred at that time
around Miss Harriet Lane, the niece of
President Buchanan. She describes many of
the prominent men and women she met at

that period, gives the characteristics of the
social life of 1856, the costumes worn, etc.

Lincoln, Douglas, Robert E. Lee, Patti at

sixteen, Agnes Robertson, playing "The Siege
of Lucknow." come in for the most interesting
reminiscences. The Civil War as seen from
the Southern side is reviewed, and the leaders
of both portrayed from a woman's stand-

point.
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THORPE, FRANCIS NEWTON. A short consti-

tutional history of the United States. Uni-

versity ed. Little, B. & Co. 12, $1.75 n-et.

The basis of this book is the material con-

sulted in the preparation of the author's larger
works "A constitutional history of the

American people, 1776-1850," and "The con-

stitutional history of the United States, 1765-

1895" the former a narrative of the civil de-

velopment of the states, the latter of the fed-

eral union. The present volume narrates the

constitutional history both of the Union and
of the states, showing the common basis of

American local and general government.
The chapters on the state constitutions treat

of a subject too much neglected.

TREMAIN, H. EDWIN. Last hours of Sheri-

dan's cavalry : a reprint of war memoranda.
Bonnell, Silver & Bowers, il. 12, $1.50 net.

A detailed record of General Sheridan's

cavalry in their operations around Richmond
during the last days of March and the first

ten days of April, 1865, culminating in the

battle of Appomattox. Chapters I. to n. are

reprints of articles and pamphlets published
in 1871, 1884, 1885 and 1898; chapter xin. is

supplemental. Gen. Tremain was an aide-de-

camp of Gen. Crook and an eye-witness and
actor in the scenes described.

HUMOR AND SATIRE.

HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL. The celestial rail-

road. Crowell. 12, (What is worth while

ser.) leath., 30 c. net.

A humorous modern version of "The Pil-

grim's progress" to the Heavenly City. It is

a "hit" at the new schools and "isms" of his

day. It was first published anonymously, and
only known to be his in 1854, when it was in-

cluded in a London edition of "Mosses from
an old manse."

LITERARY MISCELLANY, COLLECTED WORKS,
ETC.

MCMAHAN, ANNA BENNESON, ed. Florence
in the poetry of the Brownings : being a se-

lection of the poems of Robert and Eliza-
beth Barrett Browning which have to do
with the history, the scenery and the art of
Florence

;
ed. by Anna Benneson McMahan

;

with over 60 il. from photographs. Mc-
Clurg. 12, $1.40 net; Large pap. ed., $3.75
net.

The selections are Mrs. Browning's "Casa
Guidi windows ;" and "The Dance ;" and Rob-
ert Browning's "Old pictures in Florence;"
"Fra Lippo Lippi ;" "Andrea del Sarto ;"
"The statue and the bust ;" "The ring and the
book," Bk. i

;
and "One word more." For

fifteen years the Brownings lived in the
world's art city and its daily sights are part
of their poems. The illustrations show the
special art treasures and scenes to which they
make allusions.

MCSPADDEN, J. WALKER. Synopses of Dick-
ens's novels. Crowell. 24, (Handy in-
formation ser.) 45 c. net.

The plan of "Synopses of Dickens's novels"
is similar to that of "S'hakesperian synopses."A chronological list of the writings is suc-
ceeded by a brief study of each novel, its date,
first

plot.

into a brief story. At the end of the work is

placed a complete index to all the characters
in the various books.

MATTHEWS, JA. BRANDER. Recreations of an
anthologist. Dodd, M. & Co. 16, $i net.

As the compiler of three anthologies of bu-
ried themes, the writer has been led into many
of the byways of literature, the result being;
the present little volume of essays. Contents:
By way of introduction; A theme, with varia-
tions; Unwritten books; Seed-corn for sto-

ries; American satires in verse; American
epigrams; A note on the quatrain; Carols of
cookery; Recipes in rhyme; The uncollected
poems of H. C. Brunner; The strangest feat
of modern magic.

MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

TOLSTOI, Count LYOFF NIKOLAIEVICH. Be-
think yourselves; tr. by V. Tchertkoff and
I. F. M. Crowell. 12, (What is worth
while ser.) leath., 30 c. net.

^This, the most recent utterance of Count
Tolstoi, is a severe arraignment of war and
bloodshed. From the nature of the docu-
ment it could not be published in Russia. It
first appeared in an English translation in the
London Times.

NATURE AND SCIENCE.

MAETERLINCK, MAURICE. Our friend the dog;
il. by Paul J. Meylan and decorations by c'
B. Falls. Dodd, M. & Co. 12, buckram'
$i net

SALEEBY, C. W., M.D. The cycle of life, ac-
cording to modern science: being a series
of essays designed to bring science home to
men's business and bosoms. Harper il

8, $2 net.

Essays dealing chiefly with the greater prob-
lems of the universe. Their subjects are:
Great Britain's need; The living cell; The
green leaf; Atoms and evolution; Cricket;The evolution of sense; The verdict of sci-
ence upon alcohol; Savior of countless lives;
Fatncide; Suggestion and hypnotism- The
evidence of telepathy; The ways of memory;
Is man alone?; Space; The world is young;The destiny of the horse; The contributions
of Japan to modern science ; Japan and Chris-
tianity; Causation and genius, etc.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.
CAREERS for the coming men : practical and

authoritative discussions and callings open
to young Americans, by Whitelaw Reid
St. John Roosa, M.D., Albert L. Mills land
others.] Saalfield. 8, $1.50.
Series of articles which appeared in theNew York Tribune during the last year

Contents: The army, by A. L. Mills; Teach-
ing, by Rush Rhees: The navy, by G. W
Melville; Commercial life, by 'C. Stewart
Smith

; The church, by G. B. Stewart ;
-

-_-
> "j ^->. j-. ^u^vvaii, -LVJ.CH1-

cine^by
D. B. St. J. Roosa; Railroading, byU H. Daniels

; Architecture, by T. Hastings ;

Electricity, by T. C. Martin ; Law, by J. De
W. Warner; Mechanical engineering, by Rob.
H. Ihurston; Mining engineering, by T. A
Rickard; Civil engineering, by G F " '
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:N Fowler; Advertising, by M. M. Gillam ;

Farming, by L. H. Bailey; Journalism, by

AVhitelaw Reid : The stage, by J. K. Hackett ;

Publishing, by F. N. Doubleday ; Banking, by

Bradford Rhodes; Authorship, by C. T.

Brady.

WlLLOUGHBY, WfiSTEL WoODBURY. The

American constitutional system: an intro-

duction to the study of the American state.

Century. 12, (American state ser.) $1.25

net.

In a series of eight volumes bearing the

title "The American state," to which this

work is intended to serve as an introduction,

there will be described in detail the manner

in which the governmental agencies of this

country federal, state and local are organ-

ized and operated. The aim of this essay is

to prepare the way for this descriptive work

by disclosing the constitutional character of

the American state, explaining the status of

its various territorial subdivisions, and indi-

cating the extent of the powers of their sev-

eral governments.

SPORTS AND AMUSEMENTS.

YOUNG, A. B. FILSON. The complete motor-

ist: being an account of the evolution and

construction of the modern motor-car;

with notes on the selection, use, and main-

tenance of the same, and on the pleasures

of travel upon the public roads. McClure,

Phillips & Co. 8
C

, $3-50 net.

With an opening chapter tracing the evolu-

tion of the motor-car since the eighth century,

when a Chinese mechanic built a "wheeled

wagon rowed or punted along with poles,"

-motoring in all its aspects is exhaustively

treated. Various kinds of motors the petrol,

steam, electric are described; chapters are

given to their selection, care, etc.; and there

:are letters quoted from prominent English

motorists, with hints for touring, and reflec-

tions on the joys and perils of the sport. Mr.

Filson Young is not only a motorist of ex-

perience, but also the author of several books

on widely different subjects.

THEOLOGY, RELIGION AND SPECULATION.

FECHNER, GUSTAV THEODOR. The little book

of life after death ;
tr. from the German by

Mary C. Wadsworth; with an introd. by
W. James. Little, B. & Co. 12, $i.

By the great German physicist and philoso-

pher, first published in Germany in 1836, and

now first translated into English. The author,

"believes that each individual leads three lives

on earth; the first he designates as that be-

fore birth during which the body develops
from the germ ; the second, that between birth

and death during which the spirit unfolds and

grows ;
the third he describes as that after the

death, being the only real life, a higher evo-

lution of the life we now live. Based on this

theory much that is helpful and hopeful is

deduced.

MUIRHEAD, Rev. LEWIS A. The eschatology
of Jesus ; or, the kingdom come and com-

ing: a brief study of our Lord's apocalyp-
tic language in the synoptic gospels; de-

livered under the "Constitution of the A.

B. Bruce lectureship" in the United Free

Church College, Glasgow. Armstrong. 8,
$175-

.freshest News.

The Week's Progress, formerly The Great
Round World, published from 150 Fifth

Avenue, New York, has been absorbed by
the Search-Light Publishing Company, and
will hereafter be published by them at 24
Murray Street. The magazine, under the

editorship of W. G. Jordan, gives a concise,

crisp, luminous condensation of the activi-

ties of the whole world at a glance, and will

prove o'f great value to the journalist and
the general reader.

HENRY HOLT & Co. will publish at once
"On Etna," the main theme of which the

love of an Italian brigand for an English girl

might be suitable for a Gilbert & Sullivan

opera, but which, so the publishers' readers
assure us, is treated in a highly different

and very impressive fashion. They will

bring out shortly "Dandelion Cottage," by
Carroll Watson Rankin, the first juvenile
for girls that this firm has brought out in a

long while. It is a story o'f four young
girls, and the use they made of a tumble-
down cottage. The description of their at-

tempts at housekeeping are said to be ex-

tremely vivid and amusing. The book has
been charmingly illustrated by Florence
Scovel Shinn and Elizabeth Finley.

THE six books that have sold best in the
order of demand between September and
October, according to reports made by the

leading booksellers to The Bookman, are:

POINTS.
1. A Ladder of Swords. Parker. Harper. 152
2. In the Bishop's Carriage. Michelson.

Bobbs-Merrill Co 121

3. The Crossing. Churchill. Macmillan. 119
4. The Affair at the Inn. Wiggin.

Houghton, MUHin & Co 83
5. The Rose of Old St. Louis. Dillon.

Century Co 74
6. Old Gorgon Graham. Lorimer.

Doubleday, Page & Co 71

THE Commune of Icaria, which Katherine
Holland Brown uses as the setting of her
novel "Diane," just published by Double-

day, Page & Company, was one of the most

picturesque episodes in ante-bellum history.
Founded in the fifties by Pere Cabet, a vis-

io'nary Frenchman of noble birth, it had a

remarkable history. Icaria was to realize

the dream of an ideal community, and Cabet
rallied to his standard French men and
women of distinguished family ancestry,
who implicitly trusted him and followed
him to adversity and suffering. The first

settlement was in Texas, where a vast tract

of land was bought, and where hundreds of

gentle French people, unused to hardships,
tried to' make the prairies bloom. This at-

tempt ending in failure, Cabet led his colon-

ists to Icaria, founded near Nauvoo, Illinois,

where the Commune was established. It is

interesting to recall that another dream of

Empire, that of the Mormon, was established

near the places at Icaria. Miss Brown has

laid nearly all the scenes of "Diane" in the

Illinois community, and she has caught all

the tragic meaning of Cabet's ideals and his

fate. She has successfully reclaimed an im-

pressive historical incident.
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Copyright, 1904, by R. R. Bowker.

From "In Love's Garden."

In Love's Garden. John Cecil Clay con-

ceived a very original, elaborate and poetic
idea and he has carried it out in most in-

genious and artistic fashion. To sweethearts
one and all the book is dedicated, and there

are surely enough of those in this dear, hu-
man old world to give the sumptuous book a

phenomenal sale. From time immemorial the

poets have compared their loves to flowers,
and from the great garden of the world's lit-

erature the artist has selected quotations
breathing love and romance, and then has
drawn sixteen full-page illustrations in colors
and twenty-four full-page illustrations in

Copyright, 1904, by Bobbs-Merrill Company.

black and white, to show the thoughts of love
and beauty the dear old love songs brought
before his imagination. He has pictured rare,

common, hardy, fragile, exotic, domestic and
wild flowers, and at the heart of each one is a
woman's face. He is very clever, and he has

piquant humor as well as romance and fin-

ished art. As a specimen take the page de-
voted to the carnation. It has Bliss Carman's
pretty verse from "Songs of the Sea Chil-
dren" :

"In love's red garden the flowers are warm,
As I count them over and kiss them by,

From the sultry, royal, rose-red mouth
To the last carnation dusk and shy."
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A beautiful girl face peeps from a perfectly
drawn carnation at the foot of which stands

The Carnation,
(Sapientia Harvardse,)
Rah! Rah! Rah Family.

Any lover that sees this book will want it for

his love. He can spend some happy hours

poring over the bewitching pages, wondering
which he will specially mark as most like the

pretty face that has walked into his heart of

hearts. If it were only for the selections Mr.

Clay must be thanked, for seldom have we had
such a charming collection of love quotations.
But the originality of the artistic setting is

more surprising and more satisfactory the

longer we study out his quaint, poetic con-
ceits. The publishers have made a very hand-
some book. Fine paper, pretty type and very
careful color printing give the large, gorgeous
volume a very rich appearance. The cover is

in five colors from designs made specially for

it by Mr. Clay, and the beautiful book is pro-
tected by a handsome box. All the world
loves a lover, and every lover when he sees

In Love's Garden will think the publishers
have considered him personally in preparing
for him this wholly original combination of

time-honored love songs and up-to-date ar-

tistic illustration. (Bobbs-Merrill. $3.)

Fiction of Decided Originality. As was the

case last year, the kindly and amusing Mr.
Loomis gives a timely Christmas flavor to

Messrs. Henry Holt & Company's fiction.

This time it is with "A Suburban Christmas"
and "The Widow Callahan's Christmas Din-
ner" in More Cheerful Americans. ($1.25.)
Mr. Loomis seems to have made lightning
strike twice in the same place ; for the critics

like the new book even more than they did

From " The Custodian.*' Copyright 1904, by Henry Holt & Co.

"YOU CAN'T GET OUT/' i SAID.

his "Cheerful Americans," and that has al-

ready been printed seven times. Mrs. Shinn
and her associated humorous artists again
divide the honors with the author. A very
different book, though not devoid of humor,
is May Sinclair's The Divine Fire, a truly
notable portrayal of a London poet, unfor-

tunately born, and of the many kinds of
men and women he fell in with. A reviewer
for a leading literary periodical said that it

was the one book out of a batch of twenty nov-
els sent her for review that really impressed
her, while The Providence Journal said "Per-
sons who still bring brains to the reading of

fiction, will find it, with all its faults, an
intellectual pleasure." Another manifestation
of "the divine fire" was portrayed in The
Diary of a Musician, a book which has been

enthusiastically praised and damned, and all

because as Life truly says it is "not pabulum
for prudes." A story in which the love inter-

est strongly dominates is The Transgression
of Andrew Vane, by the late Guy Wet-
more Carryl. This intensely dramatic story
of the struggle in Paris of two women for the

possession of a young man has been printed
four times here and is being republished in

England, dramatized. ($1.50.) Another
highly dramatic tale is The Marathon Mys-
tery, by Burton E. Stevenson, which like its

predecessor "The Holladay Case," has been

republished in England, and has already been

printed here several times. ($1.25.) On
Etna ($1.50), combines the good points of

the last two books, being an intense love

story full of adventure. A less skilled au-
thor might easily have made this story of a

kidnapped Englishwoman too melodramatic,
but Norma Lorimer is said to have written
with both power and dignity. The Custodian,
though also a story of love and adventure,
contrasts almost as strongly with "On Etna,"
as does its Scotch scenery with Sicily. It is

a story of a gallant Englishman under a cloud,
who practically became the jailer of an er-

ratic German princess, and oddly enough it

makes the reader think of both "The Pris-

oner of Zenda" and "The Dolly Dialogues."
($1.50.) Two books of interest to the

cognoscenti are Mr. Waddy's Return, a

tale of ante-bellum Boston and Newport, by
the late Theodore Winthrop (which has been
edited by Burton E. Stevenson as the author
left only the first draft) ($1.50), and Col-
ton's Port Argent, a striking story of an
Ohio town "with growing pains," that has
won high commendation from high sources.

C$1.50.) Nature study continues to invade
fiction in Lanier's Romance of Piscator

($i.2=0. which recounts the delierhts of love
and fishing, and in the late H. S. Canfield's

"Fergy the Guide and his moral and instruc-

tive lies about beasts, birds and fishes," which
is a pretty telling satire on certain well-known
stories of animal intelligence, reinforced by
some very funny marginal pictures by Albert
D. Blashfield. ($1.50.) The romance of
travel which came into favor with such a rush
with The Lightning Conductor, is further rep-
resented in J. H. Bacon's Pursuit of Phyllis,
a very cheery story with scenes in England,
France, China and Ceylon. The critics have
been very qrood to it, in fact kinder than they
were to "The Lightning Conductor." (Holt.

$T.5.)
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From " The Canterbury Tales." Copyright, 1904, by Fox, Duffleld & Co.

FORTH WE RODE WHEN DAY BEGAN TO SPRING.

Chaucer's The Canterbury Tales. "A
prose translation of The Canterbury Tales,"

says the Boston Herald, "is a decided novelty
in spirit and execution. Most attempts, such
as those of Dryden, Pope and lesser lights to

render Chaucer in the poetry of another day
have had the effect, Prof. Lounsbury declares,
of diverting attention from the original.

Percy MacKaye's intention has been quite the

reverse, and for this reason has been made
not so much a translation into modern prose
as a modern translation in prose of the fa-

mous stories of the Canterbury pilgrims.
Charles and Mary Lamb, in their 'Tales

from Shakespeare,' aimed to use no word
not found in the vocabulary of the plays
themselves. In the case of Chaucer, such a

feat would, of course, have been impossible,
but the spirit denoted by the rule laid down
by the Lambs has by no means been neg-
lected." This version preserves in striking

degree the perennial humor of the greatest
narrative poet. Chaucer is the most mascu-
line of story tellers ;

he had an enormous in-

terest in life and an absorption in all its de-

tails ; no one has said more beautiful things
about even birds, flowers and grass. Particu-
lar pains have been taken to make the trans-
lation accurate enough for the use of students,
and at the same time to bring Chaucer nearer
to the popular audience that without special
study does not readily understand him. The
pictures by Walter Appleton Clark, done in

a novel and effective combination of four

colors, and reflecting the very spirit of the

Canterbury Pilgrimage, are the best work this

talented young artist has yet produced. With
pictures and text both archaeologically and
historically correct the volume as a whole
will undoubtedly perform the same functions
for Chaucer that Butcher and Lang's trans-

lation does for Homer, or Charles Eliot Nor-
ton's prose version of Dante for the great
Italian poet. A standard work and at the
same time a gift book of unusual excellence
and beauty for the holiday season. The dedi-
cation to the memory of Professor Francis

James Child is most appropriate and verjr

happily carried out. (Fox, Duffield. net,

$2.50.)

The Star of Bethlehem. Since the produc-
tion of "Everyman" it is unnecessary to en-

large upon the character of the mediaeval
drama or to explain how apt an instrument
of instruction it \yas found by the Church,
What seems like irreverence to the taste of

to-day was perfectly sincere then. To intro-

duce broad native farce into the story of the

Nativity shocked no one. The Star of Beth-
lehem has been compounded by Professor
Charles Mills Gayley, of the University of

California, from several sources, chiefly the
"Secunda Pastorum" of the Towneley Cycle.
Whether he is right in ascribing this and
some similar pieces to a single hand we do
not presume to say. The argument is based

upon internal evidence, and it may be re-
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garded as plausible. The play or rather

combination of plays in its present form was

designed for production by Ben Greet and

Miss Wynne Matthisson, and the editor has

tried to preserve the spirit of mediaeval drama
rather than the letter. Such liberties as he

has taken are pardonable under the circum-

stances. The volume is beautifully printed
and contains some quaint woodcuts. It should

stimulate interest in a fascinating subject
Uniform with "Everyman" published by this

, house. (Fox, Duffield. bds., $i.)

Pictures by George Frederick Watts. A
superb art volume has been made by Fox,
Duffield &,Co. of a series of reproductions in

platinum prints, mounted and half-tones, of

the most famous pictures of George Frederick

Watts, the greatest modern exemplar of the

painter of ideas. Julia Ellsworth Ford and
Thomas W. Lament have furnished extracts

from classic English prose and verse throw-

ing light upon the thought embodied in the

poet's work. "Watts is indeed of the com-

pany of the great masters," says the N. Y.

Evening Post, "singularly isolated in his own
time, his paintings give an irresistible impres-
sion of antiquity a sense that they are rooted

far away in the beginning of things, so that it

would be as futile to characterize his art as

of the nineteenth century, as to insist that

Michelangelo's is of the sixteenth, or Phidias's

of the fifth century before Christ. He re-

calls, say. Tintoret, because, like that superb
Venetian, he was concerned less with appear-
ances than with spiritual significances; be-

cause his art was grounded deep in legend and
in religious belief." Everything that comes

*'' from this house is stamped with taste and

literary and artistic feeling. They select

books good, too, for students and connois-

seurs, and they offer them in a style that shows
all the secrets of book manufacture have been

investigated. (Fox, Duffield. ornamental

bds., $5.)

In the Days of Chaucer. Tudor Jenks in

this book tells the story of Chaucer's life,

and gives a picture of England as it was
known to the earliest of our great poets
the manners, customs, institutions and hap-

penings that made him what he was, and are

reflected in his poems. On a small scale,

the method is that of Green in his "Short

History of the English People." The author

has tried to picture Chaucer, the man and
the poet, with such surroundings and scenes

as will convey a clear impression of his daily
life. A life story that gives a vivid picture
of Chaucer the man and a realization of his

times may well form the best introduction

or accompaniment to an acquaintance with
fcis work. This book stands by itself, but it

will be followed by others sketching the per-

sonality of the greatest writers. The series

will picture these writers at home and abroad,
their work and amusements, their manners,
"customs, their dress, and the institutions of

their times with reference to their work. The
newcomer in the Lives of Great Writers
Series gives an excellent estimate of Chaucer
and it is made attractive by an introduction

t>y Dr. Hamilton Wright Mabie. (Barnes.
51., net, $i.)

Narratives of the Career of Hernando De
Soto. There is no series better adapted to

meet the increasing popular interest in the

beginnings of American history and explora-
tion than The Trail Makers, of which John
Bach McMaster is consulting editor. The
last book added is on De. Soto, the first ex-

plorer of the South who made the conquest
of Florida from 1530-1542. Edward Gaylord
Bourne, professor of history in Yale Univer-

sity, has written an introduction for the work.
This is the first time that the wonderful story
of De Soto's career and the first exploration
of the South has been presented in full from
the original narratives. In addition to the

classic histories of the Gentleman of Elvas
and De Biedma, which have not been acces-

sible to general readers in separate form, this

volume contains the indispensable narrative
of Ranjel, De Soto's secretary, which is now
translated for the first time for this volume
by Professor Bourne. It is a contemporary
day by day record of singular importance.
The appearance of the. complete original De
Soto narratives under Professor Bourne's crit-

ical and complete editorship brings within
reach some of the most important sources of
American history and provides a volume of

extraordinary general interest. "The expedi-
tions of De Soto and Coronado," says Pro-
fessor Bourne, "were the most elaborate
efforts made by the Spaniards to explore the
interior of North America and in some re-

spects they have never been surpassed. Be-
tween them they nearly spanned the continent
from Georgia to the Gulf of California."

(Barnes. 2 v., net, $2.)

Portraits of the Seventeenth Century.
The quality, the discernment and balance,
the intuitive grasp of essentials, the grace
and force and justice of Sainte-Beuve's
critical work have placed him in the front
rank

; perhaps it would be better to say, have
given him a place alone and unapproachable
in the history of critical literature. Its quan-
tity is amazing. Parts of the work of Sainte-
Beuve have been translated ere now

;
it re-

quires skill of the highest order to render
him into English without doing injustice to

the distinction of his style. None 'but Miss
Wormeley could have been selected for the

task, and she has given of her best, her in-

defatigable, conscientious, intellectual best,
which has made her the mistress of a difficult

art which all too seldom rewards its practi-
tioners. In the two volumes here under dis-

cussion. Miss Wormeley has gathered from
the "Causeries du Lundi," the "Portraits de
Femmes," and the "Portraits Litteraires" a

series of twenty-eight studies of men and
women, literary and historical, of seventeenth

century France, with, in its proper place at

the beginning of the second volume, the "His-

tory of the French Academy." The portraits
of women selected for this gallery are those
of the Duchess de Longueville, Ninon de

1'Enclose, la Grande Demoiselle, the Countess
de La Fayette, the Duchess d'Orleans, Mile,

de Scudery, Mme. de Sevigne, Mme. de Cay-
lus and^ the Princess Orsini, or, as she is

known in history, des Ursins. The men are

Richelieu, Mazarin, Louis xrv., the Due de

Rohan, La Rochefoucauld, Cardinal de Retz,
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Bussy-Rabutin, Tallemant des Reaux, Cor-

neille, Moliere, La Fontaine, Pascal, Bossuet,

Boileau, Racine, Fenelon and Count Antoine
Hamilton. It may be added here that the

portraits with which the publishers have
embellished these two volumes decidedly add
to their interest. (Putnam. 2 v., ea., net, $2.50.)

Breaking the Wilderness. Two events

occurred in 1869 which marked the close of

a distinct, eventful, and romantic period in

the history of the western half of the United
States. One of these was the successful de-

scent of the Colorado River by Major Powell,

Narragansett Bay. Edgar Mayhew Bacon,
encouraged by the appreciative reception
given by the reviewers and the public to

"The Hudson River From Ocean to Source,"
has now collected the legends and associa-
tions connected with Newport and the old
town of Narragansett Bay, its historic and
romantic associations and picturesque setting,
and presents them in a work of similar

form, illustrated with fifty drawings by the
author and with numerous photographs.
Impressed by the important and singular part
played by the settlers oi Narragansett in the

development of American ideas and ideals,

From "Narragansett Bay." Copyright, 1904, by G. P. Putnam's Sous

COLT HOUSE, BRISTOL.

eradicating the last portion of unknown wil-

derness, and the other was the driving of the

last spike on the Union Pacific Railway which
began a new era. The old one, which be-

gan with Cabeza de Vaca (1528-1536), ended
with Powell. While there have been numer-
ous books published relating to various parts
of this period, yet there appears to be no sin-

gle volume which presents a comprehensive
and concise view of the whole. This place it

is intended that Breaking the Wilderness, in

a measure, shall fill, and though a large share
of its pages is devoted to the time between
Lewis-and.-Clark's expedition and that of Fre-

mont, nevertheless the text as a whole
sketches the entire ground. This story of
the conquest of the Far West with special
account of the exploits of trappers and traders
is written in most fascinating style by Fred-
erick S. Dellenbaugh. The 'Putnam firm has
done telling work always in making the world
^nown to the inhabitants thereof, and this

book is another in their big list of which they
may be justly proud. (Putnam, net, $3.50.)

and strongly attracted by the romantic tales

that are inwoven with the warp of history,
as well as by the incomparable setting the

great bay affords for such a subject, the au-

thor offers this result of his labor as a con-

tribution to the story of great American
Waterways, with the hope that his readers

may be imbued with somewhat of his own en-

thusiasm. There should be a great con-

stituency for this book in the great colony of

American well-to-do people that make New-
port their home and know every one of the

beautiful spots of Rhode Island's noble bay.
Nature and man have combined to make Nar-

ragansett one of the most beautiful and one
of the most representative spots of the United
States. The roll-call of the Americans that

make this their home includes many names
known throughout this great big world. Ask
for it, examine it and give it to any aspirant
for a place in the 400 list of Newport. The
illustrations are a feature of this book, and
add greatly to its beauty and interest. (Put-
nam, net, $3.50.)
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From " Sweet Pepgy." Copyright, 1904, by Little, Brown & C

INTO GREEN RETREATS.

Roma Beata. The holiday season has

brought no more fascinating reading to the

wearied reviewer than Maud Howe's Roma
Beata. It is quite unlike the ordinary book
of travel and certainly will not take the place
of the ever-reliable Baedeker; but for those
who enjoy the intimate personal note in de-

scriptive books, let us recommend this wholly
charming work. Maud Howe, gifted daugh-
ter of a gifted family, went to Rome with her

husband, Mr. John Elliott, in 1897, to stay for

the better part of three years, during which
time they played their part in the brilliant

society, artistic and literary, of the world's

capital. The material for Roma Beata, de-

rived from diaries and letters written to home
friends, has been welded into a harmonious
presentment of the impressions made on an
American woman, keenly sensitive and sin-

cerely appreciative, by Roman life and cus-
toms. Mrs. Elliott's style is luminous and

graphic ; she possesses well-trained powers of
observation added to an abiding sense of hu-
mor, and her life has brought her into touch
with humanity at many points. The opening
chapters describe their arrival in Rome and
their Arctic experiences in an apartment heated

only by the wintry sun
; their search for other

quarters and ultimate choice of a beautiful

old palace in the unfashionable quarter where
dilapidation and picturesqueness were event-

ually made comfort as well. Then come
accounts of Roman festivities, including state

balls and a visit to Queen Margaret, and
even a presentation to Pope Leo xm., then

eighty-seven years old, which Mrs. Elliott re-

marks "is the prime of life for pontiffs." The
Roman winters and summers are diversified

by a trip to the Abruzzi mountains, a visit to

Ischia, and a stay in Bavaria, where the au-

thor took the Kneipp cure, of which she gives
an amusing account. Finally and how sorry

one is to approach the end ! there are chap-
ters telling of the assassination of King Hum-
bert and the accession of his son, with a lovely

glimpse of the warm-heartedness and sym-
pathy of the young King and Queen shown
at the time of a terrible railroad accident.

Accompanying the text are a dozen full-page
pictures reproduced from photographs or from
sketches made by Mrs. Elliott, who has trans-

ferred to paper the spirit and delicate beauty
of Italian scenery. The book is effectively
bound in red cloth decorated in gold, and is

well printed on wide-margined paper.

Little, Brown & Co.'s Illustrated Holiday
Books. Far above the average is the quality
of the books that bear the above imprint.
The Poems of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, an-
notated by his brother William Michael, are

printed from new type at the Astolat Press
on hand-made paper and illustrated with

twenty full-page reproductions of paintings
by Rossetti. (2 v, net, $12.) A sumptuous
work of art is Rembrandt's Etchings with de-

scriptive text by Philip Gilbert Hamerton and
a complete annotated catalogue, etc., by
Campbell Dodgson of the British Museum.
Gives 50 full-page reproductions in photogra-
vure of Rembrandt's most notable etchings,

(net, $30.) The Younger American Poets,

by Jessie B. Rittenhouse, is a book of liter-

ary criticism with twelve portraits (net,

$1.50) ; and there are new illustrated editions

of Philip Gilbert Hamerton's Intellectual Life

($1.75) ;
and Sarah Tytler's The Old Masters

and Their Pictures. ($2.)

Handy Library Editions of Standard Nov-
elists. Little, Brown & Co. have beautiful

sets of almost all the best novelists. This year

George Sand and Balzac celebrated their

centennials, and a set of their novels should

certainly be added to every library in every
town. George Sand's novels are on hand in

10 volumes ($io-$27.5o) ;
Balzac's novels

and stories with the Goupil frontispieces make
a beautiful set in 39 volumes ($3Q-$iO7.25) ;

Samuel Lover's novels in four volumes ($4-

$11) ;
Samuel Warren's "Ten Thousand a

Year" in three volumes ($3-$8.2S), and a

volume of Bulwer's Poems and Dramas ($i)
are all tempting. Nothing pays better than

a standard in the latest, most appropriate
dress, with the latest, most learned notes and
comments. A new edition of Mathilde Blind's

George Eliot with supplementary chapters
and a fine bibliography makes a valuable con-

tribution to George Eliot literature. ($1.25.)

Little, Brown & Co.'s Neiv Fiction. Who-
ever has not yet had Anne Warner's inimit-

able story Susan Clegg and Her Friend Mrs.

Lathrop should get it for Christmas. See to

it that every friend you have gets a chance

to enjoy this book. ($i.) Richard Le Gal-

lienne in Painted Shadows displays in re-

markable degree his fine imagination and

charming style ($1.50) ; The Princess Thora.

by Harris Burland, leads Arctic explorers into

an early Norman environment with an ingen-

uity equal to that which first made Rider

Haggard famous ($1.50) ; and Sweet Peggy.

by Linnie Sarah Harris, is a summer idyll with

love, music and nature for its themes and the

mountains and lakes for its scenes ($1.50).
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Autobiography of Moncure D. Conway.
Dr. Holmes once said to a friend, "You and
I have spent many of the best years of our
lives merely clearing theological rubbish out
of our paths." That friend's autobiography,
which is about to be published, is the record
of this clearing-away of theological and other
rubbish a labor that every earnest soul is

bound to undertake in the effort to find itself.

That the record in the present instance is

well worth the reading, no one at all familiar

with Mr. Moncure D. Conway's life and

writings will for a moment doubt. Belonging
to a Methodist slave-holding family of Vir-

ginia, he had to encounter bitter opposition
from those nearest and dearest to him before
he succeeded in shaking off the trammels that

fettered his freedom of growth. When he
had just left college a volume of Emerson
came into Mr. Conway's hands and from this

dates the awakening of all that was best and
strongest in him. He came to Harvard and
met Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Lowell,
Garrison, Alcott and all the great men who
were making and educating the hearts and
minds of America. The latter half of the

"Autobiography," dealing chiefly
with affairs in England and with

English persons of note, contains

hardly a dull page or paragraph ;

but it is the first part, the Amer-
ican part, depicting the author's

early struggles and growth, that

will most interest him who seeks
a better acquaintance with Mr.

Conway. Among the good causes
he has been ever active to pro-
mote, there stands out as per-

haps the one in which he has
most earnestly exerted himself,
the cause of peace, his horror of
war having long ago prompted
him to zealous advocacy of the

abolition of slavery by purchase.
"A larger, richer, truer life,

chronicled with more wealth of
detail and greater charm of sim-

ple, direct narration, embellished
with timely anecdote, it would be
hard to find," says The Dial.
"The writer's memory appears
to be an inexhaustible store-
house of reminiscences that can-
not fail to please." (Houghton,
M. & Co. 2 v., $6.)

Fine Essay Work. Readers of

true literary instinct rejoice in

volumes of essays, and this sea-

son Houghton, MifHin & Co.'s

list is rich in this class of true
literature. In Compromises, Ag-
nes Repplier discusses such di-

verse subjects as the luxury of

conversation, the gayety of life,

marriage in fiction, our belief in

books, the spinster, French love

songs, etc., with her usual sug-
gestiveness and artistic distinc-

tion of style, (net, $1.10.) John
Burroughs after ten years has
collected another volume of his

outdoor papers, and they come

to us under the title Far and Near, and allow
us to see through Mr. Burroughs' eyes
Alaska, Jamaica and, better than all, that little

Eden on the Hudson where this good artist

makes his home. (net, $1.10.) Bradford

Torrey discourses pleasantly in Nature's In-

vitation of what he has seen in his walks in

regions as widely separated as New Hamp-
shire, Florida, Texas and Arizona, and no
bird escapes his trained observation, (net,

$1.10.) In The Amateur Spirit, Bliss Perry
makes effectual plea for the union in the

various activities of life of professional skill

with the enthusiasm of the amateur (net,

$1.25) ; Rebecca Harding Davis calls her de-

lightful recollections, which throw sidelights
on the personalities of New England authors,
Bits of Gossip, (net, $1.25.) Journalism and
Literature, by H. W. Boynton, has very
thoughtful remarks on the general literary
tendencies in America. (net, $1.25.) The
Queen's Progress, by Felix E. Schelling, gives
sketches of Elizabethan life drawn from orig-
inal sources ($2.50), and then there is the

Centenary Edition of Emerson, now com-
plete in T2 v. (ea., $1.75).

From " Far and Near." Copyright, 1904, by Houghton, Mifflin ft Co.

JOHN BURROUGHS IN HIS STUDY.
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Henry T. Coates' Gift Books. Lisle de
Vaux Matthewman and Clare Victor Dwig-
gins have again joined their literary and
artistic talents to produce Completed Pro-

verbs, a book that is worthy to stand with

"Crankisms," "Whimlets" and "Brevities,"
the marvellous successes made by this same
combination of talent during the last three

holiday seasons. The author is a cheerful

sage, and the artist has nimbleness of wit as

well as ability to draw. There are about 100

well-known proverbs which are given to a

certain point and then completed in the most

astounding manner. Few books so fittingly

meet the requirements of a giftbook. (net,
8c c. ; net, $1.20.) Etiquette books are always
fascinating, and in Good Form for Men C.

H. Forbes Lindsay has compiled a specially
attractive one, that whether offered in joke
or earnest will be appreciated by the friend

who receives it. (net, $i.) Many old favor-

ites hold their own on the lists of this house,
and every year they are looked after, brought
up to date and put into festive holiday shape.
Of such are Knight's Shakespeare, that

wholly satisfactory one-volume Shakespeare
($2; $2.50); The Fireside Encyclopedia of

Poetry, compiled and arranged by Henry T.

Coates, representing 450 authors and nearly

1400 poems, which keeps all its holiday smart-
ness of exterior, but has been reduced in

price ($2-$3) ; Charles Knight's Half Hours
with the Best Authors, complete in six mag-
nificent volumes, suitable for libraries, teach-

ers, students, clubs and homes ($4.50; $7.50) ;

and the new Fireside edition of Wood's Pop-
ular Natural History, with upwards of 500

engravings, making a most instructive and

entertaining work. ($1.50.) About 200 of

the standard books of the world have been

given a uniform dress, and are known as the

New Acorn Library. They are shapely books,

printed on handsome paper, with fine bind-

ing and an elaborate and effective cover de-

sign, making the books available for presen-
tation purposes and also durable for the li-

brary. Old favorites always come to mind
when looking for Christmas books, and al-

most every old favorite finds itself admitted
into the New Acorn Library, (ea., 50 c.)

Bobbs-Merrill Co.'s Fiction. This house

draws lucky numbers in fiction, and a book
with its imprint stands among the "best sell-

ers" month after month, and sometimes two
hold the good record. Much of this excellent

fiction is thoroughly American in tone and

thoroughly timely in interest. Wanted A
Cook, by Alan Dale, is a comedy novel of a

self-conscious couple in contact with the ser-

vant question. They live in a tiny New York-

apartment, and have aesthetic ideas, and get
into ludicrous predicaments with rapidly suc-

ceeding cooks. ($1.50.) The Law of the

Land, by Emerson Hough, illustrated by Ar-
thur I. Keller, is a romance of .the Mississippi

Delta, involving a Southerner's view of the

race problem, and describing the "black vol-

cano" always threatening the white South-
erner. The author knows the w'hite man's
burden and the misapprehensions of the law-

making Northerners, and he tells a dramatic
and very serious story, enlivened, however,

with his well-known irrepressible humor.

($1.50.) Every man who takes a little turn in

Wall Street should eagerly read Black Friday,
by Frederick S. Isham, illustrated by Harrison
Fisher. It is a dramatic story of New York
in the days of the famous "corner in gold,"
when Jay Gould, the noted financier and dar-

ing speculator, had the market almost in his

grasp. The scene shifts at the end to Paris

in the exciting time of the Commune. Mr.
Isham's work shows a steady advance in

power, in imaginative grasp, in the realization

of atmosphere and in constructive skill. In

every case his latest book is his best. ($1.50.)
A gay romance of Washington life, by Harold
MacGrath, also illustrated by Harrison Fisher,
is The Man On the Box, in which the hero

masquerades as a coachman and becomes in-

volved in a diplomatic intrigue ($1.50) ; and
The Girl and the Kaiser," by Pauline Brad-
ford Mackie, illustrated by John Cecil Clay,
is about an American girl at the court of

William IL, to whom two German officers,

one rich and one poor, make love, and who
cannot make her choice until the strenuous

Kaiser straightens out the complications for

her. ($1.50.) Meredith Nicholson again
holds the mirror up to nature in Zelda Dam-
eron, a story of the Middle West, in which a

proud, wilful, but sweet and courageous girl

discovers that her father is a rascal, and then
acts as a girl of that character must act, face

to face with so fearful a problem ($1.50) ;

and The Happy Average, by Brand Whitlock,
tells the story of a college graduate who fell

in love with a winsome girl, engaged himself

to her and then went out into the world with
American courage and resource to fight for

a position he could ask her to share with him
($1.50).

Choice Gift Books. The Fleming H. Revell

Company have manufactured an elegant new

binding for the edition de luxe of Hugh
Black's Friendship which is among the very
best of Christmas offerings (net, $i.so-$3).

Ralph Connor's Gwen, an idyll of the Canyon
from the "Sky Pilot," and Clara E. Laugh-
lin's Divided, the story of Jean Ingelow's

poem of that name, are gotten up with decor-

ated pages and artistically bound (ea., 75 c.) ;

and a handsome gift book is made of Lucy
Elliot Keeler's If I Were a Girl Again. Con-

versation, letter writing, reading, flattery, the

grace of explanation, the value of money,
shams, the art of being interestiner, are some
of the points covered in these graceful little

essays, which are printed on pages decorated

with margins in floral design. (Revell. net,

Denizens of the Deep. "Frank T. Bullen

has done for the dwellers of the sea what

Kipling, Thompson Seton ^nd their follow-

ers have done for the frequenters of the.

iungle and the forest." says the N. Y. Trib-

une. "It is a new and little understood world

that is opened up, and the value of the book

lies in its truth, its charm, and the Hyely
sympathy with every living thing." Living-

ston Bull and others contribute twenty- four

full-page illustrations of the lives and habits

of amphibious animals. (Revell. net. $1.75-)
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Fleming H. Revell Company's Miscellan-

eous Books. Quiet New England life is pic-

tured, in Little Miss Dee, by Roswell Field.

The heroine is a dear, noble-hearted old

maid whose sweetly pathetic story appeals
alike to heart and mind and contains all the

elements for widespread popularity. ($1.25.)

A little gem of literature and philosophy
is The Finest Baby in the World, by "Thea-
dorer" (net, 50 c.) ;

Arthur J. Brown, in

New Forces in Old China, shows how the

great transforming forces, western trade,

western politics and western religion, are

making tremendous changes in the sluggish
mass we call China (net, $1.25) ;

and H. P.

Oxford Bibles, Prayer Books, Hymnals,
etc. In the line of Bibles and Prayer Books
the Oxford University Press have literally an

embarrassment of riches, as the shelves of

every bookseller will testify. They call espe-

cial attention to their Oxford Teachers' Bible,

with new twentieth century helps arranged
under one alphabet, being a practical Bible

dictionary, including concordance, glossary,

chronologies, harmony, etc., illustrated with

the latest photographs from the Holy Land.

They have also recently brought out the Ox-
ford Sunday-School Scholars' Bible, with

practical, helpful and interesting information
also arranged under one alphabet, illustrated

Reproduced by permission of M. Bonflls. Oxford University Prer's

TYRE.

Cochrane's Among the Burmans covers what
one wants to know about Burma, its history
and customs, and missionary work within its

borders, in a vivacious story. .( net, $1.25.)

Every college student will be the better for

reading Not in the Curriculum, friendly ad-

vice by two college students, with introduc-
tion by Dr. Henry Van Dyke (net, 50 c.) ;

and railroad men one and all will appreciate
Tom' Keenan Locomotive Engineer, edited by
Neason Jones, which tells in autobiographic
form the story of fifty years on the road

during a time of great changes in the lives

of railroad men. (net, $i.) For books on
Korea and Japan the list of Fleming H. Revell

Company must also be consulted.

Folly for the Wise. Carolyn Wells has
true humor and a verbal dexterity that

amounts to genius. This is a collection of
both prose and verse, and there is an amazing
amount of sense in her nonsense "for the
wise." She is indeed a pleasant hostess, and
her hostelry is known as "The Sign of the
Smile." Everybody must chuckle over these

jests and jingles and inimitable epigrams.
Gustave Verbeck, Fanny Y. Cory, Florence
Scovel Shinn and Oliver Herford have caught
the true spirit of the dainty morsels offered,
and their illustrations are as bewitching as
the text. (Bobbs-Merrill. $i.)

with pictures of scenes in the Bible lands and
with colored maps. They have in the line of

Bible helps the Oxford Cyclopedic Concord-

ance, a practical Bible dictionary in one alpha-

bet, in cloth and leather bindings, and The

Sunday-School Scholars' Treasury, containing

practical, helpful and interesting information;
in fact, an illustrated alphabetical arrange-
ment of things every reader of the Bible

should know. Their Oxford Brevier Sixteen-

mo Bibles, 6 l
/2 x 4^2 inches in size and only

an inch thick, will commend themselves to all

who are looking for a readable and pocketable
edition of the Bible. They may be had in

text, reference, concordance and teachers'

editions. Of Prayer Books. Hymnals and de-

votional books there is the same bewildering
quantity. There is no more appropriate
Christmas gift than a daintily bound Prayer
Book for any friend who is a member of the

Protestant Episcopal church. The different

styles of binding and details of manufacture
can only be realized when they are seen to-

gether in some of our great bookstores. But
even if these books are not going to be used by
members of that church they will be thorough-
ly appreciated by every lover of well-made
books. They are little works of art, and as

that alone they can be made use of as Christ-

mas gifts for the truly appreciative. (Oxford
University Press.)
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From " Out to Old Aunt Mary s. Copyright, 1904, by Bobbs-Merrill Company.

OUR CARES BEHIND, OUR HEARTS AHEAD.

Out to Old Aunt Mary's. A poem by James
Whitcomb Riley, with drawings by Howard
Chandler Christy, decorations by Margaret
Armstrong, and a dedication to Robert J.

Burdette, certainly is full of promise at the
first opening page. James Whitcomb Riley's
words always sing themselves. At various
times he has composed new verses telling of
the delights of two healthy boys when they
reached the haven of old Aunt Mary's old-

fashioned, comfortable home, surrounded by
all the beauties of nature and full of love
without and within. There are twenty verses
now which have thus far never been all

printed together, and fourteen of which are
really new in book form. Upwards of forty
pictures in color show the frolicsome urchins,
and various little scenes among w'hich they
enjoyed themselves. In several of the full-

page pictures Aunt Mary appears in home-
spun gown and huge apron, her kindly, smil-

ing face the true index to her healthy, whole-
souled goodness. The decorations of leaf and
flower are in green and yellow, and on the
broad page give quite a festive appearance to
the book. It is a companion to last year's
"An Old Sweetheart of Mine," and falls in no
way behind the former favorite in all that
makes for a popular holiday publication.
Nothing better can be thought of for the
Christmas table of dear old country relatives,
and our young people also will be the better
for these verses of a day when all things were
real and natural tastes were easily satisfied.

(Bobbs-Merrill Co. Boxed, $2.)

Gift Books of Houghton, MiMin & Co.
Do you want poetry? Here is the New Riv-
erside edition of Tennyson in seven volumes
($10) ; the Cambridge edition of the Com-
plete Poetical Works of William Words-
worth, edited by A. J. George ($3) ; Com-
plete Poetical Works of J. T. Trowbridge in
the Household edition ($1.50) ; Lyrics of Joy,
by Frank Dempster Sherman (net, $i) ;

Mine and Thine, by Florence Earle Coates
(net, $i) ; Cain: a 'Drama, by George Cabot
Lodge (net, $i) ; and The Playmate Hours,
by Mary Thacher Higginson (net, 75 c.).

History is supplied in New France and New
England which completes the illustrated edi-
tion of John Fiske (net, $4) ;

and The Russo-
Japanese Conflict, by K. Asakawa (net, $2) ;

and tastes of every kind are met with Clara
Erskine Clements' Women In the Fine Arts,
covering from the 7th century B.C. to the

present day (net, $2.50) ;
A Third Century of

Charades, by William Bellamy (net, 85 c.) ;

and the De Monarchia of Dante, translated by
Amelia Henry (net, $1.25). Religious books
of great value are also on the Houghton list.

Henry T. Coates's Photogravure Books have
become one of the expected pleasures of the

holiday season. Each year two or more of

these handsome works have appeared, having
as their subjects the beauties of the countries

and cities of the Old and New World as seen

and described by discriminating and compe-
tent critics. These "Photogravure Books," as

they are called, have all the elements of ex-

cellent bookmaking fine paper, good type, nu-

merous illustrations in photogravure, and
handsome bindings in colored cloth, elabor-

ately decorated with gold and enclosed in

cloth slip covers, and each book or set comes
in a serviceable cloth box. This year's addi-

tions to this deservedly popular series include

works on France and Russia. Joel Cook,
whose charming pen has depicted the historic

and romantic associations of both America
and England, now devotes two volumes to the

discussion of France in a similar manner.
He adopts the unusual device of prefacing
his description of France: Historic and Ro-
mantic by an account of the approaches to

the French coast made by ocean travellers.

From Land's End along the south coast of

England, through the Solent and the Channel
into the French ports Dr. Cook gives a run-
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ning description of the places of interest and
scenic beauties of the trip on either side.

Then Paris is reached by various routes, and
after many chapters vividly portraying the

kaleidoscopic life of the capital, there are trips
outlined in all directions from Paris, in the

course of which one may get a comprehensive
realization of the compelling fascination and

greatness of France. (2 v. $4.) For a full

understanding of Russia, France's ally, one
must look through the eyes of a Frenchman,
Theophile Gautier, than whom no one has
ever given a more illuminating presentation
of this misunderstood and bewildering land.

Gauti-er's masterpiece, Russia, has been trans-

lated and brought down to date by the addi-

tion of much important information by Mrs.
Florence M. Tyson, so that one has the double

pleasure of a masterly literary style and re-

liable opinions of Russian character and life,

welcome beyond measure at the present time
when the exigencies of war are exhibiting all

sides of Russian character. Gautier makes us

understand why the office of the "Little

Father" has so strong a hold upon the pa-
triotism of the peasants ; why religion and
superstition are so closely intertwined, and
what causes have kept so large a proportion
of the population ignorant and unprogressive.
Glimpses are also given of the brilliant court
life and the half-French characteristics of the

society of the large cities, as well as the semi-
feudal relations observed on the immense es-

tates of the nobles and gentry. As in Dr.
Cook's book, the fifty photogravure pictures

have been carefully selected so as to give the

best possible idea of the grandeur of the scen-

ery and the architectural marvels of the va-
rious cities. (2 v. net, $4.)

Szvitzerland and the Rhine is another of Dr.

Joel Cook's fascinating travel books appear-
ing in the Photogravure Series, which means
that both artistically and from a literary view-

point the book will be a perfect treat. No
more satisfying souvenir than this could be
selected for the friend who spent part of last

summer in Europe; while for stay-at-home
travellers who journey in comfortable arm
chairs on the "wishing carpet" what stores of

enjoyment are enclosed between these glow-
ing red covers whereon the Lion of Lucerne
and the edelweiss are displayed in rich gold
design. The first half of the work is devoted
to Switzerland, taking up its western and
eastern sections. Under Dr. Cook's guidance
one may sail on Lake Geneva, visit Mon-
treux, Chamounix, Interlaken, cross the Mer
de Glace, climb many mountains, and one
after another visit the spots identified with
Switzerland's history and her heroic men and
their great deeds. Then, following the cus-
tom of many travellers, one leaves behind the

glories of the Alps and begins the "Rhine

journey" from trie Upper to the Lower reaches
of that wonderful river, stopping at the many
quaint and beautiful places along its banks,

abounding in historic and romantic interest,
until the North Sea is reached and the witch-

ery of the journey is but a haunting memory.

From "Switzerla ad Descriptive." Copyiight, 1904, by Henry T. Coates & Co.

SPREUERBRUECKE AND OLD MILL.,
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From "A Ladder of Swords." Copyright, 1904, by Harper & Bros.

SHE SCANNED THE SEA.

Dr. Cook's lucid and vivid descriptions make
the scenes visited intensely real. Rarely are
text and pictorial presentation more closely in

accord. Twenty-five full-page photogravures
in softest tints of browns, greens and creams
visualize the scenic wonders of the Alps and
the Rhine, and give charming views of castle

and chalet and of the famous churches and
public buildings of the Swiss, German and
Dutch cities. (Coates. net, $2.40.)

A Ladder of Swords. The first novel Sir

Gilbert Parker has written since "The Right
of Way." It is an exquisitely conceived love

story, the scenes laid in the time of Elizabeth.

The hero, Michel, a gallant young soldier, is

separated by religious persecutions from his

sweetheart, Angele, he in France and she in a

small island near England. The lord of the

island falls in love with Angele's beauty, and
wishes to marry her; but though weary
months pass without word from Michel, she

gently resists her powerful suitor and remains

loyal. A freak of fortune brings the pair into

the castle of Queen Elizabeth, and her ad-
miration for the handsome young soldier

arouses the jealousy of the Earl of Leicester,
and bids fair to separate Michel and Angele.
The scenes with the queen are most fascinat-

ing, and equal if they do not excel anything
the author has ever done. Exciting intrigue
and many startling situations in the queen's
palace result in repeated and desperate dan-

gers for the faithful lovers, but they finally

escape the hazardous favor of the great queen
and are united. It is a thoroughly rounded,

satisfying story, written with power, charm,
and brilliance. (Harper. $1.50.)

The Truants. An exhilarating story of
London life, by A. E. W. Mason, author of
"The Four Feathers." The truants are two
young married people living with the rich,

overbearing father of the young man. They
have to play truant in order to escape the

hard surveillance of the father-in-law, and to

enter at all into the life of the outside world.

This paternal tyranny results in the young
husband's departure to achieve independent
success, and in his absence the young wife
falls under the influence of an adventurer.

From this point the story develops startlingly
and rapidly, with exciting incidents and a

certain mystery which adds greatly to the in-

terest of the plot. The story is written in a

breezy, stimulating style, which carries the

reader along in spite of himself. (Harper.
$1-50.)

The American Nation. The first five vol-

umes are ready of a great, authoritative and
exhaustive history of America, edited by Al-

bert Bushnell Hart, of Harvard University,
and written from original sources, by asso-

ciated scholars, each one of whom is a spe-
cialist in the period of which his volume
treats. The work will run to twenty-eight
volumes. The plan of the narrative is chro-

nological, the volumes following each other

in close sequence, and its scope a critical, po-
litical, biographical account of the events and
forces which have been vital in the making
of our nation. Vol. I, "The European Back-

ground of American History," by Prof. E. P.

Cheyney, deals with European civilization at

the time of the sailing of Columbus ; 2, ''Basis

of American History," by Prof. Livingston
Farrand, deals with conditions of American
continent between 15th and i6th centuries;

3, "Spain in America," by Prof. E. G. Bourne,
deals with Spanish colonization in North
America between 1450 and 1^80; 4, "England
in America," by Lyon G. Tyler, deals with
colonies in Virginia and New England; 5,

"Colonial Self-Government," by Prof. Charles
M. Andrews, deals with the Spanish, French,

English and Dutch colonies. The work is

illustrated and has fine maps. (Harper. 5 v.

boxed, net, $9.)

Gift Books on the Harper List. It is in-

deed good news that a complete Library edi-

tion of The Poetical Works of Siuinburne
can be had this season. It is in six volumes,
and the first is prefaced by Swinburne with a

long letter to his friend, Theodore Watts-

Dunton, in which 'he confides for the first

time how he came to write the wonderful

poems upon which his fame rests. The latest

portrait of Swinburne and his autograph add
to the value of the set. (6v. $12.) A unique
contribution to the literature of the West is

Red Hunters and the Animal People, by
Charles A. Eastman, a Sioux Indian ("Ohi-
yesa"), now a graduated physician and a

worker among his people. The stories are

not legends, but real tales of what may be

called the human side of animal life. ($1.25.)
A volume of verses about cats and cat life is
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entitled London Mews. In it Catherine Jan-
vier has done some fantastic and graceful lit-

erary work, and has quaintly illustrated it in

color, (net, $1.50.) The scene from "Les

Miserables," in which Jean Valjean steals

the candlesticks and is protected from the
law by the good bishop, has been arranged by
Will Bradley under the title The Story of
the Candlesticks, and offers in attractive form
one of the most impressive scenes in all lit-

erature. ($i.) Edward S. Martin is to be

congratulated on his genial, humorous vol-
ume called The Luxury of Children, with
marginal decorations by Sarah S. Stilwell,
who also has eight illustrations in color. This
book will delight all fathers and mothers,
(net, $1.75.) An admirer of the strenuous
Kaiser may be made happy with Imperator et

Rex: William II. of Germany (net, $2.25) ;

a musical friend would appreciate Phases of
Modern Music, by Lawrence Oilman, musical
critic of Harper's Weekly, who gives his view
of McDowell, Grieg, Wagner, Richard Strauss
and many more of the much-discussed musi-
cians of our time ($1.25) ; and all will be glad
to know there are pretty reprints of such old
favorites as Mark Twain's Dog's Tale, with
Smedley illustrations ($i) ; Will Carleton's
Over the Hill to the Poor-House ($2) ; and
Owen Wister's A Journey in Search of
Christmas. ($2.)

Harper & Brothers' Newest Fiction. Will-
iam D. Howells covers a real and human sit-

uation in The Son of Royal Langbrith, of
which the scene is a secluded little village of
New England. A middle-aged doctor desires
to marry a middle-aged widow whose hus-
band has been dead for many years. She de-
clines, but cannot conceal the fact that she
cares very much for her suitor. He divines
that her son is the cause of her refusal. This
son, who never knew his father, has always
had the greatest pride in him and reverence
for his memory, and thinks it would be a sort
of sacrilege for his mother to marry again.
The doctor wishes to tell the son the kind of
man his father really was, but the mother
shrinks from this, and the various motives
make a fine story. ($2.) Justin H. Mc-
Carthy in The Lady of Loyalty House tells a
story of the outbreak of the quarrel between
king and Parliament in 1642. The heroine is

loyal to ill-fated Charles, and will not sur-
render her manor to Cromwell's men. The
Puritan leader of the attack and a half pirate,
half play actor adventurer bring about stir-

ring incidents. ($1.50.) Another historical
novel is a tale of the crusade of the tenth cen-
tury, entitled Theophano, of which the author
is Frederic Harrison, the noted historian, who
here proves himself full of romanticism and
imagination, while of course his facts regard-
ing Constantinople, Roman ceremonials, arm-
ies, etc., will remain unchallenged. '($1.50)
Joseph Conrad has laid his novel Nostromom a South American republic, and the story
is one of revolution and exciting intrigue,
with vivid descriptions of English commer-
cial undertakings and the railroads and mines
of the country. Will N. Harben in his new
novel, The Georgians, lets Abner Daniel the

hero of his novel of that name, play good
angel to the lovers kept apart by an unjust
father's prejudices, and the author show's all

his well-known love of fun in the details of

the plot. ($1.50.) And there are several

more volumes of this excellent fiction, notably
Jess & Company, by J. J. Bell, the story of a

plucky Scotch peasant woman who takes

charge of an incompetent husband and the

family affairs ($1.25) ;
Love in Chief, by Rose

K. Weekes, a complicated little English love

story ($1.50) ; and The Sorrows of Sap'ed,
by James Jeffrey Roche, who tells of the
troubles of an oriental monarch with his suc-

cessive wives. ($1.50.)

The Masquerader. Don't miss reading
Katherine Cecil Thurston's much discussed

novel, which has been creating a sensation in

Harper's Bazar in America and in Black-
wood's Magazine and the London Daily Mail
in England, where it bears the title of "John
Chilcote, M.P." Mrs. Thurston is the wife
of a London journalist and The Masquerader
is her second novel. The idea of two human
beings resembling each other so closely as to

make one identity indistinguishable from the
other has been used often in comedy and
tragedy, from Shakespeare's Dromios to "The
Corsican Brothers," 'The Lyons Mail," "John
Needham's Double'' and "The Prisoner of
Zenda." Mrs. Thurston has used the double
personalities with tremendous effect. From
the plot's dramatic inception in the midst of'

From "The Masquerader." Copyright, 1904, by Harper & Bros.

LODER TORE THE TELEGRAM OPEN.
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a London fog, where Chilcote, the member of

Parliament, runs into his vagabond prototype,
to the startling denouement in the beginning
of the last chapter, the story steadily increases

in exciting interest. Chilcote sees in this

chance meeting an unequalled opportunity for

obtaining periods of freedom from care,

when he may indulge in a growing fondness
for opium. As events unfold in rapid suc-

cession Chilcote's wife, Eve, who "doesn't

count," becomes a magnetic current in the

development of the two men's destinies and
furnishes an ethical problem for discussion.

It would be manifestly unfair to spoil the

reader's appetite for one of the most absorb-

ing books of the season by unravelling the

narrative to its conclusion. (Harper. $1.50.)

The Castle Comedy. Thompson Buchanan
has given us a story of romance, adventure,
and intrigue. Its scene is England and its

time during the first empire, when, as we all

know, England was greatly disturbed by
rumors of French invasion and French plots.

A French spy plays a prominent part in the

story. The book has evidently been especial-

ly planned for the holidays. It is elaborately
decorated and has many colored pictures by
Elizabeth Shippen Green. (Harper. $2.)

Stepping Stones of American History. W.
A. Wilde Company are making a valuable

addition to the growing library of the young
student and book-lover. Its aim is to pre-
sent in a clear and concise manner the salient

points in early American history. As the

result of consultation with eminent educa-

tors fourteen subjects were selected as best

representing the most important steps in our

early development, and then different "his-

torians and statesmen were requested to con-

tribute papers on these several subjects. For

instance, there is a chapter on The Dutch in

New Amsterdam, by William E. Griffis; an-

other on The Colonists and Indians, by Reu-
ben G. Thwaites ; one on The Quaker Move-
ment in America, by Everett T. Tomlinson ;

and one on Samuel Adams and the Sons of

Liberty, by the Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge,
each chapter being the work of a specialist

and recognized authority, who writes enter-

tainingly as well as instructively. The book
is richly illustrated with full-page pictures

by Frank O. Small, whose artistic skill is

quite above the average, and both paper and

binding are excellent. All in all it is a dis-

tinctly "worth while" compilation. (net,

$2.25.)

The Old Testament Story. Mary W.
Brownson, Professor of English Bible in the

Pennsylvania College for Women, has under-
taken a tremendous task in her .idea of retell-

ing the Old Testament story. The plan of the

work is to place in narrative form the his-

torical portions of the Old Testament. The
author's purpose is to paraphrase the sacred

story as faithfully as possible; to interpret,
when necessary, and to add something of liv-

ing interest to the narrative by reason of per-
sonal acquaintance with Bible lands. The
work will occupy four volumes, two of which
are now ready. Volume I under the title

"The Patriarchal Age" covers the Book of

Genesis; volume 2, entitled "The Develop-
ment of the Nation," covers the books of the
Bible from Exodus to Joshua. Each volume
is carefully indexed and illustrated by eight
to twelve full-page pictures. Young people
will be interested in the matter, but only peo-
ple of riper growth can appreciate the original
and untiring work that has gone into the

preparation of Professor Brownson's plan.
(Wilde. 4 v. ea., 75 c.)

Herbert Spencer. "Prof. Josiah Royce,"
says the Providence Sunday Journal, "is well
fitted to survey the contribution of Spencer
to the world's thought, coolly but not un-

sympathetically. He appreciates the force of
much that Spencer taught, yet he is aware of
the deficiencies in his doctrines of life de-
ficiencies which were due in large part to his

personal outlook, and the peculiarities of his

disposition. His two essays, and especially the
first one, are attempts to show wherein Spen-
cer failed and succeeded. Written after the

publication of the "Autobiography," they con-

stantly refer to Spencer's own interpretation
of himself, which was, it is all but univers-

ally admitted, alike dispassionate and honest.
As criticisms of Spencer, the man and the

propagandist, they are illuminating alike to
the student of Spencer and to the general
reader. The volume as a whole will give the
reader fresh and illuminating conceptions of
a man who for half a century was one of the

leading figures in the progress of the world's

thought and who must remain, whatever the
ultimate verdict upon his contributions to

science, among the most conspicuous, if not

among the greatest, philosophers of the nine-
teenth century. (Fox, Duffield & Co. net,

$1.25.)

Misrepresentative Men. "Colonel D.
Streamer's book of comic verse called Mis-
representative Men is one of the most amus-
ing books of the year," says the N. Y. Herald.
"Colonel Streamer is a fluent and ingenious
rhymster, with an alert mind and a well-
controlled sense of humor. The subjects of
his amiable sport are Theodore Roosevelt,
Paeon. Adam. Joan of Arc, Paderewski. Will-
iam Tell, Diogenes, Sir Thomas Lipton,
Marat, Ananias, and Nero. Colonel
Streamer also has a 'Foreword,' an Aft-
word,' and a 'Postlude.' and he politely and
melodiously dedicates his playful fancies to

Miss Ethel Barrymore." Strothmann's pic-
tures have causrht the spirit of the verse ex-

actly. (Fox, Duffield & Co.)

Etiquette and A Good Dinner. Fox. Duf-
field have ready for Christmas gifts The Fus-
ser's Book, by Anna Archibald and Georgina
Jones (75 c. net) ; and The Blue Grass Cook
Book compiled by Minnie C. Fox, from re-

cipes collected chiefly from Kentucky house-

keepers, with a few Virginia treasures added,

(net, $1.50.) The first is a book of etiquette
intended for fussers, or in other words, men
very anxious to have the ladies see that they
know just the right thing to do in all the situ-

ations that may turn up in our complicated
modern social life. The men that care for
manners and customs also care for a good
dinner, and they will hope while they are
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studying to please the hostess that offers them
a home dinner that some kind friend may
also have thought of her needs and given
her this invaluable cook book. It has a de-

lightful introduction by John Fox, Jr., author
of "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,"
and it is full of information about old times
in Kentucky, the land of perfect cookery.

(Fox, Duffield. $1.50.)

The President, After reading "The Boss"
no one can question that Alfred Henry Lewis
has a rare knowledge of the inside workings
of American politics, whether in the unsavory
atmosphere of an east side city ward or in

the "great game" played at the national cap-
ital. He is unhampered by any misplaced de-

lusions regarding the dignity of office, and
he looks upon corruption, wherever found
in the daily press, in the law courts, in Con-
gress itself as legitimate game for his caus-
tic pen. The President is a clever book and
a rather audacious one a book which satir-

izes the highest dignitaries in the land with
the blithe disrespect of the political cartoon,
and labels the United States Senators as so

many "goggle-eyed old walruses." The
specific story that Mr. Lewis has to tell con-
cerns the aspirations of one of these Senators
to the Presidency, and the manner in which
he makes and unmakes governors and judges,
railroads and corporations, in the further-

ance of his plans. "It is the admirable as-

surance of the author," says the Evening
Post, "his ready, infallible judgments, and a

real talent for writing nervous, picturesque
English that hold the reader interested. After
the vogue of what has been called 'anaemic

fiction' this story, full of action and blood,

ought to find a wide audience." "The Pres-
ident is essentially a man's book," says the

Globe, "and a good one of its kind. It is a

From "The Pagan's Progress." Copyright, 1904, by
A. S. Barnes & Co.

THE KNITTER OF NETS.

From "The President." Copyright, 1904, by A. S. Barnes & Co.

HE HELD HER CLOSE.

timely publication and a meritorious addition
to the political novels of the hour." "Poli-
tics and Wall Street struggle to be uppermost
in this absorbing tale," says the Washington
Post. "But a love story runs through all

the politics and trie modest young man who
haunts Washington society as a reporter in

spite of his millions makes an ardent and sat-

isfactory lover for the Senator's niece."

(Barnes. $1.50.)

A Captain in the Ranks. In a sense

George Cary Eggleston's previous novels
have been a preparation for the broad and
dramatic pictures offered in this new romance.
He sketches the great drama afforded by the

crushing of the Confederacy and the situation

confronting the cavaliers of the South after

Lee's surrender when many of them, like the

Virginian hero of this story, turned westward
to a new life. That life was the building of
the West. The captain of the army became
private in the ranks of those who built rail-

roads, opened mines and fought in an indus-
trial warfare for the winning of a newer
country. It was a life real, picturesque, dra-

matic, fairly heroic in its contrasts and the

largeness of its issues. Of this life the au-

thor himself was a part. It is the story of a

heroic soldier not of fortune, but of industry,
and a woman with all the charm of Dorothy
South and a clean cut, fascinating, original in-

dividuality who play their parts in one of

the great scenes of American life. (Barnes,
il., net, $1.20.-)

The Pagan's Progress. "This Miltonesque
romance," says the Boston Herald, "of the

pagan born to darkness, his life and loves,

adventures, warfare, jealousies and revenge,
as moulded by the author, is pungent with the

aroma of primitive man. The trumpet note
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of nature is sounded in the striking preface.

The type and the illustrations are in keeping
with the novelty of this dramatic narrative."

"The story has the force of an allegory,"

says the Minneapolis Journal "It is the story

of the awakening of a man's belief in a life

beyond this, and the author has written a

romance of general interest and suggestive-

ness." (Barnes, il., $i.)

Henry Holt & Co.'s Miscellaneous Books.

The most elaborate book of the year pub-
lished by this house is American Insects, by
Prof. Vernon L. Kellogg, of which, however,

tjie style is not said to be at all professional
but agreeable to the amateur as well as to the

specialist. It is very up-to-date and compre-
hensive including moths, beetles and butter-

flies, to each of which separate volumes are

sometimes devoted. The illustrations over

800, with eleven colored plates are note-

worthy. Many readers who have heard of

The Nibelunglied as one of the sources of

Wagner's popular "Ring of the Nibelung,"
will have a chance to make the acquaintance
of this greatest German epic in an English
version. The translation, highly spirited and

in the metre of the original, is by Prof. George

Henry Needier. ($1.75 net.) An informal

and often humorous treatment of a subject

that has too often been made portentously
solemn may be found in Ella Calista Wil-
son's Pedagogues and Parents ($1.25 net),

which is written from the parents' standpoint,

and yet is a sort of primer of pedagogy for

the outsider. Kufferath's Wagner's Parsifal
is even more in vogue this year with its pro-
ductions of the drama in both German and

English, and as high an authority as Mr.
Krehbiel 'has pronounced this book "The best

single help to the study of Parsifal with

which I am acquainted." (net, $1.50.)

The Knitting of the Souls. Under this

title Lee & Shepard have a most interesting

Colonial novel of the I7th century, written by
Maude Clark Gay. The hero is Kenneth

Brooks, foster-son of Governor Bellingham ;

the heroine Lady Virginia, the fair and noble

wife of an unworthy commissioner sent by
Charles n. to suppress the too rapidly in-,

creasing self-government of the Massachu-
setts Bay Colony. Ten years elapse between
the banishing of Brooks for his fearless

championing of right and the honorable at-

tainment of his soul's desire, sternly held in

check by the power of a Puritan conscience.

King Philip's War, with all its horrors, is in-

terwoven with the climax of the story, and en-

ables the hero to vindicate himself, as well as

reach his great happiness. Various well-

drawn side-plots add to the intense interest

of the book, which abounds in dramatic situ-

ations, compels attention by its force and
feeling, and pleases by its accurate historical

grasp, its graceful diction, and the unusual
attractiveness of its illustrations., which are
not only the best work of Mr. Merrill, but
are put in colors by a process far superior to

ordinary color printing. ($1.50.)

Daily Cheer Year Book. M. Allette Ayer
has shown bright good cheer and sound good
sense in making her selections from the best
writers. Rev. Francis E. Clark, also cheery
.and sensible, furnishes the introduction.

Nothing pleases better than a year book, and
this year book is externally of the most at-

tractive. The edition de luxe is bound in

leather binding, all hand work, is truly artis-

tic and worthy of the firm which first made
holiday gift books in this country. Nothing
can be cultivated as cheerfulness can and no
one thing is more needed in the world than
the will power to be cheerful and to fight de-

pression and gloominess. Examine the Daily
Cheer Year Book. (Lee & Shepard. $i-$2.)

Evelyn Bird. George Cary Eggleston's
"Dorothy South" and other characters en-
deared to the readers of his previous novels

appear again as friends and advisers to Kil-

gariff, who is himself the embodiment of
Southern daring and chivalry. The heroic
fortitude and devotion of the people of the
South in the last stage of the Civil War are

strikingly shown. The Churchman says:
"Mr. Eggleston's quaintly didactic style is in

keeping with the period which he delineates.
The high-flown sentiments of Evelyn and Kil-

gariff, the saturated atmosphere of romance
in which they move, the Rollo-like serious-
ness and circumlocution with which they an-

alyze to each other their theories of honor
and of education, remind the reader pleas-
antly of the romantic fiction of the late '6o's."

"The beautiful love story," says the Chicago
Evening Post, "is woven in and out through
the fights along the Rapidan, the trenches of

Petersburg, and the thinning lines that Marse
Robert held between the doomed confederate

capital and the forces of General Grant. Mr.
Eggleston has strongly depicted the scenes

preceding the fall of Richmond, and without
a trace of partisanship." (Lothrop. $1.50.)

The Loves of Edwy. Rose Cecil O'Neill is

known as an illustrator, but in this unique
love story she has proved her dual capacity
of author as well as illustrator. The two
"Loves of Edwy" are his bosom friend and
his sweetheart, and the fortunes of all three
are woven into a romance of surpassing in-

terest. Pathos and humor are exquisitely
blended in this story. There is not a dull

page in the book, and it may be confidently
asserted that nothing so original has been
produced in this country in many years.
With perfect sureness of touch the author fol-

lows the romance of three interlacing lives and
supplements her well told story with sixty pic-
tures that bring the events and feelings of the

actors home to everybody. (Lothrop. $1.50.)

Letters of John Ruskin to Charles Eliot
Norton. A man's letters to his closest friend
would often make his best biography. Such
is the case with the Letters of John Ruskin
to Charles Eliot Norton, edited by C. E.

Norton and published in two volumes. In
these letters, sure of the most sympathetic
comprehension, Ruskin discloses his intimate

moods, his inner purposes, his hopes and
fears, his ambitions and his doubts. He ex-

presses his opinions on American and Euro-
pean politics, sketches his friends and gives
glimpses of his work and of the places that he
loved Venice, Verona, Florence and many
points in the Alps. Written wholly without

restraint, these letters throw new light upon
the personality of one of the most brilliant

and most attractive of modern Englishmen.
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They deserve a place in every library that

contains his works, which already rank

among the classics and have been translated

into every civilized language. A first edition

of 150 copies bound with paper label and
uncut edges must be spoken for at once, and
indeed it would gladden the eyes and heart

of a Ruskin lover or scholar. (Houghton,
M. & Co. 2 v., $4.)

joying. It is as bright and amusing as its

predecessor and it is a literary novelty be-
sides." ($1.25.) A critical reader of Mrs.
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward's new novel,

Trixy, writes that
"
'Uncle Tom's Cabin' and

Trixy' should be side by side in every library.
What one did for the slave the other will do
for the dog and his like." The book involves
the question of vivisection and its conse-

From "Xew France a"d New England.' Copyright, 1904, by Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

GENERAL WOLFE.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.'s Fiction. Eight
new novels, all good, better, best, are on the
list of this house. The Affair at the Inn, a

story written in collaboration by Kate Doug-
las Wiggin, Mary and Jane Helen Findlater
and Allan McAulay, sold 28,000 in two weeks,
and has had remarkable tribute paid to it by
literary editors throughout the country. The
Chicago Record-Herald feels "that it will un-

doubtedly begin a career of popularity as
marked as that which 'Rebecca' is still en-

quences upon the character and views of life

of those who practice it. The Apology of
Ayliffe, by Ellen Olney Kirk, is the history
of a rich, beautiful and vivacious New York
society girl who gets entangled with three

lovers"; Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney again offers

one of her delightful tales of young girl life

in Biddy's Episodes, in which she confides

many of her helpful thoughts on social in-

consistencies and the rights of wage-earners;
Alice Prescott Smith in Off the Highway
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tells a bright story of love in California amidst

the fruit farms of the Sierra Nevadas ;
a story

of extraordinary devotion with the Shetland

Islands and the glamour of the Northern Seas

as a setting is The Reaper, by Edith Rickert ;

and William D. O'Connor in Heroes of the

Storm gives wonderfully graphic accounts of

the most famous rescues from shipwreck by
the crews of the United States Life Saving
Service. The Anglo-American colony at

Rome has been chosen by Gamaliel Bradford

as the scene of his first venture in fiction.

In The Private Tutor the love story of an

Italian countess and a young American cub,

and all the clever characterization arid de-

scription show that the writer used his so-

journ in Rome in 1896 to lasting purpose,

(ea., $1.50.)

Thomas Nelson & Sons' Bibles, Prayer-
Books, etc. Impossible as it may seem to

do more than already done, yet this firm have
made especial efforts this year to strengthen
their lines of Bibles, and particularly that of

the American Standard Revised Bible. This
version of the Scriptures may be had with
or without teachers' aids in sizes ranging
from twentyfourmo in minion type to a long
primer type, quarto size. All the editions

may be had printed on fine white paper
and also on Nelson's India paper, which ranks

among the thinnest printing papers in the

world. A pulpit edition, handsomely printed
and bound, is just ready, and makes an ap-

propriate gift for church or Sunday-school.
Besides the American Standard Revised Bible

they have also the King James Version in over

four hundred styles. Among these the

leader is Nelson's Teachers' Bible, with con-

cise Bible dictionary, concordance and in-

dexed Bible atlas, forming a complete biblical

library in a single volume. The Nelson's

Sunday-School Scholar's Bible, with practical

helps, and a new Bible Catechism especially

designed for young people, is a particularly
attractive volume. Their Prayer Books and

Hymnals are put up in every imaginable style
of binding and printed on white paper and on
Nelson's India paper, with or without illus-

trations. Some new styles in white calf,

white morocco and ivory have been designed
for bridal and confirmation gifts. The ob-

long editions are dainty and unique. They
have also Altar Services in imperial octavo,
set in great primer type, conforming to the

standard Prayer Book of 1892, and arranged
with special regard for the convenience of

the celebrant.

Nelson's New Century Library. There are

no books like the old books, and publishers
seem to recognize this more and more and
seem to put a great share of their capital, ex-

perience and technical skill into the manufac-
ture of exquisite editions of standards and
classics. The works of the best authors are

obtainable in the perfection of form in Nel-
son's New Century Library. Large novels,

formerly requiring two bulky volumes, are is-

sued in one handsome book not thicker than
a monthly magazine, and of pocket size, 6^4 x
4*4 inches. The bindings are handsome, the pa-
per is beautiful and the type large and clear.

This library grows steadily larger. It now
embraces the complete works of Scott, Dick-
ens and Thackeray, Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Pro-

gress," "Tennyson's Poetical Works, 1830-
1859," Carlyle's "French Revolution," Cer-
vantes' "Don Quixote/' four volumes of Lord
Lytton's novels "Last Days of Pompeii,"
"Night and Morning," "The Last of the

Barons," and "The Caxtons;" four volumes
of Charles Lever's novels "Charles O'Mal-
ley," "Tom Burke of Ours," "Jack Hinton,"
and "Harry Lorrequer;" "Jane Eyre," by
Charlotte Bronte; "Westward Ho!" by
Charles Kingsley; "Pride and Prejudice,"
"Mansfield Park and Northanger Abbey," in

one volume; also, "Sense and Sensibility,"
"Emma" and "Persuasion," by Jane Austen,
in one volume. No prettier remembrance for
a friend can be chosen than a favorite volume
from these carefully selected standards of

English literature.

Birthday Books and Devotional Books.
There is nothing a young girl likes better
than a "birthday-book," and nothing so sure
of pleasing an older friend of refined literary
taste as a book known as a "devotional
book," made up of the thoughts that have en-
nobled and cultivated the world for genera-
tions, dressed externally in the most fitting
of modern technical perfection. Seventeen
birthday-books are on the list of Thomas
Nelson & Sons, very tempting in limp Vene-
tian binding of assorted colors, with rounded
corners and festive gilt edges. The texts are

gathered from the Bible, Burns, Mrs. He-
mans, Shakespeare, Robert Browning, etc.

(ea., 75 c.) The celebrated "devotional

books," so long an ornament on the list of the

Nelsons, are this year gotten up in very hand-
some editions, and are fascinating at first

sight in French and Venetian morocco, Per-
sian calf, Turkey, etc. In these bewitching
costumes may be had "The Imitation of

Christ," Taylor's "Holy Living and Dying,"
"The Christian Year," "Gold Dust," etc.,

ranging in price from 35 c. to $2.75. (Nel-
son.)

Ralph Waldo Emerson. Miss Elisabeth
Luther Cary, who has already done such ex-
cellent literary work in her estimates of
"The Rossettis," "William Morris: Poet,
Craftsman, Socialist," "Browning: Poet and
Man," "Tennyson, His Homes, His Friends
and His Work," and "Poems of Dante Ga-
briel Rossetti," has shown herself an even
abler exponent and critic in her latest book
on Ralph Waldo Emerson: Poet and Critc.

Many men of genius arrive at spiritual and
intellectual unity through complication of ex-

perience, but with Emerson it was not so.

From the beginning to the end he cherished
a singular simplicity of soul, thinking con-

stantly upon ethical matters and avoiding dis-

tractions of interest and complexity of argu-
ment. He solved problems by a direct appeal
to the inner consciousness of right and wrong.
His essays might have been written upon the

throne of Marcus Aurelius or in the priory of

Thomas a Kempis. This isolation of mind
sometimes has been obscured by writers fa-

miliar with his environment through their
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Fiom "Ralph Waldo Emerson." Copyright, 1904, by
G. P. Putnam's Sons.

RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

efforts to entangle him in the web of New
England theology and philosophy. The en-
deavor of the present writer has been to see
him as simply as he himself saw life, and
to connect his writings with his mental and
spiritual characteristics and the quiet round
of his direct interests. Addressed not to the
student but to the general reader, this volume
shows Emerson as he looks to the generation
succeeding his own. The work is gotten up
in the same tasteful style as her other con-
tributions to critical literature and is em-
bellished with numerous illustrations in pho-
togravure, including a large number of in-

teresting portraits. (Putnam, net, $3.50.)

The Book of Clever Beasts. "Any one
with a taste for the ridiculous," says The
Outlook, "will enjoy the wit of this absurd
book. The clever parodies and clean thrusts
at 'students of natural history/ by Mr. John-
son-Sitdown, investigator of Unnatural His-
tory, are irresistible. The calm audacity of
a writer and a woman at that who can per-
petrate atrocious puns by the score is mar-
vellous. 'Little Upsidaisi,' the field-mouse,
who learned the Morse code of telegraphy,
and Jagg, the Skootaway Goat, who ate the
written questions of his man friend and after
due digestion replied to them, and Kitchi-

Kitchi, the squirrel, who retained his Indian
name, as did Upsidaisi; and Hoot-Mon the

owl, and Jenny Ragtail the rabbit, and Hoop
La the fox, are a group of creatures we can
never forget. Snoof, the bear, who lived on
the garbage-heap of the Geyser Hotel, seems
a familiar figure, and the history of Jim
Crow, the impertinent thief who slept with
his feet in Mr. Johnson- Sitdown's face and
gave him crow's-feet, has a reminiscent air
about him. Peter Newell's art is exactly
adapted to these stories, which will arouse
many a laugh even among protesting readers
who cannot manage more than one tale at a
time." (Putnam. $1.50.)

G. P. Putnam's Sons' Fiction. Good fic-

tion is on the Putnam list. The Master's

Violin, by Myrtle Reed, set in framed and
rubricked pages and daintily clad for a holi-

day gift, Carries a sweet and wholesome mes-

sage of peace and good will and appeals irre-

sistibly to music lovers, (net, $1.50.) The
Prince Chap, by Edward Peple, has its scene
in a London art colony and its hero an Amer-
ican sculptor. It is highly dramatic and is to
be used for stage purposes, (net, $1.10.)
The Ragged Messenger, by W. B. Maxwell, is

pronounced by the St. James Gazette "one of
the most remarkable novels of recent years."
It is the story of an enthusiastic young Lon-
don clergyman who works especially among
unfortunate women and it is strong and well-

written, (net, $1.20.) Secret History of

To-day, by Allen Upward, purports to be the
revelations of a diplomatic spy who gets at

the "true history of the blowing up of the
'Maine ;'

"
of the Dreyfus affair, of the death

of King Humbert, of the telegram which be-

gan the Boer war; of the death of Queen
Draga, etc., etc. It is ingenious, audacious
and interesting. ($1.50.) The Light Brigade
in Spain, by Herbert Strang, has scene laid

in Spain during the great historic campaign
under Sir John Moore ($1.50) ; Green Man-
sions is a romance of the tropical forest by
W. H. Hudson (net, $1.20) ; Three Dukes,
by G. Ystridde, is a vivid and effective story
(net, $1.20) ;

and Baring-Gould has collected
some of his best stories and publishes them
as A Book of Ghosts. ($1.50.)

From " The Book of Clever Beasts." Copyright, 1904, by
G. P. Putnam's Sons.

COQUETTING LIKE LOVERS.
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The Prospector. This new book will more
than sustain the author's great reputation.
With a scene laid in the Crow's Nest Pass
country, in days before the smelter super-
seded the miner and his pan, the plot centres
about an eastern college graduate a strong,
determined clean man. The pages are of ab-

sorbing interest, vivid with adventures and

Copyright, 1901, by Fleming H. Revell Company.

RALPH CONNOR.

toned with the inspiring lofty purpose that

gives Ralph Connor's work a place by itself.

Prospectors, cow-boys, ne'er-do-wells and
fortune hunters fill the pages, and the scene is

almost identical with that of "The Sky Pilot"

and "Black Rock," of which two books a mil-

lion copies have been sold. (Revell. $1.50.)

Dr. Luke of the Labrador. "However this

new novel is identified with the real life of that

stern and rock-bound not to say ice-packed
coast of Labrador," says The Globe, "the

author of the book, Norman Duncan, has
warmed to the work of a 'first' novel in a

way that breaks the ice and carries his fic-

titious hero and his other characters well
over into a reality that is their own. Prof.
Duncan has been called the Pennsylvania
Pierre Loti. He has at any rate found a
fresh field in the Newfoundland and Lab-
rador fishing colonies, and since his first ex-

quisite short story of a lad swept to sea in
the arms of that Lorelei of the Grand Banks,
the Mist Maiden, he has been reckoned a new
force in the literature of wild life and open
sea." "We should call Norman Duncan next
of kin to Mr. Barrie," says Joseph P. Gilder
in The Critic. The Toronto Globe predicts
that "it will probably prove to be the greatest
book yet produced by a native of Canada;"
and The Outlook editors agree that it is

among the choicest contributions to English
literature that have come to their office. It is

a simple tale that is a work of art. (Revell.
$1.50.)

Shakespeare and Dickens in Oxford Dress.
The Oxford University Press this year of-

fer a unique gift for any season in their

miniature edition of Dickens's "Christmas
Stories," in five charming little volumes,
2 x 2 l/2 inches in size. Though phenomenally
small in size, the type a generous minion
is perfectly readable, being printed with great
care on Japanese paper. The set will make
an acceptable Christmas gift, bound in leather

binding, divinity circuit with gilt edges. They
have also a new Fireside edition of Dickens's

complete works, in twenty-two crown octavo

volumes, with over 600 illustrations by "Phiz,"
Cruikshank and others, (ea., $i ; set, $20-
$35-) The Oxford India Paper edition of
Dickens's works, in seventeen volumes, again
appeals to those in search of a compact and
useable edition of this writer's works, illus-

trated by his famous artist collaborators, (ea.,

$1.25.) In line with the miniature edition of
Dickens's writings is the miniature edition of

Shakespeare's works complete in one volume,
each play in clear, readable type, beautifully
printed on Oxford India paper. The "Ellen

Terry Miniature Shakespeare" may be had
complete in forty volumes, bound in leather,

(ea., 50 c.) Another attractive holiday gift
is the new and cheaper issue of the Oxford
Editions of the Poets, in one volume, each

printed on fine white paper and also on the
Oxford India paper. These volumes may be
had bound in cloth, in lambskin and in mo-
rocco. ($i-$3.)

Oxford University Press Miscellaneous
Books. If looking for a gift for a scholarly
clergyman of any creed the Oxford University
Press offers treasures. We can only briefly
mention New Sayings of Jesus and Fragment
of a Lost Gospel from Oxyrhynchus (net,

75 c.) ; Oxford Cyclopedic Concordance, a
herculean undertaking, requiring the skill

of vast scholarship (75 c.-$i.25) ; and The
Titles of the Psalms, by James William
Thirtle, who claims to have found the key to

the understanding of the titles which was
supposed to have been lost 2000 years ago.
(net, $2.)

Books on Other Lands. A most successful

series of books picturing every-day life in

foreign lands is that entitled Our European
Neighbours, which now tells of eleven coun-
tries. The volumes are to be issued now in

handsome giftbook form, and three are ready
for the season H. E. Palmer's "Russian Life
in Town and Country;" Alfred Thomas
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A Defective Santa Claus. It is no small

thing to have added to the sum total of hu-
man gladness as much genuine merriment as

James Whitcomb Riley has accomplished in

his various poems of child-life amid simple
country surroundings. This year is made
memorable by the appearance of his new
Christmas poem, entitled A Defective Santa
Claus, wherein the true holiday spirit is

manifested. It tells in the quaint dialect of a

child the tale of a Christmas Eve when "Pa"
had gone away and the children were warned
that "Santy" would come to see them accord-

ing to a promise made years ago. Then the

From "A Defective Santa Claus." Copyright, 1904, by
Bobbs-Merrill Company.

Story's "Swiss Life;'' and L. Higgins's

"Spanish Life." (ca., net, $2.25.) This ex-

cellent series is now to be supplemented by
one on Our Asiatic Neighbours, of which two
volumes are ready for Christmas shoppers
Henry Compton's "Indian Life in Town and

Country;" and George William Knox's "Jap-
anese Life in Town and Country." Mr. Comp-
ton's long residence in India has fitted him
well in point of knowledge and his skill with
the pen has been already proved in successful

books. Dr. Knox is an American missionary
who lived in Japan for fifteen years and
knows the country and the people as few for-

eigners know them. Dr. Knox's book treats

intimately the daily life of the Japanese, their

religion and the traditions that have helped or
hindered them in their remarkable progress. It

is well to find in the same publisher's list Rus-
sia: Her Strength and Weakness, by Wolf
von Schierbrand, who takes the extreme pessi-
mistic view of the political, social and finan-

cial condition of Russia and brings it before
his readers with great vivacity of style, (net,

$1.60.) The Kingdom of Siam is also well

represented in articles edited by A. Cecil Car-

ter, which were presented to the Louisiana
Purchase Exoosition at St. Louis, and are
from high officials. (Putnam, net, $2.)

From "A Defective Santa Claus.
1 '

Copyright, 1V04, by
Bobbs-Merrill Company.

sleigh bells sound and in "Santy" comes;
but in the bustle of greeting them all he
brushes up against the lighted tree, and there
is a blaze, and the children are rushed off to

bed, while Santy is rolled in the snow. Next
morning their father arrives with nose and
hands plastered and bandaged, because he
had "froze himself!" The drollery of the
verses is irresistible, and the humanness of the
sentiment appeals to any normal nature. The
illustrators. Will Vawter and C. M. Relyea,
have caught the rollicking spirit of the poem
and completed what is in all respects a real

giftbook. (Bobbs-Merrill. net, $i.)

'The Blue Grass Cook Book.'' Copyiight,
1904, by Cox, Duffield a. Co.

"AUNT FRANCES."
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From "
Krsty's Queer Christmas." Copyright, 1904, by Houghton, Miffl:n & Co.

THE TREE WAS TO THEM LIKE A GLIMPSE OF FAIRYLAND.

Q0ooft0 for

Houghton, Mifflin & Company's Juveniles.
A true holiday note is struck in tKristy's

Queer Christmas, a description of a novel
Christmas celebrated by a jolly home party,
when the entertainment consisted in the

telling of fourteen different Christmas stories.

With rare humor and charm, intermingling
tales of adventure: and romance, Mrs. Olive
Thorne Miller diverts us with these accounts
of how Christmas is observed in the Far
West and in New Engand, in city and coun-

try. ($1.25.) Last year's amazing success
of "Jewel" has seemed to demand a further
record of the lovable little Christian Science

girl who, by her sunny, healthy nature, trans-
formed dislike into affection, and so Mrs.
Burnham has prepared "Jewel's Story Book,"
another chapter in the little girl's life, wherein
her mother's Story Book, compiled during the

foreign tour, is read and enjoyed through
Jewel's second happy summer at her Grand-
father's country home. ($1.50.) Good short
stories are always welcome. Youngsters will

heartily approve of Abbie Farwell Brown's
The Flower Princess, printed in large type,

containing four fairy tales, and accompanied
by fascinating pictures ($i) ; also, of Mary
Austin's "The Basket Woman," true stories

said to have been told to the author by an old

Indian crone about Indians, coyotes, miners

and shepherds of the California desert; but

half their charm lies in Mrs. Austin's engag-

ing manner of retelling them. ($1.5-) A
Book of Little Boys by that popular writer,
Helen Dawes Brown, gives amusing glimpses
of the doings of twelve little boys who are
neither too good nor too bad for other chil-

dren's enjoyment. ($i.) Then there are two
capital books for older boys, one by Tom-
linson, The Riders of the Black Horse, being
a historical tale of Revolutionary days, with
a courier as hero, who carried dispatches be-
tween Washington in New Jersey and the
Northern armies ($1.50) ; the other, His
Majesty's Sloop Diamond Rock, by H. S.

Huntington, being founded on an incident in

West Indian history, in which a rock off the
coast of Martinique became a commissioned
sloop of war. ($1.50.) Completing this list

there is When the King Came, a book of a

more serious character, by Dean Hodges, of

the Cambridge Theological School. He has
retold the gospel narrative in a series of

stories in a simple, reverent way, so as to

give a clear and consecutive view of the life

of Christ; furthermore, these stories have
stood the test of being read aloud to children
for ten years. ($1.25.)
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A. S. Barnes & Co.'s Juvenile Literature.

The Island Camp, by Ralph Bonehill, one of

the most popular of writers for young people,
is the initial volume of a new series, which
is designed to take boy readers through all

the pleasures, incidents and adventures of
outdoor life and sport. The two boy heroes
introduced are manly fellows living in an
Eastern State. The boys had been nutting
as the story opens, and are held up and
robbed by tramps on their way home. After-
wards they go into camp, and have many ad-
ventures hunting deer, among the wolves,
etc., are lost in a blizzard, go in search of a

bear, have a great moose hunt, meet Indians,
etc. ($1.25.) The Search, by E. P. Weaver,
telling of the search for a little girl stolen by
the Indians in the middle of the eighteenth
century, when the frontier was in western
New York and Pennsylvania, is good reading.
She is the only grandchild of English peo-
ple, and it is their adopted son, a lad of nine-

teen, who comes all the way from London to

Philadelphia to find her. His adventures

among the Indians, and the child's life among
them are full of interest. ($1.25.) The
Three Prisoners, by William Henry Shelton,
is the true story of two boys and a school-
master who became involved in war in spite
of themselves. The time was at the begin-
ning of our Civil War, the characters are

visiting camp, there is an attack and they are
made prisoners. Their escape and tramp
through the mountains of Virginia are rich
in heroism and terrible hardships. ($1.25.)
A second edition is also ready of George Gary
Eggleston's fine story, Running the River.

Little, Brown & Co.'s Juveniles. The im-
print of this house is on the books" of
Louisa M. Alcott, the pioneer of books for

young people that went straight to the heart
of normal, healthy, average human girls and
boys. Many people have discussed "chil-

dren's literature," many experts have made
lists of what children should like, must need,
etc., but the fact remains that normal young
people like normal, healthy, everyday people
to read about, and this liking the list of Little,
Brown & Co. continues to supply. Two of
the best new books for girls are Nathalie's

Sister, by Anna Chapin Ra^y, which, sad to

say, is the last of the "Teddie" stories for
older girls ($1.50) ; and Irma and Nap, a

story of home and school life for younger
girls. The boys have four fine stories wait-

ing for their parents, uncles and aunts to

buy for them for their Christmas. The
Story of Rolf and the Viking's Bow, by
Allen French, is a tale of Iceland in the

age of heroes ($1.50) ; The Boy Captive of
Old Deerfield, is a story of the French and
Indian War in a pioneer settlement of Mas-
sachusetts, by Mary P. W. Smith ($1.25) ;

The Mysterious Beacon Light, by George E.
Walsh, tells of the adventures and hair-
breadth escapes of four boys on the Labrador
coast ($1.50) ; and The White Crystals, by
Howard A. Garis, tells a capital story of a
city boy's adventures on a farm in New York
State, where he is present at trie discovery
of a salt mine. .($i-5O.) Then for little peo-

ple of the fairy tale age there is Grace E.
Ward's In the Mizt a collection of seven fas-

cinating stories, brightly illustrated in color
and black and white, of a land where foun-
tains spout soda water and there are monu-
ments of chocolate ice-cream, and animals
which heretofore have lived only in Noah's
Ark. ($1.50.) Interesting stories are to be
found in The Nursery Fire, by Rosalind

Richards, the daughter of Mrs. Laura E.
Richards ($1.50) ; and welcome is always
assured for more good cat-tales, and several
are amusingly recounted by Caroline M. Ful-
ler in The Alley Cat's Kitten. ($1.50.)
American boys and girls will find they have
a good deal in common with their little Mon-
golian cousins in San Francisco when they
read Little Almond Blossoms, wherein Jes-
sie J. Knox gives characteristic glimpses of
Chinese children at play and at work, inter-

woven in numerous pretty stories and accom-
panied by photographs of real Chinese young-
sters. ($1.50.) A picture-book has been pre-
pared by Clara Murray and Hermann Heyer
for tots just beginning to struggle with C-A-T
and D-O-G, designed to help and amuse
them. It is called A Child At Play. (50 c.)
From year to year the Little, Brown Co. have
been reissuing Miss Alcott's incomparable
stories in a beautiful new Illustrated edition,
quite worthy of the books. That Eight Cousins
and Rose in Bloom appear in turn this sea-
son in continuation of the series will be good

From "In the Miz." Copyright, 1904, by Little, Brown & Co.

SIX CRIMSON AND GOLD TULIPS.
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hearing indeed, (ea., $2.) There are also

new editions of Dr. E. E. Hale's Stories of

Discovery Told by Discoverers, and Stories

of Adventure Told by Adventurers, (ea.,

$1.25.)

Animal Books. For the little folks who
delight in merry singing verses and bright
colored pictures there are two books of more
than usual attractiveness. Both are written

by Alice Calhoun Haines, who is an animal
and child lover, it is plainly seen. Pets con-
tains alternate jingles and stories about'

chickens, lambs, dogs and youngsters in that

happy companionship of long summer days
in the out-of-doors, brightly and amusingly
described. Who will not smile at the quaint
conceit of "The Chicken Trust," or the tragic
tale of "The Cattle Lifters?" Miss Haines
has been more than fortunate in her illustra-

tor, Louis Rhead, whose full-page colored

plates and pretty border decorations depict-

ing bright-eyed, chubby-cheeked, huggable

children add not a little to the pleasure of the
text. ($1.50.) The Book of the Dog, with
Elisabeth F. Bonsall's pictures in color true
to very dog life, is a collection of a dozen
verses and tales about big dogs, little dogs,
and middle-sized dogs, all of them most en-

gaging, though some of them are very
naughty still "There's more comfort in a

puppy than most anything I know." And if

your small brother and sister can't have one
for their very own, then the next best thing
will be this prettiest of books about them.

(Stokes. $1.50.)

Lee & Shepard's Books for Young People.
A delightful selection of stories is ready,

exciting, amusing and romantic, for the young
people who each year count on something new
and good from this house. There is a spe-
cial timeliness in the publication of American
Boys' Life of Theodore Roosevelt, by Edward
Stratemeyer, which promises .to more than

repeat the success of the author's previous

From "
Making the Nine.'' Co, yright, 1904, by Lee & Shepard.

HE SUDDENLY TURNED AND PULLED THE BALL DOWN.
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From "Five Little Peppers and Their Friends." Copyright, 1904, by Lothrop Pub. Co.

FIVE O'CLOCK TEA.

"Life of McKinley." As long as there are

small boys alive hero-worship will survive,
and surely no man in public life to-day ap-

peals to this trait in boys, big and little, as

does our President. Mr. Strate.meyer, fol-

lowing his career step by step, has written
an account which reads like a story of ad-
venture. ($1.25.) From the same skilled

hand comes Under the Mikado's Flag, prac-
tically a continuation of the Old Glory Series
in which boys kept pace with history in fas-

cinating books. This tells of the Russo-Jap-
anese War, and is fair and instructive and of
course wonderfuly entertaining. ($1.25.)
The second volume of the Phillips Exeter Se-
ries is Making the Nine, by A. T. Dudley, in

which baseball is the special interest as foot-
ball was in last year's story, Following the
Ball But the volume takes in general ath-
letics and the moral tone is high and stimu-
lates to limitation. ($1.25.) The Louisiana
Purchase has been an all-pervading interest
this year, but it is not often that its history
is worked up so entertainingly as in The Roy
Courier of Napoleon, byWilliam C. Sprague.
It tells the story of a French drummer boy
whose search for his father brought him to
Louisiana when history was a-making. This
is a specially timely story, fine in both pur-
pose and execution. ($1.50.) In The Chil-

dren on the Top Floor, by Nina Rhoades,
there is a story of child life in a New York
apartment house, with the familiar "Winifred
Hamilton" of previous books again figuring
as the heroine. No more pleasing books for

children have been written than those of Nina
Rhoades, whose ability to touch the heart of
the reader by the simple naturalness of her
conversation and descriptions is exceptional.

($i.) An excellent historical story of the
Province of Carolina in the year 1702 is' A
Lass of Dorchester, by Annie M. Barnes.
The "lass" . is Elizabeth Blew of a former
book, now grown up and just returned from
Boston, where she has "finished her educa-

tion." The devotion to her father under

great trial is the motif of an exceptionally

good story. ($1.25.)

Happiness for Young People. Lothrop
Publishing Company have another volume of
the famous Pepper Series, of which Margaret
Sidney is the author. It is known as Five
Little Peppers and Their Friends, and takes

up the chronicles of the many interesting
friends of the Peppers, whose lives were bare-

ly outlined in the series ending when Phron-
sie was grown up. The many happenings re-

corded were told to the author long ago by
Ben and Polly, Joel and David, even Phron-
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sie sometimes whispering in her ears senti-

mental confidences. ($1.50.) Girls looking
for a book for a girl in her "teens" are recom-
mended Doris Farrand's Vocation, one of

"Pansy's" (Mrs. G. R. Alden's) charming
creations. Doris is a college girl who wavers
between two admirers, finding her true affin-

ity in a poor young man who is working his

way to a higher education. ($1.50.) "Alice
in Wonderland" is again the suggestion of
a handsome quarto called Looking for Alice,

ty Walter Burgess Smith, a new author, in

which little Harriet descends through an old

well into the land of dreams to look for Alice

and meets with astonishing adventures, which
are told with droll humor. ($1.25.) The at-

tempt made by the Confederates of Virginia
just prior to the outbreak of the Civil War
to seize the city of Washington and make
prisoners of Lincoln, then President, and
other high government officials, is the sub-

ject of W. O. Stoddard's Long Bridge Boys.

Although a true story it is as thrilling as any
romance ever written. One of the "Long
Bridge Boys," who lived at the Washington
-end of the bridge, discovered the plot, and by
"his prompt action saved the capital. .($1-25.)

The Harper Preparations for Young Peo-

ple. Harper & Brothers have shown discrim-

ination in preparing their holiday juveniles,

striving to combine literary excellence with

artistic design in illustration and pleasing

tnake-up. Robert W. Chambers's River-Land
is a case in point. It is similar in style to

"his "Outdoorland" and "Orchard-Land," giv-

ing the extraordinary conversation which took

place between Peter and Geraldine and the

fish and animals living in River-Land, convey-

ing much sugar-coated natural history there-

by, the text being charmingly supplemented
by the eight full-page illustrations in color by
Elizabeth Shippen Green. ($1.50.) Josephine
is an unusually entertaining story for young
people in their teens, who will find much in

common with the experiences of Josie and

Georgie, girls who ought to have been boys,
so their uncle and boy cousins thought, when
they appeared in Stockton, Mass., and an-

nounced that they had been sent by their

mother in the West to live with their uncle.

($1.25.) Very little girls who have become
acquainted with Janey and Josey and Joe
wifl be quite satisfied if they find in their

Christmas stockings Little Precious, with its

'bright-colored pictures and pretty cover, tell-

ing all about the doings of the three J's dur-

ing the summer spent in the little town in the

country "where mamma lived when she was a

little girl." (net, $1.30.) Two capital stories

of adventure, with many thrills and much in-

formation interesting to boys, are Kirk Mun-
roe's The Blue Dragon and Henry E. Rood's
In Camp at Bear Pond. The scene of the

first is laid in China during the most exciting

period of its recent history, the Boxer upris-

ing, when Pekin was a good place to get

away from if you could. It tells of the loyal

friendship between an American lad and a

Chinese boy, the son of a mandarin ; of how
the American succors and protects the for-

eigner who is sent to the United States to

study, and of how, later on, the debt of grati-

tude is paid many times over by the young
Chinaman. ($1.25.) The camping instinct

is inborn in most of us, though youth is re-

quired to enjoy with gusto the discomforts of

bad coffee, knotty beds and no hot water.

But In Camp at Bear Pond will appeal to old

or young who long for life in the open. Two
boys who camp for a month in the bear coun-

try of Pennsylvania have more things happen
to them than usually befall young hunters
and naturalists, including an encounter with a

wild cat and the discovery of the spot where
a century and a half ago Indians met for their

annual council fire. ($1.25.)

Old Time Favorites for the Young. G.

P. Putnam's Sons cannot be reproached with

neglect of the young people when they have

prepared two charming reissues of old time
favorites. Mr. Wind and Madame Rain is

a fanciful story of Paul de Musset's, famous
fifty years ago, which Emily Makepeace has
translated successfully. The illustrations, by
Charles Bennett, have been redrawn and en-

larged from the originals, and are a distinct

feature of this attractive book. Years ago a

perfect treasure-house of fairy-lore appeared,
having been collected by Joseph Jacobs, the

president of the English Folk-Lore Society,
and published in four volumes as The Fairy
Library. This season the Putnams have

ready a new edition of the first two volumes

"English Fairy Tales," and "More English

Fairy Tales," promising the other two next

year. Very wisely they have retained all of

John D. Battens' original illustrations which

proved so charming an accompaniment of the

first edition, but the stories are printed from
new plates and tastefully bound. Mr. Jacobs's

scholarly and very valuable notes on British

folk-lore are now placed at the end of each

volume so as not to interrupt the story text,

and distract the youthful reader who is more
intent on the doings of the fascinating dwarfs,

fairies, giants and elves who people the

stories. (Putnam, ea., $1.25.)

W. A. Wilde Company's Historical Stories.

Every growing American boy and girl must
be interested in the history of their vast coun-

try. If they are not the fault lies with their

surroundings and the subject has not been

properly presented to their imagination, their

patriotism and their lawful pride. No better

medium for waking up the slumbering minds

and feeding the curiosity of those already at

tension of interest can be found than a set of

the new Wilde publications for this festival

season. The Fort in the Forest, by Everett T.

Tomlinson, tells the story of the fall of Fort

William Henry in 1755, and is the second vol-

ume of the Colonial Series so auspiciously

begun last year by this author's "With Flint-

lock and Fife." The new story takes its read-

ers through that portion of our early history

when the French and Indians combined and

constantly made expeditions down into our

sparsely inhabited communities. It is a story
full of the adventurous life of the times when
intrigue on the part of the Indians had to be

met by the same from the colonists. These

many early engagements proved to be the

foundation stones upon which was built the
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spirit of 1775. The story is full of the pa-
triotic spirit of the times, and contains that

same enthusiasm which has made Dr. Tomlin-
son's stories for boys so popular. ($1.50.)
A Courier of Empire, by John H. Whitson,

girls, but interesting for their brothers, too.

($1.50.) Mary Hazelton Wade in Ten Little

Indians selects as her subject the ten oldest

tribes of Indians in our country, and tells in-

dependent stories of how Indian children

From "On Hyacinth Hill." Copyright, 190-1, ly VV. A. Wilde Company.

"THERE ARE MORE WHERE' THESE CAME FROM."

tells the story of the famous ride of Marcus
Whitman when he rode in the dead of winter
over the snow-capped Rockies to place before
the American Congress the great value to the
United States of the vast Oregon Territory.
This gives a fine showing of trie early pioneer
life of our country. ($1.50.) Also of early
pioneer days is Bonny Leslie of the Border,
in which Amy E. Blanchard tells in her de-

lightful way of the important part the cour-

ageous women of the East played when they
went forth with their husbands and endured
untold privations and hard work in opening
up the West. The southern part of Michigan
is specially described in this second volume of
the Pioneer Series intended primarily for

lived and played; which show the peculiar
characteristics of the different tribes. Much
valuable information is given in most fasci-

nating form. ($i.)

W. A. Wilde Company's Juveniles. Last

year Eva Madden made many happy with her

story entitled "The Little Queen." This year
she takes another period of English history
and tells of The Soldiers of the Duke. The
hero is Prince William, Duke of Gloucester,
who was in direct succession to the throne of

England. Like her previous story, this gives
a peculiarly happy picture of child life as it

appears in the royal home. The young prince,
his companions, their many larks and pleas-
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ures are all pictured in a manner to fascinate

younger readers, and all the information has
interest and value because it is based on ac-

tual history. Girls in their teens will thor-

oughly enjoy Nina Rhoades's Ruth Campbell's
Experiment, inasmuch as it is the history of
another girl who, returning from eight years'

experience in a western boarding school, is

told by her crusty old uncle that he has done
all he means to do for her in giving her an

education, and that thereafter she must sup-
port herself. And she has a mighty hard time.

of it, although all comes- right in the end as

it should in books and life. ($1.25.) A sim-

ple but interesting story is On Hyacinth Hill,

by Mary F. Leonard, with two children who
came to visit their cousin and make friends
with the little mistress of Hyacinth Hill and
her invalid brother, as the principal charac-
ters. Everything written by Miss Leonard
goes right to the spot in children. They all

think "she's just too lovely for anything," and
they are just about right. ($i.)

The Tar-Baby, and Other Rhymes. A wide
welcome is of course assured to "The Tar-

Baby, and Other Rhymes of Uncle Remus,"
by Joel Chandler Harris, with illustrations by
A. B. Frost and E. W. Kemble. The poems
have with very few exceptions all been writ-

ten within the last few years and have never
before appeared in book form. The title

poem is a new version in rhyme, specially
written for this volume of the famous "Tar-

Baby Story," perhaps the widest-known of

all Mr. Harris's productions. In the interpre-
tation of "darkey" life Frost and Kemble
stand unchallenged, and in addition to the

twenty-eight pictures they furnish, eight of

which are full-page size, the volume has deco-

rative borders, and Mr. Kemble's conception
of a new scene in the "Tar-Baby Story" is re-

produced in colors and used as frontispiece.

(Appleton. net, $2.)

For Sunday Schools. The Oxford Univer-

sity Press have a Life of Christ Simply Told
For Children, by Mrs. Paul Chapman, with

many beautiful illustrations ($i) ; and The
Sunday School Scholar's Treasury, an alpha-
betical arrangement of things every reader of

the Bible should know, specially intended for

Sunday schools, Christian Endeavor socie-

ties, etc. (25 c.)

Henry T. Coates 6- Co.'s Juveniles. The
provision for the girls, though not great in

quantity, is superior in quality. Two stories

by authors so dear to the heart of every
young girl as Gabrielle Emilie Jackson and
Emily Tilghman are worth a half dozen by
less known and inferior writers. From Miss

Jackson we get By Love's Sweet Rule, and
from the second writer The Thistles of
'Mount Cedar both rich in the romance of

youth, and the many enchanting episodes of

life that make youth so attractive. Writ-
ten for the boys' special benefit are many,
many volumes, a number being historical or

descriptive, and all full of information. The

From "The Tar-Baby, and Other Rhymes." Copyright, 1904, by D. Appleton & Co.
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Colonial Series is a new series this house is

bringing out for the Christmas season. As
will be seen from the titles of the works, it

"embraces an unlimited number of adventures
and deeds of daring that are calculated to

fill the hearts of imaginative boys with a

strong martial ardor. Edward S. Ellis has

boys for heroes, this time carrying them
through the Indian war which broke out after

the death of Powhatan, and which threatened
the total destruction of. the whites. Although
quite close to history and of special value .for

the information they offer, these volumes are

absorbingly interesting, and of the sort all

From "An American King." Copyright, 1904, by Henry T. Coates & Co.

THE ATTACK ON SWANSEA.

contributed the three introductory volumes
of the series, namely, An American King, a

thrilling tale of Indian warfare, which relates

the adventures of two boys, one American
born, the other English, during one of the
most interesting episodes of early colonial

history King Philip's War. The same two
boys figure in the second volume of the

series, Cromwell of Virginia, which has for
its scene Virginia in the time of Bacon's Re-
bellion. The third and completing volume of
the Colonial Series, called The Last Emperor
of the Old Dominion, again has the same two

natural boys care for. Other boys' books not
in any series are two by Seward D. Lisle

Up the Forked River, adventures of an Amer-
ican boy in South America during the war-
fare between the dictators of two rival repub-
lics, and Teddy and Towser, a fascinating
story of the early days in California among
miners, Indians and bandits; and two by
Hezekiah Butterworth so deeply enshrined
in the hearts of young readers called Our
Boys in Panama, a story of the forests of the

great canal, and The Dog of Cotopaxi, a tale

of Colombia and Equador. The first of these
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From " Babes in Toyland." Copyright, 1904, by
Fox, Duffield & Co.

CONTRARY MARY CLIMBING THE GARDEN WALL.

is unusually timely, freighted as it is with an
interest that appeals to the whole country.
Two classics, that should be in all juvenile li-

braries, appeal to Christmas buyers in new
editions, with many new illustrations. The
boy or girl who does not own Charles and
Mary Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare, or
Thomas Hughes's Tom Brown's Schooldays
at Rugby, should hasten to put one or both
books on his or her list of possible Christmas
presents, (ea., $i.) There is also a new edi-
tion of The Children's Book of Poetry, com-
piled by Henry T. Coates, which has been
reduced in price. ($1.50.)

Babes in Toyland. Fox, Duffield & Com-
pany's charming Babes in Toyland is a free
version in book form of Glen MacDonough's
popular play that has been enjoyed by thou-
sands of children and their parents since its

production on the stage. Anna Alice Chapin
is the party responsible for placing Babes
in Toyland in this shape, having collaborated
with Mr. MacDonough, while Ethel Franklin
Betts, pupil of Howard Pyle, contributes
eight full-page pictures in colors and many
drawings in black and white, which are both
romantic and fantastic, carrying out the spirit
of the story. The story every one knows,
with its opening scene in the village of No
Name, the home of "Mary quite contrary"
and other nursery characters. The change
to Toyland and the meeting of new Mother
Goose personages, and the wonderful se-

quence of adventures are as enthralling in
the book as in the play, (net, $1.50.)

The Happy Heart Family. Virginia Ger-
son in The Happy Heart Family evinces
an inimitable humor, as delightful as it is

novel. Children of all ages from five to

fifty will revel in it. We are introduced ta
Papa Good-Heart and the little Hearts, the

Nanny Goat and the Black Velvet Cat, with
the white shirt front and the long whiskers,
all . superlatively rich in amusing gifts and
charming qualities. You laugh with them and
at them indeed no one could do otherwise
however seriously inclined and linger lov-

ingly over the lovely pictures in color, by the
author. Miss Gerson's talent is the kind
that makes every child her devoted lover.

Underneath all her nonsense is the spirit of
happiness and good cheer that makes a wee
moral as tasty as a homeopathic pill. (Fox,
Duffield & Co. net, $i.)

Kenyan Cox's Mixed Beasts. This is an
interesting experiment by one of our fore-

most illustrators. It is an attempt to meet
Edmund Lear and Oliver Herford on their

own ground of illustrated nonsense verses.

There is a suggestion, too, of Lewis Carroll
in the subject titles, which are all portman-
teau words. You don't know what a port-
manteau word is? Then take down your
"Alice in Wonderland," and refresh your
memory. The inhabitants of Mr. Cox's im-

aginary world all bear portmanteau names:
for example, the "Welsh Rabbittern," the

"Walrustic," the "Kangarooster." the "Eli-

phantom," the "Rhinocerostrich," the "Hip-

pppomustang" and the "Wild Boarder." The
pictures indicate a similar embarrassment
of zoological richness, resulting in a pictorial

compromise between two animals that simul-

taneously occupy the mind. These wonderful
beasts are not to be found in any work on
natural history; they are nevertheless notable
additions to the farcical fauna of the day.
(Fox, Duffield & Co. $i.)

Juveniles for Imaginative Children. Bobbs-
Merrill Co. have wonderful books for children

that like fairies and spooks and queer ani-

mals. L. Frank Baum's works of genius are

one and all the perfection of their kind, and
the illustrations by W. W. Denslow, Frank
Verbeck, Fanny Y. Cory and Mary C Clark
make each book a delight. The Wizard of Os
is still fresh in the minds of all ($1.25) ; and
the others must be looked up when buying for

children, even though they are not of the very
newest and latest. Charles Raymond Macau-
ley has written and illustrated Fantasma Land.

Through magic, of dreams perhaps, small

Dickey finds himself in the Land of Fan-
tasms. Little Nell, of "Old Curiosity Shop,"
pins flowers on his coat; Don Quixote takes
him to ride on Rosinante ; Wamba (out of

"Ivanhoe") hails him; he encounters ^sop's
Fables in the road; and many wonderful

things that might reward a little boy who had
read a good deal happen to Dickey the tell-

ing whereof to other little boys may tempt
them to read a good deal if they have not al-

ready done so. ($1.25.) The Well in the

Wood, by Bert Leston Taylor, illustrated in

two colors by Fanny Y. Cory, tells a be-

witching story. "The author of this fanciful
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tale for children," says The Outlook, '"has

caught the spirit of Alice in Wonderland, and

produced a delightful story, without a hint of

lifeless imitation. The little girl playing near

a forest finds a new flower, which she gathers
and tucks under her hair ribbon. Immediately
she understands the speech of her dear com-

panion, the yellow dog, and goes happily

away into the wood with him to visit his

friends the laziest beaver, the bold rabbit,

and others. The illusion is admirably man-

aged. Of the pictures it can only be said that

they are simply charming, and perfectly in-

terpret the story. The humor of the artist

peeps out in the ridiculous expression which
she gives to the bear, the stork, or the donkey.
A fascinating story-book in exceptionally good
English." ($1.25.) Two in a Zoo, by Curtis

Dunham, illustrated by Oliver Herford, tells

a delightful story of a little lame boy and his

little girl friend, the princess. The great

caged animals in the menagerie confide their

deepest secrets to the boy and he interprets

them for his little friend, and they both learn

much about the far-away countries where the

now imprisoned animals led happy, untram-
melled lives. ($1.25.) Seldom has there

been a brighter collection of stories than
Anne Virginia Culbertson has brought to-

gether in At the Big House, with illustrations

by E. Ward Blaisdell. Two old "mammies"
tell animal folk-tales of the South to three
children on a visit to their mother's old home
in Virginia. This is a book to read to the
children after they are tucked in bed. It will

make them happy for many cold winter nights*
($1.50.)

Henry Holt & Co.'s Books For Boys and
Girls. Henry Holt & Company have again
sailed into the sea of juveniles. This time
their cargo consists first of all of two naval
stories for boys: Nelson's Yankee Boy, by
Frederick H. Costello, author of "On Fight-
ing Decks in 1812," illustrated by W. A.
Denton ($1.50) ; and Prince Henry's Sailor

Boy, by Otto von Bruneck, freely translated
and adapted by Mary J. Safford, and illus-

trated by George A. Williams. ($1.50.) Of
course Nelson's Yankee boy had to be "im-
pressed" by the British before Nelson got
him; but Nelson, who is very sympathetically
portrayed, had nothing to do with that, and
the boy jived to fight the British later in
1812. Prince Henry's Sailor Boy gives a pic-
ture of life in the German navy to-day as
pleasant as Lieut. Bilse's picture of the army
in "A Little Garrison" was unpleasant. Claus
Erichsen is picked up in the Baltic Sea by

^

From ''Lang's Brown Kairy Book." Copyright, 1904, by Longmans, Green A Co
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Prince Henry, who is 'yachting in those

waters. The Prince befriends the boy and

puts him in the navy. Qaus goes with his

ship to Japan, China, Africa and elsewhere,
has a few troubles, but many more jolly ad-

ventures, and finally is commissioned as an
officer. The Philadelphia Press pronounces
this story "excellently adapted to the tastes of

American youth, ... a first rate story;" and
the Washington Star says it is "told in a way
to keep young eyes steadily at work from the

first page." An equally delightful story for

girlish tastes is Dandelion Cottage, by Car-

roll Watson Rankin, illustrated by Florence
Scovel Shinn and Elizabeth Finley. ($1.50.)
It illustrates, but does not intrude, the merit
of self-reliance.. Four young girls are given
the use of a tumble-down cottage, which they

promptly put into shape, and in which they

cozily keep house all summer. Their joys and

griefs and the details of their playing house
are told in a simple, readable and very life-

like manner. So realistic is the story of this

housekeeping that the young folks will live in

the story, and even old folks will remember
the joys of playing house. These books are

"all illustrated with pictures of rather uncom-
mon effectiveness. .(Henry Holt '& Com-
pany.)

The Story of James Chalmers ("Tarnate"}.
Richard Lovett has made the life and ad-

ventures of James Chalmers very interesting

in the way he has told them for boys. The
true story is told in such a way as to catch the

interest and sympathy of boys, and to show
that a man who is neither a soldier nor a

traveller nor a scientist nor a statesman may
yet be a great hero. Many of the wonderful
and dangerous incidents in "Tamate's" long
and strange life are "here described, often in

his own words. These include many which
show how often he stood on the brink of

death, and how enthusiastic he was in his de-

sire to uplift and to bless the wild savages of

Rarotonga and Guinea. (Revell. net, $1.25.)

That Sweet Story of Old. The ever-new
life of Christ is this year retold for young
people by Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster. In

sympathetic and reverent style, simply and
vividly, she weaves into a continuous .narra-
tive all the facts given in the four gospels.
Both text and the numerous illustrations, re-

producing well-known paintings, seem to

make very personal the wondrous life of the

Child of Bethlehem. The large expectations
created by this author's name on the title-page
are fully sustained by the work itself. (Re-
vell. $1.25.)

Little Royalties. This is quite a new de-

parture in juvenile literature. Its author, Isa-

bel McDougall, has ransacked existing his-

torical records, and from the material thus

secured has put together a series of engaging
stories concerning the little princes and prin-
cesses of Europe. A chapter is given to Ed-
ward vi., England's boy king; another to

Napoleon's son, the little Prince of Rome;
others to Don Balthazar Carlos, the Infanta
of Spain; to Germany's twelve-year-old em-
press, Matilda, and to many others, telling

simply and brightly the events in the lives of
these young people who found royalty any-
thing but comfortable. Excellent photograv-
ure reproductions of famous pictures make
very real the faces of these princelings. (Re-
vell. $1.25.)

Colored Toy Books. Thomas Nelson &
Sons have made generous provision this year
for young people who take pleasure in colored

toy books. Their line now includes books
ranging in price from two cents, for a nicely-

printed, paper-covered book, with colored pic-
tures, to $2.25 for an exquisite and handsome
edition of Grimm's "Fairy Tales," with twelve

full-page and numerous other illustrations.
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